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> Introduction

Diesel engines play an important role in today's
society: we are quite dependent on them.
Over 100 years after Rudolf Diesel developed
a working diesel engin e, there is sti ll no real
al ternative fo r sh ip propulsion and electric
generators in tropical and/or remote areas.
Th e diesel engine is indispensable for road
haulage, inland shipping, aquatics, electric power
emergency systems, agriculture, and passenger
transport by road or rail, oil and gas industry and
various other industries. We have chosen to make
use of many pictures accompanied by a written
explanation.
Much highly in-depth tedrnical theory has been
omi tted as these topics are covered by specia list
books ava ilable on the market; these topics
include thermodynamics, vibrations, materials,
and electronics.
We, a t Target Global Energy Training have opted
for a more practical approach. This includes ample
information wi th respect to the constructio n
of engines, use of materials, various engine
categories, ma intenance, repairs, and the use of
engines.
Much attention has been paid to the choice of
proper graphic material. T his, in ou r opinion, is
helpful for the reader to gain insight in the va rious
subjects. This publication is indispensable for
every person who has dealings with d1e diesel
engine ind ustry, from the smallest engine to
'The Cathedrals of the Oceans'.
Kees Kuiken, Onnen, The Netherlands, July 2008.
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Electricity is generated by diesel power plants
in most parts of the world. This includes
mobile floating power plants.
Shown here; discharging a floating power
plant with MAN-B&W engines from a semisubmersible 'Dockwise' vessel.

DIESEL ENGINES

PART II

.
A large diesel powerstation contains fourteen
eighteen-cylinder
V-engines running on
H.F.O. for driving the
electric generators.

On the left; the gensets
and on the right the turboblowers with the exhaustgas pipes on the engines.

18.1 Introduction
For over fifty years diesel power planrs have been
used to generate electricity all over the world.
They are located mainly on islands, in remote
areas and often in regions with poor or non'Y
Bottom left: Manufacture

18.3 Applications for diesel
power plants

plant. Make: Wartsila.

'Y

18.2 Classification of diesel
power plants

diesel-power plant or
power barge travelling to
its final destination.
Make: MAN-B&W.

At the front; the electric
distribution section with the
transformer, switches and
pylons for connection to the
high-voltage feeder on
shore. Lett of the engine
room the air-inlet filters, with
right the exhaust-gas lines
and sound dampers.

12

operating on M.D.O. - generating to ± 5 MW
power output per set.

existent infrasrrucrures, for instance in the tropics
or in developing countries.

of a floating-diesel power

Bottom right: A floating

E

from± 5 MW up co± 20 MW power output
per set.
Mobile gensets installed in a container
with four-stroke high-speed diesel engines,

A Four-stroke high-speed diesel engines operating
on M.D.0. - generating up to± 5 MW power
output per set.
B Fou r-stroke medium-speed diesel engines
operating on H .F.O. - generating up to
± 20 MW' power output per set.
C Two-stroke low-speed crosshead engines
operating on H .F.O. - generating up to
± 50 MW power output per set.
D Floating die el power plants with four-stroke
trunk pisron- or two-stroke crosshead diesel
engines operating on H .F.O. - Delivering

Electricity is generated in various pa rts o f the
world by diesel engines for the following reasons:
1

2

The required electric power is not large enough
co justify building la rge-scale power stations
with gas- and steam turbines. The return on
capital expenditure is only acceptable when
operating at full load.
T he electric power is required for a short
time-span. This occurs in projects for large
in frastructures, special eve nts or following
major natural disasters. l n these situations
large emergency gcnerarors a re used. These
comprise diesel gensets placed in containers.
T his is also applied on a sma ller scale with a
single genset providing electricity.

5

The investment per kilowatt hour is much
lower than that of traditional power
generators such as steam- and gas turbines.

6

At partial load with a n installation comprising
several engines, a certain number of engines
are switched off, so that the remainder operate
at full load_ T hus the total efficiency for the
generation of e lectric power remains high. The
efficiency for the generation of electric power
using steam- and gas turbines at partial loads
is extremel y low.

7

Operating and maintaining gas- and steam
turbines requires highl y skilled personnel.
This is co a lesser extent applicable for the
maintenance of diesel engines.

..

8

Maintaining diesel engines is relatively

9

Stand-by diesel gensets: The stand-by genset

inexpensive.

A transformer station fed by diesel genset s.

is automaticall y started with a power failure
of the main s. This system is often found in

Many countries with diesel-power plants, such those found

public buildings such as hospitals, institutions

in developing countries, only have an electricity grid in

and large office block s, but a lso as 'black

densely populated areas or areas with a high electricity

start' in power plants, in industry and ocher

demand. Here the transformers are fed by the diesel gensets

vital processes. These diesel gensets can be

increasing the voltage from 13,800 to 110,000 volt.

started wit hin several seconds and imm ediately
operate at fuU load.

Some disadvantages of diesel power plants
Relatively high exhaust-gas emissions .

3

4

The local high-voltage electricity network
is not capable co transport large amounts

Limited power output per engine:
four-stroke: maximum 40 MW;
two-stroke crosshead engine: max imum

of electric power.
The electricity requirement per area is

relatively small, for instance onJy a few dozen
megawatts. The efficiency of chis power
o utput is much higher (± 40%) than the
efficiency when using a gas and/or steam
turbine. A diesel power plant of 100 MW is

l00MW;
gas turbine: maximum 400 MW;
steam turbine: maximum 1500 MW;
Relatively heavy.
Relatively high maintenance costs.

large.

Dual fuel motor

Thermal efficiencies%
55

~

A total efficiency graph for the various engines and

Low speed diesel engine

engine combinations up to 50 megawatt shaft power.
50
45

40
35

30

steam t urbine

yellow

33%

gas-turbine

red

36%

steam - and gas-turbine combination

red

46%

medium-speed engine

green

48%

low -speed engine

purple

53%

dual-fuel engine

blue

56%

25
20
5

10

50
Capacity (MW)
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Location

18.4 Types of diesel power plants

Often in scarcely populated areas (with modest
power requirements).
Especially in the tropics (poor infra-structure).
Often in third-world countries (low investment

18.4.1 Utilizing four-stroke high-speed
diesel engines operating on M .O.O.
Engine category II

levels).
On islands and other isolated areas.

H ere the power output per diesel genset is limited

In remote areas with large industrial activities,

to 1 to 5 MW due to comparatively expansive

such as in mining, gas- and oil dril ling

diesel oil.

industries.

They are used tO generate electricity locally for
various purposes:
lighting;
infra-structure;
production processes in manufacturing plants
such as breweries and water treatment.
T he number of revolutions per minute is usually
1500 and 1800, depending on rhe frequency
(50 or 60 Hz). For the slightly larger engines
the number of revolutions is lower. However, ar
approximately 1200 revolutions or less, there is
the use of heavy fuel oil is possible. This is cheaper
than diesel oil. The engine types used often fall in
category 11.

J.

T

In d iesel-power plants, four-stroke medium-speed

An artist's impression of a modularly built diesel-power

diesel engines a re often used.

plant only for electric power.

Shown, an eighteen-cylinder V-engine. Considering weight,

1

high-speed four-stroke diesel engine

2

electric generator

size and capital cost this is the best choice as two in-line

3

main switch board

nine-cylinder engines have a similar maximum output, but are

4

engine-room ventilation

heavier, take up more space and capital cost is higher.

5

space for distribution station and transformers

6

air coolers for discharging the heat from the fresh water,
lubricating-oil and combustion air-cooling systems.
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Familiar makes are: Caterpillar, Cummins,

....

MTU/DDC, GM.

A high-speed four-stroke

With the use of light diesel oils (M.O.O. ), the fuel

genset running on diesel

deaning process is simple and the exhaust-gas

oil for electricity

emissions in comparison to those of heavy fuel oil
(H.F.O.) are less.

generation.

The high-speed high-load diesel engines used for

The frame can be easily

gensets are usually arranged in V-shape. They are

positioned on the shop floor.

compact and relatively light and are mounted
either in a fixed or flexible manner on a steel
frame and can immediately be positioned on the
factory floor.
In the gas- and oil industry, many high-speed
diesel gensets are set up on locations that lack
(natural) gas for operating gas-engine gensets. The
total power output varies from several megawatts
to over ten megawatts .

...
A high-speed four-stroke diesel genset with its own
generator cooling.

In the foreground the electric generator with its own
air-cooling system. Offshore, for instance gas and oil
platforms, complete sets are often substituted during major
maintenance, so as little work as possible needs to be done
on location. This is cost effective.

18.4.2 Utilizing four-stroke medium-speed
diesel engines operating on H.F.O.
Engine category Ill
Most of the world's larger diesel power plants are
in this category. These plants have a total capacity
of up to 150 - 250 MW. To reach these capacities,
several dozen of sixteen or eighteen cylinder
V-engines with large cylinder bores are installed.
A fuel treatment and supply system is an integral
part of the installation. The large amounts of fuel
are delivered by pipeline, ship or fuel tankers and
stored temporarily in the storage tanks, enough
supply for several days of consumption.

•

The entrance to a large diesel power-plant in the
tropics. Here near Mombassa, Kenya.

Left the plant and right the electric distribution to the highvoltage grid.
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Vent

Vent

Residual Fuel
Bunker Tank

Diesel Oil
Bunker Tank

Vent

Transfer
Pump

Settling
Tank

To
Sludge
Tank

To
Sludge
Tank

Automatic
Backflushing
Filter

Two Centrifuge Module

Centrifuge Module

Residual Fuel
Day Tank

Diesel Oil
Day Tank

Mixing
Tank

3-Way
Valve

3-Way
Valve

Circulation

Final
Heaters

•

A fuel system w ith

....
A floating diesel-power

storage, cleaning and

plant, the ' Seaboard', in

treatment of diesel oil

the Dominican Republic.

and H.F.O ..
It 1s moored alongside a
highway and close to a
viaduct in tidal estuary.
Electric power, 72 MW.

....
Arrangement of diesel
engines in the same
floating plant.

Left the turbo-blowers and
exhaust-gas lines with right
the electric generator with
air cooling.
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Duplex
Heaters

Viscometer

Engine
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Spare pistons ready for the 12,000 operating hours
between overhauls.

In these relatively large plants on ly a fraction
of the total productivity is lost with one
malfunctioning diesel genset.

Jf, for instance, ten engines of 8 MW eacb are
assembled together, one stopped engine would
amount co a mere 10% of the capacity, but the
gcnset will still produce 72 MW. The engine load
in th ese types of planrs is fairly high, generall y
95 to 98% of the nominal capacity using a threephase generator.

Steam turbine

Exhaust gas boiler

~

A diesel genset producing

From
other
boilers

8.3 MW

steam using the exhaust
gases and an exhaustgas boiler.

From
other
boilers

=I

The steam drives a turbine
genset. This relatively high
investment 1s only cost-

axw artslla 18V46
120 MW

effective In large installations
with several engines
connected to one exhaustTo other
boilers

gas boiler. Shown here,

j=
Toolher
boilers

eight Wartsila 18V46
engines. Total power output

L
F

120 MW. The steam turbine
generates 8.3 MW at full
load.

[D£TAU.£

Bl

~

SANTO DOMINGO

The elect ricity network
near Santa Domingo, the
Dominican Republic.

The black horizontal
rectangles are plants.
The 'Power-barge
Seaboard' on the right
generates 72 MW.
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•

A large two-stro ke
crosshea d engine of
MAN-B& W for generati ng
electricit y.

In the background and nght,
a large disc generator with a
diameter of 8 metres.
disc generator

18.4.3 Utilizing two-st roke low-sp eed
crossh ead engines operat ing on
H.F.O., Engine catego ry IV

also limited. Howeve r, the energy compan y's
preferen ces play an importa nt part.
From a n econom i c view, diesel power plants with
fo ur-stroke medium -speed V-eogin es u ing, H.F.O.,
are the most cost-effe ctive in vestmen t.

Compar ed to the engine categor y 111, the use of
these engines is negligible. The power output for
each plant varies from 20 to 240 MW. Obvious ly,

18.4.4 Floating diesel power plants with
both four-st roke trunk piston
or two-st roke crossh ead engines
operat ing on H.F.O., Engine
catego ries Ill and IV

thi~ is depende nt on the type and number of
engine(s ). A low number of engine revolutions
req uire a low number of revoluti ons for the
generat or.
Accordi ng to the formula :

f=p

The power output for each plant reaches
approxi mately 200 MW. The p lant consists of

X 11

a large floating pontoon equippe d with all the
required fac ilities, these include diesel genset , a

in which:

f = Hz;
p = number of pole pairs;
n = numbe r of revoluti ons per second, the number
of pole pairs at an engine speed of two revoluti ons
per second ( l20 per mi nute) is 25 and the nu mber
of poles therefor e:
25 X 2 = 50

120

Therefo re: 50 = 60 x p.

Fifty poles at this large a capacity cake up a great
deal of space, a nd consequ ently the generat or has
a very large d iameter, the so-ca lled disc generat or
o r disc dyna mo. T he diamete r of these generar ors
can reach as much as 5 ro 12 metres.
The si7e and weight of these secs are huge, but
compar ed ro the more prevalen t four-str oke trunk pi~ron engines driven by gensets, the number of
moving parts is significa ntly lower. This genera lly
implies that the number of malfunc tio n5 is

18

control room, a worksh op, fuel- a nd lubricat ingoil sto rage tanks and a step-up tra nsformer for th e
medium voltage gensets.
Floating diesel power plants arc complet ely selfsufficient; they can be upplied with fue l and pans
when at sea and can be rowed to most location s.
The underly ing concept is that of a mobi le power
plant, which can be deploye d an ywhere in the
world.
Obvious ly, the floating plant must be connect ed to
the medi um- or high-vo ltage local network .
Advan tages of floating plants
The floating installat ion is anchore d at the
location where the energy is required .
Expedit ious delivery rimes of approxi mately
twelve months .
.Modula r con truction , of both gensecs and
bui lding .
- Very flexib le deploym ent ro location s.
-

Constru ction in boat yards by modula r
constru ction.

CH18

-

Fuel storage in double-bottomed tanks.
Therefore no separate ta nks are required.

-

Shore power con nection to the plant.
Auxiliary systems are tested at the dockyard as
opposed to on location.
Possibility of using (natural) gas at a later
phase.

-

-

The engi nes are manufactured with two fue l
systems (Dual Fuel).
When natural gas is available, the floating
power plant can be converted to operate on
natural gas.
Fewer risks in case of natura l disasters,
earthquakes a nd land slides.
Sea water cooling is possible, so a simple
installation with low temperatures is sufficient.
Mobility, versatility a nd deployment of these
plants means a low-risk investment.

Several significant advantages of using
natural gas as fuel
-

Very low exhaust-gas emissions.
Clean combustion process.
No fuel storage required.
No danger of fuel spillage, so reduced risk o f
envi ro nmental damage, such as soi l- or water
contamination.

These two fuel systems a re also frequen tly used
for land-based diesel power plants.

>

DIESEL POWER PLANTS

18.4.5 Mobile gensets arranged in a
container using four-stroke
high-speed diesel engines,
fuel M.O.O. Engine categories I
and II
Capacity per container is up to± 5 MW per
genset. These are often used for:
temporary electricity supply for large events,
building activities, military activ ities, fairs;
emergency power installations for hospitals,
public buildings, the computer-sector, the
banking sector, p ig fa rms a nd a variety of
processes in the industry where power cuts
ca use losses.
Today, legal regulations stipulate the actions that
should be taken to limit the damage caused by a
power failure. Financiers, suc h as the World Bank,
also make demands, fo r insrance, w ith respect to
the pollutant emissions. There a re ma ny rental
companies active in this sector, which lease mobile
gensets ranging from several kilowatts to several
megawatts electrical power output per set.
Some companies utilise these mobile gensets on a
continual basis, for instance: gas- and oil drilling
companies, construction firms, the army, circuses,
the Red Cross and firms involved in constructing
pipe lines, mines, tunnels and water power
stations.

Also ~rr ( h.1ptl'r 8, I lll'b, Iud lim· ") ,tt·m~ ,111d
clr.rn111g lul'i,.

....
The 'Powerbarge
Seaboard' as seen from
sea. Eight Wartsila-38
engines with eighteen
cylinders in
V-arrangement
generate electricity.
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Caicum
carbonate

•

Exhaust-gas
silencer

Wet desulphunsauon

Deso.
Exhaust-fired
steam boiler

I

SCR catalyser
(SCR = Se1ect1ve
Catalytic Reduction)
DeNO,

•

...
A diesel- power plant with a two-strok e crosshea d

18.5 Speci al applic ations of
diesel powe r plants

engine.

18.5.1 Reduction of toxic flue gas
emissions

large disc generator, crosshead engine and air inlet. Above:
the sound dampers, the DeNOx installation for the removal of

On the far right the electrical sw1tch1ng section. Next to 11 a

nitrogen oxides and to the far left the DeSOx installation for

Reductio n of nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides and
soot particles.

the removal of sulphur oxides.

~

,\l,o ,i:c ( hapta 22, Fng1nt·

i:mi..~101 1,.

A district heating project with d iesel engines in Vaasa,
Finland.

18.5.2 Use of the residual heat
H eat genera ted by exhaust gases, coo lant,
lubricati ng oi l and air cooling.
This is also referred to as combined beat an d
power or CHP.

Both twelve-cylinder V-eng1nes with bores of 46 and 64
centimetres drive generators which supply electricity for the
public grid. The exhaust-gas heat is predominantly used for
exhaust-gas boilers. The generated steam is used for driving
a steam turbine genset also connected to the network. Since
the plant is located in the port near the city, the regulations
with regard to the exhaust gas emissions are very strict. Here
both DeNOx and DeSOx installations are required (far right).

Exhaust gas boiler

LI
I

Wl rtslll 12V84
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Other Fluids and

~

Fuel costs are the largest
cost driver in the
Downtime and
Associated Costs
Purchase Price and
Associated Costs

exploitation of diesel
engines used in shipping
and diesel-power plants.

At high power outputs and

Shaft power

•

many operating hours,
H.F.O. is often used as
opposed to more expensive

A

diesel oil.

The energy in the exhaust gases is approximately 25 to

Price indication March 2007

45% of the fuel energy and can be partially used for

Rotterdam

electricity generation by means of an exhaust-gas

heavy oil 380 cSt.:

boiler combined with a steam-turbine genset.

160 USO per tonnage
weight
heavy oil 180 cSt. :
170 USO per tonnage
weight

With the use of heat exchangers, water can be

General
Diesel power plants often have a high operational
reliability and capability. In the relatively smaller

heated for use in city heating or manufacturing
processes.
Using exhaust gas boilers, steam for operating
a steam turbine genset is produced which
subsequently generates additional electric power.

capacities of up to approximately 250 MW, higher
efficiency in comparison to steam- and/or gas
turbines is usual. The fuel- and lubricating-oil costs

The steam used in the steam turbine can then
be re-used in processes that require a lot of heat

form the highest expense posts, as is the case in
the shipping industry. Diesel oil, which on average

energy. Much of the heat is, of course, used in
the diesel power plant itself. For heating the
fuel storage, heating the cleaned heavy oil and
maintaining temperatures in stationary engines.
Clearly, the extra energy 'gain' must be weighed

is twice as expensive, is only used for smaller
capacities.

against the extra investments.

strict in countries where diesel power plants are
prolific. Naturally, engine suppliers capitalise on
these developments.

diesel oil: 225 USO per
tonnage weight

Legislation with regard to, amongst others, the
pollutant emissions is also becoming increasingly

Also see Chapter 22, Engine cmi\,ion~.
$ifecam-<;ayorova
2x18V32DF, 1:y MWe

Cenglz-Samsun
7x18V46, 123 MWe

Arc;ellk-<;ayorova
1x18V32GD, 6.5 MWe

Aksa-Samsun
7x18V46, 123 MWe

Ousa-lzmit
1x18V280, 5 MWe

Cinkur-Kayseri
3x18V38A, 30 MWe

Klor Alkali-lzmit
3x18V220SG, 9.6 Mwe

-

=FuelOil
= Gas and Fuel Oil
= Gas

B aku-T1fhs-Ceyha n
S lvas PT4
4x18V34SG, 24.8 MW

~

B aku -Tofhs -Ceyh an
Erzincan PT3
5x18V34SG, 31 MW

Turkey with huge distances

Bak u-T,fhs-Ceyh an
E rzur um PT2
4x12V34SG, 16.5 MW

E n erpow er-Van 2
4x18V32LN, 26 MWe

Gulle-<;orlu
1x18V32DF, 6.1 Mwe

Example: In a country like

and relatively few industries,
many diesel power plants
are locally built. Here plants
of one engine manufacturer;
Wartsila.

$1tecam-Topkap,
2x18V32DF, 12.2 Mwe

GD stands for gas diesel.

Arc;ellk-Eskifehlr
1x18V32GD, 6.5 Mwe

This is a diesel engine using

Arges-Kemal Pa,;a
3x18V38A2, 33 MWe

a minimum of 5% diesel and

MOSB-Manlsa
3x18V46, 54.3 MWe

K.E.Y-Sllopl 2
5x18V32LN, 32.5 MWe

Arenko-Denlzll
2x18V32LN, 13 MWe

Bil Enerji-ldil 2
4x18V32LN, 26 MWe

Oenlzll Clmento
1x16V46, 15.1 MWe

Rasa-Mardin
3x18V388, 33.8 MWe

Konl-Siirt
4x18V32LN, 26 MWe

a maximum of 95% gas.
SG stands for spark gas.
This is an Otto engine running
on fuel gas. All other engines
are diesel engines.
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•

The first diesel-power
plant at Choloma, with
five MAN-B&W Pielstick

18.6 An example of a large diesel
power plant for the
generation of electricity

medium-speed fourstroke engines running
on H.F.O ..

20 February 2007 - Choloma
This power station is situated in the north west
of Honduras, near the village of Choloma,
approxi mately 20 km outside the city of San Pedro
de la Sula. The power company, Enersa, which
has Egyptian investors, owns several diesel-power
plants in H onduras and is also the owner of the
airport of San Pedro de la Sula.

y

/2

~

The new diesel-power plant lay-out.
fourteen MAN-B&W 48160 four-stroke medium-speed
2

H.F. 0. engines
cooling for the H. T. and L. T. cooling-water system to the

3

ambient air
H.F.O. , M.0.0. and lubricating-oil storage

4

loading station for tankers

s

H.F.O. centrifuge building

6

workshop

7

transformer station

........

,_

-·
_,

...........

~~~=======1J

~ = = = = = =(r
?A
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~

The new diesel-power
plant.
1
2
3

4
5
6

engine building
transformer station
high-voltage lines
H.FO. storage
contaminated-oil
storage
workshops

Using H.F.O. has very visible
consequences; high
emissions of visible
combustion products,
amongst others, soot
particles .

....
In the engine hall.
1

electric 18.4 MW generator

2

MAN-B&W four-stroke medium-speed H.F.O. diesel
engines
exhaust- gas lines

3

18.6.1 The Choloma Ill project
The Choloma III project comprises fourteen diesel
gensets with the following data:
Diesel engines: Four-stro ke medium-speed diesel
engines o perating on H.F.O., by MAN-B&W,
Augsburg.
Type 18 V 4 8/60 of which three are type18 V
48/60 A and eleven type 18 V 48/60 B.
Electrical power output per genset 18.4 MW. Total
power o utput 250 MW.

V-engine cross-sections.

This diesel power plant is in the top twenty largest
planes in the world.

red: exhaust gases

~

red: drive gear

Generator: ABB
This genset generates a voltage of 13,800, which
is increased to 100,000 volt using a 'step up'
transformer.

blue: inlet air
yellow: lubricating oil
light blue: H.T. cooling water
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~

ABB three-phase gensets
with in the foreground the
'generator row'. Here
large parts are moved by
10 tons overhead cranes
and trucks.

Installation

18.7.2 H.T. and L.T. coolant systems

Tl:,e fourteen diesel gen sets a re arranged along
side each othe r in one large hall with two IO ron
overhead cranes.

The

H.T. and L.T. coolant systems comprise two

pumps for each engine. The H.T. system is used to
cool the fresh water- and lubricating-oil system of
rhe LT. system and cooling rhc combustion air.

18. 7 Auxiliary engines
The auxiliary engines are also situated in the hall.

18.7 .1 Fuel booster systems

,.

The so-called 'booster units' heat the fuel to

A low-pressure fuel-

to

approximately 135°C to achieve a viscosity of 10

12 cSt.

,.
The pump row almost 200 metres long.

supply system. Each
engine has its own

left: H.T. and L.T. cooling-water pumps (yellow)

system, the so-called

right: main lubricating-oil pump (grey) with heat exchangers

'fuel boosters'.

(blue)
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18.7.3 Main lubricating-oil pump

18.7.8 Fire extinguishing system

One main lubricatin g-oil pump with a n integrated

A fi re extinguishing system with foam as a n

lubricating-oil cooler and a lubricating-oil filter.

extinguishing agent.

18.7.4 Valve lubricating system

18.7.9 Ventilation system

A va lve lubrica ting system for lubri cating the inlet
va lves.

A ventilation system for the engine hall to
safeguard the combustion-ai r supply and
simultaneo usly cool and ventilate the area.

18.7.5 Fuel-nozzle coolant system
18.7.10 Electrical generators
A nozzle coolant system for coo ling the fuel
injection nozzles. Pre-heating the nozzle coolant
before starting the engine is possible.

Each sleeve bearing in the electrical generaror
has a separate pre-lubricating pump, which is
automatically switched on prior ro sta rt a nd stop.

18.7.6 Starting-air system
One system for starring the engines. The starting

18.8 Outside the engine hall

ai r valves are mounted in the cylinder heads.

18.7.7 Lubricating-oil separator system

18.8.1 Waste-heat exhaust- gas steam
boilers

One lubricating-oi l separator system for each

Exhaust-gases boilers a re con nected to the

T

engine, which automatica ll y cleans the circulati ng

exhaust-gas ma ni fo lds of all fourteen gensets.
These produce steam for heating the fuel booster

Left in the picture the H .T.
and L.T. system-cooling

units, the heater fo r the ten fuel and fourteen

blocks.

lu brica ting oil in the engine.

lubrica ting oil separators, the pre heaters for
the eight fuel-transfer pumps and storage-ta nk

Right 111 the picture: over

heating.

50% of the supplied fuel
heat is wasted with the
engine cooling system and
the exhaust gases.
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18.8.2 Silencers

18.9 Fuel quality

All exhaust-gas systems have silencers (sound
dampers).

Usually, a heavy fuel oil with a viscosity of 380 cSt
at 50 °C and a sulphur content of 2.5% is used.
The CC.A.I. number fluctuates between 845 and
860. This means that the financial department
rather than the plant operator determines the
fuel quality. Obviously, the quality must conform
to the specifications stipulated by the engine
suppliers!

18.8.3 Separator room
A dozen separators for cleaning the heavy fuel oil
are installed in a separate building. Diesel oil, used
for repairs to the fuel systems or when there are
problems with the viscosity of the heavy fuel oil, is
cleaned using fine-filters.

18.10 A few particulars
18.8.4 Fuel receiving station
18.10.1 Operational management
The fuel is supplied from the storage tanks in the
port of Puerto Cortes and delivered using tankers.
There is sufficient storage capacity for a two-week
plant operation at a maximum fuel consumption
of 1100 tons per day.

...
The separator room with
ten separators for
cleaning heavy fuel oil.
These Alfa Laval
centrifuges work fully
automatically.

...
A fuel station.

The influence of the United
States is clear: all the
tankers are of American
make!
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Generally, the gensets operate at full load between
06.00 and 22.00 hours. All the gensets are
automatically controlled proportional to the load.
When the load of all the gensets is too low, with
a limit of for instance 90%, the first genset in the

CH18
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computer-controlled programme is automatically
turned off, and vice versa.
Between 22.00 and 06.00 hours, the electricity
requirement and therefore the load is low. In this
period only two to three gensets are operational.
The others remain on stand-by as does the entire
auxiliary plant. A genset can be started within a
matter of minutes and is automatically loaded to a
maximum of 98%. As few gensets are operational
at night, the steam production of the exhaust gas
boiler is proportionally reduced . At low steam
production a separate stand-by oil-fired auxiliary
boiler is sea reed.

18.10.2 'Turn key'-projects by
MAN- Diesel AG
The entire construction of a diesel power plant
including machinery, outbuildings and tank

reduction gearing, the electrical generator, a highpressure steam collection drum, and feed-water

srorage is outsourced to a special department at
MA -Diesel AG.
Construction occurs in three phases:
Phase T: five sets (2003/2004)

pumps.
A large air condenser condenses the steam
expelled from the steam turbine into water, which
returns to the exhaust gas boiler. Unfortunately,

Phase II: five sets (2004)
Phase Ill: four secs (2005)

there is no company in the vicinity that could use
the low-pressure steam in production process as
this would lead to a considerable increase in the
total fuel efficiency. With the present operation,
the power efficiency amounts co approximately

In 2007, extra systems were delivered co the
owner 'Enersa'. At this point approximately five
hundred claims, standard for such an extensive
installation, must be finalised.

54% and after the installation this rises to about
56%.

18.10.3 Heat exploitation of exhaust gases

18.10.4 Fuel supply

In addition to the small exhaust-gas boiler,
fourteen high-pressure steam boilers have been
installed to drive the steam-turbine genset which
has a power output of 15 MW. Separate from the
fourteen high-pressure exhaust-gas boilers wi th

Diesel power plants situated close ro a suitable
port usua lly receive the fuel directly from an
oil tanker via a short pipe line installed in the
harbour. Diesel power planes located further
inland receive fuel either via a pipe-line or

fittings and piping, a separate engine hall has been
built. This hall contains the steam turbine with

fuel-tanker. Diesel power plants in third world
countries often opt for transportation by fuel-

A
Exhaust-gas boilers for
heat generation (March
2007).

....
Tank storage.

black: H.F.O.
white: M.0.O.
yellow: lubricating-oil
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tanker, due co the fact that building transpon
pipelines over long distances is costly and prone to
sabotage and theft.
This plant requires 1100 cons of fuel per day when
operating continuously at full load!

~

The H.T. and L.T. system for each engine consists of
two pumps; one is operational and the other is a
stand-by pump.

....
A large lubricating-oil pump. Each engine has one large
lubricating-oil pump with a plate heat exchanger. An
automatically operating fine-filter is incorporated in the
lubricating-oil system.

T
Each engine has its own Alfa Laval automatic
operating lubricating-oil separator.

...
Engine maintenance. Shown here, the fuel injectors are
changed.
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~

Engines weighing 110 tons are flexibly arranged o n
steel pressure springs with centrally, a damper filled
with a highly viscous liquid.

The engines oscillate approximately 2 millimetres. The flexible
coupling between the diesel engine and generator must
absorb this movement as the generator is positioned on a
concrete foundation.

~

The high-pressure fuel pump, one for each cylinder.

1

fuel-supply line

2

fuel-return line
high-pressure line to the fuel injector
pump casing
supply-control mechanism

3
4

5

~

Starting-air compressors.

The engines are started with an air pressure of maximum
30 bar, supplied to the cylinder via a starting-air valve.
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...
A foam fire extinguishing
system.
Automatic ·sprinklers' are
positioned near the engines.
These operate when the
ambient temperatures are
excessive. First, a water mist
followed shortly afterwards
~

by foam.

Each engine has a
crankcase mist detector,
which indicates when
and where a bearing
temperature becomes
too high.

.&

The diesel engine
including generator.
Note the size!

~

The transformer station
13,800/ 110,000 Volt.
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~

The electric main rail to
which all engines are
connected.

~

The main switch board
where all fourteen
generators can be
switc hed onto the
network.

~

The cylinder-head
platform.
Right; the cylinder inlet-air
manifold.
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...
Transfer pumps for the
fuel storage system.

...
The air ventilators. The
combustion process and
the ventilation of the
building require large
amounts of air.

...
The camshaft 'doors' (1)
with the crankcase
covers (2) below with
several relief valves (3).
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...

...

The valve drive of the inlet and exhaust valves;

The fuel injector between the two inlet and exhaust

a special construction.

valves. The high-pressure double-walled fuel supply
line has been removed .

....
The valve drive's yoke
(upside down) .

....
Two transfer pumps for
draining tankers.
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...
Manufa cturing data of
the ABB three-p hase
generat or.

The frequency is 60 Hz
instead of 50 Hz, as ,n

f

Europe. A sizable generator

!Temo.cl. fl

67000
23

weighing 67,000 kilograms!

Exel\. 111 Vdi: 1t.3 Ade

.720t

________________

.._

_:_~ ---- ·

18.11 Exam ples of powe r plant s

...
Three com plete diesel
g ensets with a power
output of SMW.

Generators are driven by
Caterpillar diesel engines
category II. After
manufacturing, testing and
release for certification, the
sets are disassembled and
transported to Qatar where
they will be re-assembled
for a refinery.
The test facility here on the
premises of Topec/Pon
Power in Papendrecht.
The Netherlands.
A: One of the three
caterpill ar V engines, the
largest of this manufacturer
running on M.D.O.,
a 3616 - C 280 - 16 with a
speed of 1,000 revs/min.
B: The two start rotors near
the flywheel.
C: Both start1ng-a1r
compressors, where one is
electric and the other driven
by a two-cylinder Hatz diesel
engine. In the backgro und
are both start1ng-a1r
reservoirs.

D: The air-coolers used for
testing. With these air
coolers, the heat of the coolwater system 1s discharged.
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•

A large floating power plant in the river mouth with
Wartsila medium-speed diesel engines running on

....

heavy-fuel oil.

A power plant near the waterfront of the harbour.
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Since the introduction of the reciprocatingpiston-driven steam engine in the 19th
century, propellers have been used for ship
propulsion.
The diesel engine has been in use as
the standard propulsion engine since
approximately the 1950's. The combination

_,,-y

-· -I

of a diesel engine and a propeller amounts
to an propulsive efficiency of approximately
33 %. So two-thirds of the energy
generated by the fuel is wasted!

.~Ill.
,.~,.
"'

---..,
D

I

I

I

I
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19.1 Introduction

2

Since the introduction of auxiliary power on
sailing vessels by using a steam engine, ships
have been fitted with a propeller shaft bet\veen

output required for the propeller is computed
from the aforementioned effective towing

propulsion engine and screw.
This is still the case today: nearly all seagoing

resistance and the efficiencies dependent on
the various propellers and hull shapes. The
operating conditions for a screw deduced
from propeller principles for fixed-pitch
propellers are discussed. These conditions vary

vessels with a power output above 2000 kW,
approximately 90,000 vessels, use a propeller
driven by a diesel engine for propulsion.
Numerous ships for inland-water navigation,
including pleasure craft use propellers. Other
propulsion systems such as jet- propulsion are also
used.
3
Every vessel requires a different propeller co
achieve a maximum efficiency from the chemical
(fuel) energy supplied to the diesel engine. This
depends, among other things, on its dimensions,
hull shape, and the desired speed, kind of
transport, sea area and so forth.
To obtain a basic idea of marine propulsion, the
subject is subdivided into three main areas.
1 Discussion of the most elementary issues,
ship dimensions, hull shape, displacement,
ship weight, design drau ght, length between
perpendiculars, block coefficient.
Other topics are towing resistance, comprising
frictional, residual and air resistance, and the
effects of these resistances in real terms .

Elaborate discussion o f marine propulsion
and the flow conditions near the propeller.
T he wake coefficient and the thrust coefficient
will also be dealt with. The coral engine

from navigating in calm waters to conditions
varying from light to heavy operating
resistances, such as fouling and heavy swell.
T his section contains a discussion regarding
the significance of selecting the correct
measurement for the Maximum Continuous
Rating (M CR ), the maxim um available
continuous power and the optimising poin t
for the propulsion engine. In this discussion,
attention will be paid to the load curve of the
engine in relation to the design of the screw.
The compilation of the accompanying load
charts is discussed in detail using a number of
examples.
It is important to be aware of how various
ship resistances affect the continuous service
rating of the engine.

...
The combination of a
diesel engine driving a
propeller has been the
most commonly used
propulsion system for
over 75 years. It is used
by more than 90.000
large sea vessels,
hundreds of thousands
of inland vessels, and
millions of yachts, cabin
cruisers and other ships.
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cc

Crude (oil) Carrier
Very Large Crude Carrier
Ultra Large Crude Carrier
Product Tanker

VLCC
ULCC

Gas tanker
Chemical tanker

Liquefied Natural Gas carrier
Liquefied Petroleum Gas carrier

LNG
LPG

subdivided into classes that are more specific and types,

080

Oil/Bulk/Ore carrier

080

There are often 'multi-purpose' ships as well (which are

Oil tanker

The three main/ largest categories of s hip types.

The three main ship categories are the container ships, bulk

Tanker

carriers (grain, ore) and tankers, which can be further

such as oil, gas and chemical tankers.

Bulk carrier

Bulk carrier

Container ship

Container ship

General cargo ship

General cargo
Coaster

Reefer

Reefer

Passenger ship

Ferry
Cruise vessel

suitable for various purposes).
Container carrier
Roll On-Roll Off

Ro-Ro

Refrigerated cargo vessel

19.2 Ship types and hull
resistances
Depending on the cargo a nd loading conditions,
ships can be subdivided into diffe rent categories,
classes and types.

t

Freeboard deck

19.3 Load-lines of a ship
Every seagoing vessel ha s load line marks

D: Freeboard draught

TF

amidships on each side of the hull; this is known
F

as the 'Plimsoll Mark' . This mark is made by the

----tl--- T

Tropical

use of steel plates painted in a colour distinctive

1--- s

from the co lour o f the ship's hull, w elded on

1---W
Winter
- - - WNA Winter - t he North Atlantic

port and starboa rd side of the hull. The lines

Danish load mark

and letters of th e Plimsoll Mark co rrespond with
the freeboa rd regula tions as laid down by the
l.M.O., the International Maritime Organisation
and indicate the max imum draft to which a ship

Freshwater

can safely be loaded. This draft is dependent on

...

sea, season and salinity. The salinity of the water

The load lines of a ship.

-..1..-

Summer

Seawater

There are load lines for sailing in fresh and seawater, in

affects the level, fresh water being less dense than

tropical conditions and tor sailing in summer and winter time.

seawater a nd therefore exerts an upward force on

According to the international freeboard regulations, the

the ship.

summer freeboard draught is equal to "the scantling
draught", which is the draught when dimensioning the hull.
The winter freeboard d raught is lower than summer's, as

19.4 Ship dimensions and their
values

there is a greater risk of encountering adverse weather.
However, the freeboard draught in tropical seas is somewhat
higher than the summer treeboard d raught.

19.4.1 Displacement and loading capacity
When a sh ip is loaded co a given wate rline,
displacement is the we ight of the water that the
ship displaces whil e floating.
So displacement equals the full w eight of the laden
ship, in seawater whic h has a specific mass of
1025 kg per m3 .
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...
Displacement and loading capacity.

D

Length between perpendiculars :

: LWL

Length overall

: L OA

B readth on waterline

: 8 wL
: D = 1/2 (OF + DA)
: AM

Draught
Midship section area

Displacement includes the weight of th e ship itself
and the weight of its cargo. Loading capacity is
often expressed in tons deadweight. Deadweight
includes not only the cargo but also fuel and other
necessities such as lubricants, water, spares, and
stores required for the running of a vessel.
Therefore, deadweight is always the difference
between displacement at that particular mom ent
a nd the ship's own weigh t, expressed in metric
tons .

Ship type
Tanker and
Bulk carrier
Container ship

I

dwt/light
weight ratio

I

½IP

Length on waterline

D1spl./dwt
ratio

6

1.17

2.5-3.0

1.33-1.4

A

19.4.2 Deadweight = displacement= total
ship's weight
Displacement may also be expressed as the ship's
displacement volume. SI unit is 111 3 •

19.4.3 Gross register tons/ Net Register
Tons
Ship's volume can also be expressed in Gross
Register Tonnage (G.R.T.) and Net Register
Tonnage (N.R.T.). A gross register ton equals 100
cubic feet or 2.83 cubic metres.
These values indicate the total internal volume of
the ship accord ing to certain complex rules that
apply to sa id values and are often used to calculate
commercial fees such as port and canal dues.

19.5 Hull forms

The relationship between a ship's dead weight,
lightweight and displacement.

First column: deadweight to lightweight ratio
Second column: displacement to dead weight ratio

The lightweight of a ship is not usually used to indicate the
size of a ship. Deadweight, based on the loading capacity of
the ship, including fuel, lubricating oil and other supplies
required for ship operation, provides a good indication of the
size (read: loading capacity) of the ship.
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Specific for ship propulsion is the part of the ship
that is located under the waterline.
The ship measurements found below are used for
the design d raugh t. The design draught selection is
dependent, among other things, on the cargo, the
weather cond itions, and the sea area. The degree
to which the sh ip is loaded is also important: is
rhe ship lightly, heavily or fu lly loaded? In general,
the most com mon draught between full-load
d isplacement and ballast d isplacement is used.
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D

Volume of d isplacement

: 'v

Waterline area

: A,,.

Block coefficient,

Lw. based

: CB

'v
L,._ x Bwc xD

Midship section coefficient

:c..

=~

Longitudinal prismatic coefficient

: c.

= 'v-

Waterplane area coefficient

:C

=~
L,._ X Bwi.

wt.

Bwi. xD

A,. X l.w,

A
Hull coefficients.

Ship's lengths

Block coeff,c,ent

Sh,p type

Ca

I

Generally, the overall length (Lo.a.), the total length of the

I Approx,mate ship
speed V ,n knots

ship, does not affect the calculation of the hull's water

Lighter

0.90

5- 10

resistance.

Bulk carrier

0.80 - 0.85

12 -17

The length on the waterline (1.o.w.) and the length on the

Tanker

0.80 - 0.85

12-16

General cargo

0.55 - 0.75

13 - 22

Container ship

0.50-0.70

14 - 26

Ferry boat

0.50-0.70

15-26

load lines (I.a.I.) are factors used for the calculation.
The length between perpendiculars is the length between
the first load line, usually a vertical line through the stern's
intersection with the waterline, and the aft load line, which
normally coincides with the axis of the rudder.

A

Generally, this length is slightly shorter than the waterline

Block coefficient C8 .

length and is expressed as:

Between ,11eperpend>CU1ars = 0.97 x Lowe·

The most important of these coefficients is the block
coefficient C 8 , which is the ratio of d isplacement volume and

Draught D

the volume of a block with dimensions: length on the

The draught of the ship D, is defined as the vertical distance

waterline, the breadth on the waterline and the draught

from the waterline to the point on }he hull which is most

according to the formula:

submerged.

Displacement volume

Cs =--- - - -- '-owi_ X

B OWL X

D

Draught, forward and aftmost are usually identical when the
ship is loaded.

In t his instance the block coefficient refers to the length on

Breadth on the waterline BwL: This is the largest breadth on

the w aterline.

the waterline.

However, ship manufacturers often use a block coefficient,

Block coefficient Be: Various shape coefficients are used to

which is based on the length between perpendiculars, thus

denote the shape of the hull.

producing a slightly larger block coefficient , as the length on
the perpendiculars is slightly smaller than the length on the
waterline.
Displacement volume

Ca=---- - - - Lat_i_ xBOWL x D

A small block coefficient means less resistance and
consequently potentially higher speeds.
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19.5.1 Water-plane coefficient Cw

19.5.4 Longitudinal centre of buoyancy

The water-plane coefficient is the ratio of the
water-plane¾, and the product of the length on
the waterline and the largest width of the ship.

The longitudinal centre of buoyancy (L. C.B.) is
the longitudinal distance from a point of reference
to th e centre of the fore and aft perpendiculars.
The distance is usua lly established as part of the
length between the perpendiculars and is positive
if the reference point is situated in the first half

In general, th e water-plane coefficient is
approximately 0.10 higher than the block
coefficient or:

The difference is sli ghtly larger for fast ships with
low block coefficients, where the stern is partially
submerged, and therefore part of the water-plane.

19.5.2 M idship- section coefficient CM.

of the length between the perpendiculars and
negative when situated in the last ha lf.
For fast ships such as container ships, the L. C.B.
is negati ve, while slow-speed ships such as tankers
and bulk carriers usually have a positive L.C.B.
The L.C.B. is usuall y between - 3% and + 3% .

19.5.5 Fineness-ratio CLw
The length/displacement ratio or Fineness ratio
(CLw) is the ratio of the waterline of the ship J_VL
and the length of a cube with a volume chat is
eq ual co che volume displaced:

The midship-section coefficient Cw is the ratio
of the submerged midship section AM (midships
between the fore and aft perpendiculars) and the
product of the ship's width B w.l. and the draught

D.

19.6 Ship's resistance

For bulk carriers and rankers this coefficient is
approximately 0 .98 co 0.99 and for container
sh ips 0 .97 to 0.98.

19.5.3 Longitudinal prismatic
coefficient CP

A ship must move efficiently through the water
and it is therefore imperative to dim inish the
ship's resistance co the water. The force of ship's
resistance is the opposite of the propulsion force.
The ca lculation o f this resistance R plays a crucia l
part in the selection process of a propeller and
conseq uently the propu lsion engine.

19.6.1 General
Longitudinal prismatic coefficient Cr is the ratio of
the volume of displacement Vw and the product of
the mid-hip section area AM and the length to the
warerline !_vL·

The ship's resistance is partially influenced by the
ship's speed , displacement and the hull shape.
The total resistance Rp consists of various
r esistances R , divided into three groups:
1 frictional resistance;
2 residual resistance;
3 air resistance.

The Cr is not an independent form coefficien t, but
entirely dependent on the block coefficient C 8 and
the midship-section coefficient CM.
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A heavily loaded heavycargo ship has a large air
resistance.

This may become
increasingly large when
operating in head winds.

The effects of the frictional and residual

Based on ma ny model resistance tests in towing

resistances depend on the shape of the hull and the

tanks and using the corresponding dimensionless

draught; the air resistance effects are dependent on

hull data, methods have been developed co

the su rface area of the ship above the waterline.
In container ships, or heavily laden ships

calculate the required resistance coefficients C, and
consequently the corresponding source resistances

transporting large objects on deck, the air

R.

resistance is high.

ln practice, the calculation of the ship' s resistance

Water with a velocity V and a density p has a

model is performed in a cowing rank and provides

dynamic pressure of: ½ x p x V 2 (Bernoulli 's

accurate data.

for a particu la r ship design for a corresponding

principle). If water comes to a complete sta ndst ill
as the result of an object (in this insta nce a hull)

19.6.2 Frictional resistance RF

moving th rough it, the drag load of the water on
the hull is equa l to the dynamic pressure exerted

The fri ction al resistance RF of the ship's hull is

on the hull, which results in a dynamic force,

dependent on the wet su rface a rea As of the hull

namely pressure x pe r surface area, on the hull.

and the specific frictional coefficient R F.
The resistance in cr eases as a result of fouling, the

This fact forms the basis for ca lcu lating a nd or

growth of a lgae, weeds and barnacles on the ship's

measuring the source resistances R of a ship's hull,

hull. Many anti-fouling painting systems on the

using dimensionless resistance coefficient CP as

market limit or prevent fo uling of the hull. These

related to the force K, which is dependent on the

often contain tributyl tin compounds (T.B.T.),

dynamic water pressure at a certain speed Von

which are extremely toxic.

a surface area w hich in turn is equal co the hull's

IMO has prohibited these paint systems for new

wer surface As· The rudder surface is a lso included

building as of the first of January 2003, and a

in the wet surface area.

genera l prohibition was implemented on the first

The genera l formu las for calculating ship's

of J a nuary 2008.

resistances are:

T.B.T. alternatives are available, such as copper-

Reference force= K = ½ x p x V 2 x A5 and source

to be less effective.

based a nti-fouling paints. However, these appear
resistance: R = C x K
When a ship moves through the water, the
frictional resista nce increases to approximately the
square root of the ship's velocity.
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The frictional resistance of t he ship in the water is
approximately 70 t0 90% of the rota I resistance
tO wh ich the ship is subjected. This applies tO
large low-speed ships, such as bulk carriers and oil

•

Frictional resistance RF. High-speed, large container
ships have propulsive power outputs up to
approximately 70,000 kW.

tankers (deep draught).
For large high-speed cruise ships of relatively
small draught, this can be less th an 40%.

Container ships are always loaded; containers are added and

19.6.3 Residual resistance RR

load and therefore the engine load are generally identical.

With velocities up to 25 knots, more power is required.

removed, but these ships rarely sail unloaded. The propeller

The residual resistance RRcomprises the wave
and eddy resistance. Wave resistance refers tO
the energy loss caused by waves produced by the
ship travelling through the water, whereas eddy
resistance leads tO power loss, when the current
separates from the surface of a hull and eddies are
formed. These eddies are prevalent at the stern.

T
The 'Berge Stahl' with a load capacity of more than
300,000 tonnes and a draught of 19 meters is the
largest bulk carrier in the world. Large tankers and bulk
carriers have low operational speeds. In loaded

Wave resistance at low speeds is proportional
ro the square root of the velocity. However, it

condition, the hull is 90% below the waterline.

increases rapidly at higher speeds.

To achieve high speeds at these displacements and breadths
amounting to 30 to 70 metres would require huge power
outputs.

T
The picture shows an
empty tanker in ballast,
the bow and the rudder
partially protruding from
the water. The propeller
operates just below the
water surface.
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The frictional resistance ca is formulated by:
RF= CFx K.
T bjs essentially means that a speed restriction is
created, the so-called the maximum hull velocity.
A further increase of the diesel engine output
above this velocity will not result in increased
ship's speed!
All the extra power is converted into wave energy!
The frictional resistance amounts to
approximately 8 to 25% of the total resistance for
low-speed ships.

> SHIP PROPULSION

For highly laden conta iner ships in a head
wind, air resistance can rise to 10% of the total
resistance. This also applies for large passenger
liners, a nd in particular, heavily laden freighters.
Similar to the aforementioned resistances, air
resistance is expressed as: RA - CA x K, but can
occasionally be based on 90% of the dynamic air
pressure with a velocity V. .In this case, the formula
is as follows:

For high-speed ships, this can rise from 40 to 60%
of the total resistance.

RA= 0,90 x ½ x PAtR x V 2 x AAIR> where PAIR
constitutes the specific air mass and AAIR the
cross-sectional surface area of the ship above the
waterline.

Shallow water also has a significant effect on
the frictional resistance, as it is more difficult for
the water displaced by the ship to flow astern.

19.6.5 Towing resistance RTand the
effective (towing) power RE

(Resistance of the displaced water volume over the
ground).

The total towing resistance

Rr is calculated as

Rr

The specific frictional resistance is defined as
follows:
RR =CR

X

K.

follows:
= RE+ RA.
A corresponding effective (towing) power, PE' is
required to move the ship or allow it to be towed
through the water. At a velocity V, the formu la is:

19.6.4 Air resistance RA
In principle, the air resistance in calm water is
proportional to the squa re of the ship's velocity

H owever, the power supplied to the propeller, P0 ,

and proportional to the cross-sectiona l surface

higher. This is due co the flow conditions around
the revolving propeller and propeller efficiency
itself, which will be discussed later in this chapter.

area of the ship above the waterline.
Normally, air resistance is approximately 2 % of
the total resistance.

required to move the ship at velocity V, is slightly

19.6.6 General total ship resistance
T
Air resistance RA. In relation to their displacement,
passenger ships, cruise ships and ferries have tall
superstructures and are therefo~e sensitive to (head)
winds.

If the frictional resistance is divided into wave
and eddy resistances, as described earlier, the
distribution of the total rowing resistance
can

Rr

be expressed in percentages (see figure). This is
applicable co both low-and high-speed ships.
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...

Type of resistance

% of Rr
High
speed
ship

The total resistance of ships in general.

The right column shows low speed ships, such as bulk
carriers and tankers, the left column is valid for cruise ships
and ferries. Container ships may sorretimes be placed in this

RF = Friction

45 - 90

Aw = Wave

40 -

RA = Air

5

5- 3

RE = Eddy

column or between the two columns.

Low
speed
ship

2

10 -

The main difference between both columns is, as previously
mentioned, the wave resistance.
In conclusion, all resistances are proportional to the square of
the ship's velocity, but for higher speeds, the wave resistance
increases more rapidly and therefore takes up a larger
portion of the total resistance.

---Ship speed V

...

kW

This tendency is also clearly visible for a 600 TEU

8,000

"Wave wall"

Propulsion power

containership , o riginally designed for a service speed
of 15 knots.

Without any alterations to the hull design, the speed for a

6,000

New service point

sister ship of similar size was requested to be increased to
approximately 17 .6 knots. However, this would result in a
relatively high wave resistance and would require twice as
much propulsive power!

4,000

A further increase of the propulsive power would only
Normal service point

produce a slight increase in the ship's velocity as the main
part of the additional propulsive power is converted into
wave energy.

2,000

The ship has reached the maximum hull velocity for the hull
design and only produces a so-called 'wave wall'. The shape
of the ship's hull will have to be modified to obtain the
required speed increase.
At present (2008), there is a tendency to slightly reduce
the service velocity of ships in order to reduce fuel costs.

o -+- - - - ----,----------+------+-----,
10

20 knots

15

Ship's speed
Power and speed relationship for a 600 TEU container ship
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Estnnates of average increase in resistance for ships

In Summary

nav1gat1ng the main routes

In principle and theory, the resistance increase in

North Atlantic route, navigation westward

25-35%

North Atlantic route, navigation eastward

20-25%

Europe - Australia

20-25%

Europe - East Asia

20-25%

The Pacific routes

20-30%

heavy weather is proportional to:
the amount of adverse wind and current;
the size of the waves.

It is difficult to distinguish between these two
fa ctors .

.+.
Obviously, resistance is increased by (heavy) sea and
wind conditions and currents.

In comparison to ship's resistance in calm weather
conditions. heavy seas and head w inds can increase the
total ship's resistance by 50 to 100%.
On North Atlantic routes, the first percentage of a 50%
increase corresponds to the summer period and the second

19. 7 Screw propulsion
The traditional method of marine propulsion is
by means of a propeller. This has been the most
widely used method of propulsion for most ships
for over a hundred years. Sometimes two and
sporadically three propellers are fitted.

percentage of a 100% increase to the wint er period.
Data reveal that for a typical 140,000-ton (dead weight) bulk
carrier on certain routes, especially on a northern route in the
Pacific Ocean between Japan and Canada, the increased
resistance when loaded shows extreme increases of 220%
with a mean increase of 100%.

19.6.7 Ship resistance increase during
operation
When the ship is in service, the pa int coatings on
the hull will gradually be attacked and degrade.
Steel corrosion will slowly increase; weeds and
ba rnacles will attach themselves to the hull.
Adverse weather conditions, perhaps together with
a badl y laden ship, can cause deformation of the
bottom plates of the ship. This becomes evident by

The required thrust T for the propeller enables
the ship to move at a velocity V and this is usuall y
higher than the generated towing resistance Rr As
described earlier, this divergence is caused by the
water-flow differences for propulsi.on and towing
conditions.

19.8 Propeller types
Propellers can be divided into two main groups:
1 fixed-pitch propellers (FPP);
2 controllable-pitch propellers (CPP). These are
also known as AP (ad justable pitch) and VP
(variable pitch) propellers.
'Y
A medium- speed

the beams which look like ribs protruding from
the ship's hull. The hull becomes fouled and its
surface is no longer smooth: which consequently
results in a frictional -resistance increase. The

Caterpillar-Mak diesel

propeller surface can become rough and fouled.
ln calm water, the resistance caused by fouling can
result in a total ship's resistance increase of 25 to

propeller; a common

engine with reduction
gearing , a propeller shaft
and a controllable-pitch

propulsion installation.

50%.
Generall y, the larger the ship, the less the increase
in resistance in the water.
However, the resistance of large, laden ships of
deep draught, such as bulk carriers and tankers,
may alter rapidly with hull fouling below the
waterline.
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Power
Effective (towing) power
Thrust power delivered by the
propeller to water
Power delivered to propeller
Brake power of main engine

Velocities
Ship's speed
Arriving water velocity to propeller
(Speed of advance of propeller)
Effective wake velocity

:PT= Pe/ flH
: Po= PT/ flB
: PB= Po/ fls

Wake fraction coefficient
Efficiencies
Forces
Towing resistance
Thrust force
Thrust deduction fraction

Thrust deduction coefficient

...
The propulsion of a ship-theory.

...
Winter in the Salties

The resistance of ice floes is
not calculated in this chapter
of ship propulsion.
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: RT

:T
:F = T-RT
F = T-R
T

Hull efficiency

1- t
: riH= 1 -W

: riR
Relative rotative efficiency
Propeller efficiency - open water : flo
: riB = rt0 x riR
Propeller efficiency - behind hull
Propulsive efficiency
Shaft efficiency
: riT
Total efficiency
Pe Pe PT Po
~ = - = - x - x - = ~ x~ x ~=~ x ~x~ x ~
PB PT Po PB
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19.8.1 Fixed-pitch propellers

Fixed pitch propeller (FP-Propeller}

Controllable pitch propeller (CP-Propeller}

Monobloc with
fixed propeller blades
(copper alloy)

Hub with a mechanism for
control of the pitch of the
blades (hydraulically activated)

FP-propellers are cast in one block and usually
made of a very strong copper alloy. The position
of the blades and therefore the propeller pitch is
fixed and cannot be modified. When operating in,
for instance, poor weather conditions, propeller
performance properties such as thrust w ill only
alter in combination with the supplied engine
power and the propeller speed.
Most ships not requiring sophisticated
manoeuvring capabilities, such as container ships,
bulk carriers and tankers are equipped with
FP-propellers.
These generally travel great distances on the high
seas and do not berth frequently. These ships can
safely enter ports to load and discharge aided by
their bow thrusters (container ships) and by tugs.

19.8.2 Controllable-pitch propellers
Controllable-pitch propellers have in comparison
a larger hub as space is required to house the
hydraulic mechanism that controls the pitch
(angle) of the adj ustable blades. The price of a
controllable-pitch propeller can be three to four

.&

Propeller types.

Another important advantage is that a d irectly

left: fixed-pitch propeller

reversible engine is no longer required. Thus
the diesel-engine design remains simple and it
operates at a h igh, fixed RPM, rapidly prod ucing
the desired power for the propeller during
manoeuvring. So manoeuvring can take place in a

right: controllable-pitch

safe and swift manner.
!-or turcher dt>t.ti ls regarding propellers, propclli.:r
,haft, and seal,, see Chapter 3 1, Propdler~.

times that of a fixed-pitch propeller.
Furthermore, the propeller efficiency is somewhat
lower due to the relatively larger hub.

19.9 Flow conditions around the
propeller

The propeller is also more vulnerable in service
than that of a fixed-pitch propeller.

19.9.1 Wake coefficient w

Controllable-pitch propellers are often applied to
ships that require frequent manoeuvring action.
Ferries, container- feeder ships, dredgers, Ro-Ro
ships and a great many other, slightly smaller ships
use CP-propellers.

propeller

When the ship moves through water, the friction
of the hull will produce a 'friction layer' of water
on the surface of the hull. In this 'friction layer' the
water velocity at the surface of the hull is equal
co that of the sh ip, but is reduced as the water
distances itself from the hull surface.

...
A large six-blade fixedpitch propeller for a
large containership
(Wartsila Propulsion).
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The propeller diameter or rather the ratio of the
propeller diameter d and the ship's length L.v1.
somewhat affects the wake fraction coefficient
a s ~ and gives a rough indication of the way in
L.vt
which the propeller performs in the wake field of
the hull. The higher the ratio d to lwL, the lower
the wake fraction coefficient w.
Obviously, the wake fraction coefficienr w
increases when the hull is fouled.
For single-screw ships the wake fraction factor w
is usually in the 0.20 to 0.45 region, with a
corresponding flow velocity to the propeller of
0 .80 to 0.55 of the ship's velocity V. The larger
the block coefficient, the larger the wake fraction

&
The wake fraction after a large containership;
the 'Norasia Enterprise' at an operational speed of
26 knots.

The enormous displacement of the ship's hull caused by the
tremendous speed creates a 'pit' of about 1 meter behind
the sh p. As shown here, the water cannot immediately fill up
the pit from the sides. The eddies in the water generated by
the rotating propeller are also clearly visible.

Knots for ship's velocities:
1 knot = 1 nautical mile per hour = 1852 metres per hour

coefficient.
On twin-screw vessels with a conventionally
shaped stern, the propellers are normally
positioned outside the 'friction layer', which
results in a significantly lower wake fraction
coefficient w.
A high wake fraction coefficient increases the risk
of propeller cavitation, as the water speed around
the propeller is often irregular and heterogeneous.
A more homogeneous wake field for the propeller,
involving a higher speed of advance of the propeller
VA is at times required and can be obtained in
various ways, for instance by placing the propellers
in nozzles.
Nevertheless, the preferred method is to design the
stern is such a way that an optimum wake fraction
is achieved.

The water velocity equals zero at a certain
distance from the hull equalling the outer surface
of the friction layer.
This is the reason that water near the propeller
has a wake velocity in the same direction as the
ship's velocity V. This means that the speed of the
arriving water, VA, at the propeller, given as the
average velocity over the propeller's wake area Vw,
is lower than the ship's velocity V.
Therefore, the effective wake velocity at the
propeller is equal to Vw = V - VA and is expressed
as a dimensionless number by means of the
wake coefficient w. The generally applied wake
coefficient by Taylor is defined as follows:

Yw

V-VA

V

V

Screw rotation draws the water forward astern
towards the propeller. Th is results in an extra
resistance on the hull, called 'augment of
resistance' or, in relation to the total required
thrust force Ton the propeller, 'thrust deduction
fraction' F. This means that the thrust force Ton
the propeller has to overcome the ship's resistance

Ri- as well as this ' loss of thrust' F.
The thrust deduction fraction F is expressed as a
dimensionless number.
The thrust deduction fraction t is defined as:

F

T-R,

T

T

w=-=---

t=-=---

The value of the wake coefficient is largely
dependent on the shape of the hull, but also on the

This thrust deduction coefficient t is calculated
with calculation models established by research
carried out on various hull shapes.

location of the propeller and its size, and it affects
propeller efficiency.
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19.9.2 Thrust-deduction coefficient
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Genera lly, the thrust deduction coe fficient

T he propelle r efficiency llo may vary from 0.35 to

increases as the wa ke fraction coefficient w

0.75, with high values for fast-running propellers.

increases.
The sha pe of the hull plays a key role; a bulbous

As a rule of thumb, it can be stated that roughly

stem can decrease the thrust deduction coe fficient

a third of all the energy supplied to the engine in

at, for instance, low speeds.
The thrust deduction coefficient t for a single-

the form of fuel is used to provide the ship with a

> SHIP PROPULSION

particular speed.

screw ship is usually in the region o f 0.12 to 0.30
as a ship w ith a la rge block coefficient has a high
thrust deduction coeffi cient.
For twin-screw vessels with a con ventiona l stern,
Small tankers
20,000 DWT

the thrust deduction coeffici ent t is much lo wer as
the propellers draw water furth er away fro m the
hull.

Propeller
efficiency

110

19.9.3 Efficiencies

0.7

T he hull efficiency 11H is defin ed as rhe ratio

0.6

bet ween e ffective (towing) p ow er PE= Rr x V, and

~

n (revs.ls)

the thrust power whic h the propeller delivers to

0.5

- - -1.66
-- ---

the wa ter PT= T x VA, fro m which follows tha t:

PF RTx V RT/ T
TJH=- =- -- =- pT T x VA VA/ V

Reefers
Container ships

l

Large tankers
>150,000 DWT

2 .00

l- t

=1- w

0.4

0.3

For a single-screw vessel, t he hull e fficiency 11H
is normally in the region of 1.1 to 1.4 with high

0.2

va lues fo r ships with high block coefficie nts.
f or twin-screw ships w irh a conventional stern,

0.1

the hull efficiency TJH is a pproximately 0.95 to

1.05, again with the hi ghest values for ships with
0

high block coefficients.

0

0. 1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Advance number J =

19.9.4 Open-water propeller efficiency 110

lnxd

A

The propeller e fficiency n o is related to working in
open water, which is to say, the propeller operates

The obtainable propeller efficiency rio in relation to the
speed of advance VA.

in a homogeneous wake field with no hull in front
of it.
The propeller efficiency is dependent on rhe speed

horizontal: J = - nxd

of advance VA, the th rust force T, the rare of
revolutio n o f the propeller per rime unit (minute),

dimensionless.

VA

J is the advance number of the propeller and is

the propeller dia meter, the design of the propeller.
Consideratio ns are:

vertical: propeller efficiency rio

-

the n umber of blades;

Furthermore, the rate of revolution per second; this is clearly

-

the surface a rea of the pro peller bla des in

a table for fixed-pitch propellers of large ships, directly driven

relation ship to the total c irc ula r surface area of

by two-stroke crosshead engines.
So the efficiency of a propeller varies from 45 to 70%. This

-

the propeller circle;
the pitch/diameter ratio, whic h will be
disc ussed la ter in this chapter.

propulsive efficiency is much lower.

means that at a total engine efficiency of 50% the total

Let's assume that the total engine efficiency is 50% and the
propeller efficiency 65%.
Then the total propulsive efficiency from the fuel (1 00%)
is 0 .5 x 0.65 = 0.3250 or 32.5% .
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A picture of a large containership with a speed of
27 knots.
The bow wave 1 is relatively small. The propeller water 2 with
the wake fraction can clearly be seen in the picture. This
container ship of 5500 TEU produces fewer waves at sea
than a cutter at full speed!

19.9.5 Relative rotative efficiency 'lRof the
propeller

19.9.7 Propulsive efficiency 'lo
The propu lsive efficiency llo, not to be confused

The actual velocity of water flowing to the

with the propeller efficiency 11o in open water, is

propeller behind the hull is not constant and does

equal to the ratio between the effective (towing-)

not reach the circular propeller surface area at

power PEand the required power delivered to the

the correct angle, but bas a rotational flow. This

propeller or:

explains the discrepancy between a propeller
operating in open water and a propeller operating
behind a ship's hull.
This difference is called the re lative rotative
e fficie ncy 11R.
The relative rotative efficiency 11R on single-screw
vessels lies between 1.0 and 1.07. In o cher words,

As can be seen the propulsive efficiency 11o is

the rotating motion of the water has a posit ive

equa l to the product of the hull efficiency llH, the

effect.

open-water propeller efficiency llo and the re lative

The relative rotative efficiency for two propellers

rotative efficiency llR of the propeller, in which the

lies sl ightly below 1, approxima te ly 0.98.

latter is less important.

Combined with w, the wake fraction factor, and

1n view of chis, it can be inferred that a ship's

c, the thrust deduction coefficient, the relative

bull with a high wake-fraction coeffici ent w, and

rotative efficiency T'\R is often used to compare the

consequently a high hull efficiency 11H provides

rowing-tank tests with theory.

the best conditions for the highest propulsive
efficiency 11 0 .

19.9.6 Propeller efficiency 'le operating
astern

also d ependent on the speed of advance VA which

The ratio between the thrust power Pi, which is

and therefore often the opposite effect is achieved.

However, the open-water propeller efficiency 11o is
increases as the wa ke- fraction coefficient w r ises,

d elivered to the water by the propeller, and the
power P 0 , which is delivered to the propeller by

Generally, the best propulsive efficiency is achieved

the propulsion engine is indicated by the propeller

when the propeller operates in a h o mogeneous

efficiency 11 8 , and defined as follows:

wake field.

p

T

lls = p

19.9.8 Shaft efficiency 'ls
X

110

X

T'\R

0

The shaft efficiency 11s is, amongst others,
dependent on the alignment and the lubrication of
the shaft bearings and on the reduction gearing, if
any.
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The shaft efficiency Tls is equal to the ratio of the

For bulk carriers and tankers, the following

power P0 transferred to the propeller and the shaft

applies:

power P8 delivered by the main engine.
d/D < approximately 0.65.
For container ships:
The shaft efficiency norma lly a mounts to about

d/D < a pproximately 0 .74.

0.985, but may vary from 0.96 to 0.995.

...

For strength and manufacturing p urposes, the

19.9.9 Total propulsive efficiency llr

propeller diameter wi ll seldom exceed 10 metres

Propac; a Wartsila

and the power outpu t is in the region o f

propulsive system.

The total propulsive efficiency T)p is equa l t he

90,000 kW.

ratio between effective (towing) power PE and the

These values were achieved in the 'Emma M aersk'

Shown here for in-line

brake power supplied to the propulsion engine 11 8

in 2006!
The largest propeller diameter (2007) is 11 metres

engines with 6, 8 and
9 cylinders and bores of

a nd the propeller has four blades!

200 and 260 millimetres.

and is expressed as follows:

Including the nozzle
propeller systems with all
data.
llr

=llo x Tls =llH x llo x T]R x 11s

19.10 Propeller dimensions
Propeller diameter d.
The largest propelle r diameter is normally selected

Propac ST selection table
MCR eoglne powe,
CPP

MCA engine power
FPP

MCR eog1ne speed

kW

1080

1440

1620

2025

2600

2925

HP

1469

1958

2203

2754

3536

3978

kW

1080

1440

1620

1950

2480

2790

HP

1469

1958

2203

2652

3373

3794

rpm

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

in order to achieve the largest possible propulsive
efficiency Tlo· H owever, a number of conditions
must be considered .
For instance: the shape of the hu ll at the stern of
the ship may vary g reatly and is predominantly
dependent on the t ype of shi p, the ship design
and the required clearance between the tips of the
propeller blades and the ship's hull. This is close ly
related to the propeller type.
For bulk carriers and tankers, which often sail in

Propac ST main dimensions

0B

ballast conditi ons, a requesr for a fully immersed
propeller is an option.
1600

Container ships do not require a maximum size as
they seldom sail in ballast conditions.

175

E

1900

The above-mentioned factors attest to the fact

thumb with regard to propeller size is as follows:

D

2500

2048

1179

2600

2148

1303

2100

1400

2630

2160

1299

1450

2830

2360

1423

2600

1525

3100

1575

3200

1435

740

740

2512

1485

2612

1614

2890

1609

840

1665

3500

2800

1765

3620

3010

1731

2800

1770

3700

3090

1735

1870

3700

3090

1858

275

M

1210

2100
2600

consideration and a la rge propeller diameter will

1200

2100

2400

and the draught of the ship can be taken into

985
1109

1350

250

The ratio between the propeller diameter

1743
1843

610

1300

2300

H

910

1900

225

diameter for the propeller. H owever, the ru le of

2100
2200

2100

200

that it is relatively difficult to calculate an exact

1200
1230

1600
1800

2850

1465

2850

300
3000

1465

877

877

result in a low speed of rota tion.
C
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...
Shown here it is clearly visible that the water should
advance towards the propeller as smoothly as
possible, so without eddies. The propeller rotates
completely 'free' under the cut-away section of the
ship .

...

2

This graph represents the ideal propeller diameter, here
1000

between 0 .3 metres (small ships, yachts) to 3 metres

8

(larger ships, larger fishing craft).

6
4

horizontal: propeller speed of 100 to 5000
vertical: power in kW to 2000 kW

~

2

slanted line: This represents the ideal propeller diameter of,

c

here. 0.3 metres (small ships, yachts) up to 3 metres (larger
ships, fishing craft). The larger the propeller diameter, the

i&.

higher the propeller efficiency. The smaller the propeller

~

·s,

6

diameter, the lower the propeller efficiency.

i£

4

100
8

2

10

--8

6
3

2

3

2

456789
1000

100

Propeller [rpm]
CIPS fixed pitch propeller sizes

...

Propeller diameter mm

A graph by MAN-B&W showing the optimum ratio of

7000

,,/

6000
5000

a speed of 100, a shaft power of 7000 kW is required.
An optimum propeller efficiency of approximately 70% is

---- -

--- - ----- ~

~

_,,/"
//

Example: At a propeller diameter of 6000 mm (6 metres) and

r/ min

75

./

the propeller diameter (vertical) to the engine power
(horizontal) and the speed (top right).

,--

4000

obtained.

3000
2000

/

II I/

----

~

/

-~

L...---

1/ /
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Velocity of corkscrew: V = p x n

A rotating 'propeller' in a
solid mass (here cork).

The 'propeller· speed is
equal to the distance
travelled V = P1 x 1 .
There is no slip.

Corkscrew

Cork

Wine bottle

T he apparent slip, which is ca lc ula ted by the

For a ship with a fi xed-pitch pro pelle r, the ship's

crew, provides valu a ble informa tion as it gives the

speed V is propo rtio nal to the size and the rate of

propelle r lo ad in varying operating conditi ons.
T he a ppa re nt slip inc reases when:

revolurion, so:

the ship sa ils against the wind and/or waves;

p:

C X 113

the ship sa ils in shallow waters;
the ship's hull is foul ed;

which precisely expresses the prop eller law which

the ship accelera tes.

states: ' the required engine power outp ut delivered
to the propeller is propo rtional to the rate of

Under inc reased resistance, thi s means that the

revolution to the third power ' .

prope ll er velocity has to increase to maintain the
required ship speed.

M easurements demo nstra te tha t the relation

19.11 .2 Real slip SR

for certain weather conditions is fa irl y congruent,

The real slip SR, is greate r than the appa rent slip

a nd the ship's velocit y is often higher tha n the V to

SA due to the fa ct that the actua l speed o f advance

the power o f three.

between the power output and the engine speed
wh ereas the rela tion between the powe r o utput

VA of the prope lle r is smaller than the ship velocity

A reason a ble rela tionship co be used for

V.
Tl1.e t!Z!J.1 5,R. wb.i.cb. lptQ\iioo, a m0,r~ acc.w.rat~
picture o f the prope ller's functi o n, is:

estimat ion s in no rm a l shi p ve locities could be as

VA
SR = 1 - -- = 1
pxn

For large high-speed container ships: velocity ±

V x (l - w)
px n

fo.llo,ws,:.

22 - 26 knots
p = C X y 4.5

If a ship is moo red (at q uay tria ls) and the
propulsion engine o pera tes at fu ll load, the ship 's

For medium sized, medium-speed ships such as

velocity V eq uals 0 and th e rea l slip 1.0. The slip is

feeder container ships, RoR o ships etc.: velocity ±

sometimes given in percentages.

16 - 20 knots.
p = C X y 4.0

19.11.3 Propeller law in general
For low-speed ships such as tankers a nd bulk
T he res istance R for low ship speeds is

carriers and small feeder container ships: velocity

p roportional to the sq ua re o f the ship 's velocity:

± 12 - 14 knots.

R = c x V2, where c is consta nt. The required

p=C

powe r Pis therefore proportional to the ship's
veloci ty V to the power of three.
p

60

= R X

V=C

X

V3

X y 3.5

C H1 9

19.10.1 Number of propeller blades

H eavy propeller loads are found on la rge sh ips,
they often have five- or six-bladed propellers and

Propellers can be manufactured with two, th ree,

then the disk-area coefficients are h igher. On naval

four, five and six blades. The fewer the number

vessels they can be as high as 1.2 (frigates).

> SHIP

PROPULSION

of blades the higher the propeller efficiency. For
reasons of strength, two or three blades do not

suffice for heavily loaded propellers.

19.10.3 Pitch/diameter ratio of the
propeller

Large ships, which are propelled by two-stroke
crosshead engines generally, use four-bladed
propellers. Large container ships with speeds

The pitch/diameter ratio

~

expresses the ratio

reaching 25 knots and large propulsion engines
sometimes require five- or six- bladed propellers.

between the pitch of the propeller p and the
propeller diameter d .

Due to vibrations, propellers with a certain

T he pitch p is the distance that the propeller

number of blades are not used in certain instances.

travels through the water per revolution, if there is

Propellers w ith a different number of blades

no 'slip' (see next section).

are opted for to avoid the generatio n of natural
frequencies in the ship's superstructure.

As the pitch may vary along the length of the
blade (the blade's radius), the ratio is normally
related to the pitch at 0 .7 of the diameter (0.7 r),

19.10.2 Disk-area coefficient

where r = ½ d the radius of the propeller.

The disk-area coefficient, in older literature

at a given propeller diameter, an optimum pitch/

referred to as the expanded-blade area ratio, is the

diameter ratio should be found, which in turn

ratio between the surface of the propeller blade

should correspond to a certain design rate of

In order to obtain opt imum propeller efficiency

and its disk area . A factor of 0.55 is considered

revolution .

adequate.

If, for instance, a propeller is designed for a low

For traditional fo ur-bladed propellers, the disk-

increased and vice versa for efficiency.

area coefficient is insignificant, as a value in

If a low design rate of revolution is requir ed and

revolution rate, the pitch/diameter ratio should be

excess of 0.55 will result in extra resistance on

provid ing that the draught of the ship a llows this,

the propeller in the wa ter and therefore produce a

it is possible to opt for a larger propeller diamete r,

minimal increase in propeller efficiency.

wh ich will effect an increase of the propulsive
efficiency.

T

...

Here the disk-area coefficient is high, about 0.7.

A simple pitch
measurement for a
fixed-pitch propeller
for a lifeboat.

By means of a measuring
pin the pitch on each radius
of the propeller can be
determined. In fact, one
measures the drop of the
measuring pin at a given
angle.
The pitch of a fixed-pitch
propeller is often measured
at 0. 7 of the radius.
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19.11.4 Propeller law for a propeller
running under heavy conditions

The propeller law is predominantly applied to
fixed-pitch propeller ships running a t partial lo ad.
Diesel manufacturers' project guides and engine

Obviously, the propeller la w can o nl y be applied
to identical operating conditions.

layout and load diagrams specify the engine's
curves for both light- and heavy-running

If, for instance, after a certain amo unr of time the

conditions.

hull is fo uled a nd consequently has an in c reased

These diagrams use loga rithmic scales and straight

water resistance, rhe wake field differs from the
wake field of a 'clean' hull during for example, the

lines.

trial runs.
A ship with a fo uled hull is subject to extra
resistance in the water, whic h effects an increased
propeller load a t an identica l engine output. The
rare of revolution will therefore be lower.
The propeller law is now appli ed to a different
'heavier' propeller c urve than tha t of a 'clean' hull.
Similar consideratio ns a ppl y to ships la bouring in

T

heavy seas, in strong counte r currents, in stormy

A load diagram for a four-stroke medium-speed

weather a nd high waves . There will also be a

Wartsila 38 B diesel engine operating on H.F.O.

heavier propeller o peratio n in tail w ind a nd high

Propeller type: 1ixed-pitcll propeller.

waves than in calm weath er operation.
vertical: cylinder power in kW

19.11.5 Ballast conditions

horizontal: rate of revolution per minute (RPM)
minimum RPM: 200

When a ships sails in ba llast, which is to say, in

maximum RPM: 600

lower displacement, the propeller law applies to

MGR: at 600 revolutions and 725 kW per cylinder

a 'lighter' curve; at a simila r power output the

normal service power: at 85% of MGR at 600 revolutions and

propeller speed will inc rease slightly.

625 kW per cylinder
vertical hatched area: operating area for the propeller load on
the engine
propeller hatched area: area in which the governor is
activated
top: mechanical fuel stop

Operating area W38B 725 kW/cyl.: FPP application

700

600
Range for governing
purposes only
500
>,

~

400

=-:,
a.

:,
0

Propeller ------t- - , - -lay-out area

300

--,- -

t-'----+----+--i

200
Range for
continuous
operation ---+---j

100

0
100

200

300

400

500

600

Speed [rpm]
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19.10.4 Propeller coefficients J, KT and K0

19.10.5 Manufacturing accuracy of
propellers

Propeller theory is based on models, but in o rder
to ena ble a general use o f the theory a number
of dimensionless propeller coefficients have been
introduced, in relation to:
the propeller diameter d;

ISO 484/1 - 1981 (CE)

Class

s

the rate of revo lution n;
the specilic mass of the water p.
The three most impo rtant coefficients a re
discussed below.

I
II
Ill

Manufacturing
accuracy

Mean pitch for
propeller

Very high accuracy
High accuracy
Medium accuracy
Wide tolerances

+/-0.5%
+/-0.75%
+/- 1.00%
+/-3.00%

A
Prior to manufacturing a propelle r, t he accuracy class
standard must be established.

Th e ad vance number of the prop eller J is, as
menti oned earlier, a dimensionless express io n o f

Examp le ISO 484/1 - 1981 (CE) which has four d ifferent

the propeller veloc ity o f advance VA.

accuracy classes.
Each class describes, amongst others, the maximum
tolerance of the average pitch of the manufactured propeller,

VA

J=
nxd

including the maximum tolerance of the corresponding
propeller speed (the rate of revolut ion).

The thrust coefficient is expressed dimensionless

The propeller price is dependent on the c hosen accuracy

as fo llows:

class, with the lowest price for class Ill.
However, it is inadvisable to opt for class Ill as the tolerances
(+ - 3%) are too hig h.
The tolerance of the pitch should not be in excess of +/1.0%.

And the propeller torque as:

The accuracy of manufacturing the propeller corresponds to
the accuracy of the propeller speed (rate of revolution)

PD

Q=
2

KQ =

X TC X 11

p

X

tolerance and is +/- 1.0%.

Q
n 2 X d5

Here the total accuracy of the propeller has a tolerance of
+/- 2.0%.

T he open-water propeller efficiency fl o can be
calculated from the aforementioned coefficients,
because as previously mentio ned, the propeller
efficiency 110 is as follows:

PT

T X VA

KT

J-

11 = - = - - - - ' - ' - - = - x o PD Q x 2 x TT x n KQ 2 x re ·
By means of special a nd complicated propeller
diagrams, which, amongst others, include ] , KT
and KQ c urves, it is possible to calculate/find the
pro peller sizes, the efficiency, the thrust pressure,
the shaft power.
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This also corresponds w ith the operating conditions in heavy
weather.

19.10.6 Influence of propeller diameter
and the pitch/ diameter ratio on
the propulsive efficiency r, 0
As mentio ned earlier, the highest possible
propulsive efficiency at a certain req uired velocity
of the shi p is achieved by using the largest possible
propelle r dia meter d, in con junction with the
corres po nding op timum pitch/diameter ratio .
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...

Shaft power

A 80,000 dwt crude-oil tanker, with a service speed
of 14.5 knots and a maximum propeller diameter of

9400

7.2 metres.

~

0.50

1.00

9200

diameter of 7.2 metres has an optimum pitch/diameter ratio

p/d

d = Propeller diameter
p/d = Pitch/diameter ratio

p/d

9300
According to the blue line, a propeller with a maximum

of 0. 7 and the lowest possible shaft power of 8820

80,000 dwt crude oil tanker
Design draught = 12.2 m
Ship speed
= 14.5 kn

kW
9500

9100

at a

propeller speed of 100 r/min.

9000

If the pitch for this diameter is altered, the propulsive

8900

efficiency is decreased, or the necessary shaft power will

8800

increase. see the red curve.

8700

Power and speed curve
for the given propeller
diameter d = 7.2 m with
different p/ d
Power and speed curve
for various propeller
diameters d with
optimum p/d

8600
The blue line shows that when a larger propeller diameter is
feasible, the required shaft power is decreased to 8690 KW

8500
70

at 94 r/min; in other words, the larger the propeller, the lower

80

90

110

100

the optimum rate of revolution of the propeller.

120
130 r/ min
Propeller speed

The red c urve shows that with regard to propulsion, it is
always advantageous to use the largest possible propeller

So, by choosing a slightly lower pitch/diam eter ratio,

diameter even though the p ropeller speed could be too low

comparable to the optimum ratio, the propeller and

at the optimum pitch/diameter ratio. This with relation to the

consequently the engine speed will increase and only require

required engine speed.

slight add itional power increases.

19.11 Operating conditions of a

propeller
19.11 .1 Slip ratio S

...

Pitch p

The slip S.

If the propeller had no slip in the water, or if the propeller did
not thrust the water backwards, the propeller would move
forward with a velocity of V= p x n jn which n is the rate of
revolution of the propeller and p the pitch of the propeller.

One can imagine a similar situation when the propeller would
move in corkscrew motion (a solid mass); then the slip is
zero and the propeller moves in relation to the cork w ith a

Sli

r:2

J

d

LL

n

velocity of V= p x n.
However, as water is a liquid (moves backwards), the

Sxpxn

apparent propeller speed forward decreases with the slip and

xn

is equal to the ship's velocity V and the apparent slip can be
expressed as: SA= p x n - V.

The apparent slip SA' which is dimensionless, is defined as

The apparent slip ratio :

pxn - V
s. = ~
--pxn

V
= 1 ---

pxn

The real slip ratio

follows:
Pxn-V
V
S. . , = - - - = 1 - - Pxn
P xn
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Operating area W38B 725 kW/cyl.: CPP Combinator Curve application

A load diagram for a fourstroke medium-speed
Wartsila 38 B diesel
engine operating on fuel
H.F.O. Propeller type:
controllable-pitch
propeller.

>~ 400-+---- - -- - - - - + - - - - - -- ~

:5
a.
:5 300-+--- - -- -----+- - - -

o

200 + -- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - --:;7L-lf--=,,,.-s,...c.'---- -+--- Range for _ _ ....,__,
continuous
operation

0 -+----- - -----+---'-- -- - - - - - -- - - -- ----!--- - - -- - - - + --'
600
500
400
300
200
Speed [rpm]

19.11.6 Propeller performance in general
at increased ship resistance
Heavy
running

.£. Extremely bad weather
~
~

Average w eather

Shaft power
BHP
21 ,000 ~ ~ -~ - -~ -

~ - - ~- ~- ~

vertical: the shaft power BHP (brake horse power)
Brake Horse Power: 736 Watt

6%

draught mean: Dmean = 6.50 m

3%

draught forward: DF= 5.25 m

Extremely good weather 0 %

draught aft: DA= 7 .75 m
green line A = extremely good weather
blue line B = normal weather
red line C = extremely bad weather

Clean hull and draught D
DMEAN = 6.50 m
OF
= 5.25 m

DA

9 ,000 µ.,,>.+-~ o;+~ -

~ ---l-~ --1-- + -- ~

= 7.75m

Source: Lloyd's Register

76

80

96
100 r/ min
Propeller speed

A

Bottom left of the figure the ship's velocity in knots (knots =

Heavy seas and adverse wind and sea.
.. .......... ... . .

1 nautical mile per hour= 1.852 metres).
Top right of the figure the apparent slip in percentages.

Resistance resulting from heavy seas can cause the propeller

The data are gathered over a period of a year and only

to operate 7 tot 8% heavier than in cal11 seas, or at the same

influenced by the weather conditions!

power delivered to the propeller the rate of revolution of the

The measurements are reduced to three average weather

propeller may be reduced by reduce 7 to 8%.

types and show an average 'heavy' running of 6%, in reality

This chart applies to a medium-sized containership.

even slightly more.

horizontal: the rate of revolution of the propeller per minute

In order to prevent heavy pitching of the ship and
consequent damage to the stern, the ship's velocity is
reduced to a more acceptable level.
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Power

15.0 knots
115% power

Power

i

B

15%
margin

(Logarithmic scales)

D

1

/<

,,,r

,/

/
/,/

Propeller curve for clean
hull and calm weather

Propeller curve
for clean hull and
calm weather

,,,,

I

,

,/
HR = Heavy running
LR = Light running

A
Ship speed

i

,,,,,

,

,'

, .P(

/ 15.0 knots
/ 100% power

,,

,I
A

Sli

, ' 15.6 knots
,'
11 5% power

,
,,

Power

12.3 knots
100% power

//1i
15%
Sea
margin

Sea
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(Logarithmic scales)

Propeller speed

(Logarithmic scales)

,.

Propeller speed

j.

The difference between the curves for a lightly and

One would initially think that point A would move to B as with

heavily loaded propeller is clearly visible in the previous

fixed-pitch propellers, the propeller moves through the water

charts.

at the same speed. If the propeller were to rotate through a
solid mass, this would be accurate. However, water is not

Here the ship's velocity constitutes 15 knots and the

solid and will accelerate aft and the propeller has a slip which

delivered engine power 100%. This applies to a clean hull

increases at a higher thrust, produced by a higher resistance

just after dry docking and in calm water. With 15% extra

of the ship. This is why point A moves to point B which in

engine power the velocity increases from 15.0 to 15.6 knots.

fact is close to the propeller line of the left figure.

As described earlier and corresponding to the calm weather

Operational point B is now positioned on the propeller line

conditions, an extra margin, the so-called 'sea margin', is

which runs heavier than the propeller line of the left figure in

established for poor weather conditions such as wind, waves

calm water.

and currents. This is the extra power that can be used in
these bad weather conditions, if necessary.

In some cases, for instance, when the hull is fouled and the

So most propulsion marine engines usually operate at 85%

ship sails in heavy seas and head winds the resistance can

of their power output. The 15% margin serves therefore to

increase significantly and extra, up to 100% or more, power

bridge the increased resistance.

is recuired. See the example in the right figure.

In this example the ship's velocity at 100% of the engine
power is 15.0 knots, at point A At a speed of 12.3 knots

In this example, the velocity of the ship at 100% engine

with a clean hull and in calm weather, only 50% of the engine

power is 15.0 knots, at point A. At a velocity of 12.3 knots

power is recuired, in point C at the bottom of the figure.

with a clean hull and in calm water. only 50% of the engine
power is required at point C, bottom of the figure.

figure left: horizontal: the ship's velocity in knots; vertical: the

In heavy conditions similar to those mentioned previously, the

power supplied to the propeller in percentages.

ship can achieve a maximum speed of 12.3 knots at a 100%

If the resistance increases to a level which recuires an

engine power output.

additional 15% power, the operating point shifts from A to B.

The operational point now shifts from point A to D.

figure middle: horizontal: the propeller speed in knots;

Operational point D now is shifted to the left, relatively far

vertical: the power delivered to the propeller in percentages.

from point A. which implies heavy running.
Situations such as these should be meticulously calculated
when designing the propeller.
A propeller with bent blade tips is more suitable for these
heavy loads than a standard propeller as the propeller is
more capable to absorb the higher torque in heavy
conditions.
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In waves and head winds,
the resistance of the
sailing ship increases
significant ly. The engine's
power output is
consid erably increased to
maintain t he same speed.

~

Another example of a reefer during the trials.

SMCR: 13,000 kW x 105 r/ m in
Wind velocity : 2.5 m/ s
Wave height : 4 m

Shaft power
% SMCR
105

Head w ind ,.

,,,,'

horizont al : the engine/propeller RPM at a maximum shaft
power of 13,000 kW and an RPM of 105.

100

vertical: the engine power in percentages.
weat her conditions: wind velocity 2m/sec, wave height
4 metres.

95

Line 1 is the standard engine/propeller hne for normal speed
at a normal load of maximally 100% shaft power and an
RPM of 100 {point SMCR).

90

The red line applies to 'heavy running', a slight head w ind
and waves. The speed lies between 20.5 and 21 1 knots.
Here the required power 1s 85 to 90% and the RPM 98 to

3

85

99%.
The black line on the right applies for tail wind; the speed
increases to 21. 1 and 22.3 knots, depending on the power

80

output and the RPM.
At 21 .1 knots, the RPM 1s 98% and the power output 82%.
Near the red hne and at a speed ol 21.1 knots this is
approximately 98.5% and 86% and therefore more power
(read fuel) Will be required

96

97

(Logarithmic scales)
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99

100

101

102

103

104

105 % SMCR

Propeller/ engine speed
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19.12 Increasing ship speeds
Engine shaft power, % A

110

A 100% reference point
M Specified engine MCR
0 Optimising point

100 - + - - - ~ - - -- - -- ---+---+----+---

70

60

-+---

40
60
65
(Logarithmic scales)

70

75

80

85

90

•

95

100 105

Engine speed, % A

Increasing the ship's speed.

19.12.1 Shallow waters

vertical: shaft power in percentages
horizontal: engine RPM
green area: normal engine load
yellow area: maximum RPM for short periods
red area: engine over load
m.e.p. 110-60%: mean effective pressure in percentages of

Sailing in shallow waters may cause an increase
in ship resistance, thus subjecting the propeller ro
a larger load than would be the case during free
sailing in open water.

19.12.2 Influence of displacement

a maximum 100%
point A= M: 100% power, 100% engine speed, 100% mean
effective pressure
A= 100% point of reference
M= specific engine power MCR (Maximum Continuous
Rating)
0 = optimising point
Curved lines - acceleration of the ship - the top line
traverses the over load area temporarily.
When the ship accelerates, the propeller can even be loaded
more heavily than during free sailing.
The engine power which at that time is higher than during
free sailing is high and it may take some time for the propeller
rate to achieve a new and higher revolution rate.

A ship in a loaded condition may carry more or
less than under average loaded con dition. This,
of course, affects the ship's resistance a nd the
required propeller power, but has only a minor
effect on the propeller curve.
When the ship sails in a ballast, the displacement
volume can be considerably less when compared
to the loaded condition, and the propeller curve
could, for instance, be 2 % ' lighter' ; at an identical
engine power. The speed would then increase by

2%.

19.13 Parameters causing heavyrunning conditions
The following examples provide an indication
of the risks involved in sailing in poor weather
conditions subjecting the propeller to heavy
r unnmg.
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19.13.1 Relatively small ships
(less than 70,000 dwt)
Relatively small ships (less than 70,000 dwt) such
as reefers and medium-sized container ships are
m ore vulnerable than larger ships, such as large
tankers and container ships, because t he latter
rypes are relatively large in comparison to the
wave size.

19.13.2 Small ships (length between
perpendiculars equal to or less
than 135 m and approximately
20,000 dwt)

19.13.7 Sailing in shallow waters
Sailing in sha llow waters increases hu ll resistance
and reduces the directiona l stability of the ship.

19.13.8 Ships with a skewed propeller
Ships with a skewed propeller are able to absorb a
higher torque under heavy running conditions.

19.14 Manoeuvring speed
Below a certain ship speed, t he so-ca lled
manoeuvra bility becomes increasing d iffic ult, as

Small ships have a low directional sta biliry and
consequently require frequent rudder corrections,
which increase the ship's resistance.

the water velocity arriving at the rudder is too
low. It is rather difficu lt to indicate the exact value
for the minimu m manoe uvrability as the water
velocity arriving at rhe rudder depends on the sl ip

19.13.3 High-speed ships

stream of the propeller.
Often manoeuvring speeds of 3.5 to 4.5 knots are

High-speed ships are more sensitive co waves than
low-sp eed ships, because waves have a higher
reaction force to high-speed ships than to lowsp eed ships.

observed.
According to the propeller law, low engine power
is required, but this, of course, is dependent on the
weather cond itions which can cause an increased
resistance, so more propulsion power is required.

19.13.4 Ships with a flat stern
Ships with a flat (truncated ) stern are more likely
co be slowed d own by waves than ships with a

cruiser stern. Similarly, a sharp stem will cur the
wa ves mo re efficiently and therefo re reduce the
heavy runnin g of the propeller.

19.13.5 Fouling of the hull and the
propeller

19.15 Direction of propeller
rotation - lateral forces
The blades of a p rope ller of a ship afloat have
better grip in their botto m position than their top
position.
The resulting latera l fo rce is larger the
sha llower the water, as, for instance, duri ng port
manoeuvring o r in shallow waters.

Fouling of the hull and t he p ropeller, incl uding
corrosion of th e hull, will also increase the
resista nce and therefore the propeller torque.
T he propeller and in particul ar the tips, as the
speed and therefore the frictional fo rce here a re
at their highest, should be polished each time
the ship is dry docked (even when floating in a
dry dock), since this has a positive effect. Using
anti -fou ling paints prevents the growth o f living

Therefore, a clockwise-turning propeller will push
the ship in starboard direction and push the bow
of the ship towards port side. This is counteracted
by the rudder.
So, when reversing with a fixed-pitch propeller, the
lateral force direction is reversed. The stern of the
ship will move to port and the b ow to starboard.

o rganisms such as seaweeds and barnacles.

19.13.6 Ship acceleration
Accelerat ing the shi p's velocity will increase the
propeller ro rq ue and therefore temporarily give a
heavy-running propeller.
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The actual reason for a clockwise-turn ing
propeller co thrust the stern towards starboard
is the face that the up per part of the water flow
around the propeller rotates and str ikes the aft
side of the ship's hull.
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diagrams
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Propulsion and engine characteristics
19.16.1 Fouled hull

As mentioned earlier, the effect ive brake
power PB is proportional ro the mean effective

After a certain sailing time, the hull and propeller

pressure (m.e.p.) Pe and the engine speed (rate of

resistance wi ll increase due to fouli ng and

revolution) n.

corrosion. Consequently, the ship's velocity will

fn the engine formula of a certain type of engine,

decrease when the propulsion power remains at

P. and n are the variables, whereas the rest

the same level. If, however, the engi ne delivers

2
1
D x S x - x Z) are constant and referred ro
4
a
as C. P8 = C x Pe x n and for a constant
mean effective pressure P8 = C x n 1 {for a constant

more power

conditions of the propeller change ro wha t is
called 'heavy runnjng'.

m.e.p.).

Furthermore, newer highly efficient ships have a

As previously mentioned, the shaft power with a

relatively high velocity and very smooth hull- and

fixed-pitch propeller, may in accordance with the
propeller law be expressed as:

propeller-surface areas (at sea trials). This means
that the inevitable bui ld-up of surface roughness

P8 = C x n 3 (the propeller law).

on hull and propeller during regular service ca uses

Jt

(- x

tO

t he p ropeller, the operating

Therefore, for the examples shown above, the

the propeller ro rotate more heavily, in comparison

brake power can be expressed as a function of the

tO

speed n ro the power output of P 8 = C x ni.

surface.

ships already constructed with a rougher hull

19.16.2 Heavy-weather conditions and sea
margin used for engine layout
y

I y=ax+b
lf, at the same t ime, the weather is bad with head

2

winds, t he ship's resistance increases significantly,
w hich leads to even heavier running.
a

In determirung the required engine power, it is

b

0-+------+-- -- -----f-- -• x
2

0

common practice to add an extra power margin,
the so-called sea margin , which is a standard 15%

T

of the propeller design power P0 .

With the anemometer

H owever, for la rge container ships margins of 10

'True Wind', the wind

to 30 % are sometimes used.

speed can be judged
accurately. 42.5 knots!

A. Straight lines in linear scales

y = log (Pal
J

y = log (Pal = log (c x n?

80 km per hour.
J

ROT

.
60

1 °/ml n

...

~

31

0

3060

i=1

i=2

i= 3

x = log (n)

P8 = engine brake power
c = constant
n = engine speed
log(P al = i x log(n) + log(c)
P8 = c x n' =)
{ y =
ax
+b

The relation between the linear functions with linear

B. Power function curves
in logarithmic scales

scales and power functions with logarithmic scales.
These are generally used by large engine

....

manufacturers.
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...
A storm as seen from
the bridge of a large
container ship.

L

Power

...
Heavy seas and 'sea margin ' in t h e graph. The
propeller design point PD.

Usually, the estimations of the required propeller power and
the speed are based on theoretical calculations for a loaded
ship and often (based on) towing tests executed in a
hydraulics laboratory.
The combination of the speed and the required power output
is referred to as the design point PD of the ship propeller. In
the figure for a light running propeller, straight line no. 6.
Some shipyards and/ or propeller manufacturers use a
design point PD that also partially or entirely incorporates the
sea margin (power surplus).
When establishing the required engine speed of a propulsion
/

engine, it is advisable, in comparison to line 6, clean hull,

/

/

/

®

LR(5 %)

HR

/

(1)
@

propeller and calm weather, to select the heavier propeller
line 2.

Engine speed

Heavy propeller curve - fouled hull and heavy weather
Light propeller curve - clean hull and calm weather

Line 2 has 3 to 7% fewer revolutions.
On average a 5% difference is acceptable.
Note that the chosen 'sea margin' does not signify that a
heaver propeller line was selected.

MP: Specified propulsion point
SP: Service propulsion point

The SP point = the maximum service propulsion point for

PD: Propeller design point

a sailing ship.

PD': Alternative propeller design point

The combination of the speed and the engine power for a

LR:

Light running factor

HR: Heavy running

heavier running propeller and a sea margin is referred to as
the maximum service propulsion point S.P. This applies to a
fouled hull and heavy weather conditions.
The 'heavy' propeller line 2 will generally be applied as the
basis for the engine characteristics during free sailing and the
propeller line for a clean hull and calm weather, line 6, for a
'light' running propeller, LR.
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19.17 Electronic governors with
load limitation
To protect the diesel engine against thermal and
mechanical overload, the accepted electronic
governors include rwo limiter functions.

19.17.1 Torque limiter
The torque lim iter ensures that the a llowable
limitation lines of the load diagram are adhered to
at all times.
The torque limiter com pares the calcu lated
fuel pump index (fuel amount} and the actual
measured engine speed with a standa rd reference B
limiter curve, which gives the maximum allowable
fuel-pump index a t a given engine speed. If the
calcu lated fuel-pump index is above this line, the
actual fuel-pump index is reduced accordingly.
The standard reference limiter curve should be
adjusted to correspond to the limitation lines of
the load diagram.

> SHIP PROPULSION

For fixed-pitch propell.ers that operate in ca lm
weather conditions wit h a loaded ship and a clea n
hull, the propeller/engine may run along or close
to the p ropeller-design line 6.
After a certa in running time, the ship's hull and
the propeller grow increasingly rough by fouling
a nd contamination, thus causing the propeller
to run more heavily. The propeller line will shift
to the left from line 6 to line 2 . Therefore, more
propu lsion power will be required to maintain the
sh ip's velocity.

If the propeller runs heavily in calm weather, this
could indicate that the hull requires cleaning and
possibly the propeller wants polishing.
The area between lines 4 a nd 1 is ava il a ble for
operation in shallow waters, for accelera tion and
if required , for non-steady opera tion without any
time limit.

19.18 Use of charts
Examples

19.17.2 Scavenging- air pressure limiter
The scavenging- air pressure limiter prevents the
engine from being over-fuelled in relation to the
amount of air supplied with c harged-air groups,
while accelerating. This is mainly the case during
rapid load fluctuations suc h as in manoeuvring.
The scavenging-ai r pressure limiter algorithm

The following are four different examples of three
fixed-pitch propellers and one controllable-pitch
propeller. They illustrate the flexibi lity of these
diagrams.
In this aspect, the cho ice of the optimum poi nt 0
has an impo rtant influence.

compares the calculated fu el-pump index and the
measured scavenging-air pressure with a standard
reference limiter curve that gives the maximum
fuel-pump index at a certain sca venging-air
pressure.
If the calculated fuel-pump index is a bove this
limiter line, the fuel-pump jndex is reduced
accordingly.
The reference limiter curve shou ld be adjusted
so there is a sufficient air supply for a good
combustion process.

19.17.3 Recommendations
Continuous operation within a certain t ime limit
is only a llowed in the a rea limited by the lines 4, 5,
7 and 3 of the load diagram.
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19.18.1 Example 1 - Normal operating
conditions without a shaft
generator
L,
vi Specified MCR of Engine
S: Continuous service rating
of engine
0: Optimising point of engine
A: Reference point of load
diagram

Point A of load diagram
Line 1: Propeller curve
through optimising point (0)
Line 7: Constant power line
through speci1ed MCR (M)
Point A: Intersection between
lines 1 and 7

Power

Power

L,

L,
c__

_

"-._ ' Propulsion and
"'-. engine service curve
for heavy running

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __.

Propulsion and engine service
curve for heavy running

Engine speed

c__ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __.

Engine speed

A
Example 1 : normal operation without shaft generator.

Point A can be found between propeller line 1 (2) and the line
of the continuous rate line 7 , through M. In this instance,

Normally, the optimising point O and the engine line 1 are

point A is eq ual to point M.

placed on line 2 (for heavy running).

When point A has been located. the layout d iagram such as
in the figure above can be d rawn and t'le current load
limitations of the diesel engine can be found .

19.18.2 Example 2 - Special load
conditions without a shaft
generator
Power

L1

Power

r.J· Specified MCR of Engine

S: Continuous service rating
of engine
0 : Optimising point of engine
A Reference point of load
diagram
Point A of load diagram
Line 1: Propeller curve
through optimising point (0)
Line 7: Constant power line
through specified MCR (M)
Point A: Intersection between
lines 1 and 7

...__ '

Propulsion and
engine service curve
for heavy running
c__

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __.

Propulsio~ and engine service

~ curve for neavy running

Engine speed

c__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ __

_

•

Engine speed

A
Example 2: Special load situations without shaft

It is recommended to move the lay out diagram further right,

generator.

when it Is expected that the ship will sail on a route where

The propeller can be heavier loaded when the ship

The latter is performed by shifting the optimising point O and

accelerates than during full load. The same applies when the

consequently propeller line 1 to the left.

poor weather conditions are a common occurrence.
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ship is subjected to extra resistances, for instance when

However, this will result in a fuel cost increase In due to a

sailing in heavy winds with high wave resistances.

slight increase in fuel consumption.

In both instances. the engine service point moves to the left

An example is shown in both graphs. The top figure

of the normal service line as the propeller runs heavier.

shows compared to the normal situation in the first example,

To avoid exceeding limitation line 4 of the load diagram to the

the limitation line 4 has been shifted to the left, thus c reating

left, it is sometime necessary to reduce the speed and/or the

more space between the lines 2 and 4; here a light load

power output.

factor has been applied.

C H 19

19.18.3 Example 3 - Normal operating
conditions with a shaft generator

- --{j)-

PROPULSION

;;/t:-

·:::?:

L,

> SHIP

3.3% A

..cm:@

Power

Power
M: Specified MCR of Engine

S. Continuous service rating

L,

of engine

0: Optimising point of engine
A: Reference point of load
diagram

- - Propulsion curve
for heavy running
Engine service curve
for heavy running
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Engine speed

•

Example 3 : A standard case, here , however, with a

Propulsion curve
Engine service curve for heavy running
for heavy running
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Engine speed

Point A of load diagram
Line 1: Propeller curve
through optimising point (0)
Line 7: Constant power line
through specified MCR (M)
Point A: Intersection between
lines 1 and 7

In this instance, a shaft generator has been installed and

shaft generator. In the figure, the engine line has been

therefore the power output delivered to the propeller is

drawn for heavy running, including the extra power

reduced for the power supplied to the shaft generator.

required for the shaft generato r.
The optimising point O and the engine line1 are then found in
a similar fashion as in example 1.

19.18.4 Example 4 - A special case, with a
shaft generator

Power

Power

L,

Point A and M of
load diagram
Line 1: Propeller curve
through optimising point (0)
Point A: Intersection between
lines 1 and line L1 - L3

._____Propulsion curve for heavy running
Engine service curve
for heavy running
~ - - - - - - - - -----------+ Engine speed

•

Example 4: A special case with a shaft g enerator.

M: Specified MCR of Engine
S. Continuous service rating
of engine
O Optimising point of engine
A. Reference point of load
diagram

Engine service curve
for heavy running
~ - -- - - - - - - - - - -- --. Engine speed

Point M: Located on constant
power line 7 through point A
and at MP's speed

When the latter solution is choosing, the required MCA
power of the engine can be reduced from point M' to M as is

Also in this special case a shaft generator is installed, but

shown in the figure.

unlike example 3, the MCR.-point MP is placed at the top of

Situations such as these seldom occur as ships rarely have a

the diagram

normal operating speed with high engine capacities such as

This means that the MCA of the engine, point M will be

these.

placed outside the top of the diagram.

In the example, optimising point O is chosen equal to point

This problem could be resolved by choosing a diesel engine

S, and so line 1 is found.

with an extra cylinder (for instance a nine-cylinder- instead of

Point A, having the highest possible power can be found at

an eight-cylinder in-line engine). Another and cheaper

the intersection of line L 1-L3 and the complete load diagram

solution is to reduce the electrical power to the shaft

has been drawn in the right figure. Point M is found on line 7

generator when the ship is sailing at full power output. This

at MP's speed.

achieved by using a diesel genset.
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19.18.5 Example 5 - A controllable-pitch
propeller, with or without a shaft
generator

Power

3.3%A

5%A

Recommended range
for shaft generator
operation with
constant speed

Combinator curve
for loaded ship
and incl. sea margin

Min
speed

Max
speed

Engine speed

...
Example 5: A controllable-pitch propeller, with or
without a shaft generator. Most ships have a
c ontrollable-pitch propeller.

Load chart, without a shaft generator
If a ship is fitted with controllable-pitch propellers (CPP) the
combinator line (of the propeller with optimum efficiency) is
usually chosen for a loaded ship with a sea margin.

At a given p ropeller speed and pitch the CP propeller runs
heavily In poor weather conditions.
Therefore, it is advisable to select the line for a lightly loaded
propeller, such as the dotted line, ensuring a larger margin
between the normal line and the lines for heavy-weather
conditions such as 4 and 5.

Load chart, with a shaft generator
The hatched area indicates the recommended speed range
between 100% and 96.7% of the maximum continuous
rating (MCR) for an engine with a shaft generator operating at
a constant speed.
The service point S can be situated at any point in the
hatched area.
The combinator line of a loaded ship including a sea margin
still has an ample margin indicated by lines 4 and 5.
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19.19 Summarising the effects of
the various types of
resistance on engine
operation
A brief summary of the effects of the various types
of ship's resistance on a fixed-pitc h propeller and
the propulsion engine is shown by the chart below.

PO: Propeller design point, clean hull and calm weather

Propeller design point PD

Continuous service rating for propulsion with
a power equal to 90% specified MGR, based on:

As previously mentioned the propeller is generally designed
for a certain ship velocity V valid for a loaded ship with a

SO:

Clean hull and calm weather, loaded ship

c lean, smooth hull in calm weather.

S1:

Clean hull and calm weather, ballast {trial)

The corresponding engine speed and power are indicated by
point PD on the propeller line 6 of the load diagram.

S2:

Clean hull and 15% sea margin, loaded ship

SP:

Fouled hull and heavy weather, loaded ship

S3:

Very heavy sea and wave resistance

Increased ship speed, point SO

If the engine power increases with, for instance, 15% and the
ship has a smooth hull and operates in calm weather, point

Engine shaft power % of A
I
I

100% ref. point (A)
Specified MGR (M)

110

SO, the ship velocity V and the engine speed n will increase
in accordance with the propeller law (more or less valid for

I
I

normal speeds).

105

Point SO is placed on the same propeller line as point PD.

100
95

so
S1
S2
SP

90
85

n50 = n x

3
-~

= 1.048 x n

S3
Normal speed ranges with c lean hulls and 15% sea

80

margin, point S 2
Conversely, still operating with a loaded ship and clean hull ,

75

but now with additional resistance due to heavy seas, extra
power of, for instance, 15% is required to maintain the ship

70
80

85

90

95

100

105

110

Engine speed, % of A

Line 1 :

Propeller curve through .point A=M , layout curve for engine

Line 2:

Heavy propeller curve, fouled hull and heavy weather, loaded ship

Line 6:

Light propeller curve, clean hull and calm weather,
loaded ship, layout curve for propeller

Line 6.1: Propeller curve, clean hull and calm weather, ballast (trial)
Line 6.2: Propeller curve, clean hull and 15% sea margin, loaded ship
Line 6.3: Propeller curve, very heavy sea and wave resistance

velocity V (15% sea margin).
If the velocity of a ship V52 =V and the propeller has no slip.
the engine speed will remain constant.
However, as the water abaft the propeller gives way because
the propeller does slip, the engine speed will increase and
the service point S2 will be placed on the propeller curve 6,2
close to SO on the propeller curve 6.
The propeller curve 6,2 could possibly indicate a slightly
heavier loaded propeller than curve 6 (approximately 0.5%).
Depending on the type of ship and its dimensions, the heavy

•

running of the propeller and therefore the factor, will be 0.5%

The influence of the various resistances the ship is

higher or lower.

subject to, is illustrated by means of corresponding

For resistances that correspond to about 30% power

service points for propulsion with an identical

increase (30% sea margin) the corresponding relative heavy

propulsion power, based on the p ropeller design point

operating factor will be in the region of 1%.

PD, plus 15% additional power.
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S= PD

: Propeller design point incl. sea margins, and continuous service rating
of engine
Line 1 : Propeller curve for layout of engine
Line 1 . Combinator curve for propeller design, clean hull and 15% sea margin,
loaded ship
Line 6.1 : Light combinator curve, fouled hull and calm weather, loaded ship
Line 2 : Heavy combinator curve, fouled hull and heavy weather, loaded ship
Line 2.1 : Very heavy combinator curve, very heavy sea and wave resistance

Engine shaft power % of A
100% ref. point (A) i - - - --t--- -+-- - - + - - - + - - Specified MCR (M)
105 -+-- - -~ - - - + - - - - - + - -- + -- - + - - - + - 110

100 - ; - -- - - + -- - - ; - - - - - t - - -- t - -- - + - - -

95 - + - - - - - + - - - - + - - - - - + - - - + - - - + - 90 -+--- --+-- - - + - ----+- - - + - - 85 -;-- - - - + - - - - ; - - - - - t - - - - t - - -

In other words, in the example the propeller design curve is
approximately 5% ' lighter' than the propeller curve that is
applied to the layout of the main engine.

Operating in heavy seas with extremely high waves,
point S3
When operating in these conditions the propeller can run
between 7 and 8% (or more) 'heavier' than in calm
conditions. Consequently, at the same engine / propeller
power, the rate of revolution is decreased by 7 to 8%.
50 --+--
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For a propeller power equal to 90% of MCR, point S3 in the

-70

75

80

85

90

95

100

105

110

load diagram shows an example of this operating condition.

Engine speed, % of A
In some instances operating in heavy headwinds the heavy
running is often such that the service point is placed left of
Sailing with a fouled hull and in poor weather conditions,

line 4.

point SP

In such instances, when the ship begins to pitch and the

When, after a certain operational time, the ship's hull is fouled

propeller periodically surfaces, it is recommended to

and its surface consequently rougher, the wake field will alter

decelerate in order to avoid damage to the ship and the

in relation to that of a smooth ship (clean hull).

propulsion installation.

A ship with a fouled hull experiences more resistance, which
results in a modified wake field and therefore a heavier

Accelerating and op erating in shallow waters

rotating propeller than would be expected by deteriorating

When the ship accelerates and the propeller is works heavier

weather conditions alone.

than during normal operating speed, the effect on the

The propeller curve will shift to the left, see propeller curve 2

propeller is at times equal to the operation conditions at point

in the load diagram. This propeller curve indicates that the

S3.

hull is fouled and the ship operates in poor weather

The accelerating effects are sometimes even greater.

conditions. The propeller / engine load has increased

The same applies to operating in shallow waters.

approximately 5% in relation to propeller curve 6.
In order to safeguard the air supply for the diesel engine's
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Trials at open sea point S1

combustion process, which determines the limit of the torque

Normally, the curve 6 for a clean hull will be equal to the trial

and the engine speed, it is common practice to ensure that

trip propeller curve. However, as the ship is seldom in loaded

the engine and the turbo-blower match each other according

condition during the trials and usually operates in ballast, the

to the load on propeller curve 1 of the load diagram, equal to

propeller curve at 6.1 has a somewhat lighter load than curve

the 'heavier' propeller curve 2.

6.

As opposed to point S2, point SP is normally used to

Point S1 in the diagram provides an example of the power

determine the engine layout by referring this rating to

supplied to the propeller at 90% of the MCR.

'average operating'- power at 90% of the specific

It may be necessary to exceed the maximum engine speed

MCA-point, which matches a 10% margin with the maximum

of the propeller to 107%, so curve 9 in the diagram, during

engine power.

the trials to evaluate how the ship operates at 100% power.
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19.20 Some comments
In practice, ship resistance is compared with the
outcome of the towing rests in a laboratory, for
instance Marin, Wageningen, The Netherlands.
The results from the towing tests are also used for
optimising the propeller and hull design.
When the required engine power, including the
margins and the propeller speed is known, the
correct engine can be selected with an engine
selection programme developed by the engine

In view of this, the relation between the ship and
the propulsion engine is extremely important, as
well as the position of the load diagram, which
is to say the choice of the engine lay-our diagram
in relation to the operational curve in order to
achieve an optimum propulsion engine.
In order to avoid overloading of the main engine
during excessive operating conditions it is
advisable to use an electronic governor with load
control.

manufacturer.

For a main engine, that a lso drives a shaft

It is even possible to state the requirements via the

generator for generating electricity for the
ship, the interaction between the ship and the
propulsion engine is complex. Nevertheless, in
practice problems very seldom occur.

internet, so the manufacturer can assess the client's
demands in advance.
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Propulsion of the 'Oranjeborg'
Two six-cylinder Wartsila 6-L 46 C
medium-speed engines drive one
adjustable-pitch propeller. Renk reduction
gearing controls the correct propeller
speed and shaft generator drive, top,
at the back of the photo.
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20.1 Introduction

G Special drives such as those for pumps in the
dredging industry and compressors and pumps
for use in the gas and oil industry with highspeed or medium-speed four-stroke diesel

Transmitting the engine's power output ro the
drives, for pumps, compressors or electric gensets
requires the use of a number of provisio ns, such as
couplings and gear tran smissions.
Often, the driven items have different speeds,
such as those of shaft generators and propellers.
As opposed to tbe aforementioned drives, electric
gensets in a diesel-power plant or on board ship
a re equipped with one fixed, specific speed , which
is determined by the genera tor type.

engines.

20.2.1 A Ship propulsion with low-speed
two-stroke crosshead engines
The engine directly drives a fixed-pitch propeller,
is directly reversible and ru ns on heavy-fuel o il
(H .F.O.).

20.2 Diesel-engine arrangements

This type of propulsion is generally used in large
container ships, oil tankers a nd bulk carriers.
RPM: The low engine speeds o f these category IV

The following arrangements frequently occur:
A Ship propulsio n with a low-speed two-stroke
crosshead engine.
B Srup p ropulsion with one or multiple medium-

engines with cylinder bores from approximately
500 mm are very su itable to directly drive a
fixed -pitch propeller. T he efficiency o f pro pellers
is high at low engine speeds of between ± 60 to

speed four-stroke trunk-piston engines.
C Ship propulsio n with one or multiple highspeed four-stroke diesel engines.
D Diesel-electric propulsion with medium-speed
or high-speed four-stroke diesel engines.
E Ship propulsio n with water jets with highspeed four-stroke diesel engines.

120 revolutions per minute.
Engines w ith sm aller cy linder diameters and
therefore a higher speed of up to approximately
200 revo lutions per minute are not o ften directly

F

±

reversible and are equ ipped with a transmission
gear positioned halfway between the cra nkshaft
and the adjustable-pitch propeller.

Diesel-power plants with both high-speed and
medium-speed fou r-stroke diesel engines and
low-speed two-stroke crosshead engines .

....
Ship propulsion with a large medium-speed four-stroke
engine.

The diesel engine is connected to the propeller shaft with
reduction gearing.
The pitch of the propeller is adjustable, so the engine can
rotate in one direction and at a fixed speed.
A shaft generator is coupled to the gearbox. This enables
electricity to be generated using heavy fuel oil, so the
auxiliary engines, one deck up, do not have to operate on
diesel oil, which is twice as expensive.
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~

A six-cylinder two-stroke
crosshead engine driving
a controllable-pitch
propeller.
At the other side of the
propulsion engine a shaft
generator is coupled to the
engine.

~

Top picture:
ship propulsion with a
medium-speed four-

l

I

stroke diesel engine

\j

running on H.F.0.
The engine has one
rotational direction and
drives the controllable-pitch
propeller and shaft
generator.
four-stroke diesel engine
2
3

4
5
6

gearbox
shaft generator
intermediate shaft
propeller shaft
controllable-pitch

8

propeller
stern tube
rudder

K

flexible couplings

7

SK clutch

Bottom picture:
Ship propulsion with a
low-speed two-stroke
crosshead engine running
on H.F.0.

Shaft generators
A number of propulsion units are provided with

The total efficiency for power generation is also

a shaft gene rator. When a t sea, the shaft generator

slightl y increased as the propu lsion engine has

generates sufficient electric power for the entire

a higher efficiency than the s maller a ux il iary

operation of rhe e lectric syste ms on the ship, so

engines. The s haft generator is insta lled between

the a uxiliary engines can be turned off. In this

the engine a nd t he propeller shaft, and in smaller

way, rhe number of running hours of the auxiliary

crosshead engines with a transmission gear to the

engi nes is limited as are the corresponding

prope ll er, on the propeller d rive. This connection

maintenance hou rs and expenditure.

is often referred to as Power Take Off (P.T.O.).
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Generator/motor

Two-speed
tunnel gearbox

®

©

Oil distribution
@) ring

@

Hydraulie
coupling

0)

Conical BoltClutch

Hydraulic Flexible
coupling coupling

(Z)

@

•

Options

Two-stroke crosshead engine drive for the propeller

The main engine is running free of the main shaft. Shaft

shaft and shaft generator.

generator and propeller are stopped, for instance, during
trials, after repairs or prior to departure.

Viewed from the engine
1
2
3
4

s
6
7

a
9
1o

main engine with fixed rpm
flywheel/turning wheel
conical bolt clutch
two-speed gearing
shaft generator
flexible coupling

II The main engine drives the shaft generator and the
propeller is stopped.
Ill The main engine drives the shaft generator as well as the
propeller.

VI The shaft generator is switched to the electromotor
configuration and drives the propeller w ith power

hydraulic clutch
intermediate bearing
hydraulic clutch
oil-distribution ring for controllable-pitch propeller

generated by the auxiliary gensets. This is an emergency
operation mode during engine malfunction, the so-called
'getting home' device. This is also used when the vessel
is shifted along the quay when simultaneously mainengine repairs are executed .

•

The shaft generator (1) above the propeller shaft on a

6,800TEU.

feeder-container ship.

The rotor of this 3.5 MW generator is an integral part of the

Space at the back of the engine room near the propeller is

shafting between the large two-stroke 68,000 kW crosshead

rather cramped.

engine and the propeller shaft. The cooling-air ventilators are
positioned on top of the shaft generator.
1

flywheel/turning wheel main engine

2

shaft generator
coo/mg-air ventilator

3
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The shaft generator on a very large container ship of
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engine and one fix ed -pitch propeller.

20.2.2 B Ship propulsion with one or
several medium-speed fourstroke trunk-piston engines

Drives with a fixed -pitch propeller

The engine is not reve rsible and o ften has a fixed

Most large sh ips a re provided with the above

engine s peed. The fue l is eith er H .F.O. or M.D.O..

The largest container ships being com missioned
in 2008 are still eq uipped with o ne propu lsion

mentioned propulsion system.

Advantages
T he total propulsion efficiency is high in
comp arison to other systems. With a di eselengine efficiency o f 50% and a propeller
efficiency of 75%, the rotal propulsion
efficiency is therefore:

0.5 x 0.75 = 0.375 or 37.5%. All o ther systems
have a lower efficiency.
A simple inst aUation. A large crosshead engine
has relativel y few moving parts. When using
the two-stroke principle, the power output

•

generated is 1 .6 times higher tha n that of four-

A top view of a propulsion plant for medium-speed

stroke engines with a n identical cylinder bore

four-stroke engines driving twin propellers.

and engine s peed.
-

T he lower speed o f larger two-stroke

The four sixteen-cylinder Wartsila 46 V-engines drive the two

crosshead engines is particularly suitable

adjustable pitch propellers via reduction gearing. Each

for the direct drives for the large fixed-pitch

reduction gearing has a Power Take Off-shaft with the shaft

propeUers.

generator, SG, mounted on it.
In a separate auxiliary engine room another three diesel
gensets, DG. are installed.
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A standard arrangement of a four-stroke mediumspeed propulsion engine.

diesel engine
2

3
4

s
6

7

supercharger with intercooler
engine-driven cooling-water pumps
reduction gearing
P.T.0-section
propeller shaft
controllable (adjustable, variable) - pitch propeller
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Diesel- mechanical (HFO)
Installed power: 55,980 kW

...
A large propulsion plant with medium-speed four-

Four twelve-cylinder Wartsila 46 diesel engines in V-shape

stroke diesel engines running on H.F.O., design

with a total shaft power of 50,400 'r0N. The three Wartsila 26

wartsila.

six-cylinder in-line engines provide a generator power of
5580 kW. The ship is equipped with two electric bow and
stern thrusters .

...
Installation of one of the four large MAN-B&W
four-stroke medium-speed diesel engines in the
engine-room sections of a large cruise ship. This is
in the hall of the Jos Meijer shipyard in Papenburg,
Germany.

In view of the limited space on these ships, low four-stroke
diesel engines have been chosen as opposed to the high
two-stroke crosshead engines. Approximately 80% of the
volume of the ship is required for the 'hotel' and the
remainder is for all the technical installations.

...
The 'Norwegian Dawn'
under construction in
Papenburg, Germany.
The cruise ship in
dry-dock ready to be
'set afloat'.
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This type of propulsion is often seen in smaller
ships, such as container feeders, smaller oil, gas or
chemical tankers, passenger ships and ferries.
The shaft generator is often driven from the gear
transmission. The height built for this type of
propulsion is considerably lower when compared
to the crosshead engine, and is therefore suitable
for the low overhead space found in engine rooms
of large ferries and passenger ships.

A coupling section is often added to the gearbox,
so the propeller can be stopped when the diesel
engine and sh.aft generator are still running.
All the engines in category III come standard
with a gearbox, shaft generator, shafting and a
controllable-pitch propeller.

20.2.3 C Ship propulsion with one or
several high-speed four-stroke
diesel engines
These engines operate on M.D.0.. These systems
are often seen in smaller ships and inland
navigation. Here the complete system comprises
the diesel engine, a gear transmi ssion, a coupling
section, a P.T.0. for the shaft genera tar, shafting
and adjustable-pitch propeller.

MAN B&W Propulsion Engines
matched by CP Propellers

•

•

The MAN-B&W program for propulsion engines with
controllable-pitch propellers.

A gearbox aft of a four-stroke high-speed MTU-dieset

In the four-stroke medium-speed diesel engines, the
RPM varies between 900 and 428 rpm, the cylinder diameter
from 230 to 580 mm and the shaft power from 1000 to

1

12,000 kW.

5

In low-speed two-stroke crosshead diesel engines the
RPM varies between 250 and 105 rpm, the cylinder diameter
from 260 to 600 mm and the shaft power from 1500 to

7

engine.

2
3
4

6

reduction gearing
shaft to propeller
shaft to shaft generator
lubricating oil pump
lubricating-oil cooler
lubricatmg-oil filter
flexile coupling between engine ar.d gearbox

18,000 kW.

Larger crosshead engines are directly reversible and have a
fixed-pitch propeller. The controllable-pitch propeller diameter
varies from 1800 to 8600 mm.
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...
A four-stroke high-speed
Caterpillar diesel engine
for driving a large yacht.

The reduction gearing with
lubricating-oil pump,
lubricating-oil cooler and
lubricating-oil filter attached
to the engine.

Often rwo engines with two propellers a re
arranged for extra po wer generation. This system
is also used in lux urious moto r yachts.

picture Franco Pace

The world's largest private yacht, the 'Athena', has two
four- stroke high-speed Caterpillar type 3516 B main
engines, each of 1492 kW at an RPM of 1600.

There are three gensets of 290 kW each. The twin screws
have a diameter of 1.6 metres and an RPM of 440. A
maximum of 103.000 litres diesel fuel is in its bunkers.
A

p,cture Hans Westennk

The engine room of the 'Athena'.

20.2.4 D Diesel-electric propulsion with
medium- speed or high-speed
four-stroke diesel engines
In the first insta nce, running on H.F.O. and in the
second on M.D.O..
ln this system electric gensets, which supply power
to the electro-mo tors that drive the pro peller (s)

84

are driven by diesel engines. This system is
often applied toda y. It is o ften used in passenger
ships, ferries and in some self-propelled drilling
platforms.
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Diesel-electric (HFO)
Installed power: 53,100 kW
W 12V46C 12,600 kW

•

W 12V46C 12,600 kW

A diesel-electric propulsion plant with four medium-

These plants are often installed on large cruise ships; the

speed four-stroke d iesel engines running on H.F.O.

propellers are driven by electric motors. Depending on the
required propulsion power and electric power requirement of
the ship, one or more diesel generators may be deployed.

The diesel gensets ca n be placed in the most
convenient loca tion o n the ship or vessel, as they
do not have to be in-line with the propelle r shaft
as in the traditiona l a rrangements.

GT power:

33.6 MW
25.0 MW

Total installed power:

58.6 MW

Diesel power:

Advantages
-

Tbe diesel gensets operate at a constantly high

_ '\...

RPM, so diesel-engin e contamin ation due to,
amongst others, the low e ngine speed , is less at
a low load.
-

18 MW

i

At low speeds parts of the diesel gensets can be
switched off. Conseque ntly, these ha ve fewer
operating ho urs a nd therefore require less
ma intena nce.
Driving the propellers with electro-morors
is independent o f the diesel engines. With

-

adj ustab le propell ers or frequency-controlled
electric-drive motors, a ny type o f p ropulsio n is
possible.
Tbe generated electric power is also available
fo r energy supply ro tbe ship, for insta nce on
la rge passenger ships, ferries, self-propelled
platforms and drilling ships.
ln diesel-electric propulsion, there is also
the possibility to use a gas-turbine genset
alongside the diesel genset. In thi s manner,
a la rge a mount o f powe r ca n rapidl y be
generated with a limited size a nd weight.
O nly M.D.O. can be used. The exha ust-gas
em issions of these gas turbines a re muc h
lower tha n those o f diesel engines: idea l 'sight
seeing' when sailing in ecologically sensiti ve
a reas. Well-known examples a re the 'Jewel of

-

Norway' a nd the ' Queen Mary II'.
T he tota l propulsion efficiency is so metimes
even higher th a n fo r traditional propulsion
when P.O.D.S. is a ppli ed.

18MW

•

A diesel-electric propulsion plant.

Besides four diesel gensets running on H.F.O., a lightweight
and compact gas-turbine genset running on M .D.O. is
installed on the upper deck.

20.2.5 E Ship propulsion with water jets,
with high- speed four-stroke
diesel engines
A small , specific group of fast sh ips is no t dri ven
by propell ers but by a water jet. The diesel engine
drives a pump, whi ch draws in water at a high
speed and subsequently pumps this o verboard.
This so-called water jet can be steered in any
di rection thus rendering a rudder redundant.
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...
Water-jets driven by
high-speed four-stroke
diesel engines are the
ideal combination for the

- ,.._.....,._

propulsion of fast, light
catamarans for passenger
and patrol craft.

/ ~

...
The controllable exhaust
nozzle of a water-jet.

The amount and direction of
the water can be accurately
controlled for an optimum
manoeuvrability of fast
ships.

...
A water-jet consists of a
central pump section and
an adjustable nozzle on
the left. The pump is
driven from the leftright
by the diesel engine via a
gearbox.

...
A very large water-jet propulsion plant driven by a gas
turbine on a luxury yacht which can achieve a speed of
40 knots.

Left and right of the water jet, not visible underneath the
ship are two propellers driven by high-speed four-stroke
V-engines.
1

location of the propellers

2

water-jet impeller

3

nozzJe
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~

One of the two water jets on the passenger catamaran
'Koegelwieck' of Doeksen Shipping Company,
Harlingen, The Netherlands.

suction section: the pump is not equipped with a suction
box to prevent cavitation .
2 impeller section off the stern bulkhead.
3

cover for inspection and removal of dirt.
The impeller and shaft are sturdy, so relatively heavy
objects that are drawn in do not cause damage.

: - Transom
'

Internal Thrust Bearing

Astern Deflector
/ lull Bottom

Intake Saeen

Hamilton Jet supplied Transmon Duct

...
A diesel-power plant with

Water jets are often used in high-speed passenger
transport such as ca tamarans, pilot boats and
motor yachts.

A Hamilton water jet .

three medium-speed
four-stroke engines in

The under keel water is vertically drawn in and discharged on

V-arrangement of

the left. With the 'Astern Deflector' the water-jet power is

manufacturer Wartsila.

directed ahead, so that the vessel can sail astern. The pump
section is situated just aft of the ship's stern.

Right: the generators and
left: the diesel engines.

20.2.6 F Diesel-power plants with both
high-speed and medium-speed
four-stroke diesel engines,
as well as low-speed twostroke crosshead engines
Engine categories I to IV included
The engine operates on M.D.O. a nd H.F.O..
Most diesel-power plants are equipped with
medium-speed fo ur-stroke diesel engines running
on H .F.O.. This is often the most effective
arrangement from an economic point of view.
At smaller ca pacities, or when no H .F.O. is
available, high-speed four-stroke diesel engines
running o n M .D.O. are brought on-line.
Semi-permanent plants and mobil e gensecs in
containers also are in this category.
87
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A
A large 3.5 MW diesel genset on a container ship.
A
A diesel-power plant disc generator driven by a large
low- speed two-stroke crosshead engine.

At 120 RPM or two revolutions per second and a frequency
of 50 Hz the number of pole pairs 25 is according to the
.
f
following formula n = p
n

= revolutions per second

f = frequency in Hertz
p = number of pole pairs
So, this 12 metre diameter disc generator has 50 poles! This
requires a great deal of space and a large generator
diameter!

A

Large two-stroke crosshead engines are often used
for larger diesel-power plants both on shore and
at sea.
T
Two examples of a
flexible coupling between
a large disc generator
and a large two-stroke

Genset drives
H ere gear transmission is not used.
A flexible coupling between th e diesel engine and
the generator usually suffices.

A similar 3.5 MW genset on a container ship.

1

medium-speed four-stroke diesel engine

2

flywheel/turning wheel
flexible coupling, not visible

3
4

5

electric generator
closed cooling-air system: the air is cooled by water.
Dust and dirt particles cannot enter this generator!

crosshead engine.

....
A simple flexible coupling
used between the diesel
engine and generator.

The rubber sections of the
left shaft flange fit the holes
of the right shaft flange.
After approximately 30,000
running hours the rubber
parts are renewed.
bearing no 1
Standard engine, with direct
mounted generator (DMG/ CFE)

88

Standard engine, with direct
mounted generator and tuning wheel
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....

20.2. 7 G Special drive for pumps in the
dredging industry, compressors
and pumps for use in the
gas and oil industry with
high-speed or medium- speed
four-stroke diesel engines
Engine categories I, II and Ill

Large dredgers require a
lot of power tor driving
the dredging pumps.

The engine o perares on H.F.O. and M.D.O..
In the dredging industry, large dredging pumps are
eirher directly driven by a diesel engine or directly
driven by an electro-moror. The latter is applied
in larger dredge rs. In smaller d redgers driven
by a high-speed four-stro ke diesel engine, gea r
rransmission is ge nera lly used.

....
Drive of a large dredging pump on a dredger.

The diesel engines drive the pumps placed in a separate
pump room: there is a watertight bulkhead between the
engine room and the pump room. A flexible coupling (not
visible) is located between the diesel engine and the
intermediate shaft.
1

ergine-room bulkhead

2

intermediate shaft
pump shaft
oil lubricated pump bearing
pump casing
pump casing cover for inspection /repairs of the impeller

3
4

5

6

....
The same dredger viewed from the engine-room
bulkhead.

The firm Machine Support is aligning the intermediate shaft
to the pump.

la the process industry, d iesel engines drive o il
pumps or gas compressors. Due to increasingly
strict emission regulations, the use of ' Dual Fuel'
or gas engines is preferred.
T he drive o ften uses a gear transmission. There is
always a flexible coupling presenc.
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20.3 Gear transmission

It o ften lies between 2 and 4.

Tf gear transmission is used, the propeller speed

.
Reducti on =

c::i n be indepen<lenrly selecre<l from rh:H o f rhe
diesel-engine crankshaft.

Clearly, the speed chosen is such that it is optimal
for both the diesel engine and the propeller
resp ectively, thus optimising the to ta l propulsion
efficiency.

engine speed
h f
d > 1 often 2 ro 8.
prope 11 er-s a t sp ee

ln shaft generaro rs, this is usually the reverse.
The P.T.O.-shaft freq uentl y has a speed th at, for
instance, exceeds the speed o f the med ium-speed
diese l engin e.

Gea r transmission is also called transmission

The shaft generaror in this type of installation,
for insrance, has an RPM of 1500 and the diesel

gearing. The ratio o f engine speed to the propeller
sha ft speed is greater than 1.

engine an RPM o f 750.
The RPM of the diesel is increased by a facto r

1500
.
= 2 via the gea r box.
750
20.3.1 Examples of the possibilities with
gear transmissions

....
A single reduction gearing with top left the shaft to the
diesel engine and bottom right the propeller shaft
drive.

On top of the reduction gearing, the lubricating-oil system
with cooler and filters.

~

A reduction gearing
attac hed to a four-stroke
high-speed diesel engine.

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8

90

diesel engine
reduction gearing
P.TO.-shaft.
shaft to propeller
lubricating-oil cooler
lubricating-oil filter
lubricating-oil pump
vibration damper below
the gear box integrated
in the bedplate
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~

Switch position I: Normal running at sea. Nominal
output.

The main engine provides 5300 kW at 500 RPM and drives
the controllable-pitch propeller with an RPM of 107.
At an RPM of 1200, the propeller requires 4900 kW and the
shaft generator 400 kW. to supply pcwer for the ship's net.

·E. - ·-. - · - ·-·- ·- ·- --. -·-----· - ·- ·- . - ·-· -t-

Li

D
~

Switch position II: Extra power at sea.

The main engine supplies its full power output of 6300 kW.
The shaft generator is switched to the electromotor and
supplies 700 kW. The electromotor draws power from the
ship's electricity net and together with the main engine drives
the controllable-pitch propeller with a maximum power
output of 7000 kW.

-E-- ·- ·- ·-·-· - - ·- · - ·- · - ---- -- · - -- --- - --1 -

[j

D
~

Switch position Ill: Emergency operation at sea or in
port during shifting alongside the quay.

The main engine is stopped and repairs are being done at
sea. Major maintenance can be performed in dry-dock.
The switchable shaft generator/electromotor now provides
the maximum capacity of 1200 kW to the c .p. propeller. This
switch is referred to as the 'getting home· device.
Admittedly, the speed is low; however, one can proceed to
the nearest port for repairs to the main engine. In port the
E - -- ------ · - · - -- -- ·- · - ·- · - ·- · - ·- · - ----1 -

Li

ship can shift berth.

LI
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A cut-away section of a
reduction gearing.
1

engine flange

2

gear shaft from the
crankshaft
gear shaft to the
propeller shaft
helical gears

3
4

5
6

needle bearings
lubricating-oil cooler

20.4 Various constructions
and designs of
gear transmissions

20.4.1 One input shaft from the diesel
engine and one output shaft to the
propeller.
Th is is called a single-gea r tra nsmission .

..
Single reduction gearing

PTO shaft

Lub oil pump

with P.T.O.

2
3
4
5

6

7
8

diesel drive
shaft-generator drive

Input shaft

propeller dnve
clutch
lubricatlf1g oil sump tank
lubncat/{)g-oil pump
lubricaMg-oil
distribution unit
thrust bearing

Output shaft

Propeller thrust bearing
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20.4.2 Two input shafts from two diesel
engines and one output shaft to the
propeller

Significant for the construction of multiple-gear
transmissions is the mutual centre-ro-centre
distance of both diesel engines. If the centre-tocentre distance is large, intermediate shafts are
used.

~

Double reduction gearing.

Both diesel engines drive the propeller, one on each side.
diesel engine in forward engine room
2

diesel engine in aft engine room

3 shaft to the shafting/propeller
4

P.T.O.-shaft for driving the shaft generator and also the
possibility to drive the propeller with the same shaft
generator/electromotor going dead slow.

This arrangement with two propulsion engines in separate
engine rooms is obligatory for large cruise ships. If one
engine room would be flooded or on fire, 50% of the
propulsion power can still be supplied from the other engine
room.

•

Top: double reduction gearing for two engines, and
bottom: a shaft to the propeller.

The gear toothing is straight cut. Bottom left; the lubricatingoil pump. The outgoing pinion wheel is hollow to save
weight. Above the pinion wheel; the thrust bearing for
absorption of axial forces generated by the propeller thrust.
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20.5 Position of the input and
output shaft

20.5.2 One shaft on either side of the
gearing

20.5.1 Input and output shafts on the
same side as that of the gear
transmission

This is ca lled the Z -arrangement. The in put and
output shafts run parallel to each other. Normally,

This is called a U-arrangement. This construction
method is seldom applied.

the centre lines are positioned above eac h other,
but occasionally they are p laced alo ngside.

Designs
The following photos show various designs of
gea nng .

...
Various versions of
reduction gearing.

left: double helical teeth
centre: single helical teeth
right: single helical teeth with
thrust collar for two
rotational directions
Double helical teeth

Single helical teeth

Single helical teeth with
thrust collar

Multiple pto - - - - - - ,

- - Twin in/single out - - - - - -- - - Single pto/pti

&
Various versions of number and position of the driving

P.T.0.: Power Take Off shaft for driving the shaft generator

shafts.

P.T. I. : Power Take In shaft for driving the propeller with the
shaft generator-electromotor.

Left: two driving shafts from the engines; a central shaft

Right: reduction gearing and diesel engine together with

for driving the propeller.

several P.T.O. shafts for driving the shaft generators, pumps

Centre: single-reduction gearing with bottom left the

and other equipment.

driving shaft to the propeller. Centre right, the driving
shaft from the diesel engine and top left the drive of the
shaft generator / P.T.O. I P.T.I.

OA
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20.6 Types of teeth
We distingujsh three shapes:
1 straig ht teeth or spur teeth;
2 helica l teeth;

CD

3 teeth in V-shape.
The toothed flank of these cogwheels usually has
an involute sha pe. An involute is described as the
curve traced by a point on a taut, inextensi ble
string as it unwinds from another curve.

Anbaumoglichkei

fur Verslell- oder
Olbox
Adjustment-

orolt-box can

~

befitted

A single transmission with spur gears.
1

driving shaft of the diesel engine, the so-called inlet

2

driving shaft towards the propeller, the outlet

3

bearing

4

thrust bearing

5

/ubricating-011 pump

Double helical teeth.

Involute teeth.

The space between both rows of helical teeth is clearly

In practice, in involute gearing, virtually all the teeth profiles

visible. This is necessary as the teeth must be ground and

are involutes of a circle. These are usually called involute

polished. Therefore the reduction gearing is fairly long. The

teeth. The force line (or Line of Action) runs along a tangent

axial forces generated by the helical teeth neutralise each

common to both base circles. The points (of contact) move

other completely.

along the stationary force-vector 'string' as if it were being
unwound by the rotating c irc le. The involute is entirely
determined by the radius of the base c ircle, so all the
involutes derived from the base c irc le are congruent.
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...
A large gear transmission
with double helical teeth.

The gear wheels are hollow
to reduce the mass.

20.6.1 Comments
H elical gear teeth p roduce axial forces, whic h
must be a bsorbed by the axial bearings.
Advantages o f helica l teeth: more teeth a re
simultaneo usly in contact with each orher,
which provide a smooth ope ration . W ith do uble

20. 7 Gear transmission for shaft
generators
Shaft gen erators a re driven by fo ur-stroke o r twostroke engines and are occasionall y eq uipped with
a special kind of geari ng, the so-called epicyclical

roorhing, the axial forces a re elimina ted by
counter forces. This roothing is very w ide, due to

transmi ssio n.
This type takes very little sp ace, imperative for, for
instance, a four-stro ke propulsion engine, which

the necessary opening between both gear rings fo r
processes, suc h as po lishing.

is install ed aft. H ere the ava il able space is limi ted
due to the space tha t is already used fo r the
gearbox between the engine a nd the p ropeller.

Jn this type o f roothing, the p inion and the w heel
a re a t a fi xed axial posi tio n from each o ther.
T herefore, both t he pin ion a nd the wheel must be
able to move simulta neously. T his is possible w ith
the use of a coupling between the crankshaft a nd
the d rive shafr (pinion) .

...
Reductio n gearing for a shaft generator.

drive from the diesel engine
2
3
4

s
6

96

drive towards the controllable-pitch propeller
clutch to the controllable-pitch propeller
drive to shaft generator
clutch to shaft generator
shaft bearings

[r

is designed with a sola r w heel, a sta tionary

planet carrier a nd an output shaft with ring w heel.
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~

The principle of an
epicyclical reduction

C

gearing.

b
d

a

solar wlleel

b

planet wheel

C

ring wheel

d

shaft support

a

Two types are commo nly used .

Planet and ring wheels rotate in the opposite

I

d irectio n to th at of the so lar w heel.

The driving s ha ft is connected to the sola r
wheel, th e statio nar y pla net ca rrier a nd the
ring w heel.

U The d riving s haft is co n nected to the solar

In the second arrangement, the ring wheel is fixed
and the solar wheel is driven by the input shaft;

w heel, the statio nar y ring w hee l a nd the

the o utput shaft is driven by the planet carrier.

o utput s ha ft with a pla net carrier.

This is called the planetary type.

In the first arrangement, the circumferential

T he rotation speed s now di ffer from th e first

velocity o f a ll the w heels is identical and the

instance:

rotatio n sp eed s of the w heels a re inver sely

Solar w heel

ns 1 = n 1 + 113

propo rtio nal t o the ir diameter. This is ca lled the

Pla net carrier

n2 = n3

star type.

Ring wheel

nr1 = n 3 + n 3 = 0

The transm issio n ratio i is equa l to:

In this instance the trans missio n ratio is:

. n 1 dr
t=-= - ,
n3 d s

•I
n s I 11 I + 113
.
I = - = -- - = ]
112
113

n
dr
+ -1 a lso i 1 = 1 + - .
11
ds
3

w here:
n 1 = rotatio n sp eed o f the s~lar w heel

In the second example the input and o ut put sh afts

n 1 = rota ti o n speed o f the ring wheel

rotate in the same d irectio n .

n2 = rora tion sp eed o f the p la net wheel
ds = d iameter of the so lar wheel

T here is a lso a third type, the so-called solar t ype.

dr = d ia met er ring wheel

H ere the solar wheel is perma ne ntl y fix ed.

dp = dia m eter pla net w heel.

11

11S

The transmission rat io then equa ls -1 o r n2
np
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vPERA TING PA'IEL
IN ',d TCHBOARD

Shaft generator for a

R\I

two-stroke MAN- B&W
crosshead engine using
GU,ERATDR

an epicyclical Renk
transmission.

I RCI'

VAR I ABl E

The toothed wheel in the
centre 1s called the solar
wheel. Surrounding 1t are

· ooTl-<£D COuPLING

three planet wheels and the
outer row of teeth is called
the ring wheel.
An hydraulic oil pump is
driven from the diesel engine
driving shaft.

...

l

A combination of normal reduction gearing, right, with
epicyclical reduction gearing, centre.
engine
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

first gear wheel. engine speed
second gear wheel, engine speed slightly increased
third gear wheel. engme speed higher
flexible coup/mg

X

I
4

i

13

8

9

11
12
13
14
15

reduction gearing
hydraulic pump
hydraulic pipes

17

plate coup/mg

hydraulic motor
reduction geanng
16 coupling flange

generator

-2

piping system where the lubricating oil is sprayed on
the toothed wheels through small perforations.

2

lubricatmg oil supply pipe
upper bearing shell. the bearmg caps have been
removed

3

helical teeth with mtermediate spaces

1
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ro

.c
II)
-"'
C

6

e
0

n

J

12

L--

__,J

RCF gearbox

The lubrication of gear wheels is usually done with a

Q)

Cl

coup/mg flange
nng gear wheel
propeller shaft sys/em

planet wheel
solar wheel
10 coupling flange

0

-ero

5
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...

Angebau1e
Zahnradolpumpe
Built-on
gearad oil pump

<D

Olkuhler

Double filter

011 cooler

The lubric ating-oil system
of a single reduc tion

3

4

-- ---- l

\

Doppelfilte<

gearing.

~

lJl-.

~

-

iI

lubricating-oil coolers

4

duplex lubricating-oil

5

cooling water

6

pressure valve
electnca//y driven spare

filter

Check valve

7

lubricating-oil pump

I
Saugventil

Oberdruckventil

Suct,on valve

Pressure valve

Freistehende Anfahrund Reservepumpe
Free-standing starting
and reserve pump

Wartsila TCH gear range of twin
input-single output gears

142
'iii 128
CV
Q)
116
C,
110
105
95
85
75
68
62
56
50
46
42
38 I
N

..

-•
10

20

15

25

Output (MW)
-

Ruckschlagventil

3

0

Q)

5

supply line with nonreturn valve

__I

Wartsila reduction gears
- Output range

0

pump

4-~

'

@

built-on gearwheel

Check valve

2

I

,-

Ruckschlagvenbl

Sini:ile reduction i:iears - vertical offset SCV

Gear
size

Engine crankshaft
offset (mm)*

TCH190

1 900

TCH240

2 400

TCH250

2 500

TCH270

2 700

TCH290

2 900

TCH300

3 000

TCH320

3 200

TCH330

3 300

TCH340

3 400

TCH350

3 500

TCH370

3 700

TCH380

3 800

• For the TCH type of gears the main parameter is
the required horizontal offset between engine
crankshafts. However, also the eni:iine power and

A

Wartsila reduction gearing program.

right figure
A schedule with the various types of gear boxes with double

left figure

diesel-engine drives.

vertical: reduction gearing size

The crankshaft diameter reaches 3800 millimetres per diesel

horizontal: maximum shaft power

engine.
The power output rises to approximately 25 MW; these are
the largest four-stroke medium-speed diesel engines. Higher
outputs are usually generated by low-speed two-stroke
crosshead engines.
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20.8 Couplings
Couplings can be divided in elastic and flexible
couplings. Botb are frequently used.

20.8.1 Elastic couplings
T he objective is to reduce rorsional vibrations.
\bo.,tt <. hapccrl-, Vi hr,mon, .ind h,11.rnung.

With the use of an elastic material, plate springs
and/or with hydraulic damping, the vibrations
between, for instance, the engine and the reduction
gea ring, the reduction gearing and propeller, the
engine and the generator are reduced.
Damping ultimately achieves a reduction of the
torsional vibrations in the crankshaft. Due to an
increase in the power density in diesel engines,
vibration damping has become increasingly
important.

/

/

The various types of Vulcan flexible couplings.
coupling 1: standard coupling with or without axial ventilation
holes
coupling 2: version with wide flexible segments for maximum
radial alignment deviations
coupling 3: version with narrow flexible elements for
minimum power loss
The manufacturers of flexible couplings have an elaborate
delivery package as flexible coupling requirements may vary
considerably.

100

...
Three types of flexible couplings of manufacturer
Centa.
Left, the flexible section can be clearly seen. The large holes
in the coupling disc are for ventilation.

The working principle is rhat a coupling wi th
a minor torsional stiffness is placed between
the engine a nd the gearbox. Both fixed parts on
the shafts acquire a certain angular rotation in
relation to each other due to the flexible sectio n
between them. In this manner, the rotation speed
of the crankshaft, which produces vibrations and
therefore resonance in the system, is bro ught well
belo w the normal engine speed range.
During start and acceleration and when stati onary,
there is a possibility of gear clatter. Gear clatter
may occur during torsio nal vibrations, where the
torque moment is periodically negative. This, for
instance, could be the case in situations where the
engine speed an d consequently the power o utput
of the diesel engine is reduced and the propeller
is, as it were, driven by the ship. Here the other
roothed flank of th e cog is temporarily loaded.
There a re also flexible frictional couplings that can
prevent this problem by sta rting and stopping the
engine with a disengaged coupling. The coupling
is only put in service at sufficiently high engine
speeds when gear clatter no longer occurs.

CHao ~ ,R/INSl<IISS\ON GE.AAS, FLE.X.IBLE. COUP U NGS, IILBAATLON DAMPERS, SHAFTLNG ANO SHAFT GEN ERATOR ORJI/ES

Examples of elastic couplings.

...
A narrow and a wide
coupling.

Clearly visible in the crosssection, is that the left
coupling is considerably less
elastic than the centre
coupling, which consists of

•

two flexible rubber parts.

...
Vulkan Rato
flexible coupling,_ _+ ---1---l:I

The flexible coupling
between a low-speed
two-stroke crosshead
engine of MAN-B&W and
the propeller shafting.

The shaft generator drive
Alternator

has a toothed sliding
coupling. In this manner,
the axial expansion of the
reduction gear transmission
that occurs between the
stationary and operating
temperatures can be
compensated.

gear

...
A flexible Genta coupling
with two segments
placed behind each other
for maximum flexibility.

Note the large ventilation
holes for discharging the
heal ,ieneraled in the flexible
elements that can lead to
deformation.
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20.8.2 Examples of flexible couplings

...
A flexible Genta coupling, right; on the left a clutch
coupling which runs on air.

The coupling is achieved by inflating the elastic space
(gland).
2

3

flange attached to the diesel engine
flexible segments
clutch

6

completely circular elastic space (gland)
airpipe
spring plate

7

driving shaft for the controllable-pitch propeller

4

s

...
A Genta flexible coupling combined with a W ichita
friction coupling working on compressed air.

left: The discs of which one part is fixed to one half of the
shaft and the other part to the other half of the shaft. The
discs are pressed together by expansion of the inflatable
tube, and the engine shaft from the right drives the shaft (left)
towards the propeller. When the propeller shaft is uncoupled,
the friction plates are not in contact with each other.
right: the double flexible coupling

...
A cross-section of a reduction gearing with an
hydraulically controlled friction coupling for coupling/
uncoupling of the propeller. Manufacturer MAN- B&W,
system Alpha.
1
2

3

4

5
6
7

8

diesel-engine drive shaft
propeller shaft
electric generator shaft
hydraulic section
for operating the
controllable pitch propeller
lubricating-oil drain tank
friction coupling
lubricating-oil pump
thrust block

yellow: lubricating oil for the
reduction gearing
red / green: hydraulic oil
for operating the
controllable-pitch propeller

102
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...
A mechanical coupling of
MAN-B&W. Type conical
coupling bolts .

...
The conical coupling
bolts of the mechanical
coupling of MAN-B&W.

With coupled shafts, the
conical ends of the bolts of
one shaft slide 1n the holes
of the other shaft. This can
only take place when the
shafts are stationary.

20.9 Torsional vibration dampers

5

Installing torsional-vibration dampers,

Ir is imperative that the normal rotation speed

the torsional vibration can be reduced to
an acceptable level, if poinrs l co 3 are

does nor coincide with the critical rotation speed

insufficient.

as this could produce unacceptable vibration
tensions in rhc crankshaft.

~ct· Ch,1pttr 1-, V1hr.1t1nn~ .111d h.1l.1nc111g for
po1111, I to L

This can be prevented in the fo llowing ways.

1 The correct selection of t he cylinder ignition
sequence.
2 Adjusting the mass inertia moments.
3 Adjusting the stiffness of certain parts of the
4

shaft.
Mounting an elastic coupling berwecn the
diesel engine and the gearbox.

Torsional vibration dampers
These are used in both two-stroke crosshead
engines and four-stroke trunk-piston engines. T hey
are mounted on the free end of the crankshaft and
in some engines on the free end of the camshaft.
T here are rwo types of vibratio11 Jarnper:,.
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...
I

An hydraulically affixed

I

shaft f lange.

I
I

The required oil pressure is
generated using a hand
pump.

Installation
dimension

'--- - -A~ - -~
Measurement for push-op
stamped on the coupling muff
Hydraulic pump

...
A carbon-fibre flexible
shaft combined on both
sides with Genta flexible
couplings, this is often
used for catamarans and
other high-speed craft.
Carbon Fibre-shaft, combinded with flexible couplings

The arrangement is very
flexible; this is required for
the moving hull sections

T

between the bedplate and

An example of the arrangement with flexible carbon-

the stern tube.

fibre propeller shafts of Genta shown here in blue.

Between the diesel engines and the gear boxes are two
flexible couplings which largely neutralise the torsional
vibrations.

Typical arrangement of CENTA
couplings and Carbon Fibre shafts.
The first sections behind the engines also comprise 2 CENTAX torsional couplings each that tune the
torsional vibrations of the system.
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20.11 Examples of complete
systems w ith diesel
engines, reduction gearing,
shafting, couplings and
vibration dampers

for adJirional intom1.uion Cluprcr 17, Vibrar,om,

and halancmg and C.h,1ptcr 19, lih,p propul~ion.

Jet pump

Twin-speed gearbox

Special variablespeed gearbox

Dredge pump

...
The shafting on a d redger, design Wartsila.

couplings are installed. On the outgoing reduction gearing to
the propeller, a shaft generator has been placed. The

Both main engines drive the controllable-pitch propellers in

starboard main engine drives the dredging pump via

the nozzles via a flexible coupling, reduction gearing and

reduction gearing with adjustable RPM with various flexible

propeller shaft. On the other side of the crankshaft, the port

couplings built in.

main engine drives two high-pressure water pumps for
flushing the hold. On both sides of the lengthy shafting and

flexible couplings

on both output shafts of the reduction gearing, flexible

...
A propulsion system with two main engines and two

Switch II: Both auxiliary engines generate electricity w ith

gensets.

their own generator and drive the controllable-pitch
propellers at low speed. The main engines are stopped.

2

main engine
genset

3

shaft generator

4

reduction gearing
controllable-pitch propeller

1

5
6

7

rudder
generator

Switch Ill: The four engines drive bo:h controllable-pitch

propellers at maximum speed. Electrcity may be generated
with the shaft generators and/or with the auxiliary generators.
More scenarios are of course optional.
Flexible couplings: All the engines are equipped with flexible
couplings on the output shaft, as are the shaft generators
and the auxiliary generators.

Switch I: Both main engines drive the controllable-pitch

propellers via reduction gearing and generate electricity with
the shaft generators. Normal speed.

11 0
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20.12 Vibration dampers below
the engine frame
Many four-stroke high-speed and medium-speed
diesel engines in categories l, II and Ill have, apart
from the previously discussed flexible couplings
to the propeller or the generator and the vibration
damper on rhe blind side of the crankshaft and
sometimes on the camshaft, vibration dampers
below the engine block or frame.

This prevents transfer of engine vibrations to the
bedplate and surroundings.
This system requires flexible connections for all
lines, such as fuel, starting air, coolant and exhaust
gases. During starting and stopping, the diesel
engine moves on the flexible vibration dampers to
such an extent that the lines would be torn off if
no damping took place.
Especially in sma ll high-speed four-stroke engines
in categories I and ll all the parts are installed in a
flexible manner.

3791
--------

...
This four-stroke highspeed eighteen-cylinder
V-engine with flexibly
arranged reduction
gearing is fitted
with six vibration
dampers below the
engine block and
a flexible coupling
between the engine and
the reduction gearing.

1

vibration damper

2

flexible coupling

A.

Vibration dampers below a two-cylinder high-speed

A vibration damper below a propulsion engine.

four-stroke diesel engine for yacht propulsion.
Note the adjustable base below the vibration damper.
Left; the built-on reduction gearing with bui t-1n reversing
clutch. The lever for the reversing clutch is clearly visible.
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...
Vibration dampers below
the frame of a gas-engine
generator set.

Both the gas engine and the
generator are fixed rigidly to
a mutual frame. A flexible
coupling (not visible) has
been placed between the
engine and the generator.
vibration damper

20.12.1 Selection and the number of
vibration dampers below the
diesel engine

The manufacturers concerned have a ve ry
elaborate delivery program fo r each type of
engine, genser a nd pump.

...
Various types of
Rubber Design vibration
dampers.

...
A large Rubber Design
vibration damper for
heavy engines.

The damping is done with
heavy steel compression
springs.

•

A cut-away section of a Rubber Design vibration
damper w ith in the centre the elastic rubber section.

11 2

Manufacturing diesel engines for engine
category 11, high-speed four-stroke engines
with shaft power of 100 to 5000 kW.
Fuel: diesel oil (M.D.O.).
Here an overview of a production hall for the
BR 2000 series at MTU in Friedrichshafen.
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21 .1 Introduction

Number of diesel engines manufactured on a

From the time chat internal combustion engines

yearly basis
The total number of diesel engines manufactured

could be mass manufactured in the nineteenth

annually worldwide lies between 20 and

century, an increasingly large number of

25 million (2006).
Obviously, the number of smal l diesel engines

engineering works starred business. Next to their
core business of manufacturing machines, they
also set up engine manufacruring production lines.

manufactured for, amongst o th er , agricultural

These companies were already manufacruring

largest segment of this market, in excess of 90%.

steam boile rs, steam engines and, for example,

mac hines, excavators, lorries and such, is th e

[" Small Diesel generating sets

cannons. Therefore the facilities for engine
manufacture were present, such as a foundry and

L Diesel vehicles
L Commercial vehicles < 6 t

a forge; the roughly manufactured parts could be

.J Tractors and built-in engines

finished with simple planing machines, milling

Commercial vehicles > 6 t

mLarge-bore Diesel engines

20~----------------,

machines and/or lathes.
Most of the work was manual labour. These
engine factories were often established near
navigable waters, so the ships could berth in front
of rhe premises for repairs.
The larger engines in categories II, lll and IV were
manufactured worldwide.
Very large engines in categories lll and IV used
to be and still are manufactured throughout the
world.
Where ship propulsion is concerned, very large
low-speed crosshead engines arc norma lly
manufactured at the same location as the shipyard.
A famous example is Hyundai, the world's largest

1988

1992

1994

1997

2002

•

A chart showing the number of diesel engines
manufactured in the course of a twenty five-year
period.

shipyard/ engine factory in South Ko rea.
The number of 'large· diesel engines, dark blue in this Bosch
overview, represents approximately 300,000 pieces.

...
Large and heavy
two-stroke crosshead
engines are usually
manufactured at the yard
where the ship is built.

Front left: a smaller
MAN-B&W diesel engine
with an engine frame cast
111 one piece. Behind 1t,
a MAN-B&W diesel engine
with a frame made of sheet
steel.
In the foreground a
crankshaft bed for a
crosshead engine.
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The figures lie below ten thousands for large diesel
engines in Category II ( I 000 kW). For rhe largest
engines in category II this amounts to at rhe most
several thousands per annum .
ln category TJI these figures are in the region of

China

CSTC
1980
• Hudon9
• Dalian
• Yichang
• Shanghai
Shangchuan

[!]

DIESEL ENGINE MANUFACTURERS

Japan

Mitsui
• Makita
Hitachi
Kawasaki

Rumania

1926
1981
1951
1981

UCMR

1991

~

Russia
Bryansk

1959

~
...

Spain

several thousand per annum and category lV,
Croatia

several hundreds per annum.

Uljanik
Split

Ar present many more engines arc being

1954
1984

~

manufactured, in comparison to ren years ago
when engine manufacturers had to shut down
or downsize due ro extreme overcapacity in the

~

marker.

Indonesia

P.T. Pal

1985

Licence ho lders
Situation in 2006 - World-wide production,
countries where engines are manufactured
Diesel-engine manufacturers in categories III
and IV i~sue licences to enable others to build
their engines. For instance, MAN-B&W has

--

Korea

Hyundai
HanJung
Ssangyong
Samsung
Halla

1976
1983
1984
1994
1996

Poland

Cegielski

1959

Manises

1941

Capacity classification

This illustration shows the

A la rge number of small four-stroke diesel engines

long period of activity for

fall in the category l, up to 100 kW.

MAN-B&W licensees.

They are often used for propulsion of small ships,
such a mororboats and yachts, drives for pumps,
gensets, anchor winches and building equipment.

The Japanese engine factory
Mitsubishi was established
in1926!

over 20 licence holders.

A majority of the larger high-speed four-stroke
diesel engines fall in category ll, I 00 to 5000

Ship propulsion w ith diesel e ng ines
South Korea
Japan
Europe
China
Other Asian countries
USA and Canada
Rest

3l %
26%
23%
12%
4%

kW.
They are widely used. The largest diesel
engines in this category with

:i

power output

of severa l megawatts are commonly used in
the propulsion of fast vessels, catamarans and
yachts. T he fuel is diesel oil: M.D.0..

2%
2%

A smaller number of four-stroke engines
fall in category Ill, medium-speed engines
with engine speeds of approximately 960

S011rce: D011glas - Westwood Ltd. ("411/erb11ry, £11gla11d.

revolutions per minute and usually operate on

H .F.O..

21 .2 Engine categories

-

The largest diesel engines fall in category
IV, low-speed two-stroke crosshead engines

The divisions are based on actual runn ing
experience with diesel engines.

with a power output ro almost I 00,000
kW. They have a maximum engine speed of
approximately 240 revs/min and operate on

Characteristics

H .F.O..

Fuel

This classification allows a bet ter insight into

Only medium-speed four-stroke and low-speed

engine characteristics. Therefore, it is possible

General comment:

two-stroke diesel engines run on heavy fuel oil,

that in rhe overlapping area between two

H.F.O..

categories, there are other possibilities.

Operating principle

I~

The majority of diesel engines work on the

Some engine facto ries manufacture engines that

four-stroke cycle principle, and can be placed in

can achieve JOOO to 1200 revolutions per minute

the group of high-speed engines with over 960

and categorise them as medium-speed engines.

revolutions per minute.
The minority are the larger four-stroke engines
with a cylinder diameter above 200 mm. They
fall in the category medium-speed engines and are
suitable for running on heavy fuel oil.
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3000

II-

I

C1
0-100 kW
4 stroke
M.D.O.

The four engine
categories.

I

:!;

a.

CI:
0
0
0

2100

(')

• 6'
00

"'
a,

1;2 ~

1500
C2
100 - 5000 kW

:!;

a.

CI:
0
0

4 stroke
M .D.O.

~g
"' I\
"' 0

~

a,

0.

!;.

...
(1)

960

:,
C:

·e
...

:!;

C3
500 - 30,000 kW

(1)

a.
CI:
o0 0~
o"'
~ a,

C.
V)

4 st roke
M.D.O. I H.F.O.

C:
0

:;;

~o

0~
~ ~

:,

0

>

...

(1)

400

250
C4
1500 - 100,000 kW

I

50 - 250 RPM
(0 - 240)

2 stroke
H.F.O.

50
0

100

500

1500

5000

30,000

100,000

output in kW

Engine manufacturers
The rwo main supplie rs MAN-B&W a nd Wii rtsi lii
produce (defin ed in shaft power ) the majority o f
engines in Category III and IV with Caterpil lar as
number 3 in the smaller ca pacities, category I and

Diesel, Dual-Fuel and Gas Engine Order Trends

12000 ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -----.-18

'O

8000

12

6000

9

~

~

A chart showing the number of diesel, dual-fuel and

(1)

1?

0

particularly II.

tl

gas engines ordered between 1978 and 2005.

...~,,,.

·c

::::>

4000

6

In this chart all engines from 500 kW shaft power upwards
are listed . so categories II, Ill and IV:

2000

3

The total number of urnts lies 1n the region of 10,000 per
year. The average power output is a maximum of
approximately 1600 kW (2000-2001).

Survey Year (June-May)
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DIESEL, DUAL-FUEL & GAS ENGINE ORDERS, June 2004 - May 2005

Output Range Units
(MW)
Ordered

Type of Generating
Service (Units)

Total
Engine
Ouput
(MW)

Standby

I

Peak·
Ing

0

1028

142 1

267

721

1800

214

182

54

45

93

8662

11465

6 174

230

2258

7612

22

992

2320

61 6

12

363

75 1

25

3.51 - 5.0

86

362

9

3

74

40

6

5.01 - 7.5

136

796

9

7

120

29

33

7.51 - 10

137

1155

3

2

132

16

57

10.01 - 15

29

354

0

0

29

o

29

20.01 - 30

l

30.01 & above

r

0

.c ' C:
t: a,

e::, :g::,

Nat.
Gas

1.01 -2.0

15.01 - 20

.

Q Q.
•E
"'"

~

Dual·
Fuel

2.01 -3.5

-

..

.,e

Fuel (Units)

Contin- Diesel Heavy
uous
Fuel
Fuel

o E

z

w w cc

870

874

<(

14

55

2138

411

91

0

34

485

20

12

7

0

40

21

8

6

19

5

0

9

70

14

5

8

36

13

18

0

26

15

0

64

15

3

27

10

14

19

11

11

15

5

7

0

o

3

0

15

4

0

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

f--

23

41 1

0

0

23

o

20

3

0

0

6

0

0

0

o

3

0

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

0

o

o

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

0

43

0

0

o

o

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1962

937

951

2662

o

0

Subtotals

10065

16906

6811

254

3000

8448

193

8

1416

1657

337

828

30

130

0.50-1 .0

12439

8307

9144

348

2947

11 711

6

6

7 16

2397

124

1177

2733

1126

1235

4

82

2923 1 393

245

Totals

22 504

25 213

15 955

602

5947

20159

199

14

2132

4054

461

2005

4695

2063

2186

34

212

5585

355

eC .!!

~o .g
_

-

461

110

854

A
An overview from 'Diesel Publications' regarding the
manufacture of engines between June 2004 and May
2005.

Here the minimum power output is 1000 kW, so these engines
fall In category II
Total number ordered 10,065, of which 8448 are diesel engines.
Most of the engines have a relatively small power output of

1 to2 MW.

.,e

Fuel (Units)

~ 8, .!2

B

1§

,g

-a; "E

.c

.g

<(

() <(

rn

<(

4466

570

274

2827

1075

129

Units
Ordered

Engine
Ouput
(MW)

Stand·
by

Peaking

0.50 - 1.0

17 6 14

11 840

11 315

1490

4809

16 608

13

12

981

3735

312

2378

2026

1341

21 63

5

344

1.01 -2.0

11 257

15 403

6298

1280

3679

9765

285

0

1207

2430

180

1016

1610

1181

6 16

11

182

2.01 - 3.5

1778

4226

810

155

813

1269

209

298

433

60

150

77

91

29

35

659

3.51 - 5.0

147

574

4

142

43

67

3

34

35

9

3

13

24

6

5

3

5.01-7.5

129

758

4

10

115

35

15

4

75

22

6

1 51

15

10

4

3

0

4

Output Range

(MW)

Contin- Diesel Heavy
uous
Fuel
Fuel

Dual·
Fuel

....

..

,;; :,e :,::

Nat.
Gas

~"'
LL W

w w a:

10

""'

() <(

7.51 - 10

151

1303

0

0

151

80

4

58

30

4

5

11

10.01 - 15

14

167

2

0

12

4

0

2

0

10

0

0

0

15.01 - 20

60

1067

0

59

13

0

13

0

9

0

2

20.01 -30

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

43

0

0

31 151

35 381

18 434

2936

9781

27 751

30.01 & above
Totals

0

0
713

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

2675

6674

625

3608

3781

2659

z

.c ' C:
t:
"
o E

z

<(

0

0

o

0

2837

22

581

E

*
5

~

-5 "

3

34

l

2

0

12

15

o

0

0

o

0

7956

1965

446

A
An overview from 'Diesel Publications' regarding the
manufacturing of engines between June 2005 and May
2006.

Here the minimum power output Is 500 kW, so these engines
fall in category II
Total number ordered 31 ,151, of which 27,751 are diesel engines.
Most engines have a relatively small power output of 0.5 to 2 MW.
This was the first year that engines with a power output of
500 kW as opposed to 1000 kW were incorporated, which
meant a significant increase In the number of engines ordered.
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The number of engi ne manufacturers worldwide

Number of engine manufacturers worldwide

has dwindled over the last years for various
reasons. Today, there are over forty diesel engine
manufacturers worldwide; approximately half arc

Category I - The small high-speed fourstroke diesel engines to 100 kW shaft power

acti ve in rhe international marker.
The majority of manufactu rers produce these
A number o f reasons for reduction of engine

engi nes. Several dozens for the world marker and

manufacturer numbers:

an even larger number for rhe local markers. Large

Due ro overcapacity in the past and heavy

engine manufacturer for categories I and II, such

competition.

as Caterpilla r and Cummins together produce

Due to increasingly strict regulations

hundreds of thousands to millions of engines

for exhaust-gas emissions. This requires
large investments to optimise the engine

annually.
These engines arc often used in lorries, buses,

design which can meet present a nd future

earth moving equipment and cranes.

requirements.
T he cusromers have stricter requirements.

Some examples

Important focal points a re:
-

Perkins Engine Company Limited

capital cost;
fuel and lubricating oil consumption;

Perkins is an English manufacturer of diesel

weight and size in relation to capacity, the

engines (owned by Caterpillar), predominantly

so-ca lled power density;

for categories I and 11. Diesel engines up to I 00

worldwide fast service and availability of

kW shaft power and 5000 kW shaft power

parts;

respectively.

lifet ime of parts.

A Y-typc engine version has a maximum shaft
power of 1886 kW. T hese arc, amongst others,

Mass manufacture for shipping

used as emergency genscrs in hospitals.

When choosing propulsion installations, the
engine type and manufacturer have usually a lready

Ruggerini Diesel

been established, as a different engine t) pe will

Ruggerini Diesel is an Ita lian producer of very

nor normally fit the requirements and therefore

sma ll diesel engines in category J, up to LOO

1

increases costs. Manufacturing costs are kept to

kW. They are typically used for driving smaller

a minimum to compete worldwide among other

gensets, pumps and other drive ~ystems. Engine

shipyards.

manufacturers German Hatz, Italian Lombardini
and English Lister Petter also fall in this category.

Manufacturing
Perkins diesel engines
in category II.
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15.3 ISO 14396

D

403C-11

77

81

0.377 3L

7

3400

D

403C-15

84

90

0.499 3L

8.4

3000

25.1 ISO 14396

D

404C-15

77

81

0.377 4L

6.6

3000

26.5 ISO 14396

D

404C-22

84

100

0.554 4L

9.5

3000

38 ISO 14396

D

404C-22T

84

100

0.554 4L

11.4

3000

D

804C-33

94

120

0.833 4L

11.8

2600

7.5

47 ISO 14396

D

804C-33T

94

120

0.833 4L

15

2600

9.5

60 ISO 14396

D

1103 Series

105

127

1.1 3L

18

2200

9.1

55

D

1104 Series

105

127

1.1 4L

27

2500

11.6

106

34

2500

14.9

205

2500

129.5

21

45.5 ISO 14396

D

1106 Series

105

127

1.1 6L

D

1106-E60TA

100

127

1 6L

21.6

D

1306-E87T

117

136

1.45 6L

28

2200

168

D

1306-E87TA

117

136

1.45 6L

41

2000

246

3.8 6,8L; 12, 16V

ISO 14396

1886

D

4000 Series

160

190

11 8.3

1800

D

6TG2AM

100

127

1 6L

20.1

1800

D

6TVI/GM

100

127

6L

26.8

1800

20

161 ISO 3046-1

1800

8.2

54 ISO 14396
70 ISO 14396

12.9

121 BS 5514

D

4.4GM

105

127

1.1 4L

13.5

D

4.4TGM

105

127

1.1 4L

17.5

1800

10.6

D

4.4TWGM

105

127

1.1 4L

22.75

1800

13.9

D

4.4TW2GM

105

127

1.1 4L

29.37

1800

17.8

D

903-27

95

127

0.9 3L

12.4

2250

D

M130C

100

127

6L

16

2600

11 .8

D

M135

100

127

6L

16

2600

11.8

96 BS AU141a

2100

17.4

140 BS AU141a

2500

16

158 BS AU141a

D

M185C

100

127

6L

23.3

D

M215C

100

127

1 6L

26.3

91

ISO 14396

117.5 ISO 14396
37.3
96 BSAU141a

D

M225Ti

100

127

1 6L

27.6

2500

16

165.5 BSAU141a

D

M265Ti

100

127

6L

32.5

2500

17.2

195 BS AU141a

D

M300Ti

100

127

6L

36.8

2500

17.2

D

Peregrine

11 7

119

1.3 6L

31 .1

2300

221 BS AU141a
186.5

•

The Perkins diesel-engine programme.

.
Small pleasure yachts such as this usually have diesel
engines with power outputs between 25 and 75 kW,
category I.
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RY50

69

60

0.224 1L

D

RY70

78

66

D

RY75

82

66

D

RY103

82

76

0.401

D

RY110

86

76

D

RY125

87

85

0.505 1L

D

MD151

80

65

D

MD191

85

3.5

3.5

3600

5.2

0.315 1L

5

3600

5.3

5

0.349 1L

5.5

3600

5.3

5.5

1L

7.3

3600

6.2

7.3

0.442 1L

8.1

3600

6.3

8.1

8.8

3600

8.8

0.327 2L;2H

6

3600

12

75

0.426 2L;2H

7

3600

14

D

RD211

90

75

0.477 2L

8.5

3600

6.8

17

D

RD290

95

88

0.624 2L

10.5

3000

6.9

21

D

MD350

85

92

0.522 3L

9.3

3600

D

SP420

95

88

0.623 3L

10.3

3000

6.7

30.9

3.5

3600

5

28

...
The Ruggerini Diesel-engine programme.

1.4

3.5

D

1 B 20

69

62

0.232 1L

D

1 B 30

80

69

0.347 1L

5.4

3600

5.2

2.1

5.4

D

1 B 40

88

76

0.462 1L

7.7

3600

5.6

3.2

7.7

D

1 850

93

76

0.517 1L

8.5

3600

5.5

3.4

8.5

D

1 820V

69

62

0.232 1L

3.5

3600

5

1.4

3.5

D

1 830V

80

69

0.347 1L

5.4

3600

5.2

2.1

5.4

D

1 840V

88

76

0.462 1L

7.7

3600

5.6

3.2

7.7

D

1041

90

65

0.413 1L

6.4

3600

5.2

2.6

6.4

7.9

3600

5.1

3.3

7.9

D

1050

97

70

0.517 1L

D

1081

100

85

0.667 1L

10.3

3000

6.2

5

10.3

D

1090

104

85

0.722 1L

11.2

3000

6.2

5.8

11.2

D

1041 C

90

65

0.413 1L

5.2

3600

4.2

2.4

5.2

D

1081 C

100

85

0.667 1L

9.6

3000

5.8

4.9

9.6

D

1090V

104

85

0.722 1H

11.2

3000

6.2

5.8

11.2

0.499 2L

8.5

3600

5.7

7

17

0.858 2,3.4L

13.5

3000

6.3

13.5

54.2

105

0.858 2,3,4L

14.4

3000

6.7

14.8

57.5

90

0.346 2,3,4L

5.9

3000

6.8

5.5

23.6

85

0.667 4L

7.7

3000

4.6

13

30.6

D

2 G 40

92

75

D

L 41

102

105

D

M 41

102

D

W35

70

D

4W35T

100

...
The engine manufacturer Hatz GmbH & Co. KG.
diesel-engine programme.
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D

15LD225

69

60

0.224 1L

3.5

3600

5.2

3.5

D

15LD315

78

66

0.315 1L

5

3600

5.3

5

D

15LD350

82

66

0.349 1L

5.5

3600

5.3

5.5

D

15LD400

82

76

0.401

7.3

3600

6.2

7.3

D

15L0440

86

76

0.442 1L

8.1

3600

6.3

8.8

3600

8.8

6

3600

12

1L

D

15LD500

87

85

0.505 1L

D

25LD330-2

80

65

0.327 2L; 2H

D

25LD425-2

85

75

0.426 2L;2H

7

3600

D

12LD477.2

90

75

0.477 2L

8.5

3600

6.8

D

9LD626.2

95

88

0.624 2L

10.5

3000

6.9

D

11LD522-3

85

92

0.522 3L

9.3

3600

D

11LD626.3

95

88

0.623 3L

10.3

3000

6.7

8.1

14
17
21
28
30.9

D

LDW502

72

62

0.253 2L

4.9

3600

6.6

9.8

D

LDW702

75

77.6

0.229 2L

6.3

3600

6.4

12.5

D

LDW1003

75

77.6

0.343 3L

6.5

3600

6.6

19.5

D

LDW1404

75

77.6

0.343 4L

6.5

3600

6.7

26

D

LDW1603

88

90.4

0.55 3L

10

3000

D

LDW2204

88

90.4

0.55 4L

9.5

3000

7

38

D

LDW2204T

88

90.4

0.55 4L

12

3000

30

48

...

~

The Lombardini S.R.L. diesel-engine programme.

T he Lister Petter Ltd. diesel-engine programme.

D

AC1

76

67

0.3 1L

D

AD1

80

73

0.37 1L

D

LT1

83

76

0.41

D

LV1

86

83

5.3

3600

5.3

2.1

5.3 ISO 3046-1

5.8

3000

5.8

2.3

5.8 ISO 3046-1

6.15

3000

6

2

6 ISO 3046-1

0.48 1L

7.4

3000

6.2

2

7 ISO 3046-1

2500

5.9

5

9 ISO 3046-1

1L

D

TR1

98

102

0.77 1L

8.6

D

TR2

98

102

0.77 2L

8.6

2500

5.9

11

18 ISO 3046-1

D

TR3

98

102

0.77 3L

8.6

2500

5.9

16

26 IS03046-1

D

LPW2

86

80

0.47 2L

7.7

3600

6.4

6

15.4 ISO 3046-1

D

LPW3

86

80

0.47 3L

7.7

3600

6.4

9

23.1 ISO 3046-1

D

LPW4

86

80

0.47 4L

7.7

3600

6.4

13

30.8 ISO 3046-1

D

LPWT4

86

80

0.47 4L

10.3

3000

8.9

19

40.2 ISO 3046-1

D

LPWS2 - Tier IV

86

80

0.47 2L

7.4

3000

6.4

6

14.7 ISO 3046-1

D

LPWS3 - ner IV

86

80

0.47 3L

7.4

3000

6.4

9

22.1

7.4

3000

6.4

13

29.5 ISO 3046-1

10.3

3000

8.9

19

40.2 ISO 3046-1
45 IS03046-1

D

LPWS4 - ner IV

86

80

0.47 4L

D

LPWST4 -Tier IV

86

80

0.47 4L

ISO 3046-1

94

120

0.83 4L

12.1

2500

7

29

OMEGA 100

126

130

1.621 6L

27

2200

9.1

61

162 ISO 3046-1

OMEGA200

126

130

1.621 6L

44.3

2200

14.9

101

266 ISO 3046-1

D

DWS4

D
D
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Category II - Larger high-speed four-stroke
diesel engines from 100 to 5000 kW shaft

Friedrich~hafen at the Boden Sea. Jc produces in
categories I and Il, highly loaded diesel engines
with, in the larger engines, a mean effective

There arc at present a few doLen manufacturers

pressure of 27 to .1 2.6 har. This i~ very high . These

active in the sma ller capacities market. For engines

large V-engines with a shaft power of 8200 kW

over 1000 kW, the number of manufacturers

(series 8000), a mean piston speed of 12. I m/sec.

reduces significantly a nd for over 3000 kW there

and a mean effective pressure of 27 bar have a

a re only a few manufacturers serving this ma rket.

high load parameter of 326 ba r/m/sec. This is the
highest of all engine; in category fl .

Caterpillar Inc. Engine Products Division
One of the world's largest engine manufacrurers

Volvo Penta

for categories I, II and lJl is the American

This wedish engine factory manufactures an

company Caterpi llar. Since their takeover of the

extensive number of engine types in the

German engine manufaccurer MaK in Kiel, they

categories I and ll. The V-16 engines with 4. I litre

have also incorporated medium-speed four-stroke

stroke volume have the la rgest power output of

diesel engines running on heavy o il, Category Ill,

1690 kW and a load parameter of I 0.8 x 17.2 =
186.2 bar/m/sec.

in their programme. The production of engines
in caregory II is huge; hundreds of thousands of

Rolls-Royce

'yellow Ca ts' find their way to the customers each
year. Then: are 4 9 factories active in the USA and

The English producer Rolls-Royce manufactures

58 in the rest of the world. An impressive number.

a small number of engine types in ca tegory II with
a high power output. A maximum power output

...
Pistons for Detroit Diesel
category II engines,
waiting to be assembled.
Notice the two piston
parts. The piston-ring
section (1) and the
section for the absorption
of the lateral forces (2).

126

MTU Friedrichshafen GmbH

of 8000 kW and a load parameter of 10 x 24.9 =

The German manufacturer of high-speed

249 bar/m/sec is respectable . They are built near

diesel engines running on M.0.0. is MTU in

Bergen, in Norway.

CH21

DIESEL ENGINE MANUFACTURERS

D

3126

110

127

1.2 6L

44

52

2800

2800

15.5

18.6

261

313

D

C7

127

110

1.21 6L

31

46

2400

2600

12.9

19.1

187

276

D

C7 ACERT

127

110

1.21 6L

52

57

2800

2800

18.5

20.1

313

339

D

C9ACERT

149

112

1.47 6L

63

71

2500

2500

20.5

23.1

375

423

D

C12

130

150

2 6L

42

75

1800

2300

14.1

19.5

254

448

D

C12ACERT

130

150

2 6L

82

88

2300

2300

21.4

22.9

492

526

D

3406C

137

165

2.4 6L

31

72

1350

2100

8.5

16.9

187

433

D

3406E

137

165

2.4 6L

56

100

1800

2300

15.3

21.3

336

597

D

C15ACERT

137

165

2.4 6L

100

106

2300

2300

21.3

22.7

597

636

D

C18

145

183

3.02 6L

57

125

1800

2300

12.5

21.5

339

747

D

3408C

137

152

2.25

av

38

50

1800

2100

11 .1

12.8

300

403

D

3412C

137

152

2.25 12V

31

62

1800

2100

9.3

15.8

375

746

D

34120

145

162

2.68 12V

34

54

1800

2100

8.4

13.1

404

651

D

3412E

137

152

2.25 12V

26

87

1200

2300

10.8

20.2

317

1044

D

C30

145

152

2.5 12V

93

96

2300

2300

19.5

20.1

1119

1156

D

C32

145

162

2.68 12V

68

103

2100

2300

14.6

20

820

1232

D

C32 ACERT

145

162

2.68 12V

112

112

2300

2300

21.8

21.8

1343

1343

D

3508

170

190

4.3

av

66

107

1200

1800

12.3

16.6

526

857

D

3508B

170

190

4.3 8V

72

140

1200

1925

12.3

20.2

578

1118

D

3508CACERT

170

190

4.3

av

72

103

1200

1600

16.2

19.5

578

820

D

3512

170

190

4.3 12V

75

109

1200

1800

12.3

20.3

900

1305

D

3512B

170

190

4.3 12V

68

140

1200

1925

13.8

21.2

820

1678

D

3512B

170

215

4.88 12V

68

140

1200

1925

12.7

19.2

820

1678

D

3512C

170

215

4.88 12V

147

158

1800

1800

20.1

21.6

1765

1895

D

3516

170

190

4.3 16V

75

103

1200

1800

12.3

18.1

1195

1640

D

3516B

170

190

4.3 16V

77

140

1200

1925

14.4

20.2

1230

2237

D

3516B

170

215

4.88 16V

77

140

1200

1925

16.2

19.2

1230

2237

D

3516C

170

215

4.88 16V

147

158

1800

1800

20.1

21.6

2350

2525

D

3606/C280-6

280

300

18.5 6L

387

454

900

1000

20

22.8

2320

2722

D

3608/C280-8

280

300

18.5 BL

386

454

900

1000

20

22.8

3084

3634

D

3612/C280-12

280

300

18.5 12V

288

338

900

1000

20

22.8

3460

4060

D

3616/C280-16

280

300

18.5 16V

288

339

900

1000

20

22.8

4600

5420

D

3618

280

300

20.8 16V

450

450

1050

1050

24.7

24.7

7200

7200

•

The Caterpillar Inc. Engine Produc ts Division
diesel-engine programme.
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D

700

94

100

0.69 3, 4, 6L

10

37

1500

3800

16.8

30

235

D

700

94

107

0.74 4L

12

17

2300

2600

10.4

47

67

1500

2, 3,4,6L

D

SUN

105

115

8

17

2300

10.9

19

125

D

900

102

130

1.6 4, 6L

19

22

2200

11.4

75

130

D

900

106

136

1.2 6L

36

40

2200

14.5

220

240

D

457

128

155

1.99 6L

40

56

1800

17.7

242

335

D

460

128

166

2.13 6L

37

60

1800

18.8

220

360

D

500

130

150

1.99 6.8V

43

60

D

S40E

117

119

1.26 6L

21

31

D

S 60

130

160

2.12 6L

37

62

1500

2300

D

S60

133

168

2.33 6L

37

103

1500

2300

1800

2000

16

260

480

2200

16.3

130

186

15.2

224

373

23.1

224

615

D

1800

128

166

2.14 6H

52

65

1800

17.2

315

390

D

2000

130

150

1.99 12, 16, 18V

38

93

1500

2350

23.6

452

1492

D

2000

135

156

2.23 8, 10, 12, 16V

90

112

2250

2450

24.6

720

1790

D

396

165

185

3.96 8, 12, 16V

90

134

1500

2000

20.4

725

2150

D

4000

165

190

4.06 8, 12, 16V

D

4000

165

210

4.49 20V

D

4000

170

210

4.77 12, 16,20V

D

595

190

210

5.95 12, 16V

D

956

230

230

9.56 16,20V

D

1163

230

280

11.63 12, 16, 20V

D

8000

265

315

17.37 20V

87

172

1500

2100

23.9

700

2760

110

150

1500

1860

22.3

2200

3010

99

140

1800

19.6

1193

2800

220

390

410

455

270

370

1750

1200

•

The MTU Friedrichshafen GmbH diesel
engine-programme.

The 'Seeadler' of the

The diesel engine forms an ideal propulsion engine for

German coast guard with

a variety of yachts. It is reliable, economic, and as it

MTU diesel engines,

runs on diesel oil, the fire risk is minimal.

category II.

~ ·
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1800

30.2

3240

4320

1500

32.6

3520

6250

1300

29.4

4440

7400

1150

27

8200

9100

Cl
C:

a:
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9

9 ISO 8665

0

01-13

67

72

0.25 2L

4.5

4.5

3200

3200

0

D1-20

67

72

0.25 3L

4.7

4.7

3200

3200

14

14 ISO 8665
21

ISO 8665

0

D1-30

77

81

0.4 3L

7

7

3200

3200

21

D

D2-40

77

81

0.4 4L

7.25

7.25

3200

3200

29

29 ISO 8665

0

D2-55

84

100

0.5 4L

10.25

10.25

3000

3000

41

41

0

D2-75

84

100

0.5 4L

13.75

13.75

3000

3000

55

55 ISO 8665

0

03-110

81

93.2

0.5 5L

16.2

16.2

3000

3000

81

81 ISO 8665

19.2

4000

4000

96

96 ISO 8665

24

4000

4000

120

120 IS08665

4000

140

140 ISO 8665

2800

128

128 ISO 8665
165 ISO 8665
191 ISO 8665

0

D3-130

81

93.2

0.5 5L

19.2

0

03-160

81

93.2

0.5 5L

24

0

D3-190

81

93.2

0.5 5L

28

28

4000

0

D4-180

103

110

0.9 4L

32

32

2800

ISO 8665

0

D4-225

103

110

0.9 4L

41.3

41 .3

3500

3500

165

D

D4-260

103

110

0.9 4L

47.75

47.75

3500

3500

191

0

D5AT

108

130

1.2 4L

18

23.75

1900

2300

72

95 ISO 3046

1.2 4L

22.25

29.5

1900

2300

89

118 ISO 3046

0.9 6L

38

38

3500

3500

228

228 ISO 8665

38

3500

3500

228

228 ISO 8665

42.83

3500

3500

257

257 ISO 8665

3500

272

272 ISO 8665

2300

108

129 ISO 3046
174 ISO 3046

0

D5A TA

108

130

0

D6-280

103

110

0

D6-310

103

110

0.9 6L

38

D

D6-350

103

110

0.9 6L

42.83

0

D6-370

103

110

0.9 6L

45.3

45.3

3500

0

07A T

108

130

1.2 6L

18

21.5

1900

0

D7A TA

108

130

1.2 6L

21.67

29

1900

2300

130

0

D7CTA

108

130

1.2 6L

24.33

32.5

1900

2300

146

195 ISO 3046

0

D9-MH

120

138

1.6 6L

36.83

52.2

1800

2200

221

313 ISO 3046

1.6 6L

52.2

52.2

2200

2200

313

313 ISO 3046

0

09-425

120

138

0

D9-500

120

138

1.6 6L

61.3

61.3

2600

2600

368

368 ISO 8665/3046

70.5

70.5

2500

2500

423

423 ISO 8665/3046

0

D9-575

120

138

1.6 6L

0

D12-300

131

150

2 6L

36

36

1800

1800

216

216 ISO 3046

42.67

1800

1800

256

256 ISO 3046

49

1800

1800

294

294 ISO 3046
331

0

D12-350

131

150

2 6L

42.67

0

D12-400

131

150

2 6L

49

IS03046

0

D12-450

131

150

2 6L

55.17

55.17

1800

1800

331

0

D12-500

131

150

2 6L

61.17

61.17

1800

1800

367

367 ISO 3046
405 ISO 3046

0

D12-550

131

150

2 6L

67.5

67.5

1900

1900

405

0

D12-615

131

150

2 6L

75.33

75.33

2100

2100

452

452 IS03046

0

D12-650

131

150

2 6L

79.67

79.67

2300

2300

478

478 ISO 3046

82.67

82.67

2300

2300

496

496 ISO 8665/3046

D

D12-675

131

150

2 6L

0

D12-715

131

150

2 6L

87.67

87.67

2300

2300

526

526 ISO 8665/3046

95

2300

2300

570

570 ISO 8665/3046

91.8

1800

1900

363

551

440

485 ISO 3046

0

D12-800

131

150

2 6L

95

0

D16-MH

144

165

2.6 6L

60.5

0

D

ISO 3046

D25AMS

170

180

4.1 6L

73.33

80.83

1600

1650

D25A MT

170

180

4.1 6L

78.33

86.66

1600

1650

470

520 ISO 3046
490 ISO 3046

D30A MS

170

220

5 6L

74.17

81.67

1350

1400

445

0

D30A MT

170

220

5 6L

80

88.33

1350

1400

480

530 IS03046

0

D34A MS

150

160

2.8 V-12

52.83

58.42

1940

2000

634

701

2.8 V-12

58.42

64.66

1940

2000

701

776 ISO 3046

D

0

D34AMT

150

160

ISO 3046

...
The Volvo Penta diesel-engine programme.
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1600

4.1 V-12

170

049A MT

D

1800

940

1040 ISO 3046
1290 ISO 3046

1380 ISO 3046

D

065A MS

170

4.1 V-16

73.13

80.63

1600

1650

1170

D

065A MT

170

4.1 V-16

78. 13

86.25

1600

1800

1250

D

05A T

108

130

1.2 4L

19.3

20.3

1500

1800

77

D

05A TA

108

130

1.2 4L

23

25

1500

1800

92

100 ISO 8528/8665

D

07AT

108

130

1.2 6L

19.3

20.3

1500

1800

116

122 IS08528/866 5

D

07A TA

108

130

1.2 6L

23.2

24.7

1500

1800

139

148 ISO 8528/8665

D

09-MG

120

138

1.6 6L

37.8

44.2

1500

1800

227

265 IS08528/8665
370 IS08528/866 5

131

012-AUX

D

144

016-MG

D

81

ISO 8528/8665

2 6L

48.7

61 7

1500

1800

292

2.6 6L

75

83.3

1500

1800
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5 6L
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1500

1800

595
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220
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160

2.8 V-12

56.6
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1500
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160

2.8 V-12
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69

1500
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828 ISO 8528/8665
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170

180

4.1 V-12

92.5

99.2

1500
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1110

1190 IS08528/866 5

D

049A MT

1 /U

180

4 1 V-12

93.3

105.8

1500

1800
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D
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170
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1500
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0
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D
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180

D
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170

D
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170

D

034A MS

150

D
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D

1---------------+--

1

1---------------+---+----+------

1-----1-------1----+--+-D
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108

D
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126
130
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105.6
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18.75 1 18.75

2500
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75

93.8

4.1 V-16
4L

-+----1--

T0520VE

0

4.1 V-16

ISO 8528/8665
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4L

23.25

25.75

2500

2500

93

1 2 4L

20.25

20.25

1800

1800

81

1 2 4L

103 ISO 3046

4------1 1------81

ISO 3046

26.75

29.5

2300

2300

107

118 ISO 3046

2500

2500

140

155 ISO 3046

D

TAD620VE

98

126

1 6L

23.33

25.83

D

TAD650VE

101

126

1 6L

24.5

25.5

2300

2300

147

147 ISO 3046

D

TAD660VE

98

126

6L

24.5

24.5

2300

2300

147

147 IS03046

D

TD720VE

108

130

1.2 6L

20.33

20.33

1800

1800

122

122 ISO 3046

157

174 IS03046

D
D
D
D

108

TAD720VE

108

TAD721 VE
TAD722VE

108

-

TAD750VE

130

1.2 6L

26.17

29

2300

2300

130

1.2 6L

29.33

32.5

2300

2300

176

195 ISO 3046
220 ISO 3046

200 ISO 3046
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1.2 6L

36.67

36.67

2300

2300

220

1.2 6L

28.33

33.33

2300

2300

170

181 IS03046

--+1----+-- -l--- - -+-- -- ---+-108

130

--+----+ l----+-- +----+- --+----+ ---+-- - - - - - i
-+---

0

TAD760VE

108

130

1.2 6L

30.17

30.17

2300

2300

181

D

TAD940VE

120

138

1.6 6L

31.67

31.67

2100

2100

190

190 IS03046

D

TAD941VE

120

138

1.6 6L

36.67

36.67

2100

2100

220
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D

TAD942VE

120

138

1.6 6L

41.67

41.67
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250
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D

TAD943VE
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1.6 6L

46.67

46 67

1900

1900

280

280 ISO 3046

200

200 ISO 3046

1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - --+- - + - - - - + - - - - -

----1

D

TAD950VE

120

138

1.6 6L

33.33

33.33

2100

2100

D

TAD951VE

120

138

1.6 6L

37.33

37.33

2100

2100

224

224 ISO 3046

252 ISO 3046

1------+ -

--+--+- ----1--- 1---+-- --1----- -1------ -1

D

TAD952VE

120

138

1.6 6L

42

42

2100

2100

252

D

TWD1240VE

131

150

2 6L

49

58.33

1800

1800

294

350 ISO 3046
310 IS03046
343 ISO 3046

D

TWD1240VE

131

150

2 6L

42.67

51.67

2100

2100

256

D

TAD1241VE

131

150

2 6L

57.17

57.17

1800

1800

343
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D
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120
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D
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131
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41.17

D
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131

150

2 6L

50
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D
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131
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53.83
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323

D

TAD1241GE

131
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57.33
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131
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58.67
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65.17
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D
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D
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D
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585 ISO 8528/ 3046

D
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144
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81.67
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144
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2.7 6L

80.83

D
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144
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2.7 6L

88.67

ISO 8528/3046
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The Volvo Penta diesel-engine programme.
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Extremely large luxurious yachts generally have diesel
engines of category II running on diesel oil used for
propulsion. Their power output lies between 1000 and
3000 kW. Additionally, a genset is required.
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D

832: 40A

320

400

6,8,9L

500

750

24.9

2880

4320

D

832:40A

320

400

12V 16V

500

750

24.9

6000

8000

D

832: 40P

320

400

6,8,9L

500

750

24.9

3000

4500

750

24.9

6000

8000

D

832: 40P

320

400

12V 16V

500

D

C25: 33A

250

330

6,8,9L

300

750

24.7

1400

2250

1000

24.2

1800

2700

D

C25: 33A

250

330

6,8,9L

300

D

C25: 33P

250

330

6,8,9L

300

750

24.7

1440

2250

24.2

1800

2700

D
D

C25: 33P
KRG

250

330

6,8.9L

300

1000

250

300

6,8,9L

202

750

22

1165

1820

1325

1990

D

KRG8

250

300

6,8,9L

222

900

20

D

KRM

250

300

6, 8,9L

202

750

22

1215

1820

900

20

1335

2005

D

KRM8

250

300

222

6,8,9L
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The Rolls-Royce diesel-engine programme.

Category Ill - The large medium-spe ed fourstroke diesel engines of 500 to 30,000 kW
n ..
·un
...,

r-

I lere the number of engine manufacturer s is
limited ro a maximum of ten. Roughly fifty
percent arc active worldwide.

Caterpillar Inc. (MaK)
The Amem:an engine manufacturer Caterpillar
a lso produces diesel engines in catego r) Ill
since their take over of the German engine
manufacturer ~laK. An engi ne series with four
cylinder diameters can be delivered b)' this
supplier of mainly medium-speed diesel engines
running on H .F.O. The largest engine, the sixteencylinder .vi 43 V-cngi ne with 16,000 kW has a
load parameter of I 0.45 x 27. I = 283.2 bar/m/,ec.
Tl11S is reasonably high.
Daihatsu Diesel Co., Ltd.
The Japanese engine manufacturer Da1hatsu builds
engines in categories II and Ill. The la rgest diesel
engine, the sixteen-q•linder Y-engine DK-32 has
a shaft power of 6325 kW and a moderate load
parameter of 9.2 x 22.5 = 207 bar/m/sec.
MAN-B&W Diesel AG
The world's largest engine manufacturer for
category IV engines is unque,tionab ly the
German-Danish combination MAN-B&W,
recently MAN-Diesel AG; it is a lso one of the
principle man ufacturers for category Ill engines.
Many category III engines are manufactured in
Augsburg (Germany), Holeby (Denmark) and
132

Frederikshavn (Denmark). Larger numbers are
manufactured under license in Asia. The load
parameter of a popular diesel engine for use
m cruise ships, the V48/60 B, a twelve cylinder
V-cngine with a shaft power of 21,600 kW ts
I 0.3 x 24.8 = 2 55 har/111/sec. The L58/64 in-line
engme, with the largest q lmder d1.1111cter, has a
cylinder power outpu t of 1310 kW.

S.E.M.T. Pielstick
The rrench engine factory build~ four-srrokc
rrunk-pisron engines in categoric\ II and 111. The
slightly lower capacity of the :\1.D.O.-t) pc ts more
often used in nava l ships and the largest engines
running on I I. F.O. are used in dte\el power plants.
In 2006 MAN-Diesel AG acquired full ownership
of this engine manufacturer.
Wartsila Corporation
The Finnish engine manufacturer Wiirrsilii is the
mJrket leader m category Ill, rhc mcdmm-spccd
four-stroke engines running on I I.F.O. as well as
Dual Fuel engines and Spark Gas engines (O ttoengincs with a large cylinder diameter). After
raking over numerous European engine factories,
a large number of engines with a maximum
crlinder bore of 64 cm were built m finland, lraly,
Frnn.:c, Korea and China. The Llrgest four-stroke
diesel engine in the world has a C) linder power
output of 2 150 kW (!). A desired diesel engine, the
latest 46 F, bas a load parameter of I 1.6 x 25.9 =
300.4 bar/111/sec. Th is 1s a high ,alue for a
medium-speed four-stroke cngme runnmg on
H.1--.O..
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The Caterpillar Inc. (MaK) diesel-engine programme.
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The Daihatsu Diesel Co. Ltd diesel-engine programme.

...
A feeder container ship, usually driven by a mediumspeed four-stroke diesel engine running on heavy oil,
category Ill.
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L48/60
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1470

3920

17.9

1050

1980

21.7 5-9L

340

800

23.5

2040

3060

900

17.9

960

1920

D

L+V23/30A

225

300

11.9 6,8L;12V

160

D

L23/30A-E

225

300

11.9 6L

133

825

16.3

160

720

900

17.9

650

1280

215

900

1000

24.1

1290

1935

1000

1200

22.4

450

900

D

L23/30H

225

300

11.9 5-8L

D

l21/31

210

310

10.7 5-9L

D

160

L16/24

240

4.8 5-9L

130

90

100

20.7

800

A

The MAN-B&W Diesel AG diesel-engine programme.

D/DF/SI

PA4-185 VG

185

210

5.64 6L;18V

98

123

1200

1500

17.4

590

2215

D

PA4-200VG

200

210

6.6 8, 16V

132

166

1200

1500

20

1060

2650
3960

D

PAS

255

270

13.79 4L; 18V

210

220

900

1000

19.2

840

DF

PAS

255

270

13.79 4L;18V

132

147

900

1000

12.8

528

2646

D
D

PA6
PA6 B

280
280

290

17.86 6L;20V

272

325

900

1050

21.8

1630

6500

330

20.32 6L;20V

325

405

900

1050

22.8

1950

8100

1050

22.8

4860

8100

750

21.9

1770

5880
5180

D

PA6BSTC

280

330

20.32 12;20V

405

D

PA6CL

280

350

21.55 6L;20V

295

D

D
D
D

PA6STC
PC2.6

280

290

17.86 12, 16V

324

400

460

57.81 6L; 18V

550

PC2.6 B

400

500

62.83 12;20V

750

PC4.2

570

620

158.21 10; 18V

1215

D

PC4.2 B

570

660

168.42 10;20V

D

PC40

570

750

191.38 5; 10L

1300

1400
1325

A
The S.E.M.T. Pielstick diesel-engine programme.
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720

20.7

3880

520

22

3300

9900

600

23.9

9000

15000

429

21.5

12150

21870

430

23.3

13000

28000

375

22.2

6625

13250

1050
500

400
400

CH21

D

Wartsila 26

260

320

D

wartsila 32

320

400

12, 16V
32.2 6, 7, 8, 9L

DIESEL ENGINE MANUFACTURERS

340

1000

25.5

3720

5440

500

750

24.9

3000

4500

6000

9000

D

Wartsila 32

320

400

12, 16, 18V

500

750

24.9

OF

Wartsila Vasa
32LNGD

320

350

28.2 12, 16, 18V

375

750

21.3

4500

6750

DF

Wartsila 32DF

320

350

6, 9R

350

750

19.9

2010

3150

DF

Wartsila 32DF

320

350

28.2 12, 18V

350

750

19.9

4020

6300

53.9 6, 8,9L

725

600

26.9

4350

6525

D

wartsila3B

380

475

D

wartsila 38

380

475

12, 16V

725

600

26.9

8700

11600

96.4 6,8,9L

1155

514

28.8

5850

10395

11700

20790

D

Wartsila 46

460

580

Wartsila 46

460

580

12, 16, 18V

1155

514

28.8

D

Warts1la 46F

460

580

6,7,8,9L

1250

600

25.9

7500

11250

D

Wartsila 46F

460

580

12. 16V

1250

600

25.9

15000

20000

DF

Wartsila 50DF

500

580

950

514

19.5

5700

8550

OF

Wartsila 50DF

500

580

950

514

20

11400

17100

D

Wartsila64

640

900

2150

333

27.2

12060

17200

6,8.9L
113.9 12. 16, ,av
290 6, 7,BL

•

The Wartsila Corporation diesel-engine programme.

Category IV - The large low-speed two-

~

stroke crosshead engines of 1500 to 100,000

The MAN-B&W engine programme for the ME-series,

kW shat

~

i1

,1 H

so with electrically controlled fuel injection.

These are only manufactured by three engine
rtmin

manufacturer~: MAN-B&W {MA -Diesel),
Wartsila and Mitsubishi. The ratios arc startling:
± 70%
± 22%

MAN-B&W;
Wartsila;

8% Mitsubishi.
Obviously, these percentages Aucruate somewhat
±

around these averages.
MAN-B&W Diesel AG
The world's largest producer of two-stroke
crosshead engines with a market share of
± 70 % , they manufacture a large number of

engine types with a cylinder diameter from 26 to

(L4 • L11
95-127 • SSOME·C
105·123 • LSOME-C
79-105
SSOME·C
79-105
S60ME
91-108
68· 91

l70ME·C
570ME·C

89-104
70· 93
57. 76

KSOME·C
L80ME
580ME-C
K90ME-C
K90ME

89-104
71 • 94
62· 83
61- 76
94-104
84· 94
90- 94

l

-

I ,,.-..
c::::::=::J

L90ME·C
590ME·C
K98ME-C
K98ME
K108ME-C
0

10,000

10.00!i

20,000
30000

30,000

40.000
50,000

50,000
70,000

60.000

70,000

90,000

..,.

80,000
110,00.

kW

r.............,.

90,000 100,000
>30000

108 centimetres. Here the power ourpur rises from
1080 to an incredible 97,300 kW, approximating
the magical boundary of 100,000 kW per engine.
The second largest engine, a fourteen-cylinder
with 98 centimetre cylinder diameter was recently
ordered for the latest generation of container ~hips

with cargo capacity of :t 14,000 TEU.
135
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...
Large container ships,
tankers and bulk carriers
are usually propelled by
the 'Cathedrals of the
Oceans', large two-stroke
crosshead engines,
category IV.
Shown here the largest
container ship in 2007,
the 'Emma Maersk' when
departing from the yard at
Funen, Denmark.

These 'Carhed rals of rhe Oceans' weigh

Wartsila Corporation

approximarely 2800 cons and consume

The two-stroke crosshead engine's programme

approximarely 300 cons of H.F.O. each day. The

from Wartsila-Sulzer, RT Flex indicates the use of

ME-series has electrically controlled fuel injection

the common-rail fuel system while RTA indicates

and the MC-series, a traditional fuel injection.

engines with the traditional injection system\.
Wartsila manufacrnres the originally Sulzer twostroke crosshead engines. Sulzer's original factory

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, ltd.
The Japanese producer of rwo-stroke crosshead

was situated in Winterthur, Switzerland. The large

engines Mitsubishi builds engines with cylinder

crosshead engines med co be transported by road

diameters of 33 to 85 centimetres. The worldwide

and subsequently by ship to their final destination!

share of 8 ro 10% in the two-stroke crosshead

Today, all engines are built by license holders

engine market indicares thar many of rhese engines

throughout the world, often at the locations where

are bought by the Japanese market fo r oil rankers,

the ships are built.

bulk carriers and fast container ships. At present,
they are manufacturing two-stroke crosshead
engines together with Wartsila.

...
The Wartsila-Sulzer

Power and speed ranges of Sulzer RTA-series engines
Output
kW
80 000

Output
bhp

engine programme for
the RTA-series, so with
camshaft and traditional

100 000
80 000

>f

fuel injection.
40 000

60 000
50 000
40 000
30 000
20 000

20 000
10 000
8 000

10 000
8 000

6 000

6 000

4 000

4 000

t

2 000
50

136

60

70

80 90 100 120
Engine speed

2 000

140 160 180 200 rev/min

CH21

D

K108ME-C

D

K98ME Mark 7

1080

2660

2437 6-14L

5340

6950

980

2660

2006 6-14L

4630

6230
5720

DI ESEL ENGI NE MANUFACTURERS

94

14.6

18.2

32040

97300

90

97

15.4

19.2

27780

87220

84

94

14.6

18.2

24600

80080

90

D

K98ME Mark 6

980

2660

2006 6-14L

4100

D

K98ME-C /
MC-C Mark7

980

2400

1810 6-14L

4510

6020

97

104

15.4

19.2

27060

84280

D

K98ME-C /
MC-C Mark6

980

2400

1810 6-14L

4140

5710

94

104

14.6

18.2

24840

79940

D

K98MC Mark 7

980

2660

2006 6-14L

4630

6230

90

97

15.4

19.2

27780

87220

84

94

14.6

18.2

24600

80080

D

K98MC Mark 6

980

2660

2006 6-14L

4100

5720

D

S90ME-C /
MC-C Mark 8

900

3188

3188 6-9L

3570

5270

66

78

16

20

21420

47430

D

S90ME-C /
MC-C Mark 7

900

3188

3188 6-9L

3140

4890

61

76

15.2

19

18840

44010

D

K90ME / MC

900

2550

1622 4-12L

2210

4570

71

94

11.5

18

8840

54840

D

K90ME-C /
MC-C

900

2300

1463 6-12L

3130

4570

89

104

14.4

18

18780

54840

D

S80ME-C /
MC-C Mark8

800

3200

1608 6-8L

2830

4180

66

78

16

20

16980

33440

D

S80ME-C /
MC-C Mark 7

800

3200

1608 6-8L

1860

3880

57

76

12.2

19

11160

31040

D

S80MC

800

3056

1563 4-12L

1740

3640

71

94

11.5

18

6960

54840

D

K80ME-C /
MC-C

800

2300

1156 6-12L

2470

3610

89

104

14.4

18

14820

43320

DF

S70ME-C/
ME-GI Mark 8

700

2800

1078 4-8L

2210

3270

77

91

16

20

8840

26160

DF

S70ME-C/
ME-GI Mark 7

700

2800

1078 4-8L

1490

3110

68

91

16

19

5960

24880

D

S70MC-C
Mark8

700

2800

1078 4-SL

2210

3270

68

91

16

20

8840

26160

D

S70MC-C
Mark 7

700

2800

1078 4-SL

1490

3110

68

91

12.2

19

5960

24880

D

S70MC

700

2674

1029 4-8L

1340

2830

68

91

11.5

18

5360

22480

D

L70ME-C /
MC-C Mark 8

700

2360

908 4-8L

2200

3270

91

108

16

20

8800

26160

D

L70ME-C /
MC-C Mark 7

700

2360

908 4-SL

2090

3110

91

108

15.2

19

8360

24880

D

L70MC

700

2268

873 4-SL

1360

2830

81

108

11 .5

18

5440

22640

D

S65ME-C/
ME-GI

650

2730

906 5-SL

1960

2870

81

95

16

20

9800

22960

DF

S60ME-C/
ME-GI Mark 8

600

2400

679 4-SL

1610

2380

89

105

16

20

6440

19040

DF

S60ME-C/
ME-GI Mark 7

600

2400

679 4-SL

1090

2260

79

105

12.2

19

4360

18080

D

S60MC-C
Mark8

600

2400

679 4-SL

1610

2380

79

105

16

20

6440

19040

D

S60MC-C
Mark 7

600

2400

679 4-SL

1090

2260

79

105

12.2

19

4360

18080

D

S60MC

600

2292

648 4-SL

980

2040

79

105

11.5

18

3920

16320

D

L60ME-C /
MC-C Marks

600

2022

572 4-9L

1600

2340

105

123

16

20

6400

21060

D

L60ME-C /
MC-C Mark 7

600

2022

572 4-9L

1520

2230

105

123

15.2

19

6080

20070

D

L60MC

600

1944

550 4-SL

920

1920

92

123

10.9

17

3680

15360

•

The MAN-Diesel AG diesel-engine programme.
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D

S50ME-C
Mark 8

500

2000

393 4-9L

1130

1660

108

127

16

20

4520

14940

D

S50ME-C
Mark 7

500

2000

393 4-9L

760

1580

95

127

12.2

19

3040

14220

D

S50MC-C
Mark 8

500

2000

393 4-9L

1130

1660

95

127

16

20

4520

14940

D

S50MC-C
Mark 7

500

2000

393 4-9L

760

1580

95

127

12.2

19

3040

14220

D

S50MC

500

1910

375 4-8L

680

1430

95

127

11.5

18

2720

11440

D

L50MC

500

1620

318 4-8L

640

1330

111

148

10.9

17

2560

10640

D

S46MC-C
Mark8

460

1932

321 4-8L

940

1380

110

129

16

20

3760

11040

D

S46MC-C
Mark 7

460

1932

321 4-8L

880

1310

108

129

15.2

19

3520

10480

D

S42MC

420

1764

244 4-12L

730

1080

115

136

15.6

19.5

2920

12960

2560

11940

D

L42MC

420

1360

188 4-12L

640

995

141

176

14.4

18

D

S35MC

350

1400

135 4-12L

505

740

147

173

15.3

19.1

2020

8880

440

650

178

210

14 7

18.4

1760

7800

270

400

212

250

14.8

18.5

1080

4800

90 4-8L

566

162

215

18

1230

4530

D

L35MC

350

1050

101 4-12L

D

S26 MC

260

980

52 4-12L

...
The MAN-Diesel AG diesel-engine programme.

D

UEC33LSII

330

1050

D

UEC37LA

370

880

95 4-8L

520

158

210

15.6

1120

4160

I),

1J,'c.C'3.1LS/,I

~,Q,

1,'29/l

l'.3.9. 5--aL

772

1AO.

186

18

2095

6180

D

UEC43LSII

430

1500

218 4-8L

1050

120

160

18

2280

8400

D

UEC45LA

450

1350

215 4-8L

890

119

158

15_6

1920

7120

19.6

4250

9960

D

UEC45-LSE

450

1840

293 5-8L

1245

111

130

D

UEC50LSII

500

1950

383 4-8L

1445

95

127

17

3120

11560

124

19.5

5175

12960

2400

403 5-8L

1620

99

520

1600

340 4-8L

1180

100

133

15.6

2560

9440

520

1850

393 4-8L

1330

90

120

16.9

2880

10640

UEC52LSE

520

2000

425 4-8L

1705

95

127

19

3700

20460

UEC60LA

600

1900

537 4-8L

1550

83

110

15.7

3360

12400
14160

D

UEC50LSE

500

D

UEC52LA

D

UEC52LS

D
D
D

UEC60LS

600

2200

622 4-8L

1770

75

100

17

3800

D

UEC60LSII

600

2300

650 4-8L

2045

79

105

17

4440

16360

90

105

19

7650

18040

D

UEC60LSE

600

2400

2713 5-8L

2255

D

UEC68LSE

680

2690

977 5-8L

2940

81

95

19

10050

23520

63

84

17

6380

26460

D

UEC75LSII

750

2800

1237 4-9L

2940

D

UEC85LSII

850

3150

1787 5-9L

3860

54

76

17

9900

34740

2360

1339 5-12L

3900

76

102

17

10575

46800

D

UEC85LSC

850

...
The Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. diesel-engine
programme.
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960

2500

1810 6-14L

4000

5720

92

102

18.6

24000

80080

Wartsila RTA96C

960

2500

1810 6-14L

4000

5720

92

102

18.6

24000

80080

D

Wartsila RT-tlex84T-D

840

3150

1746 5-9L

2940

4200

61

76

19

14700

37800

D

Wartsila RTA84T-D

840

3150

1746 5-9L

2940

4200

61

76

19

14700

37800

D

Warts1la RT-flex82T

820

3375

1782 6- 9L

3620

4520

68

80

20

21720

40680

20

21720

40680

D

Wartsila RT-flex96C

D

D

Wartsila RTA82T

820

3375

1782 6 - 9L

3620

4520

68

80

Wartsila RT-flex82C

820

2646

1397 6 - 12L

3620

4520

87

102

20

21720

54240

820

2646

1397 6 - 12L

3620

4520

87

102

20

21720

54240

D

Wartsila RTA82C

D

Wartsila RTA72U-B

720

2500

1018 5-SL

2155

3080

79

99

18.3

10775

24640

D

Wartsila RT-tlex68-D

680

2720

988 5-SL

2150

3070

76

95

20

10950

25040

95

19.6

10750

24560

D

Wartsila RTA68-D

680

2720

988 5 - SL

2150

3070

75

D

Wartsila RTA62U-B

620

2150

649 5-SL

1600

2285

92

115

18.4

8000

18280

20

8450

21780

D

Wartsila RT-flex60C-B

600

2250

636 5-9L

1650

2360

91

114

D

Wartsila RT-flex58T-B

580

2416

638 5-8L

1530

2180

84

105

19.5

7650

17440

2180

84

105

19.5

7650

17440

D

Wartsila RTA58T-B

580

2416

638 5-8L

1530

D

Wartsila RTA52U

520

1800

382 5-8L

1090

1560

108

135

18.1

5450

12480

Wartsila RT-flex50

500

2050

403 5-SL

1160

1660

99

124

20

5800

13280

D

Wartsila RTA50

500

2050

403 5-SL

1160

1660

99

124

20

5800

13280

D

Wartsila RTA48T-B

480

2000

362 5-SL

1020

1455

102

127

19

5100

11640

D

..

The Wartsila Corporation diesel-engine programme.

Diesel engines for ship propulsion and diesel
power plants

Striking aspects o f engine manu facturing

1

Major engine manufacturers produce a
large number of engine types, as to cylinder

Numbers

diameters, speed and power output. In this

Obviously, the number of small engines

manner, they endeavour to 'cover' their

manufactured, in particularly for categories I and

market.

11, 1s enormous. Every year, hundred~ of thousands

2

and other propulsion devices by a large number of
engine manufacturers. These total approximately

Engines in category I often start with a single
cylinder and move on to a ~ix-cylinder in-line

of engines arc manufactured for various vessels
3

arrangement.
Engines in category II often ~tart with a three-

15 million diesel engines per annum.

or four-cylinder in-line arrangement and

In surveys of engines for shipping and diesel

move ro sixteen-, eighteen- or rwenry-cylinder

power plants the number of engines manufactured

V-arrangements.

annually is 'counted' from a certain bottom limit,

4

Engines in category lll often start with a four-

that of shaft power; often LOOO or 2000 kW.

cylinder in-line arrangement and move on

Clearly, the moment a large rwo-stroke low-

an eighteen-cylinder V-arrangemenr.

speed crosshead engine with fourteen cylinders

5

Engines in category IV usually start with

the largest diameter is ordered, rhis attracts

a four-cylinder in-line arrangemenr and at

more attention in the industry than when a much

present are produced with up to fourteen

111

cylinder in-line arrangements.

smaller four-stroke medium-speed diesel engine is
ordered.

tO

6

Especially for caregory Ill , with the
limited number of engine manufacturers,
ir i~ not iceable rhar they often have engine
139
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programmes for the same cylinder diameter.
O ther manufacturers have 200, 250 and 320
mm cylinder diameters.
7 The mean effective pressures and the mean
piston speeds arc increasing due to keen
competition berween rhc manufacru rers.
Consequently rhe load parameter also
increases!
8 Very few new engine manufacturers cnrer
rhe marker. However, rhe number of
manufacturers thar have closed their businesses
or merged with others continues to increase.
After a merger, certain types of engines arc
only maintained if they are economically
viable and after several years rhe brand name
disappears and an increasing number of
renown international and national trade-ma rks
9

end up in the history books.
Fuel used.
As a result of increasingly strict regulations
regarding maximum emission levels for
polluranrs in exhaust gases and a growing
realisarion that supply of exploitable crude oil
is finire, engine manufacturers and consumers
arc attempting to find 'alternative' fuels. The
diesel process where small amounts of liquid
fuel arc combined wi th gaseous fuel, rhc
so-called diesel/gas process, is for instance in
a development. The emissions are ofren lower
in comparison with those of regular diesel
engine. The usage of bio fuels, such as olive oil,
palm oil, rape oil and other vegetable oils arc
also being developed. These fuels work CO 2
neutral, which means that they emit the same
amount of col ro rhe air during combustion
as they absorb from the atmosphere during
their growth.

Future of the diesel engine industry
Diesel engine performances have ro meet high
requirements.
The legal regulations regarding emission levels
for pollutants arc being applied co more areas in
the world and will become more srringent in the
future.
Users of diesel engines demand an o ptimum
service netwo rk and a growing number of these
consumers operate worldwide. This means that
engines manufacturers must maintain an extensive
service organisation. This is only economically
viable for large manufacrnrers.
T be develo pment costs of new engine types arc
extremely high. These costs are made ro:
a reduce fuel consumption;
b reduce lubricating oil consumption;
c create a higher mean effective pressure;
d produce a higher mean piston speed;
e create ;ind therefore a higher load parameter;
f produce longer life for rhe engine pares;
g produce lower emissions;
h be suitable for alternative fuels;
get a lower specific weight;
devise simple construction and mainrenancefriendly disassembly and assembly methods.

As well as numerous other points with which
an engine manufacturer may stay ahead of the
competition!
Due to above mentioned reasons, many engine
manufacturers are either economically or due
to organisational issues, no longer capable of
developing new engine~ and discontinue certain
engine series, merge or simply close their business.
Over fifty percenc uf the eni:;inc manufacturers
discontinued their businesses between 1950 and

2005.
Al,o ,ee cl11prer 29. ~e\\ de,elopmcnrs in the fuel
mdu~tn.

Alternative methods for energy generation other
than by diesel engines arc:
fuel cells;
gas turbines;
hydrogen;
kite sailing.
These alternatives could become successful and are
dependent on numerous facrors, so ver}' little can
be said about rhe future developments at this rime.
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Complete list of 46 diesel engine
manufacturers, July 2008
Contents Diesel Publications.

Anglo Belgian Corporation
Briggs & Stratton Commercial Power
Caterpillar Inc.
Cummins lnc.
Daihatsu Diesel Mfg. Co, Ltd.
Deutz Corporation
Deutz Power Systems GmbH & Co. KG.
Doosan lnfracore Co, Ltd.
Electro-Motive Diesel, Inc.
rairbanks Morse Engine
Fiat Powertrain Technologies SpA.
Greaves Corron Ltd.
Greaves Farymann Diesel Gmb H.
GE Energy
Guascor. S.A.
H. Cegielski , Poznan S.A.
Hino Motors , FPT.
!sorta Fraschini Motori SpA.
Isuzu Motors, Ltd.
lveco Motors,Ltd.
JSC ZVEZDA
John Deere Power Systems
Kubota Corporation

Lister Petter Ltd.
Lombardini S.R.L.
MAN-Diesel AG
MAN Nutzfahrzeuge Ak tiengesellschaft
Marine Diesel Sweden AB
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. Ltd.
Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding Co, Ltd.
Motorenfabrik Hat7 Gmbl--1 & Co, KG
MTU Frieclrichshafen GmbH.
Niigata Power Systems(Europe) BV.
Perkins Engine Company Ltd.
Rolls- Royce
Ruggereni Motori
RUMO,JSC
S.E.M.T. Pie lstick
Scania
Sisu Diesel Inc.
STEYR MOTORS Gmbl--1.
VM Motori SpA.
Volkswagen AG
Volvo Penta
Wiirtsilii Corporation
Yanmar Co, Ltd.
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Maintenance and

CO2 emissions in g/ kWh (shaft)

Coal fired
boiler

Gas
turbine

Truck
diesel

Small, medium- Large, medium
speed diesel and low-speed
diesel

In many parts of the world, electricity is generated using large diesel
engines. In Honduras, where heavy-fuel oil is half the price of diesel oil,
this is the fuel of choice. Pollutant emissions of heavy-fuel oil are higher
than that of diesel oil. Due to increasingly strict pollutant emission
requirements, engine manufacturers are using new technologies such
as those of common-rail systems and exhaust-gas cleaning. Ultimately,
the price per generated kWh is the deciding factor in determining
which fuels and systems are selected in order to comply with emission
regulations.
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Many human activities have an impact on the
environment.

Cruise ships sailing to beautiful regions 1n the world pollute
the environment. The emission of po,lutants must be
restricted as much as possible. Increasingly stnct legislation
ensure that this a maier point when designing an engine.

22.1 Introduct ion to 'the fossil
fuel ' society
Society has been transformed since around
1750, the beginning of the industrial revolution
111 Western Europe. With rhe introduction of
the steam boiler and steam eng111e, continuous
power was avai lable, for the first time in history,
mdependent of\\ ind, water or animals.
I lowever, this required a constant fuel supply. At
first coal was used as a fuel for the steam boiler.
In later technical developments, steam turbines
were used on a large scale.
Especially after 1850, when the Orto internalcombustion engine was developed, and 1ust before
1900 when the Diesel internal combustion engine
was introduced, liquid and gaseous fossil fuels
were increasingly used.
Around 1950 the diesel engine was used more
frequent!) for ship propulsion and soon new
diesel engines suitable for operation with relatively
inexpensive fuel oil (without excessive problems),
1111tially only used for steam boilers, were
introduced. Originally this was I I.F.O. used in the

large two-stroke crosshead engines and has ,mce
the pasr 25 yea rs, been introduced for mediumspeed diesel eng111es.

Use of fossil fuels
Use of foss il fuels ha, dramaticall) risen m·er rhe
last hundred }'Cars and after± I 9rns, the mcreasc
has been explmive.
ln 2008 the demand for energy, 111 countries such
as China and India in pamcular as well as the
other emerging Asian countries, has increased
significa nrl) and the price of a barrel of crude
oil { I 59 litres), has exceeded the hundred-dollar
boundary (Apri l 2008).

Dependenc e on fossil fuels
This is e,trcme. Apart from its use 111 the
generation of energy for an incrc.1sing number
of sectors, a large number of products arc
manufactured from crude oil. Among these are
S) nrhetics for building matcnab and cloth mg,
fertilisers and pesticides for agricultural use as
well as an infinite number of ra,, materials and
semi-finished products 111 the chemical industr).
World eleclnc,ly product,on T watt-hour

20000~-

A vision for various sources for the generation of
energy to 21 00.

The use of coal remains constant. The use of crude oil
decreases slightly. The use of natural gases increases
significantly. The use of nuclear energy increases as well as
the use of water-power and other energy sources, such as
wind and sun . It can be concluded that although the energy
sources change somewhat, the total amount of energy
consumption has doubled. This has enormous
consequences for the environment and therefore our
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Greenhouse Effect and Global Warming
Carbon dioxide concentrations

Greenhouse Gases
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The global energy consumption in 2000. The emission

•

This graph shows how various gases contribute to the

of pollutants is indicated for each consumer group.

greenhouse effect.

Note the increase starting from approximately 1750, (first

Crude oil dependence 1s universal and
comprehensive.
In fact, modern wciety is built on the availability
of a conrinuous oil supply!
Environmental effects
Effects of the large-sen le usage of fo~~il fuels
on the cnv1ronmcnr have long been known and
researched in detail throughout the years. lt
has been established that fossil-fuel combustion
weighs heavily on our environment.
Topics such as the greenhouse effect, acid
deposition, harmful emissions and a reduced
habitat quality for Oorn and fauna arc daily
recurring conversational topics.

1ndustnal revolution) and the increase around 1950,
(mecha111sat1on/electriflcation throughout society). The graph
after the year 2000 also shows an ominously sharp incline.

An overview of the combustion process in a two-stroke
crosshead engine running on heavy fuel.

Note the ratio between the amount of the fuel and air
supplied to the engine. Here the rat,o is 1: 45.6. The oxygen
content (02) shows that there is still a considerable amount
of oxygen in the exhaust gas. In the combustion of
7 .8 kilograms air, the oxygen content Is reduced from
1.638 kilograms to 1 1 kilogram. The consumption during the
combustion process is 1.638 - 1.1 = 0.538 kilograms per
1.638
kW. The excess air (Lambda) of this engine is - - = 3.04 ,
0.538

22.2 Exhaust gas composition

Reminder: air comprises approximately 21 % oxygen and

A modern rwo-strokc crosshcad engine of Wi:irrsili:i

79% nitrogen. 21 % of 7.8 kilograms air is 1.638 kilograms

1s used as an example.
Wi:irtsili:i builds a series of crosshead engines with
cylinder diameters from 480 ro 960 millimetres
wirh power outpurs between 7000 and 76,000
KW. 1leavy-fucl oil "vith a maximum viscosity
of 730 cSt ar 50 °C: 150 8217, category 1S0-FRMK55 is used as the fuel. This is heavy-fuel oil
with a sulphur content of:!: 3.5%,

oxygen.

\l~o. ~
clca I

( h 1pu.:r b, hid~. fud
tut I.

1

111

,\ ~ll m,

nd

Ai
7.Bkg/kW~ . .

- + Exhaust gas
8.0 kg/kWh
N2

Fuel - +
171 g/kWh
Lubricating
oil - +
1.3 g/kWh

6.2 kg/kWh

02

1.1 kg/kWh

CO2

0.5 kg/kWh

H,0

0.2 g/kWh

NOx 17.0 g/kWh
SOx 13.6 g/kWh
CO

0.4 g/kWh

HC

0.4 g/kWh

Dust 0.6 g/kWh

In the combustion process overview, air, fuel and
lubricating oil arc added as follows ro the engine.
- + Power kW
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22.2.1 Air
Air consists predomin antly of:
nitrogen, 1 2, approxim ately 78% volume;
oxygen, 0 2 , approxim ately 2 1% \'Olume;
residual gases, amongst which are Argon, CO2

lubricatin g oil almost entircl) com busts and is
discharge d in che exhaust gases. A smaller part
flows co the sca\'engin g-air space and is drained.
\l,o, ,tt ( h rrcr I 1. l u ' r

~.11 ll1

ol

l 1c,

nt,.

The greenhous e effect gas, CO2 in air is
approxim, 1tcly 0.03°10 volume!

This consists of:
hydrocarb on compoun ds, CJ I, approx1m acel)
97% volume;
calcium, Ca, approxim ate!) 2.5°1., volume;
sulphur, 5, approxim ately 0.5°10 volume.

The amount of a ir supplied to this engine is
approxim ately three rimes che amount of air
required for a complete c hemical combusti on of

The three-abo vementio ned substance s, air,
fuel and lubricatin g oil are defimtive for the
combusti on process.

0
and ocher inert gases,± I 'o volume.

the fuel, or: th e excess air is 3.
\ l,o. ~u ( lupt(r ~.
, 1tan ng o• ha I

~

,~I,, tut! lme ,\stcn, .rnd

7.8 kilograms of a ir arc supplied per kWh.

22.2.2 Fuel

In che W:irrsilii overview, 7.8 kilograms of air,
1-1 gram~ of fuel and I. 3 gram\ of cylmdcrlubricann g oi l is ~upplied per kW hour (kWh),
approxim acclr 8 kilograms 111 total.
Suh~equcntl)', 8 kilograms of exhau,r gas are
formed with che followmg compositi on:
6.2 kg/kWh
N2
nitrogen
I. I kg/k\Xh
0
oxygen
2

97% volume;
sulphur, S, appro:-.imatel> 3% volume.
Heavy-fue l oil, of course, also contains small
amounts of ocher substance s.

\\ater

-

nitrogen oxides
sulph ur oxides
carbon monoxide
hydrocarb on wmpoun ds
dust particles

0.5 kg/kWh
0.2 g/kWh
NO-. 17.0 g/kWh
13.6 g/kWh
<,Q\
0.4 g/kWh
CO
0.4 g/kWh
HC
0.6 g/kWh

CO2
112 0

carbon dioxide

I-or this engine heavy-fuel oil which consists
almmt enmel) of:
hydrocarb on compoun ds, C H, appro,ima cely

An example fo r the volume percencages for
rwo-strok e cros\head engines type ~1( of engine
manufact urer MAN-B& W.

22.2.3 Cylinder-lubricating oil
Used lubricati ng oil combusts . In a two-strok e
crosshead engine, cylinder lubricatio n is separate
of che engine-lu bricating system. The engine's

Heat

....
In this figure, the gas volume percentage s are clearly
shown.

. . . Exhaust gas

A,r . . .
8.5 kg/kWh

21%0

13

79%N

Similar to fuel, the cylinder lubncal1ng-oil comprises mainly of
hydrocarbon chains. The composition of noxious substances
111 the exhaust gases is shown in p.p.m. (parts per million).

%0 .

75.8 % N,
Fuel . . .
175 g/kWh
97% HC

5.2 % co,
5.35% H.O

3%S
1500 ppm NO.
600 ppm

Lube . . .

so.

1 g/kWh

97% HC

60 ppm CO

2.5%Ca
0.5%S

180 ppm HC
120 mg/Nm' Part
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Striking features:
- The largest parr of rhe nitrogen is, as in
air, found in rhe exhaust gases. Essentially,
nitrogen is an inert gas and does nor normally
combust with other substances. Under certain
ci rcumstances, for instance in a diesel engine,
nitrogen oxide will react wirh oxygen. This
requires process temperatures of over 1200 °C
and rhese frequently occur, often up to
1800 °C!
- The exhaust gases srill contain oxygen, also
referred co as excess air.
- Water vapour is produced from the hydrogen
component in rhe fuel.

ENGINE EMISSIONS

possible ro reduce this emission by the use of light
fuels, which have smaller quantities of carbon
and consequently more hydrogen and co develop
engines with a higher coral efficiency and therefore
lower fuel consumption. Maintenance and manner
of operation also offer (limited) possibilities to
reduce rhis em ission.
Al~o. ~~c <. h.1prer 2-, Mainrcn,tnce ,1.,d rcp:ur~
and ( h, ptcr 2,. Opcratton1l managrnunt nd
Jlltlllll,ltlUI'.

4 Water vapour
l lydrogen in fuels reacts with oxygen ro form
water vapour.

22.2.4 Exhaust-gas composition
1 Oxygen
Diesel-engine exhaust gases always contain
oxygen. Oxygen is required for the combustion
process, bur rhe air is also used for the scavenging
and cooling processes in the engine. Therefore,
due ro excess air in diesel engines, exhaust gases
always contain oxygen rhar a lso indicates rhe
magnitude of the excess air. The oxygen content
varies from approximately 13 to J 6%. The excess
air 1s often 3 or more.

2 Nitrogen
As in air, nitrogen is rhe main component of
exhaust gases. Ir is inert and therefore docs nor
react wirh other substances.
3 Carbon d ioxide
The carbon in the fuel reacts with the oxygen. This
produces carbon dioxide ar perfect combustion.
This gas appears to conrriburc to the so-called
greenhouse effect. For diesel engines, it is only

5 Carbon monoxide
This is produced during imperfect combustion of
the fuel. In principle rhis occurs when roo little
ox)'gen is a vailablc for perfect combusrion, for
instance, close ro rhe walls of the combustion
chamber. Poor fuel and air mixture may also be a
cause. Carbon monoxide can react with oxygen
and rhis can simply occur in the engine. Ir is a
very toxic gas for both man and fauna. Carbon
monoxide can kill instantaneously when inh aled in
a closed space.

6 Sulphur dioxide
This is produced with perfect combustion and i~
a reaction of sulphur with oxygen. In addition
ro sulphur dioxide S02 , sulphur trioxide S0 3
is a lso formed. Sulphur dioxides are the main
compounds in acid rain and have a destructive
effect on flora and fauna, human respiratory
systems; they also arrack building materials, in
particular sofr limestone. The effects of sulphur
oxide compounds arc negligible at sea. Seawater

.
In this figure; the
composition of exhaust
gases.
N

0,
H,Q

co
so.
co

HC

nitrogen
oxygen
water (steam)
carbon dioxide
sulphur oxide
hydrocarbon
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is slightly alkaline and therefore they are easily
neutralised. One litre of seawater can neutralise
approximately 300 milligrams of sulphur.
Furthermore, sulphur dioxide is not carried long
distances but is relatively quickly precipitated inro
the sea. A greater negative effect should occur
within I 00 kilometres from the coast. However,
measurements taken in the busy English Channel
have demonstrated that the contribution of
shipping to air pollution in the English Channel
region is only 5°/4,. The remainder is caused
by sulphur O"Xide emissions from shore-based
producers, such as electric-power plants and
chemical facrories. Sulphur dioxide emissions
fall under the l.M.0., the International Maritime
Organisation, regulations.

7 Nitrogen oxides
These are produced during the combustion
process at high temperatures between nitrogen and
oxygen. Fuel contains small amounts of nitrogen.
Heavy fuels contain more nitrogen than light fuels.
Nitrogen oxides arc compounded un der the
following circumstances:
01 Sufficient oxygen available. This is always the
case in diesel engines. The excess air often
constitutes more than two or even three.
02 A temperature in the combustion process in
excess of 1200 °C. In the hottest part of the
process, this is normally the case. Temperatures
from J 400 °C to 1800 °C arc no exception.
03 Time in the combustion process so that
ni trogen oxides are formed at this high

...
The generation of
nitrogen oxides.

a temperature and in an oxygen-rich
environment.
1

Horizontal: the temperature
111 Kelvin of the combustion
process and vertical: the

The rota! comhuHion process including expansion
is for two-stroke engines, approximately 120
crank degrees and four-stroke engines about 140

time at which these high
temperatures occur.

crank degrees.

L'.NO/time [-]
10 •
10-s

10 7
10 8
10·9
10-10-+------1...-- - --1--- - - -- - - -- -- - -- - ---1
2100
1900
2000
1800
1700
1600
1500

Temperature [Kl
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11
Assumption: A rwo-stroke crosshead engine has
an RPM of 94.
The total combustion process including expansion:
the number of passed-through crank degrees per
second is the number of revolutions per second x
360 crank degrees:
94
- x 360 = 464 crank degrees per second.
60
Then the combustion process rakes
120
J
- - = 0.2 12 second, so approximately_:_ seconds.
564
10
1 )I

Assumption: A four-stroke diesel engine has an
RPM of 720.
The number of passed-through crank degrees per
second:
720
- - x 360 = 4320 crank degrees per second.
60
Then the tc>tal combustion process including
140
expansion cakes
seconds = 0.032,
4320

.

3

so approximately OO seconds.
I

,..
A diesel power station in China for the generation of
electricity.
Cheap heavy fuel oil 1s becoming 1ncreas1ngly restricted 111 its
use all over the world. The use of sulphur-poor heavy fuel oil
or even ban111ng the use of heavy fuel oil is occurring more
often. Relatively clean natural gases will be used as an
engine fuel more often 111 the future. This 1s already taking
place to a sig111ficant degree 111 engines with the 'Dual Fuel'
(DF) principle. a comb1nat1on of diesel oil and gas. and the
·spark gas' (SG) principle, a gas engine.

CH22
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...
A diesel power plant with
a engine running on
heavy fuel oil.

8(

From the above, it is shown that a low-speed

A small high-speed four-stroke engine with an
engine speed of 2 100 revolutions per minute:

engine has more time for the formation of
nitrogen oxides at high process temperawres than

The number of passed-through crank degrees per

medium-or high-speed engines.

~econd:

So high-speed engines by definitio n emit far less

2100

60

nitrogen oxide, not only because the fuel used,

360 = 12,600 crank degrees per second.

x

diesel oil, contains less nitrogen.
The higher the RPM of an engine, the fewer

Then the total combustion process including
e,pansion rakes:

nitrogen oxides it produces.

140
1
= 0.011 second of
seconds.
100
121600

The I.M.O. regulations assume a certain engine
speed and a standard emission weight in grams

NOx per produced kWh.
In conclusion: Combustion process:

22.2.5 Hydrocarbon compounds

I

low-speed

u

engine
medium-speed
engine

0.2 12 sec.

94 rev/min.

These are often partially combusted or

720 rev/min.

0.032 sec.

uncombusted hydrocarbons from fue l oil or

2100 rev/mi n .

0.0 l J sec.

with virtually any possible chemical combination

lubricating oil. These are very diverse compounds

111 high-speed
engine

of carbon, hydrogen, nit rogen, OX)'gen and
sulphur, albei t in extremely low concentrations .

...

IMO NO, limit for new engines and implementation in 1997

r:
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and vertical: the nitrogen oxide emissions in grams per
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Horizontal: the nominal engine speed of the diesel engines
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A well- known graph.

12

kilowatt-hour. For slow-speed engines, the maximum
em1ss1on is 17 gram per kWh. Medium-speed engines may
discharge between 17 and 12 grams per kWh and fast-

+

+

+

+

+

+
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speed engines between 12 and 9.8 grams per kWh,

0
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dependant on the speed. Every engine manufacturer today,
builds engines with low nitrogen oxide emissions, the
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"Low NOx Combustion' Shown is an example of a Wartsila
26 engine.
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The hond\ these compou nds will form during the
combus tion process Jre hard to predict, as are
their effects on the environ ment and human and

Inhalati on of these exhaust gases can be
detrime ntal to health. Natural l>, fuel quality plays
an impo rtant role.

aujmnl heal th.
General ly, hydroca rbon compou nds nre a result of
imperfe ct combus tion and in fact largely depend
on the pnrame tcrs of the combus tion process , such
as \'clocit} , tempera ture and o,> gen content . \Xlelltuned engines ensure that these HC-com pou nds
arc kept as low JS possible .

Solids
These arc a comple , mixture of o rganic and
morgan ic substan ces, amongs t others, carbon,
ash pJrticlc s, heavy metals, precipi tated wlphur
oxides, v.ater, corrosio n particle s and a \'ariety of
parnally combus ted hydroca rbons from the fuel
and the lubricat ing 01I. The di.111,eter of these
I
substan ces is less than IO00 millime tres ca n easily

Smoke, visible smoke
Smoke is of course visible and can he quantifi ed
by the followin g method s:
Bosch smoke number ;
S.A.E. smoke number ;
Bachara ch (A.S.T.M . ) smoke number .
Smoke mainly com1sts of carbon particle s, aho
referred to as soot.
Today, engine manufa cture rs are deYelop mg mea ns
in which 'visible smoke' can be reduced .
Black smo ke is the result o f imperfe ct combu stion.
G rey sm o ke may in d icate t he p resen ce of water in
the exha ust ga cs.

be carried ro the outside air.

n.
'~

~

'.

•

A ferry arriv111g in a harbour.

This 1s mostly the case with a reduced power output or with
quick power changes as with this container sh,p passing

Clearly shown 1s the v1s1ble smoke, consist,ng of soot
particles (carbon) and fine dust (metal particles).

through the locks at Kiel, Germany.
~

A large containe r ship
approac hing Hambur g
terminal.
At a reduced power outout,
no smoke is v1s1ble. In the
design of new engines
types. engineers try to
create the smokeless
engine.
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Almost all diesel engines produce visible smoke.

CH22

When l 00 kilograms of fuel is burnt,
approximately J20 kilograms of water is produced
with an additional 20 kilograms of water from the
scavenging-air !>upply.
Smoke visibility is also dependent on atmospheric
conditions.

ENGINE EMIS SION S

vi
RB = 0.1

Yellow smoke indicates the presence of sulphur in
the fuel.
If heavy-fuel oil contains above 2% of sulphur,
this is clea rl y visible.

RB= 0.3

RB= 0 .5

RB = 1.2

RB = 1.6

.A.

v-1.

...,J.

RB = 0 .8

...
Visible smoke can be defined in smoke numbers.

Shown: the Bosch method, using these pictures, smoke
emissions can be determined.

Smoke Index
(Bosch)

2.0

Propulsion Operation

I

...
The d ifference between a
Generator Operation

conventional fuel injection

1.0

previous

~
1.6 -

Smoke Index
(Bosch)

and the common rail

previous

optimised
nozzle

-y--

~

0 .8

system of Wartsila .

horizontal: engine load
between 0 and 100%

0.6

1.2
turbocharger
with
h~her
e iciency

0.8

-y--

0.4
new
combustion

I~

0.4

optimised
nozzle
turbo-y-- charger
with
higher
efficiency
limit of visibility

-y--

0.2

limit of v1s1bi11ty

(FSN is Fuel Smoke Number)
vertical right: permissible
new
combustion

visible smoke dependant on

I~

the engine power output In

MW.

0

0

..

vertical left: smoke index

Engine load 25%

Engine load 25%

By the application of modern
fuel in1ection methods such
as the common rail. smoke

Two examples of the Bosch smoke index.

emissions are strongly
Left: an example for a propulsio n e ngine and right: an

reduced between zero load

engine for a g enerator.

and 80% load. At full load,

The regular load of the generator and the constant high

there is almost no difference.

operational speed ensure low values The irregular load of
Smoke comparison between Conventional and Common Rail FIE at 750 rpm

the propulsion engine at reduced speed has at a low load of

~

2

~

25% a much higher soot em1sson. The high constant speed

I

of the generator set allows for a better combustion because

a,

1.5

of the higher process temperatures.
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Improved smoke reduction

..,
Throug h the design of new combu stion techno logies
be
with existin g engine types, smoke emissi ons can

--------,
Cyl. output = 1200 kW
n=514 rpm

-----.r:: 0.6 ~ -- - - - - - - - - - - - 0

(/)

0

co
X

Ql

signific antly reduce d.

---~-~0.4 -+-~ - ~- - - - ~ ~ - - - - - limit
y
visibilit
Ql

of
The vrsrble smoke lrm1t for thrs four-stroke-diesel engine
smoke
Bosch
the
on
MAN-B&W has been established at 0.4

~

0

E
en
0.2

red lrne
index. The old (previous) design rs represented by the
a
and the new design by the green line. The engrne has
of
output
power
r
cylinde
constant speed at full load with a

previou s

r

new
--- - - - - --i100
0+-- - -- ---- ~50- - -- - - - - -..75

1200 kilowatt at 514 revolutions per minute. The Bosch

25

Load %

smoke ,ndex is below 0. 1.

12V48/ 60B at consta nt speed

Tl1e blue area designates the smoke vrsrbllity limits.

22.2 .6 An exam ple of smok e reduc tion
In respon se to unive rsal conce rn regard ing
enviro nment al issues, e ngin e manuf acrure r ~ LANB&\X/ starred a progra mme in 1996 ro reduce
smoke 111 exhau st gases, especi ally at low engine
load s.
The follow111g measu res wert· raken:
Pre-he ating of the scavenging air. This metho d
111volved compe n sating the reduce d proces s
te mpera tures caused by the injecti on o f less
fuel. This rake~ place ilt loads below 20 % .
Install ing partial -load injecto r nozzb . This
nozzl e increa ses the injecti on pres,u rc rhat
improv es the fu el distrib ution throug hout the
combu stion chamb er and fuel -dropl et size
decrea ses.
A by- pass or 'wa~te -gate' mount ed on the

~

1s
Ad1ust1ng the amoun t of arr supplie d to the engine
import ant at variabl e loads.
charge
Left. the exhaust gas by-pass so that tt1e amount of
air rs
air rs limited at full load. Right, the amount of charge
controlled by the magnitude of charge arr allowed through
optimal
the b y-pass. Both methods have the same goal: the
tion
amoun t air at all engine loads so that optimum combus
can occur.

turbob lower.
Overa ll, a turbo- blowe r is most efficie nt at heavy
engine loads. The efficiency can be 'advan ced' at
lower loads by adjust ing the blowe r and diffuse r
of the air compr essor. The scaven ging air pressu re
will also often increa<,es allo \\ ing a more effecti ve
scaven ging of the cyli nder. If this engini: runs at

...

Schema tic arrange ment for charge air bypass

Exhaust waste gate

An examp le w ith a
mecha nism on the inlet
manifo ld and the exhaus t

Turbine

gas manifo ld where a

,.

Exhaust gas receiver

'waste -gate' is installe d
for both system s.
Both valves are adjustable.
Furthemiore, a by-pass
valve has been placed
between the air compressor
and the exl1aus t gas turbine
that controls the amount of
arr to lhe eng,ne.
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Charge air receiver
Compressor
Bypass

Air waste gate
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full load, rhe scavengi ng air pressu re will be roo
high. Therefore, a by-pass or waste-gate valve is
placed in the exhaust-gas supply of the exhaustgas turbine.
Fuel emulsions
The main objective of a fuel-water mixture (fuel
emulsion) is the reduction of nitrogen oxides in
rhe exhaust gases. Ar low loads, visible smoke is
reduced as the fuel-water emulsion is injected at
higher pressures.
Pl.icing a bypass valve between rhe scavenging
air receiver and the exhaust-gas manifold is also
an option. This valve is opened ar low engine
loads. Due to reduced ai r resistance, the turboblower will revolve faster, producing a higher flow
efficiency effecting a higher airfl ow through the
engine.

Auxiliary blower
I-or a standard turbo-blower, th e efficiency ar no
load or low loads lies far below the maximum
value. In this instance, an electrica lly driven
auxiliary blower can be installed to reduce
s1gnificam l) visible smoke.
Fuel quality
This is the main influence on the combustionprocess quality and therefore smoke production.
Ar rimes, fuels with different specifications are
bun kered. This specification cha nge can cause a
considerable increase in smoke production. It is
rhen advisable to order rhe original specified fuel
for rhe next delivery.

20.95% - 0, corr.
20.95% - 0 2 ref.
X corr.= actual gas concentration
X ref. = reference oxygen concentration

X corr. = X re f.

22.3.1 Pollutant-emissions regulations
with respect to diesel engines

In the final decennia of the lasr century, growing
environmenta l concern led ro regulations for
limiting pollutants in exhaust gases of, amongst
others, diesel engines.
Universal regulations have been established for
shipping. This preven ts individual countries or
continents from drawing up their own regulations
and was initiated by the Unired Nations.
The I.M .O., has recorded these in Annex IV of
Marpol 73/78, which for the first time in history
stipulates the regulatiom for the maximum
ex haust-gas emissions.
The annex concerns rhe limitation of sulphur- and
nitrogen-oxide emissions and has been compulsory
since 2000 for all newly built engines with a shaft
power over 130 kW.
This ratification of the NO" and SO, limitations
became effecti ve when more rhan fifteen flag
states, members of rhe I.M.O. with a tonnage of at
least 50% of the total world tonnage signed rhis
agreemen t.
T hese agreements entail:

22.3 Units of contamination
The substance load is often indicated in kilograms
or tom per hour or year. Presently, grams of
contamination per generated unit kilowatt-hour,
1~ frequently used when referring to energy
generation.
Simply: contamination is denoted in g/kWh.
The unit, pans per million or p. p.m. is also used.
Fxhausr gas emissions must be specified ar a
certain oxygen concentrJt ion, for example 5, 13,
or I 5% 0 2 • This is often nor related to the actual
oxygen percentage found in rhe air in the diesel
engine m (Juestion. Ir is, however, easy ro convert,
for example p.p.m. in volume tog/kWh by
applying the following formula (ISO 8 178 part I).

ENGINE EMISSIONS

-

I. M.O. regulation for the maximum sulphurand nitrogen-oxide emissions;
optimising diesel-engine designs in order to
comply wirh the I.M.O. regu lati ons;
maintain a 'technical' bookkeeping;
terms such as 'single engine', 'engine group'
and 'engine family';
comments/instructions from engine
manufacturers;
comments/instructions from shipping
compa nies.

Sulphur oxides
Fuel sulphur content limited ro a maximum of
4.5% mass. ln areas wirh local limitations, I .5%
mass sulphur.
Nitrogen oxides
The maximum limits are based on the RPM for
diesel engines wirh a shaft power of over 130 kW.
This RPM graph is only applicable for ships built
after the 1st of Janua ry 2000, or ro engines thar
have undergone extensive modifications.
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...
Ratificatio n
• The NO, and SO, lim1tat1ons will
only be in forco when a minimum
of 15 Flag States in the IMO,
with at least 50% of the tonnage,
have ratified the regulation.

The I.M.O. directives for
regulating the emission of
the noxious substance s,

NOx and SOx·

r- -NO.

SOx
• L1m1tat1on of sulphur content In
fuel oil to 4 5% mass
• In areas with local restnchons.
the limit Is 1 5% mass sulphur

• L1m1t based on speed-related
NO, curve (for engines larger
than 130 kW)
• The speed-related curve will only
apply to ships with keel laying
after 1st Jan. 2000, or following a
ma1or engine mod1f1cat,on

Speed-rel ated curve

Test Cycles

..._,
E2 Merine EnglnH con1t1n1 1peed
. - ""'"'

IOfn ' JO
11 ...w
kJrt30<'1<2,.)( )0
t..o. g.'ii.WhJ .,s .- n ii
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08
NO, g-.'Mti
where n • l'l0miJlaj rated englM IPNCi in r rntn

N- .

1 00",,
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Formula:
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• We,gnllng 1adof
• Enganepowera1 a&ctlkladpotnl (llYI)
NO. Jcvcl 111 8BCh load point (g NQ1 , i,.W,,)
NO,

F
P

,c
10 ~ 300

Engine Speed

The rest methodol ogies ro check emissions ar
certain engine loads have also been e~rabl1she<l.
For ships built before 2000 rhar have nor
undergon e exten~1ve engme modifican ons or
suh\tiruti ons, rhe fuel sulphur limit is applicable .

Apart from the technical darn, 'The Technical
File' \houl<l also st.i.te which cngme parts could
influence the NO, emission values.
After the engine has been approved , these parts
may not be replaced by other parts unless the

In short, each diesel engme with a shaft power
in e,cess of 130 kW must ha\C an Emission
Certificate . The country under whose flag the

substitute s haYe been tested and approved .

ship sails or will sail is responsib le for tbe
inspection and certificati on of the diesel engme.
So worldwid e, each engine has an 'E IAPP' : Engine
1nterna tio na l Air Pollution Preventio n C ertifica te.

22.3.2 Additional legal regulations for
diesel engines
There arc regulation s already in force with regard
to <licsel engmes for road an<l mland ~h1pp111g
transport. These will become 111creas111gly stringent
in different phases.
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The Euro norms for road transport show that
the NO, emission requirements have become
increasingly strict between 2000 and 2008.
Other regulations, such as those stipulated by
the World Bank, Oct Norskc Vcri tas or Lloyd's,
underline that people worldwide are raking rhe
Proprietors of diesel power plants, predominantly
built in developing countries, arc obliged

2

3.5

5

nitrogen-oxide emissions increasingly serious.

12 (32/40)
7.2 (32/40)
13 (48/60) 11 - 13 7.8 (48/60)

Comme rcial vehicle

Ship/power station

High-speed 4-stroke Diesel

Medium-speed 4-stroke Diesel

NOx

2

(g/kWh)

to comply with the World Bank emission

In Scandinavia, there are local regulations rhar
apply in coastal waters, for instance, fjords.

Fuel: HFO

Fuel: MDF

requirements if they wish ro borrow money.

•

The Euro-standards for road transport compared to the
standards for ship propulsion and diesel power plants.

22.3.3 Important dates fo r the sulphur
content in ship fuels
2005

I

2006

I
2007

IMO

May 19
Aug. 11

IMO
EU
EU

Baltic SECA enters into force
Baltic SECA enforced by EU directive 2005/33
Max.1,5% sulphur for passenger ships to/from EU ports (2005/33)

Jan. 1
Aug. 11

GARB
EU
IMO

Max 0,5% sulphur within 24 miles of California shore
North Sea and English channel SECA enters into force
North Sea and English channel SECA enters into force

Jan. 1

EU
EU
GARB

Max. 0,1 % sulphur bunker fuel in use at EU berths
Max. 0,1 % sulphur in all EU inland waterways
Max. 0,1 % sulphur within 24 miles of California shore

Jan. 1

EU

Max 0, 1% sulphur fuel in use by Greek ferries at Greek ports

Nov. 22

I
1 2010

I 2012

MARPOL Annex VI enters into force
EU Sulphur Directive 1999/32 as amended by 2005/33 enters into force

May 19
Aug. 11

EU

Maximum sulphur content in ships f uels in the

Maximum sulphur content in ship fuels per ship type in the European community
follow ing the EU directive 2005/33/ EC
Baltic SECA

1.5

Aug. 11,2006

All

North Sea + English Channel SECA

1.5

Aug. 11,2007

All

All EU ports

0.1

Jan. 1,2010

Passenger ships

All EU

1.5

Aug. 11,2006

Inland waterway vessels

All EU inland waterways

0.1

Jan. 1,2010

All
Jan. 1, 2010

Combinat ion of rules for fuels according to t he Marpo l Annex IV and the new

Baltic SECA

1.5

Marpol

All

Baltic SECA

1.5

EU

Aug.11 .2006

Passenger ships

All EU

1.5

EU

Aug.11, 2007

All

NS+EC SECA

1.5

EU

May 19, 2006
Aug.11, 2006

All

Nov.22, 2007

All

NS+EC SECA

1.5

Marpol

Jan.1, 2010

All

All EU ports

0.1

EU

Jan.1, 2010

Inland waterway vessels

All EU inland waterways

0.1

EU

Jan.1, 2012

16 Greek ferries

Greek ports

0.1

EU
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Direct 1niect1on

Emulsion

A

A diesel power plant in

oil.

22.4 Methods for the reduction of
exhaust- gas emission s

In countries as these, the

We distingu ish prim;-iry and secondary methods.

Kenya using heavy fuel

\

rules for the emission of
noxious substances are

Prim ary m etho d s deal\\ ith the combustion space

otten inadequate or not

and arc thi:reforc referred to a~ combustion-

present. When new power

technique 11npr0\·emenr s.

stations are now built, f.ir

Secondary methods de;-il with tht: exhau,t gas and

...

more attention Is paid to the

arc refer red ro as exhaust-gas trcatmt:nt.

Three possible ways to influence for the combustion

environment and barkers

process for large crosshead engines using water,

such as the World Bank

Primary methods

ensuring that the maximum combustion temperatures
decrease and therefore producing less nitrogen oxides.

have their own requirements

22.4.1 Nitrogen oxides - NOx
The q u antity of nitrogen oxides produced

method 1 : mIxIng water with fuel to obtain an emulsion

therefore are often only

i, dependent on the ga\ temperature in the

(emulsion)

accessible for the richer

Lombusnon c hambi:r. r he higher the ga~

method 2: hum1d1f1cat1on of the charge a,r (fum,gat,on)

1ndLstrial countries.

temperature the greater the quantity of NOx

method 3: direct In1ect1on of water In the combustion space

formed. Therefore, .1 lower gas temperature offers

(direct 1n1ect1on)

Environmental measures
cost a lot of money and

a

solution. H owever, rora l effic,ency i~ ~omewhat

reduced by these lowi.:r process temperatures.
In the following figure, all rhe methods aimed at
rnrrogen-ox1dt: reduction.

...

•

t.BSFC

Methods to reduce

0

t.NO, max

Compression ratio
Nozzle design

nitrogen oxides.

Delayed 1nject1on

green: decrease of the

Water-fuel emulsion

amount nitrogen oxides In

Valvet1mng

the exhaust gases

Plunger size

red: increase of the brake

Scavenge a r pressure
variation

spec1f1c fuel consumption

Scavenge air cooling

EGA
SCA
f!:=:::;:==;::==;; :::::::;=:::::;::==; =:;:::==;:::==;:= t--~----1
-mo -90 -so -70 -60 -so -40 -30 -20 -10 o 10 20
t.NO, max [%]. t.BSFC [g/kWh]
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22.4.1.1 Decreasing the scavenging-air
temperature and using the Millerprinciple

lmporrnnr issues arc:
-

scavenging air temperature;

-

~1illt:r method for supercharging;

ENGINE EMISSI O NS

-

turboblower cooling;

Both entail rhc reduction of air remperarure at rhe

-

scavenging-air pressure;

beginning of the compression stroke. Every

-

valve riming;

reduction in air temperature produces a nitrogen

-

compression ratio;

reduction of approximatel y l % . One cannot

-

delayed fuel injection;

normally cool below the dew point, as the water

injector-nozzle design;

vapour will condense inhibiting a remperarure

3 °C

fuel-plunger dimemions;

reduction. ln tropical conditions, the dew point is

-

ex haust-gas recirculation;

approximately 32

-

addition of w ater.

°C.

A simple NC\ reduction can be achieved by
applying the Miller-process for four-stroke
engines. I n the Miller-process, t he inlet valve is

...

Engine room ventilation (4V69E8169)

Upper picture: Schematic arrangement for normal
engine room ventilation on a ship.

3

~2
2
3
4

5

diesel engme
suction louver"
water trap
combustion air fan
engme room ventilation fan

s

nap

7

outlets with flaps

· Recommended to be equipped with a filter for areas with

- -- -+-- -- - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ ........

6

~

!fl

dirty water (nvers, coastal areas. etc.)

1+1

7

Lower picture: Graph of the condensation of steam in
air coolers.
Ex...:nplr
-

........

At an ambient air temperature of 35

·c and a relative

humidity of 80%, the content of water 111 the air is
0.029 kg water/kg dry air. If the air manifold pressure

9

60

(receiver pressure) under these conditions is 2.5 bar

~

50

'§

40

temperature In the air manifold Is only 45 C, the air can

E
2
....

30

only contain 0,018 kg/kg. The difference, 0.01 1 kg/kg

'iii

20

..ci

10

~

(= 3.5 bar absolute). the dewpoint will be 55 'C. If the air

::,
Q)

Cl.

E

<l::

f = Relative humidity %

(0.029 - 0.018) will appear as condensed water.

0

198 kilograms water per hour Is discharged. This Is

almost 5000 litres per dayl

10
l)
0

c

0
Cl.
3
Q)

"O

~

!

In an engine using 5 kilograms of air per second,
according to the graph, 5 x 0.D1 1 x 3600 =

P = Air manifold pressure

20

-+--+--+- bar abs

30
40
50
60
70
.01

.02

.03

.04

.05

.06

.07

.08

.09

Water content (kg water/kg dry air)
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closed before the piston has reached bottom dead
centre. The expansion of che scavenging air in the
closed cylinde r leads co a lower scavenging-air
temperature!
The reduction of nitrogen-oxide emission~ is
remarb ble: a reduction of I S to 20% can be
achieved.

22.4.1. 2 Adjust ing the scaven ging-a ir
pressu re and valve timing
If excess air i, reduced from, for instance, 2.2 to
1.8, the nitrogen-oxide reduction becomes
noticeable, as there is less oxygen in the cyli nder
co real'.t with nitrogen.

Addicionall ), the exhau,t va lve is closed earlier
and the compression race increased, to keep
a c.:onscanc ratio of l'.Ombustion pressure ro
compression pressure.
The reduction of the nitrogen oxides c.:an be as
high as 15'\,. I lowcver, fuel consum ption increases

rhis gas is rhen further compressed before the
piston reaches top dead cenrre, a com1derable
amount of extra NO, will be produce d.
This can only be resolved by delaying the fuel
injection. This is in fact the best method co reduce
nitrogen-oxide e1nissio ns.

In pnnc1plc, the delayed fuel in1ection warrant s a
lower maximu m combusti on pressure and slightly
lowers engine efficiency. In two-stroke engmes
of Warrsi la Sulzer RTA, a delared fuel injection
of two crank degrees produces a maximu m
c.:omhuscion-pressure redul'.t1on of IO bar,\\ hich 111
rurn effects a IO'"., rec.lucrion 111 the produc.:tion of
NO, and a fuel-l'.onsumpcion inc.:rease of 3 grams
pc.:r kWh.
Delayed fuel injection can achieve a maximum
NO, reducnon of 25°10.

22.4.1. 4 Increas ing the compr ession ratio
The !ms of eng111e effic1enc.:> cau,ed h) the fuelmjecnon c.lelar can he compem ared b} increas111g
the compression rare.
In this WJ), the produc.:tion of ~O, c.:an be reduced
by 2 °-o and the air consum ption will onli, increa,e

slight! ).

22.4.1. 3 Delaye d fuel injecti on
An imporra nr factor in the produc.:tion of NC\ i,
pose-compression of the combusted gases. When
fuel and air com bust, rhe temperatures peak.

...

by l '¼, .

NOx
Standar d
Delayed injection
High compres sion ratio
and delayed injection

The producti on of nitrogen oxides in relation to the
cranksh aft position with three different fuel injection
methods .
blue: standard 1niect1on method
purple: delayed 1niect,on method
yellow: delayed injection method and a high compression
ratio
The last gives the lowest emission of nitrogen oxides.

-5

0

10

5

15

20

25

Crank angle [degrees]

If

...
The decreas e in engine efficienc y caused by the
delayed fuel inJection can be compen sated by the
increase of the compres sion ratio.

Pressure H
Standar d
- - Delayed injection
High compres sion ratio
and delayed injection

Therefore. NOi< production can be decreased by 2% and the
specific air consumption only increases by 1%.

-90

-60

-30

0
Crank angle [degrees ]
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22.4.1.5 Adjusting the injector nozzles
The injecror-nonle design significantly affects
combustion.
Nozzle-aperture diameter determines the
injected-fuel velocity and consequently the
depth of penetration of the fuel droplets in rhe
high-pressure compressed air. This in turn is a
determinant for the quality of the evaporation
process, turbulence, mixing and fuel combustion.

In a four-stroke engine, the fuel is injected
centrally into the relatively flat combustion
chamber, related to the relatively small stroke
diameter ratio of I. I to 1.2.
In a two-stroke engine, rhe fuel is injected from the
external ring of the combustion chamber via two
or three nozzles, positioned in a circular fashion
around rhe rim. This can considerably influence
rhe combustion process. Therefore, ' Low NO/
noules have been designed which ensure slightly
lower nitrogen-oxide emissions.

A

Fuel Injection patterns.
Left: the 1njection pattern for a four-stroke engine shown from
the heart of the cylinder and right: the iniectron pattern for a
two-stroke crosshead engine from the periphery of the
cylinder for three injectors.

A

Left: a standard injector nozzle of a two-stroke
crosshead engine and right the Low NOx nozzle.

ENGINE EMISSIONS

22.4.1.6 Modifying fuel-injection pressure
and timing
rue! injection can be adjusted by modifying the
diameter of rhe injector-pump plunger or the
nozzle-aperture surface area.
Both parameters influence the fuel-spray
penetration, fuel-spray pattern in the cylinder
and the turbulence generated in the combustion
chamber.
Research has demonstrated that the effect on rhe
NO, production is disappointing. In the most
favourable situation, a 5% reduction of the NOx
production can be achieved when prolonging rhe
injection rime by 10% .
22.4.1.7 Addition of water
A significant reduction of nitrogen oxides can
be achieved by the addition of water ro rhe
combustion process. This can be carried our in one
of three ways:
l direct water injection in the combustion
chamber;
2 atomised water in the scavenging air, thus
increasing the scavenging air moisture content;
3 addition of water to the fuel, producing a fuelwater emulsion.
Engine designers have bruited concerns with
the addition of water to the scavenging air. Mist
separators extract excess moisture from the
entering scavenging air in order to avoid damage
of the lubricating-oil film on the cylinder liner.
However, water droplets affect the lubricating-oil
film rather than the moist air itself. In practice,
the system for increasing the relative humidity
is not used and moisture is extracted from the
scavenging air.
To achieve a satisfying result wirh the addition
of water, it must be injected in the comhustion
chamber at the correct rime and place. This is the
area where mosr O" is formed.
[tis imperative that the water quality is
acceptable. Generally, water is used that has been
produced by the seawater evaporator heated by
the H.T.-cooling-water system of the engine.

Direct injection of water in the cylinder
The water i, injected by a compleu.:ly i11depentlenr
injection system and monitored by an electronic
control system. This allows huge amounts of water
to be injected without compromising fuel injection
ro the engine, which would decrease power
output. Moreover, rhe water-injection timing does
not have to coincide with the moment of fuel
injection.
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Water injection take~ place v1,1 the stand,m.l fuel
,alve, which h,1s a comb111ed warer and fud vain·
with a fuel noule an<l one ior the water.
In two-,rrok e cngme,, resulr, of a 50°10 :\'0.,_
rcducrion have been measured when 111jccting

...
A fuel injector with two
nozzles, with left: the
water nozzle and right:
the fuel nozzle.

140 grams of warer per k\X'h.
For a cr<hshead engine of 30,000 kW
30,000 X 140
So thi'i means that per hour
100 0
1111ecre<l. A large
be
4200 kilograrm of water mu,t
storage rank and a good \ea\\ater evaporaro r arc
an absolute necesSI[) !
The warer 1s 1111ecred 60 crank degree\ before
l .D.C., far before the ,ran of fuel injection. This
commenc es approxim ately 20 crank degree\
before l.D.C..
In the follow111g ch,1rr 1s an oven u:v. of nitrogenO"\ide reduction with , ,uim1, methods.
T herefore, there is no humidifying of the
scavengin g air.

ABSFC [%]

NO, [g/kWh]

105

24 1

100

BSFC

205
16.9

95

NO,

Addino water · o fu · oil
This is a well-know n technique in rhe reduction of
~0.,_ em1,s1om and ~an re<luce '.':0.,_ em1"1011, up
ro 50%.
Tim is 'ihown in rhe figure on the next page.
However, fuel comumpt ion may mcrease ,lightly.

90

133

85

96

80

6.0

75

Reference

tuned to low NO,

tuned to low NO,
+ 140 g/kWh

water m1ect1on

tuned to low NO,
+ 140 g/kWh

waler in1ect1on
+ P "reduced

A

In this graph, another example showing the methods
used for reducing nitrogen oxide em1ss1ons.

As the fuel pump supplies extra water to the
q lmder, the 111,1x1111um amount of ,,,tter ,upplied
is dependen t on rhe pump capacity. If the pump
capacity t, imuffictenr, warer 1..an d1,place rhe furl,
which will lead to a power-ou tput decrea,e!
It 1, therefore possrblc rhat the cam,hafr -dm en

fuel-injection sy\tem requires adju,tmen r,.
Ir follow, rhar rhe 1n1cctor noule must al,o be
reconfigure<l, as the amount of liquid pumred
through 1r will mcrea,e. Thi, result, 111 more or
larger apertures in rhe nozzle.

horizontal: three methods in respect to the standard engine.
Far left 1n the graph, the reference
vertical: emission of NO, in grams per kilowatt-hour
The green column represents the NOx levels: the red column
represents the increase 1n spec1f1c fuel consumption {BSFC)
1n percentages.
Conclusion: A large decrease ,n the amount nitrogen oxide
results in a visible increase 1n the fuel consumption.
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22.4.1.8 Exhaust -gas recircu lation
This is a very efficient method for the reduction of
NO.,_ emission'>. Ir rs general I) onl) used 111 road
transport engmes.
This system is based o n three factors.
I The oxygen conrenr 111 rhe exhaust g,hes
which 1s reduced b) rhe combustw n proces,,
causes, when re-c1rcularcd, an 111crease 111 the
amount of gas that requires heat111g before
combusti on. This results 111 a decrease 111
comhusno n tempcr<1rures, wh1Lh 111 turn lead,
to a reduction in the form,1t1011 of N(\. The

CH22

H,O

HFO

ENGINE EMISSIONS

~

An installation for the
supply of water before
the engine.

water
meter
fuel
meter

This system is not used in rwo-strokc crosshead
engines as the exhaust-ga s pressures before the
exh,rnst-ga s turbine of the turboblowe r are always
lower than the scavenging -air pressure after

average proces, temperatur e 1s nor affected 1f
the recirculatin g gas i\ cooled.
l.ngme efficienc, does not <leclme when the
oxygen content 111 the combusnon process is

the air compresso r of the rurboblowe r due to
c:,, lin<ler scaveng111g. .\loreover, the exhaust gas of
engines running on heavy-fuel oil is roo polluted

dccreasc<l.
2 The re<luce<l oxygen content les~cns the
reaction between the nitrogen and oxygen.
which form nitrogen oxide (NO), an<l
therefore reduce, the N(\ enw,~1ons.
3 Inert component' >, such a s water and carbon
<l1oxide, which recirculate to the cylinder, are
reheated during combustion . Water and carbon
dioxide absorb more heat than air. This leads
to an increase in rhe total hear capacity of the
gas rhar 1, compressed and comcquent ly levels
local peak temperatur es in rhe process. This,

and would therefore contammar e the engine too
quick I)'.
ln fact, the recirculatio n method can only be
applied to fouMtroke engines using relative!)
clean fuels, such as light diesel oil, petrol and
natural gas and 1s frequently used in Otto engmes.

22.4.2 Hydrocarbon particles and other
dirt particles

naturally, reduces the production of nitrogen
Due to 1mpro\'eme nrs to the diesel process aimc<l
ar achieving low specific fuel consumptio n,
uncombust ed hydrocarbo n particles have virtually

oxides.

disappeared .

~

[g/kWh]

10

NO,

co

HC

~BSFC

A graph clearly showing the effect of the partial
recirculation of exhaust gases.

8

green: NOx decrease at different recirculation percentages

6

yellow: hydrocarbcn decrease

blue: carbon monoxide increase
red· specific fuel consumption increase

4

2

0 13 23 33 43

0 13 23 33 43

0 13 23 33 43

0 13 23 33 43

Recirculatio n [%]
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1
This means char combusri on is practicall y I 00° 0 .
The hydrocarb ons in the ex haust gases occur

...

22.5 Secon dary method s

volume under the

main I) due to lubricatin g-oil consumpt ion and
fuel evaporari on in the apertures of rhe fuel-

injection needle can

mjccror nozzle.

A frcr all the primary mean\ arc exhausted ,rnd rhe
r missmn norm~ arc \til l nor attained, the exhaust
gases can be post-treat ed.

reduce the emission of

As rh e current lubricatin g-oil consumpt ion alread)

The following methods have been in long-term

uncombusted

is very low, reducing the hydrocarb on content can
only be achieved by dimini hing the volume of the

use.

injecror-n ozzle space after rhe injector needle.

22.5.1 Catalytic converte r

Decreasing the sac

hydrocarbons.
sac volume (space

Oxidarion of h)drocarb on compound s and
reduction of nirrogen oxides.

below the In1ector
needle)

22.5.2 Thermal reactors
l· or hydrocarb on compound ~ and 1:arbon
monoxide .

22.5.3 Systems and filters for the
intercep tion of fine particles
:,.,,1crhods u ed are, amongsr orhers, elecrrosranL
and dry filters.

22.5.4 Selectiv e catalytic reductio n
Conventional fuel valve
Sac volume 1690 mm3

Mini-sac valve
Sac volume 520 mm3

Slide-type fuel valve
Sac volume volume O mm3

In profession al literature referred to as S.C. R.
I or diesel engines, rh1, 1s the only method rhac
adequatel y works, as opposed ro Ocro eng111es
where several systems work sa risfacronl y.

...
In the near future,
progressively more diesel
power plants will use
exhaust gas cleaning in
order to meet the
increasingly stringent
requirements concerning
the emission of noxious
substances.
A power station using heavy

fuel oil. This Is clearly seen
by the exhaust gasses.
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This method involves the mixture of ex hau st gases

T he a mou nt of nitrogen oxide tha t can be

with ammonia, which subsequently flows through
a labyrinth that has a specia lly coa ted surface area

the amo unt of ammonia injected.

at temperatures bet:\veen 300 and 400 °C.

A very small amount of ammonia is no t used and

Here NOx is converted to

2

and H 2 0.

removed from the exhaust gases is dependent o n

flows with the exhaust gases into rhe system. It,
for instance, may flow through a n exhaust-gas

T he nitrogen oxides arc converted into the

boiler.

harmless com pound, n itrogen a nd water vapour in
accordan ce w ith the fo llowing chemical rcacri o n:

When roo much ammonia is injected, the unused
a mmonia may react with sulphur trioxide (S03 )

4NO + 4NH~ + 0
6N0 2 + 8NH 1

contaminate the hearing surface of the waste-hear

2

"--7
"--7
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4N2 + 6H2 0
7N2 + 12 H 2 0

found in the exhaust gases and subsequen tl y
boiler with ammonium sulphates.

NO and N0 2 combi ne ro fo rm NO,. NH 3 is
Ammo nia can be:

ammo111a.

liquid;

Oxygen is necessary for this reaction a nd there is
sufficient oxygen in exhaust gases.

water-free unde r pressure;
mixed with water under atmospheric pressure;

The cemperarure at which chis reaction occurs is

urea, a dry prod uct and dissolved in wa ter

important. Excessive ly high exhaust-gas

before use.

temperatures com bust ammonia before it can reacr
with NO and N0 2 • Low exhaust-gas temperatu res

..

Air

produce a partial reaction and rhe formation of

I

ammonium sulphates, which damage the cata lyst.

Process
computer

The amount of ammonia used in the system
depends on t he amount of nitrogen oxides
produced by the engine, which in turn is
dependenr on the engine load. A process computer

Air outlet

i

conrrols rhe entire system a nd immediately

SCR reactor
Air intake
I Exhaust gas outlet

j

Deck

responds ro changes, for instance, more engine
Static
mixer

power means rhe injection of extra ammonia .

injection of
reducing agent

NOx and 0 2 analysers

static

Air
exhaust gas pipe
catalyst
High-efficiency turbocharger

Orifice
dosing
unit

•

urea
tank

Preheating and sealing air

•

Cleansing the exhaust gasses by the injection of

A large two-stroke crosshead engine provided with a

ammonia to decrease the nitrogen content.

complete system for exhaust gas cleaning.
At present. this system is seldom applied in diesel power
plants. On ships, this system is never used, as the required
space is too large.
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In these systems, nitrogen oxides can be reduced
by 80 to 90% .
Fngme manufacturer Wiirt<;il;i claims a ,11m1ficam
nirrogen-oxide reducuon in a Wilrtsila Va<;a 32
u~111g:
delayed fuel 111iectwn: 20 co 30%;
direct water injection: 50''-c,;
exhausr-ga, recirculation: )0°10 ;
S.C.R.-s) ,rems: 80 to 90°11.

22.6 Reductio n of sulphur oxides
in exhaust gases
Reducing sulphur oxides is techn1call) ,1mple
and is used 111 diesel -power plants. Howe\er, this
h,1, not been translated for use on board ,hips, as
dcsulphurisation plant, a re very large and costly.

•

A S.C.R., (Selective
Catalytic Reduction)
installation In a diesel

T

power plant in Zurich,

A delayed fuel injection ensures lower process

Switzerland.

temperatures and therefore lower nitrogen content in
the exhaust gases.

Ir 1s easier and les\ expensive for ~hips to red uce
rhc sulphur content in fuel than dccrea~c the
amount of wlphur oxides in exhaust g.1se,.

Note the dimensions of the
horizontal: position of the crankshaft TDC = top dead centre

complete upper 1nstallation
(1 - sound damper) and
behind (2 - S.C.R.) the

For conventional injection. needle lift Is 35 crank degrees.

T

diesel engine generator set.

Needle lift at delayed In1ectIon Is 28 crank degrees.

A project for the supply of district heating In Vaasa,
Finland.

low NOx injection

Conventional injection
~

::,
u,
u,

~

a.
C

Q

uQl

E
-20

/\
-10

ii l
-20

I

-10

0
TDC

10

I

I

0
TDC

10

20

~

20

Two twelve-cylinder medium-speed four-stroke V-engines

~
::,
u,
u,
~

\

a.
C

Q

~

E
30 CA

I

30 CA

-20

ii

-20

- 10

0
TDC

10

wth a cylinder b. ,re of 46 and 64 centimetres generate
electnc1ty for the gnd using an electrical generator The heat
from the exhaust gasses is used by two exhaust gas boITers
tc produce steam for a steam turbine. The spent steam of
20

30 °CA

tre steam turbine condenses In the heat exchanger for city
heating; a very large pIp,ng network throughout the city
provides buildings with warmth. The exhaust gases are

I

l

-10

I

0
TDC

.

10

cleaned in the NOx- and the Sox systems. The normal heat

,
20

I

30 CA

d charge of the both engines Is used as much as possible
for heating purposes, shown here. the heating of the water
supply to the boilers.

Exhaust gas boiler

Wartslll 12V84
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Sulphur oxides cannot he removed b) catalysts.
The) can only be washed out.
This is usually accomplished wirh alkaline
solutions, such as calcium carbonate, sodium
carbon a re or ca usric soda.

12

J:;

Ca SO4 + CO2
Ca SO4 + CO 2

I

10
'C"

The reaction is as follows:
CaCO 1 +SO 1
~
Ca CO 1 + SO 2 + ½ 0 2 ~

ENGINE EMISSIONS

8

"a.
J:;
~ 6

0
z

IMOI
I- '

/

a: :

w'
()•

/l_______

IMO 11

<:

4

2

In this insrance, ca lei um carbonate is used as a
detergent and reacts with rhe SO/SO 1 to form
gypsum (calcium sulphate).

0

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

•

The 'Acert' technology of Caterpillar-MaK.

22.7 Removal of fine particles
from exhaust gases
These minuscule dust particles often have
diameters from 0. 1 to 1.0 micron~ and cannot be
removed in a C)'clone, as opposed to sand grains
used in desert areas for diesel-power plant air-inlet
,ysrems.
Electrostatic filters are genera ll y used. In this
system, the minuscule particles arc ionised and
adhere ro the electrodes. Dust pa rricles can then be
washed away. The in~rn llarions, however, are roo
bulky for ships and therefore are not used.
Tests have shown rhar a combination of a cyclone
and an elecrroscaric filter removes over 60% of
fine particles.

16
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.:::

::i
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~
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0
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Crank Angle [0 )
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cii

en

C

::::,

22.8 Examples of techniques
engine manufacturers apply
to reduce emissions

a:

Crank Angle

22.8.1 Engine manufacturer Caterpillar

•

Caterpillar developed for its medium-speed
Carerptllar-MaK heavy-fuel engines, the so-called
:\CERT-technology.

The 'Flex Cam' technology of Caterpillar.

This technology is characterised by three aspects:
I a reliable system when using heavy-fuel oil;
l the highest engine efficiency in this powerourpur range compared with the competition;
1 che lowest engine emissions with the simplest
possible system.

This system is abbreviated: F.C.T. = Flex Cam
Technology.

This is achieved with Flex Cam-technology. Here
the inlet-valve riming and the fuel injection is
,1d1usred to diesel-engine load.
With a mechanical adjustment device, the riming
of the inlet valve and rhe fuel pump can be
..:onrrollcd. An actuator adjusts the driving gear.

This first srep entails the synergy between a
Aexible fuel system and an advanced a ir-supply
system so attaining an optimum engine design.
The fuel injection retains an extremely high
pressure throughout the entire operational range
while the amount of fuel and the timing of the
inlet-valve opening are load-controlled. A lever
system controls the injection timing and pressure,
and rhe inlet-valve timing using an actuaror.
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Other engine manufactur ers are al\o improving
rhe combuscion p rocess wirh rhe following
for low s oot emission
at low loads
different eccentriciti es
for injection
and valve timing
are used

Inlet

f

achievemen ts:
reduced fuel consumptio n;
reduced soot-partic le emissions;
lower nitrogen-ox ide emissions.
Th e g raphs a t the bo ttom of this page show
improvem ents fo r medium- peed four-stro ke diesel
engines o perating o n heavy fu el b y M AN-B&W,

X1, X2, X3 = Eccentriciti es

t ype 32/ 40.
A

The mechanical valve
and the fuel pump
adjustments are made
possible in CaterpillarMaK diesel engines
by the variable
eccentricitie s X,, ~ and X:i·

The valve timing changes at partial loads, t h us
allowing effective compressio n to rise and
consequent ly the ma intenance of optimum
combustion .
Furthermor e, by modifying the fuel cam, the fuelinjection pressure increases. T his method involves
the fuel bemg sprayed in a series of finely timed
microbur\ts in the engine-load range w here it is
usuall) difficult to prevent the production of smoke.
The second step has the following objectives:
to reduce emission of exhaust gases belo\\ the
current l. t-- 1.O. regulations and create a technology
rhar complies wirh rhe emission requiremen ts
in vu lnerable area~. Improve t he mechanic
adjustment S}'Stem with additional bui lr-in
flexibility.

1,I I 'll.1 1011 lt~h111q 11 s, ,1,h ,, th,
l I ptt
1< 1 r I,\\ h ~h , di~ .. 1sstd

:-.~,, I
~ 11

J,

""ll ,,

\\lkc,1
proi1d
hid 1111ur1,111
... , tri l'Ullon to+ n \\ fut n ~~r,o tn h11141 s.

22.8.2 Engine manufact urer Wartsila
Engine manufactu rer Warrsila has also taken
various measures to reduce exhaust-ga s pollutant
emissions for its four- and rwo-stroke diesel
engines.
An advantage of medium-sp eed diesel engines is
that they can operate on poor quaht} residues
from the refining process, an inexpensive fuel
source. The main disadvanta ge is chat rhe
pollutant emission means chat extensive costly
installation s are required co restrict rhese
emis\ions. Ultima tely, selecting fuel is a complex
matter in which the finan cial aspect is the m ost
impo rtant.

Smoke Index
(Bosch)

Smoke Index
(Bosch)

Propulsion Operation

2.5 - , - - - - - - -- -,--2

---,----~

.\.

0.5

Of V1Slb1lrty-

A

In the graphs above, the decrease of smoke using
new combustion technologie s for MAN-B&W, type
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Some examples
Conventional design

Low NO, design

Engine maximum firing pressure

Engine maximum firing pressure

•

A very high compression

·90

-60

0

-30

30

Pressure rise
induced from
combustion

Pressure rise
induced from
combustion

Pressure rise
induced from
compression

Pressure rise
induced from

60

90

120

·90

·30

·60

TDC

0

30

60

90

ration ensures a decrease
in the production of
nitrogen oxides.

120

TDC

mpl1
tr nc I Jll
i:1
This emails that the final compression pressure is
equal to the final combustion pressure. Therefore,
the final compression temperature is considerably
higher and the fuel combusrs more rapidly. The
so-called ignition delay, the time lapse between the
heginning of the fuel injection into the cylinder
and fuel ignition is shortened. There is, then,
more time for the fuel ro completely combust.
As a result, the fuel injection can be delayed
somewhat and combustion will occur at the most
propitious time. The high peak temperatures in the
combustion process are slightly lower, resulting in
less nitrogen oxide in the exhaust gases.

r

pl1 2

i'V

te 1r IE

or · 1to t 1

Ir U

As mentioned previously, this method comprises
cooling of the combustion process by decreasing
the peak temperatures. This, in turn leads to a
decrease of nitrogen oxides in the exha ust gases.

'Y

A technical packet for direct water injection in Wartsila
diesel engines.
Important: The injected water must be very pure. The fuel
in1ector has two functions: the ,nject1on of fuel and water. The
water inJection pressure is supplied by its own high-pressure
water pump. The water flow is checked at every cylinder as a
safety measure. A control unit provides the controls.

Solenoid
Water

Pressure
transformer

Control
unit
Fuel

Water needle

Fuel needle
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Example 3: Conversion of nitrogen oxides In
exhaust gases using the Selective Catalytic
Reduction method, or in short, placing a
en ) 11 th, ext v,·
1e

22.9 Measurements on board
large modern sea going
vessels

All engine manufacturers apply rhis method
whenever a drastic nitrogen-oxide reduction is
required.

22.9.1 Tanks for sulphur-free fuel

Future developments due to increasingly
stringent regulations with regard to diesel
engine emissions
Designing 'cleaner' engines means thar engine
manufacturers must invest time and money. A
large number have to or wil l discontinue their
business or merge. Consequently, the number
of manufacturers of industrial diesel engines

continues to dwindle.
The use of very heavy and contaminated fuels in
certain areas will be further restricted and for a
diesel oil fuel with a low sulphur content will be
chosen.
The use of gas turbines running on relatively light
diesel oil will increase on certain types of ships,
such as cruise ships.
lf heavy-fuel oil and therefore 'inexpensive' fuel is
used, the secondary systems for cleaning exhausr
gases wi ll be used more frequently. In furure, this
will also apply ro diesel-power plants.
The use of narural gas and other gases rhat
have much lower carbon dioxide and nirrogenoxide emissions will be used more often. The
consrrucrion of natural-gas networks is on rhe
increase in many countries. Gaseous fuels can be
used for gas engines working on rhe Orto principle
and for dual-fuel engines, which generally use
gaseous fuel and small amounts of diesel oil.
Also, see C.h.,p1er ~. 1utl,. turl -l111c s, Vl r1s .111d
..::k .1111rg fuc'~.
Total engine efficiency can still increase. The
efficiencies in rhe different engine caregories rise
from 30% ro over 50%. Efficiency increments
save fuel, which in turn will effecr rhe reduction
of the hanrdous emissions per kWh-generated
power.
Tota l efficiencies 2008
Category I
I 00 kW
0 Category 11
5000 kW
100 Category

.\1aximum 44%

[II

500 - 30,000 kW
Category IV
1500 - 100,000 kW
168

_M aximum 35%

Maximum 51 %
Maximum 54%

In rhe last few years, ships have been
manufacrured wirh a separate fuel rank for
sulphur-free heavy-fuel oil. The moment a
seagoing ship goes into harbour; rhe fuel
supply can be changed ro thi~ ~lightly more
environmentally friendly fuel.
22.9.2 Electric connection

T his i:, always installed on seagoing ships so thar
they can connect to the local grid while in porr,
for repairs and during inoper,nive periods. The
available power, however, i\ small in comparison
ro rhc power required for harbour operations,
(loading and, for instance, maintaining rhe correct
temperature for containers/reefers requiring this ).
In 2008, large container ships with heavy shore
connections will be builr. This will guarantee the
electricity provision for the operations in harbour.
This means chat all the diesel engines on board
will be sropped, so no pollutants are emitted
from the ship. This was first used in Los Angeles.
lr is known as the Alternative Maritime Power
Programme (AMP).
Building electrical shore connections is costly and
requires considerable on-board investmems.

22.10 New techniques:
the Miller process
The Miller-process principle is thar in fouMrroke
engines, the inlet valve closes earlier during rhe
inler stroke, at approximately 20% time before
the end of the in let stroke. The air in the cylinder
will expand and subsequently cool. Therefore,
the compression srroke commences at a lower
temperature, approximately 15 °C.
The result is that the final compression
temperature is about 50 degrees lower and the
final combustion temperature is rherefore lower.
Ir is clear that at these combustion temperatures,
fewer nitrogen oxides form.
The NOx reduction amounts to approximately
30%.

CH22

22.10.1 Adjustm ents.
Turboblower
To provide rhe cylinder with .1 sufficient amount
of Jtr, a modifie<l rurhoblower with .1 pressure of 5
bar is required.
This can be a..:h1e,·ed u.,mg a two-stage

rurboblower system.
Camshaft.
hit diffirnlt ro start the engine with the Miller
rnrnng and a large amount of soot is produ..:cd at
parnal load due to the rurbohlower-pressure being

roo low.
An ad1usr,1hle camsh,1ft allows adjustment., to be
made to valve clmure and fuel injectton during
1grnnon and at p.utial load.
The .\1iller timing 1s rhen s,, itched off so the
engmc operates normal!) and the soor emissions
are reduced.
Tem with a Caterpillar Mak 7.\-143(' have ,hown
char the system can also be imralled in existing
engines. The coses m this ca,e amount to 15 ro
25% of J new engine.
The engine is rhcn L\10 phase 11-norm compl iant.
t'

In Roscock, rhe MaK 7 .\-143C main engine of
the chemical ranker I urc Wcsr ( 144 x 21 metre,
16,000 dwc) ,, as convened into a Low-Emission
Fngme (LLE). It 1s the first ship with a heavy-fuel
engine char complies w1rh rhe future l.\,10 phase
ll·emiss1on norms. The rure West is O\\ ned by the
Swedish hiretank Rederi. The NO, -emission at
present ,1mounrs ro 8. 3 grams per kWh and the
soot emission is less than 0.5 rsN (Filter Smoke
:'\umber).
o\ccordmg ro Caterpilla r Engines in Kiel, rhe
engine achieves low emissiom without a fuelwnsumprion increase.
The most important modification m,1de to
reduce rhe NO, emis,1on is the increase of the
compression r:mo. Ten years ago, the standard
compression ratto was I: 11 or 12.
Prior ro the IMO I-emission requirements, the
ratio had alread} been reduced ro I: 14 or 15 and
1\10 II regulanons require compression ratios in
the region I: 17.
The second important modification is the Nliller
cycle. An adjustment of the inlet-valve riming
dfocts a cooler combustion process.

ENGINE EMISSIONS

In order ro achieve rhe 1.\lO I-norm, a relative!~
small Miller effect of five per cent was required.
I lowever, ro achieve 1.\ 10 II-norms, requires a
Miller effect of twenty per cent.
To attain this .\!tiler effect, the inlet valve must
close when the piston st1II has ro move downwar ds
a further twenty per cent. This ensures that the
inlet air is locked in the cylinder, expands and
further cook Therefore combusti on is less hot,
which reduces rhe 1'-,;0x productio n. To supply a
sufficient amount of air in the brief moment the
valves open, requires an adjusted rurboblowcr. The
inlet air must he supplied at a pressure of five bar.
Combinin g the higher compression ratios with
the Miller effect, rhe NO, emission is reduced
by approxim ately thirty per cent while efficiencr
remains the same.
22.10.2 Camsha ft techniqu e

The main drawback of the .\ tiller riming is
difficult start-up and the engine produces a great
deal of soot when operating at partial load,
because the turbohlow er pressure is too low to
pro,·ide the cylinders with sufficient air.
To prevenr this, the L EF-sysrem works with an
adjustable camshaft. This 'Fle,ible Camshaft
Technology' (FCT) allows vahe-clos111g rimes and
fuel injection during start and at partial load to be
adjusted. 'ext, the ~liller riming is S\\ itched off,
the engine operates normally, and soot emissions
arc reduced. By acceler.1ting the fuel injection and
increasing the injection pressure, combustion is
improved, ,1lso reducing soot emission.
According ro MaK, the Aexiblc-camshafr
technique reduces soot emissions by -'i per cent,
while the operation al performance of the engine is
abo impro,·ed.
fasenrially, the FCT-sysrem comprises a modified
camshaft with a pneum,1ticall) controlled acrnaror
and Programmable Logic Controlle r (PLC).
Retrofitting and cerrifying the engine rook four
days. During these days, the engineers adjusted the
compression ranos and the camshaft.
A higher compression ratio leacls co a smaller
combustion chamber as the piston is slightly
raised, which means that rhe anti-polishing rings
must be replaced b) shorter rings.
Parts of the ,alve drive, high -pressure fuel pumps
and the injector nonles were also repl,1ced.
ABB specialists modified the turboblow er ro
meet the higher requirements. After the retrofit,
trials were held and the engine was certified by
Gcrmanischer I loyd.
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five month s.

The dry system
An improved pi ston, injector nozzle, anti -polishing

All existing Mak M20C, M25C, M32C and

ring and a variable inlet-valve timing system.

The engine has operated on this new system for

M43C engines can be adapted to meet the future
IMO II-standards.
T he retrofit costs amount to 15 to 25 per cent of
new e ngine costs.

The wet system
Based on water- and heavy-fuel emubions and is
referred co as a micro-em ul sion.
In the dry system, rhe Miller principle is

1le

The Wartsila Sulzer four-stroke medium-speed

incorporated with the so-ca lled Variable Inlet

engines of the ZA40 type with a 400 mm bore and

Valve Closing or VIC-system.

a 480 mm stroke, the ZA 40 A type with a 4 00
mm bore and a 560 mm stroke have been tested

The system works using a hydraulic system

for important improvements regarding emission

between cam roller and rhe push rod .

reduction.
Two systems have been installed for trials .

...

TDC

The mode of operation of the Miller principle for

Valve closing retarded

I
I
I

Wartsila Sulzer ZA 40 engines.

~
I

I
I

II

At conventionaI full engine load, the throttle valve B 1s open,

I
I

the oil can flow freely, and the push rod moves according to
the cam lobe and cam height.

----------4---------

At low loads, the throttle valve 1s closed by a control air

1

system, which results 1n the closing of the inlet valve. The

I
I

I

inlet valve is opened 1n the normal way by the increase in oil

II

pressure and the inlet valve c loses at the correct time, the
bottom.

II

VIC 1s built on the engine and no external mechanical system

I

is necessary.
BDC

A simple automation system 1s used for control air.

Delayed timing

1111s can be simply placed in existing engines.

for improved smoke behaviour at low load

...

2.50 . . - - - - - - - - . - - ~ - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
-

Soot emissions of a standard engine compared to the
'dry' system of Wartsila for Sulzer ZA 40 medium-

Standard engine
Smoke optimized injector
new TOP. VIC = dry

speed engines running on H.F.O ..

Clearly shown are the large differences between zero loads
to approximately 70%.
After this, there is no improvement!

~
§

1.50 1-----------+-+---'---+---l-----+---+--+---+-----+--

c
Q)

"'0

~ 1.00 l----+-+ - + - - ' ! ~-+----,---+-----11-- - ' - - - +--+-----1

~

u:

0.00 '-----'------'- - - - - - - - - ' - - ----'--- - ' - - - - - - - '
70
90
100 110
10
20
40
50
80
30
60
0
Engine load (%)
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Where T I is the highest temperature in the process,

Example 3
The Wartsila 32 series.
In this series, the objective was ro reduce nitrogenoxide emissions while retaining a high efficiency.
This is difficult from :i phy,ic, point of view as,

that is, rhe maximum combustion tem pera ture
with T 2 being the lowest temperature, the exhaustgas temperatu re.

in theory; an interna l co mbul>tion engine achi eves

Improvements.
For rhe Warrsila 32 engines, this entailed rhe

high efficiency with a high compression ratio

following.

and the highest possible maximum combustion

High compression ratio.

temperarure.
Carnot shows this.

New fuel-injection technique.
ew injecto r nozzle.

T -T

ew valve riming; the Miller princi ple.

Efficiency Carnor = ~

l ncreascd turboblower pressure rati o.
The SPEX cha rgi ng-air system for both in -line

1

and V-engincs .

..

ppm@15% O,

(g/kWh)

o~--- - ----------------------~ 1200

Wartsila 32 performances.

0
Clearly shown 1s that the fuel consumption is lowest in the

0u,_

economy' type and the NOx emissions are lowest in the

.2

·emission' type.

1000

~
C:

a.

::::---...,

-4

710 ppm

E
::,
(I)

C:

8

-6

t----- - -

'

800
NO,
600

SFOC

0
z

400

200
-12 L - - -- - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - ' 0
Wiirtsilil 32
Wilrtsilil 32
Vasa 32LN
Fuel: LFO
Economy optimized Emission optimized

..

Traditional versus MIiier timing

A comparison of the traditional valve timing and

6
Same compression & flnng

Miller valve timing.

pressure with traditional
and Miller liming.

5

Horizontal: The number of crank degrees.

I

Vertical:

Left:

The pre-charge pressure 1n bar.

Right:

The air temperature.

4
• - • Cyl p. Standard t1m1ng
Cyl p, Miller timing
• - · Cyl T. Standard timing
Cyl T, MIiier t1m1ng

~ 3

~

Cl.

2
Ca 15 ' C lower temp at

Red dotted hne: cylinder temperatures, traditional valve

compression start => ca 50 °C
lower compression end-

t1m1ng.
Black dotted line: cylinder pressures, traditional valve timing.
Red line:

cyl nder temperatures, Miller valve timing.

Black hne:

cylinder temperatures, Miller valve timing.

0-+---.----,----,---,----,----,---+40
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350

The graph shows that the pressure 1n the cylinder in the

It is also shown that the irntial compression temperature for

Miller system is higher than that of traditional valve timing.

the Miller system is lower than that of the traditional system.

Obtaining this high pressure requires approximately a 0.6 bar

This results in a 50

ternp, with MIiier timing.

·c lower final compression temperature.

higher pre-charge pressure.
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l'
The difference in the valve timing of the inlet valve
between the traditional system and the Miller system.

Horizontal: The number of crank degrees.
TDC - Top Dead Centre.
BDC - Bottom Dead Centre.

The graph shows that with the Miller system, the inlet valve
closes earlier. just before the bottom dead centre (BDC) of
the piston.

Conventional versus Miller timing

-

....

Miller -1---- - -

Q)

>

~

0
TDC

90

180
BDC

270

360

450

TDC

22.11 New developments:
the Hercules project

540

630

720 CA (deg)

BOC

consumption and at the same tine decreases
the carhon-dioxide em issions. Maintenance
costs arc also reduced. Th is project shou ld be

This is an extensive project with as objective;

ready between 2010 and 2020.

further optimisation of the modern internal
combustion engine.
A large numbe r of companies and institutes

Clea rl y, this requ ires technical improvements ro
the engine.

arc involved in this project; each has their own

Extremely hi gh cyl inder pressures.

expertise in the engine field. Collectively the

Improved combustion.

participants have approximately 80% of global

Special turboblowers with severa l pressure

turnover in the medium-speed four-stroke and
low-speed two-stroke crosshead engines branch.

ste ps.
A diesel engine with an ex haust-gas boiler

The project is supported by the European

producing steam fo r the steam-turbine genser.

Commission and the Swiss authorities.

Emission-reductio n systems with water in t he
combustion chamber.

Hercules is the abbreviation for H igh Efficiency

Emission-reduction systems with exha ust-gas

R & D on Combustion with Ultra Low Emissions

rec ircu latio n.

for Ships.

A few pro ject objectives
Drastic reduction of pollutant e missions and
dirt particles in exhaust gases.
lmprovcments in the total efficiency and
reliability of the engine. This reduces fuel

172

Emission-reduction systems using posttrea rment out~i de the engine.
Reduction of the driving-gear fr iction in the
engine.
A diesel engi ne with elaborate elect ron ic
controls for o ptimal comb ustion-process
control.

CH22

IYear 2010 IYear 2020

Hercules V1s1on

~

-3%

-5%

The Hercules project

Reduct1:m of NOx (Relative to IMO 2000 standard)

-30%

-60%

goals to 2020.

Reduction of other emission components (PM, HC)

-20%

-40%

Improvement in engine reliability

+20%

+40%

Reduct,on of time to market

-15%

-25%

-10%

-20%

1Reduction

1

of fuel consumption and CO2 emissions

i Reduction in lifecycle cost

1

I

I

Year 2007
Targets

BAT IS (2003)

-1ercule,, OtJ1et:t1ve

IYear 2010

~

Targets

Reduct on of fuel consumption and CO 2
emIssIcns

2-stroke: 170 g/kWh
4-stroke: 175 g/kWh

-1%

-3%

Reduction of NOx (Relative to IMO 2000
standard)

IMO 2000 limits (g/kWh)
N < 130 rpm
17
45 x (rpm)-0.2 130 < N < 2000 rpm
N > 2000rpm
9.8

-20%

-30%

-5%

-20%

\PM,HC)

< No limits for marine engines >
Visible smoke limit FSN 1.1
Opacity 20%

Improvement in engine reliability

18,000 hours to overhaul of major components

+10%

+20%

Reduction of time to market

5 Years

-10%

-15%

Reduction In lifecycle cost
lrnt,al cost
Fuel/lub-oil cost
- Mamtenance

< Costs depend on engine size >

0%
-1%

-1%
-3%
-6%

Reducbon of other emission components

ENGINE EMISSIONS

The improvements to
2010,

I,

-

-

-4%

The ten items chosen for
WP1 Extreme design parameters

WP 2: Advanced Combustion Concepts

WP 3: Multistage/Intelligent turbocharg,ng

WP4: Turbo-compound I hot engine

WP6: Emission reduction methods
(internal-water)

WP?; Emission reduction methods
(internal-Exh. Gas)

WPS: Emissions after treatment

Engine components for extreme output operation (pistons, rings, bearings)

M

specialised studies by

Extreme value engine

L

separate groups.

Combustion models

S

Chemical kinetics models

S

Variable geometry turbocharger

M

Power take-in, take-out systems (Integration motor/generator/turbocharger)

M

Multistage intercooled turbocharger

M

Composite structures for hot-engine

L

Engine compounding systems and components (boilers, TG, TCS)

S

Direct water injection system

M

Inlet air humidification system

S

Control systems for above

S

Exhaust gas recIrculatIon system

M

PM measuring techniques

S

In-service emissions monitoring system

S

Non-Thermal Plasma Technology

L

Wet Scrubber Technology

M

------- ------- ------- ------- --1
1---S-M
Full cycle simulation tools

measurement technology

M

Select-cylinder emission
- - -- - - -- -- - -- -------- --+-M
1----- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -engine components (liner, pistons, rings, bearings, inJection)
Low friction

friction engine
1WP9 Reduced
WP11 Adaptive engine

In-service monitoring system for cylinder and lub feed rate adjustment

S

Low friction engine

M

Onboard engine electronics

S-M

Timespan: Short= S, Medium = M, Long= L
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Fuel and lubricating-oil consumption of larger
engines with a large number of running hours
forms the most important cost factor. The fuel
and lubricating-oil consumption of this
two-stroke RTA 96 C crosshead engine in a
large container ship is huge and costs millions
of euros each year.

DIESEL ENGINES

PART 11

23.1 Introduction

Other Fluids and

Fuel and lubricating-oil consumption involves high
Downtime and
Associated Costs
Purchase Price and
Associated Costs

costs. The fuel and lubricating-oil costs of ships
or diesel-driven power plants constitute between

40 and 70% of the rota! exploitation costs.
Obviously, this is dependent on, for instance, the
number of operating hours, engine category, and
depreciation (writing-off) of the plant, personnel
expenses, maintenance, and insurance.
aturally, harbour dues, towing and pilotage costs
are also important. Costs involved for ships sailing

.&

through the Suez or Pan ama canals amount to

An overview from Caterpillar.

€ 100,000 or more (one-way only! ).
The total runrnng costs of a diesel engine in its hie-span of
between 10 and 25 years.
Here fuel costs alone amount to 75%1

23.2 Diesel-engine efficiency
Dependent on engine type and the cylinder volume,

..

the efficiency varies from

:!:

25 to 50%.

Small four-stroke high-speed diesel engines in

Over-all shipping costs.

category I have an efficiency of over 30%, and the

There are many cost factors in shipping:

a n effi ciency of over 50%.

large two-stroke low-speed crosshead engines have
Shaft power
_
Fue 1 power

-

interest and amortisation on purchase costs;

-

insurance;

-

maintenance and repairs;

-

quay and pilot dues:

-

fuel and lubricating oil;

-

canal and locks dues;

-

crew;

Shafr power can be m easured with a torsion

-

loading/discharging.

meter placed on the output shaft. It can a lso be

Efficiency is equal to:

23.3 Shaft power in kW or MW

measured with the engine formula where the mean
One cost factor is considerable: the cost of fuel and

induced pressure is measured by an indicator.

lubricants. This is the largest cost factor for ships that
travel long distances; between 40 and 70% of all costs.

·..I!..
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Levelised unit cost split

CALCULATING FUEL AND LUBRICATING-OIL CONSUMPTION

Total lifecycle cost (MEUR)
200
180
160

29 %

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Fuel cost

O&M cost

Capital cost

Derating

ISO

Ageing/ Load

j.

At present, this is performed with an elect ronic

23.4 Specific fuel consumption

measurement system where all the data from

Wartsila.

rhe engine formul a arc directly processed to an

At present, rhis is the standard unit for fuel

effective cylinder output and consequently the

consumption and is indicated by grams per kW

shaft power for all the cylinders, so the entire

hour, or g/ kWh.

engine.
In practice, these mean induced pressu res are
measured for engines in ca tegories ll1 and IV.
The fuel power is equal to: mass fue l in kg/sec x
calorific value of the fuel in kj /kg.
kg
kJ
kJ
Fuel power= - x -k = = kW
sec
g sec

An overview of

The total costs of a diesel
power plant. The fuel costs
are 58%.

Some values
The specific fuel consu mption varies from
approximately 240 to 160 grams per kWh ar
100 % load or Maximum Conti nuous Rating
(M .C. R. ), depending on size and rype of engine.
T he ca lorific value of H.F.O. is set at 42.700 kJ/kg

O&M is operation and
maintenance costs.

and t hat of M .D.O. at 43.500 kJ/ kg.

The amount of energy supplied to the engi ne

M an ufact urers of large engines usua ll y provide

in fuel form is set nt 100% . The shaft power

a ca lorific va lue of 42.700 kJ/kg for H .F.O.. T h is

therefore always plays a pa rt in this.

is in accordance with ISO 3046-l lower ca lorific
value, without engine-driven p umps. The tolerance
is+/- 5% and is valid at an 85% load fo r
propulsion engines accord ing to the prope ller law.
Obviously, in practice, the calorific va lue stated on
the bunkering bil l or the fuel specifications should
be used .

A Lemag electronic
pressure sensor, the
Premet XL.

1

2
3
4

pressure sensor
data storage
electric-power plug
pc data cable
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fuel power per second =

Example 1 - Diesel engine category IV MAN- B&W K98 MC 80 , o M.C R.

0.190 x 43,500 2. 2 95 8 kW
3600

be= 160 g/e kWh. H.F.O. Fixed screw.

.

.
shaft power
e ffiCiency =
fuel power

Therefore efficiency _

1

2 2958

= 0.4355 or 43.55%

fuel power= 0.160 x 42,700
E....ampl

= 6832 kJ/hour
per second =

897

Diesel ,,

in£'

c

igor 1

M.D.O. calorific value 43,500 kJ/kg
be= 230 g/e kWh. genset at I 00% M.C.R.

6832
= 1.97 kJ/sec = 1.897 kW
3600

.
l
Therefore efficiency 1.

4

= 0.5271 or 52.7 1%

fuel power per second =

0.230 x 43,500 _
kW
2 779 1
3600
- ·
.

Example 2 - Diesel engine category Ill -

Therefore efficiency

w n.,,la 38 B

I

_
= 0.3598 or 35.98%
2 7791

H.F.O. 85% of M.C.R. controllable-pitc h
propeller

In these examples, the efficiency varies from

be= 173 g/e kWh.

±

fuel power per second =

operating under optrmal circumstances!

0. 173 x 42,700 2.051 kW
3600
.
1
Therefore efficiency - - = 0.4875 or 48.75 %
2.05 1

For a d iesel engine with a large number of running

-:) , riple 3

Diesi · eng ., c

36 to 53%. Note: this appl ies to a new engine

hours and consequentlr increased wear of rhe
parts, the efficiency may be several percent lower!
Due to:
- deficiencies in the fuel injection and
consequently combustion;

e~ o,, II
-

M.D.0. calorific value 43,500 kj/kg
be= 190 g/e kWh, genscr at LOO % M.C.R.

inefficient turbo-blower;
ineffective intercooler;
lower compression due to wear of piston rings
and cylinder liner.

Bypass open between

Waste gate open

load indicator~ 2.8 and 93% of nom. speed

partially

I

450

350

1I

10

BSEF
[kg/kWh]
tol. ± 5 %

-

300
250

I

_/

-

-

--

I

~

23.5 Fuel consumption

---i---

I

~

-

-1--f - -

Fuel gauges in systems usually provide the fuel
quantity in litres and m 3 • To convert from litres

9

...._

to kilograms, the specific mass and the fuel
specifications must be known. The specific mass

8

-

varies from 950 to 1010 kg per m 3 at 15 °C for

I

7

-

I

-

H.EO. and 840 ro 920 for M.0.0..

I

I

for Vee-form engines
(for In-line engines

The lowest specific fuel consumption is usually nor
achieved at full-load, but at approximately 85%

Fuel in kilograms= S

190

BSFC
[g/kWh]
tol. + 3 %

Specific fuel consumption a nd engine load

of full-load.

I

I

[OC]
tol. ± 20 °C

I•

I•

-

400
tEaT

full

185
180

"'

---....,,_

/

I

---.........

I-----

/

Fuel in litres
.fi
f h f
pec1 c mass o t e ue 1

...

_y

175

t-+-

add 2 g/kWh)

170
40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

The specific fuel consumption of a Sulzer ZA 40 S
diesel engine, cylinder power capacity 660 kW at
100% M.C.R, category Ill.

%CMCR
Between 40 and 100% M.C.R., the specific fuel
300

400

500

600

660
kW/cyl
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consumption varies from 177 .5 grams per kWh at 75%
M.C.R. to 185 grams per kWh at 100% M.C.R.

CH23

23.6 Fuel consump tion for
engines in diesel-po wer
plants
Electro-gener ators have a high efficiency of
between 95 a nd 98°10. The higher the power
output of rhe gcneraror, the higher the efficiency.
Dependent on generator load, the fuel
consumption 1s directly proportional to the engi ne
load. Depending on the load of the engine , the
specific fuel consumption seldom varies.

CALCULATING FUEL AND LUBRICATING- Oil CONSUMPTION

A power plant consumes 200,000 kg 1-1.F.O. per
day. There are five diesel generators with a power
output o f 8000 kW. The electrical efficienqr of
the generator is 98%. What is the specific fuel
consumption in g/kWh?
Solutio n
The shaft power of one diesel engi ne is:
8000

_ = 8163 kW.
0 98

The fuel consumption per hour per engine is:

23.6.1 Calculating the fuel consumptio n
and the specific fuel consumptio n
for diesel power plants

200,000 = 1667 kg.
.) X 24
The specific fuel t:0nsumption per kWh is:
1.667,000

8 163

204 grams per kWh.

r
An engine drives a three-phase generator, which
feed\ an extensive elecmciry network with a
step-up transformer where the voltage generated
is transformed to rhar of the power grid. Fo r

23. 7 Fuel consump tion for
propulsio n diesel engines

instance, when 6600-volr is stepped up to
L00,000-volt mains voltage, frequency 50 I lz.
then:

The fuel consu mptio n per unit rime or rhe specific
fuel consumption is nor the only important
factors, but also the fuel consumption per nautical

fuel consumptio n per hour =
supply ga uge reading - re turn gauge reading
number of hours measured
3
The results are denoted e ither in litres or in m per

mile, or tonnage ca rgo per nautica l mile or
kilometre (inland).
Engines in categories Ill and IV often have
electronic measu ring devices, which are connected

hour. Ar the same time the elecrriciry production is
measured a t the main switchboard=
final kWh - initial kWh

to the indicator cock of each cy linder. The
measuring device gives the average induced

number of hours measured
From this calcu lation , rhe specific fuel
consumption can be calculated (be). It is
important to note char the specific mass of the fu el
must be given for the temperature measured at the
fuel gauge.
Specific mass of the bunker fuel is known (often
measured ar 15 °C). This specific mass must be
com-erred for rhe fuel temperature at rhe gauges.

pressure a t a ce rra m RPt-- 1.
The mechanica l efficiency of the engin e is more o r
less fixed: usually 90% for four-s rroke engines and
95% fo r two-st roke e ngines. Therefore rhe mean
effecti ve pressure ca n also be calculated:
p eff. = p ind. x Tl mech.
The shaft power can now be calculated using
the engine formula and measu red RPM. The fu el
consumption per unit rime ca n easi ly be calculated
if bo th an input a nd an output ga uge have been
incorporated in the fuel-supply system. One fuel
gauge is also sufficient if placed before the fuel-

Sm 2 = Sm 1 - Lit x a
Sm 2 = specific mass during measuring
Sm 1 = specific mass from bunkering note
Lit= temperature difference
a= expansion coefficient of rhe fuel

supply system.
The specific fuel consumption is rhen simply
calculated as shown in the previous example.
It is also difficult to measure the mechanical
efficiency. However, using a torsion gauge together
with the fuel consumption , it can be calculated

The amount of fuel per seco nd can now be
calculated in g rams per kWh.

accurately.
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Ir is ad, isable ro perform regular calculati on\
and check if rhe results diverge from previouc;

displacem ents well belO\, the hull velocity.
Thrust is force times the velocity, and the velocity
o f a ship is more or less proporti o nati: to the

cakubrio ns or the prorocol darn provided b,
engine manufac turers. Data provided by engine

propelle r and engine speeds, which means that the
required thrust is the veloc1ry cubed.

manufoc turerc; are gathered from trials and
often under ideal condit ions. They may have a

Therefor e, rhe graph below has a curve ro the
third power.

maximu m deviation of 5 Oro acco rdmg co the

l ,1ptcr

'l/. ',hip p op1

l,uin

project guides of the engi ne concerne d.

~l~ 11~0 (

T h e fuel con ~umptio n per n autica l m i l e or voyage.
It is impo rtant to know that the fuel consump tio n

A slight reduction of rhe c;peed provides a

per unit o f t h e dist ance covered is propo rti o nal to

significa nt decrease in fuel costs.

1

the velocity cubed .

23.7.1 The most econom ical speed

Speed reductio n ro 70% of maximum . The
fuel conc;um ption accordin g to the c une is

Accordin g to th e propelle r law, rhe ship's
resistanc e and therefore the req u ired thrust is

consider ably r educed:

proportio 11aLe Lo the square of the velocity. The
followin g comparis ons pertain to ships with

time unit the fuel co1hump tion has significan tly

...

...

0. 7 1 = 0.343

or

34.3°,o. Therefor e,

for an 1dent1cal

decreased .

A fuel-cons umption curve.

The required engine-p ower output for a certain speed.

horizontal: ship's speed In knots

horizontal: speed 111 nautical miles per hour

vertical: fuel consumption per hour

vertical: required engine output 111 kW

The angle of 1nclinat1on to point C Is a measure of the fuel
consumption per distance. The lowest fuel consumption

Sometimes IncreasIng the output and there'ore the propeller
speed does not necessarily increase the sh p's speed; the

per nautical mile Is shown by the curve to the third power,

maximum hull velocity has been reached

point L.

At 15 nautical miles per hour. the output Is merely 2500 kW;
and ,t subsequently increases rapidly per extra nautical mile
per hour.
When IncreasIng the engine speed. the velocity and required
output increase p1oport1onately: therefore, tho fuel
consumption increases by the power or three.
When reducing the engine speed. the velocity and required
output decrease proportionately, therefore, the fuel

r

consumption decreases by the power of three.

:50

.c

ai

' Wave wall"

Propulsion power

kW

a.

8,000

Ol

""'
.£
C

0

aE

New service point

6,000

::>
en
C

0

u
ai

4,000

::>

u.

0

Ship's speed in knots A = Service speed at 100% M.C.R.
B = Fuel consumption at 100% M.C.R.
C = Service point at 100% M.C.R.
OC = The angle of inclination
L = Lowest fuel consumpt ion In kg/hour/nautical mile
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2,000

0 - + - - - - ~ - - - - - + - - - + -~
10

15

20 knots
Ship speed

Power and speed relat1onsh1p for a 600 TEU container ship
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23.7.2 Consumption for a certain route

data between shi ps sailing this route. The users
exchange information regarding their positions

In the example, speed is reduced by 30%. This

and speed all owing the strength and di rection of

means that it takes

LOO

70

or 1.43 times longer to

currems ro be dete rmined.

cover a certain route.

These data collected by the ships are processed
::ind the re~ulr~ ::ire then 111::idf' :iv:iil:ihle to other

Ultimately, the fuel consumption for the route is

shipping. When new information is received by t he

equal to 1.43 x 0.343 = 0.49 or 49%.
The fuel consumption for the entire route is

system about the route of a certain ship, the results
of the recalculations are transmitted to that ship,

therefore halved at a velocity reduction of 30%

so an alternative route and/or speed can be chosen.

and a 43% longer voyage time.

Apart from the most favourable speed and

The speed ar which the fuel consumption for a

consumption is calculated and relayed.

propeller speed, the estimated expected fuel
certain distance is lowest can be read from the

The YES-system gives t he amount of fue l

graphs available for each specific propulsion plant.

consumed for each voyage in the past, the distance

Minimum consumption is the point where the

ordered and the amount of fuel in shore storage.

tangem meets the curve to the third power. This
tangem has a certain angle with the horizontal:

Vescos, the central Darabank in Copenhagen,

from one porr to t he next, the fuel quantity to be

the slope.

stores all this data. Virtually all variables are taken
into account, fo r instance, calm sea roures or
shallow water routes.

23.7.3 Modern calculation programmes

The YES system also supplies:
harbour information;

The propulsion engine data, the fixed-pitch o r the

safety inst ructions;

controllable-pitch propeller data a nd var ious other

port details;

data concerning the ship as well as the weather
conditions en route allow rhc expected speed and

information for masters and officers.

fuel consumption to be calculated using special
programmes. This in conjunction wi th current
satellite navigation that can accurately provide
the distance covered making the calculations

23.8 Lubricating-oil consumption
and specific lubricating-oil
consumption

increasingly accurate.
The lubricaring-oil consumption of an engine

23.7.4 Sailing schedules

is also important. Nor only regarding rhe

Ships receive a sailing schedule from their shore-

lube oil costs but a lso as a hove-average lubeoil consumption is indicative of engine wear.

based organisations, giving the distances ro be

Increased lubrica ting-oil consumption may be

covered between ports and some extra time
allowing for increasing and decreasing speed. An

caused by:
worn pi ston rings

average speed can be calculated. Using the ship's

Too much lubricating o il remains on

slip table produces a certain RPM.

the cyli nder liner where it is burnt and

23.7.5 Weather routeing

contaminates the exhaust-gas system via the
exhaust va lve. Po ll utant emissions increase.
worn valve stems and ex ha ust va lves in

The SPOS system of Meteo Consult provides the

particular

weather forecast for a certain voyage. On board,

This results in lubricating-oil leakage to the

by calculating alternatives based on, for instance,
wind, sea, swell, ocean-current, ice information,

exhaust system.
scaling leakage of valve cover~, crankcase

the master can optimize voyage planning.

covers.

Maersk Lin es works with the V.E.S.-sys tem ,

when a lubricating-oil separato r is connected

Voyage Effi ciency System.

to the oil system, oil may be lost due co a

This system calculates the most economic

poorly functioning separator. The sludge rank

ship speed and rakes the currents, tides, route

used to collect the soiled discharge from the

information and port related data into account.

lubricating oil system should therefore be

This system allows sharing of ocean-current

regul arly checked.
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leaking lubricarin g-oil cooler
This results in lubricatin g oil leaking into the
cooling-w arer system. In order to prevent
cooling-w ater leakage to the lubricatin g-oil
system, which would cause se\•ere damage to
the engine, the lubricatin g-oil pressure must
always be higher than that of the coolingwater system.

23.8.1 Specific lubricating-oil
consum ption

lubricatin g-oil mass of 950 kg per m I respectively
7.125 to I l.020 litres:
7.900
. .
Per kWh this 1s approx11nately - - - = 0.2 to
34.320
0.3 gram. A small amount.
H ighest level of consumpt ion occurs when there is
leakage at the crankcase covers or at orher seals.
Certain oil consumpt ion occurs durmg shootmg of
the lubricatin g-oil separator, despite the fact that
the lubricatin g oil in the centrifuge bowl I!> first
pumped away before shooting.

This is denored in grams per kWh; litres per hour
at full load is also used frequently .

23.8.2 Choice between a four-stro ke or a
two-stro ke engine

For four-stro ke trunk-pist on engin es specific
lubricatin g-oil consumpt ion is between 0.6 and
1.0 gram per kWh with a comment rhat rhe
actual lubricatin g-oil consumpt ion is dependen t

C> linder lubricatin g-oil consumpt ion 1s one of the
decisive factors when choosing berwecn a fourstroke and rwo-strok e engine. This is on average
15 co 35% per kWh higher for rwo-strok e engines
than the lubricatin g-oil consumpt ion for four-

on operating condition s. This often adds an extra
consumpt ion of 5%.
For two-strok e cr osshcad engines there arc two
types of consumpt ion:

stroke engines.

23.9 Measu ring fuel consum ption

1 cylinder-lu b ri cating oil
This varies from approxim ately 0.8 to 1.4 grams
per kWh and purely denotes consumpt ion.
A part is expelled b) the exhaust gases co the
environm ent or i1. burnt and deposited in the
exhaust-g as S) seem, such as the turbo-blo wers, the

Ir is important to obtam an accurate measurem ent

waste-hea t boiler, if an>, and the silencers.
The ocher part seeps along rhc cylinder liner
around the pisron rod into the scavengin g-air duct
and is drained. This part is regularly checked by
raking measurem ents. The cylinder lubricatin g-

instance, a poorly functionin g engine. This could
be caused by insufficien t fuel atomisati on or a
contamin ated turbo-blo wer providing less air.

of engine-fue l consumpt ion, not onl> from a
financial viewpoint , bur also co establish rhe
specific fuel consumpt ion for compariso n with
previous measurem ents. Ir indicates whether
engine efficiency has reduced as a result of, for

oil supply ro the cylinder lubricator is also
often measured in order ro establish the amount
of cylinder lubricatin g-oil lost along with the
exhaust gases. Remembe r: rhe amount of cylinderlubricatin g oil supplied to the cylinder = amount
of drained cylinder-l ubricating oil+ the amount of
cylinder-l ubricating oil losr in the exhaust gases.
driving-ge ar lubricatin g oil
This consumpt ion is extremely low as the system
is entirely separate from the combusti on section
and is expressed in litres per day at full load
2

(M.C.R.).
11EASURI%
VAN~S
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A MAN-B& W K98 MC engine uses between
7.5 and 11.0 litres of lubricatin g oil per day. The
power output varies from a six-cylind er engine
with 34.320 kW co a rwelve-cy linder engine wirh

A cross-section of a VAF fuel gauge. The rotating rotor
and its four well-sealed vanes must be meticulously

68.640 kW. In grams, chis equals ar a specific

placed in the casing.

•

~

Different types of
fuel gauges ready for
shipping.

~

A dismantled VAF fuel
gauge.
1
2
3
4

The casing
The rotor
The end covers
Thevanes

Fuel-gauge construction
Most fuel gauges comprise a casing with moveable

The gauge is equipped with a pulse transmitter

rotor. The rotor speed can be measured. The rotor

which indicates the amount of fuel that has flowed

with vanes is mounted in a casing with very little

through.

clearance. The inflowing fuel rotates the rotor and

The fuel gauge is also provided with a temperature

continues its path towards the engine.

transmirter that can be remotely read .
~

A large fuel gauge. This
may be installed in a
supply line on a bunker
boat delivering bunkers to
a receiving vessel.

A

The casing. Note the manner in which the fuel flows
through the partitions.
The shape of this patented casing ensures that the
measurement is very accurate. even at minimal flow.

~

The rotor of this large fuel
gauge.

A filter with a mesh size detailed by the
manufacturer should be fitted before the fuel
gauge.

When the temperature difference is not
compensated, the deviation is 2.5 °/4, of the
amount of ci rculating fuel. [n this instance 2.5 %
of 20m3 is 0.5 m3 or 500 litres!

Measuring fuel consumption with several
quantity gauges.
Fuel systems are often equipped with inlet and
outlet lines. Small engines in categories I and II

The measuring deviation in fuel consumption is:
5500000

X

lQQo/o = 1Qo/o

often have simple systems with a supply system.
Temperature difference= t.T = T -T,e, (°C)
ln heavy-fuel oi I systems, where the supplied
fuel is maintained at a certain temperature,
the temperature of the return fuel is often
considerably lower. This means tha t the fueltemperature difference must be taken inro account
when calculating the correct fuel consumption

Expansion= iw, = j x t.T (%)
Corrected fuel amount is:

Qcor =

Qmel.\urcment

).

l + .....!!!!...

100

An example
A diesel engine with H.F.O. consumes 5 m3 per
hour and has a fuel circulation of 20 111 3 per hour,
the temperature difference between the fuel supply

and return is 25°C.

Herc T,e,
= l5°C
Qmeasurement = measured amount
J
= expansion coefficient in %

~

Fuel Consumption Monitor

-

~___.. """'"'"''"'"'
Ships
log

The 'Unifuel' fuel system of, amongst others, engine
manufacturer MAN-Diesel.

GPS
Three flow meters for measuring heavy-fuel oil; flow meters
A, Band C.
Example of economic speed.

ViscoSense
Sensor

Mixing
Tank

(]
Feeder
Pump

---t*J--

Booster
Pump

Flowmeter C
PT100

-EJ 1~
Heater

r-

Q

JS

Engine

Flow~ }
PT100

-

Flowmeter B
PT100
Engine

Fuel measurements ia the 'Uni fuel' systems.
One of the fuel supply systems is used for the
main engine and auxiliary engines. This requires
three fuel gauges: one for the roral amount of fuel
supplied, one for the supply of fuel to the auxiliary
engine(s) and one return gauge for the auxiliary
engines.

Total ship economy
25,000 - - - - - - - ~ - ---'' - - ~ - - -

20,000

-

Income

-

Total costs

-

Profit

[7

Most ships operate in
this area, which is well
below the maximum
profit area.

15,000-'----"--

iu'

:::)

!fl

5,000

L

0

There is often a temperarure difference: 145 - 70
= 75° C between the fuel supplied (cold section)
and the fuel supplied after the heat exchanger
(hot section). Therefore, all three measurements
must be meticu lously adjusted with respect co
temperature co avoid large deviations in actual

A

fuel consumption.

An example of the costs for a certain ship per day in

-5,000 + - - - r - - - ~ - - - r - - - - - 1 - - - , -14
16
18
20
10
12
Mean service speed (knots)

$ U.S.

As the fuel temperature flucruates slightly during
operation, temperature corrections should
be made constantly. fn this way an accurate
measurement of the fuel consumption for all the
engines supplied with fuel via the 'Unifuel' system
is obtained.

Speed dependent
costs
Speed independent
costs

- L - - - - - L -- ~

~ 10,000

Consumption main engine= total supplied
amount of fue l - (supply auxiliary engines - return
auxiliary engines)

-

~
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23.10 Fuel consumption
measured in trials
Measuring the fuel consumption, and
consequently the specific fuel consumption,
accurately is best done during the obligarory rests
for acceptance of the engine.
H ere the engine is loaded with a water brake.
The test data a re performed in accordance with
regulations, and rhe results a re a solid basis for
calculating and comparing the operative engine of
a ship or a diesel-power plant. It should be noted

&
One of the largest diesel engines being tested; the
'blue' water brake is being used as a load.
This is a Wartsila Sulzer RT Flex 96 C.

Note the size 111 relat1onsh1p to the e1g1neers!
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that the enginC' lo;id in a diesel-power plant can be
measured very accurately by means of an electric
generaror.
This is not the case in ship propulsion.
\ \ , ,tt l 1 pter 19, ~h,p pr ,p.il ,on 111J
( 11pter D, Rq~ul.1t1ons f ,r pn,pul,mn tn 11 s,

Li ss1'iL 1t1011, r p.11r 111d d n1.1

'<-
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23.11 The oil - price development
The price of crude oil is and has traditiona lly been
calculated in U.S. dollars per ba rrel (159 litres).
The barrel price was below twenty dollars in the
1970~ ~nd i ~ pre~en tl y over one hundred dollars!
This price is dependent nor onl y on suppl y
and demand but a lso on political and financia l
scenarios.

T
The price development of
c rude oil in $ U.S. per
barrel (159 litres) between
1950 and January 2008.

The price development of crude oil in $ U.S. per barrel
between 1950 and January 2008.
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Auxilia~ syste s:

It is necessary that large
diesel-engine plants
on ships and in power
plants have centrifuges
or centrifugal separators
installed to clean fuel
and lubricating oil.
The use of a modern
automatic centrifuge
is imperative given
today's inferior
heavy-fuel oil quality.
Shown is a cut-away
Westfalia separator.
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24. 1 Introduction

wa ter a nd fuel is greatest, thus facilitati ng the
sep aration.

C lea ning fuels and lubricating oils is crucial fo r
o ptimal a nd long-life o pe ration of diesel engines.

N everth eless, t his docs nor suffice for the

Fuels, especia lly inexpensive H.F.O., contain various
conraminanrs th at are detrimenral to the fuel

clean ing of heavier fuels such as H. F.O. Adequate
clean ing is achieved with t he use of centrifuges

syste m a nd cause problems w hen injected in the

o r separators; t he centrifuga l force is a decisive

combustion space.

facror.

Lubricating o il is the ' bl ood ' of the eng ine
a nd serves many purposes. The qu a lity of

~ee .11,o l haprer &. I uc',. IL e 1-lmc ,~ ~rem, .ind

t he c ircula ting lubricating o il is vi ra l. M a ny

de.111iPg fu,·I~.

combustion a nd corrosion p roducts a re absorbed
by o r carried in the lubricating-oil syste m a nd
mus e be removed in time to prevent severe da mage
to the e ngine.

24.3 The principle of centrifugal
separators
W hen solid or liqu id p a rticles are carried in a

24.2 Fuels

solution t hat is und er the infl uence of a centrifugal
force, they w il l assume a consta nt speed after

T he fo llowing po ints a re important fo r
'con tamina nt free' fuel oi l:
- Ensure that the fue l ta nks are clean and have

some time.
This phenomenon is known as separation speed,
a lso referred to as Sroke's Law:

n o conde nsa tion.

A drain a t t he lowest point of the ta nk is o nly
useful when periodically used.
Bunke r fuel at well-kn own firms with a regula r
t urn over.
Fuel ha s ro comply with minimum
req uirements. Thi s is usua ll y o ffic ially
organised when bu nkering large q u a ntities.

s.m .d - s .m.v ) xg
Vg = d 2 ( ---"---~
18 X T\
Vg
d

= dia meter of a pa rticle in metres

s.m.d = specific mass for a particle in kg per m 3
s.m.v = specific mass of the liquid in kg per m3
= gravi tation al acceleration in met res per
g

H owever w hen re fu elling sma ll a mo unts as
w ith, fo r instance, yachts, it is ass umed that

velocity in metres per second

Tl

sec2
= viscosity in 10-3 per metres second

'things are a ll right'.
ln wintertime or in cold regions additives a re

From the form ula, the fo llowing assumptions can

a dded to fu els to prevent the para ffins in the

be ma de:
the separation of solid particles from the liquid

fuel fro m coagulating. Th is wo uld clog the fuel
-

filte rs a nd stop the e ngine.

is dependent on the specific mass of both rhe

From the sma llest engines ro the largest

pa rticles and the liq uid;
rhe la rger t he di ffe rence between rhe specific

crosshead engines, proper fuel filter s a re
c rucial. They must be regula rl y cha nged, or

masses, the mo re com plete t he separation;

manu a lly o r a uroma tically back-fl ushed; this is

t he lower t he specific mass of the liquid, the

dependent on engine size.

greater the separation.

Sma ll diesel-engine plants often have a simple
wate r separator and a magnet, ro which the
iron particles a dhere.
Duplex filters are a lso useful in sma ll engines.

24.4 Separation in a settling tank

O ne fi lter is operational while the other fi lte r

This is limited as sp ecific mass d iffere nce alone

is cleaned fo r use w hen th e operatio na l filter is

aids sepa ration. ln the following assu mption,

contamina ted.

a pa rticle is 8 microns= 8 x Io-6 metres.

ln la rger insta lla tions, settling ta nks a re also

The specific mass difference s.m.d - s.m.v = 50 kg

used. In settling ta nks, w ate r a nd impurities

per m 3 •

a re separated from the fu el oil and drained

The viscosity Tl = 10-3 kg per met re second in

off. ln hea vy-fu el o il syste ms, the contents of

accord ance with Stokes law:
Vg = 1,75 x 10-6 metres per second.

the settling ta nks a re heated ro a temperature
a t wh ich the specific mass diffe rence bet ween
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This velocity is very low! Fuel must rherefore
remain in the settling tank for a significa nt time in
order to achieve a basic separario n. Fuel, especially
heavy-fuel oi I, is heated to a certain temperature
in order to crea te the largest possible specific mass
differences and so improve the separati on.

A UXILIARY SYSTEMS: FU EL A ND LUBRICATING-OIL SEPARATORS

On average, the separation force of centrifuges is
6000 times larger than tbat in settling tanks!
Adequately funct ioning centrifuges are imperative
in pro perl y cleaning fu els and lubricating oils
in larger installations/diesel engines. N aturall y,
extremely fine pressure fi lters, either automaticall y
back-flushing or manual, are a lso used in both
instances.

24.5 Separation with a centrifugal
separator
24.6 Types of separators
Stokes law reads:

d2

X

~p

x g.
I 8Tl
The acce leratio n g is conscam, as rhe cenrri fuge
rorares at a conscam speed.
The fo rce exerted on a particle in the centrifuge is
related co the engine speed (the a ngul ar velocity)
and the radius to t he centre of the centri fuge.
The la rger the centrifuge's diameter and the higher
the engi ne speed, the greater the fo rce exerted on
rhe pa rricle:

a =r xro2
a = accelerati ng fo rce
r = radius to the centre
w = angu la r velocity.

Essentiall y, th ere a re rwo types of sepa ra tors:
Clarifiers: fo r the sepa ration of solid pa rticles
fro m rhe fu el o r lubricating oil.
2 Purifi ers: for the se paratio n of solid pa rticl es
and warer from the fue l o r lubricating o il.

"

A standard c larifier of A lfa Laval.

The untreated oil is supplied by a fixed pipe to the centre of

In accordance with Stokes law:
g = r ro 2

the bowl.
This untreated oil flows into the rapidly rotating bowl or drum.

d2 X ~p
1
V=-- - x r xro-

The dirt particles are separated and collected in the

rro2
V = Vg = -

The cleaned oil Hoats to the surface in the drum and is

l 8T\

peripheral space, the sludge space.

g

rro2

Z =-

g

X

Vg

X

z

discharged at 2.
The bottom of the bowl periodically drops. After the bowl is

=accelerating force

emptied, the bowl is high-pressure cleaned with water.
Subsequently, the bowl supplied with water from 3 1s closed.

pl
In rhe settling ra nk, Vg was 1.75 x 10-6 metres per
second. Assuming rhar in rhe centrifuge:
R = 0.2 metre. RPM n = 5000.
I

;t X 11

TT X

w=----:fcl =
Z= r x ro

g
V = Vg X

2

5000
30

= 0,2 x :

2

x 5000

2

JO- X 9.8 [

z=

1.75

X

10-6

X

5.6

= 5600
X

10-3 = 0.98

X

10-2

Therefore, the ratio of the sepa ration fo rce in the
centrifuge to char in the settling ta nk is:
, 0.98 X 10 l
Ratio= 1.
x
5600.
75 10 6
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24.6.1 Interface

T
The Purifier of Alfa Laval.

The interface is crucial for the operation of the
centrifuge, as an equilibrium must be c reated
between the various liquids in the rotating bowl.

...

I

I

1

2

3

contammated-01/ supply
c/ean-01/ discharge
water discharge

32 1 23

I I 11111111

ii l ii

A cross-section of half a
separator bowl showing
the radius for liquids.

f L tla-t"tti--t-191
fH

191-tt+_++-. _..

rL = radius to clean-oil
discharge
r1-1 - radius to water
discharge
r5 = radius to interface with
water

H erc the radius between the bowl and the va rious
liquid interfaces and the specific masses of the
liquids are the decisive factors.
The liquid pressure in the bowl is expressed as
follows:

p = liquid pressure
ro = angular velocity
p = specific mass
r0 = inner radius of the liquid
r = outer radius of the liquid

All the larger modern purifiers arc self-clcanmg.
Self-cleaning is performed as follows. The
contaminated oil supply and water supply is
closed, the bowl is emptied so there 1s no more
dirty oi l present. Then the bowl 1s cleaned, b>
'shooting'. The bottom drops, which allows the
so lids to be di charged at great force through
g rooves in rhe o uter bowl. The bowl closes, the
water supply opens and then the contammared -oil
supply opens. After a large amount of water has
been discharged at opening (3 ), the equilibrium
between warer and 01I is restored.

Limits for conventiona l purifiers
Fuels with a specific mass of maximum 99 1 kg
per m 3 at 15 °C.
Optimal performance is dependent on the
correct specific gravity disc, which corresponds

24.6.2 Purifiers
These sepa rate both impurities and water from rhe
fuel oil.
The separation line between both liquids (oil and
water) is ca lled the interface.

co t he average density, the viscosity, the desired
capacity, and the temperature of the fuel oil.
Checking and mounnng of the specific-gravity
disc is time-consumi ng and often done by 'trial
and error'. If the incorrect gravity disc 1~ used,
the water seal breaks and fuel oil is discharged
via the water out put co t he contam inated-oil
a nd sludge rank.
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A ~econ<l purifier placed in series is required ro
emure char rhe fuel 1s proper!) cleaned. This
clarifier works as a kind of safcry ncr. The
1mpurines nor yer separated 111 the purifier are
removed from rhe fuel w1rh rh1s srep. I lere the
maximum specific mass of 991 kg per m I at

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. FUEL AND LUBRICATING -OIL SEPARATORS

24.7 New separat ors by
Alfa Laval
'cw rypes of separators h,we been developed to
clean fuels with a high specific mass.
ln'erlaco
sens,t vay

I 5 °C abo applies.

GmV1tyd1sc
nsi.ffic1ency

24.6.3 Clarifiers
Limits for comcnrion al clarifiers
The ma111 problem, with the clean111g of fuels,
irrespect1\'e of demiry, are fuel-oil losses and
,, arer-<l1sch,1rge lamir.uions. \X1hen ,1 cenmfuge
has been arr,rnged a~ a clarifier, during ,homing/
clean111g of rhe clarifier, no \\ arcr 1, supplied ro
displace rhc oil and only warer and impuriries are
remmed, ,o all rhe fuel Oil pre,enr" discharged.
This cenmtugc rype, Llarifier, does nor remove
w.ner because the warer discharge 1s closed and
can onl} be remmed with rhe sludge during
shooting.
Pl,1ce<l 111 series w1d1 .1 purifier (water and <l1rt)
an<l a ,ubsequenr cl.rnfier (rema in111g din), 1t is a
useful rypc of separacor.

Punfi r
proo

,ca

,.,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ rel

'

dent

960

99

PURIFIER

PURIFIER -+ CLAAIF-IEA
10

'

ALCAPFOPX

•

The working areas of various Alfa Laval centrifugal
separators.
horizontal: specific density of the fuel 111 kg per m3
vertical: sens1tiV1ty of the interface.
reduced functioning of the gravity disc.
The punfier functions adequately to approximately 960 kg per

m3.
The combination of punt,er and clarifier ,s sufficient to
approximately 991 kg per m 1.
The new Alcap FOPX of Alfa Laval functions to approximately

1010 kg per m1

.. -- ..,_
.. .... ...___
_ -.
___

.....-·· ·-·-· · -· ...·-_· ··_.··

.
..

Watero11tlct
closed

r-

...
The working principle of a conventiona l clarifier.
Contaminated oil enters the centre of the bowl. The dirt and
the water are collected ,n the sludge space (pt;nphery) of the
bowl and are removed penodically by dropping the inner
bottom. The clean oil Is discharged via a disc stack. Here a
stationary rotor ,s placed. which pumps the 011 from the
separator. The dirt particles are easily separated between the
conical discs ,n the bowl. The vertical perforations ensure a
proper distribution of the contaminated 01I. Without these
discs 111 the disc stack. separation would take much IL'flger.
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840

Fuel density kg/m1 at 15 ' C

960

970

991

840

Fuel density kg/m' at 15 "C

960

970

A

A

A graph indicating interface position's sensitivity.

A graph for the capacity of the gravity disc.

As shown, interface sensitivity (deteriorating operation)

As shown, the capacity of the gravity disc decreases

increases significantly over 960 kg per m 3 .

991

s.gnrticantly above an approximate specific gravity of 950 kg
per 1113.

24.7.1 'Alcap '-technology by Alfa Laval

A measuring device MT 50 Jett:l:l~ the waler

content in the fu el. At an unacceptable increase in
Contaminated pre-heated fuel oil is fed

water content, the clarifier is triggered to initi ate

continuously to the 'S' type separator, which
essentially functions as a clarifier. Clean fuel oil is

an a utomatic discharge of the water via a water
dra in controll ed by a magnetic va lve.

continuously pumped away. When separated water

When shooting the sludge - discharging the dirt -

approaches the disc stack, rraces of water start to

the contaminated-fuel suppl y is closed and the fuel

esca pe with the cleaned oil. This minor increase in
water conrent of the cleaned oil is detected by the

remaining in the bowl is displaced by the supply
of water and discharged to the clean-fuel supply.

transducer MT 50, which is installed in the clean-

The separator is cleaned at great force.

oil outlet. Sludge and water accum ulate at the

So in princip le, this centrifuge is a clarifier with an

bowl periphery. When separated water reaches the

automatic water drain !

dirty disc stacks, traces of water escape with the
clean-oil Aow m the clean-oil outlet.

T

T

The Alcap technology I.

The Alcap technology II.

Low free-water in the fuel. The water discharge opens

Higher free-water content in the fuel. The measuring device

automatically as soon as the water content carried 1n the

detects more 'free' water in the clean fuel and opens the

clean oil is above a preset limit.

water discharge via the process controller.

l
\
Sludge
and water

Water
transducer

Water
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STEP ONE: The CentnShoot discharge sllde IS
1xed at the centre. During separation 1t blocks the
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STEP TWO: During sludge discharge, the edge of

the slide flexes downward. exposing the ports.

dscharge ports.

STEP THREE: After d1<;eharge, the slide moves

gently back into pos1t1on, closing the ports. Closing
is done hydraulically, without any springs.

"

~

Construction of an S-separator of Alfa Laval.

Opening and closing the bowl by moving the flexible
inner bottom.
Normally. the water pressure, ma1nta1ned by the centrifugal

1

electromotor

2
4

belt
beanng with special spnngs for a flexible drive
bowl

s

cas111g

6

sludge and water discharge

3

:orce, keeps the bottom closed 1n top position. When
opened. the bottom drops slightly.
,.._ _ contam1na\ed 011
cleaned-oil outlet

paring tube, pumps out the fuel 011

Cen:nl.ock IOCk nng

sealing ring

Moveable bottom
(discharge slide)
A

A cross-section of the S-separator.

6

"

The Alcap technology Ill.

'

The Alcap technology IV.

The water is discharged.

'Shooting' of the separator to remove the solids. The
contaminated fuel 1s returned, water displaces the remaining
fuel and the bowl opens which causes the sludge to be
discharged

l

Transducer

: ~-·.:.:
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0

0

0

I

EPC 50 control un,t

0-E):-:t>-¢-'<3::;::>

Un1reeted

oi,nlet

0,(

0

return

-------·

Opt,onal

Opening water
wa1er1nktt

water outlet
Closing water

S-separato, system

e

Sludge outlet to sludge tank
Of sludge ""'10VBl lot

A

The complete flow diagram of an Alfa Laval
S-separator.

a
Pre-heater. pre-heats the fuel to the separator
temperature; for heavy at! often just below 100 °C (the
boiling point of water), approximately 98 °C.

9

3

Temperature transmitter measures the temperature and

1o

4

signals the process-control urn/.
Fuel-pressure transmitter measures the fuel-supply
pressure and signals the process-control un,t.

2

'Y
The new lock rings of the
Alfa Laval seperator: a
simple flexible steel stnp,

5

fixed with hexagonal
socket screws.
6

A sledge hammer to obtain

7

Pneumatically controlled three-way valve controls the
contaminated fuel to the separator or to the recirculation
pump line.
Process-control un,t regulates the seperator.
Pressure transmitter. measures the discharge pressure
of the cleaned fuel and signals the process-control unit.

Transducer continuously monitors the water content in
the cleaned fuel. Ensures that the separator 1s
function,ng correctly. A water surplus, shoot!

Feed pump for contaminated fuel.

Control valve, regulates the discharge pressure of the
clean fuel.

Pneumatically controlled shut-off valve. Closes the
clean-fuel outlet.
11 Solenoid valve for water discharge which regulates the
supply of separator water and conditioning water in the
drum/bowl.
12 Separator, removes the solids and water from the fuel.
13 Water-pressure transmitter measures the water pressure
in the drain outlet and signals the control unit.
14 Oram valve, magnet valve, opens when the water 1s
drained from the seperator.

the correct mark and a
special nng spanner belong
to the past.

Threaded tock rings must be removed with a
sledge hammer. Over time. metal-to-metal wear
between bowl and lock nng, leads to expensive
bowl repair or replacement

Centrilock can be only removed with an Allen key.
No sledge hammer is necessary.

196

Centrilock lifts out and snaps in easily - without any
threads to wear
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24.8.2 Rule of thumb: the lower the
capacity the cleaner the fuel!

24.8 Effects of separators
Ar presenr, heavy-fuels conrain residues of
caralysr~ used during the refining process, rhe

This is why most separators have a far higher

so-called car fines.
These aluminium oxides can cause severe damage

capacity rhan the maximum fuel consumption.

to a fuel -injection system, such as, rhe high-

their maximum capacity.

Separators always only operate at a percentage of

pressure fuel pumps and injectors. T hey can
also damage rhe remainder of the engine via rhe

24.8.3 Cat fines content

combusrion space.
T hese must be removed fro m rhe fu el by the

According to the ISO 821 7 regulations, the

separa tor as efficiently as possible.

maximum car-fines conrenr may amount to
80 pans per mill ion (ppm ). H owever, engine

24.8.1 Separation enhancing factors

manufacturers require, if possible, a maximum
conrent of l 5 ppm. This makes it necessary ro

fuel remperarure in rhe separaror;

red uce the cat-fines content in the fuel from 80
to 15 ppm. Separators are capable of separating

-

viscosity in rhe separator;

particles as small as 2 microns.

-

feed rate of the separator;

-

use of rhe disc stack;

-

specific mass of fuel and wate r;

-

siLe and number of the solid particles in rhe

The following facrors oprimise separation:

'unrreared' fuel;
-

amounr of water in 'untreated' fuel;

-

chemical properties of fuel oil.

24.9 Examples of cleaning
systems for lubricating oil,
fuel , sludge and bilge water
On board ships and in diesel-power plams, there
are two main suppliers of scpararors: Alfa I a va l, a
Swedish firm wirh its well-known blue machine ry,
and Westfalia, a German fi rm wirh its well-known
green machinery.
Bo th supply an elaborate program of systems and
machinery for trcarment of lubricating oil, fue ls,
sludge and bilge water.
H erc a number o f ex amples of Westfa lia.

~

Separation vs. flow rate

Separation of aluminium and silicon particles,

100

size 5 microns.

80

horizontal flow 1n m3 per hour
vertical: efficiency of the separation 1n percentage.

l

It is clear that separation decreases as the flow increases.

60

C:

This 1s logical as the fuel remains 1n the bowl for a shorter

0

-~

time span, so the separator cannot remove all the small

co

a.
Q)
(/)

40

particles.

20

0
0

2

3

4

5

6

Flow rate [m'/h]
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Fuel oil
conditioning
system

I

( Lube oll tank

Service tankl

Fuel oll
treatment plant
with centrifugal
separator

i

["studge

~ ump system

I
I
I

Settll~ tank

I

Utilities

Lube oil
treatment plant
with centrifugal
separator

Utllitle~

l

! sludge ~

I

J

Pump system

J I
I
I

Boller plant

Pump system

Clean oil

Bunker tank

Water

l

I

Pump system

Sludge
treatment plant
with centrifugal
separator

Utilit~

Disposal
e.g. Incinerator

[ Concentrated
sludge

Bilge water
system

Hydraulic
oil tank

I

Pump system

Waste oll tank

Separated oil

Hydraulic oll
treatment plant
with centrifugal
separator

A
An overview of all the systems surrounding a
two-stroke crosshead engine.

In large plants each system has a separator: shown here for
heavy-fuel oil, lubricating oil, sludge and bilge water.
Hydraulic systems may also be equipped with a separator.
This happens mainly in very large hydraulic installations and
seldom on board ship.
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Clean water
over board

J

BIige water
treatment plant
with centrifugal
separator

I
I

Utilities

Sludge

[ Pump system

Waste oll tank

]
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An overview of the p1pmg with all the essential
equipment.
Apart from cleaning heavy oil, lubricating Oil, sludge and

bilge water for both the main engine and auxiliary engines.
the H.T. and L.T. fresh-water cooling systems are also
ilcorporated as well as a sea water evaporator, which 1s
cooled w,th H.T. cooling water.
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A flow diagram for the cleaning of heavy oil for the
main engine.

Fuel oil
conditioning
system

Service tank

Fuel oil
treatment plant
with centrifugal
separator

I

'f
Utilities

I

l

Sludge

A cross-section of a self-cleaning fuel and lubricatingoil sep arator of Westfalia.

The sludge 1s discharged, bottom right. The contaminated
fuel or dirty lubricating oil is supplied centrally along the
vertical centre line of the bowl.

Settling tank

Pump system
CentrlpeUI twfn pump

Bunker tank
Clean 011 discharge

'f
A simple system with a separator for a small plant
operating on M.D.O..

The separator must be manually cleaned at regular intervals.
There is no fuel pre-heater.

Feed pump

f

Strainer

H

Dirty oil feed

') _ u

t,~
.,#

( I
Manual cleaning
separator

Dirty water
discharge

200

Clean oil
discharge

Solids discharge
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I
I

ii

i

l
I

~fi~1
~

'

7

Features:
• UNITROL system m o ne stage
WMSand SMS
• Treatment of fuel oils up to 1.01 kg/ I
• Regulating rings are not required
• High separation efficiency even in critical
'-Jtuations
I Automatic ildJustmcnt ~ clarifier or

...

•
•
•
•

Automatic bowl ejection
I lighly concentrated solids
Continuous processing
Self-cleaning effect or the bowl and the
disc stack by to tal ejection
• Versatility or application
• Safe operation

The working principle of the C larifier and Purifier of
Westfalia.

left; operation of the Westfalia Clarifier which separates water

• Belt dnvc

purifier

•

Low noise level.

and solids periodically by shooting
nght: operation of the same separator as a Purifier which
separates solids periodically and water continuously

Filling water

...
A simple system with a fuel pre-heater.

The correct oil-separation temperature can be maintained,
also for instance, in arctic circumstances.

Feed pump
Clean 011

discharge

Dirty oil
feed

Strainer

Preheater

--=----===========::-:::=-••
Dirty oil return

•

A cross-section of a simple separator.

I l
Manual cleaning
separator

M.D.O. usually has few contaminants; the separator can
remain operational for several days before cleaning is
requ,red. From experience, ti is learnt when cleaning 1s

Dirty water
discharge

required.
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Feed pump

A complete system with
pre-heater and a self-

Dirty oil feed

Regulating valve

cleaning separator.
This version is common. for

Strainer

both M.D.O. and H.F.O.

Steam

Preheater

Steam trap

Condensate

Dirty oil return

Operating water

Clean oil discharge

Self-cleaning
separator

.
A similar system with a
self-cleaning separator

Dirty water
Operating
Solids
discharge water discharge discharge

equipped with a Unitrol
system.

Regulating
valve

Dirty oil return

Clean oil

Preheater

Feed pump

Filter

1 I

,[ _!],

Condensate

Steam trap

---r-202

T
lj~

Dirty water
discharge
Dirty oil feed

Solids
discharge
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24.9.1 UNITRO L system of Westfali a
This syste m constant!) mea sures the wate r content
m the clean-OIi output anc.l the amount of sludge in
the sludge tank.

~

A UXI LIA RY SYSTE MS: FUEL AN O LUBRI CATING O IL SEPAR ATORS

This ma kes specific-g ravirr discs superfluo u~
and excludes human operating error\. Naturally ,
Wesrfalia also u\es abbreviat ions suc h as:
WMS: Water Monitorin g Sy~tt:m;
SMS: Sludge Space Monitorin g S) stem.

...
Settling tank / Boller plant

A flow diagram of
the complete sludge
treatment.

Recovered oil

Electrical
energy
Sludge treatment plant with
centrifuga l separator

Heating
energy

Operat~
water

IWater
Concentra ted
sludge

_J

Disposal e.g.
incinerator

Fuel oil sludge tank

I

Bilge water
system

Lube oil sludge tank

Settling tank

Lube oil
separator

Fuel oil

Lube oil
filter

t o_r_ __,
separa_

Bilge water feed

Fuel oil
filter

Diesel oil
separator

..
A bilge-water separator, virtually identical to the fuel
and lubncating -oi' separators.
Bilge water: this Is water mixed with the dirt and 011which
gathers on the bottom of the sh1p·s engine room. The double
bOttom often has drain tanks In which the bilge water

collects.
t !S proh1b1ted to discharge bilge water directly overboard
11 M.O.). Therefore bilge water Is treated. A bilge-water
separator and a strainer remove as much dirt and oil dS
possible

A measuring device In the over-board pressure line prevents
bilge water with too high an oil content measured In p.p.m.,
being pumped over board In this case a three-way valve
returns the water to the bilge.
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Regulating valve

Clean oil
discharge

Operating water

:~/~l=
Strainer

1f
Preheater

Feed pump

Filter
Selfcleaning
separator

=~

-,

Steam trap

Dirty water
discharge

Solids
discharge

Regulating valve

Strainer

,t

J
Preheater

Feed pump

W Filter

=J•

= ~ =::1====-

separator

Dirty water
discharge

Steam trap

p=,j:-----==~

Solids
discharge

...
Larger installations with marine diesel engines often

-

have several heavy-fuel oil separators placed in series

at present. more of:en, the sludge must be disposed of
on shore: it is prohibited to pump It overside.

in order to increase operational reliability.

There are often costs involved in sludge disposal;
-

An arrangement of two separators in series which operate on

part of the sludge can be re-used as fuel, which is a costsaving.

the same supply line to ensure a purified oil discharge.
The residues after pos1-treatment are:
Sludge treatment

-

water; this Is pumped to the bilge-water cleaning system;

It is increasingly important to concentrate the sludge of

-

concentrated sludge; this mus1 be disposed of on shore

-

dirt and such; this can be burnt in an incinerator.

various centnfugal separators because:
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11'>/,
I
~
I
~

Cross-section of a ship.

The bilges on port and
starboard side in the engine

G)

room of this ship.
bilge

~

Dirty bilge

--r--..-lil==

watedeed --V--

A complete bilge-water

~

l==iJ)1

cleaning installation.

Dirty bilge
water return

Separated oil
discharge

===::Z::·::}-==~

Clean water
over board

For adequate separation the
bilge water must have a
temperature at which the
specific mass difference

Demulsifier

between water and oil is at

~ ~

its highest.
A special filter removes the

tj

last 011 compounds from the
water

Self-cleaning
separator

Dirty bilge
water return

Dirty water
discharge

Solids
discharge

~

Separation results sludge treatment MV Fantasy

A graph of the effects of a bilge-water cleaning

Portion

installation.

left: contaminated bilge water with 90% water and 10% oil
centre: oil outlet which consists of gg.6% oil and only 0.4%
water
•

Solids

D Oil
•

Water

nght: water outlet w ith 99.5% water and 0.5% oil
The 0.5 % oil percentage is cleaned 1n an absorption filter,
so the quality of the 'over-board water' is compliant with all
legal requirements.

Feed

Oil Outlet

Water Outlet
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t
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~
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J~lL,

X
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oil discharge
l

11

Centrifugal
separator

Preheater

~7

-

Vibration
monitoring

~

(·

11 ~ l

Feed pump

/

Filter

Steam trap

Dity water
discharge

Oily water
Oil sludge feed
Concentrated sludge

•

A flow diagram of a sludge-treatment system in the
near future.
The sludge from the separator is treated to ensure as small a
mass as possible. Eventually. sludge concentrate remains.
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Sludge
transfer unit
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25.1 Introduction

The data ca n be sent anywhere, for instance, ro the

engine manufacturer or the ship's proprietor. The
Today, an increasing number of engines in a 11
categories are operated and monitored remotely.
With modern communication technologies
and general use of computers, the diesel-engine
industry has changed dramatica lly over the last
25 years. lt was common practice to have

large engine manufacturers have a special service
department continuously provided with relevant
comparative data. This means that a<;sessmenrs
can be made from a distance. This is also often the

personnel on location when engines were
operational. H owever, roday the reverse applies:
there is no one in situ.
At night the engine rooms of virtually all modern

2

This is remotely controlled: the engine load and
speed can be adjusted or the engine can be put
off line. This may occur in va rious ways, either

ships are unmanned. This applies ro small coasters
as well as to the largest container ships.

mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically,
electrically, electronically or even with radio-

There arc some exceptions, such as passenger
vessels where legal requirements stipu late that
personnel must be present in the engine room at

controls.

all times.
The largest container ships with power o utputs of
I 00,000 kW and a displacement of 70,000 rons
can sail the oceans at 25 knots with one officer on
the bridge, assisted by one crew member.
Relatively few accidents occur considering the

All important pressures, temperatures, loads,
speeds, liquid levels and such are measured. The
measuring gauges are fitted with an a larm, often
with a p re-alarm. If there is no response a second
alarm automatically intervenes in the process, if

number o f sea-going and inland vessels plyi ng the
globe's waters at one time.

case with diesel-power plants.

3

Operating the engine

Engine alarms

required.
In a sma ll sloop engine only a few lamps will flash
and a buzze r is activated. H owever, in a large
marine engine, an elaborate and programmable
flow-chart is put into action. The alarms in large
installations are not restricted ro the engine, bm

25.2 Automation of diesel
engines
1 Diesel-engine data
All relevant information is displayed on the
moniror and saved in a database. Therefore, it is

comprise all the auxiliary systems, ~uch as those
for cooling water, lubricating oil, fuel, refrigerating
equ ipment and starring air.
T he groups have been so categorised that the
nature o f the problem can be speedily detected.

possible to refer to rhe history which is extremely
important when encountering problems.

25.3 Examples of automation
systems

Local

thermometers
on eng1nil

J

~

Standard automation system.

,;.

II I

I

Alarm & M:>nl!onng
systern

Engine Junction '
[ box on engine
Start/Stop
systerr

.......
I

I I

I

I

I

8 9 8 8

e

temperature, pressure and speed;

II 1:1

I
I

-= ·==
...... .....

- -various types of meters mounted on the engine, such as

11:11:11:.,1:1
41111

:;:; 0

J I I
I

The system that Wartsila can supply for a W 26 in-line diesel
engine comprises:

T
/

7

I

I

1111

-

standard junction boxes on the engine with important values

-

remote-controlled starting and stopping system;

-

remote-controlled alarm system:

-

speed-control system.

' ""

which can be read on the spot:

The engine 1s also provided with an 'Overspeed' module. Natu•
rally, the actuator which regulates the fuel supply to the engine
is also mounted on the engine. The speed-control and start/
stop system are not mounted on the engine.
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SML

The Wartsila WECS
system.

_;p

This is an automation
system for engines that
registers all the data and
monitors and ensures the
safe operation of the engine.

Actuator :

Monitoring ond atorm system

RS-485 Modbus RTU

Hardwired signals to
external system

Multicores between
external systems and
engine connectors

External system

r··
, · --·-- -

,,

f .cranaaa1.

.,.

Local Control
panel with
back-up
instruments

Engine mounted

Junction box for
speed control

: WECS2000

Local
Display
Unit
(LDU)

Relay
Module
(RM)

Main
Control
Unit
(MCU)

f'

Distributed
Control
Unit
(DCU)

RS-485
Analog
Signals
mA,V, f
etc.

~I

"-

..al);;

0
~i:e:m:

"

lI
Sensor
Multiplexer
Unit
(SMU)

Wartsila uses the WECS system:
the 'Wartsila Engine Control System'

Abbreviations used by the WECS 2000

This sysrem has rhe following funcrions:
- measure analogue and digiral signals;
- measure borl, the engine and rhe turbo-blower

D.C.U.'s: Distributed Controls Units, a sensor
interface based on micro-processors.
S.M.U.'s: Sensor Multiplexer Units, a sensor
interface based on micro-processors.
M.C.U.: Main Control Unit, central main comrol
unit.
R.M.:
Relay Module, a safery back-up system.
This is required by many classification
societies.
L.D.U.: Local Display Unir, a moniror on
location, often vibration-free suspended
from the engine.
Local Control Panel, an on-sire panel
L.C.P.:
with important data concerning the
engine.

speed;
- engine protection;
stare/stop the engine;
·- srarr-hlocking;
- switch off engine automatically;
adjusr load;
- sensor alarms;
- reading important parameter~ on a monitor;
- exchange darn wirh other systems such as
general alarm systems and safety systems via
~!OD BUS communication.

system
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WECS 2000
cabinet
Remote shutdown test
!---

-

Stop/ Shutdown override

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - + ----.~elay

---

7

I

Emergency stop

Mod~

I

Remote start

.I

Remote stop

Ship 's
automation
system

External shutdown 1

-----------------

Externa I startblock 1

Main
Control
Unit
(MCU)

I

1
I

Blackout start
External shutdown 2 -(optional)
-" "

External startblock 2 (optional)

I
I

Speed setting

Speed
controller

Actuator control

:

L

- - r -+

Actuator

I

:

------

' Located on
: the engine
.&

The safety system in WECS 2000.

Ad 3: Start-blocking

There are five elements:
1
start
2
stop
3
start-blockmg
4
emergency stop
5
executmg load reductions

The start is blocked under the following circumstances:

Blocking the start.

-

engine is operational,

-

low pre-lubricating oil level of the turbo-blower;

-

turning engine Is on stand-by;

-

stop lever In stop pos1t1on;

-

local start control is set on remote control, which blocks
the start at the engine;

Ad 1: Start

Starting can be remotely controlled or at the engine. After an

-

emergency stop Is active:

emergency stop the reset button must be pressed.

-

external start-blocking.

'Black-out start'. This is an emergency start which is selected despite the fact that starting may cause damage to the

Ad 4: Emergency stop

engine. Only when the turning engine Is In operation, the

Similarly to a normal stop, an emergency stop is performed

engine will not start. The pre-lubrication operation can be

by activating two solenoid valves. An emergency stop must

by-passed during five minutes.

be reset prior to the start.

Emergency engine start. This can be done at the engine.
Ad 5: Performing load reductions

212

Ad 2: Stop

There are many options, such as:

Normal stop.

-

high lubricating-oil temperature;

Emergency stop. This can be mounted in various places.

-

high coolant temperature;

-

high beanng temperature:

-

high exhaust-gas temperatures.

CH25

Engine operati~
instructions _

J

Engine spare parts
c at alogues

\

Maintenance
schedule

INPUT

------

OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND A UTOMATION

Maintenance
job cards

/

[J

Maintenance
planning

Work order
creation

History and
stat ist ics

Inventory and
purchase

.l
The diesel management system DIMOS of Caterpillar.

25.5 Complete systems for diesel
engines, some examples

A complete system for maintenance. spare-part control
management. statistics and expense monitoring.

All the major engine manufacrurers have

All conceivable information is saved and processed during

developed programs which cover mo ni roring

operation. Operating hours, preventative maintenance action

systems for a ll the engine operating dara.

and breakdowns are categorised and stored here.

25.5.1 Caterpillar-MaK
Caterpillar-M aK has develo ped the D[CARE-

25.4 Operational management

system.
According ro Caterpillar-MaK this system has the
following advantages:

For operatio nal management of diesel engines on

early d iscovery of wear and rear;

~hips and in power plants, it is ideal that the data

optimal operational control a s a ll the a larm s

from rhe installations can be scored in computer

generated by data that deviate from normal

systems.
Where o nly a handw ritten engine journal and

conditions are made clearly visible;

operating hour's li sts for a ll the instruments was

predictive-trend a nal ysis;
lo nger life of parts by compa ring c urrent and

once available, one can at present save and process
all the relevant data and use them in, fo r instance,

reduction in mai ntenance costs by using

the maintenance system, the spare-parts storage,

required values;
information with rega rd ro the maintenance

management of the propulsion installation o r the

status of the entire engine;

power generation on ships or shore.

allows personnel to anticipate the plann ing of
maintenance and spare-part ordering.
The e ngine management system at Caterpillar
is known as MaK DIMOS. This is a computersu pported maintenance and spare-pa rt
management programme.
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ISDN Router

WOIS workstation

.o

Alam,
printer

Hardcopyt repon
printer

Central control panel,
common sect,on

Central control panel,
genset section

Central control panel,
genset section

Protection relays

Local LV
d1stribuuon

Local LV
d1stnbul1on
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iii• ~ -

----~•I
-8~88-!.8
Genset 1

....

~m
:rn

L ""

r,,:,,i_:
~:

Genset 2

..
A complete system for Wartsila generators.

25.5.2 Wartsila Faks system

To every diesel genset, a pc and monitor is attached showing

Faks-Fault Avoidance Knowledge System is an

all the data

elaborate software system for monitoring and
fault avoidance for large engines. The system

In the Wartsila Operators Interface System (W.0.1.S.) 1n the
control room of for instance a diesel-power plant (or the

retrieves various values from the monitoring

generator of a ship) all the operating details are stored and

systems of the engine, and analyses these for

alarms processed.

possible failures. This is not 100% warerrighr, bur

This W.OJS.-system can be connected to various control

nevertheless indicates what and where the most

systems available 1n the industry.

likely fault will be and when it will occur.

The system:
safeguards the engine by using early warning
systems;
performs measurement inspections;
monitors the maintenance status;
performs research using the knowledge base;
commun icates with other web-enabled
applications.
For example, special sensors measure the exhaustvalve seat temperature, the temperature of the
cyl inde r liner near the combustion space and the
surface temperature of the main hearing.
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Faks is the end result of years of experience with

This allows easy access ro the number and type of

engine data and fault-finding and-remedying. All

new parts required fo r maintenance, rhe amount

the data can be senr ro the service department

of parts in stock and the amount of parts to be

of the engine manufacturers via modern

ordered immediately.

communication systems. Subsequently, the
engine manufacturers can eirher on request or by

3 Cocos SPC Spare-Part Catalogue

conrracmal obligations perform fault analysis and
provide advice to prevent or resolve potential or
actual problem~.

T he spare-part catalogue is a good system to track
of the number of parts in stock in an o rderly
manner. The detailed records are digitally available
including all the drawings and diagrams.

25.5.3 CoCos system of MAN- B&W
Main objectives of the system a re:
CoCos is rhe abbreviation for: Computer

to chart the engine parts and ocher equipment

Controlled Surveillance, a computer-controlled

in a si m ple fashion

surveillance sysrem. According to rhe

to provide extensive informat ion with respect

manufacturer, this system has the following

to rhese parts.

advantages:
- increase of the availability and rhe reliability of
diesel engines;
considerable reduction in the operating costs;

-

4 CoCos-SPO - Stock-control and
spare-part procurement
This sets up the stock administration and

-

effective planning of engine maintenance;

registration of the spare pans effectively. Th is

-

easy and simple identification of spare parts;

system provides accurate updated derails of

- integrated ~rock control.
The CoCos system comprises four parts:

location and history of components including
spare parts in srock for the engine or power p lant.
This system is elaborate and, of course, entirely

1 Cocos-EDS - Engine Diagnostics
System

digital.

An engine diagnostics system that simplifies

The main objecti ves:
provide assista nce in handl ing the spare-part

decision -making on board, at the diesel power
plant or in the office.
- ir assists in making decisions regarding

stock;
provide up-to-dare information regarding

measures that are to be taken;
it improves the availability and reliability of

current stock;

-

diesel engines;
ir reduces operating cosrs and losses due to

overhauls;

-

forecast spare-part avai lability for fu t ure
provide assistance in spare-part procurement.

engine failure.
If this CoCos system is used correctly, it provides
These main objectives are attain ed by:
-

all the necessary information so that an accurate

collecting, monitoring and storing operating

overview regarding stock control of spare parts is

data;

obtained.

analysis of the srored data;
timely detection of irregularities.

2 Cocos-MPS - Maintenance Planning
System
An all-in-one maintenance system which ensures
the timely execution of preventative diesel -engine
maintenance, and maintenance of auxi liary
equipment (in the proximity of the engine). T he
system works in conjunction with CoCo~-SPC
and CoCos-SPO.
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S50MC-C
Plate 90101-104 - Cylinder Cover
Blue Ocean Ltd.
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CoCoS-SPC: Cvlinder Cover

A
The beginning of the Cocos system.
Naturally. it is of the utmost importance to include all the
All the parts are numbered. Shown here. the cylinder head of

modifications of each part of the Cocos system into the

a two-stroke crosshead engine type MAN-B&W S50 MC-C.

system. Once again man 1s the weakest link!

If one clicks the numbers. the details of the part are listed
according to the assembly / sub-assembly, including the
tools required for assembly and dismounting. stock-control
numbers can also be obtained. Ultimately, a very complete
system for the operation of diesel eng nes.
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Reconditioning engine parts requires
specialist knowledge. The overhaul and
repair of worn parts must be technically
possible as well as financially attractive
in relation to the cost of purchasing new
parts. Mark van Schaick, Schiedam,
The Netherlands,
has an extended and unique machine
park, such as this Schmaltz crankshaft
lathe used to grind a crankshaft of a
fourteen-cylinder MAN 52-55 mediumspeed four-stroke diesel engine.
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26.1 Introduction
Mechanical, thermal and chemical factors cause
engines ro become worn . The worn pares must be
replaced by new ones or reconditioned within a
certain rime span.
Several examples of parts that requ ire replacement
a re:
cy linder heads, especially the exhaust valves;
pisrons and piston rings;
cylinder liners;
shafts en shaft bearings;
super-charging groups;
pumps;
governors;
starting motors;
fue l pumps and injecrors.

...
An exhaust valve affected by high-temperature
corrosion.

~

Worn parts.

After a certain number of operating hours or after having
established that particular parts no longer function properly.
they must be inspected.
Shown a disassembled turboblower.

...
A filthy turboblower casing.

Soiled exhaust valves are checked for wear, hair
cracks and size, after cleaning.
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~

Exhaust-valve seats are
heavily loaded.

AFK HAARS = scrapped
after hair-crack test. Haircracks result in valve leaks
or fractures.

~

Various engine parts
requiring maintenance.
This is referred t o as
'overhauling' or
'reconditioning' .

~

Bores at the big end for
the crankpin and the eye
for the piston pin of
connecting rods often
require trueing.
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•

•

If repairs are postponed for too long, an exhaust valve

A microscopic view of an exhaust valve on the

may start to leak severely, the so-called blow-through.

combustion-chamber side, seriously affected by hightemperature corrosion.

Engine manufacturers provide specifications with

geared wheels;

regard to rhe normal life of the various pans, and

fuel pumps and injectors;
rurboblowers or supercharging groups;

rhe engine proprietors or operators put together a
-

maintenance plan based on this information.

governors;

Regular maintenance is performed at the most

engine blocks;

favourable time in shipping: during dry-docking,

coolers;

surveys or while rhe ship is in port.

pumps;
connecting rods and piston rods.

Diesel power plant maintenance is executed
preferably when there is a reduced electricity

The four-stroke engines will be discussed first and

demand, for instance, at night or in weekends.

subsequently the rwo-srroke crosshead engines.
[n the case of failures or damage, action must
immediately be taken.
[n the discussion on the reconditioning of engine

26.2 Four-stroke engines

parts, the following subjects come up.

26.2.1 Cylinder heads with inlet and
exhaust valves

Recon ditioning:
cylinder heads including inlet and exhaust

-

valves;

Valves

pistons and piston rings;

Perfect combustion of fuel ( LOO%) is pure!)'

cylinder liners;

theoretical. In practical terms, the fuel combustion

crankshafts and bearings;

is approximately 96 to 98%. This means that a

camshafts and bearings;

...
The lifetime of parts may
vary considerably. Fuel

Piston

12000- 20000

20000- 24000

24000-40000

40000- 48000

quality is a deciding

Piston rings

12000- 20000

20000 - 24000

12000-20000

20000-24000

factor.

Cylinder liner

12000- 20000

20000- 24000

60 000 - 100000

60000-100000

Cylinder head

12000- 20000

20 000 - 24 000

60000-100000

60 000 - 100 000

Inlet valve

12000- 20000

20000-24000

24000 - 40000

40000- 48000

12 000 - 20000

20000-24000

12000-20000

24 000 - 32 000

2000

2000

4000- 8000

8000

Exhaust valve
Injection valve nozzle
Injection pump
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16000

16000

16000- 24000

32000

Main bearing

16000- 20000

16000-20000

32 000 - 40 000

32 000 - 40 000

Big end bearing

12000 - 20000

20000 - 24000

12000- 20 000

20000-24000
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small amounr of the fuel either does not burn or
doe~ nor completely burn.
Unburnt carbon particles are hard and cause
damage in rhe combustion space.
Other heavy-oil components produce highremperarure corrosion, (H.T.C. ). The Vanadium in
fuel is chemically bound with sodium from (sea)
water and forms a sticky slag, which can affect the
oxide coating on rhe valves.

( I 1pttr

h1 1~, tud l111 ~,~crn1~ mrl

1d,
~loreover, the slag is oxygen-rich and therefore
forms an extra oxide coating. This process is

•

continuously repeated, in an aggressive, rapid

Cylinder heads after disassembly of the valves and

fashion.
Special valve materials may be able to prevent this

valve drives, ready for cleaning.

process.

.l

11 Hdl

1

1, II r

Valve disc: corrosion of material by H.T.C.,
usually visible by porous surface material.
Val ve seem: damage to the surface; if present,

An RPM of 1500 comprises 750 complcre

crumbling of the chromium mp layer; top of the

processes in a four-stroke diesel engine, one every

valve seem: crater forming due to valve drives.

second revolution. Therefore, valves are opened
and closed 750 rimes! At a life expectancy of

15,000 operating hours for valves, this amounts to
750 x 60 x 15,000 = 750,000,000 rimes!

Key points for inlet valves
Obviously, these do not experience as high a
pressure a~ the exhaust valves . The airflow is cool
and uncontaminated.

Key points for exhaust valves

Valve scat: check for pitting a nd wear.

Valve scar: pitting due to the impact of solid

Seat: ditto, pay attention ro cracks.

particles. Blow through, wear and tear.

Valve stem: C heck for wear, pitting and damage to

Seat in the head: ditto, pay attention to cracks.

the rop of the stem.

,.
High-temperature corrosion frequently occurs in

,.

engines running on H.F.O ..

Two cleaned multi-

The valve material exhibits craters and cracks.

Caterpillar engines.

cylinder heads of
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...
A conveyor washing
machine for cleaning
engine parts at Engine
factory Bolier in
Dordrecht,
The Netherlands.
Carbon deposits and other
solids are removed
effectively.

Procedure for reconditioning valves
Cleanse in a special washing machine, rank
or other device wirh a carbon and degreasing
agenr.
If required, scrape off rhe hardened layers,

y

A dry-blast cabinet for cleaning parts.

blast-clean them in a blasting box.
entry hatch

Check for surface damage, burns and cracks.
Check the qualiry of the sealing surface. Often
a thin layer of valve material has peeled off;
this occurs in, for insrance, rewclded valves.

T
After cleaning, inlet and
exhaust valves are
inspected for hair-cracks
and the dimensions are
checked.

...
Installing the inlet and
exhaust valves in
reconditioned cylinder
heads of Caterpillar MaK 32 medium-speed
heavy-fuel engines.

The valves are polished by
hand when mounted on the
new seats.
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viewing window
gloves for handling the parts for blasting inside the
cabinet
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Trueing up the valve seat
Essen tiall y, rwo methods arc used.
Grinding the scat with a grinding m achine.

2

Turning th1: ~1:al with a chisel ho used in a
cutting d evice .

•

A valve-grinding machine.

•

This machine enables the valve seat to be
recond itioned using a chisel.

The valve seat is ground at the correct angle until 1t is smooth
and clean.

Here a seat with a new valve guide used as the centre line 1s
overhauled using a rotary cutting machine with a chisel
mounted on the valve guide.

~

Grinding of a valve seat
using a grinding stone
mounted on a grinding
machine.

The grinding angle is crucial.
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Trueing up the valve-seat casing

The machining is simila r ro that used for the valve
sea ts:
I grind ing
2 tu rning using a small chisel.

A valve-seat grinding
mac hine.
Precision-built gri nding motor with a
specially designed beanng arrangement for v1brat1on-free grinding

Correct angle setting according to the engine designers
specifications.

Small grinding stones are
used.

Proven grinding wheels. selected for
each type of metal alloy, surface finish
and workload.

Accurate and clearance-free
bearings in the machine
body

Robust attachment of the
grmd,ng machine to the
engine component. Accurate
centering provided by precision-made spindles.

Chris-Marine Valve Seat Grinding Machine type MSD on a 4 -stroke cylinder head.

s

..

..

S is the maximum burn depth for a valve before

Cylinder heads after thorough reconditioning , ready to

scrapping.

be mounted on an engine.

Toe cardboard envelop contains a complete packing set.
Each head 1s provided with a data label.
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Drives
Obviously, a general overhaul of the cylinder head
includes mspecrion of the valve drives and the
valve lever mechanisms.
Procedure
- degrease the parts
- inspect for damage, cracks and pitting
- measure the pivot clearances
- restore excessive clearances
Bu~hes of, amongst others, valve levers arc usually
renewed.
Valve springs are checked for fractures and the
relaxed spring lcngrh is measured. lf the springs
haw become coo short due ro material fatigue,
the}' are scrapped and replaced.
Push rods musr be srraighc. Rolling rhcm along a
level surface how, ii they an:: bent.

RECONDITIONING ENGINES AND THEIR PARTS

Cylinder heads
Due to increasing pressures in rhe cylinder,
the mechanical load on the cylinder heads is
consrantly increasing. Most four-stroke engines
wirh individual cyli nder heads use four head-bolts,
which in large cylinder bores arc hyd raulically
tensioned. The cyli nder-liner seal is heavily loaded
requiring a precise fir of the surfaces.
Borh can be machined in various ways. The
cylinder head on the cooling-water side must also
be cleaned and meticulously inspected.
The heads are submerged in a cleansing rank, for
the removal of deposits. Prior to inspection, they
arc rinsed with clean water for the removal of
residual solvents.
The freeze plugs are re-fitred.
The cylinder-head flame plate is checked for
burning, corrosion and cracks.

....
Valve springs and the
entire valve movement
require thorough
inspection for damage
and corrosion.

....
Cylinder heads of a
Caterpillar-MaK engine
under construction.
freeze plugs
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•

The cylinder-head flame
plate.

1

2
3

4

5
6

,nfet valves
exhaust valves
1.Jwfd fu1 starting-air
valve
bore of fuel In1ector
bore of relief safety
valve
bore for ,nd,cator cock

•

A damaged cylinder
head.

Clearly visible Is a piece of
material, probably part of an
exhaust valve, lodged
between the cylinder head
and the piston.

The cooling-wate r spaces of the heads arc
'pressure rested' with clean rap \\ J tcr ro check for
leab ca used by tearing, co ver~ or freeze plugs.

...
Pressure testing the cooling-water spac e containing
the cylinder liners of a newly built medium-speed fourstroke H.F.O. engine.
TI1e yellow glands are used to place the cylinder liner u1der
the same pressure as the cyt,nder heads will exert on them
when assembled. For 24 hours the cooling-water pressure IS
checked for pressure loss. Above a certain pressurereduction percentage ,t Is concluded that leaks have
occurred.
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~

Valve seats are cooled in liquid nitrogen to a
temperature of 180 •c below zero to facilitate
mounting in the cylinder heads.

When the seats have adopted ambient temperature, they are
then firmly fixed. Top right 1s the starting-air supply bore. In
the centre of the head is the fuel-injector bore.

Valve ,e<1ts arc usually nitrogen-cooled and then
fitted. When the scat is heated, it expands to fit
snugly in the cylinder head.

~

Levelling a cylinder head
with a portable planing
machine.

..
An insulated liquid-nitrogen drum.

In multiple or multi-cylinder heads the sealing
surface is often refaced so achieving a true seal on
the block.
This is done using a grinding stone on a surfaceplaning table.
The safety valve and indicator cock, if presenr,
musr be removed and cleaned. The sealing surfaces
must be inspected and re-assembled after renewing
gaskets and refacing the scaling areas. Safety
valves must be tesred for opening ar the correct
pressure.
26.2.2 Pistons and piston rings

Together they must seal the cylinder liner at
increasingly higher pressures.
Furthermore, the piston mu,t transfer the pressure
in the combustion space ro rhe crank-connecting
rod mechanism.
Piston and piston-ring wear is caused by:
abrasive combustion products and particles;
metal-on-metal contact of piston rings, pistonring grooves and the cylinder liner. This mai nly
occurs at the beginning of the combustion
stroke.
corrosion, chemical damage at low engine
loads; low temperature corrosion occurs
caused by the formation of sulphuric acid.
Sulphur is found in heavy fuel.

These parts are pa rticularly heavi ly loaded in
diesel engines.
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Light-meta l pistons in smaller engines are cleaned
and inspected. When the total number of approved
operating hours has been reached, rhey arc
substitu ted together with chc piston rings.
Pistons of larger engines are dismantled, cleaned
a nd inspected. lf the dimensions are correct and
there is still an adequate number of operating
hours remaining, both pans arc used again.
The three-part piston-ring package is usually
replaced.
If rhe top piston-ring groove is chromium-placed,
it will require a new chromium coating. During

...

inspection of the piston, it is imperative that the

Damage to engine parts can be considerable.

inside is adequately cleaned and checked. Cooling
of the piston with lubricating o il is viral.

Shown a piston (1) of a four-stroke trunk-piston engine.

26.2.3 Cylinder liners

connecting-rod bolt probably broke allowing 1t to move freely

which has seized in the cylinder. The camshaft (2) is bent. A

in the crankcase. thus causing damage to the engine.

Pistons, piston rings and cylinder liners all have
a certain 'service life': the number of operating
hours they should achieve without failure between
major overhauls.
Abrasion by combustion products and chemical

...

da mage instigated by low-temperature corrosion

Pistons made from two parts, as is the case in

found at low engine loads are the main causes of

medium-speed engines, are taken apart, cleaned,

wear.

measured and, if necessary, repaired.

Foreground: pistons with dismantled crown.
Background: the piston crowns have been disassembled.
Comment: note the notches for the valves 111 the piston
crown.
piston skirt

"New piston, consisting of

3

two parts.

4
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piston crown
bolt holes for attaching the crown/skirt
cooling-oil dnllmg for piston-crown cooling
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...
Honing-stone holder with
honing stones.
honing stone
2

holder

j.

Cylinder liners prior to honing.

Procedure
- Decarbonise, degrease and clean the entire
liner.
- Inspect rim at the top of the cylinder.
- Inspect the honing pattern on the cylinder
wall.
- inspect the sealing areas.
- Check the cooling bores.
- Measure the liner diameter at various heights
and at 90°.
- Wear of the rim.
- Plateau-honing of the cylinder liner.
- Measure the liner diameter, see above.

There are many theories regarding proper honing,
subjects such as honing patterns, honing rimes,
honing liquids and hon ing movements arc just a
few of the many.
Generally, plateau-honing is performed after
coarse honing, crea ti ng a polished honing pattern
producing a 'run in' liner surface.

"

The honing pattern after
honing in a used cylinder
liner.

Glazing
After a certain operating time, cylinder liners can
show signs of glaling. The honing pattern has
completely disappeared and the surface area has
been polished by carbon particles produced during
the combustion process. Honing can remove this
glazing completely.

Honing gives a precise
finish of the cylinder-liner
running surface.
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Rounds off wear edge as well

-

A
Cylinder-honing set, shown here with four honing
stones. Cylinder-honing sets for larger cylinder
diameters may have as many as eight honing stones
producing a true honing, also for larger cylinder
diameters.

~

Honing a cylinder liner in

This mobile honing machine allows cylinder liners to be
honed without disassembly of the engine. It can also

the engine.

remove glazing.

Several features of correct ho ning (Mahle)

1

U niformity o f the ho ning pattern
In general, the cylinder wall mu~t be sh111),
uniform and true.

2

H o ning groove shape
Cutting edges must be clean and sharp,
uniform groove width with a maximum width
of 0.1 mm.

3

Honing groove position
Uniform cumng pattern for rcc1procanng
stroke.

4
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Ho ning angle
Must lie between 30 and 60 degrees.
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Used liner

After 3 minutes of basic honing

The overall condition of a liner may not be

Soon the surface exhibits marks, ovalty

apparent until after a few honing strokes.

and imperfections.

RECONDITIONING ENGI N ES AND THEIR PARTS

.a.
Normal honing angles lie between 30 and 60 degrees.

~

An overview of cylinder-liner honing according to the
procedure performed by the company Chris Marine,
so-called plateau honing.
After 8 minutes of basic honing

After 14 minutes of basic honing

The full extent of material to be removed

The imperfections are beginning to

The entire procedure of transforming a 'glazed' cylinder liner

becomes clear.

d isappear.

to an optimal running surface takes approximately one hour

T
Plateau honing; the ideal carrying surface is created in
three phases.

left picture: worn and almost completely glazed surface.

After 22 minutes of basic honing

After 3 minutes of plateau honing

Roundness has now been restored and

The plateau honing has removed the

centre picture: roughly honed surface with deep grooves

coarse peaks, providing a good carrying

and high peaks (R max.) that are still too large.

surface for the piston rings.

right picture: the third finish hones down the peaks and

surface marks removed.

creates an ideal honing pattern, giving an ideal running
surface for the piston and the piston rings, yet leaving
sufficient groove depth and width for the lubncat1ng-oil.

5 Honing pattern
Sharply cut, neither blocked nor flarccncd and
no burring.

6 Plateau-honing.
By pre-honing as well as post-honing.

7 Roughness o f the ho ning pattern.
The guide values for diesel engines arc
Rz =4 - 8 µm (microm)
Ra = 0.8 - l.2 µm (microns )
TR- value platea u-honing pattern A 1.5 pm
B 83%
normal honing pattern A 2.5 pm
B 91 %

Ra= 0.32
Rmax = 3.8
Mr = 97%

+

Ra= 2.83
Rmax = 25.2
Mr= 15%

Ra = 1.09
Rmax = 10.2
Mr= 71 %

+
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Examples of correct cylinder-liner honing methods
from Chris Marine.
C-M Result = Chris Manne Result.
C-M RESULT

INFERIOR RESULT

Oval cylinder liners are a common problem
that should be regularly dealt with. Round
cylinder liners can be achieved by using
machines that have:
• adequately designed 4 or 8-armed honing
head with a rack and pinion system
• a totally reliable mechanical stone pressure
adjustment system

C-MRESULT

INFERIOR RESULT

Scuffing marks may be caused by worn piston
rings, carbon deposits orfuel-borne contaminants. Such a condition can be difficult to
improve and therefore requires a high
capacity machine that:
• comes with a variety of tested and proven
_.
honing stones
• has a suitable stroke length to fit the
cylinder liners
• provides for effective operator control of
the honing work

Inspection methods
Visual inspectio n, fin ger nail a nd coin tests
These are frequently employed. Experienced
technicians can gi, e assessments in
combination with other tests, as the~e methods
.ire inadequate and indefinable.
2

Fax-film

An imprmt is made of the cylinder surface
using a plastic cellulose acetate film of
approximatel } 0.2 millimetres. This imprint
is magnified which allows for precision
assessments of the honing features as derai led
in paragraph 26.2.3, points 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Procedure: Clean rhe resr surface wtth acetone
(a degreaser), retreat with acetone and press
the sheer of fax-film on the surface until the
acerone has evaporated ( 10 co 1.5 seconds).
Remove t he fi lm, and place the imprint of the
cyl inder running surface under a microscope
or a microfiche reader and assess.

3

C-M RESULT

INFERIOR RESULT

Under certain circumstances, a four-leafed
clover wear can occur In a cylinder liner. To
restore good roundness requires a machine
that has:
• adequately designed 8-armed honing head
with a rack and pinion system
• a totally reliable mechanical stone pressure
adjustment system

C-M RESULT

INFERIOR RESULT

As cylinder liners usually wear at the top
sooner than the bottom, a trumpet shape
can sometimes occur. This needs to be removed leaving a long transition that reduces
the load exerted on both the piston and the
piston rings. A cylindric or slightly tapered
geometry can best be achieved with a
machine that:
• is specifically designed for demanding
cylinder liner maintenance work
• provides for the correct honing methods for
different kinds of cylinder liners

Surface m easurem ent
The cylinder surface I\ probed by an cle<..tromc
device and the roughness (Rt, R, or Ra ) I\
measured according to .1 cerram \Cale.
h1rrhermore, ,r is ad, 1\able to u\e a
profilometcr, w hich registers the roughnes\
on a profile diagram. Prefcrabl), a roughne\s
measurement accordmg to Abbott's bearmg
curve.

Impo rta nt aspects fo r the achievem ent o f good
results in th e surface p rocessing o f cast-iron
cylinders
On ly use suitable machmes and acces\one~.
\X/hcn tensioning, rake note of the tension mg
regulations drawn up by the eng111e factory,
levelling, equal tension force\ and prevent
twisting of the pare.
Precision drilling ro approximatel y 0.04-0.006
dependent on the diameter.
I lone for a minimum of 0.01 mm material
remova l, dependent on the diameter. Thi\ 1s

111111,

required as the groove depth and the re~ulting
hard zone can reach 0.03 mm during prec1s1on
dnll111g.
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Do nor hone dry.

<1111

~-~~~~~~~~!:~~-lllm

Hone cylinders throughour rhe enrire surface
so thar rhe buffer edge is completely removed.
- Use the prescribed honing oil (correcr
viscosity} for the honing stones and material.
Cool, if required.
- The honing oil musr be sprayed against
the cylinder wall with force. Material and
honing-stone residues must be flushed away
immedia tely so rhat they arc nor pressed into
the qrlinder wall or honing partern grooves.
- When re-used, the honing oil must be
thoroughly fi ltered. Filters mu~t be cleaned or
replaced on a regular basis. 1 loning oil must be
regularly refreshed.
- Use ceramic honing stones, if possible, as these
allow a sharper cur than diamond stones as
they have self-\harpening edge properties.
- When selecting honing stones, rhe hardness
of the cylinder material must be taken into
account.
Rule of thumb: rhe harder rhe material, the
softer the honing scones.
Perform a visual inspection after honing: a ll
the cylinders should have a uniform shine and
a glossy-silver finish.
- After honing, clean the cylinder block and the
crlinder liners thoroughly.

A

worn cylinder liner.

...
laser process can
re-harden a used cylinder
liner. This only affects the
surface structure. MAN
Diesel AG Reconditioning,
Hamburg, Germany.

A

...
A cylinder liner of a large

four-stroke engine for
repair.

Machining
Cylindrical shape finishes.
-

Taper
rroke is too long
rroke is ser coo high
Honing stones and guides are nor trued up.
Honing stroke on the wide side is roo high and
too low on rhc narrow side

-

Bell mouth (top and bottom too wide).
Stroke too long
Honing stroke on both sides too slight

-

Barrel (to p and bottom narrower than in the
centre)
Stroke too short
Honing stroke on both sides too slight
A

In used cylinder liners, a coating can be applied by
spraying a material on the liner above the highest
position of the piston. This has the same effect as an
anti-polishing ring.
1

running surface section of the cylinder liner

2

coating
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26.2.4 Crankshafts and bearings

In many four-stroke engines, rhe main lubricatingoil pump, fresh-water pump anJ untreated
cooling-water pumps are also driven from rhe
crankshaft and the camshaft.
The camshaft of a four-stroke engine rotates
at half the speed of rhc crankshaft, as it makes
one revolution for every two revolutions of rhe
crankshaft.
The entire process rakes 720 crank degrees.
If the engine is starred using m1rting-air systems
connected to each cylinder, additional controlcams are mountec.l on the camshaft.
Today, an increasing number of larger engines are
srarrec.l via the starter on rhe flywheel

\I

o, ,le l

I

1pta

14, \t 1rt1P

\\ ~

111, of d 1 , I

ng•m , .

...

Together with the engine frame, the crankshaft is

New crankshafts made from a single forging ready for

rhe most expensive part of the engine.

the final process, such as the bolt holes for the

Cranbhafr damage necessitates elaborate and

counterweights. MAN Diesel, Hamburg, Germany.

expensive repairs. In large engines, damage to, for
instance, the journals can sometimes be repaired

In four-stroke engines, the engine-driving gear

referred to as in situ reconditioni ng

the piston.
The crankshaft drives the camshaft via rhe geared

Crankshaft damage or c.lamage to the dri, ing

wheels, which in turn drive the fuel pumps and

engine.

inlet and exhaust valves .

....
The drive gearing of an
engine, such as the
cra'l',\<.s\\af,t,, ~avs, +.re

camshaft, connecting
rods and pistons, must
be accurately installed in
the engine.
The centre lines of the
crankshaft and the camshaft
must run parallel. The centre
line of the pistons must be
perpendicular to the centre
line of the crankshaft. Gear
alignment is important.
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without dismantling the crankshaft. This is also

consists of the crankshaft, the connecting rod and

gearing often emails severe damage to the entire
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Damage in the crankcase
usually means damage to
the crankcase itself.
Shown a case of total
loss.

~

A large crankshaft lathe
at Mark van Schaick
in Schiedam,
The Netherlands.
An engine-part
reconditioning company.

•

The running surface of this crankshaft journal is not
damaged. It is possible to grind this journal to the next
possible 'undersize'.

Classificatio n agenc ies employ very d erailed
regulations with respect to mate rial use, size and
manufacturing me thods for cra n kshafts.
\I 1 ,le ( lpptl'r E, Rtgul.1t1om for propulsion

mes, d

1

lhL

to 1, rcp,11r Jnll d 11111g

•

..
Damaged c rankshafts for rec onditioning.

Usually, the crankshaft Journals or crankpins are damaged.
After a thorough inspection, which, amongst others. consists
of measunng, surface hardness check and a hair-crack test,
the shaft is ground to an unders12e. 'Thicker' bearing shells
must be used.
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26.2.4.1 Common crankshaf t damage.
O verheating
~1osrly a result of inadequate lubrication
between the cr<rnkshaft Journal or crankpin
and the bearing. All crankshafts that overheat
are bent.
Generally, crank~haft beds or engine blocks
arc rigid ,ind rhe crankshaft is 'limp'. The
lubricating-oil pressure in the bearings keep it
·afloat', that is, the crankshaft is supported by
the oil film in the bearing so ir i\ nor in contact
with the bearing material. If the bed or block
as well as the crankshaft are coo rigid, the
rotating crankshaft will not be supported by
the lubricating-oil film resulting in wear and
mcrease<l friction.
Fractured conn ecting-rod bolts
By O\erloading or poor assembl) of the conrod
bolts, the connecting rod can become detached
from rhe cranbhaft and cause severe damage.
Conrod boles can loose their l>trengrh if re-used
too often. The technical manual should ,1lways
be con\ulred to check ho\, often rhe bolts may

2

3

be used!
Dilution of lubricating oil
The lubricating propertiei, of lubricating
oil can deterior,lte considerably due to, for
instance, ageing of the lubricating oil or fuel or
coolant leaks.
Diluted lubricating oil causes a reductton in
the hydrodynam ic lubrication in the bearings
resulting in rhe shaft coming into contact with
the bearing material.

26.2.4.2 Cranksha ft hardness
The hardness for rhe 'sofr' crankshafts is
measured according to the Brinell scale. For 'hard'
crankshafts, the Rockwell C scale is used.
l-or spray coats, such as chromium, the Vickers
scale is used, even though the base coat of chin
coatings is often also measured, thereby rendering
incorrect measurements!
Large crankshafts of engines in categories Ill and
TV are generally 'soft'. The material hardness is
approximat ely 150 rol80 Brinell for crankshafts
of C 45 and 220 co 260 Brinell for 42 Cr
crankshafts.
Smaller crankshafts in categories I and II engines
are usual!)' 'hard'. They have been surfacehardencd. The hardness is approxima tely 45 to
65 Rockwell C.
So ft crankshafts (category Ill and IV) can become
'hard' when the crankpin or the crankshaft
journal is heated. The hardness can rise from 200
co 600 Brincll.
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Warming a heated crankshaft. Sometimes an
overheated journal is re-heared in an arrempr to
reduce the hardness. This is performed 111 siru
with electric 'hea r scrips'. The result~ vary, but
rhe original hardness 1s nor U\uall} achieved,
as the hardness remains higher. If the engine
supplier accepts rhe acquired hardnc~~, approval
of rhe classification agency usually follows. This
method avoids the rime-consuming and expe1rnve
dismantling of rhe engine co remove rhe crankshaft.
Hard crank5hafts (ca tegories I and II ) turn '\oft'

when the crankpin or the journals overhear.
Flame hardening il> a surface-har denmg process
applied to the journal.
Metho d: The material is heated with a hightemperatur e gas flame to approxima tely 600 °(
followed by quenching with jets of water
resulting in rapid cooling. The material surface
is cramforme d with a significant increase in
hardness.
~

Changing the crankshaft on a ship.
This is an expensive and time-consuming procedure.
In four-stroke engines, the entire block must be hydraul1cally
supported, so the crankshaft can be 'dropped' out from
below the engine. All part1t1ons or doors must be removed so
the crankshaft can be transported out of the engine room.
Often a large hole is cut 1n the hull closest to the engine room
using cutting torches.
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Surface hardening ca n also be achieved with a
nitrogen process o r induction hardening. A hard
chrome-plating layer with a maximum thickness
of approximately one millimetre can abu be
applied.
Tearing of the journals often occurs due to
material fatigue, torque and overloading.
\licroscopic tears deepen resulting in fracturing of
a crankshaft and overa ll damage to the engine.
Inferior vibration dampers may be the root cause
of the problem. Vibration dampers should be
regularly inspected.
The filling found in dampers usually consists of
a highly viscous silicone fluid (jell y or oil). It is
therefore advisable to test the vibratio n dampers.
A special testing device is used that introduces
vibrations into rhe coupling. The extent to which
rhe vibrations are damped indicates how effective
the vibration damper is.
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Straigbtening/trueing up an overheated crankshaft
Crankshafts with crankpin or main journal that
have overheated arc always bent. Th ey can be
straightened hydraulically or by hammering
around the radius with a hammering rool and a
heavy hammer.

26.2.4.3 Grinding the crankshaft
The crankshaft is positioned at 'zero' in the centre
of the grinding machine.
Depending on the size of the crankshaft, stays
are placed underneath the journal s to prevent the
cran ks ha fts from bending under rheir own weight.
The>' a lso absorb rhe pressure exerted by rhe
grind ing process.

"Y

Grinding a large
crankshaft at Mark van
Schaick, Schiedam,

Grinding of rhe cra nkshaft starts from the centre
plare from the left and right to the middle.
ln the centre of the crankshaft, th e value given on
the dial ga uges must be 0.000 mm!

The Netherlands.

,

supports

2

gnndtng stone

Heat-induced cracks arc genera lly su perficial and
can be removed by polishing on a (crankshaft )
grmding machine. lf the crack cannot be removed
b} polishing o r grinding, the crankshaft is
scrapped.

The material used in cranksha fts can always be
traced via a data base. The hardn ess is particularly
important. T he und amaged section always has th e
initial base hardness.
Renewing bearing shells
Ir i~ imperative that the selected bearing is
manufoctured from the same material as that of
the original shells. Bea ring shells have sta ndard
'oversizes'.
The engi neer operating a crankshaft-grinding
machine knows precisely how much material can
be removed in order to o btain the first oversize.
Only OEM-shells should be used
(OEM= Original Equipment Manufactu rer).

Clearance of journals and crankpins
I

Rule of rhumb: 00 mm or 0.001 rimes the
1
diameter clearance per 10 mm shaft diameter.
A shaft with a diameter of 250 mm:
the clearance of the bearings may nor exceed
250
I
25
--x--=--mm.
10 100 100
~

26.2.4.4 Crankpin wear
Cra nkpins and crankpin bearings are heavily
loaded. T he hydrodynam ic lubrication is nor
optimal as the forces fluctuate in both size and
direction. f his often ca uses boundary lubrica tio n
where the lubrica nr film is insufficient to prevent
surface contact between pins and bea rings.
Localised wear occurs resulting in an oval-shaped
shaft. This occurs more o ften in a certain type of
engine from certain engine manufacrnrers.

A large crankpin of a
medium-speed diesel
engine.

An attempt to straighten the
crankshaft by hammering
has only partially succeeded.
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~

The crankpin must be
true.
Measuring the roundness Is
important after a large
number of operating hours.
The pin often assumes an
oval shape. which Is then
ground down to a smaller
diameter

...
After repairs, the cranksha ft must be approved

An absolure ly round ~hape wirh a smooth surface
area can be obtained by grinding rhc shaft.
The main and crank pin journals of the cranksha fts
arc manufac rured w1th a ccrrain e>Yers11e and

according to the classifica tion bureau regulation s. This
is referred to as the "release" of the cranksha ft.

ma) be ground- down several times without
d1111ens1oning problem s. Obvious l y, oversized
(thicker) bearing shells must be used.
Standard sizes are normally used so rhe shaft is

After this machinin g prm:ess, a prorrn.:ol is drawn
up wirh the new mc,lstirc s o f rhe crankp1m
and the Journals. This practice i; referred to as
'acceptan ce': rhe cranksha ft meets class1ficarion

ground ro a certain diameter (undersize ).

agenq standard s.

Groove s in the running surface of crankpins
and journals

~

A damaged cranksha ft on
a cranksha ft lathe, a type
of grinding machine.

The grnding stones (1) have
a large radius and varying
hardness and gnt sizes.

'Y

Grinding a small
cranksha ft.

...
A worn crankp1n.
These grooves are often a result of overheating , caused ,n
part by insufficient lubricating-oil. Moreover, dirt particles 1n
the lubricating-oil may have come into contact with the shat:
for instance via a damaged filter or as a result of certain
activities which have contaminated the cooling system.
If the grooves are shallow. the shaft or pin can be ground.
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26.2.4.5 Modification of the material
structure
Overhearing and groove formation cause a
temporary temperature increase of the material.
The running surfaces often turn blue. T his usually
means that rhe ca rrying-surface temperature has
risen to approximately 700 °C.
This changes the structure of the ma terial.
Unalloyed carbo n-steel cra nksha fts h arden.
Local soft a reas occur in a lloyed hardened
crankshafts.

A
A magnetic field is used to detect superficial cracking.

These phenomena cause tension build-up in the
A coil is placed on the shaft and this generates a magnetic

surface layers of the material. This can result
111 the formation of hairline cracks, ultimately

field A contrast liquid is applied to the shaft and the surface

re;ulting in shaft fracture.

inspected with a lamp. A crack can be discerned by an

These 'areas' can be locali sed si mpl y by

interruption in the colour of the shaft. This process is called

performing a ha rdness test on location. Dependent

·Magnaflux1ng ·.

on the difference between the hardn ess of the

areas and the hardness of the shaft, the decision is

Crankshaft cracks are a result of material

made as to whether the shaft or crankpin should

overload.

be ground to a certain undersize with none or

The excessive load may be produced by rorsional

very little discrepancy between the hardnesses.

stress, generated by torque and torsional

Clearly, the shaft must be ground ro the minimum
prescribed shaft diamete r.

vibrations.
Under normal operating conditions, this need not

26.2.4.6 Cracking of crankshafts

rhe core of the problem. When the engine speed

be a problem. Often rorsional vibrations are at
approximates the number of natural vibrations of
t he crankshaft, the torsional stress can increase to
a point where the crankshaft shows cracks.
These fractures are generally easily recognisable.
The cracked surface is often at an angle of
approximately 45° ro the centre line of the
crankshaft.
Extremely large bending stress may a lso cause
overall damage to the crankshaft when the
crankshaft is nor aligned.
T he most impo rtant causes arc:
wear of the main shaft bearings;

•

Check the journals for hairline cracks.

loading of the ship;
distortion of the engine bed plate due to
extreme weather conditions or che ship

The shaft can often be repaired by grinding 1f the cracks are

running aground;

superficial.

incorrect bedplate design in diesel-power

If the cracks are too deep. the shaft 1s written off as a total

plants and power barges;

loss.

temperature influences.

The crack depth can be established using a small grinding
stone.
Some second-rate firms weld the cracks.
This 1s obviously pointless and the shaft is then scrapped!

26.2.4. 7 Damage to the crankshaft by a
seized piston
If piston rings seize in the cylinder due ro
insufficient cooling or poor lubrication, seve re
damage often follows.
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The piston crown sei1es at rhe top of the cylinder
liner. The piston skirt with the piston pin is
torn from the piston crown, and the moving
connecting rod severely damages the frame and
the crankshaft.
The connecting rod is often detached from the
crankpin, when the connecting-rod bolts break
and the counterweight boles on the crankshaft
detach. All these fractured parts cause denting in
the crankshaft. These are irreparable resulting in
the crankshaft being declared a total loss.
If the seized piston damages the frame irreparably,
the engine is a total loss.

T

The bolts of the counter weights must be tightened
and secured with the utmost precision. Detached
counterweights can cause irreparable damage to the
crankshaft.
It can be determined 1f the crankshaft ever suffered an
'overspeed' with the counterweights still attached to the
crankshaft.
After removal of the counterweights, the crankshaft faces
and the counterweight faces exhibit smooth friction spots.
This is caused by stretching of the fixing bolts to the extent
that the faces of the crankshaft and the counterweight are no
longer in contact, thus allowing for micro-movement
independent of each other.
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26.2.4.8 Damage caused by counterweights
detaching from the crankshaft
When the engine speed far e'<ceeds the maximum
allowable speed, the counterweights may detach
from the crankshaft by the breaking of the bolts
attaching the councerweighrs ro rhe crankshaft.
ln rhis case, che maximum allowable bolt tensile
stress is exceeded. Total damage to the crankshaft
follows.

26.2.4.9 Crankshaft damage as a result of
incorrect mounting of the main
bearing shells
This can occur when technicians do nor know
how to mount the bearing shells or which aspecrs
require special attention.
Key points: the bearing shells mu~t be clean and
show no signs of damage. Durmg firring, no grease
or oil must be applied to the back of the shell
ro facilitate insertion of rhe bearing shell. The
thickness of this grea,e or oi l layer is often greater
than the clearance between the shaft and the
bearing shell!
When installing rhe bottom bearing, the bearingcap boles with the borrom bearing shell must
be equally tensioned. In accordance wirh the
regulations of the manufacturer, the vertical
and horizontal bearing-fixing boles can then be
attached.
furthermore, it is important ro know if a
crankshaft is equipped with the originally fitted
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bearings or if one or several oversized bearings
ha\·e been used after crankshaft repairs.
26.2.4.10 Acid damage to the journals and
crankpins
Sulphur found in fuel, in the form of sulphur
d10,ide formed in the combustion space, can move
pasr the piston rings and be found in the crankcase
1f maintenance is nor performed regularly, for
111srance, lubricating-oil cleaning and changi ng.
Subsequently sulphuric acid may be formed
Wl[h water vapour. Under good maintenance
conditions, the acid is neutralised by an alka line
additive in the lubricating oil and is therefore nor
detrimental to the crankshaft.
\ cc C.h,1p1cr 11, Luhrication of engines.
If no or little ,mention is paid to rhe quality of the

lubricating oil, for instance, by failing to sample
and rest the lubricating oil, the alkaline additive
could be exhausted, rhus allowing the sulphuric
acid formation to damage the crankshaft. Black
srains or pitting will appear on the journals or
pitting which damage rhe running surface.
Corrosion of the crankshaft may a lso o ccur when
there is leakage o f coolin g water or coolant,

although this is less aggressi ve in co mparison to
sulphuric-acid corrosion.

Thi problem is averted by taking samples at
regular intervals!
Damaged bearings
Bearings in an engine have a ~horr life-span, as
rhey arc heavily loaded; corrosive and mechanical
wear in particular are significant.
In four-stroke trunk-pisron engines, the qua lity of
the fuel plays a decisive role.
26.2.4.11 Key points for an extended
operating time
These are:
- suitable lubricating-oil treatment, such as
filtration, separation and sampling;
- preventing external contamination of the
engine during maintenance;
- capping lubricating-oil drillings in crankpins
during repairs, and capping all openings
leading to the lubricating-oil system;
- prelubricarion of engine ensuring all the vira l
engine parts are properly lubrica ted prior co
Start;

...
check lubrication during operation by
monitoring lubricating-oil pressures,
lubricating-oil temperatures and the
lubricating-oil level in the crankcase.
Monitoring lubrica ting-oil consumption is
important as this indicates the condition of
engine maintenance. Inadequately functioning
pisron rings and exhaust-valve seems whose
clearances are outside normal parameters lead
to an increase in lubricating-oil consumption.
Obviously, rhe operating life of bearings is
largely dependent on operating conditions and
va ries from manufacturer and engine type.

An in-line engine frame
'on its head'.
The crankshaft
counterweights must
still be fitted.

Modern trimetal bearings, main ly used in fourstroke engines, both high-speed and rnediumspeed, are not reconditioned.
T hey arc usua lly replaced by a new bea ri ng after a
certain number of operating hours.
T he total thickness of the bearing shell can be
measured in order to establish the extent of wear.
After a certain number of operating hours, the
lead-bronze base coa t or the emergency-running
coating gradually emerges. T his means char the
actual friction material, an aluminium al loy,
has been worn away. The cri terion for bearing
rejection is at a certain percentage of visible leadbronze surfaces.
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26.2.5 Camshafts and bearings

The cams are often damaged by grooves and

The cams on the camshaft arc heavily loaded

indemations.
Small camshafts manufactured from a single

when driving the high-pressure fuel pumps and
inlet and exhaust valves.

forging arc usually replaced.
In large camshafts, which consist of separate
sections for each cylinder, only the damaged
section will be replaced.
In separa te hydraulically moumcd cams. rhc
damaged cam can simp ly be replaced.
On occasion, cams are reweldcd using a wearresistant material. The original dimcn~ions arc
then resrored by grinding.

...

...

A camshaft with, from left

Rewelding steel engine parts is a meticulous and

to right, the fuel cam, the

complex procedure.

inlet cam, and the
exhaust cam.

The quality of recond,t,oned engine parts does not always
match new engine parts. Shown here, a section of a
camshaft.

Camshaft bearings a rc replaced when scrapped.
~

A finished engine block

26.2.6 Gears

as seen from the front.
The location of the
crankshaft, the camshaft,

Gears are subject to wear.
The shaft bearings of the gea rs arc of primary

ducting, and the internal

importance.
When the valve clearance is too large, rhe

pipes is clearly visible.

gearwheels mesh differemly causing wear.

the scavenging-air

The running su rface must be checked for damage
An older type camshaft of

and wear.
This normally only occurs with insufficient

a four-stroke high-speed

gearwheel lubrication, contaminated lubricating

diesel engine.

oil or an irregular load on the teeth.

~

Generally, when reduction gears are correctly
This is made from a single

aligned, the wheels mesh smoothly and few

forging, as opposed to

problems may be expected.

modern camshafts, which
are usually manufactured 1n
sections.
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...
The camshaft driven by
the crankshaft by gears.
fuel cam

26.2.7 Fuel pumps and injectors
Fuel pumps
Pressu res and temperatures in the fuel pumps can
nsc considerably.
Peak fuel-pressures of LO00 to 2000 bar and
fuel temperarures of 140 °Care common when
running on

H.F.O ..

Extreme pressures a lso occur when running
on diesel oil, however, the fuel temperarure is
significantly lower, 15 ro 30 °C.
The cam&haft drive with fuel cam, cam and
plunger are also heavi ly loaded.

...
Fuel-pump casing in the
reconditioning workshop.

•

Honing a fuel-pump

cylinder of MAN-Rol lo
in Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands.

During the honing process,
very little material 1s
removed. The running
surface is finished so that
the seal between the fuelpump plunger and the
cylinder is restored.
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...
Honing the pump
cylinder.

honing machine w,th
honing stones (not
VISJb/e)
pump cylinder

2
3

fasteners

4

mechanical rotating
dr,ve, the reciprocating
movement is done by
hand

...
A variety of honing tools
and honing stones .

...
Recondition ed fuel
pumps.
All the openings are capped
to seal out moisture and dirt.
Each pump is labelled.
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Procedure
The fuel pump is disassembled and clea ned in a
wash111g machine.
Visual inspecti on is perfo rmed on pa rts subject tO
wear, such as, plungers, casings, pressure valves,
cavitation bolts and the dri ving mechanism.
The dimensions of, in particular, the plunge r and
cylinder are measured.

..
Fuel pump and parts.

,

worn fuel plunger

2

recondllioned fuel
plunger
cylinders or 'barrels'
reconditioned fuel pump

3
4

,\

Plungers and barrels (cylinders).

A
~

A polishing machine for

Disassembled fuel

trueing up parts of

pumps, cleaned and

atomisers and fuel

ready for inspection.

pumps.

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

plunger

The parts are trued up by

barrel
pump casing
gear rack
springs

sanding paste applied to the

the appltcat1on of a fine

vibrating plate.

buffer plate
adjusting sleeve
cap with locking gasket
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Injectors
Adequate fuel-injecror performance is e%enrial
for a perfect combustion process in rhe cylinder.
The injectors must atomise rhc fuel at the correct
pressure.

~

Fuel atomisers require
regular and meticulous
maintenance. They are
essential for optimum
engine operation.

Injecrors must be removed from the cylinder head
after a prescribed number of operating hours
.1nd tested by an injector-testing device. These arc
simple manual test pumps, or mechanically driven
test devices performed by specialised firms.
During the rest, the opening pressure and fuel
,1tomi1ation is checked, as well as possible injector
leaks after the needle valve is closed.

The latter is 111d1cat1ve of poor scaling of the
needle valve.
Furthermore, rhe inJecror casmg and connection to
the fuel line is 111specred for lcab.

~

Injectors of large diesel
engines. The contact
faces have been buffed, a
fine-sanding process.

When the injectors arc impecred by speciali ed
comp.111ies, rhe enttre 111jecror is disassembled,
the various parts cleaned, measured, repaired or
renewed.
During in pecrion, rhe following is checked:
the sealing surface of rhe injector needle;
the length of the relaxed spring;
the shape and dimensions of the inJccror
perforations;
rhc wear of the plunger and rhc casmg;
rhc pressure valve or the residual prc,sure
valve, if prescnr;
the shape of rhe nozzle and possible corrosion.
High remperarures may cause disromon of the
no7tle.
After asscmbl>, the injccrors are rested.
The spray p,mcrns arc also checked by placmg
special paper or cardboard underneath the nozzle.

-

,--

-~~

.-.

. . . . . -~

,)
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The nozzles. Each diesel engine has its own nozzle
type.
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...
Fuel pumps of all the
Wartsila four-stroke
engines. The injectors are
tested at varying speeds
and loads.

Toe pumps are mounted on
an actuating machine
attached to a camshaft.
which measures injector
performances at varying
speeds.

-y
An injector-test machine.

injector

'\

, Always sta y clear o f a n o pera ti ona l

2

fuel- supply line

3

test machine

Comment

injector. The speed of rhe fue l jet is such tha t

A regula r and metic ul ous inspection o f the

accidents can occur!

injectors is impo rtant for the optimal opera ti on of
diesel engin es.
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...
A cut-away section of a
turboblower.
turbmeshaft

6

exhaust gas side
beanng
thrust beanng
sea/
exhaust-gas turbine
centrifugal compressor

7

turbme casing

2
3
4

5

...
A series of blades of an

26.2.8 Turboblowers or super charging
groups

exhaust-gas turbine of a
turboblower that are

Superchargin g groups are esscnnal for the

irreparably damaged.

operation of rhe diesel engine.

This is most likely caused

Sufficient air supply for complere fuel combustion,
cylinder scavenging and cooling of hot engine

by fragmented exhaust
valves.

parts in the combmtion space, arc important for
efficient engine operation and for engine operating
life. The turbob lower must supply sufficient air at
a certain pressure.
Optimal turhoblower performance requires the
following:
T he degree of contaminatio n and damage to the
e>-.haust-gas turbine.

...
Damaged exhaust-gas
rotor, possibly caused by
fractured piston rings.
A piston-ring catcher is
sometimes placed before
the exhaust-gas turbine inlet
(two-stroke).
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Combustion products such as carbon deposits may

26.2.8.2 Rotor-shaft bearings

settle on the blades and interfere with the flow of

The speed of extremely large blowers is high,
approximately 4000 co 6000 rpm. Very small

hot exhaust gases, thus causing the blower speed
Jnd consequently the capacity and the supply

blowers for high-speed diesel engines can reach

pressure ro decrease: the engine receives less air.

speeds of 60,000 to 120,000 rpm.
The pump impeller and the turbine wheel arc

26.2.8.1 Contamination and damage of the
air compressor

attached to a rotating blower shaft. Correct

Obviously, this occurs less frequently. The air-inlet

life of both bearings.

balancing of this shaft is essential for the operating

filter captures virtually all solid particles and the

Therefore, the turboblower is always dynamically

air temperature on the suction and delivery side is

balanced again after turboblower maintenance.

relatively low. The diffuser, the stationary section

Both bearings are disassembled, cleaned and all

of the air compressor that converts the high air

the dimensions measured. The rotating parts are

Yelociry generated by the impeller to pres~ure, is

replaced.

u~ually in good condition.

T
Appropriate and regular maintenance is essential for
diesel-engine performance.

This air-inlet filter of a turboblower 1s heavily contaminated
and impedes the eng1ne-a1r supply.

...
A complete rotor ready to

be used.

A cross-section of an
ABB-VTC 254
turboblower. Note the
large air filter with sound
damping to the left in the
picture.

A

A contaminated exhaust-gas turbine reduces the
capacity of the turboblower.
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•

Bearing casings are cleaned, inspected and measured,

and then assembled and mounted with new bearings.

•

All the moving parts of the turbine-rotor bearings, such
as ball bearings, spring packings and bushes are
always replaced by new parts with a major turboblower
overhaul.
T

T

Each rotor is dynamically balanced at approximately

After arrival at the reconditioning workshop, the

15% average speed. Subsequently the other parts are

turboblowers are taken apart, cleaned, and measured.

mounted, as shown here.

...
A new compressorimpeller is heated and
then shrunk on the
compressor shaft.
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•

A new bearing-casing

design .

The connection between the
outer nng, attached to the
casing and the ball-beanng
mounting ring is flexible. This
1s a self-aligning bearing.

...
The exhaust-gas turbine
of larger turboblowers is
equipped with individual
blades; these are
attached to the turbinewheel rim using b lade
feet.

2
3
4

5

turbine shaft
labynnth seal
turbine wheel
turbine blade
lacing wire to dampen
vibrations

Casing
The rnarcrials usec.l in rhe manufacture of rhe
cxhausr-gas sccrion arc cxposec.l ro exhaust-gas
temperatures of 300" to 600 °C. Until recently,
the exhaust-gas section was double-walled
and large blowers were cooled with cooling
water circulating through this section. This is
still common practice in some new types of
blowers and, naturally, in o lder types. C orrosion
and conta mina tio n of the casing arc the most
frequently occurring problems. There is a lso
the possibility of tea ring at high temperatures,
particularly of uncooled parts or turbine casings.

•

Turboblower casings after painting .
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A blade-attachment system of the exhaust-gas turbine

Polishing a built-up shaft section where it was spray

on the turbine wheel. This ls called the 'Christmas tree

coated.

configuration'.

...
Spare impellers and
nozzle rings in a stock
room.
,

impellers

2

nozzle nngs

26.2.9 Governors

...

Minor maintenance to governors is performed

A small but vital part of a

when they are mounted on the engine.
This maintenance comprises refilling or changing

diesel genset is the
engine speed governor.

governor
2
3
4

5

fuel pump
fuel- ad1usting spindle
supply line fuel pump
delivery-line fuel pump

the lubricating oil, lubricating the shaft system
co the fuel pumps and inspection of the governor
during operation.
Reconditioning is performed by specialised
companies, such as Woodward and Europa.
The governor is disassembled, cleaned and
inspected.
Worn parts are replaced and rhe governor is rested
subsequent to assembly.
~t
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...
A combined H.T. and

LT. cooling-water system
for a four-stroke mediumspeed diesel engine.
Here the lubricating-oil

HT

cooler is mounted on the
LT. system. The
scavenging air cooler
consists of two heat
exchangers; first the air for
the engine as cooled with
the H.T. system and

LT

subsequently with the
L.T. system. A pre-heater is
placed in the H.T. system.

10.14 Standard cooling- water
system
A simple closed fresh wa ter cooling system always
consists of a fresh water cooling circulation
pump, the engine parts that must be cooled, an
ai.r venting- and expansion system, a fresh water
cooler and a temperature control valve, usuaU y a
three way rhermostaric control valve.

10.14.1 Cooling systems according to the
engine classification

Engines with a shaft power of 0 to 100 kW,
four-stroke, high-speed, M.D.O. - Engine
category I

...
Cooling fins on the cylinder liner of a small high-speec
diesel engine.

The small industrial diesel engines usually have a
very simple but effective cooling system.
There a va rious cooling methods:
A wirh air;
B with un t reated water or seawater;
C with a closed fresh water cooling system;
D radiaror cooli.ng;
E with coolant in a closed system;
F with lubricating oil in a closed system.

A Cooling with air
Engines with ai.r cooling are still fa irly common,
especially in smaller power outputs.

Cooling method
The heat of the engine is discharged ac the cooli ng
fins found on the cylinder. A ventilator driven
from the crankshaft by a V-belt or an impeller
integrated into the fl y wheel, sends cool air

...
A small single cylinder air-cooled diesel power unit
(arrow = air supply).
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through sheet steel ducting along the fins. The
,eared air must be expelled far from the engine
I.lock in order to avoid it short circuiting with the
..::ool air supply. For instance, in sailing- and motor
i-.oacs or back-up gensets attention is given co the
'lC air discharge and cool air supply.
nis system can only be applied to low load
ngines.
·1vantages
- simple
- no risk of frost damage
no cooling-water system required
economical
-;advantages

-

-

Din and dust settles on the cooling fins.
.\lediocre cooling capacity.
-:-.:o temperature control.
~o sound proof cooling-water jacket.
upply and discharge ducting require a great
deal of space in built-in engines.
The power output has to be reduced at high
.1ir temperatures.
ractice this cooling method is seldom used.

B With raw water or seawater
method is often applied. The canal-, river.c.awater is drawn in via an inlet- or seaweed
r by a engine driven cooling-water pump.
.:oolant then flows through the engine block
, discharged back i.oto the untreated water
.Jer above the water level. The temperature is
.ued by a temperature controlled valve placed
discharge pipe after the engine. Since this
~ 1s often absent, the flow of the uncreated
" depends on the number of revolutions of the
" pump and therefore those of the engine.

> COOLING DIESEL ENG IN ES

In the direct seawater cooling system it is possible
for salts to be deposited on the cooling surfaces
when the cooling-water temperature exceeds
approximately 50 °C. Th is will cause scaling. Due
ro rhe high chloride content of seawater, the metal
corrosion is severe.

C With a closed fresh water cooling system
This is commonly applied. The closed coolingwater system is filled with distilled water and
provided with a cooling-water treatment. The
system is often maintained at an over pressure to
prevent from boi ling and is provided with a closed
expansion tank.
The hear of the engine parts that is absorbed
by this closed fresh water cooling system is
transmitted to a raw water or seawater system
through a heat exchanger (cooler). The system,
including the cooler, is designed tO be as small as
possible, and consists mostly of seawater resistant
materials, such as stainless steel, brass and cunifer.
In smaller engines the hoses may be manufactured
from synthetic materials. The temperature of the
first cooling-water system is controlled with a
thermostatic th.ree way valve; in an initial Stan
in a cold engine the coolant circulates through
the engine; only as the water achieves the correct
temperature and in proportion to the engine load
increase, does more water flow through the cooler.
Advantage
- possibility of cooling-water treatment; no

corrosion

~

A simple cooling-water
system.

Pump

-tage

:-,ple system

Top picture: The cooling
system is cold. The water
circulates through the

11antages
cooling-water is neither clean nor treated;
di rr particles can settle on the cooling

,c

engine.
Bottom picture: The cooling

Coolant flow

system has achieved the set
temperature. The

· ·.1ces and hear transmission is reduced.
•cnrial blocking of the weed chest.
..::ooling-water needs to be drained during
pcr, ids o f frost.

thermostatic control valve
allows a certain amount of
water through the heat
Pump

exchanger, thus ensuring
that the pre-set coolingwater temperature of the
engine remains constant.

Coolant flow
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...
Radiator cooling.
Whenever the heat in the
cooling water cannot or with
great difficulty be emitted to
the surface of the cooling
water, radiator cooling is
used where the heat is
released into the ambient air.

...

•

Regular deaeration prevents problems .

Cooling-water pumps
mounted on the engine.

Properly deaerated cooling water is imperative for adequa,e
cooling of each part. Here a (manual) deaerator vent. Reguia

Many four-stroke medium-

dearation prevents problems.

speed diesel engines drive
several cooling-water
pumps. These are driven

...

from the crankshaft using

Radiator cooling.

cog wheels.
A radiator is relatively large in comparison to the usual freshwater cooler. Cooling with ambient air temperature
sometimes In excess of 40 °C requires a large cooling
surface.
The ventilator is operated by the engine by means of a beltor gear-belt drive from the crankshaft or the camshaft.

2

a
A modern cooling-water

4

system.

5
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heat exchanger
ventilator (behind grill guard)
cooling-water pump
thermostatic three-way valve
grill guard.
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D Radiator cooling
ere is no untreated water available or i£
~ would prefer not to use untreated or salr
•er in rhe 'second' system, one could cool to
Jmbient ai r temperature with a .radiator. A
no r resembles a hear exchanger which has
-m fresh water on the one side and cool air
·he other, and discharges heat with an engineen ventilator. This is often used for 'shore'
·.illations such as diesel gensets, mo bile diesel
~r units in for instance large buildings such
,pirals, office buildings, factories and other
ttes req uiring electricity.
ith coolant in a closed system
"are engi ne manufacturers that prefer co have
- engines .filled with a ready-made coolant.
has the following properties:
,e agent contains an anti-corrosion add itive;
1
the oxygen atoms are bound.
-tie agent is resistanc to temperatures below
zero.

The agent does not attack packings, mbber

,Jls or metals.

1 -ie agent forms a strong, thin coating on the
c:ral parts preventing corrosion.
tis k ind of cooling system often contains a
yuid filrer which filrers out sand grains, metal
rricles and dirt to avoid abrasion.

,ages
.:ooling-warer treatment.
.:cm meets all the required properries.
pro blems at tem peratures below zero.
antages
nlling after leaks is expensive.
•.:vem contact with eyes and skin. Note the
.c:-r instructions.

...
10.14.2 Engines with a shaft power of
100 to 5000 kW, four-stroke,
high-speed, M.D.O. - Engine
category II
These large industrial engines all have closed fresh
wace,r cooling systems:
- with a secondary raw water or seawater
system;
- with a secondary system to the ambient air
cooled with a radiator.
Both the fresh wa ter ci rcu lating p ump and the raw
cooling-water circulating pump are driven by the
engine. Since most of these engines are provided
w ith a turbocharger, an inter cooler cooled
by the circulating water in the block has been
placed after the turbo-blower. This is insufficient
for highly loaded engines, and therefore the
cooling system is provided with a high- and low
temperature system. This is often referred to as the
H.T.- and L.T.- system.

A diesel generator with
on the left the radiator
cooler and on the right
the electric generator with
its own closed-air
ventilation system. The air
for the electric generator
is cooled by fresh water
in a heat exchanger.

~

The Deutz D 4.29 with
natural aspiration and the
Deutz DT 4 .29 with
supercharged air; both
diesel engines are cooled
with lubricating oil.

Vith a closed system with lubricating oil
manufact urers build a small engine series
ed with this cooling system.
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,.

High Temperature Water System

A H.T. cooling-water system by Caterpillar.
Low Water Level
Shutdown

This has a:
-

low-water flow shut-down;

-

exhaust-heat recovery device;

-

two thermostatic control valves; a warm-up thermostatic

Exhaust
Heat
Recovery
Device

Expansion Tank

To load
From load
Load Balancing Engine coolant
Heat Exchanger Heat Exchange,

valve and a load-balancing thermostatic valve.
-

the expansion tank is under excess pressure.

To load
From load
I

Circulating
pump ' - - - - - - -Load-Balancing
Thermostatic Valve

10.14.3 Engines with a shaft power of 500
to 30,000 kW, four-stroke,
medium-speed, H.F.O. - Engine
category Ill
These large industrial engines have closed fresh
water cooling systems, often with a H.T.- and
L.T.-system where cooling of both the air cooler
and the lubricating oil cooler is done by the LT.system and the engine block by the H.T.-system.
At these high shaft outputs, a large amount of heat
is released; the cooling systems therefore i11crease
in size proportionally .

shaft power Pas= 5760 kW
heat dissipation - engine block
air cooler I
air cooler Il
lubricating oil cooler
gear box and generaror coolers

800 k
1880 k
530 k
840 k
223 k

total

4273 k

The H.T.-cooling absorbs heat from the engine
block and air cooler I = 2680 kW.
The L.T.-cooling circuit absorbs heat from air
cooler II, the lubricating oil cooler and the gear
box /generator coolers = 1593 kW.

Following is an example of a Caterpillar- MaK
12 M 32 C diesel engine, a V-engine running on

H.F.O.

,.
A cooling-water system of a Caterpillar- MaK
16 M 32 C diesel engine .

pumps FP3 and FP5. It exerts a sufficient amount of static
pressure on the pump to have it start effortlessly as the
pump is always filled with water

Description
The engine has a two-stage air cooler with CH1 and CH2.

Pre-heating

The system consists of a H.T. system and fresh-cooling

The H.T. system has its own pre-heater pump FP7 and

water pumps FP3 and FPS.

pre-heater FH5. The L.T. system cools the air cooler CH2
and lubricating-oil cooler LH 1. The L.T. circulating pumps

260

The H.T. cooling-water system cools air cooler CH1 and the

FP4 and FP6 first pump the water through the air cooler in

engine block and then flows to the thermostatic three-way

order for the air temperature to drop as much as possible.

valve FR1. In a cold system it circulates back to the suction

This is usually to 40 °C.

side of the cooling-water pumps and at the moment that the

The thermostatic three-way valve FR2 ensures that the LT

system achieves the correct temperature, the three-way

temperature is constant and delivers more or less water

valve opens and delivers, depending on the engine load,

through the L.T. cooler FH2.

more of less water through the heat exchanger FH1 . The

This L T. system also has its own expansion tank FT2 with a

expansion tank FT1 is connected to the suction pipe of

connection to the suction side ot the pumps.

CH10
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I
llnas4ries and fittings:
Charge air cooler HT
Charge air cooler LT
Cha rge air thermostat
Sensor for cha rge air temperature control va Ive
~eshwater cooler HT
F<eshwater cooler LT
Heat Consumer
l'teshwater preheater
freshwater pump (separate) HT
"<eshwater pump (separate) LT
Freshwater stand-by pump HT
freshwater stand-by pump LT
PTeheating pump
.,.,rnperature control valve HT
•ernperature control valve LT
-nperature control valve HT

I

Compensation tank HT
Compensation tank LT
luboil cooler
Gear luboil cooler
Sfl Seawater filter
SPI Seawater pump
SP2 Seawater stand-by pump
STI
Sea chest
l evel indicator
LI
LSL Level switch low
Pressure indicator
Pl
PSL Pressure switch low
PSLL Pressure switch low
Pressure transmitter
PT
Temperature indicator
Tl
TSHH Temperature switch high
Temperature transmitter (PT 100)
TT

_J

FT1
FT2
LH1
LH3

STI

Notes:
f Drain
h Please refer to the measuring point list regarding design of the monitoring de·
vices

Connecting points:
C14 Charge air cooler LT, inlet
C15 Charge air cooler LT, outlet
C16 Charge air cooler HT, inlet
C25 Cooling water, engine outlet
C37 Vent

notes:
dimensions and design (e.g. flexible connection) of the disconnecting points see engine installation drawing.

•,on,

s · cooler not required:
er sys1em (SP1, SP2, SFl, STl) Temp. · control va lve FR3 required, if heat recovery installed.

ater cooling system

em is designed to be as short as possible due to

Today, this data is made available on a pc, where all required
data is gathered in the 'cooling-water system' databank.

corrosion and contamination risks. Via the untreated

·er inlet filter SF1 the sea- water circulating pumps

Some commentary
-

38 °C . These temperatures are only achieved in tropical

as FH2 and FH1 and then the water is discharged
~

areas, shallow coastal waters and estuaries.

irculation is also possible using a manual

ftrnemlore, both coolers are equipped with a

The inlet temperature in the L.T. system may not exceed

-

Expansion tanks should be installed at least four metres
above the centre line of the crankshaft of the engine.

•a;..a.

-

There is a possibility of inserting an oil detector in the

-

Flow velocities in the fresh-water systems on both the

cooling-water system.

rd temperature gauges are fitted throughout the
"''leITTlore, the expansion tanks are provided with

suction and delivery sides are 2 to 3 m/sec.

iarms. Before and after each cooler;
e,s are installed

in order to provide accurate

'Bmperature differences in the cooler.
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.\ complete cooling-water system for a medium-speed

-

Most coolers have an over-capacity of at least 15% with

-

When anti-freezing agents are used the cooling-water

regards to contamination.

!our-stroke diesel engine by MAN- B&W.

system capacity is considerably reduced.

"' commentary
-

riefe a H.T. and L.T. system are applied.
-

-

In order to remaln within the maximum NOx emissions set
by the I.M.O. (International Maritime Organisation) at a

"'he cooling-water pumps are not driven by the engine
out rather by an electromotor.

shaft power of 100% and seawater temperature of 25 °C,

.\ seawater evaporator HE-014 has been integrated into

a L T. system temperature for the L.T. cooler of 32 •c

SyStem..

must be maintained At a higher air-inlet temperature the

Engines running on heavy oil are equipped with separate

process temperature also rises, which in turn results in

oozzle cooling with a circulating pump P-005 and cooler

higher nitrous-oxide (NOx) emissions.
-

--,E-005.

water system. These must be inspected after

:..dd1tionally, cooling water which, for instance, is required
luring
~-039

maintenance jobs on the system.

repairs, can be drained and stored in drain tank
-

and pump P-031 can pump the drained water

engine.

L.T. system.
-

-.ere the H.T. system is cooled by the L.T. system. So.
IS

If a central cooling-water system is used for several diesel
engines or, for instance, main and auxiliary engines on a

seawater system is very compact.

large ship, adjustable orifices should be installed in the

" cooler HE-001 and the lubricating-oil cooler are

cooling-water system so that the flow can be

.Oled by the L.T. system.

meticulously distributed throughout all the engine

Seawater evaporator HE-014 is heated by the H.T.

systems. These are generally not readjusted laterl

,stem.

')()ling-water treatment takes place on the suction side
""le H.T. and

-

The outlet temperature of the H.T. system is

-

The engine is preheated and maintained at a temperature

approximately 90 °C.

L.T. circulating pumps.

·ice 0-001 has

been inserted to the outlet of the H.T.

of up to 60 ·c.

·em to maintain sufficient cooling-water pressure in
engine block in order to avoid boiling of cooling water

r.

The injector-cooling water system includes a pre-heater
HE-500 which heats up the injectors prior to starting the

'laek into the system vla expansion lank T-002.
~ seawater system only cools the

Small filters FIL-021 have been placed in the cooling-

-

Preheating a cold engine from 1O °C to 60 °C takes four
hours!

!le hottest sections.
•a,tial fuel leakage to the cooling-water system can

be

-

,n-; detected in expansion tank T-005 of the nozzle

The pre-heater is also often switched on regularly in
diesel power plants which are operating at low load and
when fresh-water generators run at maximum capacity.

""'ng-water system .
"OOlers of turbo-blowers of these engines often

-

cooling water falls below 88 °C.

aronse two parts: a section cooled by H.T. water and
tnJS a section cooled with L T. water.

The seawater evaporator is switc.hed off when the H.T.

-

Bureau Veritas requires that the condensed water in the
alr cooler is drained to a condensate observation tank.

T.roerature L T. system 36-40 °C.

There should be a high-water level alarm installed. In this

e-way valve MOV-003 regulates the following

way. condensate reaching the combustion chamber is

tenrteratures.

avoided.
o.n engine load the L T. coolant is not sent through
.x>Oler, in order to prevent the air for the engine from
wn ng

too cold. This has a negative effect on the

a:rn"luStion process and promotes corrosion due to the
--10e of sulphur in

-

The seawater filter should have a mesh size of between
2 to 4 mm. The recommended mesh size for dredgers in
waters containing a large amount of sand is 0.3 to
0.5 mm.

heavy oil.

a..oes the amount of condensation which is formed in
~

in tropical conditions.

-1'11et temperature is continuously compared with
·Side-air temperature and if this rises, the air-inlet
"iltllre increases accordingly in order to avoid
isation of water vapour.
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D- 001
FI L-02 1
HE-005
P-005
1-039
T-056
TCV-009
TCV-016

DIESEL ENGINE
STRAINER
NOZZLE COOLING WATER COOLER
NOZZLE COOLING WATER PUMP
COOLING WATER STORAGE TANK
NOZZLE COOLING WATER EXPANS ION TANK
TEMPERATURE CONTROL VALVE FOR HEATING
TEMPERATURE CONTROL VALVE FOR NOZZLE COOLING WATER

3471
3495
3499

NOZZLE COOL ING WATER INLET
NOZZLE COOLING WATER DRAIN
NOZZLE COOLI NG WATER OUTLET

S ICHT CLASS WITH DOUB LE PANE (flT
ILLUMINATION ADDIT IONALLY ON REAR
SIDE)

0 , 2 BAR
0, 1 BAR

OVER PRESSURE
VACUUM

_ _ _ ____., \

130 . 110 -01068/
1J0.210-050A
1 0,210-0106B
P- 0.31

t:)

%

-a::

..JW

1 011- 0<C
...J(.) 3

A
The nozzle cooling-water system in MAN- B&W four-

-

The cooling water is preheated to between 60 and 80 •c.

stroke diesel engines.

-

Depending on the engine type the cooling-water inlet
temperature for the nozzle is:

Some remarks

type 40/54 and 58/64 80 to 85 •c

The expansion tank is fitted as an observation tank to detect

type 32/40 and 48/60 55 to 60 •c

potential leakage of fuel into the cooling water for the nozzle.
Possible oil residue can be funnelled off. A fine-filter FIL-021

There are complete modules available for nozzle cooling-

prevents dirt particles from obstructing the narrow passages

water systems. These modules are frame-mounted.

in the nozzles.
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10.14.4 Engines with a shaft power output
of 1500 to 100,000 kW, two-stroke,
low-speed,
H.F.O. - Engine category IV
ne large two-stroke crosshead engines have
1de the standard cooled parts, two additional
"'Ccial systems:
a separate piston cooling system; cooling with
both water and lubricating oil;
" a cooling system £or the crosshead guides; this
1s connected co the lubricating-oil system.

eral
engines in this category w ith shaft power
puts up to 100,000 kW have to discharge
rmous amounts of heat. For a MAN- B&W
- t-.. 98 M C with a shaft power of 68,640 kW the
wing values can be read in the 'Project Guide':
.. :>0lers
27,390 kW
nearing-oil cooler
5,760 kW
-der cooling-water cooler
9,920 kW
c
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A total amount of 63 MW of heat is discharged
into tbe seawater!
The circulating pumps also have a high capacity:
590 m3 per hour
Fresh water cooling pump
Sea water cooling pump
770 m3 per hour
In these extremely large diesel engines the
'consumption figures' are also large!
air consumption per hour
635,040 kg
fuel consumption per hour
11,737 kg
lubricating-oil consumption per hour
61 kg
shaft power output of th.is giant
68,640kW

Details
Fresh water cooling system. Standard system.
Cylinder cooling-water system
This system cools the cylinder liner, the cylinder
cover, the exhaust valve casing and heats up the
fuel drai nage lines .

63,070 kW

~

~ate coolers of a H.T. cooling-water system.

Diesel generator sets on board large seagoing ships
often share their cooling-water system with that of the
main engine when at sea.
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r-1

1 Deck

I -

V
I
I

('

0 13

001

I

014

010 011 0~

r1+Tl~~\~~l
009
012
006

004

y
- - - --

- - - --

I

OG

//

----1--/ \

001 Molli engine

002 Low seo ches \ •1)
003 High sea ches \
004 Seo water filler screen,
max. mesh size 6mm
005 Seo-water pump
006 T emperoture sensor
007 Lubricating oil cooler

008 Cylinder cooling waler cooler
009 Scavenge oir cooler
010 Automatic temperature control vol ve

011 Ovcrbowd di~chorgc

YOl ve

012 Worm seo-woter return line
013 Arr venl •2)
014 Throtlling disc •3)

Remarks:
•1) If rcQucslcO, lwu luv. seo ,ne,ls ore oppllcoble.
•21 Air vont (oir vant pipe 01 equol venting system acc. to sh,pyord'a dc,ign)
•31 \\'hon uain9 o volve, lock in p1oper position lo ovoid mlshondllno,
- Air vcnl ond drain pipes must be rutty funetionol ot otl fnclinot1on
ong\es of the ship ol which lhe engine must be operolionol

...
-

The heater of the seawater evaporator should be opened

The cooling-water system

The cylinder cooling-water pumps draw the water from the

of a two-stroke

cylinder cooling-water cooler and force the water through the

gradually in order to avoid fluctuations in the cooling-

crosshead engine of

engine.

water temperature. The minimum is a period of three

MAN- B&W.

-

maintain sufficient cooling-water pressure in the engine.
-

-

minutes.

An orifice has been fitted to the cooling-water outlet to
-

The expansion tank must be placed at least five metres /

The preheated cooling water can also be used to heat

higher than the highest point of the discharge cooling-

the seawater evaporator and Is then returned to the

water pipe of the engine. The discharge cooling-water

cylinder cooling-water cooler.

temperature of 1t1e three generators Is kept constant at

The thermostatic valve sends more or less water to the

80 °C using three-way valves.

cooler and responds to the temperature sensor which is
-

Port operations
A stopped main engine is heated by stand-by generators. As

The air rises to the cooling-water expansion tank. If air is

the preheating capacity of a low-load generator is probably

in the system, this is indicated by an alarm.

too low, a pre-heater must be installed.

Several pipelines are connected to the expansion tank.

The pre-heater is on stand-by when the stop valves A are

They are all mounted on the top of objects, such as the:

closed and the stop valve B is open. The engine-driven

main engine;

generator cooling-water pumps pump the heated water from

-

deaerator tank:

the top to the bottom through the engine towards the

-

cylinder cooling-water cooler;

thermostatic three-way valve.

-

auxiliary engines.

-

-
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placed in the engine cooling-water outlet.
A deaerator tank prevents air from entering the system.
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0 02

00 2

'-'ain engine
C" nder cooli ng woler pump
re -heating circulating pump (optional)
eat er for cylinder cooling water circuit
-··out ing disc *1l
nder cooling waler inlet
, ven t pipe
·rot !ling disc (adjust oble, on engine)
nder cooling woler out let
eshwoter ge nerat or
tomotic temperature control valve
nder cooling wate r cooler
nder cooling wale r expansion tonk
ng pipe/inle t chemical tre atment
- ,ng water dr ai n tonk

00 3

Remarks:

•O When using o valve, lock in proper position to ovoid mishandling.
• 2) Only when pos. 003 1s ins talled
- Air vent and drain pipes must be lully functional ot all inclinolion
angles of the ship al which lhe engine must be operolionol.

- •- -- -~O

Fresh waler pipes
Balance pipe
Waler drain pipes
Air vent pipes
Pip~s on engine/pipe connections

•
~

cooling-water system with a relatively large

:rer-cooling system in a two-stroke crosshead

Temperature control conditions
The inlet seawater temperature before the lubricating-oil
cooler should not drop below 1O•c to prevent the
lubricating oil from becoming viscous.

eescription
"1all1

2 The lowest possible seawater inlet temperature for the air

seawater cooling-water pumps 005 draw the

~ Vici a low-inlet chest 002 or in

shallow water via

cooler must be applied to keep fuel consumption as low
as possible.

let chest 003. The sea- water passes through the

• '.er 004 with a mesh size of between 2 to 4 mm.
•ows through the lubricating-oil cooler(s) 007 and
- · 1

through the cylinder cooling-water cooler 008.

All the parts of the seawater system are manufactured from
seawater resistant materials.
The auxiliary engines are provided with seawater cooling for
the lubricating-oil and air coolers via a non-return valve.

- a·r coolers 009 on the engine. A temperature
<? 010

measures the inlet waler temperature

'e!8 :ooler and circulates the water or partially

·--e water with an overboard discharge valve 011.
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Central cooling-water system

Central Cooling Water System
Seowot•r
C•ntrol cooling wot•r
Jocket cooling woter
~

E x ponsion tonk

c en t r-o l
cooltng wo t•r

4 45 668

Ther-mostotic

Seowoter
oul let

valve

4 45 660

=-==':::-: l)l:J. --,
-- - - -

I
I

•
I

~

N

p
Scov•l"\ge

o i r cool er
4 54 150

Centrol
cool \ng
woterpumps

4 45 651

cooling wot•r drain
scavenge oir cooler

• Th•s• volv•s to be
provided wih grodvoted
$COle.$

17

...
A modern cooling-water system with a short seawatercooling section.

The fresh-water circulating system consists of two pumps
which deliver the water through the central cooler and the alr
cooler which is arranged parallel to the lubricating-oil cooler

In a short seawater cooling system, corrosion is kept to a

and the cylinder cooling water.

minimum. Furthermore, the seawater section is

An elevated expansion tank has a vertical connecting pipe to

manufactured from corrosion-resistant materials such as

the suction side of both fresh water circulating pumps, so

stainless steel and cunial, a copper nickel aluminium a.lloy.

they can pump water immediately the engine is started.

The most remarkable feature of this system is that the

A temperature-control valve ensures a constant temperature

seawater only passes through one cooler, the central cooler.

in the engine supply.

The seawater system is, therefore, very short with high and

The cooling-water temperature to the air cooler must remain

low seawater inlets, a suction filter, two seawater circulating

as low as possible in order to achieve optimum engine

pumps, a central cooler after which the water is pumped

efficiency.

overboard.

Consequently the temperature of the fresh-water cooling
system is kept as low as possible by the thermostatic control
valve and follows the seawater temperature when it rises
above 10 °c.
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10.15 Examples of cooling
methods for engine parts

~

A cylinder liner of a fourstroke medium-speed

10.15.1 'Wet' and 'dry' cylinder liners

diesel engine of the
Wartsila t ype 64 series.

These terms are often applied in relation to
,maJJer diesel engines. 'Wet' is to indicate that
•here is cooling-water directly aft of the cylinder
me r. 'Dry' is to indicate that cooling-water spaces
1-iaYc been insraUed in the engine block, so there is
'10 direct contact between che cooling-water and
'1e cylinder liner.

-

dvantage 'wet'
s uperior cooling

Only the cylinder liner
protruding from the block is
cooled. The entire block is

dry.

cooling-water flows. In this way the various
components can be both sturdy and thoroughly
cooled

D sadvantage 'wet'
leakages along the liner for instance due co
leaking rubber seals; this contaminates the
lubricating system with water

Cylinder liners with a diameter in excess of 200
to 250 millimetres have a thicker upper rim and
are provided with ' bore cooling'. In some of the
current engine brands, this is the only part of the

1" 15.2 Bore cooling or cooling through
drilled holes

~

A piston in a MAN-B&W

•h che 'power density' increase, or rather: with

four-stroke medium-

ncrease in power per stroke volume, the mean
-.-rive pressure increases. This can only be
.&IC.. mplished when compression and combustion
,ures increase significantly. Therefore, the
-.n on the cylinder head, che cylinder liner
the piston increase. Consequently, the wall
ness of the engine components must be
cased, but at the same time the material must
dequa rely cooled. This is made possible by
rig holes fairly close to the surface of the
,usrio n chamber walls through which the

speed diesel engine with
bore cooling.

A

are usually cooled with lubricating oil.

A cylinder liner in a MAN-B&W four-stroke medium
speed diesel engine with bore cooling.

!'Ue a piston crown of a two-stroke crosshead

.~B&W. Note the drilled holes in the
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li ner that is cooled. Therefore the en gine block
is manufactured 'dry' which prevents corrosion
caused by cooling-water.
Modern cylinder heads of four-stroke engines
are very rigid iJ1 order co withstand combustion
pressures of 200 bar or more wit hout
defonnarion; this can cause gas- o r cooling-water
leakages. The bottom part of the cylinder head,
the so-called flame plate is a thick walled section
of the cast iron cylinder head and is provided with

In modern d iesel engines pistons are both
chennally and mechanically beavily loaded. This
requires them to be both strong and adequarely
cooled. Here the forged- or cast steel piston crown
has also been provided with drilled holes in the
crown.

In two-Stroke crosshead engines the piston cro wu is
provided wirh drilled holes which are injected with
lubricating oil by means of nozzles.

' bore-coo Ii ng'.
Modem cylinder heads of two-stroke-crosshead

...
The thick flame plates of
the cylinder heads in
a Caterpillar- MaK 32
four-stroke engine.

engines are manufactured from forged steel and
entirely solid. Centrall y positioned is a hole for
rhe exhaust valve including casing, holes for t he
injectors, sta rting valve, discharge valve and an
indicator cock.
This solid head is p rovided with bore cooling to
ensure effective cooling.

Large cylinder covers in crosshead engines are almost
completely solid and provided with bore cooling. The water
capacity of these large cylinder covers amounts to a mere
tens of litres.

....
A cross-section of the
combustion space in a
four-stroke diesel engine.
Note the thick flame plates
are provided with bore
cooling.

....
Piston crowns in modern four-stroke medium-speed
diesel engines are highly loaded and therefore
thoroughly cooled with lubricating oil.
270

Large cylinder covers in crosshead engines.
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...
;cross-section of a large Wartsila Sulzer RTA
'{()-stroke crosshead engine.

" parts around the combustion space are solid and
,ICled with bore cooling.

dnlled channels for fresh-water cooling .
drilled channels for lubricating-oil cooling
ubricating-oil spray lances
cJeep-cooled valve seat
combustion space
exhaust valve
•Je/ injector
nderhead
-y nder liner
::oo/ing-water n'ng

cooling with lubricating oil in a two-stroke
~ engine, a Wartsila Sulzer RTA.

A

C0(£-,g with lubricating oil of a two-stroke

eng ne, a Wartsila Sulzer RTA

The combustion space of this t wo-stroke crosshead
engine from MAN- B&W type MC has a completely
solid combustion space.
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So all important components near the combustion
space of a two-stroke crosshead engine arc
provided with bore cooling except for the central
exhaust valve.

In four-stroke trunk piston engines 011ly parts of
components have bore cooling, such as the flame
plate of the cylinder head, the upper rim of the
cylinder liner a11d the ourer rim of the piston
crown.

Piston cooling
Virtually al1 pistons are cooled with lubricating
oil. Only some older crosshead engine types are
sti ll provided with a separate fresh water cooling
system.

The heated lubricating oil falls back into the sumri.
The cooling is ra ther limited; a relatively large
amount of lubricating oil muse be supplied. In rb,
simple system this is referred co as the absorption
gradient; this is the part of the lubricating oil
which emerges from the nozzle and is used as che
piston coolant.
It is very important that the lubricating-oil
injection path is parallel to the heart of the
cylinder.

If the nozzle including the supply line is only a
few degrees misaligned, the absorption gradient
and consequently rhe piston cooling is adversely
affected.
It is then possible that the piston could stick.

10.16 Examples according to the
engine classification
10.16.1 Engine category I - 0 to 100 kW,
four-stroke, high-speed, M.D.O.

All pistons are cooled with lubricating oil.
Lubricating-oil supply to tbe piston can occur in
various ways.
A. Via a nozzle mounted on the bottom rim of the
cylinder liner.
The oi l jet sprays continuously and directly into
the piston and this way cools the inside of the
piston .

...
Nozzle cooling of the
piston in a small highspeed four-stroke diesel

...

engine of DAF.

A completely seized piston.

The subsequent damage can be vast.

B. The lubricating oil is pumped under pressure
from the crankshaft through a perforation in
the connecting rod. Via the piston pin and a
through perforation it is led into the cooling
spiral in the light metal cast piston.

This system has a far better cooling effect. The
lubricating oil velocity and flow in the coil has co
be reasonably high. After cooling, the oil freely
flows back into the sump.
C. A spray nozzle in the small or large end of the
connecting rod. This is a also form of spray
cooling. Here the cooling effect is moderate.
272
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10.16.2 Engine category II - 100 to
5000 kW, four-stroke, high-speed,
M.0 .0.
All the pistons are cooled with lubricating oil. In
engines with a bigh load w hich require intensive
cooling, the simple cooling systems with spra y
..:ooling are less prevalent. As aforementioned, the
ubricaring oil is pumped to the piston through
the connecting rod and cools the piston via a cast
.:ooli.ng spiral. For the somewhat larger cylinder
"Ores, cast iron pistons are sometimes still used.
Here the stroke/bore ratio is normally slightly
argcr than that of the light metal pistons and
directly Jinked to the somewhat higher stroke, the
llP.\I is lower so that the mean piston speed does
Jt increase.
this category II one also finds assembled
- rn ns, but since the various categories have some
erla ps; these will be discussed in category III.
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The piscon crown can be machined in various
ways co ensure maximum cooling with the
lubricating oil.
- To force the lubricating oil to flow past the
thermally heavily loaded parts.
- Manufacture the piston crown surface in an
undulating wave pattern to expand the cooling
surface.
- To apply bore cooling to the rims of the piston
crown.
AJternatively, one could reduce the hear
transmission from the combustion space ro the
piston by furnishing the piston crown with a hear
insulating layer as is the case in the Wartsilii 64
engine.
~

A special piston in a
Wartsila Sulzer Z-40 fourstroke medium-speed

• , evident that the construction of the piston and
-o rhe cooling of the larger engines is far more
"lplex than that of smaller engines.
, is primarily due to ~1e much larger power
·put that, for instance, is generated per litre
•ke \·olume. The mechanical and thermal load
-..onsequenrly also larger!

diesel engine.
The lubricating oil is pumped
from the crankshaft via
openings in the bearing caps,
through the perforations in
the connecting rod to the
gudgeon pin and then to the

., 16.3 Engine category Ill - 500 to
30,000 kW, four-stroke,
medium-speed, H.F.O.

piston-ring pack and the
piston for cooling. The top of
the connecting rod has a
ratchet mechanism which

n construction
~ pistons usually consist of two parts; the
"isto n crown and the cast iron or light metal

during the up- and downward
movement of the connecting
rod allows the piston to rotate
around the vertical axis. This

I upply to the inside of the pisron can take
n various ways:
.1 the connecting rod co a nozzle on the head
• .:he small end where it sprays against the
,ron crown;
;he connecting rod tO the gudgeon pin and
rn here to the piston and the piston crown
rare holes.

improves the distribution of
the heat flow through the
piston, which provides a
more evenly distributed
temperature for the entire
piston, preventing localised
overheating. The rotating
motion of the piston ensures
that the cylinder liner is run in
properly. The back and forth
motion forces of the
connecting rod are stored
temporarily in a spring; the
moment the gas and mass
forces are balanced and the
spheroid bearing is not under
any load, the piston is turned.
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-<Ill

A cross section of a
piston in a Wartsila Sulzer
Z-40 engine.

Some engine manufacturers still use one piece
pistons manufactured from cast iron, such as in
the Daihatsu DK-series with 20, 26, 28, 32 and 36
ceatimerre bores.

10.16.4 Engine category IV - 1500 to
100,000 kW, two-stroke crosshead
engines, low-speed, H.F.O.

T
This Daihatsu-diesel

'Jet shaker'-cooling system
The reciprocating movement of the piston can
be used to cool the piston lubricating oil. This is
referred to as 'the cocktail shaker'-effect or the
'splash effect'.

engine series DK have

These engines have a deviating method in the
supply and discharge system for piston cooling.
Due to the crosshead construction it is possible
to install the lubricating oil supply and -discharge
in the crosshead and subsequently via the hollow
piston rod to and from the piston.
Today all piston cooling is performed via the
piston rod. Tn the supply and discharge of the
crosshead, telescopic p ipes and swivel p ipes for the
lubricating oil or fresh water cooling are used.
All modem type crosshead engines have piston
cooling with lubricating oil. The main advantage
is that, in case of leakages, there is no water
contamination of the lubricating oil which may
form an emulsion.
Disadvantages are the reduced heat absorption
capacity and possibility of contamination of the
metal surfaces with carbonised lubricating oil
which occurs at high material temperatures.
Special attention is required to limit the amount of
contamination in the piston.

one-piece cast iron
pistons. They are cooled
with lubricating oil.

·-]~

\

\

\

A

All the pistons of modern two-stroke crosshead
engines are cooled with lubricating oil.
Extra attention should be paid to the contamination of the
inner side of the piston. If the temperatures are too high the
lubricating oil will carbonise and the cooling of the piston will
deteriorate. This could cause the piston to overheat, crack
and/or seize.
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...
From the scavenging-air section of t he turbo-blower
the air channel widens towards t he air cooler.

This produces a decrease in the air velocity which improves
the air cooling as the time available for exposure of the cold
cooling-water pipes to the air in the cooler is increased too.
After the cooling section a tapered part, or converging
section, increases the velocity as the air is forced towards
the inlet valves or the inlet ports of the cylinders.

10.17 Combustion-air cooling
Afrer the curbo-blower the air is compressed to a
higher pressure and temperature. The compressor
capacity generated by the exhaust gas tur bine
converts th.is capacity to a higher air pressure and
a higher air temperature.
~[osc compressors operate with pressures of 2 to
, bar (overpressure) and an air temperature of
LOO to 160 °C. To generate ample power requires
a good deal of fue l aod a lso large amounts of air.
\\'hen rhe air is cooled, rhe specific mass of the

air increases which allows an increased amount
of air to be in jected into rhe cylinder or engine.
Therefore enabling an additional fuel su_pply
which results in an increase in the engine capacity.
The air coolers after the turbo- blower usually are
pipe coolers in which low temperature coolant
flows, rhe so-called L.T.-cooling-water system. The
air circulates around the pipes which are often
provided with cooling fins co increase the cooling
surface. Low a ir velocity is critical for optimum
heat transni.ission.

~

A highly loaded highspeed four-stroke d iesel
engine in V-shape.

Both air coolers are placed
between the cylinder rows.
2

air cooler
air section turbo-blower

3

inlet-air manifold to the

4

cylinders
exhaust-gas turbine
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The air cooler has therefore a large volume
and the turbo-blower supply line is fitted with
a divergent section co reduce the air velocity in
the cooler and therefore provide more time tO
inrensify the cooling of the air.

T
Supercharged air groups in a V-engine with both air
coolers positioned below.

The air coolers are connected in order to avoid pressure
differences between both banks.
2
3
4

5

6

connection pipe
turbo-blower
air cooler
cylinder
air-inlet filter
exhaust flange

10.17.1 Condensation
When air is cooled it can, dependent on vapour
pressure, begin co condensate at a certain
temper a ture.
When the water that is produced is carried to
che cylinder with the air flow this can adversely
affect the pisron movement. This can also lead co
an increase in the corrosive wear and tear of the
piston rings and the cylinder. The water droplets
interfere with the lubricating oil coating on the
cylinder liner. This is why the water is drai ned and
two-stro ke engines have a partition Lnstalled in
the air supply to the cylinder, the so-called 'mist
catcher'.
In humid tropica l climates where the air has high
humidity, large quantities of water are drained
from large crosshead engines: sometimes several
thousands of litres per hour!
Standard air temperatures after the cooler are 40
to 45 °C for two-stroke engines. The four-stroke
engine air temperatures are simila r or slighdy
higher.

10.17.2 Bore cooling
This type of cooling has been applied for dozens
of years in engine parts that are in the proximity
of the combustion space, such as the cylinder liner,
cylinder head and the piston. They are now often
applied to large highly loaded four-stroke engines
running on heavy fuel oil. Due ro the increased
mechanical load ensuing from combustion
pressures that sometimes exceed 200 bar, the walls
of the combustion space are becoming increasingly
thicker. The piston crown and the cylinder head
are steel; cast steel or forged steel. T he cylinder
liner .is manufaccured from cast iron in view of its
advantageous running properties of, for instance,
perlitic cast iron.

...
The scavenging-air
condensate outlet in a
large two-stroke
crosshead engine.

,
2
3
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As opposed to the cast iron pares, it is not possible
to install a cooling-water space in the mould of
the steel piston crown and the cylinder head. The
forged parts are today machined and through
drilled cooling holes, tbe materials near the high
process temperatures of the combustion space are
cooled sufficiently without a decline in component
snength.

Two-stroke crosshead engines
The cylinder liner designs of all three existing
manufacturers have a thicker upper rim provided

with bore cooling.
ln Wartsila Sulzer RTA engines the ocher parts of
the cylinder liner are cooling water free!
In MAN- B&W and Mitsubishi the middle section
is cooled with water.
In all three engines the bottom section including
the scavenging pores are cooled with scavenging

An ABB -VTR turbo

air.

blower w ith water

•

cooling.

10.17 .3 Turbo-blower cooling
Modern versions no longer

•

The thickened upper collar of a cylinder liner in this
two-stroke crosshead engine is provided with borecooling channels.

~ Is

One speaks of uncooled and cooled turbo-blowers
in order to indicate whether they have water
cooling. In smaller turbo-blowers the thick robust
bearing casing is cooled and lubricated with
lubricating oil .

have water cooling .
light yellow: lubricating-oil
part
light blue: cooling-water part
darl< blue: left - exhaust-gas
part, right - scavenging-air

known as 'bore cooling' .

thickened upper collar for 'bore-cooling'

part

~

Drilled channels in a
cylinder cover in
a MAN-B&W two-stroke
crosshead engine.

The large holes are for the
cylinder-cover studs.
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A turbo-blower with an uncooled casing. Manufacturer

ABB.
yellow: exhaust gases
blue: scavenging air
white: lubricating and cooling oil for both journal bearings
and the thrust bearing
blue canal: here; the scavenging air flows from the delivery
side of the air part of the blower to the shaft seals of the
exhaust-gas part. The scavenging-air pressure is higher than
that of the exhaust gases so the dirty hot exhaust-gases do
not flow in the vicinity of the right shaft bearing.

Small blowers often only have a combination of
lubricating and cooling with lubricating oil. There
are also turbo-blowers which have a water cooled
casing. This ensures lower material temperatures.
Furthermore, it reduces radiant heat emission inro
the environment. This is also fated to exhaust gas
ducts for the same reason.
Large blowers were traditionally cooled with
fresh water and manufactured with double walls.
However, today their construction rese mbles that
of rhe smaller uncooled turbo-blowers and they
are no longer cooled. This makes the tur bine
design simpler, cooling-water related maintenance
such as leakages and clean ing of the water spaces
is no longer required. The material of the casing is
now subject to much higher temperatures and its
quality has consequently been improved.

10.17.4 Cooling crosshead engine guides

In older engine types rhe hollow cast guides used
to be cooled with relatively cold seawater. Today,
guides are usually welded into the frame and
cooled and lu bricated with lubricating oil.

10.18 Special cooling systems
10.18.1 Box cooling
This is a system in which the heat excha11ger of the
closed fresh water cooling system and the raw- or
salt water system has been integrated in a casing
in the ship's hul l along which the outboard water
can freely flow during sailing. The box cooler can
be mounted alongside the ship, but also in the
bottom of the ship. The system is often applied
in inland navigation, coastal navigation and for

...
Keel or box coolers have
an open connection with
water and therefore
seawater circulating
pumps are not needed.

\.
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~

The top view of a
box-cooler series.
The connections with the
various cooling systems are
always made on the top side
and provided with cut-off
valves. Note the vent cocks
at the highest point of the
piping on the left hand side.

vent cocks

mstance on dredgers. lt has the advantage that any
kind of din in t.he untreated cooling-water can
no t enter the pumps and pipes do no t come into
..:oncact with dirt.

-y

Plate coolers are getting
used more frequently .

10.18.2 Bilge- or keel cooling
This is frequently used in cabin cruisers and other
~omparatively small propulsion systems.
The heat exchanger is often simple: a long cooling
"' pe is mounted below the surface often next to
· ,e keel. Sometimes several pipes are fitted.

10.19 Pipe coolers and
plate coolers
~

A lubricating-oil pipe
cooler in a four-stroke
medium-speed diesel
engine.
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10.19.1 Pipe coolers
Principle: The heated water .flows through pipes,
and the cooling liquid or gas moves around those
pipes.
By means of guide panelling the flow can be
directed so that an optimum heat transmission can
take place. Traditionally, the pipe cooler was often
used for lubricating oil, fresh water cooling and
raw water cooling. They are arranged in a flow- or
counter-flow principle.

Advantages and disadvantages of pipe
coolers
The pipes can be cleaned on the inside by
removing the caps. This is often the raw water
side. They can be easily cleaned with pipe brushes,
compressed air or a high-pressure creeping hose.
If the pipes need cleaning the entire assembly
must be removed. Therefore, there always has co
be ample room available and in modem engine
rooms, there is insufficient space.

To clean, the plates are simply slid off the pull
rods. Each plate can then be cleaned individually.
Sealing with the packing is vulnerable. However,
cleaning the plates on location requires a lot of
space. After mounting the clean plates there is a
chance of leakage.
The capacity of the plate cooler can easily be
modified by increasing or decreasing the number
of plates. As a result of the compact construction
of engine rooms there is an increase in the number
of plate coolers used. In smaller engines - category
I and part of II - they are seldom used, as the much
smaller pipe coolers are applied bere.

10.19.2 Plate coolers
The plate coolers are increasingly used for liquid
cooling: fresh water cooling, lubricating-oil and
fuels.

Principle
The cooling water, flows along one side of the
sequentially arranged places and flows over to the
next place via holes. The cooling liquid flows along
the other side of the plates and flows over to the
following plate through different holes. Between
the plates, packings are fitted. Surface relief on the
plates ensures that the plates are spaced correctly
and can affect the flow. They are very compact
and have a relatively large capacity.

..
The flow through a plate heat exchanger.

red: the circulating cooling water
blue: the cooling water

...

Q

;,.(J)

1~
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The construction of a plate cooler.

····--·-····--·-----------------·-------·-··--cooling plates packet
ribbed cooling plates with an inlet and outlet
draw bolt
3
4
gasket with gasket groove
upper beam
5
first plate
6
stationary end cover with inlet and outlet connections
7
backplate
8
lower beam
9
10 column
1

2
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~

Air coolers in a large
diesel- power station in
Honduras.

Approximately 25% of the
heat supplied by the fuel is
wasted into the environment.

10.20 Cooling systems in a
diesel-power plant
lost diesel power-plants, particularly in
ropical regions, do not use the exhaust gases.
,eYertheless, this constitutes over 50% of the
<!.'I t content of the fuel! In co-generation the total
11cicncy can amount t0 80% and rise up to 90%.
'le re mainder consiscs of flue gas losses.
c·s assume that the diesel genset efficiency is
' ~ rhen at least 25 t0 35% of the heat from
, fue l must be discharged. The remainder are
hJus r gases. In a diesel power plant of 100 MW
, is between 55 and 78 MW!
·nere is river- or seawater availa ble, the heat
., simply be discharged with the normal and
n:mentioned cooling systems using a H.T.-,
-.- and raw water system.

If there is no or insufficient cooling-water
availa ble the hear is discharged using a range
of air coolers. These heat exchangers operate
similarly to a radiator, a ventilaror forces air
through the heat exchanger. In view of the space
the radiators are usuaily arranged vertically and
wirh the ventilator placed at the opposite side to
the output shaft of the diesel engine.
In diesel power plants the heat exchanger is
positioned horizontally and blows air upwards.

Air cooler circuits
The number of heat exchangers in operation
depends on the required power production and
the am bient air temperature.
The cooling systems themselves are kept at a
constant temperature by thermostatic tbree way
valves.

~

A large diesel-power station in the tropics.

2
3

4

s

medium voltage substation, 13,8 kV, to high voltage,
110kV
plant with large four-stroke medium--speed diesel
engines operating on H.F.O., category Ill
exhaust-gas pipes with silencers and underneath, a
building containing the auxiliaries for the diesel engines
diesel-engine heat exchengers that discharge their heat
into the outside environment
drinking water storage tanks
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The heat is applied to:
room heating in residential areas, large
buildings and companies;
-

heating of swimming pools and facrories;
generat ion of electricity with an exhaust gas
steam boiler and a steam turbine genset;
heating auxiliary systems for engines such
as fuel storage and cleaning, pre heating
lu bricating oil and cooling-water a nd the
heating of fresh water evaporacors.

It should be noted t hat a lt hough the tota l
efficiency of the installat ion increases the tot a l
shaft power does not.

•

Comments

-

In small cabin cruisers the engine heat is

Many diesel generators

These air coolers are also often used in large back

sometimes used to heat up water for showers

are provided with a

up gensets. Smaller back up gensets are usuall y

and cooling.

radiator that in a s imple

provided with a ra diator behind the engine. H ere

In shipping distilled water is made by means of

manner discharges the

the radiator is nor mally mounted on the outside

a seawater evaporator which is heated with the

engine heat into the

wa ll of the building and is in direct contact with

outside environment.

o utside a.ir. lf the am bient a ir temperatures fall

H.T.-fresh water cooling system.
-

With an exhaust-gas boiler, low pressure

below freeziJ1g point fr is important to add an anti

steam is formed wh ich is used to heat t he

freezing agent ro the cooling-water.

accommodation, the cargo and fuel. Exhaust
gas boilers are also often used in diesel power
p lants.

10.21 Cogeneration systems

-

In power plants w ith engines, heat is used

to

heat b uildi ngs, for city heating, and also the
When the large a mo unts of heat released in

process industry.

engines are used for other purposes this is referred
to as cogeneracion.

In countries where engines cha r run on fuels such

Heat emitted by exhaust gases, lubricating oil,

as d iesel oil or heavy o il are p rohibited d ue to

cooling-water an d air cooling is suita ble for this
purpose.

environmencal regulat ions, gas engines are used.

Al~o ~el! Chapter 29, New fud development'>.

~

The use of cooling-water and exhaust-gas heat is
applied on a large scale .
This is the case in countries with a temperate climate. City
heating, production processes, swimming-pool heating and
greenhouse/glasshouse cultivation projects are some of the
applications. A problem with the use of diesel-engine exhaust
gases is the high emission of harmful substances. Flue gas
cleansing occurs, but gas engines are more often used as
they produce less harmful emission. Shown here, a company
in The Netherlands where paprikas are cultivated. The heat
generated by the gas engines is used in this greenhouse
complex. An emergency cooler is used In the case of very
high external ambient air temperatures.
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Diesel engine flue gases are sometimes also
cleaned.
\l,o see Chapter 22, Engine emissions.

10.22 Summary cooling- water
systems

-

-

Only use pure water for cooling-water.
Cooling-water treatment is imperative. Follow
manufacturer's instructions!
Cooling-water tests must take place regularly.
Test procedure: see manufacturer.
Deaeration of cooling-water is very important.
[n case of repairs, collect drained coolingwater and re-use it.
Perform surface inspections during tbe repair
of cooled engine parts.
Monitor cooling-water pressures and
temperatures. Fluctuations are indicative of
malfunctioning pumps and control systems.
Pre- and post heating of cooling-water must
cake place gradually to minimise heat tension
in the engine material.
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e crankshaft, the cam shaft,
• e connecting rods, the pistons,
• e valves, the cog wheels as well as the
e'Tlents that are in contact with these
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equate lubrication and proper cooling
"' crucial to keep maintenance costs
ow as possible. Here a MAN B&W
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11.1 Introduction

11.2.3 Cooling parts

Lubricating engines is imperative.

Lubricating-oil also serves to cool parts. Here the
amount of hear discharged is considerable. For
example, piscon cooling.

....
Almost all the moving

11.2.4 Protecting surfaces from corrosion

parts in a diesel engine
require lubrication, such

Many engine parts do not receive any special
anti-corrosive treatment. Lubricating-oil is very
suitable for the protection of surfaces.

as the cam of a fuel
pump shown here.

11.2.5 Lubrication as a sealant
Sealing the piston, piston rings and cylinder liner,
the stem valves and, for instance the piscon- rod
stuffing box in two-stroke crosshead engines.

11.2.6 Flushing and keeping various
damaging substances in solution

11.2 The purpose of lubrication
11.2.1 To reduce the friction between the
moving parts and consequently
limit frictional wear and tear.

T
Various engine parts must
be lubricated. From left to
right: a section of a cam

Obviously the friction in the engines must be
minimal because friction causes wear a.nd tear.
Parts that are su bject co friction are, amongst
others: pistons, piston ri ngs, cylinder liners,
bearings, shafts1 valve stems, rooth wheels and
fuel -pump plungers. They have an operating life
ranging froml0,000 to 60,000 hours.

shaft, a connecting rod,
a cog wheel, a cylinder

11.2.2 Discharge of frictional heat

liner, valves, gudgeon pin
bushing and a piston.

The amount of frictional heat is minimal.

This could be: debris from wear, water, dire, acids,
corrosive particles.

11.2.7 Sound damping
Liquids have a sound damping effect; this a lso
applies to lubricating-o il.

11.2.8 Neutralising acids to avoid
severe damage to engine parts
by chemical corrosion
Here one should think of sulphuric acid found
in fuel. The sulphur content of heavy fuel is
particularly high (1 to 4% ). Lu bricating-oils
have very specific properties and must meet strict
requirements.

11.3 Three types of lubrication
11.3.1 Hydrodynamic or fluid film
lubrication
This is obtained when two meeting surfaces are
completely separated from each other by a thin
layer of lubricating-oil, the so-called lubricating
fi lm. This film is several hundred microns to
several tens of microns thick. The lubricatingoil pressure in, for instance, the crankshaft
bearing carries the shaft and is itself generated
by the rotating shaft. The pressure in the bearing
can amount to 1000 bar in some places! The
lubricating-oil pressure of the lubricating systems
provides sufficient supply co these places. Most
286
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rotating shafts work with this principle; these
include the crankshaft and the camshaft.

Pressure build-up of a rotating shaft in a plain bearing

A

B

C

P = lubricating oil
pressure in plain

/

bearing

h min.

•

"'lie hydrodynamic lubrication of a crank shaft bearing.

Right figure: The lubricating oil pressure build -up in the

left figure: The stationary shaft is supplied with lubricating

the wedge-shape, the lubricating oil pressure increases. This

bearing. The rotating shaft carries the lubricating oil. Due to

!mm the main lubricating oil pump at a pressure of 2 to 4
l:a'S.

lubricating oil pressure when distributed over part of the
bearing surface must provide the force exerted by the
combustion process from above the piston downwards. This

Centre figure: The crank shaft rotates at a regular speed.
e:e is some clearance between the shaft and the bearing

:ch prevents the metal parts from coming into contact.

pressure can vary from 100 to 1500 bars!

Therefore, the bearing material must be adequately resistant
to these high pressures.

e minimum clearance is several tenths of a millimetre.

...
The lubricating oil pressure in the bearing and the
minimum oil film thickness.
Top figure
:l

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400
Deg.

horizontal axis: the position of the crank shaft in a four-stroke
engine
vertical axis: the lubricating oil pressure in the bearing In
MPa. The maximum is approximately 13 MPa or 130 bars
Bottom figure
vertical axis: the minimum oil film thickness in hundredths
of a millimetre. Min1mum film thickness is approximately

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

0.01 mm, maximum thickness 0.07 mm

Deg.

...
Main bearings.
The clearance between the crank pins and the main bearing
caps is so small that even the smallest dirt particles ( several
tenths of a millimetre) can cause severe damage to the
bearing surface. This usually results in a damaged crank pin.
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the surface roughness of both the shaft and the
bearing. Chrome plating, grinding and polishing
are common machining operations.

11.4 Engine parts that require
lubrication and cooling

.&
A damaged crank pin.

11.3.2 Hydrostatic lubrication

Insufficient lubrication often

In this system the lubricating-oil pressure is

causes such damage.

provided by a pump or an elevated rank. Here
both parts are also separated by a continuous
lubricating film. It is often applied in crossheads
of two-stroke engines. The pressure can vary
from 20 to 30 bar before the crosshead to over
a 100 bar ro 'lift and support' a sream rurbi.ne's
heavy shafts from their bearings during start-up.

11.3.3 Boundary lubrication

In boundary lubrication, there is direct conracr
between both smfaces as is the case with a bearing
and a rotating shaft. If bou11dary lubrication
cannot be avoided, in spite of taking all possible
measures, great care should be taken co reduce

All the driving mechanisms in diesel engines
require lubrication. The rubbing metal surfaces of
all moving parts will wear rapidly if there were
no lub ricating-oi l fi lm between these surfaces.
Furthermore, the frictional heat and the heat
generated during the combustion process must be
discharged.
The following engine parts need to be lubricated
and cooled:
- crankshaft with crankshaft bearings;
- pistons, piston pins and piston rings;
- com1ecting rods with connecting-rod bearings;
- camshaft with camshaft bearings;
- cams, guide pulleys, push rods, rockers, valve
springs and valve stems;
- parts of the fue l pumps;
- cylinder liners via the pistons;
- gear transmissions between the cran kshaft and
the ca rn shaft;
- additional shafts such as balance shafts or
separate cam shafts with bearings for fuel
pumps as found in MAN-B&W four-stroke
engines.
In two-stroke crosshead engines the piston rod
with the pisron rod stuffing-box is lubricated
~

Almost all moving parts in
this four-stroke mediumspeed d iesel engine from
Daihatsu require
lubrication and/ or
cooling.

Yellow dot: lubricated engine
parts.
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• ,gerher with the crosshead including the bearings,
.:u1des and guide blocks. There is separate
• brication for rhe cylinder liner.
~JI engine governors have independent lu bricating
~terns.
urbo blowers' bearings and shafts are either
·u1pped with their own lubricating-oil system
rhey are connected to the main lubricating-oil
,cem in the engine.
T 'trust bearings and in larger engines thrust block
.1rings a re lubricated by the main lubricating-oil
,rem as well.

sc liarge of heat
parr from discharging small amotuirs of

~rional heat the lubricating systems plays a vital
r: 111 cooling engine parts, such as pistons and
1n rings.

11.5 Common lubricating-oil
system
mmon lubrication-oil system usually consists
t

e following components:

bricating-oil pump;
.;bncaring oil coolers;
;.i"ricaring oil fine filter;
.. bricating-oil pipes;
- lled-chrough holes;
ules;
~ ash lubrication;
inder lubrication;
r-:c1al properries of the lubricating-oil
•',er parts of the diesel engine.

.5.

Lubricating-oil pump

...
11.5.3 Lubricating oil fine filter
The lu bricating-oil passes through a fine filter
which removes all fine dirt and other particles that
could cause wear from the lubricating-oil. There
are two filters in the casing, the so-called duplex
filter.
In larger d iesel engines self-cleaning fine filters
make releasing, cleaning and replacing of the filter
cartridges redundant.
Mauy types of fine filters are fitted with pressure
difference gauges which signal contamination of
the filters and allow the necessary precautions to
be taken.

A lubricating oil cooler

positioned next to a
diesel engine.

11.5.4 Lubricating-oil lines
Lubrication-o il lines are installed throughout the
engine. Today many lubricating-oil ducts are often
drilled in the engine block. The lubricating-oil is
delivered to the crankshaft bearings, cam shaft
bearings and tooth wheels.

'f

Lubricating oil system
automatic fine filters of
a large two-strokecrosshead engine.

_me-driven lubrication-oil pump has a
lifter in the suction pipe that protects the
rom dirt particles. These include metal,
· -off split pins, small nuts and packing
,. The pump draws lubricating-oil from the
r fro m a separate drain tank and forces the
• ng-oil into cl, e central lubricating-oil line.
,p is generaUy a displacement pmnp.
nump is often used.

2 Lubricating-oil cooler
anng oil cooler is p laced in the main
'1g-oi1 line, this maintains the lubricating
nredetem,ined temperature using a
•.JtlC control valve.
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...
At present, many engine
b locks are equipped with
drilled lubricating oil
channels.

Shown here the lubricating
oil supply to the main
0

bearings, the cam shalt and
the cylinder head with the
valve timing drive.
1
2
3

main bearing
cam shaft
cylinder head

A
This piston is cool ed using the 'cocktail shaker' effect.

The piston is partially filled with lubricating oll. The piston

11.5.5 Drilled-through holes

crown is intensively cooled by the reciprocating piston
motion.

Drilled-through holes in the crankshaft, the
connecting rod '<lnd the pisron pin allow the
lubricating-oil to be delivered ro the crank pin
bearings, connecting rod bearings, pistons and
piston rings.

...
In larger engines a drilling
in the connecting rod
enables the lubricating oil

~

flow from the crank pin

Cooling and lubricating a

bearing to the gudgeon
pin and the piston.

piston.
4

crank pin
crank pin bearing
connecting rod
drilling
gudgeon pin
connecting rod eye

The entire piston crown is
filled with circulating
lubricating oil. The piston
ring pack and the gudgeon
pen are lubricated under
pressure.

...
Drillings in t he de crank shaft take the lubricating oil
from the crank shaft to the crank pin.

The crank shalt bearing is supplied with lubricating oil from
the lubricating oil supply line. The lubricating oil flows to the
crank pin bearing via the crank shaft drillings and
subsequently to the gudgeon pin and the piston rings via the
rod drillings.
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•

A

Lorication of the high-pressure fuel pump drive.

Piston cooling using lubricating oil in two-strokecrosshead engines from Wartsila Sulzer; type RTA.

"1p0rtant that any fuel from the fuel pump drive does not

~,o the lubricating oil. Lubricating oil mixed with fuel
not adequately lubricate!

The nozzles directed at the matching drilled cooling channels
in the forged iron piston crown. This allows for each hot part
to be intensively cooled.

1 5.6 Nozzles
l"C'cia!Jy in small engines, lubricating-oil is
cd on rhe cog wheels and pistons by nozzles.
crimes pistons of large two-stroke crosshead
~ are cooled in this manner as well.

11.5. 7 Splash lubrication
Obviously, splash lubrication is mostly applied
in small diesel engines. Moreover, in every engine
the sump and the space direccly below the piston
are filled with swiftly movi ng oil droplets in a
fine mist. It is therefore ill-advised to unscrew
and open up the crankcase covers/doors while the
engine is running!

11.5.8 Cylinder lubrication
In some large medium-speed four-stroke engines

cooling of the pistons in a four-stroke

eed MTU-diesel engine.

:ar· that the jet is correctly directed. After
i

Is imperative to check that there is no

and in all two-stroke crosshead engines the
cylinder liners and consequently the pistons and
piston rings are lubricated separately.
To achieve this, cyl inder liners with a number
of lubricating points are found around the
circumference of the cylinders. By means of
small plunger pumps the lubricating-oi l is forced
through the drilled holes onto the cylinder liner at
the correct time. The plunger pump capacity can
be modified by mechanically adjusting the engine
gearing. At present, it is possible to electronically
airer rhe RPM of the electro motor that is
commonly used.

tm:lugh Incorrect mounting or damage.
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...

11.5.9 Special properties of lubricating-oil

Cylin der lubrication of a

Reverse gear for the large two-stroke cross head
engines often operates on the lubricating-oil
pressure. In the same engine types the lubricatingoil is also used for the high-pressure lubricating-oil
pump, providing power for the fuel pumps and t he
exhaust valves in some common-rail fuel injection
systems.

two-stroke-crosshead
engine.

right: the distribution blocks
for various lubrication points
around the cylinder liner
left: two lubrication points
which lead horizontally to

11.5.10 Other diesel-engine parts

the cylinder liner bearing
surface via a drilling

Other diesel engine parts that require lubrication
are:
- chain drives in traditional two strokecrosshead engines;
moment compensators;
axial vibration dampers .

...
View from above of a
Wartsila Sulzer
two-stroke-crosshead
engine, type RT Flex w ith
hydraulically d riven
exhaust valves and
hydraulically operated
fuel supply systems to
the fuel injectors .

...
An automatic tine
lubricating oil filter w ith
the lubricating oil pumps
for the high -pressure
lubricating oil system
placed behind the filter.

This 200 bar hydraulic
pressure system operates
the exhaust valves and
controls the fuel supply to a
two-stroke-crosshead
engine from Wartsila Sulzer;
type RT Flex.

2
3

automatic fine
lubricating oil filter
high-pressure
lubricating oil pumps
high pressure fuel
pumps
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11.6 Examples of lubricating-oil
systems in accordance with
the classification
11.6.1 Category I, Oto 100 kW,
four-stroke, high-speed, M.D.O.

In principle these are simple lubricating systems
wich:

-

an oil sump for collecting the lubricating-oil;
a lubricating- oil pump driven by the
crankshaft;
a simple lubricating-oil cooler;
a duplex lubricating-oil fine-filter;
a lubricating-oil supply system via the
crankshaft bearings, drilled-th.rough holes in
the crankshaft and the connecting rod towards
piston/piston rings and the cylinder liner;
branching co the cam shaft.

There is spray cooling as well as splash cooling of
·tie piston.

•

The lubricating oil system in a diesel engine from
Kubota - model OC 60 - I. This is a small high-speed
four-stroke single cylinder diesel engine with a power
output of 4.2 kW.
The lubricating oil is drawn via a coarse filter (2) from the
sump by the elevated lubricating oil pump placed behind the
pressure control valve (3). The lubricating oil pressure is 1,5
to 5,0 bar$, dependant on the engine speed. The lubricating
oil lubricates all the moving parts such as the crank shaft and
main bearings, via drillings in the crank shaft, the crank pin
bearings including a piston using a spray nozzle. The cylinder
liner is cooled with lubricating oil and the remainder of the
engine block is air cooled. Via a small interc-onnect pipe (not
visible) the valve mechanism fitted on the cylinder head is
lubricated. The lubricating oil passes through an oil cooler
,e air cooling

of the lubricating oil cooler using a fly

:eel in a small Kubota-diesel engine.

which in turn is cooled by the air flow generated by a fly
wheel placed on top of the diesel engine. The cooled
lubricating oil is returned to the sump via a drilling.
The suction filter mesh size in the sump is 50 microns to
avoid blockages. Three magnets are fitted to the filter to
retrieve metal particles in the oil flow. So, this small diesel
engine does not have a fine filter in the pressure pipe of the
lubricating oil pump.

Sii'nple lubricating oil cooler in a Kubota-diesel

irQne
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11.6.2 Category II, 100 to 5000 kW,
four-stroke, high-speed, M.D.O.
In principle this system is very similar tO that of
category I. Ir is often found in V-engines with
numerous cylinders.

...

....

Four fine lubricating oil

The lubricating oil system of a high-speed four-stroke-

filters and above a

diesel engine from Caterpillar, type 3408.

to tuel 1n1ection
pump housing
turbocharge r
to rocker arm
shaft
bore for
camshaft
bore for
balancer
shalt

bypass

va ve for
011 cooer

centrifugal lubricating oil
filter in a four stroke

011 filters

high-speed MTU-diesel
011 pan

engine.

011 pump

A
The lubrication of crank pin and gudgeon pin bearings
via drillings in the connecting rod in MTU-diesel
engines.

....
The lubricating oil system
of a four-stroke
high-speed MTU-diesel
engine.
The lubricating on in the oil
return drains into the sump.

2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

main lubricatmg oil
pump
fine lubricating oil filters
lubricating oil cooler
crank shaft
camshaft
sump
turbo blower
piston
cylinder head
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11.6.3 Category Ill, 500 tot 30,000 kW,
four-stroke, medium-speed, H.F.O.

( 72 T) >'-1- o - -- ---i

-~

* If stand-by pump
** If common rail
System components:

Pipe connections:

01
02
03
04
05

202
203
205
207
208
213
214
236
701
72'1

06
07
08
09

Lubricating oil main pump
Prdubricating oil pump
Lubricating oil cooler
Thermostacic valve
Automatic filter
Ce.mrifogal filter
Pressure conttol valve
Turbocharger
Camshaft bearings and
cylinder head lubrication

Lubricating oil o utlet Qf dry sump)
Lubricating oil to engine driven pump (if dry sump)
Lubricating oil co priming pump (if dry sump)
Lubricating oil to el. driven pump
Lubricating oil from el. driven pump
Lubricating o il from separator and filling (tf wet sump)
Lubricating oil to separaror and drain (,f wet sump)
Sludge from e.xccrnal filter (common rail)
Crankcase ventilation
Control oil to external filter (common rail)

ON150
DN200
DNSO
DN 150
DNlOO
DN40
DN40
DN25
DNSO
DN25

All connections DIN 2576, PN10
Sensors, transmittexs and switches:

LS204
Lube oil le,·el wet sump, low
PSZ201 Lube oil pressure, engine inlet
PT201 -t Lube oll pressure, engine inlet
PT201-2 Lube oil pressure, engine inlet (back-up)

PT241
TE201
TE.231
TE?O_

•

Lube oil pressure, filter inlet
Lube oil tempcratuce, engine inlet
Lube oil temperature, LOC inlet
tfain bearing temperatu.rc

""he internal lubricating oil system of a larger four-

In the main pipe Ii ne the lubricating oil first travels through oil

stroke diesel engine from MAN-B&W Type 32/40.

cooler 03. Thermostatic three way valve 04 monitors,
independent of the operating conditions, the predetermined

.\ain lubricating oil pump 01 is driven by the engine and

lubricating oil exit temperature. The lubricating oil then

.-lllps the pressurised lubricating oil to the main lubricating

passes through the automatic filter 05 which discharges the

lt'le.

contaminated lubricating oil to the centrifugal filter 06.

,gnt; from 208, the lubricating oil can be supplied by an

From the main lubricating oil line, the lubricating oil flows to

iectrically driven lubricating oil pump.

the cam shaft bearings and cylinder head valves 09 to the

0-e IUbrication pump 02 is electrically driven and switches on

turbocharger 08,

~omatlcally when the lubricating oil pressure is too low, for

Underneath these camshaft bearings. the 10 main shaft

stance, when the engine is turned off. Pre lubrication is

bearing are situated. The lubricating oil continues through the

i,reraJly used for pre heating the engine prior to start and for

drillings in the crank shaft to the crank pin bearings and via

cool,ng after turning off the engine.

drillings in the connecting rod to the gudgeon pin, the piston

'.tl pumps

are fitted with a prescribed overflow valve in the

rings and the inside of the piston for cooling.

pass to avoid excessive pressures in the lubricating oil

'Stem.
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The lubricating-oil pumps can be driven by the
engine or by electric morocs. In the larter it is
possible to switch on a lubricating- oil pump
during the warming up and cooling down of
the engine.
The lubricating-oil fine filters are often
manufactured w ith automatic filters, which
mean that during operation one filter element
is automatically back flushed and therefore
cleaned. The contaminated lubricating-oil is
subsequently led off outside the lubricatingoil system to a contamination tank. In this

category most turbo blowers are lubricated
by the main lubricating-oil system. Some
engine types of the large four-stroke engines
with a low RPM (300 co 600 revolutions per
minute) are equipped with a separate cyli nder
lubricating system. This is made in order to
create a fresh lu bricating-oil barrier between
the combustion space a11d the crankcase
which prevents contamination by combustion
products such as sulphur from corning into
contact with the drive gearing in the crankcase.

...
The external lubricating oil system from the same
engine, a MAN- B&W type 32/40.
The third lubricating oil pump in the system 2P04 is
electrically driven and provided with a suction filter 2FOO.
The 'internal' main- and auxiliary oil pumps have a common
suction filter 2F01.
Left of the engine is the separator module 2N01, which
consists of an independent separator pump 2P03 with
suction filter 2F03, the pre heater 2F02 and the separator
2S01.
The separator pump draws the to be cleaned lubricating oil

2£02

NC

from the system oil tank 2T01 . The pre heater ensures that
the lubricating oil temperature is maintained in the separator,
this is the temperature at which the specific mass difference
between water and lubricating oil is as high as possible to
ensure optimum water separation. The cleaned lubricating oil
drains to the lubricating oil drain tank. In larger four-strokeand two-stroke engines this type of separator unit is
constantly in stand-by mode (for the lubricating oil system).
The separator is only switched off for repairs to the centrifuge
or when the engine is out of operation for an extended
period. The modern versions operate fully automatically and
clean the separator bowl periodically. The dirt is discharged
ITOS

to the sludge tank 1T05.
The bleeder mounted on the engine contains a oil separator
2S01 which leads the oil back to the sludge tank. The gases
are discharged outside the engine room.

System components:

Pipe connections:

L32

Sludge tank
2E02 Heater (separator unit)
2F01 Suction strainer (main lube oil pump)
2F03 Suction filter (separator unit)
2F06 Suction strainer (stand-by pump)
2N01 Separator unit
2P03 Separator pump (separator unit)
2P04 Stand-by pump
2S01 Separator
2S02 Condensate a:ap
2T01 System oil tank

202 Lubricating oil outlet
203 Lubricating oil to engine driven pump
208 Lubricating oil &om el. driven pump
701 Crankcase air vent

DN150
DN200
DN100
DNSO

lTOS
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11 .6.4 Category IV, 1500 tot 100,000 kW,
two-stroke, low-speed, H.F.O.
The size of the lubricating-oil syst.em in these
crosshead engines is considerable. A lubricatingoil drain tank can hold up to 40,000 litres of
lubricating-oiJ and the lubricating-oil pumps,
coolers and filters are the size of a man.
In this category three types of lubricating-oil
systems can be distinguished:
1 lubrication of the crankshaft, the crosshead
with guides, thrust block, drive gearing of the
fuel pumps and the piston cooling;
2 cylinder lubrication; a completely separate
system for the lubrication of pistons, piston
rings and cylinder liners;
3 oil system for controlling the exhaust valves
and the fu el pumps. The latter is with reference
to common rail system.

T

Standard lubricating-oil system

The external lubricating oil system in a MAN- B&W
two-stroke crosshead engine. Type ME/ME-C/ME-GI.

in crosshead engines there is a partition between
the combustion space and the crankshaft
including its gearing. The p iston rod scuffing
box in the scavenging-air space ensures that the
contaminated lubricating-oil that leaks down
the piston can not enter the crank case. In this
manner, the lubricating-oil in the crank case
remains very clean.
The system is cleaned with a lubricating-oil
separator and an aucomatic fine fil ter.
The lubricating-oiJ- and cooling-oil system of the
C\Vo-stroke crosshead engines of MAN- B&W
rype ME/ME-C are used as an example.

A

Maintenance on the drive
gear in the crank case of
a two-stroke crosshead
engine.

Two main lubricating oil pumps 4 40 601 draw the lubricating
oil from the lubricating oil drain tank and force the lubricating
oil through the lubricating oil cooler 4 40 610 and an
automatic fine filter 4 40 615 to the main lubricating oil line in
the engine.
Connection RU takes care of the lubrication and cooling of
the main bearings, thrust block, axial vibration damper,
piston cooling, crosshead bearings and connecting rod
bearings.
RU also ensures the lubricating oil supply to the hydraulic
system for driving the ex.haust valves, the fuel pumps, the
moment compensators and the torsional vibration dampers.
Lubricating oil separators which continuously clean the
lubricating oil of dirt particles and water are also connected
to the system .
Oeclc

--

4.06T0 - 4 5 C

Lubedlpumpc

Senlb oil back-flushing

4<!0 601

..,.,SedlonB.08

The letters refer to 'List of flanges'
• Venting foc MAN B&W or Mitsubishi turbochargers only
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...
The lubricating oil system
of two-stroke crosshead
engines nowadays
consists of three separate
systems.

T'

The hydraulic system of a MAN-B&W two-stroke

2

crosshead engine type ME.
3

The hydraulic system consists of:

an automatic fine Riter and parallel to it a by-pass filter;
two electrically driven lubricating oil pumps;
three engine driven lubricating oil pumps;
a safety- and accumulator unit
At start, one of the two electrically dnven lubricating oil
pumps is activated and is stopped as soon as the three
engine driven lubricating oil pumps have taken over the oil
supply.
The high pressure lubricating oil flows to the hydraulic units
and is distributed to the electronically controlled fuel injection
system and the electronically controned exhaust valve
activation system. The exhaust valve is closed by a traditional
'air spring'.
Hydraulic Power Supply - H.P.S.
Hydraulic Cylinder Units H.C.U.
Fuel Injection system and Valve Activation system -

F.I.V.A.
Engine Control System, E.C.S.

.r ,;,,

Hyd,aulk: otl

Sulll>4Y unh

-

,fno.,,.--- -- --- ·
I

Safety and aocumulalOr block

-- -- -

-.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

~ Filler unit
I
I

-...me

I l ;{ ·I

I

by·po,N

-

~-- ---t..S 1235 AH

RU
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lubrication of the crank
case drive gear and
piston cooling
cylinder lubricat1on
using special cylinder
lubricating oil
the hydraulic section for
driving the exhaust
valves and operating the
fuel injection system.
The lubricating oil used
here is the same as that
used In the drive gear
lubricating oil system.

CH11 > LUBR iCATION OF ENGINES

Turbo-blower lubrication
As opposed to che older systems the bearings are
not lubricated w ith a separate system by using the
ma in lubrication system.

LubneiitJng qrJ,(f.5
withaccurnulator5

Mesh of the automatic fine-filter of the
turbo-blower
Depending on the material used for the
manufacture of the bearings:
white metal: 50 micro-millimetres;
al uminium tin: 40 micro-millimetres.
Comment
Of all metal panicles larger than 25 micro
millimetres, 85 ro 90% remains in a filter w ith
meshes of 40 micro millimetres, and meta I
particles of 35 micro millimetres in a .fine .filter
with meshes of 50 micro millimetres.
Cylinder lubricating-oil system
The cylinders are lubricated independent from the
main system w ith a special cylinder lubricating-oil.
This cylinder lubricating-oil has to comply with
strict requirements:
the fuel has high sulphur content;
a fraction of the lubricating-oil combuscs in
the exhaust-gas flow, this must be ashless;
the other fract.ion of the cylinder lubricatingoil chat leaks into the scavenging air space, is
transported outside the engine in the top part
of the p iston rod-stuffi ng box;

17t(t eylindor ~LIOno system
CLU 3 c~ts of a modclMJ!y
constructed pump unrl. two

p,og,ess,·v,e-<tr,t.ribtt.cn for
each cy,.,nder to bo JubrieiUed
as well BS fubricatin9 quilts wiU1
,ce,.1mulatQtS for each lulxrcat•<H1 ,X,,ftl Up IQ 12 C)"#ll(Jer.r
wrth two 1ubrie.1Holt tevets are
wppNcd as t'lt:ed«f w,u, fill$

irvlovatlve "'1J,rlc..,t;on $}4tem

A
The electrically driven
cylinder lubricating oil
unit

Each lubrication point is
provided with special
cylinder lubricating oil by its
own plunger pump.
Lubrication of the cylinder
liner occurs at two levels.

•

Bearings of turbo blowers or turbocharged groups are
often directly lubricated from the main lubricating oil

~

system used for lubricating the crank case drive

An automatic fi ne

gearing. In t his large blower, lubrication takes place

lubricating oil filter.

.;smg its own lubricating oil system.
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...

the scavenging-air spaces themselves are
fitted with an oil drain, which is often set ro
drip in order to avoid blockage of the pipe
and accumulation of lubricating-oil in the
scavenging a ir spaces.

A lubrication point with
groove in the cylinder
liner.

Next to fuel consumption the consumption of
cylinder lubricating-oil is a major cost factor in the
exploitation of these engines.
Too high a dosage of cylinder lub.ricating-oil
produces extra contamination of the piston ring
package, the combustion space, the exhaust gas
ducting and the turbo blower. Too low a dosage
causes additional wear of the piston, piston rings
and cylinder l.u1er.

Optimal cylinder lubrication
Precise dosing of cylinder lubricant can be
achieved with the 'Alpha Adapti ve Cylinder oil
Control System, Alpha A.C.C.-system'.
This system cakes into accoum engine load and
fuel quality.
Sulphur causes wear and tear in the combustion
space. Therefore, knowledge of the fuel's sulphur
content is important in accurately measuring che
cylinder lubricant quantity.

...
A large cylinder liner.

2

Inlet ports
grooves for cylinder
lubrication

~

The cylinder lubricating system for MAN-B&W
two-stroke crosshead engines type ME.

Cylinder oil
service tank

The cylinder lubricating oil is pumped from a storage tank to
I
I

a cylinder lubricating oil day tank and subsequently to the

C

lubrication pump for each cylinder.

I
I

Each cylinder has eight lubricating points. Cylinder lubrication
oil is supplied every fourth engine revolution at a constant
Pump station
I
With
stand-by pumps 1---.:..,~ -- - - - ---'- -I

) To other
- - ----......-'-

cylinders

I _ _ __ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'--- --~-~-- - ----, - -- --- -- ---
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1 1 To other
1 1 cylinders

,,

____

,

I

I

I

:

I

I

I

I
I

To other
cylinders

pressure and with an electronically controlled timing and
dosage control.
The dosage of the lubricating oil can be tuned with an

*

~--l I
--~ --m 'I

adjusting screw. The entire system is regulated by a cylinder
control unit which calculates the fuel injections frequency
based on the number of rotations and also the set capacity
(index) of the high-pressure pump. This is required to supply
the correct dosage to the cylinder.
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i

~

1.50

.vf

2

s:

.::,:.

~ 1.00
(/)

I

Q)

en
ro
(/)

Q

0.68

0

0.50

<ii

The dosage of the
cylinder lubricating oil in
the 'Alpha A.C.C.'-system

I/

from MAN-B&W.
With fuel sulphur content in
excess of 2%. the cylinder

"tJ

lubricating oil dosage rises

.S

>,
0

from 0.68 grams per kWh
to 1.5 gram s per kWh with

0.25

a sulphur content of 4%.

0

0

2

3

4

5

Fuel Oil Sulphur % -

The dosage is therefore dependent on the sulphur
content of the fuel and the engine load.
The following rule of tht0nb then applies:
Cylinder lubricating-oil dosage=
0.34 gram/kWh x S%
The mi ni mal dosage is 0.68 gram per kWh at
2% sulphur.

Thick lubricating-oil, lubricating-oil with too
high a viscosiry produces high frictional loss and
therefore a heat increase. Thin lubricating-oil,
lubricating-oil with too low a viscosity seeps
from the crankshaft, resulting in a pressure loss
and allowing the bearing and shaft ro come into
contact with each other. This in turn causes wear.

1::xample
Cylinder lubricating-oil consumption: engine
capaciry 86,000 kW, sulphuric content of fuel
3.5%.
Consumption per hour:
86,000 x 0.34 x 3.5 = 102,340 grams or 102 kg
per day: 24 x 102 = 2448 kg
ann ually with an operating time of 6500 hours:

Viscosity is divided into viscosiry categories. Th.is
classification is incorporated in the standa rd
specification 150-3348. Lubricating-oil viscosity
is divided into eighteen areas. Each area
encompasses the viscosities between two limits.

10 * h mln [µm)

663,000
r er ann um 270.8 x 2448 = 663,000 kg or _
0 900
1f 736.7 m3 !

100 - - - -- - ~- - - -- - - ------,,---- - - ~

11. 7 Lubricating-oil properties
In order to acquire a good insight into engine
ubrication, it is imperative to be famil iar with the
mosr important properties of lubricating-oiI.

20 -11-\,---l~ f=l....:::- - t- - - - ! - - -- + - - - - -- + -"""."'.:: -xd'--""'=s--

The significance of rhese properties is shown each
rune rhere are problems with engines and in the
.1ssessment of lubricating-oil samples.

0..1-_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _.,___ __ _ __,__ __ _ _.......J

00:00:00

02:00:00

04:00:00

06:00:00

08:00:00

Time

11. 7.1 Viscosity expressed in centistokes
(cSt) or mm2 /sec. at 40 °C

A
During lubrication of the engine parts, a very thin
lubrication film separates the various parts.

To ensure that, for instance, the lubricating film
'-\:nveen the crankshaft and crankshaft bearing
, s ufficiently thick, it is imperative that it has a
-:i:rrai n viscosity.

The film thickness is usually no more than several tenths of a
millimetre. Here the thickness is approximately 15 to 20
microns.
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Viscosity index graph

10W

31 .87

5.18

2.20

20

61.02

7.36

2.79

30

85.72

9.70

3.54

40

139.72

12.81

4.31

50

189.74

16.34

5.30

SW30(A)

47.87

8.90

3.24

SW30(8)

59.79

9.99

3.24

10W40(A)

63.66

11.06

3.10

10W40(8)

92.69

11.22

4.19

10W40(C)

74.65

12.10

3.88

20W40

89.40

11.00

3.89

10W50(A)

105.14

15.80

4.05

10WSO(B}

134.19

15.92

4.80

&

A diesel engine that has a cold start and is
subsequently fo lly loaded requires a high viscosity
index. The lubricating-oil temperature of these
engine types varies from -10 °C to 100 °C!
The Society of Automotive Engineers, or SAE has
a numerical code system for grading oils according
co their viscosity. These 'Grades' are, for instance,
SAE 10 W, SAE 30, SAE 15 W 40. The numbers
represent rhe viscosity at a given temperature. The
index W applies to lubricating-oils which must
retain a low viscosity at low temperatures.

11.7.3 Neutralisation number
Usually referred to as the "Total Base Number'.
Fuels always contain su lphttr. In light fuels the
sulphur concenr is extremely low, for instance
0.15%. In using heavy fuels th.is can rise to 4%.
The acids which are consequently produced by
the combustion process can severely damage
engine parts. These acids must be chemically
neutralised by rhe addition of alkaline agents ro
the lubricating-oil.
Calcium hydroxide is in chis case commonly used.
Therefore, the neutralisation value is a measure
of the alkalinity of the lubricating-oil. The
higher the possibility of che formation of acids in
combustion, rhe higher the required neutralisation
value or the Total Base Number (TBN). Today one
often speaks of the BN, Base Number.
Every engine manufacmrer provides the required
TBN va lues. They are denoted in mg KOH per
gram lubricating-oil.

11. 7 .2 Viscosity index

The lubricating oil
viscosity is divided into a
number of grades. Each
grade contains the
viscosities between two
limits.

...
The viscosity grades of
lubricating oil; in this

The viscosity index denotes rhe measure in
which the viscosity changes in relation to tbe
temperature. Lubricacu1g-oil that is barely
susceptible co temperature differences where
viscosity is concerned is said to have a high
viscosity index.

Low Temperature Viscosities
SAE
Viscosity
Grade

Cranking 0 (cP)
max at temp •c

Low Temperature Viscosities

Pumpingc (cP) max

Low Shear rate

with no yield stress

K1nemat1ca (cSt) at 100 °c

instance for Caterpillar-

at temp

•c

High Shear rate (cP)
at 15o•c min

min

max

60,000 at -40

3.8

-

-

-

diesel engines.

ow

6200 at -35

5W

6600 at -30

60,000 at -35

3.8

-

The grades runs from OW to

10W

7000 at -25

60,000 at -30

4.1

-

-

-

2.6

60. 'W' indicates 'Winter':

15W

7000 at -20

60,000 at -25

5.6

that is low temperatures.

20W

9500at-15

60.000 at -20

5.6

At low temperatures the

25W

13,000 at -1 0

60,000 at -15

9.3

20

-

-

5.6

<9.3

30

-

-

9.3

< 12.5

viscosity is established for
operation, here cranking and
pumping lubricating oil.

40

-

12.5

< 16.3

10W- 40 grades)
3.7 (15-40, 20W-40,

40

-

-

12.5

< 16.3

50

-

-

16.3

< 21.9

3.7

60

-

-

21.9

< 26.1

3.7

SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers
API: American Petroleum Institute
ASTM: American Society of Testing Materials
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2.9
2.9 (0-40, 5W-40,

25W-40 grades)
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Examples

11 .7.6 Additives in lubricating-oil

1 Caterpillar-Mal( 43
This is a four-stroke medium-speed diesel engine,
fue l H.F.O., Category III.
TBN 30 co 40 mg KOH/g
Viscosity SAE 40

For each specific lubricating-oil application,
chemicals may be added which either improve irs
properties, create new properties or compensate
poor lubricating properties.

11 .7.7 Detergents or 'solvents'
2 Wartsila 38 B
This is a four-stroke medium-speed diesel engine,
fuel H.F.O., Category m.
TBN 30 to 55 mg KOH/g
Viscosity SAE 40
·At high sulphur contents adhe re to the maximum
TBN value.'
3 MAN-B&W K 98 MC
This is a rwo-stroke low-speed crosshead engine,
fue l H.F.O., Category II.
Lubricating-oil circulation in the crank case.

TBN 5 to 10 mg KOH/g
Viscosity SAE 30
Cylinder lubricating-oil TBN 70 mg KOH/g
Viscosity SAE 50
Generally, the following values are identical for all
engine manufacturers:
- for high-speed four-stroke engines with
M.D.O. as fuel (Category I+ II) 4 to 6;
- for medium-speed four-stroke engines with
H .F.O. as fuel (Category Ill) 30 to 55;
- for two-stroke-crosshead engines with H .F.0.
as fuel (Category IV)
in the crank case 5 to 10;
cylinder lubricating-oil 70 to 90.

Combustion products, among which carbon, can
be deposited on parts of the combustion space,
such as pistons, pisron rings, cylinder heads and
scavenging ports in two-stroke engines. This may
cause the piston rings co lodge in the grooves th us
accelerating rhe wear and tear of the p iston, piston
rings and cylinder liner. Leakage of combustion
gases along the ring packet will also increase. If
carbon settles behind the piston ri ngs rhe pisron
rings will slowly begin ro protrude through the
lubricating fi lm on the cylinder liner. This may
result in a corroded or seized piston. This could
in fact cause complete engine failure. The seizing
of pisron rings is referred to in engine technology
as 'ring sticking'. The derergencs often consist of
sulphur/phosphor compounds.

T
A seized piston in a cylinder liner.
The piston has been broken through the gudgeon piston
pen. This usually results in total engine damage.

11.7.4 Solidification point
This is rhe temperatu re at which the lubricating111 solidifies. This property is only pertinenr to
,xrremely cold conditions. Lubricating-oil with
·e,\ paraffins have a lower solidification point.

11.7.5 Oxidation stability
--J.ierc is a lot of air is in diesel engines, especially
the crank case. Lubricating-oil is therefore
Dosed to air. The oil in the crankcase splashes
all directions. If the lubricating-oil oxidises,
,ids wi th a high viscosity are generated which
n cause the blocking of filters and the small
f-iricaring-oil pipes. Oxidation is accelerated
ftigher temperatures. By adapti ng the refining
>\:ess and an anti-oxidation add itive tl,is can
,,ti) be averred. These additives consist of zinc
,ulphur compounds.
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11. 7.12 Biocides or bactericidal agents
In spite of all the precautionary measures taken,
lubricating-oil will come into contact with
water. Consider moist air in the crank case
of a stationary diesel engine. In this kind of
environment certain bacteria develop very rapidly.
The bacterial growth can become excessive and
cause severe damage co engines.

11.8 Cleaning lubricating oil

.&

A severely damaged

11.7 .8 Dispersants

piston in a two-stroke
crosshead engine.
The piston rings are jammed
in the piston ring grooves
and are barely recognisable.
The piston and rings are

These are lubricating-oil additives which ensure
that the combustion p roducts do not settle and
stick to engine parts but are kept in suspension.
They can then be filtered by the fine lubricatingoil fi lter or in larger installations by a centrifugal
separator.

heavily grooved.

11.7.9 Extreme Pressure (E.P.) additives or
wear reducing substances
These are added i11 exceptional instances required
for boundary lubrication. This may occur in cog
wheels and very highly loaded engine bearings.
They form a film on the metal surfaces. They are
mostly sulphur and phosphor compounds.

11.7.10 Viscosity index improving agents
These ensure that the lubricating-oil does not get
too thin at increasing temperatures. A yvhole range
of chemicals is applied to this end, such as:
- polyisobutenes;
polymethacrylates;
styrene;
- polyesters.

11.7.11 Ash content
This is a no n-combustible lubricating-oil residue.
It is metal compounds such as barium, calcium
and magnesium, which provide the correct
alkalinity or TBN of the lubricacing-oil. High
ash contents may affect the diesel engine's
performance.
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Lubricacing-oil absorbs many substances in the
engine which adversely affect the quality and
reduce lubrication and cooling of the engine.
These substances are, among other things:
- water, from leaking cooling water and water
vapour from the air precipitation in the engine;
- fue l, usually from leaking fuel pumps. The
seals of the fuel pump and gear drives of the
cam shaft are not optimal;
metal particles, from wear of the moving
parts such as bearings, shafts, pistons, piston
rings and cylinder li ners. Due tO corrosion or
cavitation metal particles from pipe walls, hear
exchangers and pumps can a lso be launched.
- combustion products. Especially in four-stroke
trunk piston engines there is always some
'deposition' along the piston rings of carbon
particles; sulphuric acid, from the sulphur in
the fuel , and other combustion by-products on
rhe piston rings;
- coolants, similar to water leakage this is due to
leaking cooling systems;
- carbon particles from the lubricating-oil itself.
When lubricating-oil is used for cooling, and
when a certain temperature, approximately
400" C, is exceeded, the lubricating-oil begins
tO decompose and carbonise;
oxidation products of the lubricating-oil. Due
to air exposure lubricating-oil may oxidise.
This produces long chained compounds which
thicken the lubricating-oil;
- dirt particles such as sealant materials, sand,
glass droplets and fine dust.
During engine repairs, sufficient attention should
be paid to working 'hygienically'. Often engines
are contaminated w ith dirt ranging from fine dust
to tools and cleaning cloths.
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Note
Ln exrreme conditions such as sand storms, for

instance in the Middle East, or the spread of
pollen in large agricultural areas one must take
special precautionary measures t0 protect the
combusrion air from these dirt particles.
Lubricating-oil storage should also be a focal
point. It is easy for moisture in the air to
condensate in a storage tank that is nearly empty.
Lubricating-oil can be cleaned in various ways.

•

The various metal filter constructions.

11.8.1 Fine I ubricating-oil filters in the
supply pipes of lubricating-oil
pumps
This is applied to all engine types. The mesh size
determines the manner in which filtering occurs.
In small diesel engines filters are renewed. ln larger
engines they are cleaned.
11.8.2 Centrifugal filters

In increasingly more engines in categories TI and
III, centrifugal fi lters are used alongside the regular
.fine lubricating-oil filters. The centrifuge is driven
by the lubricating-oil pressure and throws dirt
and water along the outer side. After a specified
number of operating hours the filters are manually
cleaned.

::)ependant on. amongst others, the required filter mesh size,
·,e filter surface. the flow rate and the lubricating oil

·emperature a certain filter element is selected. Most mesh
s::es vary from 10 to 25 microns, but there are also filters
th a smaller mesh size, namely 2 to 4 microns,

A

•• "

B

C

D

E

F

A

.ibricating oil fine filters in a diesel engine from
,., Penta.
·.sfilter.

Four lubricating fine oil filters in a diesel engine from

MTU.
Left: two fuel filters. A centrifugal lubricating oil mter Is just
visible above the lubricating oil filters.
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T

~

A centrifugal filter driven

Two centrifugal

by its own lubricating oil

lubricating oil filters

pressure.

mounted on a diesel
engine.

Contaminated lubricating oil
enters from the back-flushed
filter on the left. It is thrown
against the filter walls by the
centrifugal forces in the
rotating filter element. The
nozzles spray the lubricating
oil outside the element and
the filter begins to turn like a
garden sprayer.
The dirt is thrown against
the drum wall and is
periodically removed. The
clean lubricating oil is
discharged to the lubricating
oil sump at the bottom.

T
A combination of an automatic full-flow filter and a

Rotor wall

centrifugal filter which periodically cleans the
contaminated lubricating oil from the automatic full-

Axial

cfJSC slack

flow filter.
The full-flow filter is driven by a hydraulic engine.

Backflushed ()Ii
from tun-flow

A distribution ring provides good lubricating oil supply
distribution.

ftlter

light blue: unfiltered lubricating oil to the full-flow filter.
yellow: filtered lubricating oil to the engine.
red: contaminated lubricating oil to the centrifugal filler.
blue: centrifugal filter.
yellow: cleaned lubricating oil returned to the lubricating oil

To lubricating
Oil sump

sump.
Full-flow chamber

Distributor
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Filtering Uri!

Centrifuge chamber
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11 .8.3 Automatic fine-filters
~

These filters are per iodically cleaned by an
automatic back-flushing system.

The same type of automatic back-flow filter arranged
vertically.

T:> , ,lxic<11ing
o l surn

Dra1:1 cock

Uiversc.11

chamber

U11f11!oro<l
01

Hltred
0 110
llvrl,nul c

,noto·

f-1,lu,od oil

to e·iq,r~

"ull·'low
C'la'Tbe1
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'f
The operating principle of a centrifuge or separator.
Contaminated lubricating oil is supplied at the top. The
heavier dirt particles are flung outwards and removed, as
shown in the lower figure. This is referred to as 'shooting of
the centrifuge' .
Prior to commencement of the 'shooting programme', the
lubricating oil supply is automatically shut and the entire
rotating bowl filled with water. At the moment that the
moveable bottom drops, the dirt is removed from the bowl
by water pressure and discharged to the sludge tank via the
centrifuge housing. It is possible to remove the water from
the sludge and avoid the sludge tank from filling up too rapid

.&.

An automatic lubricating
fine oil filter.

The fi lters are always used in category III and lV
engines.

using a separate sludge centrifuge.
Transducer

11.8.4 Magnetic elements or plugs
These plugs are mostly found in sma ll engines.
They detain moscly iron particles. They require
regular manual cleaning.

11.8.5 Lubricating-oil separators
The slightly larger diesel engines running on
H.F.O. often use centrifuges. They generally
operate aucomatically and in the larger types
cleaning occurs automatically on a periodic basis.
This is called 'shooting' .

...
An automatic lubricating
oil centrifuge.
Water and dirt are separated
and the dirt is automatically
removed at regular intervals
by the 'shooting.. of the
centrifuge and is fed to a
sludge tank.
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oil outlet

The construction of a
modern lubricating oil
centrifuge.
Brown: the unfiltered oil
supply
Orange: the filtered
lubricating oil discharge
Discharge

Blue: the water outlet

ports

Discharge
slide

Filler
system

~

~

A simplified schematic

An automatic lubricating

diagram of the lubricating

oil separator in an Alfa

oil with a centrifuge and

Laval type S.

an automatic fi lter.
This is the latest type, 2005,
with the operating principle
Alcap. The automated
module EPC 50 is a fully
automatic operational
management system.
Inspection: every six months
or 4000 operating hours
Lubricating o«I sump

Pump

Heater

Centrifugal separator

maintenance: every eighteen
months or 12,000 operating
hours

0

0

0

0

'

1. . . . . . . . . ____ __ ,

• ••••••

o e

K

.

''

o

Cleaned oil outlel

Conditioning ~11d
dispt~cement water

Optional

Water inlet

Opening water

Waterouuet

Ctos1J19 water
s~separator system

Sludge oullel to sludge tank
OI' sludge removal ki1
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General commentary
In four-stroke trunk piston engines running on
H.F.O. the contamination of the lubricating-oil

11.9 Lubricating-oil analysis

-

-

-

is considera ble.
In four-stroke tru nk piston engines ru nni ng on
M.D.O. the contamination of che Lubricacingoil is considerably less and cleaning the
lubricating-oil significantly simpler.
Due tO rising fuel prices in recent years, many
ships equipped with a modern propulsion
engine and using M.D.O. are convened co
rw1 on H.F.O.. Naturally, the engine must be
suitable for H .£O.. They are often engines
with a 200 to 260 mm piston bore with
a power output of 1500 to 3000 kW. The
investment is recouped in one year.
Adequate cleaning of the lubricating-oil is now
an important point of interest. Here automatic
fine _filters and centrifuges are indispensable.

,\l.;o see Ch:1prer ~4, Auxiliarv system~: Fuel anJ
luhno..,Hmg-oil i:enrrifug.il s,:pararor,.

In the larger diesel engines of the categories II, III
and IV it is customary to regularly take samples
of the lubricating-oil and have them checked in
laboratories.
The analysis results of such samples provide
information with regard to the properties of
the lubricating-o il after a specified number
of operating hours and the refore the state of
maintenance of the diesel engine.
By consistently checking the lubricating-oil, severe
damage to the engine can be avoided.

Examples:
1 The alkaline additive shows a decrease.
The alkaline additive in the lubricating-oil,
which ne utralises acids, indicated with the B.N
or T.B.N . value (B.N. - Base Number, T.B.N. Total Base Number) has been saturated by the
acids in t he fuel.
2 The metal -particle content increases.

11.8.6 Changing lubricating-oil

In smaller diesel engines which only have a £ne
filter behind the lubricating-oil pump, regularly
renewing all lubricating-oil and the fine- filter .is
simple and not expensive.
The lub ricating-oil content often amounts
co several litres with a maximum of 50 litres
(Category I}. In larger systems the lubricating-oil
is cleaned more intensively and the operating life
time is longer. The lubricating-oil volume soon
amounts to several thousands of litres (Category
IT and III).
In crosshead engines the lubricating-oil in the
gear-drive section is very clean; this is due to the
aforementioned partition between the combustion
space and the gear drive by the piston rod stuffing
box.
The lubricating-oil is cleaned with an automatic
fine filter and a lubricating-oil separaror.
The lubricating-oil volume is maintained at the
correct level by refilling (leakages}. If lubricatingoil samples indicate chat the quality is inferior, the
entire volume is replaced. This may amount to
10,000 litres and more.
In general: To acquire a good insight into the
quality of lubricating-oil and consequently the
state of the diesel engine, it is imperative that
samples be taken systematically to monitor the
lubricating-oil.
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The content of, for instance, aluminium
particles increases. T his is found if the
bearing caps have contact with an aluminium
compound, this is indicative of worn bearing
caps.
When there is a signiJicant increase in the
number of aluminium particles, the engine
should be stopped co inspect the bearings.

3 The viscosity decreases; the lubricating-oil is
diluted.
Lubricating-oil has a certain v.iscosity, flow.
When the viscosity gradually increases, this is
usually the result of ageing of the lubricatingoil. The lubricating-oil oxidises with the air
and thickens. If the viscosity decreases, this is
usually due to dilution with fuel.
It is, for instance, possible for fuel to leak
into the lubricating-oil near the fuel pumps.
The drain pipe of the fuel pump drain may
be defective. The lubricating properties
deteriorate, which results in engine corrosion.
4

The water content in the lubricating-oil
mcreases.
This is indicative of cooling water leakage.
The lubrica ting properties decrease, which
cause rust formation on the wh ite metal parts
of the engine.
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12.1 Introduction

Combustion air factor
practical amount of air
supplied for combustion

Diesel engines use a considerable amount of air for
their processes. Nor only do rhey require air for

the combustion process, air is also indispensable
in the scavenging process and cooling hot engine
parts that are in close proximity of the combustion
space.
The total amount of air required must be sufficient
for:
the combustion process;
- cleaning the cylinder;
cooling rhe parts surrow1ding the combustion
space, such as the piston crown, the flame plate
of the cylinder head and the exhaust valves.

combusrionair factor
= - -----------rheorerical amount of air supplied
for combustion

'A = lambda= air factor

.
L practical
'A combusnon =
.
L t 11eoret1ca1
The sea venging - and coohng processes also
require air. The total air consumption is
denoted by the total air factor - ), total. This
is considerably higher than the combustion air
factor, dependant on the type of engine and design,
approximately 3.

12.2 The amount of air
T heoretically, the complete chemical combustion
of 1 kg of fuel reqL1ires 14 to 14.5 kg of air.
Lighter fuels w ith high hydrogen conrent use
approximately 14.5 kg of air and the heavier fue ls
with lower hydrogen content approximately
14 kg.
In reality, rwice the amow1t of air required for
the combustion process is supplied. Obviously,
this depends on the type of diesel engine and the
combustion system.
This is referred to as the practical amount of air
that is available for combustion.

Therefore for 1 kg of fuel we supply
approximately 3 x 14 = 42 kg of air!
In two-stroke engines approximately 3 x 16.5 =
51.5 kg air.
The density of air at O °C and 1 bar is 1.276 kg

per m3 •

This means that for each kilogram of fuel
42
.
.
3

111 al.C supply, so each kilogram of fuel
276
requires ± 33 m 3 of air!

1.

Specific air consumption
Furthermore, there is the so-called specific air
consumption. This is the mass of ai r that is
supplied to the engi.ne per power output- and per
time unit.
L specific = "-roral x ltheo x be

~

Diesel engines use large
amounts of air in the
combustion process.
A well ventilated engine
room is the most important
--

requirement. Shown here an
inlet grill of an emergency
diesel generating set.
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Specific fuel consumption
The specific fuel consumption is the amoum of
fuel that is supplied per power output- and per
time unit.
This is usually provided in grams per kilowatt per

12.3 Air supply to the engine
There are rwo ways in w h ich air may be supplied:

1

This can only be applied ro four-s troke
engines; t he pisron moves down during the
inlet stroke, t he in let valves are opened and
the air flows into che cylinder as a resu lt of t he
vacuum created.

hou r.
L specific for four-stroke engines is approxima tely:
2 kg/MJ/sec and for rwo-stroke-crosshead engines
approximately 2.5 kg/MJ/sec.

2

Examples

1 Wartsila Vasaa 6 R 32 - four-stroke-trunk
piscon engine - six cyli_nder in-line - fue l
H.F.O.
Shaft power 2220 kW at 720 rev/m in. Engine
category ID.
Amount of air 4.6 kg/sec. T he standard
specific mass of air is taken as 1.276 kg per m 3
ar an atmospheric pressure of 1013 millibars
ar an air temperature of 15 °C.

Natural aspiration

Turbo charging
Here the air is compressed by a pump and
su bsequently flows into the cylinder:
- in two-s troke engines via rhe inlet ports;
- in £om-stroke engines via the inlet va lves.

T
A high-speed four-stroke

V-engine with
supercharging a nd
an air cooler.

2

Turbo charging generally occurs by means of
a t urbo blower, which is driven by the flow of
exhaust gases. H owever, t here are also mechanical
scavenging pumps which are, for instance, driven
by che crank shafr of chc diesel engi ne.

3

4
5
6

air-inlet filter
air compressor
exhaust- gas turbme
exhaust- gas pipe from
the cylinders
aircoofer
exhaust gas pipe to the
exterior environment

4.6

This is t herefore m 3 per second or
1. 27 6

3.6 x 3600 = 12,978 m3 per hour!
Fuel consumption 186 gram/kWh
So: 412.9 kg per hour

186
1

So: OOO x 2220 = 412.9 kg per hour
Per kg fuel is practically

4,6

X

3600

f ,

,

= 40,1 kg o air supplied.
41 2 .9
This is in accordance with the theory!

-

\IAN-B&W MC- C - two-stroke-crosshead
,:ngine - twe lve cylinder in-line - fuel H.F.O.

'haft power 68,520 kW at 104 rev/min .
• ngine category IV
-nounr of a i_r 180,7 kg/sec.

...
A very small four-stroke

. 180.7
d
rh1s 1s - - =1 41.6 m3 per secon or
1.276
.! .6 x 3600 = 50,976 m 3 per hour!

hd consumption 171 g per kWh
- ix 68,520
k
I
IOOO
= 11,717 gper lOLLr.
r k '.lgram fuel

one cylinder diesel power
generati ng set with
natural aspiration for the
power process and air
cooling with a ventilator
on the fly-wheel for
engine-cylinder cooling.

180,7 X 3600
•
_
= S:>,6 kg of
11 717

practically supplied!
" in accordance with the theory!
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'Y

Small engines with a
shaft power lower than
100 kW sometimes have
no supercharging.
air inlet filter

...
A turbocharger for a

larger four-stroke engine.
this case, a Wartsila line
medium-speed engine
on heavy fuel oil.
In

W46,

1
2
3

4
5

6
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air- inlet filter
air compressor
exhaust- gas turbine
exhaust to funnel
air cooler
'waste-gate', a by-pass
valve for exhaust gases

12.3.1 Naturally aspirated air in fourstroke engines

12.3.2 Turbo charging for four-strokeand two-stroke engines

The air is drawn in by the vacuum created during
the inlet stroke.
The air flows through the air filter and via one
or two inlet valves jmo the cylinder. Today, the
system is only applied in small engines with a
relatively low power output.
- The power output per litre stroke volume is
low.
The mean effective pressure is low.
It follows that the mechanical load of these
engines is also low.
- The engine has a simple construction; it has no
turbo blower with pipes and an inter cooler.

General
Today almost all larger industria l diesel engines
are equ ipped with turbo charger.
Air is pushed into the cylinder through an
over pressure. The compressed air has a higher
specific mass which means that a larger air mass
and consequently a larger fuel mass is inserted
per fresh air charge. This allows for a capacity
increase of as much as 200% of the natural
aspiration capacity.
Advantages of t~ubo charging:
- The power to weight ratio of the engine is
significantly increased.
- The torque at partial load is significantly
increased.
- The specific fuel consumption at partial load is
considerably reduced.
The power output is significantly increased.
At a great height both the power output and
the specific fuel consumption stay almost
constant.
In natural aspiration at a great height both
the power output and the torque reduce
significantly and fuel consumption increases.
- The total efficiency is higher at all loads.
- The fuel consumption is lower at all loads.
- The sound levels with turbo charging are lower
over the entire frequency range.
- The power output to volume ratio of the
engine is more favourable. An engine with
turbo charging is much smaller than an engine
with natural aspiration with a similar power
output.
- The combustion process of turbo charging is
cleaner and therefore the emission levels lower.
- In combination with direct injection and the
common rail systems, the turbo blower is
indispensable.
- Turbo blowers can be fitted with 'waste-gates'
and a variable geometry for the gas turbine
with which the correct amount of air can be
tuned to the engine load. In smaller engines
with a fluctuating load this can be matched
very precisely.
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rloriz.ontal: The mean effective pressure in bar.

The shaft power of supercharging shaft opposed to air

M.E.P. = Mean Effective Pressure.

charging based on the identical· stroke volume.

/ertical: The engine mass shaft percentage.

Horizontal: The revolutions per minute.

~ pendent on the load the suction charging varies between

Vertical: The shaft power or effective power.
At the lowest RPM, an engine with supercharging produces

00 and BO%.
-'le maximum mean effective pressure

is approximately

·obar.

This is 150% close to the maximum revolutions per minute.

• th supercharging the mass varies between 60 and 80%.
-"e maximum

more power.

mean effective pressure is approximately

50 % shaft power compared to the same engine with
air-charging.

,6 bar.
,x:lusion: an engine at full power load with supercharging
IS

.ess than half that mass!
~

The supercharging

12.4 Principle of turbo-charging

principle with a turboblower.

Tht' exhaust gases of internal combustion engines
:am a considerable amount of energy in the
rm of heat- and pressure waves. A heat balance
w~ tbat, dependant on rhe engine type and
c:. ap proximately 25 to 40% of the generated
energy is wasted in tbe exhaust gases.

Left; the alr is drawn in via
an air filter through the
centrifugal compressor.
This is driven by a single
wheel -exhaust- gas turbine.
2

~ ,,ence, a

turbo blower is a gas turbine driven
m fuga l compressor.

3

4

ak compressor
exhaust-gas turbine
inlet air-duct
exhaust gas pipes 1n the
diesel engine

~

A turbo-blower of a small four-stroke diesel engine.
From front to back: the exhaust-gas turbine (1),
the air compressor (2) and the air filter (3)
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Ai coo ng

A cutaway view of a

By compressin g the air, both the pressure and
the temperature of the compressed air increase.
Subsequently, rhe specific mass is significantly
reduced. Cooling the air in an air cooler or inrer
cooler the specific mass of the air grows, which
means that in the same time, extra kilograms of
air can be pushed inro the cylinder. Therefore,
more fuel can be injected inro the cylinder, thus
increasing the cylinder capacity. Air mass plays a
significant role in engine power output.

turbo-blower of
manufacturer A.8.8.
Left the air section
and right the exhaust gas
section

Two -stage turbo ch':lrger
It is also possible ro achieve the required inlet
scavenging air pressure in two stages; this can he
accomplished by placing two relatively simple
turbo blowers in series.

~

An air cooler for a large
two-stroke crosshead
engine.
Cooling the air significantly
increases the specific mass
of the air. Due to this more
fuel can be inJected in the
cylinder and therefore the
engine power increases.

Conclusion: lower air inlet
temperatures can lead to
higher power outputs.

~

A turbo-blower of an
eight cylinder V-engine of
MTU.

In this case with a ·waste
gate' on the exhaust-gas
turbine and a 'by-pass' vatve
on the air compressor.
2
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'waste gate'
'by-pass' valve

Air temperature directly influences the power
output of the engine!
The air temperamre after the turbo blower varies
according to the engine type and load from 80 to
200 °C. After the inter cooler this range is 35 to
85 ·c.
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12.5 Turbo-blower manufacturers
There are a large number of suppliers serving this
marker. They can be placed in two categories:
l suppliers who both design and manufacture
engines as well as rurbo blowers;
2 suppliers who only manufacture turbo
blowers, not engines.
Small turbo blowers have an exhaust gas turbine
which has an impeller with vanes, while larger

rorbo blowers consist of an exhaust gas turbine,
rhis mrbine is constructed of a rotor w ith separate
rnnes rhar are attached co it. They resem ble the
ro tors o f gas turbines.

A
"' high- speed four- stroke sixteen cylinder MTU-diesel

A cut-away view of a modern tu rbo-blower.

el'lgine with supercharging and intercooling - Series

2000.
2
~

'bank' of this V-engine has its own turbo-blower.

oos1tion for the air filters
a;r compressor
oressure line from the air compressor to the air cooler
a ·cooler
:oaled inlet air to the two inlet valves of every cylinder
c., nder

3
4

5

6

air- compressor fan
shaft with plaio bearings
exhaust-gas turbine
blower casing
diffuser of the compressor section
exhaust-gas turbine nozzle ring
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...
The rotor of a small

12.5.1 Construction of turbo blowers for
small diesel engines - Engine
category I and II - Description I small turbo blower

turbo-blower often
consists of a rad ial air
compressor and a radial
exhaust-gas turbine.
The gas flow is from the
inside to the outside along
the shalt.

2
3
4

air compressor
turbine shaft
exhaust-gas turbine
lubricating-oil section

The rotor consists of an exhaust gas tur bine with
a fan manufactured in one piece and a centrifugal
air compressor. The shaft is short and thick and
is supported by two plain bearings and an axial
bearing on the air compressor side. Lubrication
is achieved using the engine's l~bricating system,
even in the very large turbo blowers found in
two-stroke-cross head engines. The housings are
nor cooled and therefore made of high-grade
heat resistant material. The rurbine housings are
externa lly insulated for fire safety.

•

A cross-section of a small turbo-blower.
1

2
3
4

inlet-turbine
shaft
outlet-turbine
turbine casing

5
6
7

8

Inlet-compressor
compressor casing
outlet-compressor
oil supply

...
View of the air-compressor.
1
2
3

•

A cut-away radial turbo-blower.
The inlet-segment of the exhaust gases turbine is clearly
visible in the foreground (1 ).
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first row of blades of air-compressor
second row of blades of air-compressor
diffuser: this stationary section converts the high air
velocity, generated in the rotating impeller into pressure.
The output channels of the diffusor effect a decrease in
air-velocity and an Increase in air-pressure.
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1
A turbo-blower of a small
d iesel engine.
There is no air cooler.
1
2
3

air filter
turbo-blower
engine block

These small turbines rotate
at a speed of 40,000 tot
80,000 revolutions per
minute.

The exhaust gases are lead to rurbine housing via
rhe exhaust manifold. The inlet casing diameter
nside the turbine housing becomes increasingly
'larrow which increases the speed of the exhanst
~Jses. Due to the spiral shape the hot gases
,urrounding the turbine wheel are distributed and
,r rhe fan blades, subsequently rhe fan starts to
• ra re.

rie turbine housing clearances determine the
r ration speed of the exhaust gas turbine. Deciding
• the turbine clearance size is dependent on the
'- •nder content, the number of rotations and the
·ximum power output of the engine.

1

...

A relatively small diesel

A very large turbo-blower

genset with turbo-

for a two-stroke

charging.

crosshead engine.

An oil separator is placed
between the sump and the
inlet- air filter for sump
venting. The lubricating-oil

2

3

fumes travel via the turboblower back to the engine
and are combusted.
2

3

oil separator
connection to the
air filter
liquid drain

4

exhaust-gas pipes from
the cylinders
exhaust-gas inlet to the
turbine
exhaust-gas discharge
to the outside air via an
exhaust-gas boiler and
silencer
inlet air cooler
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Large two-stroke-crosshead engines have turbo
blowers with a rotor diameter of 60 to 100 cm
with a RPM of 5000 to 6000.
Small four-stroke-trunk piston engines have turbo
blowers with a rotor diameter of 5 to 20 cm w ith
a RPM of 80,000 to 120,000.
So large engines have large turbo blowers with
relatively low RPM's, whereas small engines have
small turbo blowers with relatively high RPM's.
The centrifugal compressor draws in fresh air via a
large suction filter in order to reduce the pressure
loss in the filter to a minimwn, the air enters the
compressor wheel where it is accelerated to high
speeds. As a result of the increasing high velocity
air passing through the blades in the diffuser, the
velocity energy is converted into pressure. An over
pressure of up to 5 bars can be ach ieved!
The short and thick shaft is equipped with two
ball- or plain bearings and has a seal on the
exhaust gas- and the air side.
Engine lubricating oil lubricates the shaft and is
supplied to the top of the shaft and flows at the
bottom of the blower back into engine oil sump.
Obviously the air output depends on the amo unt
exhaust gases supplied to rhe exhaust gas turbine.
There is a capacity balance between the gas
ttubine and the air compressor.
High capacity - plentiful exhaust gases - abundant
air - high RPM.
l'
A cut-away view of a

...

turbo-blower.

Renewing the labyrinth seals on the exhaust-gas

12.5.2 Construction of turbo blower
for large diesel engines Engine category Ill and IV

Description: Large turbo blower
At the present, there is a trend in the construction
of large tm bo blowers where they start tO resemble
the construction of much smaller turbo blowers.
The construction of che exhaust gas turbine is the
major difference. This consists of a wheel which
has separate blades on all sides. The construction
resembles the construction of the gas- and steam
turbines.
Here too the engine's lubricating system is
applied to lubricate and cool the turbine shaft
and bearing. The shaft seals are a labyrinth
construction. The lubricating oi l is normally
supplied from the main engine. Sleeve bearings
are increasingly often applied. Occasionally,
the turbine shaft housing is cooled with a separate
cooling water system.

turbine side.
Note; the short thick turbine
shalt between both plain

Several labyrinth segmented have been placed closed to lhe

bearings.

wheel.

...
The blade wheel of the exhaust-gas turbine of a four
stroke engine.
The support wire between the blades shown here is
necessary to prevent vibrations; these occur especially in
four-stroke engines caused by pressure surges.
Note; the blade-foot fastening.
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12.6.2 Turbo charger of the engine in
relation to the engine load
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_-\ number of graphs are used that apply to the
compressor of a turbo blower.

12.6.1 Compressor efficiency in relation
to the compression ratio
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manufacturer ABB.

.;arty shown is the following:
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140

.,- cal: the compressor efficiency in percentages
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71e turbo-blower efficiency with respect to the

X
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surges are levelled off in the large spacious exhaustgas pipe and a support wire for the blades is not

12

~

50%

75%

100%

Load

27230

40845

54460

BHP

~

160

~

150

Nith a compression ratio of 2.7;

.&

/TR - 4D (grey) has the highest efficiency of 71 %

The performance chart of a MAN-B&W 98 MC

,•11th a compression ratio of 3.5;

two- stroke crosshead engine.

TPL - B (light red) has the highest efficiency of 74%
, 1il a compression ratio of 3.3.

Between an engine load of 50 and 100%, all the data
Increase. Only the fuel consumption is at 85% the lowest.

Ranges of turbocharger efficiency

The scavenging- air pressure increases from 2 to 3,5 bar.

%)

The maximum combustion pressure increases to 85% of
the engine load and then remains equal.

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

-rrc [-]

compressor pressure ratio
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12.6.3 Compression ratio in relation to
engine power output

•

'lTC [- ]

The compression ratio of
four types of blowers of

TPS..E

manufacturer ABB with

0

~

4 ...__-1-----1--1

TPS..D

respect to the engine

l!!

~

power.

l!!

a.

g

3

L--- - L - -_J.J

horizontal: the engine

~

a.

power in kW

~

vertical: the compression
2 ..._-+-i....-----,--,-,-,---,-..-------.-1--...---_J

p [kW]

10'

3x10'

103

500

ratio

engine power

12.6-4 Performance graph of the
compressor showing: the capacity,
the efficiency, the RPM and
the compression ratio of the
compressor

•

Example of compressor map for TPL85-B

A delivery characteristic
TTc [-) ,---- - , -----,--

-

----.-------r- ---r-- - - , - -- - - , --

-------,

of a turbo-blower.
vertical: the compression
ratio
horizontal: the air capacity
curved lines: the turboblower speed
closed lines: 1he turboblower efficiency
The optimum operating area
Is in this case point W. The
efficiency is 86%. The speed
is then approximately 85%.
The compression ratio is
approximately 3,3 and the
suction volume of the air is
30 m'l per second. This
graph is also known as a
'MAP'-graph.

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

Volume flow
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12.7 Representation of three
turbo-blower manufacturers development of modern
turbo-blowers
12.7.1 Mitsubishi
This Japanese manufacturer has the following
principles:
- In two-stroke-crosshead engines the increased
cylinder capacity produces a mean effective
pressure of 2 MPa or
20 bars.
In four-stroke-trunk piston engines a standard
mean effective pressure of 2.5 to 3.0 MPa or
25 to 30 bars is achieved.
- The pressure of the inlet/scavenging air is
approximately 0.4 MPa or 4 bars, this pressure
wilJ have to increase.
- The efficiency and compression ratio of the
compressor must therefore iJ1crease. This
entails an increase in the air velocity in the
compressor and consequencly the noise
produced and the axial force in the turbine
shaft.
Clearly, turbo blower manufacturers have a large
numbe r of focus points in the development of new
ru rbo blowers!
Extremely high compressor output at low and
high compression rates.
:! Special attention to the axial bearing design.
3 Reduction of noise levels.
-t To increase rhe operating life of the
compressor wheel.
' To protect the exhaust gas rotor, ln particular
against corrosion and high temperatures.
Presently there are blades manufactured from
a 12% chromium alloy.
To improve the flow efficiency in the exhaust
gas turbine, the blades should be attached
such that no lacing wire is required for the
prevention of vibrations.
- To optimise the air- and gas flow in the turbo
blower.

Here the turbo blower has an important role to
play.

Turbo blowers have to meet the following
requirements:
- Higher compressor efficiency;
- Higher compression rates;
- Higher capacities.
Mechanical reliability and a service friendly design
are also required.
Compressor cooling is provided to ensure a longer
operating life of the hot engine parts. Cooled
air found after the inter cooler is drawn in co
cool the shafts seals and the compressor wheel.
This considerably reduces the temperature of the
materials and increases the operating life. The
air inlet filter is designed in such a manner that
generated noise is optimally absorbed.

ABB - Two-stroke-crosshead engines
Large diesel engines on board ships are often
equipped with several mrbo blowers. A twelve
cylinder two-stroke-crosshead engine has a
maximum of four turbo blowers. The increase
in the compression rates and air- and gas flows
produces a considerable increase in the noise
pollution levels.
Ar a distance of one meter from the main engine
the sound levels generated often have a value of
110 dB at a 100% load.
The noise produced by turbo blowers is generally
lower, but nevertheless far too high.
Especially in the pressured part of the compressor,
good results can be achieved by installing a
damping system.
Alcerations co the design of the compressor fan
have also led co a reduction in the sound level.

..
The assembly of a
turbo-blower.

exhaust-gas supply
nozzle segment
exhaust-gas turbine
3
turbine shaft
4
exhaust-gas discharge
5
air supply
6
7
air-inlet filter with sound
damping
8 air-compressor rotor
diffuser
9
10 snakecasing
1

2

12.7.2 ABB - Four-stroke engines

:,IS manufacturer from Switzerland bas the
llowing principles:
, exhaust gas emissions and the increase of
n effective pressure are constant focal points
~e diesel engine. Due tO p resent and future
ernational regulations, a clean combustion
pr .ccs in internal combustion engines, such as the
d engine, is decisive!
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...
A cross-section of an
ABB-TPL turbo-blower
with charts of the

Pressure
ratio
ltc

compression ratio with
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of the various types.
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higher compression ratio
F-version: smaller capacity
with the highest
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compression ratio

...
A c ross- section of an
ABB- TPS turbo-blower

Pressure
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with a chart of t he
compression ratio with

Ile

5.0

respect to the air capacity
for the various types.
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3.5
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-

...
A cross-section of an
ABB- VTC turbo-blower
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Miller-principle; in this system the closing of
the valves is either accelerated or delayed. This
diminishes the pressures and the temperatures in
the cylinder and causes a decrease in the NOx
emissions.
Al,o sec ( haptcr 22, Diesel engine emissions.

In the use of th.is system, the scavenging a ir
pressure needs to be increased so the combustion
process can be adequately cooled; lower process
temperatures generate less NOx.

•
A two-stroke crosshead engine always has an constant

pressure system.
Al the end of the engine is one turbocharger. A backup

ubricating oil tank is placed above the compressor housing
so that the rotating rotor of the turbo-blower can always be
~bricated even with a diesel engine breakdown.

•

71e manufacture of the housing of the exhaust gas
section of the largest turbo-blower of ABB.

Requirements
Compression ratios of 4.7 and higher.
- Higher compressor efficiency, lower exhaust
gas temperatures and higher engine shaft
power.
Larger capacity operating range.
- A simple, compact, modular and sturdy
consrruccion.
No auxiliary systems, lubrication from the
engine lu bricating system.
- Corrosion resistant to sulphur fo und in the
fuel.
- If the rotor breaks inro pieces at unusually
high speeds, t he de bris should remain inside
the housing. To this end specia l explosion
rings are fitted. Generally, the so-called crack
velocity lies at 60% over the maximum RPM.
- A solid, vibration da mped founda tion is viral
in order to keep the vibration levels low.

12.8 Small turbo-blowers Engine categories I and II
~

Small engines are usually provided with axial
turbines, large engines with radial turbines.

A cross-section of a small

axial turbo-blower.

12 7.3 MAN-B&W, a German-Danish
manufacturer
.re che same requirements apply as with the
re mentioned manufacturers:
- To increase the compressor efficiency;
To reduce the noise levels;
Service friendly;
To increase capacity.
Small turbo blowers ABB-TPS 0/E series -

to 3200 kW diesel engines shaft power e category I and II
ro t he strict regulations with regard to
exhaust gas emissions, a growing munber of
.. engi nes are designed according co the
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...
A 'waste-gate' of the
turbo-blower of an eightcylinder diesel engine .

2
3

'waste-gate'
turbine section
air section

Special provisions in turbo blowers
waste-gate; an exhaust gas by pass valve
air bypass valve
compressor trims•·
ceramics in turbo blowers
titanium for tu rbine wheels
re-circulation valve on compressor
water cooled turbine housing
turbo blowers are linked in parallel
serial connection of turbo blowers

12.8.1 Waste-gate; a by-pass valve for
exhaust gases
This valve opens when a cercai.n scavenging air
pressure is exceeded; in this way the amomu of
exhaust gas flow to the turbo blower is controlled
and therefore the scavenging air quantity and
pressure and ultimately the engine capacity. Under
normal conditions, this valve is not activated.

12.8.2 Bypass valve
The air bypass valve is located in the air space
creating a connection between the compression
and suction of the compressor.
This among ocher things, ensures compressor
stability at low loads. Effectively, when the by-pass
is open, the air volume flow of rhe compressor
exceeds the air vol ume flow required for the
engine.

.,
The 'waste-gate' in various designs.
Using a 'waste-gate' or by-pass valve in the exhaust- gas
pipe, the amount of air to the engine is limited by reducing
the flow of the exhaust gases to the turbine. Due to this the
engine power is limited. A by-pass valve in the air section
after the air compressor can limit the amount of air to the
engine .
This is also possible with the 'air waste-gate'.

Schematic arrangement for charge air bypass

Exhaust waste gate

Turbine
Exhaust gas receiver

Charge air receiver
Compressor
Bypass
Air waste gate
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....
The use of the 'bypass'-valve and the 'waste-gate'

CMCR: 660 kW/cyl. at 510 rpm
- - - with charge air waste gate

with different power outputs.
tEaT =

temperature after the exhaust-gas turbine

450

BSEF =

specific exhaust- gas mass

400

BSFC =

specific fuel consumption
t EaT

The specific fuel consumption BSFC is the lowest;

[OC]
tol. ± 20 °c

approximately 75% power. This is in the region of the

full

I•

I•
I

350

.Y'

-

300

--

t---.

I

10

Due to the increased volume, the filling pressure to the
engine increases at partial loads; this is good for scavenging!
Waste gate: in exhaust gas section

Waste gate open
partially

250

maximum power output for ship propulsion, viz. 80 to 85%.

Bypass: in air section

Bypass open between
load indicator 2 2.8 and 93% of nom. speed

9

BSEF
[kg/kWh]
tol. ± 5 %

8

---

I

I

7

I

~

-

I

190

12.8.3 Compressor trims
Small tur bo blowers are cypically case with a single
housing. By modifying the compressor wheel and
applying various 'tri ms', the shape of the wheel
is altered to the extent that varying capaci ties are
generated.
The rough cast light metal wheel has identical
basic measurements for an entire series. The
finishing machining process gives the distinctive
properties. Generally, one rough cast wheel can
prod uce twenty different 'trims'. fn these radial
exha ust gases turbines, 'trims' are applied.
1

2.8.4 Ceramic in turbo blowers

.\dvantages of the use of ceramic for the turbine
•re:
Resistant to high tem peratures, approximately
1250 °C;
- Low coefficient of expansion; merely
1/5 of metals;
- Low weight, rapid w heel acceleration;
- T hinner housing is possible. Less mass if the
lighc tur bine wheel cracks apart.

The disadvantages are:
-

Difficult to attach to the turbine shaft. Welding
ts not an option;
Ceramic is brittle;
!'>oor particles can damage ceramic;
\'.-ray quality control is impossible.

BSFC
[g/kWh]
tol. ± 3 %
for Vee-form engines
(for In-line engines
add 2 g/kWh)

185
180

"'

............

/

--,......__

./
I

175

I

170

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

%CMCR

300

400

500

600

660
kW/cyl

Engine power according to nominal propeller characteristic

12.8.5 Titanium for turbine wheels
Titanium has a higher resistance to the corrosive
properties of soot particles chan ceramic. The
traditional nickel alloys w hich are applied in the
small to very srnall turbo blowers weig h cwice as
much as titanium. H owever, titan ium is difficult
co cast and very expensive. At present, it is not
generally applied.

12.8.6 Re-circulation valve on compressor
Serves mainly to keep a high rocor speed at
var ious engine loads. Therefore, when extra
power output is req uired, the roror velocity is
still high. By opening the re-circulation va lve, the
turbo blower load is reduced and its number of
revolutions increased.

12.8.7 Water cooled turbine housing
These small turbo blowers are also provided with
wa ter cooling. This cools the housing around the
rotor shaft and dec reases the radiant heat near the
turbo blower.
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A Caterpillar-diesel engine in V-shape with
two turbo-blowers.
Right the attached shaft reduction gear of a luxury motor
yacht.

manifold is placed at the cenrre of the engine with
the central exhaust pipes on the either side. The
advantage of rhis system is that the charge air
pressure of each cylinder and each turbo bank is
equal and therefore the power output per cylinder
and bank is equally distribured compared to
separate turbo blower systems.

12.8.9 Serially linked turbo blowers

...

Th is is occasionally seen in diesel engines of
category ll. The efficiency of standard tmbo
blowers is too low when the charged air pressure
is over 3 bars. Two standard turbo blowers are
rhen placed in series. The exhaust gases first pass
the high pressure- and then che low pressure turbo
blower. An inter cooler is either placed after the
high-pressure turbo blower, or rwo intercoolers,
where rhe second inter cooler is placed after the
low-pressure turbo blower.

AV-type Caterpillar diesel
engine with two turboblowers.
Mostly both turbo-blowers
of V-type engines press on a
common inlet air-space so
that air pressure differences
between the left- and right

.

- ··. .·. ~

engine banks are not
possible.

,

12.8.8 Turbo blowers connected in parallel

12.9 Supercharger with a
separate power turbine

In V-engines it is fa irly common that the leftand right bank have individual rurbo blowers in
which the individual compressors compress the
air led from the same air inlet manifold. This inlet

This has been applied sporadically to large
two-stroke-cross head engines for some years.
At full load not all the kinetic energy present in
the exhaust gases is required tO drive the turbo

...
A schematic diagram of a power turbine d riven by the
surplus engine exhaust gases.
Bypass
flap

This power turbine drives the engine using a planetary gear
box and a coupling. This system is seldom used as the
power gain of a few percent does not compensate the high

Shut·ott flap

investment costs.

Overspeed
protection

The fuel savings at full load are approximately 3%.

Power turbine
Highly flexible couph,ig

Cr.;nkshalt gear

Plane1ary gear
and disc b<al<e

Connection for RCF gear
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blowers. The residua l energy is used for a power
turbine. This energy is converted into mechanical
power and supplied via special reduction gearing
to rhe crank shaft. In this case, the power turbine
is always connected in parallel.
This system receives a good deal of interest for
sma ll engines - Category I and II-. In these
categories, both exhaust gas turbines are arranged
in series.
First the normal turbo blower is driven and then
the power turbine. At full load this four-stroke
engine can save approximately 10%.
Ir should be taken into accoum that this type of
power turbine driven requires a large investment
cost!

12.10 Air supply in four-stroke
engines
In the four-stroke process the exhaust gases must
be expelled £rom the cylinder at the correct time.
If rhe exhaust valves open too early, this results
in power loss due to a reduced piston su·oke.
- If the exhaust valves open too late, this results
in an increase in exhaust gas pressure on the
piston during the upward stroke at the expense
of power output.
- The inlet valves open before the end of
the exhaust stroke in order that there is a
sufficiently open passage for the incoming
fresh air at the beginning of the inlet stroke.
- T he exhaust valves remain open to the end
o f the exhaust stroke and only close at the
commencemenr of the inlet stroke.
- Therefore the exhaust- and the inlet stroke
nme periods overlap. T his overlap, the
so-called exhaust air scavenging, takes place
fro m 25 to 75 crank degrees for naturally
.1spirated diesel engines and from 90 to 130
.:rank degrees for engines witl1 a super charger
.,rstem.
- The higher the RPM, the greater the overlap.
The fresh air requires sufficient time to
1dequately cool the hot parts and discharge
remain ing exhaust gases.
\ naturally aspirated four-stroke engine can
ways maintain its own air supply using the
r ~mn, which functions as a scavenging pump.
disadvantage of naturally aspirated engines
, ·he low initial compression pressure, this is
1w the atmospheric pressure caused by the
" resistance of the air filter, the air ducti ng
J the inlet valves.

·,e

-

The cylinder capacity is limited as it is entirely
dependent on the mass of air that is drawn
into the cylinder per cycle.

The various types of super chargers are
categorised according to the maru1er in which the
exhaust gases are discharged to the turbo blower.
There are roughly four systems.
1 Equal pressure- and constant pressure system.
2 Pulse system.
3 SPEX-system.
4

Pulse-Converter system.

12.10.1 Equal pressure- or constant
pressure system

All the exhaust gases are discharged into one
single, capacious manifold. The pressure impact
when the exhaust valves open is levelled off in
this large exhaust manifold, so the exhaust gas
pressure before the turbo blower is virtually
constant.
Ar a low engine load, it is possible chat the
pressure in the exhaust gas manifold exceeds the
pressure in the air inlet manifold, this could cause
exhaust gas flow into the air inlet manifold during
sea venging.
The fresh air is drawn in by the compressor,
compressed and cooled in an inter cooler and
subsequently channelled into a capacious
scavenging air inlet or receiver. In many fourstroke engines tl1e scavenging air receiver is
integrated in the engine block.

"Four-stroke in-line
engines have at present
one turbo-blower.
An constant-pressure
system is used for cylinder
charging. See also the
engine manufacturer's guide
for supercharging.
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The inlet manifold of
a MAK-Caterpillar
medium-speed
H.F.O.-diesel engine.
inlet manifold

From the receiver the air flows co the cylinders via
the inlet valve- of va lves.
The exhaust gases in de cylinder flow to an
uncooled exhaust gas manifold and then through
a tur bine.
At a certain engine load the exhaust gases flow at
a consrant speed through the rurbine, keeping the
turbine flow efficiency high.
At an engine Load below 25% of fu ll load, the
exhaust gas scavenging may not function; the
exhaust gases flow back into the cylinder as
the sea venging air pressure is lower than the
exhaust gas pressure. A fair number of engines are
equipped with this type of system.

12.10.2 Pulse system

Here all cylinders are individually connected co
short and relatively narrow exhaust gas manifolds
in which a pressure wave, the so-called pressure
pulse is produced the moment the exhaust valves
are opened.
Advantages
Reduced exhaust gas expansion loss when
expelled from the cylinder.
- There is a sufficient amount of scavenging
air over pressure during the exhaust air
scavenging, so 'back flow' does not occur.
Disadvantages
- Due co the increase in the exhaust gas pressure
caused by the narrow exhaust gases manifolds,

...
The inlet manifold of two
medium-speed V-type
engines.
Left an unmachined
Wartsila W-38 engine block
and right the unmachined
MAK- Caterpillar M-43
engine block.
inlet manifold
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The pulse-charging system.

p
The compressor draws air from the ambiance through a filter
and forces it through a cooler to the inlet-air manifold. All the
pipes are connected to this manifold.

C

l---"''=::1---+-

The exhaust of every cylinder is chosen so that the cylinders
do not interfere with each other. For this example; the ignition
sequence is 1- 2-4-6--5-3, cylinders 1, 4 and 5 and 2, 3 and

6- cylinder engine - pulse-charging system

6 are connected.

P - turbo-blower - compression section
T - turbo-blower - exhaust gas section
C - air cooler

-

the scavenging air over pressure will be lower
at full load than it would be in the equal
pressure system. This results in a shorter
scavenging period.
An exhaust air scavenging occurring around
piston T.D.C., where the inlet- and exhaust
valves are open, is selected for the pressure
pulse system. This is done in order to
compensate foJ· the reduced scavenging over
pressure with a11 extended scavenging rime.
This guarantees an adequate exhaust air
scavenging.
anition tim ing

In order co avoid a distortion in pressure

development in the cylinder during the exhaust
11r scavenging, the ignition times denoted in
.:rank degrees muse be sufficiently high. In an
_.~ln cylinder four-stroke engine, there are
ur independent exhaust gases manifolds in
hi.ch each cwo cylinders are connected to one
haust manifold. Six cylinder engines have two
dependent manifolds.

Example

An expla11ation based on a six cylinder engine:
The four-stroke cycle is 720 crank degrees.
7 0
Ignition distances
= 240 crank degrees.

!

Remember, there are three cylinders connected co
one manifold. Therefore, the ignition times are
240 crank degrees and the pressure surges fo llow
in succession after 240 crank degrees. There is
an optimum exhaust air scavenging between the
pressure surges.
The crank position is determined by the required
equal ignition rimes, which are:
720
= 120 crank degrees.

6

Balancing of the free forces and the engine
moments are also pertinent.

Also sec Chapter 17, Vibrations and Balancing.

~

1-6

The ignition sequence of
a six-cylinder four-stroke
in-line engine.

Ignition sequence

1-2-4-6-5-3
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•

The governor is essential for speed adjustment.

A defective or poorly operating governor results 1n engine
over-speed, which can cause engine damage. Proper
maintenance and the correct settings are important. n1e
mechanical connections between the governor and the fuel
pump, a lever system, must be able to move freely.

3

fuel-block pump
drive from the crankshaft
emergency stop

4

ad1usting spindle fuel- block pump

1

2

•

A fractured crankshaft

26.2.10 Engine blocks

and eng ine bloc k.

The engine block or fra me o f an engine may va ry
with respect ro constructi on and size from a sma ll,
compacr, lighr-metal ca~t block ro a la rge, heavy
cast-iron block or a built-up frame such as those
in large rwo-stroke cros&head engines.
Generally, the following damage occurs in engine
blocb.
Seized pistons resulting in fracturing of the crankconnecting rod mechanism.
Th is often produces severe da mage ro the
engine block, freq uenrly leading ro engine-block
scrapping, especia lly with four-stroke engines
The block is irreparable.

•

A fractured cylinder liner
because of a seized
piston.
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Cooling-w ater corrosion
This occurs in small engines with 'wet' C) linder
liners as well as in larger eng111es. :\lost modern
four-stroke medium-speed diesel engines have a
dry block. Here the cool111g water I-lows through
the thickened upper rim of the q ,linder liner
protruding from the block.

Damaged alignment edges
The~e arc ofren dented or corroded if two engine
p.1rts micro move against one another, such as
cylinder liners on the engine block. In blocks
without protrudi ng cylinder liners, this may also
be rhe case with cylinder head and engine block.
rhc supporting edge of rhe frame, for instance,
may be damaged at the same level as the cylinder
l111ers.
Tim occurs regularly in large built-up frames of
two-stroke crosshead engines, espec1all) near the
bolted connectionc; .

...
A cross-sectio n of a Wii.rtsilii. 46 diesel engine,
category Ill.

0
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Supports

•

Cooling-wa ter corrosion of the cylinder liner. This 1s pit
corrosion resulting in local and deep corrosion craters.
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~

The crankshaft must be
aligned to prevent
bending or fracturing of
the shaft. The shaft
centre line is constantly
checked, from casting to
assembly in the diesel
engine.

_11

Misalignment of the crankshaft and bearings
After a certain rime, the crankshaft may no longer

be aligned due to deformation of the engine block.
This may be the result of a seized part such as a
crankshaft that has seized due to an overheated
bearing.
Furthermore, problems rela ted ro the attachment
of the engine block ro the bed plate or tbe bed plate
itself may cause the misalignment of the frame and
consequently the crankshaft.

Tearing of the cast frame in four-stroke
engines
This occurs at excessively high material
temperatures or at mechanical overloading of
rhe material. Rapid temperature Auctuations and
exceeding the maximum opera ting temperatures
mar produce rearing of a cast block.

• •

oxygen found in the cooling water. The oxygen
is chemically bound by add itives in the coolingwater trearmenr.

\

l

pt

I •C

m .

Damaged alignment edges in the block can be

trued up by machining processes such ::t5 boring,
milling, grinding and sanding. In large engines,
the alignment edges in blocks can be trued up in
situ with special equipment. When performing
machining operations, dimensioning is altered

..
'Meta-lock', a method of
piecing together
fragments using
stainless-steel clips.

Problem solving
A damaged cast-iron block can sometimes be
repaired, provided no essential pa rts have been
damaged. This is referred to as 'meta-locking',
a method where rhe 'fragments' are put back
together with stainless steel clips.
Corrosion of the block is indicative of insufficient
cooling water treatmenr.
If the corrosion is superficial and shallow,
cleaning and an intensive cooling water treatment
1s sufficienr. Many cooling-water treatment
methods apply a film on the cooled part,
therefore protecting the parts from, for instance,
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...
Special attention must be
given to the position of
the centre line of the
crankshaft. This is
applicable to new
engines, inspection
during operation and
during major repairs of
engines in operation.

&

Trimming the top alignment edges of an engine block
with a reaming machine.

due ro the removal of material. At present, some

unde rsizc, a standard dimension for larger bearing

alignment edges of older parts arc repaired with a

shells.

synthetic resin.
fn smaller engine blocks, misalignment of the

Tearing of the cast frame

cranksha ft may be fixed by means of line boring:

Generali), this cannor be repaired. In cases of

the block is machined with line boring equipment
in a specialized workshop or in situ. During chis

serious rearing, scrapping of rhe block must be
considered . Occasionall y rhe stare of the rear is

process the material is removed from rhe block as

'drilled' ro prevent further rearing by drilling a

well as the mounted lower bearing cap to the next

hole in the direction of the crack .

•

An arrangement that ensures that the mounted bearing

•

Line boring. The cylinder block has been turned 180°.

caps can be oversized , so that the oversized bearing
shells, and ultimately the crankshaft, are aligned.

,

engine frame

2

beanng cap
pre-tensioned bearing-cap bolts
dnv,ng shaft of line-boring machine
cutting section with small chisel near the bearing cap,
barely visible

3

4
5
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engine block
mounted bearing caps
line bonng tool
drive
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Reconditioning a
connecting rod. Line
boring the connectingrod big end/crankpin
(in the background) and
the line boring of the
connecting-rod head/
piston pin (in the
foreground).

26.2.11 Connecting rods
A common problem is oval shaped crankpin

hearings.
This excessive ovaliry may cause damage ro rhe
crankshaft.

Inspection
- The connecting rod is cleaned.
- Visual inspecrion of the parts.
- Hair-crack resr.
- Thereafrer, rhe connecting rod with cap is
mounted and the bolts arc righrened ro rhe
normal starring tension.
- Then the crankpin-bearing bore is measured in
various positions.
- The pirch and posirion of rhe serrations is
measured.
- The rop angle of rhe serrarions is established.
- The position of rhe locaring piston pin is
measured.
The straightness oi rhe connecring rod is
checked.
The distance berween the centre line of rhe
piston pin and crankpin is measured.
The total weighr of rhe rod is measured for
balancing purposes.

-

Subsequently, the crankpin-bearing bore is
machined to original dimensions using a
rotating chisel.
The complete connecting rod is labelled and
lubricated to prevent corrosion.

Connecting rod with cracks
The cracked serrations are machined until the
cracks have disappeared.
After pre-heating the connecting rod in an
oven, the machined section is rebuilt with
an alloy certified by the manufacturer and
following a strict welding procedure. The rod
is then immediately stress relieved by gradually
cooling. The final process is that all serrations
and bores will be machined ro original
dimensions

...
All the faces that require
inspection and possibly
trueing up during the
reconditioning of a

There are two repair methods

four-stroke engine.

Connecting rod without cracks
- The serrations are skimmed on a milling
machine.
- Borh serrated sections of the connecting-rod
pares arc fitted again and mating faces checked
with blue paste, bolts are tightened
in accordance with engine-makers'
instructions.
259
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..
Two-stroke crosshead
engines have various
parts consisting of steel
or steel alloys, for
instance the A-frame,
scavenging-air space,
dnving gearing, piston,
cylinder cover and
exhaust valve.
Many of these parts can
be recond1t1oned using
welding processes.

•

Top right: a disassembled cylinder head (1) is cleaned
for inspection .

..
Reconditioned parts are
provided with a certain
code, for traceability of

26.3 Two- stroke engine s

the recond1t1oning
company.

General
The pistons and the cylinder cover, are
manufocru re<l from forged steel or cast steel. Tl11S

~

Several cracks

in

an older

type cylinder cover of a
crosshead engine with an

c,111 be welded, so the ,urface can be rewclded
after removal of the damaged material. This is also
valid for the exhaust valve.

inlet and exhaust port.

26.3.1 Cylinder heads
The In1ector bore Is
pos1t1oned ,n the centre of
the cylinder. The large
starting-air and the safetyvalve bores. This cylinder
cover can be reconditioned.

260

The section of the cylinder head, which forms the
IOp of the combusti on chamber, is heavil> loadc<l

Visible crack arc often found in the secnon
adjacent to th e cenrr.1I exhaust valve.
The exhaust-v.1lve ca,mg concainin g the hllve sc,u
in the cylin<ler head i, ,1Is0 heavily loa<le<l. lhe
scat is frequently damaged to the e,tcm that th e
entire va lve seat requires replacing.

thermally . Crack formation often i, a result of this

~

thermal load111g.

Cracks in a cylinder head. These are known as thermal
cracks.
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A

Machining a cylinder cover.

Rewelding a cylinder cover by a fully automatic
submerged-arc welding method. Note; the edge close
to the exhaust valve has been damaged.

Procedure cylinder head
After cleaning in a washing machine, the head is
inspected for:
- hair-cracks in the thermally loaded parts;
- irregula rities of the alignment edge with the
crlin<ler liner;
contamination and cracking in the coolingwater ducts;
impurities in the sealing faces of the exhaustvalve casing, injectors, starring-air valve, the
safety valve and the indicator cock.

,

welds

2

powder suction

...
The weld ing methods of
various t ypes of cylinder
heads.

The hatched or black
section of the cylinder head
is first removed and then
rewelded and machined,
so that the original size is

Cylinder cover B&W L GBE

restored.

After careful analrsis of the above, the decision
is made whether it is technical ly possible and
economically viable ro recondition the cylinder
head.
Reconditioning
To machine all the cracks by grinding until they
have disappeared.
Weld the crack according to the ' Plasma Transfer
Arc' process.
Annealing in an oven at a temperature of
approximately 620 °C for 24 hours.
Polishing or metal removal of all weldi ng
irregularities to the original dimensions.
Trucing up of all alignment edges for the various
parts.
Registering all data and numbering a ll the parts of
the reconditioned cylinder head.
Treatment against corrosion and preparing for
transport.

...,...

~

Cylinder cover B&W L MC

Cylinder cover Sulzer RTA standard repair
method
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...
With a large gas flame,
the slowly turning cylinder
cover is kept warm for
further machining. This is
important for adequate
adhesion .

...
After the piston has been
drawn, it is cleaned,
subsequently inspected
and measured.
When the piston is severely
damaged, 1t cannot be
replaced and will be
reconditioned on shore
,
2
3

piston with nng package
piston rod
spare cy/Jnder liner

~

Finishing a reconditioned
cylinder cover, grinding
the faces, trueing up the
bores, and threaded
holes and a visual
inspection. Finally, if so
requested by the
customer, the various
parts are mounted.
Van West Holland,
IJm uiden,
The Netherlands.
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26.3.2 Pistons and piston rings

•

New pistons with piston
rods and the piston-rod
stuffing box, ready to be
placed in a crosshead
engine .

•

Piston crowns of a
MAN-B&W MC and a
Wartsila Sulzer RTA
crosshead engine.

Notice the different cooling
arrangements. After
cleaning, they are inspected
and a recond1t1oning report
is drawn up .

•

A piston, which has been inadequately cooled by the
lubricating oil in circulation in the piston.

'Y
The centre section of the bottom of the piston has torn to

The piston crown of a

such an extent that the cover has assumed a conical shape.

two-stroke crosshead

The overpressure above the piston kept 1t in its place.

engine.

During inspection at the reconditioning company, one tap of
the hammer was suff1c1ent to remove the covert

This damage was caused by
a leaking fuel inJector. The
piston bottom has been torn
1n a star shape.

A
If the piston-ring grooves are worn to the extent that
they must be scrapped, rewelding is an option.

The piston-ring grooves and rims are removed and then the
space is filled by arc welding. The p1ston-nng grooves are
restored to the original d1rnens1ons

Black = rewelding
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..,..,
Arc welding the bottom of

Piston crowns
As a result of the high mechanical and thermal

a large piston. The side

loading, the piston crowns containing the piston

has been removed and

rings require replacement or reconditioning a her a

will be rewelded.

certain number of operating hours.

Subsequently the new
piston-ring grooves are
restored .

...
A disassembled piston
prior to cleaning.
The carbon deposit above
the p1ston-nng package is
clearly visible. All the piston
rings are intact and
moveable.

...
A piston after a large
number of operating
hours.
The piston crown shows
signs of carbon deposit.
The piston nngs are in good
condition and can move
freely. There is no carbon
build-up behind the piston
rings.
The following i s often established:
internal crack formation . These cracks must be
located, removed, and rewelcled.
cracks in the piston crown. These may be
rebuilt using a special controlled rewelding
proce~s.

...
Arc welding the bottom of
a piston.

264

•

The rewelding is finished. Now the piston is machined
to its original size in a lathe.
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...
The piston crown is
deformed to such an
extent during rewelding
that the connecting-bolt
holes are no longer
aligned.
This Is the reason that they
are filled when the piston is
rewelded and then re-bored .

•

...

Drillings in a piston crown that are torn between the

Deep craters formed by corrosion of the piston

positions marked in chalk.

material.

.
A piston crown showing signs of burning where the
fuel injection takes place.

Crown burning. All damage and cracks must be
removed; the crown must subsequently be rebuilt
to the original height using a ~pecial rewelding
process. A special protection coating may be
applied if required.
Se,·ere crown burning and cracking. AU cracks
deeper than IO millimetres must be located and
removed and the crown rebuilt to its original
height and profile. In the latest types of crosshead
engines, crown burning can be so severe that the
crown must be replaced by a completely new
section
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A piston crown and
measuring tool to
measure the extent of
crown burn.

A a drawn piston
B a piston in the engine,
the measuring mould 1s

.A.

A

suspended from the inlet

Measuring piston-crow n burn with a piston-crow n

Recondition ed pistons of two-stroke crosshead

ports

mould.

engines.

@

The piston-ring grooves are usually worn to the extent that
94366

the complete surface must be removed, rewelded and
machined.
As the piston bottom 1s usually partially burnt away. this 1s
also removed, rewelded and machined This results 1n a
completely rewelded piston1

Kolbennng
PISTON RING

®

(......._,--_,)

~ 94366a

~
X

:~~H-

"

After arc welding, the piston is machined to restore its
original dimensions.

Cylinder covers ready for repair at Wartsila 1n
Kruiningen, the Netherlands. The covers are
manufacture d from forged steel and almost solid.
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Obviously, cast-iron cylinder liners wear out
during usage (~ee four-stroke engines). Inlet ports
are fitted to the bottom of the cyl inder liner and
all the large two-stroke crosshead engines have
cylinder lubrication drillings in the liner wall, and
lubricating-oil grooves in the running surface.
The upper thickened rim has drillings for the
cooling-water circulation.
Conditions in the combustion chamber cause
considerable wear and tear of the cylinder liners.
Key points
Wear of the running surface
- Normal frictional wear of the pisron rings.
Boundary lubrication i~ often inevitable.
- Abrasive wear by hard carbon and ash
particles produce severe wear.

RECONDITIONING ENGINES AND THEIR PARTS

Corrosion. especially from sulphur found
in fuel. The latter is referred co as lowtemperature corrosion, (L.T.C).
At present, the sulphur content of H .F.O. lies
between 2 and 3.5%.
',L ( h 1ptc.cr 8. I ucls. tud I nt
ck m111g tu Is.

S} ~t~ms ,tnll

Glazing of the running surface by 'polishing'
by abrasive particles from wear and the
combustion process.
Contamination of cylinder-lubricating oil
supply ducts. This mainly occurs due to
problems with cylinder-lubricating devices or
inferior quality cylinder lubricating-oil.
Contamination of the cooling-water drillings,
and/or spaces, and corrosion of the ducts.
Damage to the alignment edges of the cylinder
block with the cylinder head.

......
A spare cylinder liner.

...
The cylinder-lubrication
distribution on the
circumference of the
cylinder liner.

...
A modern cylinder liner
with inlet ports.
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Procedures
After cleaning the crl inder liner, rhe geometry is
measured.

If a dimension is outside the prescribed limns or
if the wear ,111d tear is such that after replacement
of rhe liner, the number of operating hours 1s too
short, the liner is crapped.
If the dimensions are \\ithin the prescribed limits,
the following procedure is e,ecuted:
rehoning of the running surface. I 1rst, the rim
of the liner is removed by grind mg;
cleaning of the cooling-wa ter ducts in the
thickened upper nm;
machining the liner alignment edges with the
block and cylinder head;
trucing up the cylindcr-lu hricatmg oil bores.

26.3.4 Cranksha fts and bearings
Large rwo-\troke crosshead engines h.l\'e heavy,
bulk y crankshafts .
A crankshaft of a Warrsila ~ulzer H rX, a
fourreen-q linder diesel engine with a bore of

Measuring cylinder liner wear.

•

960 millimetres and a stroke of 2500 millimetres
is 27 metres lo ng and weighs 155 rons.
Damage ro the crank~haft of this k111d of engine
requires e,tensive and e,pensl\e repairs, which

The diameter of the cyunder limir 1s measured using a caliper
gauge. This is done side to side at various heights. One

can rake several months. The entire engine frame
must be lifted hydraulical ly and the scrapped
crankshaft is removed through a hole 111 the hull.

person takes the measurements and a second person
records all the values. These are compared to the ong1nal

•

values of the liner. A decision 1s then taken as to whether the

T

liner can remain 111 place until the next overhaul or 1f the liner

A crosshead engine with a cylinder diameter of

must be replaced.

500 millimetres, a MAN-B&W, in manufacture .

A large damaged
crankshaft is removed
from the engine and
replaced by a new
crankshaft. This
procedure takes more
than two months.

268

Note the large diameter of the journals and the very small
distance between the crank webs. In order to reduce the
weight. the crankp1n has been hollowed out.

,
2
3

crankpm
crankshaft 1oumal
web
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...
A very large c rankshaft
lathe .

A very large crankshaft lathe
that has a distance of

12,000 millimetres between
the centres, large enough to
grind nearly all the
crankshafts of four-stroke
engines. At the company,
Mark van Schaick in
Schiedam, the Netherlands.
Note the large supports
(chucks), which prevent the
crankshaft from sagging

chuck

The new c ra nk sha ft must be carefull y hoisted into

For damaged crankpins and journals, an in-place

the engine room a nd posirio ned in the 'crankshaft

technologica l approach is often u sed: the

bed' .

in-place rounding and finishing by grinding the
journals. This is p erformed by various compa nies
worldwide.
T he damaged crankshaft is stationary while the
grinding device is in operatio n. Removal o f several
millime tres o f material can take up to days or
weeks .

...
A new method for reconditioning a crankpin in- place
using a manufacturing machine from the company
Goltens in Spijkenisse, the Netherlands. This is known
as ' in-place' reconditioning of crankpins.

1 c rankpin dummy
2

3

manufacturing machine with:
-

guides on the crankpin radius

-

chisel holder with cutting tool

-

adjustment

manufacturing machine is chain-driven by an
electromotor

Operation: The machine runs on the radius between the
c rankpin and the crank web. After true1ng up 1n relation to the
heart line of the crankpin, the crankp1n 1s high-speed
machined. 5 to 15 mm of material 1s removed in three to four
days. Using the older method, this could take several weeks!
Another advantage is that there is less fine residual material in
the crankcase. The clamps for the chisel are relatively easy to
remove. In this procedure, the crankshaft is stationary and the
machine rotates around the crankpin.
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...
In the crankcase, also
known as 'sump', of a
large crosshead engine.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8

the A -frame columns
crankshaft
crank web
connecting-rod big end
main bearing cap
beanng-cap thrust bolt
steps towards the
crosshead
main lubricating-oil
supply to the main

bearing
cross head
10 crosshead gwde
11 hydraulic jack

9

•

The hydraulically tensioned cams on the camshaft.

•

Manual finish of a camshaft bearing .

...
Modern exhaust valves
otten have a long
operating life. The use
of material such as
'Nimonac' results in
an operating life of
40,000 hours or more.

•

This exhaust-valve seat has been partially worn away
by high temperature corrosion .
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~

I
I

I
I
~

Tears in a welded A-frame
of a two-stroke
crosshead engine.

Tears can also occur 1n
welded A-frames of
two-stroke crosshead
engines due to high material
stresses. These problems
can often be resolved to the
client's satisfaction. Longterm testing is often too

......:.,

..

I

costly and time-consuming .

I

I ,

'-Pl
I

Exhaust valves during reconditioning.

t.......J

Most bugs are solved 1n the
'field', so at the customer.

I

..
A cylinder cover. In the middle, place for the central
exhaust valve.

~

All the sealing faces that
are checked and, if

front left: the bore for one of the two injectors

required, trued up during

It 1s important that all the sealing faces close properly. They

reconditioning of a

are usually machined with special equipment, which can be

two-stroke crosshead

delivered with the engine.

engine.

The exha ust-va lve casing containing the valve sea r,
situated in the head is also hea vily loaded. The
~eat is often damaged to the e xtent that the entire
valve seat must be replaced.

Welded A-frames
A-frames man ufactured of steel pla te are lig ht
and strong. H o wever, they ca n sometimes cause
cracking.
Thi s occu rs occas io na lly in eng in es o f a ll of the
three engi ne ma nu facture rs.
The power play in these la rge, up to 32 metre
engines, is eno rmo us. Usually, the dimension s are
measured in tria ls to investiga te the behav io ur of
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these welded con,rrucri ons.
Therefore, regular check, for cracking are

...
A dirty turboblower,
exhaust-gas section .

...
A seized piston in the
cylinder liner.

......
A torn piston bottom of a
two-stroke crosshead
engine.

...
An attempt to weld a
cooling-water jacket.
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...
An overheated and
distorted cam .

..
A split piston.
A

...

A damaged piston with

A damaged

connecting rod.

engine block.
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...
A damaged crankshaft.

...
Line boring the crankshaft
bearings in an engine
block .

...
A 'folded' connecting-rod
big end due to poor
lubrication.

...
A broken piston; the
fracture usually occurs at
the drillings through the
piston pin.
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......
A connecting rod has
come loose and
perforated the block.

...
Damaged blading of the
exhaust-gas section of a
turboblower.

...
A corrosion hole 1n the
cylinder liner, viewed from
the cylinder.

•

A hole in the casing of the exhaust-gas section of a

turboblower. Today, turboblowers are manufactured in
such a way that t'le detached parts remain in the
casing.

...
A piston bottom
damaged by thermal
overloading. Due to the
conical shape, the piston
can operate 'normally'.
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~

Tearing on the inside of
the piston crown of a
two-stroke crosshead
engine .

...

...

A heavily worn crosshead-pin bearing of a

Tearing at the top of the piston crown of the same type

two-stroke crosshead engine.

of a two-stroke crosshead engine.

~

A heavily damaged
crankshaft caused by a
'loose' connecting rod.
This crankshaft cannot be
repaired.
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•

Tearing in the cooling
ducts on the inside of the
piston crown of a
two-stroke crosshead
engine.

•

A visible hair-crack in a
crankpin seen during
inspection .

•

'Fretting' of a piston due

to poor lubrication.
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...
Measuring cylinder-liner wear.
The diameter of lhe cylinder liner is measured using a caliper
gauge. This is done side to side at various heights. One
person takes the measurements and a second person
records all lhe values. These are compared lo the ong1nal
values of the liner A dec1s1on is then taken as lo whether the
hner can remain 1n place until the next overhaul or 1f the liner
must be replaced .

...
Reconditioning a two-stroke cylinder cover at the
company Polmar in Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
The affected inside of lhe cover 1s removed 10 the heart line
of the cooling ducts.
The cooling ducts are fitted with pipes that are drilled oul
after arc welding .

...
These pipes are inserted in the cooling ducts and are
welded shut.
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~

A Rottier machine for
trueing up the valve
seats.

This machine is installed at
Noord-Hollandse Motoren
Revisie, Winkel, the
Netherlands, and can
machine worn seats quickly
and effectively.

~

This exhaust valve of a
two-stroke engine is
badly damaged and
scrapped.
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Repairing a fuel pump of a Caterpillar diesel engine at Pon
Power in Papendrecht. the Netherlands. The correct
measurements and settings are rnportant.

I -

-~...
~ ..

~

F99Y -

The process.

A Rottier machine for line boring engine blocks, for highspeed four-stroke diesel engines of Caterpillar and Cummins.
Line boring 1s far less time-consuming than the traditional
process. Mark van Schaick, Schiedam, the Netherlands.
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.&

cent re line norm al cran ksha ft

A broken crankshaft 1n a

centre line broken crankshaft

damaged block. This diesel
engine drove a water pump
on a dredger.
Machining a light -metal
block of a small diesel

The engine probably
suddenly drew 1n a large

engine.

amount of water. ?
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•

Arc welding visualised.
Right, the gas supply and the electrode. Left, the powder
suction
The slag to the left is manually removed by a hammer

3

Electrode wire supply
Gas supply
Suction of the powder sealant.

4

Hard slag layer

,
2

A p iston crown 1s being welded.
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•

An oven to anneal the welded parts. Here two piston
crowns.
After heating, the welded parts are allowed to cool
gradually. The stresses introduced by welding are
hereby released to a large extent.
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Repair and maintenance of modern, highly
charged diesel engines require expert
knowledge.
A good inventory-management system, the
correct tools and especially a competent
and enthusiast crew that can, as shown
here, keep the propulsion installation of
the 'Oranjeborg' of Wagenborg Shipping in
good condition, are required.
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after a predetermined of number operanng
hour~. At rimes, it 1s apparent chat the number
of operating hours can either be increased or
decreased. This is a matter of experience.
The engine suppliers often provide spare-part
lists and informati on regarding che maximum
number of operating hours. The prescribed
number of operating hours 1s thus that so
multiple maintenance acti, mes can take place

27.1 Introdu ction
Engines in operation wear and require
maintenance to remain in good condition.
Obvious!)', engines that are faulty or poor!)·
maintained present problems.
Diesel engines for shipping and electrical-power
stations must be in an excellent condition . They
must be capable of running at full load for most of
the year.
At present, ships have short docking period ; rhere
is barely time tO perform major maintenance.
If required, engine-repair and maintenance
companies are hired that either with or without
the (ar present small) crew, perform the activities.
It is of the utmost importance for engine
manufacturers to maintain a worldwide service
network m order to provide a good service
standard for their clients. Quick delivery of spare
parts is also es cnnal.
Major ship maintenance is scheduled, 1f possible,
to coincide with the planned clockings.
Under certain circumstances, there is more time
available for maintenance of diesel-driven power
sranons, but here the demand for electricity at
full-load and for an extended number of operating
hours is progressively increasing.
The mean number of operating hours of a good
power plant at full-load is between 90 and 95%.
Sometimes higher: per year between 7500 ,ind
8500 operating hours! In addition, here, the
maintenance must be first-rate and well organised.

27 .2 Types of mainte nance
There arc in general terms, three types of
maintenance.
1

Preventati ve maintenance
This is planned maintenance aimed at the
prevennon of breakdow ns and failures.
Parr that often are not worn or in need of
replacement are exchanged in accordance wirh
a schedule.

2

Corrective maintenan ce
This 1s maintenance required when an item
has failed or worn out, to restore it to work ing
order.

ac the same time.

27.3 Instruc tion manua ls/
Mainte nance manua ls
The e must be choroughl} read 111 order co
ha,c a good understanding of the operation ,
maintenance, repairs, and settings. All too often
instru ction manuals arc not consulted before
starting the various activi ties.
Often, the \mallest derails are decisive in
performmg successful 111.1111renance.
It is advisable to follow the procedure below.
1 Read the instruction manuab and maintenance
procedures carcfull), This mcludes the
drawings.
2 Find our what special tools are required and
gather them.
3 Determine the required nmc for maintenance.
4 Discuss the activities with workers and
exchange information.
5 Ensure that the working environm ent is clean
and well lit.
6 Use approved hoisting equipment and wcllmainrained tools.
7 Check the hydraulic tensioning equipment for
sufficient Oil and ensure chat the various hoses
are nor damaged. Make sure that the couplings
8
9

are clean.
Avoid getting dirt in the engine when open.
tore all disassembled spare pares near!;,
preferably on white cardboard , clean cloths
and heavy parts on wood, and never on steel.
In the latter case, cylinder-head covers may be

damaged.
10 Hoist heavy parts whenever possible; do nor
lift them. Mind your back!
1 I Numerou s engines have special attachmen ts to
facilitate disassembly/assembly; use them and
keep them in good conditwn .

3
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Condition -based maintenance
This is maintenance performed based on the
stare-of-repair at a certain time, combined with
experience. In order to prcvenr fai lures, the
spa re pares are removed, repaired or replaced

12 Work methodically and do not rush. In the

latter case, all too often mistakes are made.
13 Discus, problems wnh a colleague: two heads
are better rhan one.
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The number of operating
hours between two
overhauls and the

12000

16000

24000

32000

12000

16000

48000

48000

a Wartsila 20 diesel

Camshaft bearing bush

16000

16000

32000

32000

engine - Category Ill.

Camshaft intermed.
gear bearing

16000

16000

32000

32000

Balancing shaft
beanng, 4L20

12000

16000

12000

16000

Inlet valve

12000

16000

36000

Inlet valve seat

12000

16000

Clearly seen is that the

24000

32000

service lifetime of a diesel
engine running on H.F.O. is

' Cylinder head

significantly shorter are that

32000

of a diesel engine running on

36000

32000

M.D.O.. Approximately 25%

32000

less!

12000

16000

24000

Exhaust valve seat

12000

16000

36000

32000

Many spare parts are ready

Valve guide, EX

12000

16000

24000

32000

for replacement by the third

Valve guide, IN

12000

16000

36000

48000

overhaul.

Piston Crown

12000

16000

24000

48000

With the planning of the

Piston rings

12000

16000

12000

16000

Cylinder liner

12000

16000

48000

64000

Ant1polish1ng ring

12000

16000

24000

32000

Connecting rod

12000

16000

Connecting rod screws

12000

16000

I Exhaust valve

!

expected lifetime. Shown,

(H.F.0.) number of operating
hours, companies will
attempt to execute an
optimum overhaul that 1s as
effective as possible. An

24000

32000

Valve tappet and roller

24000

32000

Injection pump tappet
and roller

24000

32000

24000

32000

injector overhaul 1s planned
after 6000 operating hours,
and then after 12,000 hours.
Most spare parts are at

ln1ect1on element

12000

16000

lnJection valve

6000

8000

lnJection nozzle

6000

8000

6000

8000

the exception of the

Water pump shaft seal

12000

12000

12000

12000

camshaft (16,000) and the

24000

24000

turbo -blower (24,000}. On

Water pump bearing

12,000 operating hours
ready for overhauling, with

•

Tools stored in a well-

Turbocharger

24000

24000

Governor

12000

12000

engines operate between

arranged system are a

Acc. to manuf.

6000 and 7000 hours per

primary requirement to

year.

work effectively.

Vibration damper

14

Acc. to manuf.

Modern communic ation means allow eaS)'

average, these types of

...

access co the service organisa tion of the engine
suppliers. Use them for advice anc.l consulting;
after all, they are there for you!

15 N o te all the activities done and record all
measurements in a journal.

16 Many engine manufacturers have their
maintenance programs compuceriLed. All
known engine manufacturers ar present have
such programs. Advice from rhe factory can
also be obtained b> remote operation when
using these system s.
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Special tools such as
these for a Wartsila 38
diesel engine Category Ill
are delivered with the
engine in a special
'toolbox' with detailed
instructions, either on
plasticized cards or
digitally for use with a
special laptop.

27.4 Engine mainten ance
Division of the activities
In the p.1sr, many of rhe;c ,u.:rivines were c.1rried
our b) the crew.
There were sufficient skilled engineers.
There \\ as suffiuent t11ne; idle periods of ships
were common and long.
Flcctronics were not yet a, ,tilable.
Communic ation with the engine factory was
difficult.
The operanng life of some sp,ire parts "as so
short, that rhe) had robe frequently rep:iired.
:--..oronom ex,tmples .ire the exh.wsr , a hes.
Nowadays m ai ntenance is per formed in a very
differen t ma nner.
There arc few engineers on location.
Therl' 1s ver) little nme, ship, dock for a Ycrr
short rune.
\lodern engmes work with numerous
electronics. Working with these electronics
requires speci,1lised knowledge.
fhe operat1ng life ot spare parts is much
longer.
spare parts .ire removed and
new spare parts installed.
or
then overhauled
On board or 111 a diesel power station, fc,,.,
repairs :ire carried our, replacemen t 1s the

Ar present,

\\Orn

reme<ly.
Sh1pp111g companies often replace all the worn
component s of a propulsion engine that we:ir
by overhauled or new component s. This is
done either in port or during major overhaul.
After two to three years, dependent on the

288

number of operating hour..,, these part, .ire
simply replaced.
This type of ma1or maintenanc e c:in he
performed in a couple of da), or one week.
Onl) minor maintenanc e, sud, as chcLb or
adjustment s, changing fuel- and lulmcanng- oil
filters or rcsnng/c,ch angmg 1111ecrors, "st1II
performed by the ere\\.
n,e revision ot cylinder heads, rurboblowe r
overhaul and for c:xample, ce,tmg and
repairing fuel pump, ,tnd 1n1euors i~ cxecute<l
by spcc1ali~ed companies.

One ,houl<l never forget that rhc,e sy,rem, do
1101 ,olve hrcakdowm 111 the middle of an ocean.
One shou ld therdore alv,:,t), emu re that the crew/
engineer, arc capable of'hnnging the ship hrnrn:·.
If engineer<, o nly work as o peracors, the ri, k of
'b eing adrift' is significant!

27.4.1 Hydraulic tensionin g tools
~Ian} cng111es in category II and almost ,1ll 111
categories 111 and IV arc current!) equipped with
hy<lraultc holr-ren\lon ing '} ste1m. f"his ,, often rhc
ca,e

111

t he following:

cylinder-he ad bolt~;
connccrmg -rod bolts;
horizontal and vertical main-bc,m ng bolt,;
fi:xing bolts for large Lountcrwc1 ghrs 011 the
cranbhafr;
bolt~ of the exh,rnst-, ah e ca,111g for twostroke engines and
t1e rotb for two-strokc eng111es and

CH27
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~

Good maintenance of the
technical insta'lation and
therefore the diesel
engines is of utmost
importance for safe
sailing, also in bad
weather conditions.
An enthusiastic,
motivated and welltrained crew is essential
for every shipping
company.

-

fixing the pi~ron rod on the crosshcad for two-

-

stroke engines and
fixing of the crosshead-bearing covers and
foundation bolts for all the larger engines;
cams on camshafts.

Other fastenings that are installed/disassembled
with hydraulic tools are, amongst others, coupling
sleeves between shaft-tunnel parts and fixing the
propeller on the propeller shaft.
Advantages of hydraul ic tools
- The bolt is stretched within normal elasticity
limits using a hydraulic jack. The correct oil
pressure applies the exact elastic tension.
- The cylinder-shaped hydraulic bolt is simpl)'
hand-tightened with a small rod. o great
force or heavr tools are necessary.
- The bolt is not under a torsion load. It does
not have the inclination to loosen. The bolt
does not have to be tightened with great force
in the tap holes, hand-tightening is sufficient.
- The action, the tightening or loosening can
be carried out in srages allowing the forces to
remain stable on the bolts during assembly or
-

disassembl>'·
Hydraulic tensioning asks little time a nd
requires less muscle. The hydraulic lubricatingoil pressure is supplied by a manual plunger
pump and in larger systems by pneumatic or
electric high-pressure pumps.

~

All the large bolts of this
Wartsila 32 diesel engine
category Ill are
hydraulically tensioned.
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~

The hydraulic jacks
installed on the two
connecting-rod bolts and
the vertical main bearing
bolts of a Wartsila 20
diesel engine, category
111, H.F.O.

~

The four hydraulic jacks
installed on the cylinder
head of a Wartsila 20
diesel engine. The lines,
the manometer, and the
line (foreground) of the
hand pump have already
been mounted.

...
The bolted connections of a MAN- B&W L32/40 diesel
engine, category Ill.
Toe hydraulic Jacks have been placed on all the hydraulically
' [!JlllifUl~WICb'@f<ltlll1.

~

The 'loosening' of the connecting-rod big end from the
crank pin.
Place accessory between connecting-rod big end and
2
3
4

bear,ng cap.
Loosen connecting-rod bolts.
Remove the nuts.
Hoist out the piston so that the crankp1n bearing shells
are released.
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...

Fo re-end view of a S65ME C

Also with this new type of

r

two-stroke crosshead
engine, a MAN-B&W

7S 65 ME-C, all the larger
bolts are hydraulically
tensioned.

0

r---

co

t

7S65ME-C engine data
Bore (mm)
650

Stroke lmmJ
r/min
MEP ~rL_
Power/cyl (kW)
Power(kW)
SFOC /kWh

+
+

2.730
92
18.?
2.570
17,990
167

\ ___________/
4,124

...

...

Hydraulic tensioning device for the cylinder-head of a

The four hydraulic jacks with hoisting equipment for a

Wartsila Sulzer RTA 84 two-stroke crosshead engine,

Wartsila 46 diesel engine category Ill.

category IV.

All the tools are moved using an overhead crane.
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27.4.2 Bolted connections

27 .4.5 Turbo blowers , fuel pumps,
injecto rs and governors

M,111> bolrs for engine gears, as well as for
cylm<ler head'> and mam bearings, arc prO\ i<lcd
with rolled thread a'> opposed to cur thread.
B} 'roll mg', that is, h>·draulic deforma non of rhe
material, the srcel-grain srrucrure is not distorted
and rhc bolt 1s stronger chan a bole w1ch a cue

In general, rhe maincenance of these parts entails
either cxchang mg or rccondirio111ng during
planned major overhauls; progressl\ely le'>'>
mainccnancc i, bei ng performed on locanon.
i\la1ncena nee is mostly executed h} specialised

thread.

companies.

27.4.6 Piston mainte nance

..
Hydraulic bolts with rolled thread.

In general, rhe ,essel\ own sraff will carry our
mainrcnancc of the pistom. The)' are 'drawn',
inspected and cleaned. Afterwards, the important
dimensions arc checked ro ensure thac the piston
can be re-used or must be e,change d. This aho
is applicable for rhe gudgeon pin, the pistonpin hushes, and the piston rings. I or t\\'O-stroke
crosshead engines, also for the pi,ron rod and the
piston-ro d stuffing box.

The conical nut can only be turned wrth a steel p,n.

27.4.3 Grinding and honing tools
In many marine engines and engines for power
scanons, cools are a,ailablc for nuincena nce of
engines.

27.4.4 Grinding and cutting tools
These arc mainly used for chc repair of vah-e sears
in che q-lmder head or for rhe other valve sears.
One manufac turer of these roob grinds rhe <,eats
while the orher uses a cuttmg tool - a small chisel.
Honing tools
Jr 1s common procedure to have mobile homng
tools avai lable 111 the proximity of rhc engine.
These are used to provide rhe C) linder Imer with
a good honing parrcrn after rhe piston has been

removed.
Smooth areas, 'glazing', arc removed ('<lcgla,ing').
It should he norcd that liner wear is mi nimal, so
1r ca n remain in place for the full operatin g life of
rhe piston.
Ho ning extends rhe running li fe of the C} finders.

27 .5 Maint enanc e for small
engin es - categ ory I
This diec;cl-eng1ne category conrams numerous
engmes with few operatin g hour, and thC)
arc nor111,1lly lightly loaded. Thi, 1, mmrly the
case with pleasure craft, such as yacht, and
motorho ars, with some excepno n,.

Maintenance
It is of utmost importan ce to careful!} read the
instruction manual. The long winter stops often
lca<l to more damage cau,e<l by frost, moisture,
and disuse than the wear caused by hundred , of
engme operatin g hours in the summer season!
For adequat e maintena nce, the nex t points arc of
importance:
Read the instrurn on manual rhoroughl>, .111
rhe normal acti\ ities are mentioned.
Ensure that fuel, lulmcati ng 011 and cool111g
water/co olant is of good quality.
Fuel
A fuel rank should be left full in the winter ,top.
This prevents the build-up of condens ate and
elimina res the risk of water contami nation of the
fuel.
Use a good fuel filter ,rnd an oil-\\ acer separator.
Fill the fuel rank wirh diesel oil ar tank sratiom
rhat have a regular suppl) -and-<lernand network.
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Lubricating oil

Lubricating oil rarely reaches the number of
aurhorise<l operating hours. Changing the couple
of litres of lubricating oil every season is advisable
as the water and dirt in the oil are also disposed of
ar the same time. Always renew the lubricating-oil
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27.5.1 Major maintenance

This is mostly executed by specialised firms or the
service department of the engine manufacturer.
27.5.2 Some maintenance activities

filter.
Coolant

la a closed cooling si·~tem, use only the best
refrigerant. Refrigerant must be kept at the correct
level and exchanged according to the instructions.
In an open coolant srstem or the secondary
coolant system (untreated-water system), the 'sea
111let filter' must be regularly cleaned. Check, if
possible, the coolant discharge.
Leaks
Stop fuel, lubricating-oil and cooling water/
coolant leab as quickly a, possible; keep rhc
outside of the engine clean and dry.
Small maintenance
This is often limited ro che following points.
- Checking the valve clearance.
- Checking the fuel, lubricating-oil and coolant

-

system, see above.
Checking the starting system including starting
motor and accumulator.
Checking the dynamo, ofren belt-driven

(correct tension).
Checking the rotor of the coolant pump(s) and
clean the algal filter.
- Checking the vibration damper~, the flexible
couplings, and the propeller-shaft !>eals.
- Checking the lubricating-oil level in the highpressure fuel pump.
- Checking the coolant pressure in the closed
system. Checking the coolant for frost
protection.

-

Testing the main engine
- Check that the engine is operating in a regular
loop; if not, this is often an indication that a
crlinder does nor have proper combustion.
- Check pressure~ and temperatures.
- Check visible smoke in the exhaust gas after
the engine is warm.
- Check vibrations.
- Check leaks.
- Check ro sec if tht:: <lynamo and accumulator
are working.

Reconditioning and cleaning the cylinder heads
cylinder-head levelling
replaning the valve seats in the head
Reconditioning the injector{s)
clean the injector nozzle (outer side)
test the opening pressure and the
atomisati.on
check for fuel leaks
Honing the cylinder liner
When the cylinder liner ~hows some wear,
honing with an optimal crosshatch pattern will
extend the operating life of the liner. Serious
wear o r a loose cylinder liner in the block
requires exchanging of the liner.
Piston reconditioning and cleaning
renew pisron rings, if required
measure the gudgeon-pin bushes
dimensions and renew, if required
Check connecting-rod bearings and renew if
required
Check turboblower. Tf required, allow

reconditioning to be performed by a
specialised firm.

Replace all packings, if required, for example,
valve caps and crankcase doors.

Replace the copper rings of the injector and
fue l lines.
Crankshafts have a long life as do the main
bearings.

Only with serious wear, they must be
disassembled. The crankshaft must be ground
and over-dimensioned main bearings and
crank-pin bearings mw,t be adjusted.
Check governor and lubri cating line!>
change the lubricating oil
High-pressure fuel pump
Change the lubricating oil regularly. This
lubricating oil is often very thin! This indicates
fuel leaks, which are not a major problem if
the lubricating oil is regularly changed.
Crankcase

Clean the crankcase well with lint-free cloth.
Remove a ll small impurities. Carefully check
all noob and crannies using a lamp.
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27.6 Examp les of mainte nance
for engine s catego ry Ill

...
As an example of a
maintenan ce programm e,
some acliv1t1es of a
Caterpillar -Mak 32 diesel
engine - category Ill,
H .F.O. are detailed.
Shown. the cross-section
of the upper section of the
engine.

l nsu rc thar rhc heart l111e of the crankshaf t i~ in

cerra111 piston position. Then progre,,1v cly per
cylinder, measurem ents arc taken in four diftcrenr
rm1riom. T he dial g.1uge 'n:sults' must ,1lwa) she

line.

wnh111 certain , alues.

27 .6.1 Cranksh aft clock gauging

Goal: ro avoi<l material fatigue in the cranbhaf r:
this could resu lt in crankshaf r breakage.
Cause: wear of the mam bearmg or the
deformat ion of the engine frame (large cng111es).
M etho d cra nk~haft clock gauging: essentially, a
dial gauge 1s pl.iced in rwo ,tandard centre holes
berween rhe cranbhaf t web,. The position of
t he crankshaf t heart line is obtamed by semng
rhe <lial gauge ro zero for every cylinder
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111

,1

C rankshaft clock gaug ing is performed fo r the
fo llowing objective.
As a maintena nce Ll1eck.
,l collis1on.
If ir 1, suspected that rhe engine found,1t1on is
deformed .

After

Wirh bearing damage.
Before and after dr) -do1..king.
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M32

A measuring table for the
crankshaft position of a
Caterpillar-Mak 32

f Date

Operating hours

Vessel

Engine Type

Engine no.

1

Engineer/Service Station

engine. Shown, a nine-

j

cylinder engine.

Indication of Dial Gauge
down

negative: smaller distance

up

between the crank webs

20

positive: larger distance

Engine cold
press
Shut down for

hours

10

~

30

between the crank webs

~

In the lower drawing, the
measuring positions are

C

Preheated

clearly shown.
As the connecting rod 1s an

Draft aft:

Draft forward:

obstacle, measurements are
Measuring
point

0
0

Cylinder

taken once on the one side,
position 5, and once on the

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

other side, pos1t1on 1.

G)

= negative

©
®

-Q.-~

,.._ max

= positive

0

)
~

There are also electronic
crankshaft deflection
devices that can directly
store the measured
values in a file.
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27.6.2 Valve clearance check

The exhau,t-va lvc clearance, arc u,u,1lly larger;
the e,hamr valve i~ usuall> warmer than the inlet

Checking rhe clearances 111 rhe dnvmg mcchani,m

valve and therefore e,paml'> more.

of the inlet and exhau st \alves.

There are different method, for cold and hot

Goa l: Valve clearance en,ures rh.u the valves
arc compl etely closed if this is required for the

engines.

process. The clearance 1s often between 0.2 and
1.2 millimetres dependent on the rypc and size of

clc,1rance between both drive p art,.

M etho d: A feeler gauge is used ro measure the

the engine .

...
Measuring the valve
clearance for the
Caterpillar-M ak 32 diesel
engine.

Fig. 2

Fig, 1
In figure 1:
valve-rocker arm
1
valve ad1ustmg bolt
2
S valve clearance

In figure 2:
counter nut
3
settmgbo/1
4

Using a feeler gauge. the cleara:ice Scan be checked.

and using the SP.Hing bolt the correct clearance can be set.
Ensure when tightening the counter nut that the setting bolt

If the clearance is not correct. the counter nut is loosened

TI1e feeler gauge must move reasonably heavily.

does not rotate. /!>Jways recheck the cleara'1Ce after any
adJustments! Always press both valve yokes down so that
there is no clearance.

27.6.3 Cylinder- head dismantli ng
W5

Remove the cylinder head.
Goal : Check the cylinder head, such as inlet
and exhaust \alvc~ and scar,, coolant space,,
contaminar ron of the bottom side of the head and
fuel injectors. Dismantle the cylinder head, ,o the
piston and liner can be dismantled .

...
A hydraulic jack set ('spider') for the six cylinder-head
bolts of a Caterpillar-M ak 32 diesel engine.
In this case, the 011 pressure is supplied using a hand pump.
In stages, the pressure over all six hydraul c Jacks can be
increased until the ·hydraulic' nuts on the head bolts are

W4
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W3

z

W2

released so that the cylinder head can be removed.

CH27

Method: Small engines in categories I and II
have bolted connectio ns, wh ich can be manua lly
loosened. Cylinders with a cylinder diameter from
200 millimetres in the categories II and III have
hydraulically tensio ned holes and hydra ulic jacks

W1

are used.

W4

MAIN TENANCE AND REPAI RS

~

W6

Upper drawing: the hydraulic jacks hanging on a
spreader and hoisted above the cylinder with an
overhead c rane.
Lower drawing: a cross-section of the relatively long
hydraulic jack for the cylinder head bolts.

The oil is supplied from the upper left. Outside pipe, W 6, is
on the cylinder head. Inside pipe, W 7, Is screwed on the
rolled thread of the cylinder head bolt and due to the high oil
pressure, is moved slightly upwards. As a result. the bo.ts are
slightly stretched and the cylinder-head nut 12, with a pen
W 8, can be rotated upwards ('eight holes'). When the oil
pressure is removed, they remain free of the cylinder head.
The head can be removed.
Working pressure of the 011 system is 850 bar.
13 grooves in outer pipe

10 venting
S measured distance of the screwed 1ns1de pipe, W 7

Inlet and exhaust valves
These arc cleaned a nd measured a nd then the
welded va lve seats must be ground to rhc co rrect
angle.

..

N
0·

Exhaust-valve seat

Inlet-valve seat Caterpillar-

E

Caterpillar-Mak 32.

Mak 32.

The welded section must have

The welded section must have

a minimal height of 1 .5 mm after

a minimal height of 0.2 mm after

grinding. The angle must be

grinding. The angle must be

30 degrees 8 minutes.

30 degrees 8 minutes.

•

C
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M32

~

A measuring table for the
valves of the Caterpillar-

1 ).
• when the deviation from the straightness s does not exceed the following values (Fig,

Mak 32 diesel engine.
Measuring range ·s ·
Amongst others,

= 390 mm

contact points for test device

measurements are taken:
-

• when the radial runouts of the valve cone do not exceed the following values:

if the valve stem is bent:
A- 8 ;

-

to find the thickness S.
the burn section caused
by high temperature
corrosion. S is a
maximum of 1.5 mm.

s

AB

Fig. 1

1.2

The valves cannot be reused in the
following cases
• the valve cone face 1s damaged
(cracks, blowholes)
• the wear caused by corrosive material
exceeds
> 2 'Yo
of the valve head diameter
(compare with new valve)
• concave burns ·s· caused by high
temperatur e corrosion on the
underside of the valve head exceeds
> 1.5 mm (Fig. 2 )
• the underside of the valve head
indicates severe pitting (formation of
so-called "paving stones")
• co rrosion pits and mechanical
damage in zone of the valve stem, the
stem transition and valve head
• excess of limit dimension for
refinishing.
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Fig. 2
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)

•

...

Checking the valve-seat surface.

The polished outer ring
- Sand lightly by hand.

of the valve seat is a

- This is done with a very fine grinding compound

maximum of 50% of the
total width.

(Dp 30/10 - 15 microns).
- After application of the grinding compound, a solvent is
sprayed over the paste to improve the polishing process
(see left figure).

a

The handgrip is placed on the valve. The valve stem is oiled
and positioned in the valve guide. After this, the valve seat is
lightly polished for a very short time. The contact surface of
the valve with the seat is between 30 to 50% of the seat
width b.

A bearing shell of a m ediu m -speed Ca terpillar-

27 .6.4 Check of bearing shells

Mak 32, comprises two layers: a LO mm- thick

Goal:

steel support layer and a

D erecr damage and ~ear.

conrnminants, and water ar e rh e cause of

85%

0. 7

tot

1.1 mm-thick

running layer consisting o f a lead/bron ze o r

Comment: Contaminated lubricating oil , sol id
of

aluminium a lloy.

all bearing damage !

...

Layer configuration of two-metal bearings

The arrangement of the

Lead bronze bearing / AISn.. bearing

bearing shells of the

Corros1on oro ect1on fl ash

Caterpillar- Mak 32 diesel

Sn - Flash

engine.

3µm

Lead bronze or AISn ..
0.7- 1.1 mm
Steel back
Steel C ..

The steel shell itself is
approximately 10 mm.

up to 10 mm

The lead bronze or

r-

r

aluminium tin layer is

I

between 0. 7 and 1.1 mm.
The anti-corrosion layer is
very thin: 0.003 mm.
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Method
Beari_ng replacem ent is req uired:
when the re are deep scratc hes on th e running
la yer;
when due to wear, t he minimum laye r
thickness is reached;
in special cases, only with Al Sn bearing shells.

A
The running layer shows a heavily overloaded bearing
with fretting corrosion in the aluminium al loy.

This bearing shell cannot be re-used. Both bearing shells
must be replaced. The cause of this damage must be
investigated and resolved.

J.
The load-bearing area is equally distributed over the
entire running layer. The dirt in the lubricating oil has
had no negative influence on the bearing reliability. The
bearing shell can be re-used.

--

The load-bearing area shows damage of the bearing in
a large surface area, with in certain parts, fretting
corrosion.

This bearing shell cannot be re-used, renew both bearing

J.

shells.

The load-bearing area is equally distributed over the

The cause of this damage must be investigated and

entire layer. The bearing shell can be re-used.

resolved. Check the other bearing shells.

A

The heavily loaded section of the bearing shows the

J.

stripping of bearing material, probab ly by overloading.

The load- bearing area is equally distributed over the
entire layer. The circumferential scratches are caused

Stripped bearing material can be found in the area.

by very fine solids, such as metal particles and sand in

Clean! This bearing shell cannot be re-used; both

the lubricating oil.

bearing shells must be renewed. The cause of this
damage must be investigated and resolved.

Given that the depth of these scratches cannot be measured
or felt, the bearing shell can be re-used . If the number, the
depth and the size of the scratches negatively affect the
lubricating-oil film build-up, then both bearing shells must be
renewed.
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Check the other bearing shells.
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...

27.6.5 Piston 'withdrawal'

Piston ring pliers used for
the simple removal of the

Goal: Check the condition of piston, piston
ring~, cylinder liner, gudgeon pin, connecting rod,

piston rings. The risk that

connecting-rod bush, and connecting-rod bearings.
Method: Loosen the connecting-rod bolts at the

the rings will break with

connecting-rod division when the piston is at top

small.

the use of these p liers is

position and attached to an overhead crane with a
hoist strap.
The anti-polishing ring is then removed with a
special cool.
Possible carbon deposition on the cylinder liner is

//

also removed.

...
/

Measuring the piston-ring
groove in two places and

If the above rwo seeps are not executed, the

the thickness of the

(sharp) piston rings could stick behind the ring!

piston ring ..

After this, the piston rings are removed from
the piston using piston ring pliers and the piston
crown is dismantled. The inside of the piston
crown can now be inspected for contamination.

Comment
When the lubricating oil used for cooling the
piston overheats, the internal piston surface area
can become caked with carbon residues. This
impedes the heat transfer from the piston crown
to the lubricating oil, causing overheating of

Groove

I

Nominal

I G=,•
I
Wear hmit

hN2 - hR

mm

mm

mm

8

8.45

0.5

R;og th,ci<"~S "'

1

w;d<h h~

Limit

2,3

6

6.45

0.5

4

10

10.2

0.3

...
A measuring table for the
piston-ring grooves and
the ring height for all the
four rings.

the piston. The pressure shocks occurring in the
combustion process can load the piston crown to
such an extent that the piston crown fails causing

27.6.6 Cylinder liner

huge damage to the piston and its surroundings.
Goal: Check the condition of the cylinder liner,

All the parts are cleaned.
The surface areas are checked for damage and all

such as, wear, crosshatch pattern, cracks, and

the important dimensions are measured.

scratches.

Any possible rejected parts, such as piston rings,

Method: Both installed in the bed and
disassembled, the diameter of the liner can be
measured at different heights, in length and in

are replaced.
As a matter of course, the p iston pin and the

width (fore and aft direction as well as abeam).

connecting-rod bushes are measured to find

Most wear is found on the upper side.

possible wear. The rejected connecting-rod bushes
are removed in the engine facto ry and with
nitrogen (shrinkage), a new bush is attached to
the connecting-rod eye. This can also be done
with CO2 'snow'. All the bolted connections of the
piston and connecting-rod eye are tightened with
an approved torque spanner.

...
Measuring the cylinder diameter for a two-stroke
crosshead engine, a Wartsila Sulzer RTA 96 C.

The diameter is measured in various places of the cylinder
liner to determine the wear. To position the caliper gauge
correctly. use is made of steel strips with holes suspended at
various heights in the liner. See next figure.
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With a certain amount of wear, the cylinder liner

W1

will be considered as faulty and will be replaced.
Alrhough rhe cylinder liner may still be in working

Two measuring strips are
placed in the cylinder so
that the wear can be

order, one should realise thar it remains in rhe
cylinder until the next overhaul.

measured at three
different heights by
placing the caliper gauge
in both of the holes.
The measuring strips
must be mounted exactly

...

opposite each other in

Different types of

the cylinder.

scratches on the running

1

layer of the cylinder liner.
For every type of scratch,
the maximum dimensions
and number are defined
in relation with any
possible rejection of the
cylinder liner.

27. 7 Some examples of
maintenance of large
two-stroke crosshead
engines

Thread diameters in millimetres
foundation bolts
foundation bolt
cylinder-head bolts
exhaust-valve casing

M 64
M 180 x 6
M L10 x 6
M l 10 x 6 T

27.7.1 Wartsila Sulzer RTA 96 C - Engine
category IV

piston rod, on crosshead

M l 10 x 6

In this very large engine, hardly any parts can be
lifted by hand, the weight of the spare pans are
impressive. Some of these very heavy parts are
given as an example.
bottom-half six-cylinder crankcase
main bearing shell
bare A-frame
tie rod
tie rod nut
cylinder liner
cylinder cover complete
exhaust valve complete with casing
exhaust valve
crankshaft six-cylinder
crankshaft twelve-cylinder two parts
fuel cam

118,000 kg
184-234 kg
94,000 kg
2210 kg
41 kg
9006 kg
10,442 kg
2909 kg
236 kg
186,000 kg
359,700 kg
253 kg

T his entails the following:
-

Almost all the parts must be moved using an
overhead crane with a hoist capacity of 10 ro
15 tonnes.
All the large bolted connections arc
hydraulically tensioned.
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A

The treads in the crankcase of a large two-stroke
crosshead engine. Slipping during activities can be life
threatening.
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-

Tbe requisite hydrau lic jacks a re very heavy
and moved by a crane.

crankcase, which is covered in lubricating oil,
can be very slippery. Permanent stai rs facilitate

Manual i nspection is inadequate; on ly by

climbing.

measuring one can ascertain if a part is in the
-

-

correct place.

Examples of maintenance schedules

Working with heavy parts requires a lot

Study spare-part drawings, which contain all

of attention , safety is very important. The

relevant data. Today this is done digitally. All

possibility of permanent injury is always

the spare parts a re represented in blue in both

present!

longitudinal and cross-section. Cli.c king on them

The c rankcase and the scavenging-air space a re

provides detailed spare-part d rawings.

large enough co walk around in; especially the

iififUI

0380- 1/A1

Maintenance

RTA96~

~

A small section of the

Maintenance Schedule
Inspection and Overhaul Intervals (Guidelines)

maintenance schedule
for the largest two-stroke

Component

Work to be carried out

Group

Intervals

crosshead engine of
Wartsila, the 'Sulzer'
RTA 96 C.

Group 0

-

Lubricating oil ...

Cooling water

...

-

Laboratory analysis ........ . ........ . .....

0900-1

3'000 op. hours

Activities are often

(= operating hours)

combined, Clicking the blue
code numbers in the digital

Check concentration of inhibitor
(as per supplier's instructions)

programme provides

-

detailed informrition on the

Group 1
Bedplate ........

Main bearing

Thrust bearing

-

Check pre-tension of foundation bolts ... . ...
(first time after 1'500 operating hours)

1112-1

-

Check pre-tension of waisted stud, if necessary
re-tension (first time after 1 year)

1132-1

-

Remove main bearing upper half for inspection

1132-2

acc. to class. society

-

Remove bottom bearing shell for inspection

1132-1

as required

Check axial and radial clearance ...........

1203-1

.. -

every 2 years

part. There are six pages in
total.

15'000 + 20'000 op.
hours

6'000 + 8'000 op.
hours

-

Check bottom drain for free passage ........

1203-1

-

Remove thrust bearing pads for inspection

..

1224-1

6'000 -:- 8'000 op.
hours
acc. to class. society

ne rod . . ...... .. -

Check pre-tension, if necessary re-tension
(first time after 1 year)

..

1903-1

every 4 years

Establish wear in bore (in fitted condition)

...

-

2124-1
2124-2
2124-2
2124-2
2124-3
2124-3
2124-3

at every piston removal

Remove cylinder liner . .. . . . .... . . . .. . ... . .
Replace 0 - rings .... . .. .. .. . ..............
Water guide jacket, replace 0-rings .........
Grind off wear ridge in bore ................
Recondition scavenge ports ··· ·····• · ··· · ·
Reshape lubricating grooves . .. . ... . ..... . .

-

Check function and tightness

···· ····· ·····

2136-1

at every piston removal

-

Replace 0-rings ....................•.... .

2136-1
2136-1

at every liner removal

Group 2
Cylinder liner . ...

-

Lubricating quill
and accumulator

Check diaphragm of accumulator ... . ..•.. . .

as required
at every removal
at every removal
at every piston removal
as required
as required

15'000 -:- 20'000 op.
hours
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Checkin g the main bearing shells
The bearing- cap bolt are loosened hydraulic ally.
The bearing cap is hoi sted from the crankcas e
onto a crane trolley outside the engine using a
hoisting point in the crankcas e. After this, the
upper main bearing shell is hoisted out of the
crankcas e.

...

Subsequ ently the bottom shell, with the use
of a n attachme nt and the turning motor, is
rotated around the c rankshaf t so it lies on to p
of the cranksha ft, and can be hoisted out of the
crankcas e.
Now, the shells are inspected and the thicknes s
is measure d in va rious places. If the shells a rc
accepted , the procedu re is done in reverse o rder.

1132- 2/A1

Maintena nce

RTA96C

Hoisting the bearing cap
of the main bearing out of

Removin g and Fitting a Main Bearing

the crankcas e.

0

Various hoisting points
can be found inside the

2

w
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crankcase; outside the

§~

crankcase, hoist beams
and a trolley.
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Adjusting and checking the V.I.T.-system of

The start of i njection, the end of i nject ion and

the high-pressure fuel pumps

the effective pl unger strok e are m easured. In this

This extensive procedure in volves t hree d ia l

procedure, the camshaft must be progr essively

gauges being p laced on th e sucti o n va l ve, the

re-posit io ned by turning the engine.

>

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

overflow va lve, and the high-pressure pl unger.

ifitHI

RTA96C

I

5512-1/A1

Maintenance

...
Checking and adjusting
the fuel pumps.

Setting and Checking the Control with Load-dependent V.I.T. (Variable Injection Timing)

An extensive digital manual

0

u

s

ensures that the procedure
can be easily followed.

0

0

E
E
N

Q

c:i

·e
E

N

Q

c:i

0

.Cl

0

D) Checking the fuel injection pumps

The same setting values as given for the injection pump setting must be used.
Carry out preparations in accordance with section B).
Checking the begin of injection, end of injection and of the effective plunger stroke

The description below applies to AHEAD rotation.
1. Turn the engine until the cam roller of the fuel pump to be checked rests on the peak of the cam .
Fitthe dial gauge with about 1mm pre-tension over the now closed suction valve (S) and set it to 'O' (see lllustr.
'J', Fig. 1).
2. Turn engine ASTERN, until the earn roller rests on the base circle of the cam.
Fit the dial gauges over the plunger as well as over the now closed spill valve (U) and adjust to 'O' with a slight
pretension (see lllustr. 'J' Fig. 2).
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Measur ing cranksh aft deflecti on
C ra nkshaft deflectio n is measured at least once
a year. When do ing so , rhe s hip musr be afloat.
Cra nkshaft deflectio n musr be measured as soon
as possible a fte r a ship has run aground .
Afrer c ha nging rhe ma in bea ring shells, the
deflectio ns have to be measured, if possible, within
a period of 100 operat ing hours.

•

The measure ments a re performed for fi ve positions
o f the cranksha ft. from a starting position - the
sa me for every cylinde r - the dial ga uge is ser
to zero a nd then read for every positio n. The
readings can be either positive or negative (la rger
of smaller).
r or very large cranksha frs, the deviatio ns a re
te nths o f a m illimetre . The maxi mum devia tio n for
these engines is 0.66 mm !

Maintenance

3103-1/ A1

RTA96C

Measuring cranksha ft

deflections.

Measurin g Crank Deflectio n
the amount of crank deflection during
The difference (6a) between the indicated values at B.D.C. and T.D.C. shows
one revoluUon (see Fig. 'B').
the engine affect the crank deflection .
All influences which cause a temporar y deformation of the hull and/or
loaded condiUon of the ship
These are for example: engine cold or at service temperature
differing air/water temperatures
strong sunshine
of outside influences.
The values of 6a given below are valid for all conditions independent
the cause has to be found and the necWhere values are measured which lie over the maximum permissible limits,
altered due to hull deformation, loose
support
engine
bearing,
main
(defecUve
essary remedial measures taken
holding-down bolts, defective shaftline bearings, etc.).
fully seated in their bearings.
When measuring the crank deflection, ensure that the crank journals are

®
Measuring point

Crankshaft deflection gauge

Clearance
No clearance

306

Difference

l:!,.

a= a T.D.C. - a B.D.C.

Good values

l:!,.

a = 0 + 0.33 mm

Values still admissible

l:!,.

a = 0.33 + 0.66 mm
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Maintenance

RTA96C

3103-1/A1

....
The different positions for

Crankshaft
Measuring Crank Deflection

measuring the crankshaft
deflections.

Tools:
1 Dial gauge

94305

In order to ascertain whether the axes of the crank journals deviate from the theoretical shaft axis, the crank deflections must be measured. When doing so the ship must be floating freely.
Under normal circumstances, it is sufficient to measure the crank deflections once a year. They must, however, be
measured as soon as possible in case the ship has grounded or after replacing the main bearing shells. The deflections have to be measured again approx. 100 service hours after replacing the bearing shells.
Should signs of damage of the main bearings be found during inspection of the crankcase, the crank deflections
should also be measured.
Measuring is carried out using a crankshaft dial gauge (tool 94305) which , for this purpose, is inserted between the
crank webs of the crank to be measured. When turning the crankshaft, the change in distance between the crank
webs can be read from the dial gauge as this indicates any opening or closing up. The smaller the variations the
better the position of the shaft.
Measuring procedure (indicator valves must be open)

With the running gear in place, the crank to be measured has to be turned towards B.D.C. until the dial gauge can be
fitted next to the connecting rod at the position indicated. Pretension the dial gauge slightly and set It to ·o· (see Fig.
'A').
Tum the crankshaft AHEAD with the turning gear and read off and note the readings shown on the dial gauge at the
crank positions 90° before T.D.C., at T.D.C., 90° after T.D.C. and before B.D.C. (dial gauge still next to the connecting rod). The last value serves as a check. If the correct procedure has been followed, this should be back at
nearly ·o·.

®

Kurbel im O.T.P.
CRANK AT T.D.C.

94305
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Disman tling or assemb ling an S.K.F.-s haft
couplin g of the camsha ft
The camshaf t of th,., engine consists of
various parts. The -,hafr coupling s anJ cam-,
arc hydrauli cally attachcJ . When repairing or
changing a cam, a parr of the -,haft 1s first removed
from the cam casing
dismantl ed.

...

'>O

th,1r the cams can he

4203-4/A1

Maintena nce

iiiiHIM RTA96~

Dismantli ng and

Camshaft

assemblin g an

Removing and Fitting of SKF Shaft Coupling

S.K.F.-shaft coupling of
the camshaft.

Key to Illustrations:

Tools:
The blue codes provide

1nformat1on about the tools
(digital info)

Inner bush
Coupling sleeve
Locking plate
Valve screw
6 Screw
7 Nut
8 Seal ring

2
3
4
5

@

½

\

,b
· 1a»l

1

V

94935

94931a

1m

'

l 1w

\

94935a

V

94931

HPC High Pressure
Connectio n
LPC Low Pressure
Conneclto n

~---=

94942

94932

p Fit gap
R Rtng space
V Relief valve

1 Camshaf t

94931
94931a
94932
94935
94935a
94942

HP 0tl pump
SKF hand 011 pump
Pressure gauge
HP hose
HP hose
Hydraulic unit

10mm

190mm

4

7
7

".......

8

R

G 314•

/
G

308
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Anschluss
CONNEC TION

LPC
Anschlus s
CONNECTION

p

HPC

1

2

p

3
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....
The reconditioning of a
damaged fuel cam of
a Wartsila Sulzer 1o RTA

96C.
,
2
3

camshaft
cam
fuelpump

Removing a section of
the camshaft.

Of course, many auxiliary
tools are required such as
guiding beams. hoists and
hydraulic tools .

....
The hydraulic loosening
of the S.K.F.-shaft
coupling. Every cylinder
has its own removable
camshaft section.
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Check of the foundation bolts
In o rder to keep the various parts of the crosshead
engine, the crankshaft bed, the A-frame, and the
cylinder beam together, ver y heavy hyd ; aulically
tensioned foundatio n bo lts are used.
These are tensioned by using ver y large hydraulic
jacks.

...
The hydraulic jack for
the largest bolt in the
engine industry: the tie
rods of the two-stroke
crosshead engine:

Pre-tensioning jacks
Pressure gauge
Connection piece
HP hose
HP hoses
Hydraulic unit

described in instruction ma nua ls, the so-called
' Wo rking procedures'. All the necessary deta iled
drawings can be found in the 'electronic'
' instruction manu als' by a simple click o n the
blue-highlighted text irLthe drawings .

Key to Illustrations:

Tools:
2
1
1
1
2

Working with these hydraulic jacks is extensively

94180
94932a
94934a
94935
94935a
94942

180 millimetres!

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

14
15
16
17

Clamp screw
Column
Bedplate
0-ring
18 Lower backing ring
19 Lower tie rod nut
20 Bush

Cylinder jacket
Intermediate ring
Upper tie rod nut
Cylinder
Piston
Sealing ring
Round bar
Pin
Vent screw

10 Tie rod

11 Screw
12 Protection cap
13 Opening for solvent

@

AN
K
L
S

Drain slot
Slot
Thread protrusion
Measuring place

Ii Ir~· . ·,

7

94180

I

i

I

i
i
i

\..LI-,......~ I

i
i

i .
.

949358

·v

i

I
i

!
)C

I

6
5

1 - /

949328

j ~ ~ 949348
L ~

J

i

v

94935

L.,_ _ -,

l~ ~ ~<j---- - - 3

~ ~ ~ --- K
0-.'..:::~ -- - - s
2

~== ~

i
i
i

i

'rB~i:::i.'r.-,..,-...,.-.,.-.,,.-T-,...,-...,,-.,.,-

1
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•

Good maintenance depends for a large part on

motivated and specialised personnel that, in the short
time that diesel engines are stopped, can execute
maintenance and repairs competently, quickly and
successfully.
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A very large casti ng of a MAN-B&W
four-stroke V-engine, category Ill ,
is hoisted out of the casting pit.
There is still a long road ahead before
this unfinished block is ready for the
assembly of the engine!
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28.1 Introduction
From rhc very first rrials with Orto- and Dicselengines, most parts, such as the c, lindcr block,
the q rlinder head and various other components,
were made of cast iron.
This was a common manufacturing method
halfway through the nineteenth century. One
hundred yean earlier, steam engines were
produced in a similar fashion from cast iron.
Casting was already a common craft around 1750
for weapons, such as cannons!
Many of the present foundries manufacturing
engine parts have a very long history, which often
goes back centuries.

...
The foundry of
Caterpillar-MaK in Kiel,
Germany.

The foundry of
MAN-Diesel AG in
Augsburg, Germany.
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28.2 Cast-iron parts of diesel
engines
1

Engine blocks
The~e have been cast from the beginning of the
engine industry. Only in the large two-stroke
crosshead engines, the bottom half of rhe
crankcase and the A-frame are manufactured
of welded sreel plate~.
In the past, this was also the case in rwo-strokt
engines of Brons and Bolnes. All four-stroke
engines have as a rule a cast engine block.

2

Cylind er heads
Traditionally. These are cast.
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3

Pistons
Many pistons are still cast. Additionally,
pistons that consist of two parts often have a
cast-piston skirt.

4 Other components
Components such as the air-intake ducts,
integrated pumps, oil sumps, rocker arms, air
coolers, and governor sears are often cast.

5 Gears
Due tO the increase in interaction forces in the
engine, fewer connecting rods and crankshafts
are manufactured from cast iron. These cast
iron parts are now only found in small, often
older engines.
A.

28.3 Advantages of cast engine
parts

The top of an electric
oven. The liquid cast iron
is visible; it has

Often engine parts such as the block and the

temperatures between

cylinder head have a very complex shape.

1000 and 1050 •c.

Currently, the air supply to the cylinders and the
lubricating-oil supply lines are placed inside these
parts where possible.
Both the block and cylinder head have shapes
that are difficult to manufacture by welding steel
plates.

For m l!t'rl.'.I I propnt1(·,, see ( ha pt~ r 7, llse ol
P1.ueri.1b tor <l1c...:I engini.:s.

28.4 Foundries
A.

Many engi ne manufacturers have their own

High-tensile scrap iron, such as steel waste from the

foundry, such as, MAN-Diesel AG in Augsburg,

manufacture of beams, profiles and/or metal sheeting

Germany, where most of the graphic materials in

used for ship manufacture is used as a base material

this chapter were taken.
There are foundries that not only case engine

for cast iron.

parts for engine manufacturers, but also for other

Waste from the thin metal sheeting used in the auto-industry

industries.
The very large shipyards in the Far East often

is also used. Every foundry has its own preferences. There
are waste-sheeting materials that contain substances that

build complete ships and manufacture all the

are undesirable, such as copper.

castings for their four-stroke and two-stroke
engines on location.
Parts chat are forged, such as crankshafts,

those used for shipbuilding and metal sheeting

connecting rods, pistons, and cylinder heads {two-

used in the auto-industry, are melted together with

stroke) are also manufactured in situ.

the required alloys.
The steel turns into a liquid at a temperature of

28.5 Casting process

approximately 1000 °C. For every type, cast iron

In a smelting furnace, often an induction oven,

Removal of impurities from the molten steel is of

relatively clean metal-waste materials such as

the utmost importance.

requires a different raw-material composition.
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...
The smelting furnace at
MAN Diesel AG in
Augsburg, Germany,

shown just before filling
the casting ladles.

...
Transporting a casting
ladle using an overhead
crane through the casting
hall. Prepared mouldcasting assemblies ready
for casting in various
places.
The moment that a fully loaded oven reaches

28.6 Casting location

the required temperature, the molten cast iron is
kept at this temperature and immediately equally

Large castings such as engine blocks are cast in the

distributed over a number of large casting ladles;

floor of a casting pit. Square steel moulding boxes,

this is dependent on the size and number of the

built up in layers are used for the smaller castings.

castings.
The casting ladles are insulated internally for the
very hot liquid cast iron; this is done using special
heat resistant fire bricks. These casting ladles arc
moved throughout the casting hall ro every casting
location wirh an overhead crane.

.

large engine block .

, ~ : ;1·.;

- .1 ~

-
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A mould-casting assembly in a casting pit. The square
openings are casting mouths for quickly filling this

1' .
'
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...
A mould-casting
assembly in a moulding
box. In order to take
shrinkage of the cast iron
into account during
cooling, a part of the
funnel is also filled with
the liquid cast iron.

28.7 Moulds

28.8 Filling the casting moulds

Througho ut the centuries, casting has taken place

Small complex mo ulds are made by hand. The

by using moulds manufactured from casting sand.

casting moulds arc then filled by hand with casting

Today, a special substance is added that ensures

sand and intermittenrly compacted ('stamped

that the complex and sometimes very thin shapes

down ') and re-filled. When the mould has been

harden so tha t they can be transporred e ither

completely filled, the casting sand is left to harden
so that it can be used under normal operating

manually or by using a crane.
Casting moulds are req uired so rhat the shapes

conditions.

can be m anufactured. These used to be made of

Casting moulds a re partitioned in different wa ys

wood bur are now manufactured of wood as well
as plastics.

so that they can be easil y taken apart.
Larger moulds are filled using filling machines rhat
vibrate and therefore compact the casting sand at
the same time.

The manual process for
the manufacture of
smaller moulds for engine
parts.

Moulding sand is often used
as a base material. There
are two categories: clay
bound sand for small
castings or chemically
bound sand for large
castings.
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...
Filling machines for the
larger moulds.

In order to ensure that the
casting sand completely fills
the moulds, the casting
sand is 'stamped down'.
Shown here are split
wooden casting moulds.

28.9 Mould assembly
28.9.1 Engine blocks
l

2

block but a lso o n the outside.
M ost blocks arc cast in a square casting pit
bui lt into the work floo r or in large steel
mou lding boxes. The space between the fl oor,
sides and the top o f the block must also be

3

filled with mo ulds.
In order to obtain a uniform material
structure, casting must rake place fast. The
largest fo ur-stroke engine blocks a re cast in
100 seconds. The weight of the cast-iron block
is 100 tonnes. A casting speed of l ton per
second!

...
The manufacture of an
engine block for a
Jenbacher gas engine.
In this case, a V-engine is
placed on its head and
filled from the bottom.
The oil sump still has to
be mounted on top of t he
cylinders. Only the sand
mould is visible!
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It is therefore necessary co have large casting

Almost all the space in the block m ust be filled
with the prepared moulds, not only inside the

4

openings, so ensuring that the molten cast iron
is po ured swiftly and fill ing rhe mo uld quickly
' below', while the ai r moves rapidly to the top!
It is also of the utmost importance that there
arc no air incl usions in the casting! Th is
ca n be disadvantageous, especially near the
cran kshaft, where very large loads occur. This
often results in the rejection of the block and
conseq uentl y the loss o f € 100,000.00, the
p roduction cost!
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...
One must ensure that the
construction of large
mould-casting
assemblies does not
'float'. This is prevented
by using heavy weights in
large mould-casting
assemblies and threaded
rods for smaller moulding
boxes.

...
The lowest part of the
engine block, the
crankcase. The internal
piping for this Jenbacher
gas motor has already
been installed. All that
can be seen is the sand
mould!

...
Part of the engine block
in a sand mould, ready to
be placed in the casting
pit. Air ducting for venting
has been placed in the
position where the
crankshaft will later be
mounted, as shown in the
picture.
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...
A casting mould for the
coolant space in a
cylinder head. The
moulding sand is so hard,
that the casting mould
can be moved using a
crane.

j.

j.

A series of casting moulds, suspended by hoists.

Casting. The caster is completely protected from liquid

They will be used to build the complete casting.

cast-iron spatters.

28.9.2 Smaller parts, such as cylinder
heads
Exacrly the same procedure is followed for these
and similar parts, albeit less complicated in scope
and process.

...
The upper lid must yet be placed on this mould-casting
assembly. Before a casting is cast, every casting
follows a very precise procedure. Rejection of the
castings is expensive.
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~

The assembly in a
moulding box of six lower
main bearing caps of
MAN-B&W four-stroke
engines. The lowest
mould has already been
positioned. A lid is placed
on top of the upper
mould.

28.9.3 Serial production
The lower crankshaft-bearing caps are cast in one
mould containing, for instance, six pieces.

~

The cast lower bearing caps after removal from the
moulding box. The connections between the caps are
clearly visible. These connections allow the immediate
addition of molten cast iron and the escape of air from
the mould.
~

A cylinder head of a fourstroke MAN-B&W diesel
engine after cooling.
Note the hanging castiron remnants!
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After casting, the castings must be a llowed to
cool for several days. When the castings coo l too
q u ickly, the parts ca n crack.
O utside the casting pit or mo ulding boxes, fl ames
ca n be seen on the coatings a pplied by immersion
(sma ll moulds) or lubrication (large mo ulds) .

...
Unfinished engine parts
after casting .

...
A cast frame of a large
eighteen-cylinder

MAN-B&W four-stroke
diesel engine type 48/60
is hoisted out of the
casting pit.

Clearly shown is how much
moulding sand is still
hanging on the block and
how rough the block is.
The weight of this block is
approximately 100 tons.

...
A V-engine block ready
for final machining.
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After dismantl ing the mould-casting assembly, the
now black casting sa nd is collected , cleaned, and
re-used.
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28.10 Cleaning the castings
As shown in the images, the casting muse undergo
various processes before it can be machined at a
different location.
Procedure
-

An initial superficial inspection is performed
co examine whether the casting has been
successful.

-

The casting sand is then completely removed.

-

Protruding 'icicles and ice sheers', the remnants
of molten case iron chat has Oowed out of the
splits and air-vent drillings are removed by
using hammers, chisels and grinding scones.

...

.A

'Icicles and ice sheets'.

Finishing of the casting,

The removal of all

a seven-cylinder

prominences is heavy

line-engine block.

and dirty work and
requires much
experience.

'f

...

A cylinder head being touched up. This is done with

Just cast. The liquid cast

pick hammers, chisels and for the final finish, grinding

iron is visible in the filling

stones and brushes.

funnels. The non-stick
coating is burning in
some places.

The block is then de-burred using de-burring discs
until all the sharp edges and prominences have
been removed. The block is then 'preserved' (cast
iron hardly rnsts) with a varnish or paint coating.
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28.11 Casting stresses
Some engine manufacturers place their case engine
blocks in storage for many months. In doing so,
the stresses created during casting decrease.
At the Warrsila factory in Vaasa, Finland, they
place the case blocks for the W 20 engine outside
in the snow during the winter months to reduce
material stresses.
In view of today's growing demand for engines,
this will continue in the years ahead. It will be
difficult for the manufacturers to continue this
practice of stress reduction !

28.12 Checking air inclusions and
damage
This is performed before machining, if possible. Of
course, certain deviations arc more serious than
others.

28.13 Control of the dimensions
It is of utmost importance that the engine-block
end product be machined from the unfinished cast
block.
On the ocher hand, if too much material must be
removed, this is also expensive due to the extra
machining hours required.
The blocks delivered to customers are re-measured
on location to ensure that they have the correct
dimensions .

...
A finished and painted
casting, a block for a
V- engine. The block is
measured before
machining.

-y

,

A block for a large V-engine, cleaned, painted,
measured and ready for metal removal.

•

Ultrasonic inspection at a location where the engine

will be heavily loaded, specifically around the
crankshaft.
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28.15 Manufacturing crankshafts
28.15.1 Introduction

Crankshafts arc the most heavily loaded parts of
diesel engines. They are subjected ro rorsional and
bending stresses. Due to rhe flucruaring loads on
every crank, crank shaft manufacturing must meet
high requirements.
The forces on the crankshaft are large. Even the
smallest engines of Category I have maximum
forces of hundreds o f Newton on the crank pin
during co111busrion.
The combustion forces exerted on the piston,
and consequently on the crankshaft, vary from
0.5 to as much as I, I 00 rons in the va rious engine
categories!

...
A crankshaft made of a one-piece forging in a single
throw.

'Y
Manufacturing the largest crankshafts for the medium-

The crankp1n Journals and webs for this particular crankshaft

speed diesel engines, category Ill is very expensive.

are shaped by sets of heavy hydraulic presses.
The shaft 1s forced into a mould using huge forces of

The crankshaft is forged from a solid piece of the correct

thousands of tons and the result is the rough crankshaft.

material Forging elements of such dimensions 1s done per

1

crank. This is called 'throw by throw' or 'Continuous Grain

2

Flow', as opposed to the manufacturing of smaller

3
4

rough crankshaft
bottom mould
topmould
hydraulic press

crankshafts, which are forged 'in one throw'.
This 1s followed by a very meticulous machining fi111sh and
the shalt is ultimately approved by a Classification agency.
The picture shows a crankshaft of an in-line engine for
reconditioning at Mark van Scha1ck, Schiedam,
The Netherlands.

28. 15.2 Crankshafts requirements

High requirement~ are set for:
material used;
crankshaft design;
calculation of the maximu111 tensions inhercnr
in the material, such as the nomina l tension,
resista nce ro metal fati gue and the ensuing
acceptable maximum values;
drillings for the lubricating oil in rhe
era n ksha fr;
finish and the surface hardness of rhe journals;
shrink fir allowances of the cra nkweb and
crankshaft in two-stroke crosshead engines.
\lso.~~l Ch rt r 1', R 11 11 >11, hr pr pu
tn~111u,, c, 1,~1h mon, rq' 1 r ll d J m 1 l .
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A

Manganese - carbon-steel

Casting

400-550 N/mm

B

Manganese - carbon-steel

Forging

400-600 N/mm

C Manganese - carbon-steel

Forging

maximum 700 N mm-

A number of steel alloys with a certain tensile strength

0

Alloyed steel

Casting

maximum 700 N 1mm2

can be considered.

E

Alloyed steel

Forging

maximum 1,000 Ntmm2

F

Spherical or nodular graphite steel

Casting

370-BOON'mm

28.15.4 Manufacturing crankshafts
Cas irg
This 1, often u,c<l for small lighrl> loaded
aanbhafts, for in,tance, :ur-cooling and industrial
ur compressor, an<l small lightly loaded engines
of Category I.
The liquid material is poure<l inro moulds, where
1t 1mmcd1ately a,sumes the coarse shape of the

required cranksh.1ft.
The fin.ii shape is achieved by subsequent
machining procc\\es, such as rurn111g, milling,
drill111g and other 111ach111111g operanom.
.\s the required manufacturin g equipment
1, rel.1t1\'ely s11nple, these crankshaft, arc
compararively 111c,pem1ve.
The granular structure of the material resembles
~and; this is nom:eable 111 Lranbhaft fractures.
Casting has fewer positive properties than forging.
The material has a lower tensile strength and is
therdore more prone ro fractures.

-

-

then placed benvecn dies an<l pressed 111to the
required shape.
This requires presses that can generate pressure
forces of thousands of tom!
Pressing produces a cominuous grain flow;
continuous grain flow gi\e~ the crankshaft berrcr
fatigue resistance.
This is due to the reduced ;pace between the
molecule\ of the material; the molecules are more
firmly jo111cd together.
Subsequent to forging, the material is stressrelieved u;ing hear-rreating methods. l he~ arc
then machined. The hydraulic machines required
for forging are ver> expensive. ~loreovcr, each
type of crankshaft requires a ;pecific mould.
Companie; producing crankshafts or cranks (for
two-srroke engines) for engine manufacturer s in
Categories II, ill and IV who do not manufacture
their own crankshafts, have a series of crankshaft
dies in storage for each type wirh respect ro
C) linder bore, in-l111c or V-shapc an<l the number
of cylinders. This is very expensive!

Forging
Forging large crankshaft, requires large and heavy
hydraulic presses. Moreover, elaborate machining
1s required subsequent to the forg111g process.
The base material, a steel shaft of the correct
rnmpos1t1on, is locall> heated to white-hot and

1-orged crankshaft; are stronger and more
expensive than casr crankshafts. The price of a
forged crankshaft for small craft in Categor)
I 1s two or three time; higher than for a cast
crankshaft. Large crankshafts are always forged.
~

In the engine factory of
Alling Kessler. Aalen,
Germany.

In the foreground the steel
shafts, which after heating

111

an oven are compressed by
a hydraulic press to form the
rough c rankshaft.
Also 111 the picture. a number
of crankshafts ready for
inspection. They are
subsequently machined to
the correct dimensions.
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28.15.5 Material requirements and tests
by Classification bureaus

As the engines discussed here ~eldom have
cast crankshafts, we will only consider the
manufacturing of forged-stel'.I crankshafts.

There arc many requirements, such as the material
composition, the heat treatment, the mechanical

The procedure.

and non-mechanical tests, such as hardness-,

Provide the forge with a drawing of the

tensile- strength, magnetic- and ultrasonic-test

crankshaft and material specifications,

methods.

approved by the Classification bureau. The
drawings are designed and accessible in 3 D.
All possible loads on rhe crankshaft must be
established and calculated!
Order a steel shaft of the correct dimensions

,-0-·

and material composition.
Prepare rhe hydraulic crankshaft rress with th1
correct dies for the crankshaft.
Hear up the shaft in a gas or electric oven until

0

the correct temperature is achieved.
Place the heated shaft in the press.
The shaft is usually pre-processed in a separate
machine: pre-forging.
Press the entire crankshaft in a series of

D ·=•=

...

forgings or, for smaller crankshafts, in a single
throw.

D

D
Fig. 4,4.2

Ultrasonic examination acceptance levels

To ensure that the forged steel maintains the

•

correct temperature, the rough crankshaft is

The prescribed inspection of the crankshaft by Lloyd's

removed from the press three times and heated in

Register by the ultrasonic method. The requirements

the oven until it achieves a temperature of 900°C.

that apply to crankshafts are very stringent.

The hydraulic pressing is performed 25 times
per cycle, so a rough crankshaft is completed in
75 pressings!
Larger crankshafts: throw-by-throw pressing.

C) _,
<

/

One crankshaft section of the rough shaft is
locally heated to 900 °C and subsequently
forged in a series of throws.
H erc the cranks are abo re-heated. For the
following crank, the shaft is replaced in the
correct position for chat crank .
Heat treatment methods are performed, such
as annealing and tempering.
Machining of the crankshaft to its final shape
and dimensions.

-

hf

"

r:

I

'

.

(generally), and Ill (occasionally).

[

l

..

...

Fig. •-•.1

Magnetic: particle Inspection acceptance levels

A
The prescribed inspection of the crankshaft by Lloyd's
Register with the magnetic-iron particle method.

In order to acquire a sturdy crankshaft. the dimensions of the
crankshaft parts must be 111 a certain proportion to each
other.
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Post-trearmenrs, such as hardening of the
journals for crankshafts in Categories IT,
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..
A rough forged crankshaft with in the centre the base
material, an alloyed steel shaft.

The white marker paint 1s applied 1n order to determine ii the
final crankshaft can be manufactured from the material.

..
Here the unfinished part of the crankshaft (the
crankwebs with the fitted single-throw counterweights);
the rough forged shape is clearly visible.

Other engine manufacturers require cleanly machined
crankshafts.
Note, this crankshaft is manufactured from one massive rod!

.
A roughly forged crankshaft in the oven.
The partially forged crankshaft 1s re-heated to 900 °c.
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...
Forging cranksha fts for diesel engines in Categorie s II,
Ill and IV requires large hydraulic presses.
Shown a larger hammer press with a maximum pressure
force of 3,500 ton.
Large crankshafts are forged throw-by throw w ith this p ress.
First, the base material Is horizontally clamped In a lathe in
order to be able to machine the correct crank angles. Then
part of the shaft Is heated In an oven and forged. The forged
piece Is transported to the oven by means of a special
forklift, thus ma1nta1ning the correct forging temperature .

...
Forged cranksha fts undergo heat treatmen ts. such as
annealing , for stress relief.
Often the parts are p laced In a gas heated oven for a certain
amount of t1111e. Here, approximately 11 hours, prior to
hardening. This time Is required so that the centre of the
crankshaft obtains tt1e same temperatu re as the outer parts
of the crankshaft.

...
Surface hardening .
Crankshafts, which require partial surface hardening, are
rapidly cooled In a hqu1d bath: this Is known as 'quench ng'.
The shaft Is rapid y cooled to a certain temperature, so ' he
surface hardens. It Is subsequently placed in an oven and
re-heated, after which the shaft is slowly cooled .
The liquid ,s usually either an 01I-water emulsion or oil.
Induction hardening Is also often applied for the running
surfaces and rounding of the Journals.
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...
A new cranksha ft is
placed in a washing
machine to remove the
final dirt particles before
the cranksha ft 1s placed
in the engine block.
Caterpilla r Mak, Kiel,
Germany.

A finished cranksha ft for an eight-cyli nder in-line
engine, Category Ill. The c rankshaf t is prepared for
transport to the engine manufact urer.

"Plese final finishes are followed by a number of treatments.
The crankshaft 1s washed 1n a special washing machine and
transported to a dust-tree room. Here a fnal inspection takes
place and the crankshaft 1s tested by a Classification bureau
and marked.

Most crankshafts are delivered to the client 1n corrosion- proof
packag ng. The packaging generally compnses a strong
case, with a dust proof carton lining and sufficiently
supported to prevent bending of the shaft during transport.

...
A forged cranksha ft of a
Category II engine and a
c onnec ting rod for a
Category Il l engine.

This part is also forged in a
single throw after which the
'small eye' and the 'big end'
are milled.
It 1s then finished and both
divisions are made.
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...
When reconditioni ng,
such as grinding journals,
a hair-crack test is always
performed.

TI11

method using a white

and red spray shows
possible cracking of the
Journal after 1t has been
cleaned; 1t 1s known as the
fluorescent test.

Hair- crack inspection.

A small hole 1n the surface
area of the shaft becomes
v1s1ble after removal of the
red layer with a clean cloth
and a solvent.
This 1s usually indicative of
inexpert reconditioning
methods, such as reweld1ng
a damaged Journal.

...
The cranks of large
two-stroke crosshead
engines, category IV, are
forged in a single throw
and then bored for the
Journal 1nsert1on. The
separately forged journals
are fitted into the webs
using the shrink-flt
method.
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One of the new developments in the use of
diesel engines is the enormous growth of
the number of gas tankers equipped
with dual-fuel engines that are being
manufactured.
An original fuel pump with a special injector
is used, which enables the combustion of a
compressed mixture.
This mixture comprises air and gas, drawn
from the ship's storage tanks.
Due to this, the cargo (the liquid gas) remains
at a sufficiently low temperature and the
emission of noxious gases is significantly
decreased.
Often less than 5% liquid fuel (heavy-fuel oil)
is supplied. The remainder is gas.
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29.1 Introduction

29.2 Use of combination fuels

Ar present, the sea rch for fuels char effect a

29.2.1 Dual- Fuel (D.F.)

significant reduction in rhe emission of pollutants
continues due ro rhe pressure of environmenta l

In chis diesel process, a very small percentage of

requirements regarding the emission of noxious

between I and I 0% Liquid heavy fuel or diesel oil

subsra nces in the exhaust gases of diesel engines.

is injected .
During the intake st roke, gas is admitted just
before the in let va lves. The liquid fuel ignites the
air/gas mixture.
The ad vantage is that t he exhaust gases are
cleaner than when heavy-fuel oi l or diesel oil are
used. The

CO2

production is reduced, since a

gaseo us fuel contains less ca rbon than a liquid fuel
and the emission of soot particles and sulphur is
significantly less. Therefore, the contamination

of

the engi ne decreases.

AIR& GAS
INTAKE

COMPRESSION
OFAIR&GAS

IGNITION

BY PILOT FUEL
- - - - ~ Engine control system ,..,.1------,

&
The dual-fuel engine principle. The diesel process is
retained.

left: induction stroke
As the piston moves downwards, a mixture of air and gas is

sensor

drawn into the cylinder. The gas 1s injected in the inlet
channel via a solenoid valve.

Input:
-rpm

middle: compression stroke

- kW
- air/fuel

As the piston moves upwards, the mixture 1s compressed.

-etc.

The mixture is poor, which means that the excess air is large
(approximately 2). Due to this, the mixture does not

&

spontanecusly ignite.

The dual-fuel principle.

right: just before the top position of the piston, the fuel is
injected into the cylinder under high pressure. This ignites

The engine can automatically change over from heavy-fuel 01.

immediately so causing the air/gas mixture 10 ignite.

to gas below an 80% load. This takes approximately one

Afterwards. the normal process takes place.

minute. When there is an interruption 1n the gas supply, the
engine automatically changes over to heavy-fuel 01I.

~

The principle of the dual-fuel system.

The one fuel, gas, 1s admitted just before the inlet valves
during the induction stroke of the engine. Gas and air are
intensively mixed . The air factor is between 1.5 and 2.0. ThlS
is known as a 'poor' mixture. 50 to 100% more air 1s present

Pilot fuel line

than required to fully bum all the fuel chemically. At the end of
the compression stroke, the very small amount of inJected
fuel ignites immediately followed by the rapid ignition of the
air/gas mixture. The 'P1lot'-injector replaces the traditional
sparkplug. The process continues according to the diesel
pnnc1ple, which has a higher efficiency than the Ottoprinc1ple.
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The yellow section. the 'gas valve unit' ensures that gas is
safely supplied to the engine under all conditions.
A manual shut-off valve, a filter, a pressure-regulating device
and two solenoid valves are standard. With engine failure
and/or activation of t11e emergency switch, both solenoid

T

valves quickly shut and the engine shuts down.

The liquid heavy-fuel oil system of this dual-fuel diesel

The 'Engine Control System' controls the solenoid valves that

engine.

inJeCt the gas 1n both air ducts before both inlet valves.
The fuel before the 1n1ectors compnses 1% heavy-fuel oil and
99% gas supplied by a ' Pilot' high-pressure pump unit that
via a common-rat system provides the iniectors with
sufficient fuel. With the transition to 100% heavy-fuel oil use.
the large high-pressure fuel pumps provide sufficient fuel.
The injectors have two injector nozzles. The pilot and main
injector.
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Until approximately

Some L.N.G.-ta nkers a rc prese ntly equipped

2004, Liquefied Natural Gas

(L.N.G.) tankers were propelled by steam consisting of

with a propulsion engine cha r ma inl y run~ on the

a high-pressure water-tube boiler, a steam turbine and

gas from the ca rgo . ln o rde r to keep the ca rgo

a condenser unit.

(rhe liquid gas) at a sufficientl y lo w temperature,

The fuel Is supplied from tanks 1n which the liquid gas Is kept

a very small pa rt o f the cargo eva porates. This
evapo ration requires hea r, drawn o ur o f the cargo.

at a temperature of -180 °C. The evaporating liquid fuel Is

This way rhe liquid gas is ke pt a t the desired low

constantly boiling during the voyage and therefore removes

cemperarnre of -180 °C and gaseo us fue l becomes

the warmth from the L.N.G. tanks, keeping the L.N.G at a
constant low temperature. Per voyage, dependent on the

available for propulsion. Previous ly, thi s gas
cargo was also u5ed a ~ fue l fo r the steam boiler

time taken. between 2 and 10% of the cargo Is used.

of the steam-turbine pro pulsio n installa tion. The

The steam boiler can be fired with heavy-fuel oil when failures

efficiency of such propulsion installations i5 much

are experienced. Al present, lhe dual-fuel engine continues

lower tha n that of rhe dual-fu e l engine .

to experience tremendous grow1h; all L.N .G. tankers ordered
in 2006 were with these engines.

50

~

45

The difference between the propulsion efficiency of the
conventional steam turbine in relation to the dual-fuel

40

diesel engine.

~

>,
0
C
Cl)

·c3

:i=
Cl)
<ii
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35
30

For this tanker, dual-fuel diesel engines were chosen to drive

25

electric generators. At a reduced speed, one or more
gensets can be shut down Due to this, the propulsion

20
-

15

Steam turbine
propulsion

efficiency remains high, also at partial loads. The propulsion
efficiency of a steam turbine at full load is significantly lower

10
-

5

than that of dual-fuel-engines At partial load, the efficiency

OF-electric
propulsion

drops quickly.

0
0

5
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20

Propeller shaft power [MW]
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--~,JllJ!~~
~~
Engine room #1
Engine room #2

' - Cargo pumps
MOO pilot and
MOO / HFO
back-up fuel

' - Accommodation load
' - Other consumers

.A
An example of dual-fuel propulsion with electro-

29.2.2 Gas-diesel (G.D.)

motors.

This is similar ro the Dual- Fuel princ iple: the
the electrical switchboard. The electromotors are supplied

supply of very little liquid fuel, o ften less t ha n
l % of the fu el consumptio n a t full load and

from this switchboard via a transformer and the speed is

substantial amount o f ga seous fu el.

controlled by a frequency control.

The electromotors are reversible, therefore a fixed-pitch

During the intake stroke, only air is drawn in a nd
compressed. Just before T.D.C. position, a sma ll

propeller is sufficient.

amount of liquid fue l is injected, immediately

The four D.F. diesel engines dnve generators, which supply

followed by the injection of the gaseo us fuel.

If no gaseous fu el is present, t he engine can run

Depende nt o n the distance o f the vo yage,
propulsio n u~es a pproxim ately I 0% o f the cargo

...
The same type of propulsion for a Wartsila design of a

gas. Wh en a ta nke r is not carrying ca rgo, the ma in
engine can run o n I 00% heavy-fuel oil v ia the

very fast roll-on roll-off ferry.

main injecto r. The sepa ra te ' pilot' injector (no zzle)

Note the second propeller drive. This P.O.D. can be operated

1s then switched off.

in any direction for maximum manoeuvrability.
Wartsila 12V50DF 11,400 kW

Wartsila 12V50DF 11,400 kW

Wartsila 9L32DF 3150 kW

Wartsila 9L32DF 3150 kW

Wartsila 12V50DF 11,400 kW

Wartsila 12V50DF 11,400 kW

Delivered propulsion power:

Electric pod
LIPS CP propeller
Total shaft power

Nominal
17 MW
40 %
25 MW
65 %
42 MW

Service
17MW
41 %
24MW
62 %
41 MW

Installed engine power:
Mechanical transmission
O MW
Electrical power generation 51 .9 MW
Total installed power

51.9 MW
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on liquid fuel. A disadvantage of this gas/diesel
system in relation to the dual-fuel system is
tha t the gas must be compressed to a very high
pressure of approximately 350 bar, so it can be
injected at the end of the compression stroke. Tl1is
requires a considerable amount of power for gas
compression.

29.2.3 Biofuels such as, olive oil, palm oil,
rapeseed oil and other vegetable
oils
In approximately 1900, Rudolf Diesel
demonstrated a diesel engine that could run on
peanut oil. ln 2007, the interest in biofuels is huge.
This is the result of the following two points.

1

Due to the increasingly stringent requirements
with regard to the emission of noxious
substances in the exhaust gases, amongst
wl1ich the toxic greenhouse gas CO 2, carbon
dioxide.
Biofuels absorb CO2 from the atmosphere

...
The principle of the
gas-diesel (G.D.) engine.

blue: heavy-fuel oil
green: gaseous fuel

during their growth process; the CO2 is
converted to vegetable matter. This is known
as photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is the
conversion of, amongst others, CO 2, extracted
from the atmosphere as a base material
and ligh t as an energy source to (energy
containing) ca rbohydrates and 0 2 , oxygen,
which is released into the atmosphere. This
is known as 'CO 2 neutral'. Therefore, when
biofuels are burnt, no extra CO2 is emitted, as
is the case with fossil fue ls .

...
The operating principle of the gas-diesel (G.D.)-engine.

white: air intake
blue: compressed air
red: heavy-fuel oil
green: gaseous fuel

...
A cross-section of a Wartsila 32 G.D. engine.

In principle, gas-diesel engines are manufactured in the same
manner as diesel engines, only the fuel system differs. Note
the horizontally positioned pilot-fuel pump on the side of the
camshaft. Above left is the (red) gas supply. The heavy-fuel
oil pJmp, above right of the camshaft, circulates the fuel
without the main injector being activated.
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...
CO2 fertilization, another way of reducing carbon
dioxide emissions.

The purified exhaust gases of gas engines are transported
using large plastic pipes to the greenhouses, where
the natural CO2 content of the air (0.0375%) is increased,
allowing many plants, such as, roses and peppers to grow
faster. In this way, less CO2 from fossil fuels is introduced into
the atmosphere.

...
Peppers are suitable for
CO2 fertilization.

2

Fin itude o f fossi l fuels
Due to the explosive growth in the use of
energy, the demand for mineral fuels has
increased exponentially. Countries such as

Some biofuel properties
The most important biofuels are olive oil, palm
stearine and refined palm oil. Rapeseed oil is at
present being investigated in Western Europe.

China, India, Brazil and Indonesia require an
ever-increasing amount of energy for their
industries. Due to this, the worldwide demand
is increasing, as is the fuel price. Ir is becoming
increasingly clear how much large industrial
countries are dependent on oil-producing
countries. The economic and political need for

Some properties:
The pour point is high.
A large variation in ash content.
A large variation in acid number.

the development of alternative fuel sources is
increasing and in the search for alternatives,
subjects such as ' less dependent on fossil fuels'

The following measures are necessary for the use
of these fuels.
Fuel systems: rhe storage ranks must be

are ever more important.

A low calorific value.
Very low sulphur content.

warmed and the fuel pre-heated before
injection.
Fuels with high ash and acid content, which
cause contamination and corrosion, must nor
be used.
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The properties and

B10-oil's physical &
chemical property

I Urnt

I LFO

I HFO

I Oilveo1I

Palm stearine

I Refined palm
011

Density 15' C

kg/m3

864

993

910.7

921

915.8

Viscosity50176C

mm2/s

3.0

622

12.9

32.5

30.9

comparison with diesel oil

M. carbon residue

% mlm

< 0.5

0.6

0.0

0.20

0.15

(L.F.O.) and heavy-fuel oil

Water

% v/v

0.0

0.6

0.5

0.1

0.1

Sediment total

% m/m

0.0

0.7

0.01

0.01

0.01
0.01

composition of some
vegetable fuels in

(H.F.O.).

Ash

%mlm

0.01

0.082

0.20

0.0,

370

LT1

LT1

LT1

Note, the high sulphur

Vanadium

mg/kg

LT1

content and the high acid

Nickel

mg/kg

LT1

55

LT1

LT1

LT1

number of olive 011!

Sodium

mg/kg

LT1

30

594

LT1

LT1

Calcium

mg/kg

LT1

3

8

1

LT1

Refined palm oil is at present
the most frequently used
vegetable oil being tested.
LT = lower than.
Acid number LT3 lower than
3 mg KOH/g.

Phosphorus

mg/kg

LT1

N.A.

15

2

LT1

Sulphur

% m/m

0.7

2.3

0.05

0.05

0.05

Pour point

'C

-15

15

21

39

18

Acid number

mg KOH/g

LT1

LT3

136

0.08

0.12

Net calorific value

MJ/kg

42.6

40.1

36.55

36.49

36.77

Em1ss1on

I Urnt

I LFO

Noxious emissions of

I HFO

NOX

ppm, dry 15% 0 2

860

comparison to diesel oil

co

ppm, dry 15% 0 2

40

40

and heavy-fuel oil.

THC(asCH.J

ppm, dry 15% 0 2

170

80

SO2

ppm, dry 15% 0 2

118

463

In addition, here olive oil is

CO2

vol%

5.3

the least viable.

Particles

mg/ Nm3 at 15% 0 2

30

some vegetable fuels in

970

990

1040

50

50

50

LT30

LT30

LT30

<2

<2

<2

5.46

0.0

0.0

0.0

40-60

LT10

LT10

70

The fuel -supply and high-pressure systems
have larger dimensions as they must transport
more fuel, due to the lower calorific value of
biofuels in comparison with diesel and heavyfu el oils.
Biofuels can vary in composition. This is
dependent on the refining process and the
source of the vegetable matter suppli ed for the
production of biofuels. It is the refore advisable
~

This large LNG tanker has
two two- stroke crosshead
engines of MAN-B&W,
each drives a propeller.
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I Refined palm I Palm steanne I Olive 011
oil
990

to obtain the biological matter from the food
industry, as they are required to investigate the
quality and composition of their raw materials
supplied.
Waste oils: Furthermore, used oils, such as, deepfrying fat, will play a part as alternative fuel
sources for diesel engines in the near future.
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29.2.4 Example of the propulsion of a
large LNG tanker

The LNG tanks are normally neve r completely
emptied when the ship is sailing because a certain
amount of LNG is required to keep the tanks at

A large LNG tanker propelled by a two-stroke

crosshead engine.

low temperature.
The liquid is 'kept cold' during storage according
ro a well-known physica l principle, as the vapour

Gas is a relatively 'clean' fuel and therefore there is

boils o ff. H eat for the phase change cools the
rema ining liquid. Onl y a relative ly sma ll amount

a rising demand worldwide.
Where transporting natural gas by pipelines is

of boil-off is required to maintain temperature

not technically possible or economical, it can be

because the in su lation is very efficient. This

transported by specially designed LNG tankers.

phenomenon is also called a urn-refrigeration.

LNG - Liqu ified Natural Gas - at atmospheric

There a re mainly two types of gas tanks used
today in L G carrie rs. They are normally of the

1
the volume o f natural gas.
600
' atural' gas means naturally occurring gas; it is
pressure of

spherical (Moss) type and rhe membrane rype.

The spherical or 'Moss' type storage tank.

not produced in a refinery.
As expected, LNG must undergo extensive

The gas tankers are constructed according ro t he

processing prior ro transport and use as a fuel.

do uble-hull concept, including the botrom a reas.

LNG is an odou rless, co lourless liquid with a
specific mass of 450 kg perm·', 45% of the specific

Furthermore, for the LNG srorage system, the
ca rgo tanks must be installed sepa ra tely in rhe

mass of water, which is 1000 kg per m 3 •

ship's holds, and may nor be pa rt of t he ship's

LNG comprises primarily methane. The amount

Structure.

of merhane and other compounds is dependent on
the oil fields/ natural gas fields.

The membrane type.
The ta nks with the membrane system are

pressure; the boiling point is -163 °C.

rectangular and fully integrated into the hull and
rely on the strength of the ship's hull. The sra inless

The L G is kept cold during transport by the

steel walls of the tank-membrane system arc a

LNG is a lways transported 'cold' at a tmospheric

removal of methane gas produced in the 'boil off'

very thin barrier (0.7-1.5 mm) supported by the

which is diverted ro the engines and used as a fuel

insulation. In such tanks, only a relatively small

for ship propulsion.

amount of steel has ro be cooled.
At present, LNG tankers a re mostly being ordered
with membrane tanks, because of their rela tively
higher utilisation of the hull volume for the cargo
ca pacity.

...
One of the two-stroke crosshead engines, used for the
propulsion of a large LNG tanker, a MAN-B&W
6S?0ME-C engine with a shaft power of 18,660 kW.

The fuel is heavy-fuel oil. These engines can be equipped
with the G.I. system, the gas-injection system. Here, a highpressure compressor together with a control system for the
pressure in the LNG tanks and the gas flow to the engine
comprising a complete dual-fuel system.
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The two containment

II

systems used in L. N.G.
tankers.

Above, the membrane type

i

138,000 m 3 LNG carrier of the membrane type

and below the spherical
'Moss' type.

138,000 m 3 LNG carrier of the spherical (Moss) type

LNG tanker classes.
There are five LNG tanker classes, ranging from
small up to Q -max.
LNG earner classes

~

The size classes of LNG

8:

Small

laA:

tankers.
Small Conventional
LNG tankers, as oil tankers
and ore carriers, are very

8:

laA:

Tdes:
Large Conventional

8:

wide; this means that they

LOA:

have a slow sailing speed.

T<tes:

Twenty knots is the

Q-flex

8:

LaA:

maximum speed for the
largest ships: Q max.

Tdes:
Q-max

IShip size - LNG capacity

I D1mens1ons

8:

LOA:

up to 40 m
up to 250 m

up to 90,000 m3

41 -49 m
270 - 298 m

120,000 - 149,999 m3

up to 12.0 m
43 - 46 m
285 - 295 m

150,000 - 180,000 m3

up to 12.0 m
approx. 50 m
approx. 315 m

200,000 - 220,000 m3

upto 12.0 m
53 - 55 m
approx. 345 m

more t han 260,000 m3

Examples of special LNG carrier sub-classes:
Med-max (Mediterranean maximum size) about 75,000 m3
Atlantic-max (Atlantic sea maximum size) about 165,000 m3

~

The number of existing

LNG tankers in service
per 31 July 2007, left, and
the number LNG tankers

Number of
LNG carriers
in %
Existing LNG fleet
80
239 ships - 31 July 2007
70

LNG carriers on order ·

80 %

136 ships - 31 July 2007

Ref.: LNG World Shipping Journal
September/October 2007

on order per 31 July
2007 , right.

60

55%
Clearly shown is that most

50

of the LNG tankers w ill be
equipped with a membrane

40

containment system.
30

20

10

0
Others

3 48

Moss

Membrane
Containment
system

Others

Moss

Membrane
Containment
system
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Recently, there has been a dramatic in crease in the
size of the LN G carriers ordered.
Due co this extra propulsion-power output is
required.
The shi ft from steam-turbine propulsion with a
low efficiency co the internal combustio n engine
with a much higher efficiency allows not only new
possibilities fo r the fou r-scoke engine but a lso
la rger power outputs for the two-stroke crosshead
engine.
The LNG rankers on order at shipyards as of July
2007 show a clear trend.
Besides the conventional steam-turbine propu lsion
insrallarions (40%), there are a large number with
diesel engin es using dual-fuel systems (59%).
The fuel system for LNG tankers with twostroke crosshead engines.
This is known at MAN-Diesel as:
ME - GI system.
ME - electronically controlled liquid fuel.
GI - gas-injection system.
The fuel supply system comprises heavy-fu el oil
and a n LNG supply system.
Obviously, the supply of the H.F.O.-system is also
in the ME version.
The LNG-supply system - the principle.
In order co be able co inject the gas in the
cylinder during the compression stroke, a fuel-gas
compressor is requ ired that can deliver the LNG
gas from atmospheric low tank pressure, up co a
gas injection pressure of 150 co 265 ba r.
The compressor must be able co deliver diffe rent
types of gases with a controllable ca pacity at
different suction pressures and temperatures.
The delivery pressure must also be variable.
In addition, the compressor must also be able co
compress the gas for a gas-flaring installation, a
type of burning, when propulsion is not required.
Nore: the inlet-gas temperature is -160 °C!
A rota! of five compression stages a re provided
and the compressor is directly driven by an electric
moror.
The ME-GI system of the engine.
The engines are identical to the existing ME
vers1011.

>
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LNG gas supply.
The gas is supplied to the cyli nder usi ng a gas
supply d ouble-wa ll piping and a gas-valve on the
slightly modified cylinder cover. The gas-con trol
block has an internal accumulator co level pressure
fluctuations. l n the cylinder cover, a gas injectio n
valve is installed for control of th e injected gas
amount and injection timing.
In addition co the modifications co the engine/
cylinder head, the following new syste ms have
been ins ta lied.
A Ventilation system, for venting the space
between the inner and outer pipe of the
double-walled piping syste m.
A Sealing-oil system, delivering sealing oil to
the gas valves separating the control o il and
the gas oil.
An inert gas system, which enables purging of
the gas system with inert gas.
Additionally, there is a control a nd safety system
consisting of a hydrocarbon a nal yser for checking
the hydroca rbon content of the air .in the dou bl.ewall gas pipes.
All the fa ilures in the gas-fuel system result in an
immediate changeover co the H.F.O. system o r
engine shutdown.
The cha ngeover co fuel-o il mode is always done
without any power loss to th e engine.
The gas-injection valve is controlled from the
existing hydraul ic system of the ME diesel engine.
Dual-fuel operation requires the injection of not
on ly fuel, bur also gas in the combustion space.
The refore, there are two fuel and two gas injectors
in the cylinder head.
The fuel supply during operation.
One of the advantages of the ME-G I version is
its fuel flexibility from which a n LNG carrier can
certainly benefit. At the sta rt of a laden voyage,
the natural boil-off gas holds a large amount of
nitrogen and the heat value is low. If the boil-off
gas is being forced, it can consist of bo th methane
and propane, and the hear value is high. A twostroke, high-pressure gas injection engine is able
to burn these diffe re nt fu els without a drop in the
thermal efficiency.

The only difference is that the ME-G I version uses
gas as the major fuel.
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Fuel100%

Fuel100%

Fuel-oil-only mode

'Minimum fuel' mode

Min. Pilot
oil 5-8%

-lo:.il-'4

30% load
Min load for Min. fuel mode

100% load

100% load

...
There are two possible types of fuel supply:
- The fuel-oil mode, wel l-known from the ME
engine. The e ngine is considered 'gas safe'. If a
failure in the gas system occurs, it will result in
a gas shutdown and it will be secured
T he minimum fuel mode is developed fo r gas
operation, and it can only be started manually
by an operator on the Gas Main Operating
Panel in the control room.
The minimum fue l-oil supply is between 5 and 8 %
at full engine load dependent on the fuel quality.
Both M.D.O. and H .F.O. can be used.
A MAN-Diesel is not able to guarantee a stable
gas and pilot-oil combustion at an engine load
below 30% of full load, and in that case the
engine returns to Fuel-oil only mode.

Cylinder-lubricating oil.
Gaseous fuels have similar properties as fuels
with low sulphur contents. T herefore,
TBN 40 cylinder-lubricating oil is advisable.

350

The possibilities of fuel use of MAN-B&W ME-G1
two-stroke crosshead engines for LNG tankers.

Left:

Only fuel oil at every load.

Right: The 'dual fuel' system.

To 30% load, only liquid fuel is supplied.
From 30 to 100% load , 5 to 8% liquid fuel is supplied.
The remaining fuel, dependent on the load, is gas.
At full load, maximal 95%

(M.0.O. of H.FO.).

gas and minimal 5% liquid fuel

and automation

When a new diesel engine is installed in
an existing ship, the existing bedplate is
modified by a specialised company.
Shown, the installation of a new engine
at Breko, Papendrecht, The Netherlands.
This is referred to as repowering.

-
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If the thrust block 1s installed on the he<lplare
or in the gearbox ar the rear of the eng111e,
rhc bedplare must be able to cransmir the
fluctuating forces to the ships ,rrucrure.

30.1 Introduct ion
Diesel engines for ship propulsion and as well as
diesel gensets in power pl;inr,; arc usuall> mounted
on welded sheer-steel bedplares. Diesel engines can
be rigidly or flexibly mounted on their bedplares.

30.3 Construc tion of the bedplate
- Engine category IV

30.2 Ship propulsio n
The bed plate of a propulsion engine mu,;r meet the
following requirements.
- The bedplate must be able to support the
weight of the engine wirhout disrortion to rhe
bed plate or hull. The weighr of rhe engine can
vary, in category I, some rens of kilograms, in
engine category IV up to nearly 3000 tons!
The engine bedplare must he able to absorb
and transmit the fluctuating forces created
during engine operation.
The bedplate must be designed and
manufactured in such a way that the engine
does nor shih when the ship runs aground or is
111volved in a collision. Therefore, rhc engine is
ohen provided with end stoppers.

Larger ships u~ually have double hortoms;
rhese can be u~ed for the ,torage of fuels,
ball.1st water .111d <lrink111g water. In order to
achieve this, rhe uouble bottom i, divided mro
various compartment s, both longitudinally and
rnrns ,·ersely.
Around the propulsion engine, there is a separate
space with double bottom, often surrounded by a
cofferdam.
The double bottom below the engine is reinforced
with girders and often form;,, an inregral parr of
the engine bedplate.
The plates are usually thicker. At the locations
where the longitudinal holding-down bolt, .ue
placed, the horizontal smp 1s rh1cker and ribbed.

ol•"O
to b• k•pt ,,. •• fr•• pip•• et c
botl-- ••d•• or"'•• *"0'"• .,, ordor to ioc,l,tol• U,o
0..-orho..,1 • •"'" *" hold1f'lg do•" bolt• *"'•• •"''"0

~

lh1• •ooc•

Detailed drawing of the
bedplate for a two-stroke
crosshead engine of

chocko or,d •, do cl"oc.,•

2320

..o

ueo

uo

••:1&

MAN-B&W ME.
,..,. , ck"••• or

The bedplate of a
MAN-B&W ME eng,ne w,th
an epoxy resin filler below
the welded engine flange.
Note tre long elast,c
holding-down bolt.
1

2

5
6

holding-down bolt

4
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~

The hydraulically
tensioned holding-down
bolts of a large
two-stroke crosshead
engine with side chocks

..

2

engine frame
hydraulic holding-down

3

bolts
side chocks

1

T
The hydraulic unit with
two cylinde rs.

The controls are represented
by the double slanted lines
on the electric winng.

'Top bracing'
The engine is equipped with a mec ha nical or
hydrauli c top br:icing ro absorb rhc lare r:tl forces.
The,e force~ ca n be considerable.

Hydraulic cylinders

P umpstation

\

h pt

l

including:

tu

two pumps
oil tank filter
relief valves and
control box

Force per mechanical top bracing and minimum horizontal
rig1d1ty at attachment to the hull

~

Mechanical top bracing.

K108ME-C

available on request

The forces per top bracing
at attachment to the hull of

K98ME

248

230

K98ME-C/ GI

248

230

S90ME-C

209

210

K90ME/GI

209

21 0

K90ME-C

209

210

S80ME

Top bracing of
MAN B&W
two-stroke
crosshead engines,

forces per top bracing vary
from 6.4 to 24.8 tons!

available on request

S80ME-C

165

190

K80ME-C

165

190

S70ME-C/GI

126

170

L70ME-C

126

170

S65ME-C/GI

MAN-B&W ME two-stroke
crosshead engines. The

available on request

S60ME-C/ GI

93

140

L60ME-C

93

140

S50ME-C

64

120

type S70 ME.
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...

Valve b lock with
solenoid valve
and relief valve

A cross sectional view of hydraulic bracing for the
same engines.

This system consists of two to four hydraulic cylinders, two
accumulators and hydraulic pump with control box. The
locations on the hull are reinforced where the bracings are
fitted. The hydraulic cylinder maintains a constant force
between engine and hull. A relief valve ensures that the
maximum allowable force is not exceeded .

Engine
side

Hull
side

Inlet

...

Outlet

The use of top bracing is dependent on the

A certain type of top

number of cy linders. for instance, a five-cylinder

bracing in a Wii.rtsilii.

engine, usually requires top bracing, occasionally

Sulzer RTA 84 two-stroke

longirudinal bracing is required! The X- and
H -vibration modes of a seven-cylinder engine

crosshead engine.

are low and top bracing is not required (Project
Manua l I{ l~Hex 60C) .

...
A type of top bracing in
a Wii.rtsilii. Sulzer RTA 96
two-stroke crosshead
engine.
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30.4 Examples of rigid
mounting - Engine
category Ill
4

l

;

J""7'"

T

,t

.6

The bedplate for a Wartsila 38-B diesel engine.

At least 80% bearing surface must be obtained.

The engine is ng1dly mounted on steel or resin chocks (epoxy

at least 2 mm larger than the bolt diameter, except when

resin), or flexibly mounted on rubber elements.

ecuipped with fitted bolts.

The bedplate and double bottom are as stiff as possible 1n all

All engines are ecu1pped with side supports. These are fitted

The clearance holes in the chock and top-plate strip must be

directions to absorb the dynamic forces generated by the

before the alignment of the engine. The steel wedges

engine, reduction gearing and the thrust block.

between the engine block and the side supports must be

The steel strips below the engine are often tapered to an

fitted as soon as the engine and bedplate have obtained their

inclination of 1 to 100.

operating temperatures.

The engine manufacturer provides the dimensions of the

The holding-down bolts are usually provided with a hydraulic

wedge-type steel chocks. The chock material may be cast

nut at the top and a conventionally secured hexagon lock nut

iron or steel.

at the bottom. It is recommended that the bolts be

The surfaces supporting the chocks are often levelled

manufactured from high-tensile strength steel, for instance,
42 CR MO 4 TQ + T alloyed steel or comparable. The

mechanically to produce a large contact face.

contact faces of the nuts on the seat of the engine block
(top) and in the bedplate (bottom) must be counter-bored to
prevent additional bending stresses in the bolts .

•

--...

....
1t

~
1'

•

'

• ~ ....;•]

........,.

•

Wartsila 38 B V-engine.

The bedplate viewed from
the top with ten holdingdown bolts on each side,

"

•

•

•

Fl

..

.....,___

steel shims and six side
supports on each side
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...

Lt

'--'-t

A holding-down bolt for
a Wartsila 38 B in-line

...,___________

L

engine.

Fr

I

I~

t

f

Holding-down bolts for
engines have to meet high
standards

(I

t

'

~

...
A

l
I

T

J

r

-a
I

~
4

N o

,.
I'

Mounting the engine on the bedplate
Hydraulically tensioned holding down boles are
u~ed in large engines of categories Ill and IV.
These have a large bolt elongation (strain) which
improves the safety against loosening of the nuts
and breakage.
The boles are extremely large .

...
Installing the engine block
of a medium-speed fourstroke diesel engine,
used to drive a generator
on a large container ship.
welded steel-plate lower

2

3

frame bolted to the
reinforced double
bottom
hydraulically tensioned
holding-down bolts
engine block
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30.5 Resilient mounting of
propulsion engines - Engine
categories I, II and Ill
This is often a pplied in categories l and II a nd
occasio na lly in ca tegory !II engines.
Al l two-st roke cros head engi nes in ca tegory
IV a rc rigidly m o unted. M ost o the r engines a rc
resilientl y mo unted tO reduce the tra nsm issio n
of sound a nd vibrations produced by the engin e
to the hull a nd conseq uentl y the ship's structure

incl uding t he accommoda tion. A diesel e ngine
prod uces low frequency vibratio ns and hig h
frequency no ise in the ship's structure.

...
Various flexible elements of manufacturer,

( h. pr r I
pt r I~. \ ii

JJ

11 p11

Rubber Design, Heerjansdam, The Netherlands.

There are special flexible elements available for each type of
engine and arrangement.

!I
ji

.,,

E

Steel shim -

Suppoltlng
llteelehlm -

...
A flexible rubber mounting below a large CaterpillarMAK 43-L propulsion engine.

The total surface of the rubber mounting for this engine
weighing 11 0,000 kg 1s 2 m2 •

<Ill
A side-support bolt for
the same Caterpillar 43-L
propulsion engine.

...
The options for the flexible mounting of MAN-B&W
L16/24 diesel engines used for power generation.

The engine can be bolted
with end-chock bolts if the
rubber elements are

Shown a series of three conical flexible rubbers. The

compressed.

compression of the rubber elements by the weight of the
engine lies between 5 and 11 millimetres
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Jn engine ca regory Ll, flexible a rrangements a re

In e ngine ca tegory I, flexible arrangeme nts a re

o fte n used, not o nly fo r rhe propulsion engine, but

often c hosen to improve comfort on dinghie~ and

also fo r the gea rbox.

yachrs. The propeller thrusr is usua ll y a bsorbed by

ln p ropulsion engines, the engine is frequently

a thrusr bea ring .

mo unted on flex ib le ele ments. T he engine a nd the
generator of gensets are rigidly mo unted o n rhe
bcdplare and rhe bedplare is mounted o n flex ible
elements.

A

A

The arrangement of two diesel power units, category II.

A small diesel engine (Deutz) for a boat or small vessel.

Scania diesel engines drive the electric generators on a

System: Vetus den Ouden, Sch1edam, the Netherlands. The

feeder-conta1nersh1p.

flexible elements ensure that the transmissions of v1brat1ons

The engine and the generator are mounted on flexible

to the hull are minimal.

elements.

...
A flexible arrangement (1 )
of a genset of Mastervolt,
the Netherlands.

Obviously, prerequisite is a
vibration- and soundproof
arrangement.
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...
A hybrid arrangement of Vetus den Ouden.

A small, fiex1bly arranged diesel engine, category I, drives a
flexibly arranged generator. A battery on top of the generator.

A fiex1ble coupling between tre diesel engine and the electric
generator/electromotor.

3

diesel engme, category I
flexible mountings
flexible coupling between the engme and the generator/

4

electromotor
generatorlelectromotor

2

battery
flexible coupling between the electromotor and propeller

5

6

30.6 Alignment of engines
The alignment of propulsion systems with engines

30.6.1 Alignment of stern tube, gearbox
and four-stroke diesel engine of a
new ship

is crucia l and vita l in the prevention o f damage to
the system.

When a ship is built, the components are, when
possible, placed in their final insta llation position.

Objective:
To prevent damage to shafts, bearings,

During the construction of the engine room, th e
engines, gearboxes and generators arc placed on

bed plates and th ei r surro undings.

the bedpla te.
The available space on both sides of these
components is even ly distributed.

To reduce the noise generated by these

The engine is placed as desc ribed previously and

vibrations.

then the gea rbox is positioned and provisionally

couplings, gea rboxes.
To red uce the vibration levels in the engines,

aligned .

...
Line boring a stern tube.

This is aligned and then welded 1n place. The line-boring
machine is then aligned, so that the stern tube can bored to
the correct size.
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Once the gearbox is aligned, the shaft generator
can be installed in relation to the gearbox. The

30.6.2 Alignment of an existing engine
rigidly mounted

space is evenly distributed, dependent on the
accuracy required of the section.
When the rear section, containing the stern

There may be various reasons for the re-alignment
of the engine and gearbox. The flywheel is aligned

tube and the bracket, is installed, the position

in relation to the inpur shaft of the gearbox. A

is determined and checked using 3 D-measuring

GAP/SAG value is calculated in advance. The

methods and/or lasers during the welding process.

engine is aligned within a tolerance of+/- 0.05

The reference for positioning the rear section is

mm of the calculated GAP/SAG value. The

the outlet flange of the gearbox.

cranks haft deflection is then measured. The GAP/

After welding of the rear section, a reference

crankshaft deflection ultimately determine if

line is established to determine how the various

the engine is correctly aligned. lf this is the case,

bearings must be positioned. The positioning of
the bearings is determined with a propeller-shaft

the main engine can be mounted and affixed to

a lignment ca lcu lation during the engineering

deflection are re-checked.

SAG values in conjunction with the measured

the bedplate. The alignment and the crankshaft

phase of the ship. After positioning the bearings,

After the classification agency approval, the

the installation of the propeller shaft can continue.

flexible coupling is installed.

The propeller- shaft flange is the reference for
the final alignmenr of the outgoing shaft of the
gearbox.

30.6.3 Alignment of an existing engine
resiliently mounted

ln the aforementioned calculation, a so-called
GAP/SAG value is obtained. The gearbox is

Elaborate installation instructions must be

aligned within a tolerance of+/- 0.05 mm of this

provided by the engine supplier for the alignmenr

GAP/SAG value. GAP is radial deflection, SAG is
axial deflection.

of an engine on flexible elements.
These instructions derail the process of engine
alignment. These instructions can vary per of

After mounting the gearbox, the alignment of the

Aexible element type.

engine can begin. The engine flywheel is aligned in
relation ro the input shaft of the gearbox. ror this

The flexible elements must be loaded during 48

alignment, a GAP/SAG va lue is also calculated in

correct measurements. The elements must be

advance. The engine is aligned within a tolerance

levelled with respect to the front and rear within

of+/- 0.05 mm of this GAP/SAG-value.
Subsequently the crankshaft deflection is

a certain tolerance (an indication is within I
111111 ). Compression of the various elements is also

mea!>ured. The combination of the GAP/SAG value

restricted (an indication i~ within 2 mm).

hours after installation in order to obtain rhe

and the measured crankshaft deflection determines

It is recommended that the engine be filled with

if the engine is correctly aligned. When correct,

water and oil co achieve an optimal alignment.

mounting and fastening of the engine can be
performed.

Once the components are aligned, the flexible
elements can be fixed.

Once the engine has been aligned, the shaft
generator can be aligned on the same GAP/SAGprinciple.

Some data with regard to damage ensuing
from inaccurate alignment

When the insrallation is comp lete and all the

Damage as a result from incorrect alignment may

components are connected, the factual bearing

vary from damage to the white metal in the sleeve

load a t each bearing position can be established

bearings, breakage of the couplings, generation of

by weighing the shaft in combination with strain-

severe vibrations to breaking of the crankshafts.

gauge measurements.

The bearings in the different components are

The va lues measured must correspond with the

monitored with temperature sensors. As soon as

values calculated in the engineering phase.

the temperature rises, an alarm signal is given.
Vibration and/or temperature increases in the
engin e can be indicative of an a lignment problem.
It is self-evident that not all vibrations or
temperature related problems are produced by
incorrect alignment.
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Important points of interest
- Ship structures distort during operation.
Components 'grow' during operation.
- Above-mentioned factors influence the
-

-

-

30. 7 Flexible arrangement of
diesel engines, piping,
cables and other fittings
connected to the engine

alignment.
There are many factors that influence

Large four-stroke trunk-piston engines are also

alignment with resilient mountings.

often placed on flexible rubber strips to limit the

Performing regular alignment check-ups

vibra tion and sound transmission to the hull, and

extends the engine life.

therefore the ship's accommodation.

Generally, flexible couplings have a better

Modern feeder-containerships with the propulsion

absorption capacity than the component

engine and the accommodation afr are open to

bearings bet'lveen which they are mounted.

vibration and noise nuisance.

Flexible couplings arc used as torsionalvibration compensator~, nor for compensation

The high engine-power output, the slim stern,
the light hull construction, the tall and narrow

of alignment errors.
Economising during construction often does

superstructure with the rotating propeller below

not compensate for the cost of repairs during

environment!
This means that the various pipelines attached to

operation. Using a combination of laser
measurements, shaft weight and strain-gauge
measurements, the actual condition of the

are not conducive to a quiet and vibration-free

the diesel engine must be provided with flexible
connections.

propeller shaft can be precisely determined.
-

Quick adjustment of the components after an
alignment check saves money.

Piping and fittings around the diesel engine
The exhaust-gas pipes of a rigidly mounted diesel
engine have flexible compensarors in the piping;
this allows them to move freely during fluctuating
temperatures. Vibration- related problems in diesel
engines often cause rearing behind the rurboblower, towards the sound damper. In smaller and
flexibly arranged engines or engines, which have
a bcdplare mounred on flexible elements, all pipes
and cables (ducting} connected to the engine and/
or moving bedplatc must be taken into account.

....
The stern of a feedercontainership.

The accommodation 1s
located astern. The
propulsion engine 1s situated
directly below the rear
containers. The propeller is
situated directly below the
accommodation. This
construction is conducive to
vibrations.
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~

Two spare exhaust-gas
line compensators for a
two-stroke crosshead
engine.

There are a large number of systems available for
fuel, lubricating oil, starring air, exhaust gases and
cooling water ro prevent damage or rearing. Ir is
advisable ro check periodically the deflection of a
certain point on the engine in relation ro a fixed
point in a Aexibly arranged diesel engine.
If, for instance, the fuel injection of a six-cylinder
in-line engine functions inadequately, this can
usually established by measuring the deAcction.

~

Compensators for,
amongst others, coolingwater pipelines and
exhaust-gas piping
required for the flexible
arrangement of diesel
engines.
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30.8 Mounting methods for
propulsion engines and
other components with a
critical alignment
The following filling methods for alignment of
diesel engines, gearboxes and gencrarors are
applied:
with steel chocks;
with steel shims;
with a resin chock, often epoxy resin such as
Epocast 36;
with adjustable chocks.
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30.8.1 Steel chocks
A cross section of an

Advantages o f steel chocks

adjustable chock, brand

-

Relatively inexpensive.

'Vibracon'.

-

Easy ro install.
The chock 1s self-levelling

Disadvantages steel filli ng plates

and therefore can

-

Ir is prohibited to place them below propulsion

accommodate angular
differences in both contact

-

engines.
They <lo not fill the space sufficiently.

faces.

Too many contact points are created.

30.8.2 Epoxy resin such as Epocast 36
Advantages fi ller
- Prm ides a ll-over supporr, both for the
bedplate and the engine flange.
-

Cheape r than ~reel chocks and less time-

-

consuming.
Reduces high-frequency vibrations.

Disadvantages filler
- Time-comuming and more expensive in
-

-

comparison to adjustable chocks.

An adjustable chock of

Hardening of the epoxy resin rakes relatively
long, depending on the ambient temperature

'Vibracon'.

24 co 48 hours.
The method is non-adjustable. The engine

The height is adJustable and

cannot be re-positioned.
-

Special packaging material required for air
transport.

-

...

Installation must be performed by specialists.

the spherical washer

•

•

compensates for the angular
upper face.

30.8.3 Adjustable chocks
The generator and the diesel engine installed on a

Advantages o f van adjustable chocks

fixed bedplate and provided with adjustable chocks

-

from Vibracon.

l leight adjustable
Self-levelling, therefore they can accommodate
angular <lifferences in mounting surfaces and

-

can compensate errors.
Adjustable <luring life cycle of the machinery.

-

Accurate mounting for engine alignment is

-

simple and quick .
Expensive milling of the bed plates is nor
required.

-

No extra work required for the bed plates.

-

There are ad1ustable chocks available in all

-

sizes and shapes.
Minimal height for confined installation spaces
is 20 mm (dependent on rhe type) .
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...
A gearbox mounted on
adjustable chocks.

...
Adjusting the chocks
below the diesel engine.

...
An adjustable chock with:

1
2

3
4

5

366
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ad1usting bolts for
ahgnment
adjustable chock
holding-down bolt
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•

Vibracon Low Profile
chocks below Stork
gearboxes and highpressure pumps. Driven
by a Caterpillar 351 2
diesel engine, Category II.

•

The design of a Vibracon
Low Profile adjustable
element.

•

An electric generator
(yellow) between a
Yanmar diesel engine and
gearbox with reverse
clutch.

The power output at a
voltage of 230 volt and
frequency of 50 Hz is 3 kW;
ideal for a moderately sized
yacht.
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31.1 Introduction
Most propellers for seago ing vessels a re
manufactured o f copper allo ys. However, for
inl a nd shipping and small ships a nd yachts,
propellers arc a lso made of cast iron, aluminium
alloys, stainless stee l and nume rous synthetic
compo unds.

31.1 .1 Large fixed-pitch propellers
Large fixed-pitc h propellers are cast in a mo uld
a nd then machined.
Apa rt from th e accurate finish o f the propeller
hub, a smooth fin ish of the blades is al so essential;
the propelle r must be a ble to rorate in the water in
whic h drag is reduced to a minimum.

...
Fixed-pitch propellers and propeller blades being cast.

A large foundry of the engine works and shipyard Hyundai In
South Korea. The unfinished fixed-pitch propeller sometimes

Small propellers can be ca st in la rge series and

weighing 100 tons, must be cast rapidly in a single casting 1n

o nly weig h several kilograms. La rger propelle rs

order to obtain a homogeneous structure.

are cast individually and ca n weigh up to

...

I.40,000 kg!

Propeller blades for
controllable-pitch
propellers at the engine
works of MAN-B&W in
Frederikshavn, Denmark.
They also manufacture
two-stroke crosshead
engines with cylinder
bores up to and including
500 mm as well as fourstroke engines. The
blades are of the 'highskew design' and highly
polished.

...
The magnified surface of
a propeller blade.

The smoother the surface.
the less the resistance of
the rotating propeller in the
water.
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Weight of propeller [ton]

Propeller diameter [mm]
11.000

200

10,000

180
160

9.000

~

140
8,000

120
100

7,000

80
6.000

60,000

A

A

Machining a large six-bladed fixed-pitch propeller for a

A table for propeller sizes.

100,000

80,000

KW SMCR power

container ship.
horizontal: shaft power of the engine in kW
Note the supports for the propeller blades of approximately
4 metres. These prevent bending dunng the machining

centre:

processes.

the black lines represent the propeller weight for 94 and 104
revolulions per minute.
The blue lines represent the propeller diameter for 94 and
104 revolutions per minule.

31 .1.2 Accuracy of the finish
Example: At 80,000 kW shaft power and an RPM of 94. the
Ir is impo rta nt thar rhc hub and the bl ad es be

propeller diameter is approximately 9700 mm and it weighs

fin ished wirh rhe utmost precisi on. This is r equi red

130 tons!

ro ensure o p t ima l o per atio n, as w el l as preventi ng
t he generat i o n o f addi tion al v ibratio ns, which

would negatively affect the propulsion system of
rhe ship.

31 .1.3 Materials used in the manufacture
of large propellers
M at erial r equirem ents
cor rosio n- proof
srurdy
ease o f casting

The mechanical properties of Cunial

~

kg/m3

Mass density

7650

E-modulus (at 20 °C)

121000 N/mm2

properties of propeller

Poisson's ratio

0.33

material 'Cunial' .

Yield st ress

min. 250 N/mm2

Tensile strength

min. 650 N/mm2

Elongation (longitudinal)

min.18%

Coefficient of thermal expansion
(from 20 to 100 °C)

16-10·6 K·1

The mechanical

easily m achined

A well-kno wn alloy i s 'C unia l ', an alloy with
copper, nickel, iron a nd m anganese. ' Cunial'
repr esents the chemical sy mbo ls for the clements:

The ba se mat er ial for large propellers is o ften ' o ld '

C u-copper,

co i n s, essentially a copper a ll oy.

i-nic k el and Al-aluminium .

Material

I

I CrNi

NiAI
2

~

min. 380 N/mm2

Comparison of
Cunial 625 and

0.2 proof stress

min. 250 N/mm

Tensile strength

590 - 780 N/mm2

600 - 790 N/mm2

Elongation

min. 16%

min. 19%

13/ 4 chromium- nickelsteel materials.

Impact strength
Charpy V notch

30 J

21 J

Brinell Hardness

min. 150

240 -300
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31.2 Fixed-pitch propellers
Advantages
sim ple and relatively cheap to manufacture
very strong
high efficiency due to relatively small hub
during docking, the propeller i!> often
stationary and rherefore cannot be damaged
b) obstacles. It is also les~ likely that a hawser
will become entangled in the propeller.

In exrreme conditions, such as heavy-weather
conditions with head-on winds and high swell
the propeller can become heavilr loaded.
During manoeuvring with large planes, the
maximum speed is generally the 'manoeuvring'
speed, approximately 80% of the speed at fullload.
31 .2.1 Use of fixed - pitch propellers

A fixed-pitch propeller

Fixed-pitch propellers are often used in the large
power-ourput category IV engines, as well as
the smaller power-output engines of categories II

fitted hydraulically to the

and I.

...
hub. A key seat as

Engine category IV
Large container ships, bulk carriers and oil
tankers are usually equipped with fixed-pitch
propellers. The manoeuvring required by these
vessels annually is limited and with the use of
bow and stern thrusters (contai ner ships) and rugs
(container ships, in parricular hulk carrier!> ,111d oil
rankers), manoeuvring when arriving or departing

locking device is no
longer required.

Disadvantages
- The propeller must be driven in two rotatio nal
directions:
either the propulsion engine must be
reversible (large planes);
2 or a reverse clutch must be mounted
between the propulsion engine and the
propeller (smaller planes).

...
The tunnel shaft between
the two-stroke crosshead
engine (background) and
the propeller shaft (not
visible in the foreground).

A reversible diesel engine
allows a high-efficiency
fixed-pitch propeller to be
installed. A simple and
common propulsion system
for large ships.
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from port is facilirated.
Due co the size of the ships in this category, poor
weather conditions hardly affect the hull and
consequently the engine power output.
The engines are always low-speed two-stroke
crosshead engines with a low speed !>O reduction
gearing is not required.
All the engines are directly reversible.

l

111l ~-
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The rotationa l direction o f the engine can be
rapidl y ch anged using a free wheel, which
di sengages the prope ller from the driving sha fr.
For very small vessels, suc h as yachts a nd cabin
c ruisers, this is standard. Vessels that mu~t o ften
change direction w,e a similar system, as it is userfriendly and simple to operate.

~

A small four-stroke highspeed diesel engine
('Vetus') with an angle
gear set through the
yacht's hull.

The reverse coupling 1s
located directly behind the
engine. The propeller type 1s
a foldable propeller· dunng

•

sailing, it folds back due to

A relatively small two-stroke crosshead engine of

the flow of the water giving a

MAN-B&W, type ME.

minimum drag when sailing.

This MC 50 can drive a fixed-pitch propeller and is directly
reversible. However, a controllable-pitch propeller is otten

A foldable propeller in

installed. This engine has a common -rail system.

operation. The rotating
blades fold out due to
centrifugal forces.

Engine categories I and II
These four-st roke hig h-speed diesel eng ines
running o n M.D.O. usua ll y ha ve a fix ed-pitc h
propeller; a reverse gea r changes the rotati ona l
directio n o f th e propelle r.

....
A propulsion installation
with a four-stroke highspeed Caterpillar diesel
engine running on
M.D.O.. Used for inland
navigation.

Reduction gearing with a
reverse coupling connected
to a fixed-pitch propeller is
installed at the rear of the
engine (back).
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...
The propeller shaft is
stationary. The yacht
sails. The propeller
blades fold back.
There is minimum drag
from the propeller.

...
A yacht with two fixedpitch propellers.

Both four-stroke high-speed
diesel engines are installed
with reduction gearing and
reverse coupling.

31.3 Use of controllable- pitch
propellers of the engine
categories

the position of the propeller blades to the load
-

The posi tion of the propeller blades can be
modified in stages so that with the same rotational

effected by placing an eleccric-~lrnft generator
drive on the reduction gearing.
ft is possib le to substitute a damaged propell er
bl ade under water, if req uired.

direction of the propeller, it can be steered from
full speed ahead via the 'zero feathering position'
to full speed astern. (For its operation, see below).

Advantages of controllable-pitch propellers
Controllable-pitch propel lers are often used and

Disadvantages of controllable-pitch
propellers
Pro peller effi ciency is lower than with fixed-

have many advantages.
It allows fo r rapid m anoeu vring, from
full peed ahead, to full speed astern; the
propulsion engine continues to run in one

pitch propellers du e to the rel atively la rge hub,
w hich contains the mechanism for adjusting

-

direction at the same nominal speed, and can
therefore be rapidly heavily loaded.
Every speed can be achieved without having to
-

stop the engine.
T he average efficien cy fo r ships w ith
alterna ting loads, such as tugs, fishing boars
and dredgers can be improved by adjusting

374

(' pitch' ).
With the correct reduction gearing the engine
speed can be reduced to a propeller speed
which has the highest efficiency. This is

-

the blade pitch and the bearings.
T h ey a re mo re prone to damage by objects in

-

the water tha n a rc fixed-pitch propell ers.
On average they a re three to four times more

-

expen sive than fixed -pitch propeller~.
T he hydraulic system can fa il and wi ll then
require maintenance.
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~

A four-bladed
controllable-pitch
propeller. Note the
shape of the blade:
the 'skew' type.

This minimizes the forces on
the actuating mechanism
inside the propeller hub and
decreases cavitation.

31 .3.1 Use of controllable-pitch propellers

Engine category Ill
The controllable-pitch propeller is often used

These are used in three engine categories.

in chi~ category of four-stroke medium-speed
diesel engines running on I-·:l.F.O.. Furthermore, a

T

Engine category II

large number of feeder-container ships, chemical

The most common

For the larger four-stroke high-speed diesel

rankers, cargo carriers, ferries and passenger ships

propulsion plant with

engines running on M.D.0., they are mostly used

arc equipped with controllable-pitch propellers.

controllable-pitch

for propulsion engines with higher power outputs.

propeller: a medium-

ls this is nor the case, rhcn reversing/reduction

speed diesel engine with

gearing is installed.

reduction gearing and
shaft generator.

.,.

:-f=- l l
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&

A smaller type two-stroke

Engine category IV

Several examples

crosshead engine with

In this category of rwo-stroke low-speed crosshead

shaft generator and

engines with smal l bores, complete propulsion

controllable-pitch

systems with intermediate shaft, shaft-generator

As these types of ships travel huge distances each

propeller. Reversing

drive, propeller shaft and the contro llable-p itch

gearing, common in these

propeller are often installed.

year with large engine-power outputs and of
whose operational costs fuel costs arc a major

types of engines, is not

Engine manufacturer MAN-B&W supplies these
systems up to and including a 700 111111 cylinder

component, the total propulsion efficiency is of

diameter.

engine with a total efficiency of 52% and a large

required.

'I

utmost importance. A large two-stroke crosshead
diameter propeller with a total efficiency of 75%

31 .3.2 Propeller shapes

can achieve a total efficiency of 0.52 x 0. 75 = 039
or 39%. This is exceptiona lly high! Therefore,

For each sh ip type, propellers are designed which

39% of the supplied fuel ( 100%) is ultimately

provide the best efficiency, produce little noise and
generate minimal vibrations. The propeller shape

used to propel the ship at a certain speed. In all
other propulsion systems, this is always lower and

is a decisive factor. T he propell er is custom-made

at rimes significantly lower.

for every ship!

..
The four-bladed fixedpitch propeller of a large
container ship. 'Skew'
type blades .

....
The controllable-pitch
propeller for ferries
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Example 4: Reversible propeller for passenger

Modern ferries must have low sound and
vibration levels. Propellers are !>pecially designed
to achieve this. The manoeu\'ring properties a rc
also cssenria I.

These are mainly designed for maximum
'comfort', that is: mmimum noise and vibration
level!>. The shape of the blade i!> referred ro as the
'skew-shape'. The blades are benr in the rotational
direction.

Pontoon!>, which travel relatively shore distances,
are often provi<led with propellers port and
starboard for efficient mooring and departure,

These are designed ro comply with the highest

thu\ allowing for the rapid transportation of

ice classes stipulated by various classification

passengers and vch icles.
When both propellers are set in a position in

agencies. furthermore, they must be able ro
provide very high pulling forces ('bollard pull').

which they do not provide propulsion, they must
be placed in such a position that a minimum of

Example 6: Propellers for anchor-handling

resistance is caused.
This also applies ro ships with two propellers,

C

al

They are able to generate high pulling forces as

where one propeller is regularly taken out of

well as having good manoeuvrability, also under

commission.

extreme weather conditions.
A high pulling power is essential and is achieved
with either a fixed runnel thruster or a steerable
thruster.

... ...
The controllable-pitch
propeller for pontoons .

...
The controllable-pitch
propeller for passenger
vessels .

......
A controllable-pitch
propeller for icebreakers .

...
The controllable-pitch
propeller for various
vessels, such as
anchor-handling ships,
tugs and tenders.
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31.4 Fixed-pitch propellers,
construction

31.4.2 Propeller fixing without a key, a
key-less joint

31 .4.1 Traditional fixing

The key-less assembly is often used for large
propellers. The rorque of this conical connection
should be at least three rimes that of the diesel
engine as this construction lach the security
of a keyed joint. Large propeller~ are alway~
hydraulically fitted to the shaft. Thi~ requires a
meticulous working method. As security a locking
nut, protected from the corrosive seawater by a
cap, is hydraulically attached to a bolt at the &haft
end.

The rradirional arrachmenr of rhe propeller to the
raper end of rhe propeller shaft is by means of a
kered joint comprising a key and locking nur.
The taper is approximate!)' .l:12, so the hub can
be firmly affixed to the shaft. The key lock does
nor serve to absorb the th rust, bur is used for
security's sake. \Vhen complications arise, it musr
absorb the entire torque .

..
Disassembly of a fixedpitch propeller from a
nozzle. The hammer
wrench is in position.

.&

T

A fixed-pitch, six-bladed
propeller weighing
80 tons for the 6800 TEU
Southampton class,
a large container ship.
The base material used
for manufacture is
'old coins'.
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T he taper berween the huh and the propeller shafr
must be able to absorb ar least twice the torque of
the engine.
The keyed joint is in facr undesirable for the
consrrucrion of the taper or conical connection.
In pracrice, hair cracks and fractures may occur in
rhis location. In small propellers of, for instance,
pleasure craft, attention musr be paid to this issue.

Five-bladed, without key.

T

A four-bladed controllable-pitch propeller.

CH31

31.5 Controllable-pitch
propellers, the construction
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~

The cast and machined
hub prior to installation of

The hydraulic actuating device of the blades in
larger controllable-pitch propellers is installed in
the hub.

the parts, such as the
pitch-actuating
mechanism and propeller
blades.

A

.A

A hub with the propeller shaft installed.

A hub must be very
strong.

~

A 'flnrte-element method'

A cut-away section of a

can be used to calculate the

hub showing the

load on each element of the

hydraulic servomotor for

hub element.

pitch setting.

red: highest load
dark blue: lowest load

Green: the oil-supply line
and piston on the pressure
side.
Red: oil discharge.
Yellow: pitch-actuating
mechanism.
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...
A cross-section of a
Wartsila Lips controllablepitch propeller.

® Blade flange

®

Zr:-ic anode

cr, Monoblock hub

•

A cross-section of the hub.

Explanation

The hydraulic oil system for controlling the 'servo'-p1ston 1s
the servo-piston is displaced with high-pressure
hydraulic oil via a tube inside the propeller shaft. This
allows precision-pitch adjustment.
the hub casing ('mono-block hub') is bolted to the flange
of the propeller shaft.

2

the servo-piston moves an eccentnc pin of the propeller
blade with a 'slot-crosshead construction'.
slot-crosshead construction
eccentric p,n
high-pressure hydraulic-oil supply line

3
4

5

6
7

B

9
1

o

11

12

380

hydraulic-oil return tine
blade flange
rear-shaft sea/
propeller blade
z,nc anode: this 1s the so-called sacrificial anode. which
prevents seawater corrosion. The zinc anode must be
regularly substituted.
propeller cap

completely isolated from the oil system of the propeller
blades. Only the blade sealings are subJected to gravitational
oil pressure. The blade sealings are made of Teflon.
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Blade foot
Intermediate flange
Slide ring
O-nng

...

...

The insertion of an extra intermediate flange below the

The same coupling flange with the oil distribution and

blade foot allows underwater replacement of the

pitch indicator (in colour).

blades.
black: hydraulic coupling muff
The propeller -blade flange is lubricated via a separate

light blue: oil distribution

drilling.

green: hydraulic supply 011
red· hydraulic return oil
dark blue: sealings

The supply and discharge of oil
Two different systems are used.
In propulsion systems with low-speed rwo-stroke-

In propulsion systems with medium-speed fourstroke engines equipped with reduction gearing,

crosshead engines, the oil -distribution box is

the oil-distribution box is positioned on the
forward end of the reduction gearing or in the

positioned in the shaft line .

shaft line.

...
The oil distribution is integrated 1n the reduction
gearing on the right, in the propeller shaft extension.

Above, the engine drive with coupling.
The top shaft 1s for dnv1ng the shaft generator.
Oil for ad1ustable-p1tch mechanism:
green supply oil - red: return oil
purple: oil for the coupling

J

yellow: lubricating oil for bearing lubrication
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Drop of the lubricating-oil pressure
When the plugs a re removed, the pitch of the

Hydraulic-oil system
The system comp rises a hydraulic unit ('H ydra

propeller can, with the use of a hand pump, be
manually set in the required position. The isola ted

feedback box and an oil distribution ring.

Pack'), a coupling flange with an electrical-pitch
In the reduction-geared version this servo-oil

oil system maintains the selected position.

system (the servo piston, pitch-feed back box and

Oil distribution situated in the reduction
gearing
For propulsion plants t hat a re equipped with a
reduction gearing between the engin e and the
propeller, the 0.D.-ring is fitted to the forwa rd end

OD-ring), is integrated in the gearbox. Between

of rhc reduction gearing.

a t the gea rbox.

the piston and the pitch-control device for the
blades located in the hub, an intermediate shaft is
installed.
In case of a n emergency, the pitch can be adjusted

An electric-pitch gauge is mounted in the ring.

...
A complete system for a controllable-pitch propeller of

Stern
tube oil
tank

MAN-B&W.

'\.d
Pitch
order

D

LI__

The hydraulic power unit controls the hydraulic-oil pressure
for pitch adjustment. The tanks ensure that the propellershaft seals ·forward' and ·astern· are kept under static
pressure.

Hydraulic Power Unit

Oil tank
_J_forward
seal

Servo
piston

This arrangement 1s used 111 the direct drive of the

...

Lip ring seals

Pitch
feed-back

controllable-pitch propeller by a small low-speec two-stroke
crosshead engine.

+
I

Monoblock
hub

Stern tube

...

I

~-- \ "1

Propeller shaft
Oil Distribution
Box type ODS

Drain tank

Hydraulic Power U111t

A similar system for a controllable-pitch propeller.
However, the oil distribution (green) is placed on the
reduction gearing. This is typical of a four-stroke
medium- speed diesel engine.
Stern
tube oil
tank

Oil tank
forward
--., seal

Pitch
order

Servo
pis!on

\,

·Pitch
feed-back
Monoblock Stern tube
hub
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Oil Distribution
Box type ODF
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Lubricating systems

----,

Stern tube
oil tank

Low pressure pipe
Drain
Venting pipe

Minimum level 3 m
above sea level
011 tank
(41)

I •
I

I

Forward sealing

Aft sealing

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

L-- -- ~

---.J

I

I- - - ~

Circulating oil
system for
forward stern
tube sealing

t

Drain

...
The lubricating system.

Non-return valves in the hub and pitch-control rod ensure
that the oil flow to the hub also flows to the stern-tube journal

The stern tube and controllable-pitch propeller have a

bearings and continues along the chromium steel stern tube

common lubricating-oil system.

to the adjustable-pitch mechanism.

In order to prevent sea water penetration. a lubricating-oil

The return oil flows back to the storage tank via the pitch-

system 1s kept under static pressure by placing an elevated

control rod.

gravity tank at least 3 metres above sea level, in accordance

The propeller hub 1s fitted with two plugs for draining and

with the instructions of the manufacturer of the stern-tube

venting dunng docking.

seals.

The pitch-control rod 1s lubricated with grease where the

Pitch changes create a pumping effect ,n the hub, resulting in

intermediate shafts are fitted.

a lubricating-oil circulation throughout the system, including
the elevated oil tank.

31.6 Propeller shaft and coupling
flange
The prope ller shaft is manufacrured of forged steel

In la rge propulsio n plants with low-speed two-

and subseque ntly ~t ress relieved. M a teria l Forged

st roke crosshead engines, bea rings a re fined a t
regula r interva ls a lo ng the shaft a ccording to the

Steel S 45P.
The shaft is mechanica lly finished , ho llo w-bored

formu la:

for pos itio ning o f the pitch-control rod o r piping

L = 450~shaft diameter (mm )

fo r the ~upply a nd di~cha rge ro the servo-piston.

L = maximum bearing distance
RPM< 350
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Coupling flange

...
The hydraulic - coupling
flange.

A coupling flange consisting
of two parts 1s clamped to
the propeller by oil pressure.

A lubncat1ng-oil pressure 1n

Installation dimension

excess of 2000 bar is
pressed between the muff
and the coupling flange by
means of the injectors
By increasing the oil
Mark on
shaft

pressure 1n the annular
space C with the manualhydraulic pump, the muff 1s
pushed up the conical
section of the shaft 1n
stages. Long1tud1nal placing
of the coupling flange as well
as final push-up of the muff

A

is marked on the shaft and

Measurement for push-op
stampedon the coupling muff

the muff.
Hydraulic pump

31 .7 Stern tube

...
The standard stern tube.

The standard stern tube 1s
fitted aft and bolted to the
propeller-frame boss.
The front section of the stern
tube has an oil box, bolted
to the stern-frame boss.
This allows thermal
expansion/contraction of the
stern tube and facilitates the
installation of the stern tube.
Close tolerances of the stern
lube are no longer required,
and the stern tube can have
a possible machining
tolerance of 5 mm.
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An example of a
stern-tube bearing of
IHC Lagersm1t B.V,

.¢'

~

All bearing bush

The Netherlands.

0 ____

0

~

B-B

A-A

~
Forward bearing bush

B-B

•

Stern-tube liners.

The stern tube is provided with forward and aft white-metal
liners (pink)
If required, temperature sensors can be fitted.
The stern tube and the oil space can be treated with epoxy
resin.

\

7

Weldmgrmg

Boss

31 .8 Stern tube seals

,~

·;;;
·e

~

Ser~

(larnpa,g rng <./17)

.u:L~.R-

•

Propeller shafts are
provided with forward
and aft seals.
Here an example of
IHC Lagersmit.

There are numerous types of
seals. Their most important
property is the prevention of
(sea) water and dirt particles
from entering the aft seal.
Equally important 1s that
leakage of lubricating oil into

House _port

the (seal water 1s kept to a
minimum.
Today there are also seals
that work without lubricating
oil (large plants) or grease
(small plants).

Liner

Lip seol

'italic se,:ihng
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•

A fixed-pitch propeller
with stern tube and seals
for small yachts.

fixed-pitch propeller

1

2

stern tube

3
4

r
6

shaft seal
crankshaft
thrust tlock for
absorbing the thrust
flexible ~oupling
towards the engine

•

Various propeller systems
with corresponding

shafts.

31 .8.1 Dry seals, pollution-free stern tubes
T hi s system ensures tha t no lubricating o il from
the stern ru be ca n conta mina te the e nvironment.

•

A c omplete shaft seal where lubricating oil is not used.
Muddy/sandy water

Fresh water. light blue, is sent to tho for loft outer soul and
ensures that no sand or mud can enter the seal.
There is an air chamber 111 the middle of the seal, which is
kept under pressure. To the nght of the air chamber, another
two seals are installed. The seal on the far right is a stand-by
seal in case of failure of the 2S/R seal.

FSP
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Fresh water

Air

Air chamber

Stand-by seal
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31 .9 Hydraulic bolts
A complete plant can be fitted with hyd raulic
bolts, which allows swi ft, simple and meticulous
assembly and disassembly between propeller shaft,
the intermediate shafts and th e Range of the (twostroke) engine Aywhcel.

31 .10 Material used for
controllable-pitch
propellers

A hydraulic connecting

The l.S.O., the International Standard

The correct pressure can be

Organisation, has introduced a series o f stand ards

applied s1111ply and

for the manufacturing of propellers (ISO 484).
The accuracy class can be selected by the customer.
Propeller blades a re manufacrnred of a nickelalum inium -bronze (N i, Al)-alloy or a chromiumnickel-srainless steel (Cr, Ni) -a lloy.

A

bolt.

accurately to the flanges.
Thickness r/R = 0.35

mm

132

146

169

187

Thickness r/R = 0.60

mm

71

78

90

100

Thickness r/R = 1.00

mm

0

0

15

13

Blade weight

kg

729

877

952

1053

As the bolts are
pre-tensioned by an elastic
stretch process, they never
'loosen' of their own accord.

..

The graph shows the properties of both materials.

Both materials have high resistance to cavitation-erosion .
Class

I Manufacturing accuracy

s

Very high accuracy

I

High accuracy

II

Medium accuracy

Ill

Wide tolerances

NiAI has better fatigue characteristics in a corrosive
environment than CrN1.
Propeller blades are extensively exposed to cyclically varying
stresses. Consequently, resistance to fatigue is a decisive
factor.
According to classification societies, blades made of CrNi

A

must have a 10% higher thickness compared to a propeller

The accuracy classes for manufacturing propellers.

blade made of NiAI.
The t hicker t he blade, t he lower the propeller efficiency!

If the customer does not specify a class, the propeller is

It is usually recommended that propeller blades be

manufactured according to class 1.

manufactured of NiAI.

31 .11 Propeller design
Propeller efficiency is predominantly d etermined

Hydro-dynamic design
Propeller blades a rc computer designed. The bas ic
darn are derived from advanced hydrodynamic

optimum speed. To a lesser extent by the

theories, practical experience and nume rous model

blade surface area, the pitch and the thickness

tests at various hydrodynamic institutes.

distri bution of the propeller blade. These a lso

Each blade is specially designed for a certain

affect the pro peller efficiency. The bla de surface

ship's hull and its operating cond itions. The total

is selected according to the requirem ents for

by the propeller diameter and the correspo nding

propeller efficiency, su ppressed noise levels and

minimum cavitation, noise and vibratio n levels.

vibrations are prime design objectives.

To keep cavitation to a minimum, the pitch
distribution is reduced at the tip of the blade.
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31 .12 Cavitation
Whar is rhe rip speed of a propeller with a
diameter of 8000 mm and an RPM of 82?

Cavitation is caused hy a localized decrease in the

V tip = 2 x n x Rx n

saturation pressure near the propeller.
At this reduced pressure below the saturation

82
= 2 x 3.14 x 4 x - = 34.2 mlscc.
60

3600

bubbles reach other regions near the propeller,
the shell of the ship or pans of the rudder with

1

a higher pressure, the hubbies implode. This is

Speed in kilometres per hour =
34.2 x

pressure, the water will boil and lead to a
generarion of air bubbles. The mumem these air

000 = 123 km per hour.

accompani ed by such an amount of ene rgy release
that severe damage ma y be caused to the surface
How high is the tip speed o f a propeller with a
diamerer of 300 mm and an RPM of 900?
V tip = 2 X T[ X R X 11
- ? X3.
-

14 x0. l )x---14.Jm
~ 900 /sec.
60

material close ro the imploding bubbles.

Cav1tat1on types
There are three main types of cavitation.

Speed in kilometres per hour =
~
3600
14.J x lO00 = 50.8 km per hour.

Th e thickness distribution of the propeller blade
is c hosen a ccording to the requirements of the
C lassification a gencies for ·unskewed' propellers.

&
Research into cavitation is especially important in the
design of a specific propeller for a specific hull.

Not only can severe damage to the propeller, hull and rudder
be prevented but noise generation can also be determined 111
a flu d laboratory.

...

Outward rotating

Inward rotating

Max. wake peak Wt - 0 .40

Max. wake peak Wt : 0 .35

Inward rotating

When testing propeller designs, much research is done
to minimize the extent of cavitation.

The right propeller has a much smaller surface area where
cavitation can occur than the examples on the left.
The wake peaks of these two examples are higher. The
homogeneous and uninterrupted supply of an adequate
amount of water 1s a prerequisite for m1nimiz1ng cavitation.
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Max. wake peak Wt = 0.28
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31 .12.1 'Sheet' cavitation on the 'suction
side' of the blade

PROPELLERS

31.12.3 'Sheet' cavitation on the pressure
side of the blade

V

A

A

Sheet cavitation on the suction side of the propeller

Sheet cavitation on the pressure side of the blade.

blade.
Sheet cavitation is generated at the leading edge due

This type of cavitation is similar to sheet cavitation on the

to a lo w -pressure peak in this region

suction side. However, the generated vapour bubbles tend to
implode on the blade surface due to the increased pressure,

The sound and vibration levels will be low if the cavitation is

This is likely to produce erosion. Therefore, the blades should

limited and the clearance to the hull is sufficient.

be designed without any pressure-side cavitation.

If cavitation extends over half of the radius, 11 can increase
significantly. This may cause erosion of the propeller-blade

31 .12.4 Graphs of fuel consumption and
towing force

material and must therefore be prevented.

'Sheet' cavitation in the tip regio n of the propeller
blade may develop inro a tip vortex of the
propeller blade. When this expands over the heart

...

Power (kvV)

A graph depicting the

line of rhe propell er, it can lead to cavitatio n

required power output in

erosion o f the blade.
If the tip vortex extend s to the rudder, it may

kW (vertical) and the
speed in knots

cause erosio n o f the rudder ma terial.

(horizontal).

31 .12.2 Bubble cavitation

At 12 knots, a power output
Speed (knots)

of 2000 kW Is required and
at 14 knots 4000 kW Is

V

required. Increasing the
Consumption (kg/hour)

..

1600

speed by 2 knots requires
twice the engine output and

+

therefore doubles the fuel
consumption!

800

+

A
400

Bubble cavitation.

0

+
j____.__ . j . . __ _.j..__ _ _ _ _.j..__

8

If the propeller is overloaded and the blade surface area is

10

12

14

16

Speed (knots)

too small compared to the thrust required, the middle section
of the centre of the propeller blade on the suction side will be

A

covered by cavitation. This type of cav1tatIon can be

A graph showing fuel consumption in kilograms per

extensive and lead to erosion When designing a particular

hour (vertical) and the ship's speed in knots

propeller, this must be avoided.

(horizontal).

Clearly, fuel-consumption increase is significantly higher than
the increase in speed. Fuel consumption is 200 kg per hour
at a speed of 10 knots. This is doubled to 400 kg per hour at
12 knots and at 16 knots, it is 1200 kg per hour. Therefore,
an increase in speed of six knots requires 1200 kg per hour
of fuel, not the expected 200 kg of fuel. This amounts to six
times the amount of fuel consumed to achieve a speed
increase of six knots.
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Angle of attack {degrees)
4

Tow force (kN)
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0.4
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0.8

1.0 r/R

Dimensionless ratio of radii

Speed (knots)

The graph shows: the towing force in kN (vertical) and
the speed in knots (horizontal). Increasing t he speed
effects a significant decrease in towing force.

31 .13 Calculating the propellerblade model
ror all conditions and propeller-pitch angles abafr
the hull, the flow around the blade is calcula ted.

...

The extent of cavitation is evaluated with respect

A modern propeller, the 'skew' type. The blue area

to noise a nd vibrati o n.

shows the extent of cavitation.

31 .13.1 'High skew' design of a propeller
A special des ign is applied to improve cavitation
suppressio n by reducing induced-pressure

fl ucrua tion~.
The blade is hereby skewed in the rotational
direction. The vibrations generated by a ' skewed'
pro peller blade arc reduced to less than 30% of
chose generated by an ·unskewed' design.

1'
'High-skew' propeller
blades ready for

Centre line shaft

transportation.

...
The 'high-skew' design.

As this type of propeller does not affect propeller efficiency. rt
is used 1n ferries and cruise ships requiring low vibration
levels.
Today the ·skew'-type propeller 1s bent in two directions,
both rotational and contra-rotational. The blades of this kind
of propeller blades can be balanced so that the least amount
of force is generated 1n the adjustable-pitch mechanism.
A more detailed finite-element analysis is carried out for
determining the optimum 'skew'
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31 .14 Examples of other
propulsion systems
with controllable-pitch
propellers
Apart from the traditional propulsion plants
with propellers, specifically the propulsion engine
with behind it, rhe reduction gearing, coupling,
intermediate shafts, propeller shaft, propeller and
their various ver,ions, there are many orher types
that deviate from the standard arrangement of the
propulsion engine, shafts and propeller.

31 .14.1 Example 1:
Diesel-electric propulsion

PROPELLERS

The electro-motor, which has a speed control, is
installed in a separate pod below the ship. There
are versions thar are fixed and those rhat can
rotate 360°.
The propeller can be mounred before o r behind
the pod, thus formi ng a row o r thrust version.
The ability to rota te the pods renders rudders
superAuous as the vessel has excellent a nd rapid
manoeuvring characteristi cs.
Today, the above-mentioned system is frequently
utiliLed in passenger ships, vessels with a dynamicpositioning system, and ferries.

Several advantages

Bo th the propeller system and the diesel
By driving propellers with electro-motors and

gensets can be installed in tbe most favourable

generating the required clecrrical power with
generators driven by diesel engines, the location of
rhe propellers and diesel engines may deviate from

locatio n. It should be remembered that the

the traditional arrangement.
Electric thruster
Here the propulsion unit, an elecrro-motor, is
situated on the outside of the c;hip's hull. This
system is known as its brand name 'ALipod'.

' hotel ' section on passenger vessels takes up
over 80% of the total space available on the
ship.
D ependent o o the required propulsion
output, d iesel-driven gensets can be placed
off-line. This way the diesel engines are
always heavily loaded and emissions are
kept to a minimum while a higher efficiency
is achieved.
In general, larger ships have med ium-speed

...
Diesel-electric propulsion of Wartsila. Shown, an
L.N.G.-tanker with Dual Fuel (DF) engines.

The four main gensets twelve-cylinder V-engines type 12 V
50 DF, each provide 11 .400 kW and both auxiliary gensets,
nine-cylinder in-line engines type 9 L 32 DF. each provide
3150 kW. Therefore, the total installed power is 51,900 kW.
This amount of electric power can drive two electro-motors

four-stroke engines, suitable for running on
H.F.0. This is relatively inexpensive and
consequently exploitation co~ts are reduced.
Sometimes, a larger genset driven by a gas
turbine (fuel M .D.O.) is installed in the
larger p ropulsion pla nts. It can be put on-lin e
if the diesel gensets fail or w hen the ho tel
load, for in stance air conditioning, increases
significantly. A well-known example is the

propeller at normal speeds and as an excellent manoeuvring

' Queen Mary LI '.
Excellent manoeuvrability. Generally
rowboats are not necessary and therefore not

propeller when entering the LNG terminals.

required by the port authorities.

of 12.5 MW each, driving a controllable-pitch Lips propeller
An electrically driven P.O.D. seNes as a contra-rotating

Wartsilii 12V50DF 11 ,400 kW

Delivered propulsion power.
Nominal
Electric pod
17 MW
40%
LIPS CP propeller
25 MW
65%
Total shaft pow er 42 MW

Service
17MW
41 %
24MW
62%
41 MW

Wiirtsilii 9L32DF 3150 kW

Wiirtsilii 9L32DF 3150 kW

Wartsilii 12V50DF 11,400 kW

Wiirtsilii 12V50DF 11.400 kW

Installed en gine pow er.
Mechanical transmission
O MW
Electrical power generation 51.9 MW
Total installed power

51 .9 MW
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6.6kV '60 Hz

Azipod

8000 kW

[%]CD>------

-----

<

Hotel

l

consumers
W 9L38B

6525 kW

- -0)
W 9L38B

W 8L38B

6525 kW

I ~~~

~

5800 kW

2x1500kW

660V160Hz

/_

~ -i l l - Azipod

8000 1<!11

A
A different arrangement of Wartsila design.

Both main engines type 12 V 46 C, drive one controllablepitch ups propeller of 5.6 metres in diameter. Total shaft
power is 2 x 12.600 kW.
The four gensets with 8 L 38 B and 9L 38 B engines, total
output 24,650 kW. are available for driving both 'Az1pods' of
8000 kW each.
The voltage of this mains is 6600 volt at 60 Hz. Both Ups
bow thrusters of 1500 kW each are also connected to this

31 .14.2 Example 2:
Compact thruster

mains. The normal ship's grid is supplied with a voltage of
660 at 60Hz via two transformers.
This arrangement allows various means of propulsion:

T he prope ller is dri ven hy diesel engines via

a

crankshafts. The eng ine ourput is rransmirrcd ro

the main engines and auxiliary engines and three
propellers

rhe propeller by rwo bevel gea rs. There a rc ma ny

b

possi biliries.

c

one main engine driving the controllable-pitch propeller

d

part of the auxiliary engines supplying power to the

the Azipods

Azipods.

~

A Lips compact thruster.

This thruster can rotate through 360 degrees and therefore
has excellent manoeuvrability. Therefore. a rudder is
redundant. The thruster Is driven by the diesel engine via long
crankshafts.
2

nozzle
controllable-pl/ch propeller

3

drive from the diesel engine

4

hull

5

rotating disc

1
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31 .14.3 Example 3:
Propellers in nozzles
These are frequenrly used. These nozzles serve
to increase rhe thrust due ro rhe water flowing
around rhe nozzle section. When the speed of
rhe water flow inside rhe nozzle exceeds that of
rhe outside flow, a pressure difference is created,
which produces horizontal thrust and therefore
a propulsive force. Moreover, ir often reduces
the noise and vibration levels generated by rhe
propeller. The local pressure differences decrease
due to the homogeneous flow of the warer through
rhe nozzle. Therefore, cavitation is reduced.
A nozzle can he designed for any type of ship or
propeller. Nozzles are predominantly used on
smaller ships, for instance, inland shipping, rugs,
renders and fishing vessels.

Propulsion types of smaller ships
These diverge considerably from types for larger
inland shipping and ocean navigation.
Clients often wish to install the propulsion
engine in a different place, or require electric or
hydraulic-driven propellers.

31 .14.4 Example 4:
Electric propulsion

•
A retractable thruster system where the thruster can be

completely retracted into the hull.

This is used in small vessels such as dinghies.

In sailing position, the thruster is lowered out of the hull.

Advantages

2

3

propeller

whisper propulsion

bottom of the ship
hull of the ship

no emissions when running

s

eng,ne-drNmg shaft
high position inside the hull

6

low position outside the hull

4

easy installation with a simple reversible
electro-motor

Fixed systems

There are numerous manners of propulsion for small

Here rhe propeller can be moved vertically,

vessels. Shown, an electric drive of a fixed-pitch

depending on the ship's draught. In an unloaded/

propeller. The engine is reversible and can operate at

empty vessel, rhe propeller will always be

any speed.

immersed with reasonable propeller efficiency.

A retractable system
These are mainly used ar sea.

Bow and stern thrusters
These are arranged in a tunnel located in the
forward superstrucrnre or astern to generate
lateral thrust. This can be used to manoeuvre or to
hold a position.
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Disadvantages
Restricted turning radius

Advantages.
-

The diesel-driven hydraulic set can be placed

Electricity storage in batteries has a low

in the most favourab le place in the vessel. The

efficiency. The electricity requi red from

diesel engine operates at a constant RPM and
can therefore immediately be loaded via the

the public grid has a low efficiency of
approximately 40% with respect to fuel
supplied and genera ted by the electric-power

-

hydraulic pump.
The auxiliary power does nor require a
separate battery.

plants. An additional 50% of this is lost
with loading and storage. Therefore a mere
40% - 20% = 20% of the original fuel

Disadvantages

energy remains for driving the propeller.

The purchase price of a hydraulic installation is

Consequently, the total propulsion efficiency

high and its propulsion efficiency is slightly lower

from the fuel supplied to rhe power plant at a
prope ller efficiency of 40% is at most 8%.
A small dinghy with a small diesel engine with
an efficiency of 25% does not exceed I 0%.

31.14.5 Example 5:
Hydraulic propulsion

31.14.6 Example 6:
Propulsion with a diesel engine
and intermediate shaft system to
the propeller shaft
Herc the engine is not placed in line wirh the
propeller shaft, but, for instance, astern. T he

This is also used in small moror vessels for

propeller is driven via a so-called 'Z drive'.

recreational purposes and for water-based
companies. The hydraulic unit consists of a diesel
engine, which drives an oil pump.

An advantage is rhar the diesel engine can be
installed in the best location on rhe boar. This

I (ere rhe propeller is driven by a hydraulic engine.

system is frequently used for high-speed motor

Furthermore, various o ther systems can be driven
by th is system, such as bow and stern thrusters, an

boars.

anchor windlass or a light crane.

&ii·~~
..
__,,,...
·· Io

·~---

{

f- ,.,...._.

~t -

.,

•'-

A
Propulsion with a diesel engine and an intermediateshafting system to the propeller shaft .

...
A diesel-driven hydraulic propeller drive.

,
2
3
4
5
6

diesel engme
hydropump
storage tank hydraulic oil and buffer tank
oilcooler
hydro motor
propeller shaft with propeller

The components are connected with flexible hydraulic lines.
The diesel engine can be pos1t1oned in an ideal place when
opting for this system. The hydraulic system can also be
used for other purposes. such as an anchor winch.
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31 .14.7 Example of a large propeller
These propellers arc u!.ed for huge and fast
container ships.
They are fixed-QLtch QfOi;>eliers often with six
blades. The propeller diameter can increase ro up
to 9 metres and rhc weight to up to I 00 tons!

...
A large fixed-pitch
six-bladed propeller.

Note the large amount of
free space around the
propeller, allowing the free
flow of water around the
propeller. Nevertheless.
cavrtation will be caused by
the rudder!

...
Removing this type of
propeller requires at least
10 engineers!
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Each propulsion engine is tested on a test
bed according to strict regulations.
Shown, a large two-stroke crosshead
engine, a Wartsila Sulzer RT Flex 96 with
a shaft power of 72,360 kW at a speed of
102 RPM .
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32.1 Introduction

of major oil spills and to reduce the effects. This

Many regulations are in force applying to the

for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, which

technical installations on ships. Adherence to

in 1978 was changed in the MAR.POL protocol.

resulted in L973 in the International Convention

these rules and regulations ensures constructive

Additionally, conventions were also drawn up

compliance with t he law and with the stipulations

to establish liability and compensation when

of insurance companies. The principle is the safe

accidents occur.

operation of commercial shipping with respect ro
crew, ship, cargo and environment.

Safety at sea is largely determined by the ability

Many countries used ro have their own
regulations, all more or less aiming at achieving

co communicate. The establishment of the

the above goals, but al l slightly differing. As

(JMSO) in the ninetecn-~cvenries made

shipping is perhaps the most international of the

communication via radio and VHF maritime

world's industrie~, there is need for international

radio-telephony possible. In 1992, the next step

standards to regulate shipping - which are to

was taken with GMDSS, the G loba l Maritime

adopted and accepted by all.

Distress and Safety System . All ~hips arc required
ro be equipped with satellite emergency-position

Internatio nal M obile Satelli te Organization

indicating radio beacons'. This ensures that in

32.2 The IMO: International
Maritime Organization

emergencies, an automatic emergency signal is senr

The IMO (International Maritime Organization)

IM 0, following the 9/ 11 terrorist a tracks in the

that can be localised by satellite.

has 167 Member States and 3 Associate Members,

US in 2001, was highly concerned with terrorism.

representing a worldwide range of shipping

T he fighr to prevent and suppress these acts has

interests in 2008.
T he Internatio nal M aritime O rganiza tion , based

Security Code, where a risk analysis must be

in London, U.K., embodies the coordination of

performed to determine what security measure~

governments and shipping in maritime- technical

are appropriate in harbours in order to prevent

issues, in order to improve maritime and

not only terrorism, but also human trafficking.

resulted in the Internatio nal Ship and Po rt Facility

environmental safety. The L\.10 is a specialized
agency of the United Nations.
T he concept of the l MO was developed after the

32.2.1 Rules and regulations

ms Titanic disaster. The ship that 'could nor sink'

Below, a number of mandatory regulations

and sank on ber maiden voyage. Until then, every
country bad its own regulations with respect ro

adopted by the l MO.

design, construction and equipping of ships. l n

Maritime security
1966, LL, International Convention on Load

1948 at an international conference in Geneva, the
IMCO (Intergovernmental M aritim e Consulta tive

Lines. The Load Lines Convention conrains

Organisatio n ) was formally established. In

detailed regulations on the assignment of the

1982, the name IMCO was changed to IMO,

freeboard (the vertical distance between the

International Maritime Organization.

top of the hull and the waterline) and the

The first major treaty was the establishment of a
new international convention on safety, SOLAS
(Safety Of Life At Sea). Through the years, SOLAS
has been altered and brought up-ro-date by the
inclusion of modern views, scientific development
and new technological possibilities.

specific load-line limitations for different
types of ships. Also it prescribes the required
construction integrity of a ship to enable it to
safely carry cargoes.
1971, STP, Special Trade Passenger Ships
Agreement.
1973, Protocol on Space Requirements for
Special Trade Passenger Ships.
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Safety was the main objectiver of the IMO,

1972, COLREG, International Regulations for

however, after the accident with the Torrey
Canyon on 18 th March 1967, when 11 9,000 tons

Preventing Collisions at Sea. A set of traffic
rules for shipping that can be compared with

of Kuwa it crude were spilled into the sea. This

road traffic regulations.

g rave disaster led ro pollution control being put

1972, CSC, l nrernarional Convention for

high on the agenda. In the years following, many

Safe Containers. Regulations that set our

procedures were started to prevent reccurrence

procedures with regard to the safety of freight

CH32

contain ers transported by sea: size, strength,
handling, storing and stacking.
1974, SOLAS, Internatio nal Convention
for the Safety of Life at Sea. Regulations
which specify minimum standards for the
construction, eq uipment and operation of
~hips, compatible with their safety for those on
hoard.
1979, SAR, Interna tional Convention on
.\,1aritime Search and Rescue. The system
covcrs sea rch and rescue operations - who
docs what, where and under what conditions.
1976, INMARSAT, Convention on the
Interna tional Maritime Satellite Organization.
The operational requirements for a satellite
com munication system for maritime purposes.
1977, SFV, The To rrcmolinos International
Convention for the Safety of Fishing Vessels.
1978, STCW, International Convention on
Standards of Training, Certification and Watch
keeping for Seafarers. Regulations establishing
basic requirements for training, certification
and watch keeping for seafarers on an
international level.
1995, STCW-F, Internati onal Convention
on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watch keeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel.
Regulations ro improve the training,
certification and watch keeping standards for
crews on fishing vessels.
Manne pollution
1969, lnternanonal Convention Relating to
Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil
Pollution Casualties.
l 972, LDC, Convention on the Prevention of
Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wa stes and

Other Matter.

REGULATIONS FOR PROPULSION ENGINES, CLASSIFICATION, REPAIR AND DAMAGE

1978, (MARPOL 73/78) Lnternational
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships. The prevention of accidental
or operational pollution of the marine
environment by ships.
1990, OP RC, International Convention on
Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and
Co-operation. Measures for dealing with
pollution incidents, either national!) or in
co-operation with orher countries.
2000, H S Prorocul, Protocol on
Preparedness, Response and Co-opera tion
as ro Pollution Incidents by Hazardous and
oxious Substances, 2000.
200 I, AFS, International Convention o n che
Control of Harmful Anti-fouling Systems on
Sh ips.
2004, International Convention for the
Control and Management of Ships, Ballast
Warer and Sediments.
Liability and compensation
1969, CLC, International Convention on
Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage.
This regulation was adopted ro ensure that

adequate compensation is avai lable for persons
who suffer oil-pollution damage resulting
from maritime casualties involving oil-carrying
ships.
197 1, f UND, International Convention on the
Establishment of an Internationa l Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollurion Damage.
1971, Convention relating ro Civil Liabi lity
in the Field o f Maritime Carriage of Nuclear
Material.
1974, PAL, Achens Convention relating to the
Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage by
Sea.

A cargo ship docking for overhaul, repairs and periodic
inspections by a classification society.
Many precisely defined regulations are 1n force that oversee
the technical installations on ships. The underlying pnnc1ple
is. that merchant vessels sail safely with respect to crew,
ship, cargo and environment.
Since most seafaring countries already had a highly varying
set of rules and regulations pertaining to sh1pp1ng and since
shipping is indubitably a purely international branch of
industry, 1t was deemed better to have the same international
regulations worldwide.
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1976, LLMC, Convention on Limitation of

32.2.3 Considerations for diesel engines

Liability for Maritime Claims.

1996, H NS, International Convention on

For diesel engines, rhe fuel used and the emission

Liability and Compensation for Damage in

of noxious substances is of the utmost importance.

Connection with rhe Carnage of H azardous

Naturally, the discharge of oil and oily wastes at

and Noxious Substances by Sea.
2001, BOPLJ, International Convention

sea is bound by very strict regulations.

on Civil Liability for Bunker Oil Pollution

certificates on board that esrablish that they meet

Damage.

the requirements of the IMO.

Other
1965, FAL, Convention on Facilitation of
International Maritime Traffic.

Seagoing vessels are required to have cerrain

The compulsory equipment on board must be
approved by the flag state~ and/or by one of the
classification societies.

1969, l nrernarional Convention on Tonnage
Measurement of Ships.

The fo llowing fo ur certificates a rc in use:

1988, SUA, Convention for the Suppression of
Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Maritime

For SOLAS:

Navigation.

I

Cargo Ship SaferyConstruction Certificate.

l989, Internat ional Convention on Salvage.

2

Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificate.

3

Cargo Ship Safety Radio Certificate.

4

Cargo Ship Safety Certificate, this combines I,

32.2.2 The MSC, The Marine Safety
Committee

2 and 3.

The legislature of the L\10 is the Assembly

For M arpol:

comprising committees and sub-committees that

This is expressed in The International Oil

deal with different issues.

Pollution Certificate 91.0.P.C.

Issues concerning safety are dealt with by the MSC

This applie5 to, amongst others, oil rankers and

(Maritime Safety Committee).

cargo ships above 400 G.T.

The MEPC, The Marine Environment

In detail, the following parts are covered:

Protection Committee, was established to handle
environmental issues such as oil pollution of

Annex I:

normal oil, such as, fuel and

the sea, air pollution by the emission of noxious

lubricating oil. Sludge and bilge water

substances or the dumping of industrial and other

also belong to this annex.

waste at sea.

Annex II:

noxious liquids and chemicab.

Over the years, two important conventions have

Annex IIJ: packed sub!.tances.

been adopted:

Annex LV: sewage.

SOLAS - Safety Of Life At Sea.

Annex V:

Marpol - Marine Pollution.

Annex Vl: air pollution, the exhaust gase~ of

garbage.
diehel engines.

For both conventions, many rules have been

Annex V U: ballast water.

drawn up. These must be ratified by a sufficient
number of member states before the convention
is adopted . It then enters into force and is

32.3 Classification societies

implemented by all member states.
They are active worldwide in survey and

...

certification of systems, assets and facilities to

Every sea-going vessel is
provided with a clearly

improve quality, increase 1.afery and protect
enVIHHIIIIClll.

visible IMO number

Many classificat ion societies have more rhan one

in the engine room and

discipline, of which shipping is an important one.

on deck.

32.3.1 Shipping
~-- 1,. - .. ~

_.-,
.
~

4

~

. -- .;
~:';"
. ... ,.,
.•
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The activities in the field of shipping mainly
comprise 'classifying' ships .
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Classificati on socict11.:s dra\., up standards for the
qualiq and the reliahility with respect to design,
com,tructio n and operation of ships.
Besides carrying out classificatio n surveys
and starurory 111spect1ons, compulsory under
internation al shipping convention s and
regulations , a classificatio n societ) gives shipowners and operators more imight in the risks
that thq face and helps them ro improve business
performanc e.

32.3.2 Classification
A classificatio n soc1et}' estahlishes the regulations
regardmg the construcno n of a certa111 type of
ship.
The societ} appro,·es the drawings. g1,·es ad, ice
for possible changes and modificatio ns and verifies
that the construcno n of the ship and all the
technic,11 insrallanon s arc conform its standards.
After completion of the ship, the ship-owner will
reccl\ c a Certificate of Classificati on, fo r the huU
and t he machinery.
A Certificate 1s also hsued that 1s valid for ) years.
Ever) year, the certificate must be signed "' hen the
annual suney has been satisfactori ly completed.
In order ro provide this service, classificatio n
mcieties maintain a worldwide network of
sun'C) ors.
A Class certificate allows the vessel to be insured.
The society surveys the technical condition of the
ship, the safety and the living conditiom on board.
Flag states allow these acti\-1t1es to he carried out
by the classificatio n societic\.
Ships carry not only class cemficatcs hut also
comply with starurory regulations .
Both are issued b) rhe societies.

REGULATION S FOR PROPULSION ENGINES. CLASSIFICAT ION, REPAIR AND DAMAGE

32.3.3 Acceptan ce by a flag state
A company can have a sea-gomg vessel registered
in a particular country, the flag state. The flag state
accepts the ship as a member of its fleer.
The authorities of a country allow the shipping
company co sail under their jurisdiction at a
certain (financial ) rate.
These rates vary considerab ly per country/ flag
State.
The flag state's name must he visibly displayed on
the stern of rhe ship.
The certificate of registration , rhe internation al
tonnage certificate, is i,sued by the flag state or by
the classificario n company on behalf of the flag
State.
The official derails of the ship are listed 111 rhe
tonnage certificate (a lso important for, among5t
othcr5, harbour dues).

32.4 Periodi c inspect ions of the
diesel engine and its parts
The condition of the engine parts must he
regularly checked. Classificati on societies have
strict regulations regarding the 111spect1on periods
and activities.
ln vie\\ of the brief docking times of modern
ships these 'surveys' arc predomina ntly performed
during dry-dockin g and other periods when the
ship is out of service.
Therefore, timely contact between the shipping
companr/p roprietor and the classificatio n soc1et)
is of utmost importance .

~

On the stern of an
approved vessel,
the name of the vessel
and the port of registry
must be displayed. It is
then clear to see under
whose flag the vessel is
sailing.
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...
During dry-docking, such
as shown here, many
activities can be carried
out to the propulsion
plant, without any extra
delay and therefore extra
expenditure.

32.4.1 Regulations for reconditioned parts
Wo rn parts are o ften reconditioned .

...

\I .

Stamped code in a

( I Wll

lh

I

It

cylinder liner.

Class Germa'lischer Lloyd.

After repair, the part must be re-rested. This

Pressure 7 bar.

~hould be 'made a va ila ble' to the classificatio n

A repair performed 1n 1995.

society.

Before 1995, the logo of

The reco nditio ning compan y ma kes a n

G.L.

appo intment for inspection with the surveyo r o f
the society.
Often o ne (new constructio ns) o r severa l
(reconditi oned) registration number~ a re ma rked
on rhe part by one o r several societies.
Those who have access to all the numbers a nd
marks can easily verify which parts have been
reconditioned a nd/or tested!

...
Testing the cooling-water
spaces of newly installed
cylinders. Left, the
foundry code. This code
displays all the
manufacturing data of
the engine block.
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A

A

Stamp ed codes on a cranks haft web.

Stamp ed codes on the connec ting-ro d big end.

After a number of repairs, the weo gets ·1ull

Vessels are comrr ucred 111 accord ance with the
snpula c,ons of class1ficat1on soc1ct1es.
The cl.rn,ificarion societ): approv es drawin gs,
detaib and materi al types. Fver) detail is clearly
registe red.
During constr uction of the vessel, the cbssif ication
soctet) monit ors tht acrn incs and ensure s th.it
the \·esscl 1s constr ucted in accord ance with the
apprO \ed drawin gs.
When comrr ucnon 1s compl ete, all the system s arc
checke d and tested.
The fin.ii check of the \·essel is a test at sea, a ca
trial.
The entire constr uction of the vessel, all the
rests and ulrima rel) the triab :ire perfor med in
accord ance with a specific class.
The cLissif icanon socict):' suppli es the vessel with
a certificate - the Certifi cate of Class for the vessel
and machin ery.
A work certific,1te, \ alid for five years, is also
issued. Th is certifi cate must be re-app roved e,er)
year after an annua l inspec tion.
The classif ication socien es are all memb ers
of the LACS, the lntcrna tio na l A~socia tio n o f
Classificatio n ocietie s.
This associ ation has its headq uarter s in Londo n
and is rhe umbre lla organi sation of the ten larges t
SOC1et1c~.

I-or a compl ete classif icanon , the classif icanon
society checks the vessel from the drawin g cable,
the beginn ing of constr uction , the skelet on, the
insrall anons and the engim: s.
rhe classif ication socu.:ty subseq uently follow s the
entire life cycle of ,1 \Cssel.
All vessels must be sun e} cd in order to compl y
with the requir ement s of seawo rthmes s.
fhc flag ~rare~ arc accoun t.1hlc. They usual!)
oursou n:e the acru,11 resting to class1fic.1tion
societi es.

32.4.2 Class ificat ion socie ties
The follow rng societi es are acnve worldw ide:
ABS - Ameri can Bureau of Shippi ng
- Bureau Vl·nra~
BV
CCS - China Classi ficatio n Societ y

D V - Der , orske Verita s
GL - Germa nische r Lloyd
- Korea n Regist er of Shippi ng
- Lloyd' s Regist er
LR
NKK - N ippon Kayi Kyoka i
RINA - Regist ro Italian o :--:a,.1le
- Russia n :-..Laririm c Regist er of Shippi ng
RS

KR

The regula tions of, for instan ce Lloyd' s Rcgi~t cr,
com prise seven pa rr~:
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Part 1: Rules/Regulations.

This part is especially important for us; it provides

General regulations, the actual classification,

a derniled description of the manner in which the

periodic inspection.

propulsion engine must be constructed.

Part 2: R egulatio ns for the m a nufacture, for the

Part 6 : Control, electrical system s, cooling systems

testing and the classificatio n o f materials.

and fire prevention.

These tests are performed at foundries, ironworks
and part manufacturers.

Pa rt 7: Rema ining vessel types and plants.

Part 3: Sh.ip's structure.
strength, how and stern cons tructions.

32.5 Examples: Germanischer
Lloyd

Pa rt 4: Ship's structure (ship types).

The following examples are a small part of the

Basis structure of the skeleton, longitudinal

Skeleton-construction requirements for the carcass

regulations.

per ship rype, such as rowing boats, ferries, oil

It is not our intention to give a complete overview.

rankers anu container ships.

The societies have comprehensive regulation~.
'Rules for Classification and Construction

Part 5 : Mai.n a nd auxiliary eng ines.

Ship Technology/Seagoing Ships/Machinery

Including propeller-shaft alignment and vibrations,

Insta llations'.

piping for oil tankers and steering gea r.

Important is the acquisition o f overview of the
content of these regulatio ns. This overview is not
compl ete either!

..

Table 1.1

Inclinations

The general regulations

Installations,

for the lay-out, selection

components

and arrangement of

Main and

machinery with respect to
the maximum angle of
inclination.
Including the water
temperature, the air
conditions and other

auxiliary

Table 1.3 Air temperature

~

~

at atmospheric pressure = 1000 mbar

Installations,

I

components
15

5•

22,5

= 60 %

and relative humidity

7,5

I

Location,

Temperature

range ['CJ

arrangement
in enclosed

machinery

0 to 452

spaces

Ship's safety

on machinery

equipment e.g.

Machinery

components.

emergency

and electrical

boilers

power

installations'

in spaces subject

Installations,

to higher or lower

emergency

ambient conditions in

fire pumps and

spaces, enclosed spaces

their drives

and on deck.

Switchgear,

According to
specific local
conditions

temperatures
3

22.5

3

22,5

10

on the open deck

10

-25to+45

1 Electronic appliances shall be designed and tested to ensure

trouble free operat,on even at a constant air temperature ol + 55 'C
2 The Society may approve lower air temperatures for ships desgwl

electrical and

only for service In particular geographical areas.

electronic
appliances' and
remote-control
systems

1 Up to and angle of lnclmat1on of 45° no undesired sw1tch1ng
operations or func11onal changes may occur.
2 athwartsh1ps and fore- and aH-1ncltnations may occur
simultaneously.
3 On ships for the carriage of l1quef1ed gases and chemicals the
emergency power supply must also remain operational with the ship
flooded to a final athwartships mchnatlon up to a maximum of 30°
4 Where the length of the ship exceeds 100 m. the fore-and-aft static
angle of 1ncltnahon may be taken as 500/ L degrees.

Ability to withstand oil VllP0II'.
and salt-laden air
Trouble-free operation within
the temperature ranges
stated in Table 1.3, and with
In all spaces

a relative humidity up to
100 % at a reference
temperature of 45 'C
Tolerance to condensat1011ll.

Table 1 .2 Water temperature
Coolant
Seawater

assumed

j Temperature [ C]
0

-,. 321

In specially protected
control rooms

Charge air coolant inlet to
charge air cooler

+32 1

in special geographical areas.

404

a reference temperature of
45 C
Ability to withstand

On the open deck
1 GL may approve lower water temperatures for ships operating only

80 % relative hum1d1ty at

temporary flooding with
seawater and salt-laden
spray
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32.5.2 Internal combustion engines a nd
starting- air compressors

32.5.1 General regulations and
instructions
General Rules and Instructions.

Internal Combustion Engines and Air

These comprise general subjects, rela red to,
amongst orhcrs:

Compressors.
Today, rhcre arc individual regulations for dual-

The propulsion plants and the auxiliary

fuel engines for, i.a., L.N.G . tankers. These arc

devices required to warrant the ship's safety

separate from the diesel-engine regu lations.

during operation.
The required drawings wi t h all the necessary

....

informarion.

For 'dual fuel' engines,

The atmospheric conditions such as air

such as on this modern

temperature, humidity and air pressure.

LNG tanker, special

Allowable vibrarions.

regulations apply.

The design of the installation, in particular
with regard to the stresses and loads,
material rypes, accessibiliry of rhe engine
room, operarion of rhe propulsion plant and
manoeuvring.
Fuels used . The flash point, for instance, may
nor drop below 60 °C and for auxiliary
engines must be equal ro or higher than 43 °C.
Additional regulations for measuring
instruments, such as pressure gauges, lighting,
bilge spaces/pipes, ventilation, enclosu re of
rotating parts, alarms and communication.
All the equipment char is pa rt of the
propulsion plant, such as d iesel generators,
pumps, starting-air systems, turbo-blowers,
ventilation.

....
The maximum vibrations
~

.sE

permissible in certain
spaces.

50

10
5 --+--~--I

D

1--+--

Upper boundaries of
area A', B'

----'------+---'----'---!-------

2

5

10

...,__---r-_ _~ +-- - - ------j
50
100
300
Frequency [Hz] - - +

Table 1.5 Numerical definition of the area boundaries shown in figure above
Areas
§

v
v."

a

IA

B

C

A'

B'

[mm] < 1

< 1

< 1

< 1

< 1

[mrn/s] <20

<35

< 63

< 20

<40

[mm/s) < 14

<25

<45

<14

<28

< 1,6

< 4

< 1,3

< 2,6

[9,81 m/s2] < 0,7
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Ir should be possible to exceed the standard

32.5.3 Important regulations

nominal power with J 0% for as long a one hour.
After testing on the test bed, an engine
overload should not be possible. Therefore,

To calculate the power outpur of the engine the
following atmospheric conditions are applied:

rhe fuel supply must be restricted to I 00%
Air pressure

1000 millibar

Inlet-air temper::iture

45 °C
60%
32 °C

Relative humidity of the air
Seawater temperature

standard nominal power.
This rule docs not apply for diesel generators.
H owever, the rule does appl} for dual-fuel
engines.
Accessibilit)'. This is an important ropic for
engineers who work on engines.

32.5.4 Standard nominal power

All the activities, such as the changing of
components, must be able to he performed

The use of a graph is required.

...

Overload power

diesel engine driving a

1

propeller.

'#.

A power diagram of a

Nominal
propeller curve

~
/

' I

2

~
0
0..

If an electrical/electronic system fails, the

Rated

propulsion engine should not stop or undergo
a drastic change in the power output. This also

power

Intermittent operation.

instruments, which operate and control the
engine, must meet certain requirements. This
applies, for instance, to computer systems.

<ii

Continuous operation.

withour any problems.
Electric components and measuring

applies to speed regulators such as governors.

,,

CD
,

,
,,

,

,,

Continuous
operation

Engine speed [%] - . .

...
According to the
regulations, all engine
parts must be accessible
for inspection, repair and
maintenance.

In practice, this is
sometimes very difficult to
realise. Often, the costs of
the alterations are too high.
Shown here. two engineers
of Wartsila removing a cover
from the 'hot box·.
The upper side of this
Wartsila 46 is easily
accessible.
Note. the IMO number on
the eng,ne-room bulkhead.
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Manufacturers operating under licence are
also required rn presenr these documenrs; these

The engine manufacturer must provide the
classification society with drawings and data for

must include a statement by the licenser when
modifications have taken place.

each engine, such as those listed in the table below.

Table 2.1

•

Documents for approval

A table of all parts and
drawings that must be
Detail required on GL forms F 144 and F 144/1 when applying for approval of an internal

submitted for approval.

combustion engines
2
3

R
R

4

Engine tansverse cross-section

3

Engine longitudinal section

3

Bedplate and crankcase

5

R
A
R

6

R

-cast

1

A

- welded, with welding details and instructions

3

9
1
1, 9

-cast
. - welded. with welding details and instructions
Thrust bearing assembly

1
3

9

3

3

Thrust bearing bedplate

Frame/framebox
-cast

1

- welded. with welding details and InstructIons

3

12

R
A
R
R
R
A
A

13

A

14

A

Shaft coupling bolts

3

15

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Counterweights including fastening bolts

3

Connecting rod, details

3

Connection rod. assembly

3

Crosshead assembly

3

2

Piston rod assembly

3

2

3

8

7
8
9
10
11

16
17
18
19
20
21

Tie rod
Cylinder cover/head, assembly
Cylinder liner

1

Crankshaft for each number of cylinder, with data sheets for calculation of crankshafts

3

Crankshaft assembly, for each number of cylinders

3

Thrust shaft of intermediate shaft (if Integral with engines)

3

Piston assembly
Camshaft drive, assembly
Material spec1f1cations of main parts with information on non-destructive material tests and

22

A

23

R

Arrangement of foundation (for main engines only)

3

24

A

Schematic layout or other equivalent documents of starting air system

3

6

25

Schematic layout or other equivalent documents of fuel oil system

3

6

Schematic layout or other equivalent documents of lubricating oil system

3

6

Schematic layout or other equivalent documents of cooling water system

3

6

Schematic diagram of engine control and safety system

3

6

30

A
A
A
A
A
R

Shieldin and insulation of exhaust pipes, assembly

1

31

A

Sh1eldin of high-pressure fuel pipes, assembly

3

4

32

A
R

Arrangement of crankcase explosion relief valves

3

5

26
27
28
29

33
34

A

35

A
A

36

pressure tests

Schematic diagram of electronic components and systems

Operation and service manuals
Schematic layout or other equivalent documents of hydraulic system (for valve lift) on the
engine

7
3

Type test progam and type test report

1

High pressure parts for fuel oil in1ection system

3

10

only for one cylinder.
only necessary if sufficient details are not shown on the transverse cross section and longitudinal section.
If integral with engine and not integrated 1n the bedplate.
for all engines.
only for engines with a bore > 200 mm. or a crankcase volume 2 0,6 m3
and the systems, where this Is supplied by the engine manufacturer. If engines incorporate electronic control systems a failure mode and effect
analysis (FMEA) ,s to be submitted to demonstrate that failure of an electronic control system wtll not result ,n the loss of essential services for the
operation of the engine and that operation of the engines will not be lost or degraded beyond an acceptable performance criteria of the engine.
7 operation and service manuals are to contain maintenance requirements (serv1c1ng and repair) including details of any special tools and gauges
that are to be used with their fitting/settings together with any test requirements on completion of maintenance.
8 for comparison with GL requirements for material. NOT and pressure testing as applicable.
9 The weld procedure specification 1s to include details of pre and post weld heat treatment. welding consumables and flt-up cond,uons.
10 The documentation has to contain spec1f1cat1ons of pressures, pipe dimensions and materials.
A for approval
R for reference

1
2
3
4
5
6
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32.5.6 Definition of the diesel-engine type

32.5.7 Calculations of the crankshaft

The type specification of an internal-combustion

T he most important and yer vulnerable part of the

engine is defined by the following data :

engine is the crankshaft.

Type number of the manufacturer.
Cylinder diameter.

crankshafts can result in an engine total loss.

The load on crankshafts is high and damaged

Stroke.

Repair ing cranhhafts is costly, as rhey usually

Fuel-injection method.

have to be removed from rhe engine room. This i!'.

Fuel used.

in itself expensive. Consider disassembly, assembly
and the rime the vessel is non-operational!

Operating principle: four stroke or two-stroke.
Scavenging system: natural aspiration or
supercharging.
ominal cylinder power at nominal speed and
the maximum mean effective pressure.

There arc m any consideratio ns.
Shrink joims of built-up crankshafcs of two-

Method of supercharging: pulsating pressure
system or constant-pressure system .

stroke crosshead engines are to be designed in

Charging-air cooling system: type of

T he bolts used to connect power-end flange

intercooler.

co u plings must be t he prescribed fitted bolts.

accordance with certain regulations.

Cylinder arrangement: in-line or V.
For added engine components sucb as turbo-

32.6 Materials for diesel engines

blowers, heat exchangers, engine-driven pumps
and other machinery, the manufacturer must

The mechanical properties of materials used for

provide the classification society with the required

engine parts must meet strict requiremcms.

pa rticu la rs.
The following individually designed pares must be
submitted for ma re rial rests:
The crankshaft.
The crankshaft-coupling flange for main
power transmission.
The crankshaft-coupling bolts .

...
Very strict regulations are
applicable for crankshafts
due to their high loads.
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32.7 Tests and trials

steel or nodular cast iron.
Piston rods.
Connecting rods including bearing caps.

32.7.1 Inspection during engine
construction

Cross heads.
C) lintier liners made of sreel or cast iron.

If rhe engine manufacturer is approved as 'Supplier

Cylinder covers made of steel or cast iron.

of mass-produced engines' by a classification

Welded crankshaft bedplate and the bearing
transverse girders made of forged or cast steel.

society, special regulations apply for this
T

manufacturer.

Welded A-frames and crankcase,.

A table of the approved

Welded entablarures.

material types and

Tie rod,.
Bolts and studs for cylinder covers, crossheads,
main bearings and connecting-rod bearings.
Camshaft-drive gear wheels and chain wheels
of, <1mongst others, ,ome two-stroke crosshead

associated certificates.
Table 2.3 Approved materials and type of test certificate
Approved matenals
Forged steel Rm;,, 360 N/mm2

ISociety's IComponents
Rules·
Section 3, C.

Crankshafts
Connecting rods

engines, made of steel or cast iron.

Pistons rods

Dependent on rhe cylinder diameter and

Crossheads
Pistons and piston crowns

therefore rhe engine size, certain parts are
Rolled or forged steel rounds

parts mentioned above must be submitted for

Rm 2: 360 N/mm2
Special grade cast steel

material resting.

IParts to be tested·

s 300 mm
> 300

s 400 mm

>400 mm

-

-

X

-

-

Camshaft drive wheels

X3
X'
X3

x• x2 x• -

build-up crankshafts

Cast steel

Section 4. C.

Bearing transverse girders
Pistons and piston crowns
Cylinder covers/heads
Engine blocks

-

Bedplates

-

Rm 2: 370 N/mm2

Cylinder blocks

-

X'
X'
X'

Pistons and piston crowns

X3

x•

Cylinder covers/heads

-

X'
X'
X'

Section 5, B.

testing is dependent on the cylinder diameter of the

Flywheels

engine. Above 400 millimetres, all parts must be

Valve bodies
Lamellar cast iron

Section 5, C.

Rm ;,, 200 N/mm2

Engine blocks
Bed plates
Cylinder blocks

In addition, material rests are co be carried out

Cylinder liners

on pipes and parts of the starting-air system

Cylinder covers/heads

and ocher pressure systems.

Flywheels

with test reports from rhe manufacturer.

Shipbuilding steel, all GL grades
for plate thickness ;:; 35 mm

welded bedplates
Section 1. 8.

for plate thickness > 35 mm

engines, non-destructive material rests are co

Structural steel, unalloyed, for

be performed.

welded assemblies

welded frames
Welded housings

Shipbuilding st eel, GL grade B

In rhe case of individually manufactu red

-

-

-

-

-

-

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

-

-

-

-

-

Section 1 , F.

All details refer to the GL Rules II - Materials and Welding, Part I - Metallic Materials. Chapter 2 - Steel and

Especially rhe drive gearing and ocher
components subjected co heavy loads, such as
cylinder covers, are subjected ro special resting.

x2

ferritic grades

Nodular cast iron, preferably

The number of parts that must be subjected to material

Materials for air coolers must be delivered

xa x•

(weldable)

all parts

submitted for testing.

-

X

Throws and webs of

1-6-8-9-10-11-12-13-14

...

xa x•
X3 x•
xa x•
-

Bolts and studs

Section 3 , C.

1-6-10-11-12-13

numbered according to the list under 0 .2.1 above

-

X
X'

ne rods

Special grade forged steel

Rm ;,, 440 N/mm2

C

-

Section 4, C.

Rm 2: 440 N/mm2

Table 2.2 Material tests
Cylinder bore

Section 3, C.

B

X
X

-

Camshaft drive wheels

Above a cylinder diameter of 400 mm, all the

A

X

Cylinder covers/heads

submitted for material resting.

Test cert1f1cate'

Iron Materials
I

Test certificates are to be issued in accordance with GL Rules II - Matenals and Welding, Part I - Metallic
Materials, Chapter 1 - Pnnc1ples and Test Procedures - Section 1. H. with the following abbreviations:
A: GL Material Certificate. B: Manufacturer Inspection Certificate. C: Manufacturer Test Report

1 only for cylinder bores > 300 mm

2 for cylinder bores ~ 300 mm
3 only for cylinder bores > 400 mm
4 for cylinder bores ~ 400 mm
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Magnetic particle tests

Table 2.6

Pressure tests 1

I

Component

Test pressure, p 0 [bar)2

Cylinder cover, cooling water space3

7

Cylinder liner, over whole length of cooling water
•

numbered according to the list under 0.2.2 above

Table 2.5 Ultrasonic tests

space5
Cylinder jacket, cooling water space

4, at least 1,5 · Pe.zul

Exhaust valve, cooling water space

4. at least 1,5 · Pe,zuJ

Piston, cooling water space (after assembly with
piston rod, if applicable)
pump body, pressure side

>400mm
•

1-2-3-4-5 - 6-7-10-11

7

Fuel in1ection
system

numbered according to the list under D.2.2 above

7
1,5 · Pe,zul or Pe.zui + 300 (whichever is less)

Valves

1,5 · Pe.zui or Pe.zul + 300 (whichever is less)

Pipes

1,5 · Pe.,ui or Pe.wi + 300 (whichever Is less)

High pressure piping for
hydraulic drive of exhaust

...

Hydraulic system

The compulsory

Exhaust gas turbocharger, cooling water space

4, at least 1,5 · Pe.zul

magneflux and ultrasonic

Exhaust gas line, cooling water space

4, at least 1,5 · Pe.,ui

tests are applicable for a

Coolers, both sides•

4, at least 1,5 · P..,u,

number of engine parts at

Engine-driven pumps (oil, water, fuel and bilge

certain cylinder
diameters.

1,5. Pe.zu•

gas valves

pumps)
Starting and control air system

4, at least 1,5 · Pe.wi
1,5 · P•.zu1 before installation

1 In general, items are to be tested by hydraulic pressure as indicated in the Table. Where design or testing

features may require modification of these test requirements, special consideration will be given
2 Pe,i,ii [bar] = maximum working pressure in the part concerned.

....

3 For forged steel cylinder covers test methods other than pressure testing may be accepted e.g. suitable

A number of parts must

Charge air coolers need only be tested on the water side.
5 For centrifugally cast cylinder liners the pressure test can be replaced by a crack test

also be pressure-tested.

non-destructive examination and dimensional control exactly recorded.
4

32.7 .2 Pressure tests

B Type test.
The rests take place in the presence of a surveyor

Certain parts of rhe engine are subjected co

of the classification wciety.

pressure resring.
C Part inspection.

32.7.3 Type- approval testing

After the test run, certain parts of the engine
must he subm itted to the classification society for

Diesel engines used on board ship~, musr be rype

inspection. This emails rhe disassembly of these

tested in the presence of a classification sociery's

parts.

surveyor.

32.7.6 Load during the test
32.7.4 Conditions for testing of certain
engine types

In norma l cases, the engine load is 25%, 50% ,
75%, I 00% and 110% of the maximum rated

The engine must be tested in accordance with the

power.

specific engine properties.

a. Th is is performed along the nominal

The inspecrions and measurements performed by
che engine manufacturer for reliable continuous
operarion are submicred to the classification
society.

32.7.5 Scope of type- approval testing

(theoretica l) propeller curve and/or at constant
speed in propulsion engines.
b. At rated speed wirh a consranr governor
setting for continuous operation for a genset.
For engines with supercharged air by the use of a
rurbo-blower, the achievable power ourpur in case

The type-approval rest comprises three pares:

of rurbo-blower damage is indicated as follows:
Engines with one turbo-blower, if rhe rotor is

A Internal test.

Engines with rwo of more turbo-blowers, if the

operating data of the engine, such a~ pressures,

damaged turbo-blower is turned off.

temperatures, power output and speed are
collecred.
410
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B test: Type test
Thi s test is carried out in the pre~ence of a
su rveyor of the classification society.
De, iation, from rhi, program require the
agreemenr of the classification society.

....
This two-stroke crosshead engine is ready to be
installed in the ship (docked in the background). It has
been subjected to intensive testing in accordance with
the stipulations on a test bed in the engine factory.

....

Overload power - - - -

An engine-load diagram.

Horizontal:

the speed

Vertical left:

the power output

100

110

100

2

,.,.

Vertical right: the torque

,,

90

r

/

-

90

The data to be measured and recorded when testing the

I

eng,ne at vanous load points must include all the
parameters necessary for an assessment.
-

The operating time per load point depends on the engine
size and on the time for collection of the operating
values. The measurements shall in every case only be

80

l

/

/ ;:"q,

70

l ei'

• !..

60

/~

;....--

•P

_/,,__Q

60

-~
."?:-,,-

,,,,.

/ .~

At 100 % output (rated power), an operating time of
2 hours is required. At least two sets of readings are to

/

I~

Normally, an operating time of a half hour per load point is
kept.

70

9

performed after achievement of a steady-state condition.
-

80

I

7/
50

/ ·---

be taken with an interval of 1 hour In each case.

50

l o

CD

10

I

40

,I
The nominal maximum continuous power,

I

100% power.
Rated power/continuous power,

/-

40
I

- 30

30/
8 ,

The operating point of 100 % output at maximum allowable

---

i

speed corresponding to load point 2 has to be
performed.

Maximum permissible torque.
The maximum permissible torque normally results at 11 0 %
output at 100 % speed corresponding to load point.

Speed [%] -----.

0
0

N

C'i
0

CD

Range of continuous operation

@

Range of intermittent operation

@

Range of short-time overload operation
in special applications

The minimum permissible speed for intermittent

Partial load .

operation has t o be adjusted:

For partial-load operations of 75%, 50% and 25% of the

-

at 100 % torque corresponding to load point 4.

rated power at speeds conform to the nominal propeller

-

at 90 % torqu e corresponding to load point 5.

curve at load points 6, 7 and 8 is measured. Proceeding
from the nominal speed at a constant governor setting, the
operating points have to be adjusted corresponding to load
points 9, 10and 11.
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Emergency operation for turbo-blowers

lf the classification society deems it necessary,

The maximum achievable power can be attained:

further dismantling of the engine may be

Ar a speed conforming co normal propeller

required for the inspection of other parts.

curve.
With a constant governor setting for rated
speed.

After this, the classification society draws up ate t
report and if this is favourable, a ·Type Approval
Certificate' is issued.

Functional tests
These must be performed as follows:
Ascertaining the lowest speed according co the
nominal propeller curve.

32.8 The tests of mass-produced
engines

Starting tests for non-reversible and/or
reversible engines.

For engines with a cylinder bore smaller or equal

Governor rests.

to 300 mm, numerous conditions apply.

Test of the safety system, especially for
overspeed and failure of the lubricating-oil
pressure.

Some important point~:
If rhe power of a certain type of engine increases
more than J0%, a new test program is required.

C test: Component inspection

This occurs frequently in practice. When

Immediately after testing, the parts of one cylinder

introducing new types of engines, the power is

for in-line engines and two cylinders for V-engines

usually increased.

must be presented for inspection as follows:
Pisron, dismantled.
Crosshead bearing, dismantled.

32.9 Shipboard trials

Crank pin and main bearing, dismantled.
Cylinder liner may remain in the engine block.

After the conclusion of rhe testing program

Cylinder head/cover, all the valves

prescribed by the engine manufacturer, the

disassembled.

vessels undergo furrher trials in open water, borh

Camshaft, camshaft drive and crankcase, with

stationary and sailing.
T he final t ria ls arc known as ' the sea tria ls' .

the covers removed .

...
After construction of the
vessel has been
completed at the fittingout yard, the final
procedure before the
vessel is delivered to her
new owner takes place
on open water: the sea
trials.
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32.1 O Some important points
32.10.1 Main-engine propulsion with a
fixed propeller
The tesrs must be executed as follows:
a. Ar maximum permissible speed during at
leasr four hours and an engine speed that is
common for normal cruising power for at least
two hours.
b. At a speed of I 03% of the maximum
allowable speed for 30 minutes when the
engine adjustments permit.
c.

Determining the minimum on-load speed to
determine when the engine stalls.

d. Starring/stopping and astern manoeuvring.
e. Reverse direction of the propeller roration ar a

...

,peed of at least 70% for IO minutes.
f.

Testing of the monitoring and safety systems.

32.10.2 Main-engine propulsion systems
with an controllable-pitch
propeller or reversing gearing

32.10.4 Diesel- engine driven auxiliaries
and electric generators

Diesel engines for
generators also undergo
extensive testing.

These engines must be subjected to an operational
rest for at least four hours.
During the entire rest, the set must operate at

Controllable-pitch propellers must be rested at

maximum permissible power.

various propeller pitches.
In combiner systems of speed and a certain pitch,

operating at I J 0% of its normal maximum power,

a combiner curve must be ploned and verified by
measurements.

T he rest musr esrnh lish thar the set is capable of
and for diesel genscrs, the amount of rime required
fo r the actuation of the overload protection
system.

32.10.3 Main engines that drive
generators, such as diesel-electric
propulsion

32.10.5 Fuel type

The rests are to be performed at nominal
maximum speed with a constant governor setting

If the main and auxiliary engines can run on
heavr oil or another t)'pe of fuel oil, this must be
demonstrated by a test.

under the following conditions:

T he program for the sea trial can be extended for

a . l 00°/4, nominal maximum power during at
least four hours and at normal continuous
cruising power for at least two hours.

special operating conditions, such as towing and
fishing.

b. At 110% of maximum power of 30 minutes'

32.10.6 Earthing

duration.

c.

In reverse direction of propeller rotation

Jr is necessary to check the limits. These arc

during sea trials at a minimum speed of at least

specified by the engine manufacturers, for rhe

70% of the maximum speed for IO min utes.
d. Starring/stopping procedures.

potentia l difference between the crankshaft and
propeller shaft with the hull mw,t not be exceeded

e. Testing the monitoring and safety systems.

during operation.
Appropriate earthing devices must ensure that this
cannot occur. Furthermore, the potential difference
must be measured and give an alarm if exceeding
the limits.
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...
A slip-ring construction
on the propeller shaft
prevents too large a
potential difference
between crankshaft,
propeller shaft and hull.
This prevents damage to
the engine, especially the
crankshaft.

32.10.7 Safety devices

independent overspecd protection. This must
ensure tha t the normal maximum ~peed cannot

Herc many regulations are also applicable, for

be exceeded by more rhan 20%.

instance:

32.10.9 Engines driving gen sets
32.10.8 Speed control and protection
against overspeed

H ere strict regulations apply, also in view of rhe

Some comments:
Each diesel engine that is not used co drive an

consumer~.
Each engine or emergency-diesel power unit must

damage that can be caused co electrical-power

electric generator musr be protected with a

be equipped with a governor, which ensures rhar

governor, which is set so that the engine speed

the frequency fluctuations in rhe electrical network

cannot exceed the normal maximum speed by

do nor exceed plus or minus I O'Yo of rhe normal

more than 15%.
Each main engine with a shaft power of

frequency, wirh a recovery rime

the steady-

state frequency conditions of a maximum of five

220 kW or more, which can he declutched

seconds, when the maximum electrical load is

in operation or drives a controllable-

switched on or off.

pitch propeller, must be equipped with an

...
Strict requirements also
apply for governors.
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....
A safety valve on the cylinder cover of a two-stroke
crosshead engine. This opens at 40% above the
normal maximum combustion pressure.

Especially with a temporary shutdown. serious engine
damage can occur
A leaking injector can produce a very high peak pressure.
Cooling-water leaks can cause a great deal of damage to the
piston and connecting-rod assembly of the cylinder head.
This is known as water hammer.

If a certain load equal co rhe maximum load is
switd1ed off, a speed deviation of l 0% of the
nominal maximum speed is allowed. lt should be
noted that the speed safety by+ 15% or more, is
activated.
Apart from the normal governor, each diesel
engine with a power of 220 kW of more must be

a. The governor system has an independent 'back
up' system.
b. There is an extra governor system that can be
manually controlled with a separate, protected
power supply.
c. The engine has a hand-operated fuel control,
suitable for manoeuvring.

equipped with an overspeed p rotecti on device,
which operates independently of rhe normal
governor.
The protection device must prevent normal

32.11 .1 Safety system against excessive
pressure in the combustion space

maximum speed exceeding 15%.

All the cylinders of engines with a bore larger than

There are many regulations for maintaining a
constant frequency and vol rage of the electrical

230 mm must be fitted with a safety system that
is actuated when the pressure exceeds 40% of the

network.
When increasing the load in two stages, this is

normal maximum combustion pressure.

allowed from Oto 50% and subsequently from

32.11 .2 Crankcase airing

50 to 100%.
Here, the frequency is not allowed co deviate

This is not allowed.

too much from the normal frequency, with a
maximum of 10% and not for more rhan five

32.11 .3 Crankcase venting

seconds.
Censers arranged in 'stand-by' systems, must

The openings should be as small as possible.

operate on full load within 30 seconds after the

In systems for extracting lubricating-oil vapours

srarr, also when the engine is cold, and therefore

or, for instance, monitoring the oil-vapour

without heated cooling water.

concentration in crankcase-misc detectors, the

For emergency-diesel gcnsets, this is 45 seconds.

under pressure in the crankcase may nor exceed

2.5 millibar.
The venc pipes of two or more engines may not be

32.11 Regulations for propulsion
engines

combined.
In two-stroke engines, the oil vapour from t he
crankcase should not be transported co the

To ensure that the speed of the engine is

scavenging-air receiver or the air-inlet receiver of

conrrollable in all circumstances, the following

the engine.

requirements apply:
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32.11 .4 Safety valves on crankcases

An engine with more th an eight cylinders must be
fitted with an extra safcry valve a r rhe centre of

Each rype must be provided with a certificate.

the crankcase.

Safety valves for the crankcase must be fared
on each engine wirh a cylinder bore larger than

Engines wirh a cylinder bore larger than 250 mm

200 mm or a crankcase volume equal ro or larger

and ma lier than or equal to 300 mm must be

than 0.6 m 3 •

fitted with ar least one safety valve placed near
every second crank web with a minimum of two.

All the other separate spaces in the crankcase,
such as the gearing or chain casings for driving

Engines with a cylinder bore larger than

rhe camshaft or similar drives, must be fitted with

300 millimetres must be equipped with at least

their own safety va Ives if rhe volume of these

one safety valve per cylinder.

spaces exceeds 0.6 m 1 .

Each safety valve must have at least a free crosssectional area of 45 cm 2 •

Engines with a cylinder bore larger rhan
200 millimetres ancl equal ro or smaller than
250 millimetres musr be firred with at least one

The roral free cross-sectional area of the safety

safety valve at each end of the crankcase.

less than l 15 cm 2 per m 3 crankcase volume .

...
A relief valve.

Prescnbed for a gear-casing
section with a capacity of
0.6 m3 or more.
Prescribed for engines with
a cylinder diameter larger
than 200 mm.

...
Relief valves for every
crank of a two-stroke
crosshead engine are
required for cylinder
diameters larger than
300 mm.

416

valve on a crankcase of an engine should nor be
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...
Clearly shown, the exiting
pressure wave is directed
towards the floor when
the relief valves are
opened. This makes it as
safe as possible for

C

people in the vicinity.

C.

Notes about operation

32.11.6 Oil-mist detection system

The safery valve musr be of the rapidly 'open and
close' type.

Engines with a

In normal operation, they musr be oil-tight

300 millimetres or with a maximum power output

when closed and prevent air from entering the

of 2250 kW or higher must be equipped with an

C)

linder bore larger than

crankcase.

oil-misr detection system.

The gas flow must be deflected by a baffling plate

One should be able ro read this at a safe disrance

in order to warrant the safety of persons sranding

from the engine.

nearb) when an actual explosion occurs.

...

The gas flow is often directed downwards.

An oil-mist detection

32.11 .5 Warning sign

system is mandatory on
diesel engines with a

A warning sign indicating that the crankcase

cylinder diameter of more

covers or doors should not be opened immediately

than 300 millimetres or

afrer stoppage, but onl) afrer a certain cooling-

with a power output of

clown period, mu t be mounted on both sides of

2250 kW or higher.

the engine.

The compulsory 'warning sign' mounted on the engine
next to or on the crankcase cover.

• CRANKCASE MUST NO

~. t.O UNTIL 20 MINUTES
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The compulsory relief

32.11 .7 Safety devices in the starting-air
system

valves on the scavengingair space of a two-stroke
crosshead engine.

Many starring-air systems work wirh pressures
of 30 bar. This may be dangerous in certain
ci rcu 111 sra nces.
A separate check valve must be placed in the
starting-air line of every engine.
Engines with a cylinder bore larger rhan
230 millimetres must be provided with a flame
arrestor under rhe following conditions:
a . On directly reversible engines, at the scarringair valve on each cylinder.
b. On non-reversible engines, at the supply line of
the main starting-air duct of the engine.

32.11 .10 Fuel systems

•

The flame arrestors in the
supply line of the starting-

32.11 .8 Safety devices in the lubricatingoil system

air valve of a two-stroke
crosshead engine of
manufacturer Wartsila RT
Flex 96C.

Each engine with a maximum continuow, power
of 220 kW or more must be fitted with afery
devices, which automatically shut down the engine
in the event of a failing lubricating-oil supply.
This i~ not required for engines driving emergency
gensets or emergency-fire pumps. These engines
require a lubricating-oil pressure alarm.

~

The compulsory doublewalled high-pressure fuel

32.11 .9 Safety devices in inlet- air
manifolds

line, between the highpressure fuel pump and
high-pressure injector.

418

Inlet-air manifolds connected wirh the cylinder~
mu~r be fitted wirh safety valves simila r ro rhose
fitted to the crankcase.

Here many regulations arc also applicable.
Fuel-line connections with flanges may only
to be fitted with metal sealing surfaces or
a similar fuel-line connection of approved
design.
Feed and return fuel-line systems of the
engine musr be designed in such a way that
no excessively high pressures can occur in
the system .
All the parts of the system must be sufficiently
strong to resist the maximum pressures that
occur in the system.
Fuel-oil lines ~hould not be placed too close
to high-temperature systems. Steam pipeline ,
exhaust manifolds, silencers and other
equipment must be adequately insulated.

Shielding
Regardless of the intended use and location of
internal combustion engines, all external fuelinjection lines between the high-pressure fuel
pumps and injectors must be double-walled.

CH32

The fuel must be:
safely collected
drained away without an overpressure
efficiently monirored
if pressure variations of> 20 bar occur in feedand return- fuel lines, these lines must alw be
<lou ble-wa lled.
the double-walled high-pressure fuel lines must
be of permanent assembly.
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32.11 .11 Fuel-oil emulsions
Engines running on fuel emulsions or ocher liquid
fuels must be able to convert to normal fuel-oil
systems in case of failure.

32.11.12 Filters for fuel - or lubricating-oil
systems
Filters chat arc directly mounted on the engine
should nor be located in the immediate proximity
of rotating or hoc pares. If chis is not fea~ible, the
rotating or hot parts muse be ~hiekled.
~

A readily accessible
heavy-oil fuel filter.
The heavy-oil can be
easily led from the one to
the other filter element;
it is also easy to see
when the filter is dirty.

•

The double-walled high-pressure fuel and lubricatingoil pipe for opernng the exhaust valves and the three
inJectors of a two-stroke crosshead engine.

32.11.13 Duplex filters
Filters must be provided with a drip trar.
Filters mmt be able ro be switched off safely
and drained for cleaning purposes.
~

Strict requirements also
apply for these fuel filters .

•

A fuel pump for a six-cylinder Scania diesel engine.

The high-pressure lines towards the 1n1ectors are doublewalled.
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Ir should be clear which filter is on-line in the

If cooling air is obtained from the engine room,

system.

the design of the cooling system must be based on

The off-line filter must be arranged so that it

an engine-room temperature of at least 45 °C.

can be cleaned while the engine is running.
It should also be feasible to vent the filte r and

32.11 .16 Charge-air system

depressurise rhe off-line filter.
Exhaust-gas turbochargers may not achieve critical

32.11 .14 The lubricating-oil system

speed ranges under any operating conditiom.
T he supply of lubricating oil must also be sufficient

-

The engine must be so equipped that the

during starting-up and running-down of the

sumps can be topped up during operation.

turbochargers.

One should be able to drain the sump.
The combination of the oil-drainage lines from
rhe crankcases of two or more engines is not
allowed.
Main lubricating-oil pumps driven by the
engine arc ro be designed to maintain the
supply of lubricating oil u nder all operating
conditions.
?

Main engines, which drive main luhricating-oil

Cylinder lubricating oil

pumps, are to be equipped with independently-

systems for the engine

driven stand-by lubricating-oil pumps.

must be approved by a

Cylinder lubricating-oil systems for the engi ne

classification society, as

provided with electronically controlled dosing

they are equipped with

systems must be approved by a classification

electronically controlled

society.

•

dosing systems.

The lubricating-oil system of a turboblower of A.8.8 ..
The turbine shaft drives the lubncat1ng-oil pump that
lubricates the bearings The lubncat1ng oil 1n the system
therefore is separate from the rest of the engine and remains
clean. Look at the sight glass!
Under all conditions, when the turboblower is operational.
the bearings are always well lubricated.

32.11 .15 Cooling systems
Similar to the lubricating-oil pumps, cooling-warer
pump must have enough capacity to provide
a sufficienr amount of cooling water for all
operating conditions.

420

•

Main engines that drive main cooling-water

An extra lubricating-oil tank, which provides the

pumps must be equipped with independenrly-

lubricant for the bearings of this turboblower when

driven stand-by pumps.

the engine stops, until the blower stops.
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~

The steel sheet protection
of the exhaust-gas line of
this propulsion engine
may attain a maximum
surface temperature of

220 °C .

...
The electrically-driven auxiliary blower of a two-stroke
crosshead engine.

Even ar low engine speeds, main engines must be
supplied with a sufficient amount of charge air ro
ensure a reliable operation.
If required, rwo-srroke crosshcad engines must be
fitted wirh directly or indirectly driven scavengingair pumps.
In the evenr of a rurbocharger failure, rhe main

32.11.20 Starting-air systems

engines must be able ro mainrain emergency
runnmg.

H erc many regulations al,o apply.
There must be at least two srarting-air

32.11 .17 Charge-air cooling

compressors for the main engines.

Means are robe provided ro ensu re that the
temperarure of the scavenging air is within

compressors should operate independently of

the temperature range specified by the engine

50% of the total compressor capacity.

At least one of the two starting-air
the main engine, and ,hould provide at least

manufacturer.

The volume of the srarting-a ir reservoirs should

The air-inlet pipes of engines with charge-

be such rhar rhey ..:an be filled to rhe legally

air coolers mu,t be provided with a means of

required capaciry from atmospheric pressure ro
the maximum permitted pressure.

drainage.

If the main engine is starred with starting air,

32.11.18 Fire-extinguishing systems on
charge-air lines
The scavenging-air line of two-stroke crosshead

the available amount of starring air must be
distributed over rwo starting-air reservoirs of
similar capacity.
The roraJ capacity of the starting-air reservoirs

engines must be provided with an approved fire-

must be sufficient co achieve twelve sequential

exringuishing system rhat operates independently

starts of the engine in ahead and astern

of the engine room's fire-extinguishing system.

direction in case of reversible engines, without

32.11 .19 Exhaust-gas lines

prescribed for non-reversible engines driving

re-charging. A minimum of six starts is
a conrrollable-pirch propeller or they must be
Exhaust-gas lines must be insulated and/or cooled

equipped with another device, which allows

to prevent the surface temperature from exceeding

the engine ro start without load.

220 °C.

For auxiliary engines with a starting-air

The insularion material must be fireproof.

system, this should be at least three sta rts.
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...
Two large starting-air
reservoirs for a twelvecylinder main engine, a
Wartsila 12RT Flex 96

c.

The engine must start with
these reservoirs without the
assistance of the air
compressors, 6 times
forwards and 6 times ,n
reverse.

...
32.11.21 Electric starting systems

All the necessary equipment for an emergency-diesel
generator set must be in the same space as the

Here a number of regu lations also apply.

generator. Shown here, the diesel-oil day-tank.

Main engines that are electricall)' started
must be equipped wi t h rwo separate starring
batteries, which cannot be operated in parallel.

32.11.23 Starting emergency-diesel
generators

Each starting battery must be able to start the
engine in cold condition.

Emergency-diesel generarors should be able ro

The coca! capacity of the scarring batteries

scare at temperatures as low as 0°C.

must be sufficient so that within half an hour,

If it is nor possible to start at this low

the previously described scares can be executed
without having to re-charge the starting

remperarure, the generator must be provided
with hearing.

batteries.

The set must be operational in all weather and
sea conditions.

32.11.22 Auxiliary engines

The starring, loading and energy-storage

At least three starts.

equipment, such as the battery and the dieseloil rank should be installed in the eme rgency-

Starting batteries should only be used to start

diesel generator location.

rhe engine and the moniroring installations.

32.11 .24 Local operating-control system
T here are a number of requirements that apply ro
local operating control.

...
The emergency
manoeuvring position of
a two-stroke crosshead
engine, a Wartsila 1o RTA
96C.

in circle: start and reverse
lever
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Table 2.7 Alarms and indicators

I

Propulsion
engines

Oescnpt1on

IAuxiliary
engines

I

Emergency
engines

speed/direction of rotation

I

engine overspeed5

A,S

A,S

A,S

lubricating oil pressure at engine inlet

I, L, S

I, L, S

I.L

lubricating oil temperature at engine inlet

l,H

i!•,H5

15,H5

I

I

fuel oil temperature at engine inlet '

I

I

fuel oil leakage from high pressure pipes

A

A

A

cylinder cooling water pressure or flow at engine inlet

I, L

I, L4

1s, Ls

cylinder cooling water temperature at engine outlet

I, H

I, H

I, H

piston coolant pressure at engine inlet

I, L

I. Hs

I. H6

piston coolant temperature at engine outlet

I, H
I

charge air temperature at charge air cooler inlet

I

charge air temperature at charge air cooler outlet

l,H

starting air pressure

I, L

control air pressure

I, L

exhaust gas temperature'

I, H3

oil mist concentration in crankcase or alternative

I, H6

monitoring system'· 8
I

for engines running on heavy fuel 011only

2 where ever the d1mens1ons permit, at each cylinder outlet
and at the turbo charger inlet and outlet
3 at turbo charger outlet only
4 cooling water pressure or flow

alarms and indicators that
must be read in the

fuel oil pressure at engine inlet

charge air pressure at cylinder inlet

Table of compulsory

emergency start
manoeuvring position.

I: Indicator
A Alarm
H. Alarm for upper limit
L: Alarm for lower limit
S: Shutdown

5 only lor an engine output ;, 220 kW
6 for engines having an output > 2250 kW or a cylinder bore

> 300mm
7 alternative methods of monitoring may be approved by GL
8 an engine shutdown may be provided where necessary

32.11 .25 Main engine
A local

S} stem

that can operate and monitor

the engine must he fined.
If reduction gearing and controllable-pitch
propeller systems have been fitted, the abovementioned local conrrol srsrem musr be able to
provide emergency running.
Critical speed must be indicated with red
sectors on the speed ga uges.

...
The emergency manoeuvring position of a four-stroke

j

'

0
50 ~ ~

-100

trunk-piston engine, a nine-cylinder Caterpillar Mak 43

I '1

/

.. • ..- 101 "---'

., 150
ISllRN

150,

rpm

engine

50
Arrow: toothed and reverse lever

.
Critical speeds must be indicated by red sectors on
the speedometers. This engine does not have a critical
speed.
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32.12 Engine alignmen t
Herc too special regulations ha,e been drawn up.
T he cranbhaft alignmenc mu~r be checked
each rim e an engine is re-aligned on in,
bcdplare.
Thi~ is done b) clock gauging of the
crankshaft. The crank-web dcfkcrion of every
cylinder

1\

to be mea~ured.

In order to compare later crankshaft deflections,
note \hould be taken o f rhe loading and draught
of the vessel. The condition~ of rhe engine ,.., hen
the deflection was measured, cold, preheated or ar

a

•

If the crankwebs do not have the original values

between the (engine manufacturer) stamped centres
when the crankshaft rotates, they show a deviation

operar111g remperarure.

known as the angular rotation of the webs. This is
known as 'crankshaft clock gauging' or 'a deflection
measurement' . It is clear that the larger a crank at the
same deflection (angle a) has a larger measured value
than a smaller crank.

T
A chart, showing clearly how large the maximum
crankshaft deflections may be.

0

(!};: ,

Horizontal: the distance r 1nd1callng where the

measurement must be taken.
Vertical: the deflection result 6a

In the figure are the lines for trunk-piston engines and

·-------·
3

crosshead engines.
Both lower lines are the recommended values after irntial
engine installation.

B.D.C

•

Both upper lines are the advised maximum crankshaft

The basic standard measurements for defining the

deflections.

crankshaft deflection value, r0 •

The larger r, 1s, the larger the crankshaft diameter and the
larger the deflection may be.
Guidelines are 111 the process of being established for the
angular rotation that a crank may deviate from the ideal line.
The same maximum angular rotation has a larger absolute
value with a larger crank.
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Trunk-piston engines: alignment on initial installation
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Remarks for clock gauging of the crankshaft
and measuring the distance between the
crank webs of each cylinder
The measureme nrs should be performed at
a certain distance from the hea rt line of the

REGULATI O NS FOR PRO PULSION ENGI NES, CLASSIF ICATION , REPAI R AND DAM AGE

B

A

T

crankshaft
th at is: R +

dw

2

.

a:

a:

In virtually all c rankshafts, both webs of the c rank
are provided with a ce nrre hole suitable for the
cra nkshaft clock gauge.

o,..
.
/

In normal crankshaft cloc k gauging, the
connecting rod remains mounted on the crankpin.

T.

w

.,,.

w·
w

Therefore, the values I ' and 1" are a mean.
The location of the centre holes is dependent on
the type o f crankshaft.
One ca n di sting uish fo ur types: A, B, C and D.

C

o....
~

.s

The standard measurements for defining of the
crankshaft deflection values, r0 , for four different types
0

of crankshafts.

~

I,

They are all forged steel crankshafts.
Types A, B and C are manufactured 111 a single piece forging

4

0

-0

for four-stroke trunk-piston engines.

~

o,.

The type D crankshaft is manufactured by the J01ning
together of single 'throws' consisting of two webs and the
crank pin and used for two-stroke crosshead engines.

w
Type A: standard crankshaft. negative crank pin/crankshaft
formula result.
Type B: with milled sections T, and T,
Type C: positive crank pin/crankshaft formula result

D

({

' --.

-ox

I
a:

~o

N

a:
-----

•

-0

w
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32.13 The standard measurements
and calculations to
determine the crankshaft
deflection measurement r0
for four different types of
crankshafts

When sectiom of a crank web have been milled
away, the so-called 'web undercut', win the
formula must be modified ro:

wi

= W - (T, + T,}_
2

This is crankshaft type B.
32.13.1 Calculating the deflection length r0
according to Germanischer Lloyd

There arc separate calculations for shafts forged
in a single piece forging, A, B and C and for a
crankshaft manufacture by joining single throws
together D.
The syrnbob applied arc:
R = crank radius/radius (mm)
11 = pisron stroke (2R) (mm)
dk = crankpin diameter (mm)
d" = crankshaft diameter (mm)
W = width of the crank web (mm)
B = width of the crank web at distance~ (mm)
2

T, = depth of milled section in the crank web at
rhe crankpin side (mm)
T_, = depth of rhe milled section in the crank web
at the crankshaft side (mm)
S = crankpin/bcaring overlap (mm}

For crankshaft type D, cl" in the formula must be
su bstirured by d" 1:
d

w

I

=

~3 (d

11

- d }+ d
w

\\

for crankshaft type C, with a positive crankpin/
crankshaft overlap;:: 0 in the formula
(d + d)
.
" - R the W value m rhc formula must
s= k
2
be replaced by W 1•

From the abovementioned formulas, it can be
inferred char rhe position of rhe crankshaft
measurement for each engine was calculated
earlier. Clearly, an engine manufacturer applies the
deflection centres when finishing rhe crankshaft
rather than leaving it to the mechanic ro guess
where rhe centres should be located.

S = (d, + d) - R
2

At a negative crankpin/bearing overlap (s < o) the
deflection length r0 is in accordance with figure A
and is calculated as follows:
r =0.5( 1l+dk+d
"
.
"

2
2
)-w(Jl\Y./
d•- 1 +1/ d"-1)
\ w

In the other cases of B, C and D the formula must
constantly he adjusted.
Apart from the material, the shape, construction
and detailing of the crankshafts, much attention
is paid to the exact position of rhe deflection
measurement.
All arc forged-iron crankshafts.
Types A, Band Care forged by single piece
forging and usually manufactured for fou r-stroke
trunk-piston engines.
Type A: with a negative result is:

426

s < o in rhe formula s

(d + d )
•
" - R
2

r., = 0.5(H + dk + d) -

w( ~ 2~· - l + y2!' -l )

32.14 Procedure for
reconditioning parts
Many engine parts repaired after wear has been
detected must be re-rested and approved, rhe
following amongst others:
- Crankshafts
Connecting rods
- Engine blocks
Cylinder covers
- Pistons
T he proced ure is often as follows:
- The parts are disassembled and sent to a
specialised reconditioning company.
- The parts are cleaned, inspected, measured
and for, amongst others, a cranbhafr is the
material hardness of rhe journals measured.
- Advice is given to the clienr regarding rhe
repair. ft is possible that the advice is to
repair the part; however, with serious wear or
damage, it can be recommended char the part
should be replaced.
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.&

.&

The installation of a new sleeve bearing in the

An overheated crank pin of a medium-speed four-

connecting-rod eye is also a part of the overhauling of

stroke engine.

engine parts.
The question is whether this type of damage can be
Shown here. the new sleeve beanng 1s cooled using liquid

effectively repaired.

nitrogen so that the sleeve can be easily installed in the

Together with the classification society, the specialised repair

connecting-rod eye. If both parts have ambient temperature,

company, an overhaul plan 1s prepared. The final result must

the sleeve will not fit into the eye.

guarantee that the surface hardness of the overheated crank

Wearing special ·cold resistant' gloves 1s necessary. the

pin does not deviate too much from the surface hardness of

material temperatures are under -100 'C!

the other crank pins.

The repair advice wil l also include the cost of the
repair.
After the repair has been approved by the
client, the part will be repaired according to the
specifications of the engine manufacturer.
This means that for damaged crankshaft journals
that the crank pin and/or crankshaft is ground ro
a certain undersize, and then fitted with oversized
hearing shells.
In order ro achieve this, the engine manufacturers
manufacture new crank,haft in such a manner
that the shafts arc over-dimensioned so that
grinding is possible.
Therefore, the entire repair is performed according
to the manufacturers' specifications.
After reconditioning/repair, the classification
socieq for the engine, are invited to perform an
audit.
When approved, the part is provided with a code
of numbers and signs by the classification society.
The~e are stamped. Surveyors of a classification
society also have their own personal number,
which is stamped into rhe part.

32.15 New parts
These arc provided with cerrificares by
classification societies.
T his is because often after purchase by the client,
rhe engine manufacturers do nor yet know to
which class the engine and its spare pa res belong.
Some engine manufacturers have six-classification
society's visit!

32.16 Special cases of wear and
damage to engine parts
In can occur in very special cases that damage co,
for instance, an engine block or a crankshaft that
rhe classification society will be asked to be pan of
the discussions regarding rhe repair. An example
is, whether the crankshaft of an engine in a vessel
is disassembled and removed, or the disassembly
of an engine block in a diesel power srarion.
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I n both cases, rhe disassembly and rhen assembly
cost a grear deal of rime and money. During the
repair, the vessel or a part of the diesel power
station is non-operational. A stationary ship co5ts
a huge amount of money!

...
A severely damaged castiron engine block.
The question remains: Is the
repair techrncally possible
and Is the engine then
dependable? What 1s the
client's expectation for the
lifetime of this engine?

...

...
A damaged two-stroke crosshead engine guide.

Inspection of this
camshaft drive for a fuel

The guide Is removed from the A-frame and inspected on the

pump shows that both

engine room floor.

running surfaces are still

The white metal runrnng surface has separated from the

in a good state of repair.

guide. This guide must be repaired

The running surfaces are
smooth and have no
scratches or damages.

32.16.1 Engine blocks and connecting
rods
Occasionall y, a~er notification b y a reconditioning
company, a representative of the cla ssification
~ociety will visit for an in~pection. When
the notification scares rhar the parts will be
reconditioned according ro the ~pecificatio n~
of che engine manufacrurer and th e parries are
known to ea ch other from an earlier large number
of repairs, often no control visit rakes pl ace.

....
The specifications of the engine manufacturer
must also be strictly adhered to when line boring
commissioned engines.
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32.17 Damages to the engine or
engine parts
A large number of parries arc involved:
An expert of the company, which carries the
insurance of the engine.
A surveyor of rhe classification society.
The e ngine ~upplier and/or manufacturer.
The owner/user of the engin e.
Usually, these parries meet on th e ship or the diesel
power statio n for Jcliherations.

•

Damages to crankshafts are costly; when in repair at a

specialised repair company, the crankshaft must be
disassembled and removed.

The complete engine block must be placed on hydraulic
jacks.
The reJected crankshaft must be replaced: the costs can

32.18 Damages

reach a hundreds thousands euros: especially for category Ill

ln5llrnnce companies, that also insure diesel

Severe damage to the crankshaft of a two-stroke crosshead

engines.

engines, draw remarkable conclusions regarding

engines result 111 even higher costs. The ship is out of

damages ro engines.

operation for a long time!

32.18.1 Engine damages, all engine types

32.18.2 Engine damages, low-speed twostroke crosshead engines

Claims type

I

Number

I

Total cost
(USO)

I

Avg. Cost
(USO)

Claims type

I

Number

I

Total cost
(USO)

I

Avg. Cost
(USO)

Turbocharger

84
(36,2% )

16.983.474
(24.4%)

202.184

Turbocharger

63
(42.6%)

14.057.056
(40,7%)

223.128

Crankshaft,
Connecting rod

23
(9,9%)

13.949.870
(20,0%)

606.516

Entablature,
Staybolts

17
(11 ,5%)

3.505.803
(10,2%)

206.224

Cylinderllner

17
(7,3%)

251.047

Cylinderliner

15
(10,1 %)

3.810.363
(11,0%)

254.024

(6,1%)

Entablature,
Staybolts

17
(7,3%)

3.505.803
(5,0%)

206.224

Journal,
Bearing

9
(6,1%)

2.916.201
(8,4%)

324.022

Journal,
Bearing

15
(6,5%)

6.653.302
(9,5%)

443.553

Piston, P1stonrod

7
(4.7%)

1.609.588
(4,7 %)

229.941

Fuelpump,
Gears

12

3.161.929

(5.2%)

(4.5%)

Camshaft,
Coupling

10
(4,3%)

3.804.377
(5,5%)

Piston.
Pistonrod

9
(3,9%)

2.702.420
(3,9%)

4.267.795

263.494

A
The turboblower also has the largest number of

380.438

damages for the low-speed two-stroke crosshead

300.269

journal bearings, pistons and piston rods.

engines, followed by the stay bolts, cylinder liners,

•

Noticeable is the large number of damages to turboblowers. A crucial part for modern highly-loaded diesel
engines.
The crankshaft, connecting rod and cylinder liner
follow.
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32.18.3 Engine damages, medium-speed
four-stroke engines

I

Total cost
(USD)

I

Avg. Cost
(USD)

Claims type

Number

Turbocharger

21
(25,6%)

2.926.417
(8,9%)

139.353

Crankshaft,
Connecting rod

21
(25,6%)

13.593.961
(41,5%)

647.331

Camshaft,
Coupling

8
(9,8%)

3.451.850
(10,5%)

431.481

Journal,
Bearing

6

3.737.102

(7,3%)

(11,4%)

Fuelpump,
Gears

5
(6,1%)

765.436
(2,3%)

32.18.4 Some general remarks
Damages to propulsion plants are costly.
2

Especially medium-speed four-stroke diesel
engines run large risks with respect to damages
and therefore costs. They only represent 20%
of the total number of insured engines, but

50% of the coral costs of damages.
3

Damage to turboblowers is the largest item of

4

The most costly damages arc those of the

loss for diesel engines.
crankshaft and connecting rod; especially for

622.850

four-stroke medium-speed engines.
153.087

5

Damage to the crankshaft of a low-speed twostroke crosshead engine is the major part in the

•

tcnal amount of claims paid our for damages.

For the four-stroke medium-speed diesel engines, the

Think about, the disassembly and removal of

of

damages to turboblowers and crankshafts with

the damaged crankshaft and the installation

connecting rod are of equal number; a remarkable shift

a new crankshaft. A new crankshaft is a very

to the drive gearing.

expensive engine part!

This is the result of the high thermal and mechanical

6

The total loss of a medium-speed four-stroke

loads of these engines types. See the load numbers in

engine, where the crankshaft and engine block

Chapter 5.

arc beyond repair are also part of costs thar
insurance companies must pay our.

The graph below gives clarity regarding the
propulsion types.

120000
104301
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0

•

7453
Low
speed

Medium
speed

Gas
turbine

Conclusion:
The damage to low-speed two-stroke crosshead
engines is by far the lowest; almost four times lower
than the damage to medium-speed four-stroke engines
and fourteen times lower than the damages to gas
turbines!

Damages to turboblowers are the most common
occurring damage, to both four-stroke medium-speed
and two-stroke crosshead engines.
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...
A certificate for 'oil machines' and therefore for diesel
engines.
The certificate is for a Mak 8M32C propulsion engine
for a tanker. This has been manufactured by Volharding
Shipyards B.V., Hoogezand, The Netherlands.

HAM 074024611

CertifiCote no
Pag,,, ol 1

1.lo rl·s Certificate For Oil Engines

l{eg~fer

(Quality Assurance)

w ,,

C,ttce

, de< number

261 956
~
n

Kiel
Caterpillar Motoren GmbH & Co. KG
1,,1nv .Jfld

Pritchard Gordon Ltd .. 51augham, UK
rdr r

d1

caterplllar Motoren GmbH & Co KG
Falckenste1ner Strasse 2
24159 Klei
Germany

1

"'

Tanker
:.l1endl'd w,vttP

Main engine
:-d

~,,,

:I.

,q

Volhardlng Shipyards BV Hoogezand. Yard No. 603
Partkulars

Engme ,er.al numbe,

Numller o1 cylmden

')wmt!ter of Mnder (nirn)

38809

8
suok,!mml

320

480

'MaK' BM32C
s

r- VVflf •W

l"ld ~PM {COOll!lUOUS ratin91

3840 kW at 600
Oe 1" llop1 , , ,.. -

M•thodof a,aii,,9

Water
1!'h-r1t

no

,11~

ddt"

LR EMEA Hamburg, Plan Approcal Centre ref. HMO 11808-03/3 dated 10 November 2006
Testing
The tl'tglf'lf has been ,un on a oYn.:trnorn<:t!!f ilnd M sattSf•ed l~ agreed test ichfdui.

ldentlflcatlon Marks (SerWII No. Control No. and Date)

g

Q'W 042 LRS HAM 0740246 (entablature stamped)

Manufacturer's StaU!men
_t_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tn1s is to certify that the od engine de.scribed at>ove has been constructed and te-sted wv, satisfactory results n accorciance wth the current R1.1les a'ld
Re9uta1,ons A cooy of the apoucable Des,gn Apprai,al Document ,s attached
1

Stgned on behitf ol manuf<1t;1u,~ ....

~

~~u•
N.srne in b .,

1pit.

G HERRMANN / D DITTRICH / Or. GALLUN

Quality Supervisor Department CQ3

a ,••

'fhis eflt,]1/'1(' w,/l~i/J('(t>/)(('d ((JI t,r,m9 lflj/,pS (Jim«iOIJntt'lldt.>d l(J~dtuS«/wdh lq,,1'',R~f!:!I

~,d t;y

"

• t,

,yd· RP91 ,tt

Mi A ,n Qua'.ity Assurance apprco1al

rjj/.xrot'y,rn;,J/1.,,t,onut>dt..v /~IJju.t/(OIJ(J;f,onj Cl Sll{•'fo/

~ r,:srmg. ,1nd ~here fPlllPfcd 11"/ th<-tult!s, dl)l>fOvdlol v,/J,.JliOI' tiu.''iJC. rar,t,a,

Uoyd·, Rt:J·'-ll'f 1t\ o1flilioU"'> •nd suhsidiare irld ltieM rt-wecr,ve ottic:en.,, ffr.ttlOVffl o, agent\ a1e, 1nd1vtdl.Mlffv ind coUect ~, tet'!f'•t!d to tn ~ cldlM a5 the Lb,d's
Reg,stl'f C,roup fh(' 1.k,yd·s ~1~te( Group ellUn"e no 1esponsib ,ty and !.hall not ~ l,;abl(l to i"Y ;,en,o11 foe ilfl'i IOU, d.Jmagt:' Of Clpe~ ca!JSed by rt'liance on thc!i
•·lorm,Ut0n '>I' lld-ncl'., tt\as docume111 or ~ t p10,.,1di-d. unless 1h..t p('f.S.OO has sig~ a c01w1ct ,...,.v, ~ relellarit llovd's ~gt',.u.•, Group ermrv Jor tht JX~n of
•h1, ,nfo,matiQnor advlCe and .n lhatca\e.tnv r~~b. 1ty o, :t.)h tirf iseicdus,,.,ely ort lht l<rrm. ,tr,d cond1t101'1S~OUt n thbt contract
f,rmQNl'8t2!)0417J
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'f'
Report on the main engine, an internal combustion

The data includes information with respect to the

engine with all important engine data, such as, the

torsional-vibration damper, the crankcase volume, the

cylinder diameter, the stroke, the shaft power, the

number of relief valves, the type of governor, the

mean indicated pressure and the maximum

cylinder-cover material, piston crowns and oil-mist

combustion pressure.

detector.

Repon no

HAM 0740246/2

Page 1 of 3

J lo rl·s Report on Main Internal
l{'eg~Ter Combustion Reciprocating Engine
Ship's Nune

lMOnu~

Offtc:e
Kiel
}I

die

lKtd.111

17 October 2007

17 October 2007
V1t•t,...,T\by

Yiv.dnw·Of>f

Vo lha rdlng Shipyards BV., Hoogezand, The Netherlands

603
Ye,,, -,ndrno--,tl\

Cat erpillar Motoren GmbH & Co. KG, Fal<kenstel ner Strasse 2, 241 59 Kiel, Germany
f•91'1,

· -.,t;(' .,,.

tyP.

lng1oi!~

1~

11 .ylmd, ·, in V 0( QUief special t..xmatJOn

N1 ""1>4··

Nu'tlbl-r ot engines

In line

1

2 01 4 SltC~.e ~

Mal.1mu·

4

3B40
rv.t ·

480mm

27 2 bar

At,p-t

600
M.)1:" 1,m ()'• ndtf P,t!SSlH'

· · ·,?Cl"l'fhngMtP

-M· ·-~
otP

191 bar

unt ptSton type?

'"'19,,.. ,t ere,,. .n---d
Tru nk piston type

rar,kshafU,

8
kW

3840

1~

Cf

"•mbef of cy1inde,s. oach er,glnt

1li:W

320 mm

1)1,.•op

No

'!.

38809

' MaK' 8M32C
~t.

2007/ 10

Ale rt· ,·f vjlvfS lrttt-d tor,fl':I ;yhm"·· 1

Yes

,t• :to u,.:dfor
No

ff.imH?

No

Pe.tons?

L.O

fntdblatuu_111

No

lucl Vah,e,)

L.O

Cool,rJgmod,umlor
Cvl1ndefs.,

F.W ,

MuU t'T1S_i1ne b e , ~ tor ~NU ot rnam bNrki91,. etc.?

TV ( lf.JJ)JOVitt k-HCJ date and 1elermce nul'I

No
tt~r.trott

S1'at,- wt .. •ie ' '1, ~

Total ,r;:emat v,

d.,rt~ · •dt · .lleft1nt!d.statetype.egspmg
Spring type

Crankshaft free end

Numf ,,-randlol,• t ft:, · O 1.1nl

i!""lfl

7,7 m'

1~

e:r.p- -- ,on .·,, · dt-vic:•S

8=1144cm'

Are retef OC',/<~ fated to SCJ~upetchar9"

nw1t,old1'
No

No

Type of g,c:M'IOOI' fitted

M,ll• 41ot

UG-4001
ATe tl.lrre guard5

Compressed air

yirdcf_ovtfs

°' traps, l,tfP.d ti.

cast lron

F .1oncr0Nf"'

Yes

Yes
I( in lf'PI;,....

·yrt

,n\ 41

,..

Forged steel

,t o«.•111(10, fitted~

Schaller VN 115/ 87
Flywheel Shaft
,p., olA
·. ,_,rt' w1!t

,

or ,,_ M.shaft

Integral w ith crankshaft

,.,.,.,,

At,p1

Integral w ith crankshaft

~

t~ ,,.: 1Uength

As for crankshaft
Jfvwt-· ~ -,Qht
1405 kg

Diaml"U:r

As f or crankshaft

Act• , II ll'f1 • -.111--·~it

As for crankshaft
1,ywt,- ,• dl,WTI ' ,!'(

1439 mm

Thrust Shaft
Sepwlrate, irneg:ra1 witt, cran« o, 1h1us1 $haft

Separate
M4itff01

Approv<!d ~nsile wengu1

NIA

N/ A

Actual lensilo '111.'nglh
N/A
NOll(l Tht!1~,nfhtJ1l'f'Cftarrro~9,-.-enM.lv/ft;t1nt143cirurlr.,,,p()SJllw ~fhfoatU"1'fn ·NO•o, ·NONr s1,r, rw-A. ""1dotllf!fpg1tsoloJ(Jc)ut):t:.tl
tnNJ?ll"lf}6Fl'nOltO/Jt'~ l<M?rd11ig-natJpp/,ca/lletob(r0n<Pl/t!d
.n lhls cYtM l'i Ille Uo•,1fs
e,r~ caustd by rNncP on lhflnformaton o, ildvct tn 1h1:ulocu~t Qt ~ , - c , r1r0v01'. unlcu lh.\\ person has.sig"l'd • conuan v..·;th the re-lf,..~n1 UCyd \ Rtg~1er Group t"nMY t~ IN- p,avtsion
of lhGtn!ormatlCnor adw-<eand ll lhat Ca',(' arr, ,eponsibditv o LabiMy i5 e,dus .etyon 1ne1erms •nd cood1t<>ns set oul'" lhat coritr«L

~:fs ~ ·U aff~te, •nd 'SUbsid1¥ts and their Jl':Sl)e(.IIYl' olflCl'fS. e.rnpk,yees or ,1gent5 are, ind,vldliJ?'v and collectr-1(lly. 1tlerred to

Reg!S™ Group· T~ Llovd's Regrstef Group as!.UIT'e no 1esponsibtl,ty and stwll not be.' liable- to any pcnon f0t any km. ri.tma<JC- or

fo,m 1011 (2004 111
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T
Detailed crankshaft data, an important part.
Documentation regarding the used material
composition, the manufacturing method, the tensile
strength and pump data.

HAM 0740246/2

Report no
Page 2 of 3
Two Stroke Engines Only
"'-Uffmer•nd typeot iCdvi~- +umps of blowerse«heng,nc.md hCt-Nrltrwn
N/ A
For E G bk>wttJ 111111P ffliliHn name and type

Where e~t.J.Y.it gas drl"te' bkM·, , i onfv are frned. car, cngane ~.ite

NIA
s,..tt~ any ernet"9tncy ,11ra~me1,:,s tmed

with one out of ac 1110n N/ A

NIA

valves 1n the t'Vtlf\de,- Covet\.

N e ~ ol Pto-1ons

b theed~~, dlSCh; .rq, d tt ougr poi ts In 1rie cy;1odi~ Of :ht?.J9h

N/A

:4Vt tgt a r p,es,sut~dli full pc)W(!f.

used as 5(a'ltnC}l" pufl'"C)S?

N/A

N/A

Four Stroke Engines Only
u e.riqi.ne superCha'1J·~J

N·1 ~ o f

Yes

1

AJ.

ndl

('1ti.1ust h.H

1p.·· h.11g,

'Srdes of PISlOnS uwd ~ S~charge pumps'?

dtMn ~ , harge blowen pet ~ine

preuurt> ht lu8 f)OIM!f

2,937 bar

No

All Engines
Numt)i. of blowN'sUJ)l'fLhari<?f 011 coolers NCh eng,ne

Nu!Tlbef of bk,v.,t.ir)Ju~!chctr~ air c.ooler\ Heh l'fl91nt

None
Crankshaft
~ ;·t.Jnf1,

Number o! main ,OU rnae

b•·l'Nl'Cn •Met edgt"sof be.c,1rng-..n w.i'I cf

,tnit.5

9
Oi-!.tance betweeri crnlfe IN .. _, ,1 <lfM tOd-s
()ppased ~ton P.ngJf"t"S

NIA

407 mm

No
8U1tt

~

: . ii 0t ·-oiJd ran\r.shatt

Solid tranlcshaft

Olal'T'ell'1''

NIA

Journak
300mm
a,,.. iat· o · wt-US a1: mid th,ow-

280mm

420 mm
· ,,...
n1n'-, S14tc tbds,I tht<kneu tour.cf eycho&es

No. 1 web= 130 mm, remainder= 101 mm

N/ A

N/A

A.iual th· :KOi'<" of w t,;,
0

Nonw1c,1 .hrn <aQ4

1-w.., ,,., e ·

~~

p1r, ,ire not ih n

Material (state whether cast or forged)
50CrMo4+Nl+V

Web

IOUft'l,j,;

50CrMo4+Nl+V

SOCrMo4+Nl+V

II forged. tJt~ ··,•th id

Continuous grain flow forged

Approved Tensile Strength
Pm•

Wei>,

Jcut~IS

860 N/mm'

860 Nlmm'

860N/mm'

Actual Ten•II• Strength
Wet,

"''

900N/mm1

900 N/mm'
M-tlf" >41 of

900 N/mm'

p1.ng t.:il:.s

42 CrMo 4 V

Main Engine Driven Pumps each engine.
Stau nw. nt,111 and pu.pOS,l\ ol l'aeh type of pump (,nc 11d1ng ft" tnt«UOn and tlM· surcharge), type ot ai ,,'f', '1'd J,·.: b1lgt pur·-ip c•p;;.. ·:Y at no,mal rpm
1 LO. pressure pump (gear drive), 2 f .W. drculatlon pumps (gear drive), 8 f.O. Injection pumps (cam drive)
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...
Identification marks of forgings and castings.

Report no

HAM 0740246/2

Page 3 oi 3

Air Compressors
~tine number and low conne<ttd •nd

wheltn uri bf! ded~
No air compressor a ttached to the engine

ldentlfkAtton Marks of Important forgings and castings (Shafting Certificates to be forwarded)
C ankwt1

QA023 STU 0700164, Heat No 71220, Serial No. G 993 325,
!lru,,mywheel shaft

N/A
1

Isa detailed st of certificates attalhrd to the report St.1Dng 1tf-m, ma~f;c1~e,, 1~of iSSUe, c,rt,hc.ate nuf'!'t)er, •rd ,dentr1icaton mari:mg,;?

Yes

Declaration
Declaration to be signed by engine builders
To the t>est of OU' Knowtpdgr th15 machinery has been sound1y construaed 1n conformity with the Rules and Regulations. and tne foregoing

part,culars of ma1n eogme'i are correct

;;;r~

Date

C. MOHR

Date and Port of Approval of Plans
9' '

a1ip,ov•.

General Approval
r • 1.at
LR EMEA Hamburg, Plan Approcal Centre ref HMO 11808·03/3 dated 10 November 2006
Thn.61111)"

.

~

~

,,

NIA
AJ, R~l't\'ef1

N/ A
Ap,ev,ous Stffllla.r (a!.eW.t,, to,!~)

N/ A

!.ng Nombef
N/ A
Port and rf'PO(t number

N/ A

The machinery reported above ha!. been burlt under Speoar Survey in accordance with tt,e Rules. aporoved plans and Secretary's letters. examined.
running on the tMt bed and foul"ld satisfactory The mat1mats and won, mansh1p are good. the spare gec1t required by thtt Ru res has been s1.1pphed
and tneo machinery tS efl91ote 1n my opinion to be fitted m a dassed ship

izuod ••

Kief

Fam20l1Q()04 1 1 J
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REGULATIONS FOR PROPULSION ENGINES, CLASSI FICATION, REPAIR AND DAMAGE

"Certificate for forged steel crankshafts.
All the important data is shown. The identification
number, method of manufacture and material tests.

Certificate no
Page 1 of 1

l IQyrl's
KegrsTer

STU 0700164

Certificate for Forged
Steel Crankshafts
(Quality Assurance)

ott,ce
Stuttgart
Manufacturer

Worl<'s order number

Maschlnenfabrlk Alflng Kessler GmbH, Aalen

14S60/16

Name and address of workS

Purchase order number

Maschlnenfabrtk Alflng Kessler GmbH
August~Kessler-Str. 20
73433 Aalen

Purchaser

58369
Caterpillar Motoren GmbH & Co. KG, Klei
Client
Manufacturer

Particulars
Crankshaft des,gnat,on

Number of crankshafu

One (1) cgf-forged, Type: 8 M 32-500

Forging No(s): G 993 325

Plan number

Number of throws

1.94.7·25.10.01-04"d/d", Weight 4400 kg (each)

8-throw
Stage of manufacture finished machined

Type and grade of steel

50CrMo4+Nl+V, quenched and t•mpered
Design appraisal Document no and date

Forging Process

HMD 11808-3 Issue 1 dated 09.02.2004

contlnous grain flow forged

Non-Destructl1111 Examination
Magnet,c Particle

Ultrasonic

yes

yes

Identification
Cast number

Test number

71 220

N/A
QA023, STU 0700164
Forging No(s): see above

Date
N/A

Th,s ,s 10 certify that the forg,ngs detaued above nave been ,nspected and tested with sausfactory results and conform ,n all res:ieru to the
spec,ficauon and order
S,gned on behalf of (Manufacturer)
Maschlnenfabrlk Alflng Kessler GmbH, Aalen
S,gnature-Manufoctu/er
J. Schmidt

Remarks
N/A

Status
Quality Manager
Date
24 August 2007
Th,s ceruf,cate ,s issued by the manufacturer ,n accordance w,lh the arrangements authorised by Lloyd's Register EMEA ,n Quality Assurance

~
Approval Ceruf1cate Number QA023
I cerufy these arrangements are being kept under revtf!N by regular and systematlC aud,ung of the appr
manufactunng and qual,ty convoJ

~

procedures
Remarks

Signature

For details of Machankal PropertlM • see attached Worlcs Test
Certificate 38068 dated 26.06.07

0 . Fuchs
c
Sur,eyor to llc>Jd·s Reglstar EMEA

()

A mtmb« of the .k7fd's R2g"11!1 Group
Date
26 Septl!mber 2007

Thr cr,nks/llllts Wlfl i,, «upt«I tor ,ng,na, corrJ)IOSSOIS or otlw 1t¥11S ofm.,chln,,y Nhch .,. r,qw,d to t,, construct«/ ,n 1/Crot/WIU wttll iM Rue •nd R,gu/iJtcns
for /ht ct,ss,/,w,ons ofsh,p$

•
Lloyd's Regist!f. ns aff,ijites and s.uDS,ldsants af'ld thev respectNt!' offctrs, emp)oyees or agents are, individually and cofiectrveiy. 1ef@fr!d to - U'G da:use as the 'UOyd'S
Reg~te, Group· The Lk7/<1's ~eg~te, Grovp '""""" no ,espons,t,il,ty 1nd shall not bo lilbll! to any ponon fo, any IOS$. damage o, " " ' " " o - by ,ef,ano on ""'
nrounataon fY ldYIQ trl this document OI how50e""r prov,ded. unless that person has signed a contraet 'Mth the relrtant Uoyd'1 Register Grot4) entrty for the PfCNISIOn of
lhG mformallOn ~v1e.e and in that case lfPf responsibiI1r; 01 •abiity IS eiccl-"M!ty on the Wrr& aincl cond1\.IOOS set 001 in that Connet

°'

i
•

~
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T
Inspection report for the c rankshaft from the
engineering works, Alfing in Aalen, Germany.

n

MASCHINENFABRIK ALFING KESSLER GMBH

AlFING
c..---.)

73433 AALEN • WASSERALFINGEN
Ins p ection • Certificate

MA.Satffr(El'PAIIJI
ALFIIIG fflSU~ GMIH

acccordin g t o EN 10204 3.1

No.
Subject

1 Crankshan. 8 lhrow ,
finished maschlned

Pun:nasa
Cata,plllar Moton,n
GmbH & Co.KG
Klal

_r~
.
TYJ)8

Order No.

I

AUTOMOTfVI CUhklUilAtTS
U.itG, ('IA'"it.i,tA,n

60580

58369
v. 19.oe.2006

l

I Orawtng-No - - -

HA.KDDHhCi roUfft',15NT

Material

1.94.7-25.10.01-04 'did"

SOCrMo4+Ni+V +QT

I

quenched and temaere

263 250 t 25

·rAJfl~efe,....nca-llkl
14580/16

LRlnspect,on

Society -

HfH-4101

~010922

------ ------

The 1boYNnen1t1oned produda haff been ~ubtdurwd and tesi.ed irl J.OOOtdal'lC:9 wilh Norder a11ct wt.r. ,pp,opn.,u,, ¥.1th Iha abplutad s p e d ~

The re1ub ~ an, dowfflOflt8CI oo thl Jcirnvlonn,

Mech. Eigenschaften Nr. 38068.
crankshaft no. G 993 325.

Which as 11~m I a?P9ndicM to this oownn-g sMal ,oc-ms/to,m part of the i n s ~ otft1ficnt r, ac.tOldonce w!lh EN 10204

Ultraschall-?nllung am Schmledeprodukt entsprecnend Vorschrift AA 10/02103/A durchgelOhrt.
Betund. lnnerhalb der Vorschrift

Magnetlsche R1Gprulung gemA~ Vorschnff AA 10/03/27/8 durchgeti.ihrt.
8efund· Ohne Ameigen

'-

,

Maschinenfabrik Alfing Kessler GmbH
Quality Assurance Dept.

Date
24.08.2007
QWA•SchO

Enciosurelsl
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(Work's Inspector)

( J . Schmidt )

~

°"9"""tancl/Sol,jecl

W0<...,.cll/Ma!,·rul

6 crankshafts
-

-

, Mech. Eigens chafteo
Mech. Proper ties

Maschinenfa brik Alling KeOler Gm..••
D • 73433 Aalen-Wass eralfingen

14560/UI
Zugproi,;;i"°
..,.,i;, ,,,.,

140x5d (Rl)

-

1;-1 ·

Caterp_!llar_~~to~

Aul!rags N1.JRclow1,._. Nt

Rut,leo.litr5\0lr,,'J'0<11inQ IIWl'JIA<:turw

4010922
K«bsch~probe/1;;;;;;; ! ~

Nr.
No.

38068

Sole/1'1<7> • I ..

1!Q910llw/Cust., ,-

50CrM04+Nl+V +QT

,~IN<>.

g

,·

Type/fr-i>e

I

8 M_32-500

__

HIH-4101
OOMJ~lnkg/Wo! ,1Mmkg

Blegep,obe/8endl l\j l801 piece

1S0-V (RT)

~0,J(MO

NV

- -- --1
- - I· _ _
min. 650
min. 861l
mln. 13

~,_µ oo

1

gem. Zeldlnu!'g

~c;~

Probe,
Stlc:k!Jr

Tn\

ChargerMllr.
H._.\Ni

Se<lo!No

A..JSleclrgron,a

Ori

mln. 45

1\/0tho>\lng
Elong•hon

Tons.1e strer,gth

--1 - -

Ouat1"; M&Urance [,Nl1'/t!..el

NVESN

antsprecheodVorgab&

kN

J),, t_

--.

J),l

JJ,!J
-

I

I

~ QP\023

5·

<p

(1)

;::i.

iii.
Vl

g_
g
(1)

()

DJ

-;;
Dl

a.

AJKo,bsi.;.hlel),1rt.,.,it ln Joule

trTl>aal anergy

l

fll'!gi:-rrob11 Ercachttli
Be,,dlnQ
Declolan
IOSI

l•B
B.HN

,19.l
---4 J,'}J

_z,s__i~

•

~

:::>
C

u

CT

'<

'
0

:,:

291,

291.+-291_
-,l 9).

Code

)>
:::;;

-

"'
"'
:0

+--

,ft-

m

Gl
C:

r

~

0
z
u,

~!JJ.
],gi,

..___ •

71 220

LR STU QA • 023

u~

H~II

0

~
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•

l(,,rzz.

~
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-~
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1
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n
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MT l'ru1u,9'MPI IAI

:::>

5·

(0

~

-;;

!!!
5 u
(0

Setl<l<V~.,
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~

(1)

()

;::,

Z/flnsch00ru•1g
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darea
0
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plac<I

rA 2Zo

G 9J.1._J1.,

R./71,gf.,.1,g•,ed

mln.32

-, - -

(1)

LSA (o"r,g")

~!mpectian-

~11<,fVCus torner apoc:

(1)

Zoi<t,v,ys-Nf/DtwM~ t-1o

Scl~f01V"' !I m<:lhOlJ

A111ng

'°"'"'

V•rteUer:

C.Cc
Abm!1mc~_, t...i1,'lll8u)

,,
,,
:0
,,0
0

:0

[l.9.z +-- - +l 9S

&..-I

E'

Fa,ve

BUD

I

E

I

C!>

I

I

0,51

I

I

Mn•

I

Pll,

I

S'll

I

C, '•

I

Mo~

I

NI"

I

0,28 I

0,81

I

0,001

I

0,012

I

1.20

I

o.2e

I

o,47

I

si•

C:
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PART II

"

The cranks haft dimens ions drawn up by the
engineering works, Alfing.
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CH32

REGULATIONS FOR PROPULSION ENGINES, C LASSI FICATION REPAIR AND DAMAGE

'f'
A report from Lloyd's Register regarding the reduction
gearing of a main engine.
Manufacturer, Renk AG in Rheine, Germany.

Report no.
Page 1 of 3

DTM 0562069/1

1.lovds

l{"egrsier Report on Main Engine Reduction Gearing
I'(:,!

Dortmund
Ptacecif Survey, if dttfen!fll hem ebc:M!

OIi

Dortmund

Rheine
Numbor of vlSltl In ,hops

>l da1,

29 June 2006

2

26 September 2006
Y, ,

Shlpbulltby

11rnl ,

NB 101

rj m

GearlnQ made by

C,, ·' r 1rrtN

'f1

Renk AG, Rhel ne / Germany

857936

2006/09

tJumbt:r of SieU •nd desc1pbon -ti S
dr q ...,... .g ·
ll~, •od u:
!lily ,t.tl• ?yp ft,. , rng~
Marine Reduction Gearbox Type RSV·630 with PTO. Center distance between the Input/output shafts 630 mm. Input shafts and output
shafts mounted on sleeve beannqs and the PTO shaft are r unnl nq In roller bearlnq.

Ap~rO'Vt'd ,ru.umum ;otal kW NCh set

1520 KW
l.!.1t0 lee class '10tltJOn, d owlicable
no
HaYe all p1tuom. fle•ible cou~ll'l9 slft'l't'l and ser..,,ce attd<:hmtr,ts bffn
,t,n.,'llically balance<Jl
no
d1 ot ccn.t Of weJded consuuc.11an7 ~tole material
1tt

tt si· ,gk hc,Kd! Slate rw· arid pm1t10n 11 gt· 1f thru<>t bt¥ing

see sketch or approved drawing of gear
' 1te ,t wti, · cty, ,,,,_ ,, ~ \tab , 11 b,; lan:Pd
PTO shaft dynamically balanced
HcJW" art- bod .
10 <ll:d to ~h,tttsshrlnk fitted

solid forged
~

ont. ponding rpm of main wheel
169,5 rpm

lf m~ ~hrun\ has ,h· w-,k.Jg,? allowance been ch« ~.P.d ar,d touncs as appr-0',·t.'d1

s;t.,t~ ~ s.ecured

n.a .

no
rluni>ef and diameter elf r.1-d;al ot dol,-.,,~ r,tt~

n.a
I?~ wtft cut und.:t' cor1t1oflied

~tu.re Condit.ions

M

~

MitM.1 ,

How ~ 'f8 te-•11 cut

ground

Yes
fr- I r,i-h,n-;, r,oress

:.C:.rldl nurnl>l.!f

narnr

NIies / Pfauter Kapp
Slrl- , ti 1, ,.•r-. d. ,1.J1 me1hod

tf

case hardened
,1 i:u!ars ,n ttus repon are to be 9,rton as lutly andclea•ly i'':i po5SlO!c
r

J

rt.

s s- J'
cast
Wh.!-112

th

of cast OI' we4ded cons1ruc oon

niw· r b: "NO'" or ·NONE· say so Tic:ks and c,t~r s,gnsof doub.tul

itlobeused

Llotd s Pl~tet ts afhhatl'S and s ~ i e s and !!\Cif respectM! officers. erT-,loyees Of agents are. md1V1duaU1 a!'Kf colcct1vety, 1efl.>(led 10 In thiS <la~ as \hf 'UoycfS
Re-J11L'f C,roup' The Lloftfs Reg:slcr GrouP as..wmt\ oo rt!>ponsJbility ,i1rld WU not be k.:tt>le to any pe1son fOf any loss. damage o, e1pen~ cauwd by rehance OI'\ the
w,1onr,a110n or itd'ICe "' 1h15 documeF'lt Of '10Mo(>vef provided. unles'> !Nill persori has ~ned I contr8C\ with ti. ,~ant llcvd's Register Group enMy fcw the pro-wiSiOn
c.i! 1hl:s ;nlormabon or ad·nce and in th.li ca'ie' IF'ly rf'!>pansab.Lty or ~b1Mty 11 e•dusl",l?ly oo the 1~rns and cof'\d1t.ons set Cit.It tn that ,MtrM1
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DIESEL ENGINES

PART I I

T
Extra information of the same gear box.

Report no

DTM 0562069/1

Page 2 of 3
t-Yve rneam ~n supplied l0t \'eJ1t)ing that gea,s:asc 1 free, horn distortJOn whc-n
secured In Shep?

if Wf:lded CQn!.trucoon. h.ls 11 bttn stress rclie\'fd

n.a .
run ltght I dt?d in -.hop, d tC)QlhcontM:1 ft , md w1,-.factoty1 Sta~ max 1pm reached
light load run main stage at 300 KW. PTO at 300 KW
v,Jt,-:,t tl-11;:~ ~ ··•h· itate -d\eUMff',, 1redc1r··1mfr.1c,11ia!ty0fr-11rm.,,u teeth,md,fnOCI· ·r ··ict>beartngs)
main Item 5040/ 5020: 0,30 mm; PTO Item 5060/5100: 0,57 mm (pitch circle)
J-aas 'i~Jm,g ht;,

Poma,y

Second,ry
l p

HP

HP

Pinions
Max KW 10 be defi11ered to
ptknary pm,ons

Item 5040: 1520 KW

Item 5100: 372 KW

Ccxrepond1ng rpm

1000 rpm

1507,7 rpm

Number ol teeth

20

65

T01ar v.~dth ol gearfac:e

150mm

55mm

1080N/mm'

1080 N/ mm'

1334 N/mm•

1287 N/ mm'

pardllel !.>ct•:S
Wodth of g.,p

be""""n helKe,

Appra.·t.'dri:"'ti,:iom.1lt!fld1

tensilf! :.Uength
Actual pin.an ma~r..-sl tenSi•
strength

Qulllshafts
Approved tt.-ns!le- meo9th

A..hJ.al tensile1a-tr~n9th

Flexible Couplings
Typ;

)f :011p111-q

Approved dtr'flng member
!erY...i.ewengtn
Ac.tu.al dovmg member IMS:k>
wenqth
Appro,,ed di r.,en member

1enst.e5,trength
A(tual dnven mc-mber li!11S1leo
srrenqth
M.tt~ldl ot

*eve

App<oo.ed Sk!e-we tens,~

strength
Acll.1,dl ~~ lt>m1le \tr(t(lqth

Wheels
P.

Numbft' of t~th

Pumary P

Item 5060: 98

1080N/mm'

1080N/mm•

1208 N/mm2

1283N/ mm2

Appra,.,ed shaft matc11d! tensile
wength

Item 5010: 600 N/mm•

.A(tual ~haft ma1eua1 tensile s11ength

715 N/mm•

form }016 {200S 041
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..ary H.P

Item 5020: 118

LP

CH32

REGULATIONS FOR PROPULSION ENGINES , C LASSIFICATION , REPAIR AND DAMAGE

.,
Representatives of the manufacturer and the surveyor
from Lloyd's Register must sign the report.

Rep0n no·
Page 3 of 3

DTM 0562069/1

Declaration to be Slgnod by Gearmakers
"o the best of our k ~ < r . 1his reduct,on geanng ~s been sound,y CDn!.tJUC.led 1n conlorlT'llty ·Nit.h the R'-'es •nd Rtgulat10ns. and !he fon•qou,g r.articutars of
~ , - It\~

-g ,,rp

th I

N•m
s_ :in :Al1TAlS
/ . Dirk Kremkow

O.iu

,J1

Oa1e

19 October 2006

d? I of clHl :-,,1 pl -n

Lloyd's Register EMEA, Hamburg, Ref.. HMD 16496-06 Issue no. 0 dated 02 January 2006

Pon and ~e,port t.J\Jmbe,

Gear number

Declaration to be Completed and Signed by Surveyor

l

The redtXtion gearing reported above ha$ be·
nd4 r $pedal Survey 1n «cOfdincew,th the Rules. appm ~d ,MU and Secreldry's lttwrs. lhe materials ar'M:i
wo,jmansftip are qood, the soa<e gear required by lhe Rules has betn supplied 111\d the gearing !5 fitgibk-, U\
o neon. to bl- foted 1n a dassed ship A ~tailed Im ol
certJhca1t'1 K attd(hed I< ·

repc'lrt st ,1,

ig :" l'I

manufacture,. port of mue and cert1hcate nu,mt,.....,...t,,dof,l!.,,rl,:,rrn,a,t1!1Q

03 November 2006

Dortmund

Declaration to be Completed and Signed by Surveyor at Port of Installation
The abo..,e red\JC1JOO gearing Ns been fitted on b.i 11d 1~ MVIS~
PCJYJef :ond1t..oro tor

at

lfl a f it and propet'

man,lP.!' and found sa1~fac1o,y ..-;hen tett>d on

hours and -.....t'lert ex.lmmed subsecpentr;

A member cf the Uoyd'!. Register Group

form l016 (200S.04'
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DIESEL ENGINE S

PART

11

y

The used material properties of all the parts of a similar
gear box are tested.
In this case, a pinion shaft 1n gear seating .
The composition of the material and the mechanical
properties are of utmos t importance.
The heat treatment is also important, in this case casehardening.

g
PrOfbescheinigung nach EN 10204 - Werkstoffp rOfun

Inspection document acc. to EN 10204 - Material testing
Vorgan gsdaten I Process dala

f

RENK order no.

~~:
;;,;;c::::::ltleat

0796253/0

W90662796253

5040

~'::,,',,ty IS. · nung/Der

,n, ·

. RITZEL WELLE M.RAOSITZ / PINION SHAFT WITH
GEAR SEATING

1

-

~

-

I

~

76
1reot~:1:rNi M0 · +

- ---- ----- -~r------ ---1Stahltlefe
Slahlerzeuger
rant
Steel supplier

We,ghl

I

241 ,2

230

0

TN70481

Ma1era1

Einsatz harten / case-ha rdening

Gew tit [kg)

RohabmMsung
Rough dmens,on

Anforderungen
Specdical1ons

~

Werl<51off

WerkSIOff
Material standard

a~v. 'g no

Me\er' ,j ,o

~Cer'Jf,cate no

f

chnungs-N,

Malena! Nr

Pos1tr-:ins-Nr
Posi.

Abnatvn&-Zerti!a<al-Nr.

Ext Abn -Organlsailon
Ext lnsp Organisation

n"

RSV-630

857936

l

~l;·',-,1~

Pmd ·" Type
Pr"XJ1 . :t type

RENK Ac!!ra;s-Nr

___

Steel maker

BGH- Siegon
.,___~

BGH- Slegen

Zusamm ensetzu ng
Werksz eugnis 2.2 nach EN 10204 iiber chemisc he
on
Tnt report 2.2 acc. to E N 10J04 - Chemical compo11h
Sclvnet,e n-Nr _

_

Heat no

Sollwerte
Theoret,cal values

7

11

11
/AC!uatvalues

0.010

0.19

0,30

0,60

0,18

0,24

0,50 fo.006

r

NI

Al

V

%

%

... - %

1,40

0.005 I 1.80

0,35

1,70

0,040

0,33

1,56

0,033

J. 0,001
bt

""'

,•n
- 1,eZu •,..,rne~~u n~t1m.,.fl lk-feranttr 1ng,,·

~

+

0,25

I

·

'

%

+' 1.50

---i--0 -4-0- f-~.:.. ..+-.

'

Mo

%

%

%

%

%

O 15
min,

max
~e

-s-,-~ -,- ~n-~ --P-~ -s-~- c,

5:%c

760305 ~

1,66
'

j

---- 1

M., ,,~

fsch-tec hnolog ischo Eigens chaften
Abnahm epr0fze ugnis 3.1 nach EN 10204 Ober mechan
propert,,--.
al-technol ogical
Ir ·.p·<:1I ,~ -•rf" ,te 3.1 acc. to EN 10204 Mechanic

gemaB/acc. to EN 10002-t

Zugversuch/Tens,1e tesl
Proben-N r"
Speunen no."

r

l.DgeJI
LOC3.t..~n It

1866

Kertlscillagblegeversuc:Mn,pact test
gema!Yacc.10 EN 10045-1

s:::· z~re.;:;;-ke,t 1~:~~:TTh
v!ld :tnl

L

Tensile &trenghl

R,o,
2

Ntmm

R,.

(I a 5 di

Nlmm.:

%

[!=;1: .~tu:~ _

-;;5 - +--108 0-1500 _-L_~

r~Clualval;es

1032

"M-Pro be Bn>ehDlN 5012515' ·

1

13~

•·nt-,.,• Bac:c.toD N50125

1

13~

Prllftemp

Kerbschlagarte~
lnu,act wr>rl

E:schnur ung
Elonga:! n Reduction of a,ea

Temp

ISO-V

~

1

Ji

%

- ;~
60,8

1
95

l

•

';~ r ~
91

•c

73..E
D~

ansfflle
' ' L • ~ n a l ; T•1,1ngentra1'11ngenl!at; O•Quorl\r

Bemerl<ungen

Remarks.
·s • ., , ,, been c:om;,l:ed wtth.

Externer Abnohmor
External Inspecto r

R ENK Aktieng osellsch aft • Werk Rhelno

Qual,tatsmanagement / Quality Management
Poslfach 1953 • 48409 Rholne
Tel.. -+49 5971 790-0 • Fax. +49 5971 790-208
We1tSloll_de_en 12:>:is-oe Fo 1020
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